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“In what depends on the known or the rcgu- 
Ear course of nature , * . the mind trusts to 
itself; but in strange arid uncommon situations 
it is the dupe of its own perplexity and* instead 
of relying on its prudence or courage, has re¬ 
course to divinationH and a variety of observ¬ 
ances. that, for being irrational, arc always the 
more revered Superstition, being founded in 
doubts anti anxii^ h fostered by ignorance 
and mystery/1—Adam Fekgusox* An Essay 
on the History of Human Society (5th cd< 
1782). 

1'Human power failing, superhuman power 
is catted in; the mysterious and the invisible 
are believed to be present; and there grow up 
among the people those feelings of awe. and of 
helplessness, on which all superstition is based, 
and without which no superstition can exist/T—- 
Henry Thomas Buckle, ./l History of Civili* 
sotion in England (1857-61). 



PREFACE 

M.Aiitc ami taboo rank among the most important of those erro¬ 
neous beliefs ami futile practices which engage the interest of the 
philosophic student of mankind. The positive attitude of magic 
contrasts with the negative attitude of taboo. It is an act of nmpf 
when a Tongan chief, filled with wtmu, cures an inferior by touch¬ 
ing the patient with his foot; it is a prescription of taboo when a 
Maori chief is forbidden to scratch his nio=t sacred head, lest its 
sanctity be impaired or dissipated by being communicated n* his 
less sacred fingers. It is an act of magic for a Samoan commoner 
to protect his plantation by a no-trespass sign showing this to be 
charged with >\niw, whereas the prohibition of trespass is a taboo 
whose sanction, or "sting in the tail,” is the fear of a would-be 
thief that he will be blasted by the deadly potency inherent in the 
sign. Both magic and taboo thus rest fundamentally on the con¬ 
ception of impersonal occult power. Its beneficial influence may 
be utilized if proper precautions are taken by the operator; its 
injurious influence mu3t he avoided by measures of isolation or 

insulation. 
The significance of this conception was first set forth by John 

H. King in a two-volumt work, Tht Supernatural: Its Origin, 
Nature, smd Evolution (London and New York, 1892). His 
book, though well written, acutely reasoned, and supported by 
considerable evidence, seems to have made little or no impression 
on contemporary thought. In truth, the dimate of opinion at the 
time was not favorable to its reception. The animistic (soul and 
ghost) theories, propounded by E. B. Tylor, Herbert Spencer, 
and their successors, then commanded the assent of most students 
of religious origins, while the phenomena of magic and taixyi had 
only begun to receive attention at the hands of J. G. Frazer, 
himself an adherent of the animistic hypothesis We search the 
writings of these students in vain for any realization of the part 
that has been played by "supernal" power—as King called it— 
in the formulation of magical beliefs and practices. The mystic 
"efficacy" of spells, curses, and blessings; the "luck" of charms 
and ritual hocus-pocus; and the “virtue" resident in the magician 
himself, his materials, and his instruments all continued to be re- 
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garded, never as impersonal qualities or properties, but always as 
the mode of activity of persona] spiritual beings, 

In a paper on J*Pre-animistic Religion.” read before the meet¬ 
ing of the British Association for the Advancement of Science in 
1899 ami published the following year in Folk-Lore, R. R. Marett 
of Oxford challenged the sufficiency of the current animistic 
theories and advanced, quite in ignorance of Ring's book, some 
of its leading arguments. In 1904 Marett published a second paper 
in Folk-Lore entitled “From Spell to Prayer," further elaborating 
his views. Independently of both King and Marett, two sociolo¬ 
gists in France, Henri Hubert and Mated Mauss, issued in 1904 
their important essay, “F.srjuisse d'une thtoric generale de la 
magic,“ in the seventh volume of the Awwer Sociologique, and 
made the conception of occult power in its impersonal aspect the 
basis of their treatment of magic. In Germany K, T. Preuss 
adopted Marett s views and elaborated them in a scries of articles, 
“Dcr LTrsprungder Religion mid Kunstappearing in Globus in 
1904—190S. Once the academic ice had been broken, further con¬ 
tributions to the subject were soon made by E, S, Hartland in 
England, Nathan Soderblom in Sweden, A. O, Love joy in the 
United States, and by other writers. And the French anthropolo¬ 
gist, Arnold van Gennep. suggested that the impersonalist theory 
of magic and taboo, as contrasted with the persona list theory of 
animism, might well be described as “dynamism," 

King, followed by Marett, Hubert, and Mauss, and other writ¬ 
ers, adopted the word mcrrui, found in the Melanesian languages, 
to designate occult or “supernal’' power regarded as impersonal. 
The word and its significance had been brought to die attention 
of European students bv R. FI. Codrington, long a missionary 
in Melanesia. But Codrington’s own researches, supplemented by 
those of later investigators, show dearly that in this part 0f the 
Pacific area rtuina much more often has a personal aspect, origi¬ 
nating with ghosts and spirits and from them acquired by men. 
What is true of the Melanesian conception holds true, also, of the 
conception in some other regions. It is now evident that by numa 
we must understand occult power in general, this bring sometimes 
denotive of an impersonal quality or property and sometimes 
ascribed to a definite personality, a spiritual being. Consequently 
the distinction between magic and animism remains vague and 
ill-defined in the lower culture. It becomes sharply market! only 
with the growing personalization and humanization of spirits and 
gods. Furthermore, neither King nor those who came after him 
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seem to have been jlistiTied in postulating the logical or the chrono¬ 
logical priority of the impersonal aspect of occult power over its 
personal aspect. The evidence at our disposal warrants no con¬ 
clusion lliaL magic preceded animism or that animism preceded 
magic in development. For aught we know ihej arose and flour¬ 
ished together in ‘the dark backward and abysm of time " 

Tills book embraces die whole subject of magic, hut only as 
found among so-called prdvtcraie peoples. To trace its history 
and enormous influence in the civilizations o£ antiquity and then 
onward through the medieval period to the civilizations of the 
modem age would be a task calling for the co-operation of a 
galaxy of scholars. My humbler task lias been 10 set forth the 
chief principles of magic, and these are as well exemplified in 
rude communities as in those of higher type. Indeed, there is little 
or nothing in the magic of old Egypt, Babylonia, India, and China, 
of ilit Christian West and the Moslem East, which cannot be 
duplicated in savage Australia, Melanesia, Africa, and America. 
Magic is as thoroughly primitive as it is cosmopolitan. 

Divination cannot be excluded from the content of magic, for 
die diviner works by the occult power belonging to himself or to 
his procedures and "instruments. Without it he would work in 
vain. However, the various branches of divination arc not treated 
here systematically, though omens, dreams, revelations In the ec¬ 
static state, and prophetic inspiration receive due attention. As 
for [he abstract relations between magic and religion, a subject 
on which much ink has been spilled, these are not discussed at 
all. They are not discussed because religion is a term defined at 
pleasure, whereas magic and animism are terms with an accepted 
signification. To say this is not to deny the obvious fact that every 
religious system, whether of low peoples or of high, is saturated 
with magic as well as with animism. The magic is always there, 
officially sanctioned or officially condemned. 

The reader of this book will Team, it is hoped, that much which 
has been described as magic does not properly deserve that desig¬ 
nation. Magical belief* and practices are extensive enough, but 
there are many "superstitions" which lie outside it and remain 
unconnected with it. Such expressions as medicine man, shaman, 
spell, charm, and sorcery arc also given a more exact delimitation 
than they have usually received, even in the writings of profes¬ 
sional students. In social science as in natural science we must 
define as best we can and then keep to our definitions. 

While I have written directly from the primary sources, I 
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would not disguise my indebtedness to those authorities who have 
preceded me in the study of magic. Some have been already men¬ 
tioned hut there are others: A. E. Crawley. F. B jevons, Garveth 
Read, Edward Westcrmarck, Lueien Levy-Bruhlr F_ R. Lehmann, 
A Vilhelm Schmidt, Gunnar Landtman, Rafad Karsteii, Bronislaw 
Malinowski, J. li. Leuba, W, G. Sumner. A, G. Kdler—to 
mention only a few, Even when I have disagreed with them J have 
learned from them. 

Hutton Webster 
Palo Alto. Cai.ikobma 

February im 
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CflAPTEH I 

OCCULT POWER 

The contrast between what was ordinary and what was extraor¬ 
dinary in naan’s world must from the start have impressed his 
nascent mentality. Some objects, both animate and inanimate, 
were understandable- He recognized them by wlmt they did to 
him; he knew them familiarly and made use of them. Human 
beings, animals, and ■‘lifeless’' things might also act in ways ab- 
normal and inexplicable, thus manifesting a power not apparent 
to the senses nor yet legitimately inferable from sense impres¬ 
sions—an occult power, Whatever aroused man s attention, ex¬ 
cited his interest, and did not fit into the routine of his thought, 
whatever filled him with wonder and provoked emotional reactions 
varying from simple fear and avoidance to awe and reverence, 
would reveal a potency mysterious in nature, marvelous in opera¬ 
tion, and effective both to blast and to bless. With reference to 
the Tliiigil Indians of southern Alaska a competent authority 
points out that their conception of "supernatural" energy must, be 
carefully differentiated from that of natural energy. 'It is true 
that the former is supposed to bring about results similar to tlu- 
lattcr, but in the mind oi ilit Tlingit the conceived difference be¬ 
tween these two is as great as with us. A rock rolling down hill 
or an animal running is by no means a manifestation of super¬ 
natural energy', although if something peculiar he associated with 
there actions, something outside of die Indian’s usual experience 
of such phenomena, they may be thought of as such. Although 
the Indian lias, in this latter case, reasoned to an erroneous cause, 
the difference is none the less gTeat. '1 This statement might welt 
be generalized and made of universal application it in it we sub¬ 
stitute for the term "supernatural” the term "occult,” to designate 
whatever lies outside the range of plain under standing. The idea 
of the supernatural did no* arise until man liad envisaged a normal 
course of nature, broken, if at all, only by miraculous happenings. 
But such an idea «u long foreign to the human mind, for which 

I 
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no boundary fisted between what could occur and what could 
not occur, between the possible and the impossible. 

Many primitive peoples have isolated in thought the occult 
power that produces effects beyond man’s ordinary capacity or 
experience and have indicated it by a definite name. Some primi¬ 
tive peoples, distinguishing between its good and bad aspects, 
employ for the one or the other a special designation. 

Comparative study of the terms for occult power began with 
the word tnana, as first discussed by R_ H. Codrington in his 
classical work on the Melanesians. "The Melanesian mind is en¬ 
tirely possessed by the belief in a supernatural power or influence, 
called almost universally nut no. This is what works to effect every¬ 
thing which is beyond the ordinary power of nun, outside the 
common processes of nature; it is present in the atmosplurre of 
life, attaches it self to persons and to things, and is manifested by 
results which can only be ascribed to its operation. When one has 
got it he can use it and direct it, but its force may break forth at 
some new point; the presence of it is obtained by proof. . . . . 
But this power, though itself impersonal, is always connected with 
some person who directs it; all spirits have it. ghosts generally, 
some men. If a stone is found to have a supernatural power, 
it is because a spirit lias associated itself with it; a dead man’s bone 
has with it iifcWM, because the ghost is with the hone; a man may 
have so dose 3 connection with a spirit or ghost that he has mana 
in himself also, and can so direct it as to effect what he desires; 
a charm is powerful because the name of a spirit or ghost ex¬ 
pressed in the form of words brings into it the power which the 
ghost or spirit exercises through it” Elsewhere our authority 
states that no man has the mana power of his own. "All that he 
docs is done by the aid of personal beings, ghosts, or spirits; he 
cannot be said, as a spirit can. to be mana himself, using the word 
to express 3 quality.”* 

This account m tnoiw, as lieing "itself impersonal’’ and yet 
as ultimately derived from ghosts or spirits, seems to reflect llie 
vagueness and fluidity of the conception in Melanesia as in other 
jarls of the aboriginal world. Investigators since Codrmgton 
have stressed the spiritualistic character of mana in most of the 
area, except, perhaps, in the Banks Islands and the Torre- Islands.* 

ft is an interesting and significant fact that the Australian 
aborigines, who in material culture rank among the lowest of 
mankind, not only recognize the existence of occult power but in 
some cases have a name for it. According to an early account of 
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the western trite (those near Perth), a magician possesses boytya, 
which he 0:1 aides from his bod}1 ami passes into the body of a 
person to be made ill. Another magician effects a cure by drawing 
out the boytya from the patient in die form of pieces of quartz. 
The natives keep these as “great curiosities.”* According to an¬ 
other early arccimt of the Perth aborigines the boglia, or magi¬ 
cian. has in his stomach a quartz crystal ( also calk'd boglia) which 
is the embodiment of all his ‘'extraordinary and occult power." 
Alter his death it passes into the stomach of his son. Hie magi¬ 
cian can hurl a fragment Ot it invisibly at an enemy and injure or 
kill him even at a great distance. The natives believe that all 
deaths are thus caused by evil-minded magicians.' 

The Wonkonguru of the Lake Eyre district describe by the 
word kaotchi anything "uncanny." such as an unusual stone, an 
abnormal vegetable growth, or some deformity exhibited by a 
child at birth u Among the southeastern trite the malignant or 
destructive aspect1 of occuli power receives a special name, such 
as the mu«0 of the Wuninjerri [ Victoria j, the gubbttrra of the 
Yuin (New South Wales), and ihe wni/wm of the Ytrkla-mining 

(South Australia).' 
In the Kabi tribe of Queensland nuimgvr as an adjective means 

‘'cha^mcd,, and tuanngufugur (the superlative form) means "life 

possessing,” "life giving.” These terms are applied to the tribal 
medicine man, the former to a doctor who cures or kills by means 
of the magical crystals inside him and the latter to One of higher 
degree who, tn addition to crystals, has a magical rope for use 
in healing. Another word applied to a doctor is mwn< muru, "full 
of life."1 Evidently matmgtir or winru miru expresses the “vi¬ 
tality1 which fills the doctor and whereby he performs his feats. 

The word kvntif, as used by Queensland tribes of Cape York 
Peninsula, refers to “a force residing in all things sacred or dan¬ 
gerous to the profane.'1 An incestuous marriage is frnnfu; the 
eating of human flesh is kmnto; and kvnta are the sacred siones 
associated with certain ancestral beings that are reverenced as 
culture heroes. In relation to objects of the hero cult the word 
is definitely personal; in other applications it is impersonal. The 
natives do not distinguish, however, the two senses.' 

The Aninta term arungquilllut is "always associated at bottom 
with the possessicm of supernatural evil power," The term is 
applied indiscriminately to the evil influence or to the object in 
which it is resident, either temporarily or permanently. It is 
"sometimes regarded as jwrsoua! and at other times as imper- 
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sonal."1’ A person suffering from a disease to which young people 
arc especially susceptible conveys arungquiltha to women, from 
whom it is passed on to men having unlawful intercourse with 
them. Any pointing bone or slick over which the proper spells 
have been recited {“sung") is endowed with it. Certain stones 
arc etiarged with it. ispears which touch the stones carry It away 
oil their points and when thrown in the direction of an enemy 
will produce an eruption of boils. A tree which marks the spot 
where a blind man died contains this evil power: should the tree 
be cut down all the men of the locality would become blind. If 
anyone wishes to produce blindness in an enemy, he need only go 
alone to the tree, mb it, and mutter his desire and an exhortation 
to the aruncfquiliha to go forth and afflict the object of hts hate. 
The Magellanic clouds contain aruagqwitha. Sometimes they 
come down to earth and choke men and women when asleep. 
Mushrooms and toadstools, which are believed m be meteorites, 
also contain it: hence the natives, who art- almost omnivorous, 
never eat them. Art eclipse of the sun is attributed to the presence 
of anmgqttiliha in that luminary .*1 The itlha of the Kaitish cor¬ 
responds to Qrmgqutitha, as signifying evil power or an object 
endowed with this power. Spencer and Gillen relate that after 
much urging they got an old Kaitisli man to show them how 
priming sticks were used in nefarious magic. When he had com¬ 
pleted his demonstration his excitement, aided probably by a rush 
of blood to the head, made him fed dim He declared that the 
ittha had affected him and that he felt, as he looked, very ill. He 
was reassured when our authors explained to him that in their 
medicine chest they had a plentiful supply of powerful magic that 
would effectually counteract that in the pointing slide. On this 
occasion there was no one into whom the old man wanted to pro¬ 
ject the evil influence in the instrument, so lie naturally concluded 
that it had entered himself,1* 

The native tribes of Central Australia have no special name for 
good power, in contrast to bad, but the conception is embodied 
in the Aninta word clmtinga. meaning ’something sacred or 
seert!” and most frequently referring to the sacred stones and 
sticks which are the equivalent of the bull-roarers of other tribes. 
The term describes both an object and the quality' possessed by 
it, Tims it finds use “either as a substantive, when it implies a 
-acred emblem, or as a qualifying term, when it implies sacred 
or secret.h,t* 

The Mum gin of the Northern Territory of Australia, have a 
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term maraiitt, which si unifies, as nearly as it can be translated, 
sacred or taboo. It is used to describe anything tabooed to women 
and uninitiated boys, including toiemic emblems, ceremonial 
gro*nels. certain names known only to the older men, and certain 
artistic designs, All things that arc maraim are endowed with an 
1‘extra-mundane quality ' called duL The literal meaning oi dol is 
“hard." "strong,*' but the word has reference to strength only in 
the sense of "ritually ’powerful’." Such things are hard or strong 
because "they have mam and possess spiritual power,’’1* 

In the western islands of Torres Straits the name for a magical 
formula is unewen {xiwncrcm). This term, in its wider signifi¬ 
cation, seems to be "the equivalent of the owm of Oceania. It is 
employed to render "spiritual power" in the translation of the 
Gospels lor native converts.1' In the eastern islands of Torres 
Straits "when anything behaved in a remarkable nr mysterious 
manner it could be regarded as a zogo. ' The term was generally 
used as a noun, but used adjectivally it is best translated as 
"sacred.** A concrete object, rain, wind, a shrine, a form of 
words uttered tn a rite, or the rite itself might be sago. As a rule 
anything sago was employed for beneficent purposes, for instance, 
a rain-making ceremony, but some sogo things had a malevolent 

application.1* 
Tbc Marind, who live on the southeastern coast of Netherlands 

New Guinea (near Meraukc), entertain a conception of drum 
described as being an exact parallel to that of ptmtu. By dtitio the 
native understands now an impersonal and sll-jwvssivt power 
attaching to everything unusual or rare, and now a personal!red 
spiritual being from whom this power proceeds The Dcma {col¬ 
lectively} arc ancestral ghosts, the forefathers of the various tribal 
groups* They appear to the magician in dreams, and with them 
he holds intercourse.1* In die northeast of Netherlands New 
Guinea, south of Humboldt Bay, live the Stone Age Papuans 
known as Sentani. They use the word itarpo (uarafu) to desig¬ 
nate an impersonal occult power which is Loth beneficial and harm¬ 
ful in its operation. Whatever lias ttarpv belongs to the mystical 
world, thus being seL off from the world of ordinary and under¬ 
standable things (ptijakera). In most cases objects that have 
wirpo are taboo, and any unauthorized contact with them results 
disastrously for the person concerned. According to our authority 
it is often difficult to determine how far the natives separate this 
conception of Impersonal occult power from the power exercised 
by spiritual beings, the Uarpo. These are not ancestral ghosts, as 
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are the Dcma of the Marin d, but spirits of the earth. water, and 

air.1* 
We possess two accounts of the intmtu conception among die 

Neman tribes of the Purari Delta. Papua. The first account, by 
a missionary who lived long among them, describes iwtiimu as the 
“soul" of things. It has personality, but only as taking on the 
specific characteristics of its habitat. If in a man. it is human; 
if in a god, divine. Tt has attributes, can be kind or malign, can 
cause pain and sulTer pain, can possess and be possessed. Though 
intangible, it manifests its presence as docs the mind. It permeates 
everything that lias life, yet it is not rokva, “'life,1' but imunu. The 
second account, by a government anthropologist, ascribes to imunu 
an adjectival instead of a substantive significance. It stands for a 
quality, or a complex of qualities, rather than a thing. The term 
is applied to many ceremonial objects such as masks, hull-roarers, 
hunting charms, old relics, grotesque carvings, and freaks ot 
nature. ‘'Such objects are queer or mysterious or secret; they are 
holy in the sense that they arc unapproachable or untouchable; 
they have some kind of potency for good or evil, they are treas¬ 
ured with the utmost care; age seems to add to the marta of 
them. .... Anything which the native dreads for the harm 
it may do him. and fears because of its strangeness, and cajoles 
for its favors, and fondly treasures for its old associations, he 
will tell you is ifflunM,’'” From these statements it appears that 
by the Namau trilies the occult jjower which is imunu or has 
imunu can also he endowed with some measure of personality. 

The Koita term aina tears the general signification of “sacred." 
It is used to indicate a contagious quality harmful to those in 
contact with it; thus a corpse or a homicide (until purified from 
bloodletting) is afro. The term corresponds to the Motu kelogat 
meaning "set apart, charged with virtue,”** 

By the Elema tribes the word for "heat" (uhea) has come to 
be used for "a potency above the ordinary." Instead of referring 
to the purely physical heat of fire Or the sun, it now denotes that 
of the magician who is in a condition enabling him to do some- 
tiling beyond normal human capacity. Old men. bull-roarers, cer¬ 
tain carved wooden plaques of great sanctity, and the magician’s 
cliarms also possess aht'a. It is especially found in the leaves and 
hark secretly used by him and in the ginger which he chews with 
the express purpose of making himself “hot." Things in which 
ahta resides "are charged with power, and those who handle them 
without authority may expect a shock; or they are fierce and liable 
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to soap,”11 Similarly among the Mailu the sorcerer thews pepper 
leaf* cinnamon bark, or wild ginger root, anti so acquires “hear 
or "power” (vdavda) for lire more deadly forms of his magic." 
Among the Suau-Tawala the word gigibori, which means "hot” 
and "heat/' also means ‘'powerful" and "power.” The word is 
applied to persons and things in which resides “something” ca¬ 
pable of affecting other persons and things in a way that is not 

regarded as natural and normal11 

In Dobu. an island of the D'Entrecasteaux group to the south¬ 
east of New Guinea, this notion of "heat” is particularly asso¬ 
ciated with die black art. A miraculous fire issues from the pubes 
of a female witch, “and there is not a man who has not seen the 
fire flooding the night with light, or hovering to and fro in the 
air—and not slept for hours after, but huddled about the fire in 
fear of witchcraft and death in consequence of it." The body of 
such a woman is also unusually "hot." A sorcerer engaged in his 
nefarious practices believes that he must keep himself hot and 
parched; hence he drinks salt water, chews ginger, abstains from 
food for a time, and refrains from sexual intercourse with his 
wi fe or with anyone else. "He does not diffuse his heat," Chewed 
ginger also finds use in connection with incantations for healing, 
for warding oft a squall at Sea. and for making a canoe speedy 
and seaworthy. "The sight of a magician chewing ginger, spitting 
it on to the object charmed at intervals, and muttering his apdl at 
the same time is a common one tn Dobu.”'* In Rosscl Island heat 
is always associated with magic; it is a necessary attribute of magi¬ 
cal potency. Where the Melanesians would use mana or a similar 
term the Rossel people would employ the word for "hotness.'1'1 

The Trobrianders have the norm tneginx. which describes the 
magical rites and sjwlls employed by them. In a narrower sense 
it means the '■force" or "virtue" of magic. The word can also be 
Used as art adjective to describe anything of a magical character 
and as a verb referring to the performance of magic,15 

By the Fijians die word rnana is only applied to ghosts and 
spirits (kaiou}, to chiefs as representatives or incarnations of the 
katw, and to medicines. Sortie medicines are still believed to he 
made effective through spiritual agency, and it is probable dial 

originally ail were so regarded.-T 
The term jhajhi is or has been of universal occurrence in Poly¬ 

nesia. Indeed, both the word and the ideas which it denotes may 
be of Polynesian origin. Its occurrence in Melanesia is in regions 
that Iiave been markedly affected by influences from the Pacific 
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area ,l/fur,i is used either as a noun or as an adjective. In the 
Maori language it means authority, influence, prestige, super- 
natural power, "having qualities which ordinary persons or things 
do not possess," effectual, effective. Essentially similar meanings 
arc found in the Samoan, Tahitian, Hawaiian, Tcngan, and Mar- 
quesan languages*'* Occult power, marvelous, wonder-working, 
and particularly associated with the gods and their human repre¬ 
sentatives, the chiefs and priests, is evidently the root-conception 

Some equivalents or near equivalents of maua are discernible 
in the Indonesian area. The native word for "invisible power" in 
the Mentawei Islands is kere or kerei. The more kern a man 
has, the more he can accomplish.1" The Javanese term kcsakU'ti 
has a closely related meaning-" The Toba Batak of Sumatra have 
die conception of (ondir the power iliac keeps all living things alive 
and in lifeless things resides as a potential energy. Not all men 
are equally endowed with tend*. Chiefs, rich and highly placer! 
people, those with many children, and magicians possess more 
tondi than common folk. It is divisible, and some of it can be 
transmitted from one person to another.** In Flores, besides the 
soul there is also said to be another "something" which men pos¬ 
sess. It is their mattar. A person who is lucky in his undertakings 
Is thought to have received a special endow ment of manor, making 
him exceptionally clever and cunning. Magicians have more of it 
titan ordinary men. They get it from die herbs which they use. 
The "power" of matter is also found in animals, plants, trees, and 
even stones.** In Halniahera there is the conception of tjummini, 
described as a universal, all-pervading energy which is not bound 
to any single material object, but is found in all living things, in 
human (wings most of all. It belongs to the newly bom child and 
increase* with advancing years. In extreme old age it becomes 
worn out and exhausted. Gurutnitti is not the soul but the power 
by which the soul can be manifested. The importance of a dead 
man in the other world depends upon the greater or less amount 
of iltis “life fluid" which he possessed while alive." 

By the Kayan of Borneo the word bali finds use on many occa¬ 
sions as a form of address. The being to whose name it is prefixed 
is always one "having special powers of the sort that we should 
call supernatural," and the prefix marks this possession of such 
powers, "It may be said to be an adjectival equivalent of the mana 
of the Melanesians or of the unkanda or orenda of North Ameri¬ 
can tribes, words which seem to connote oil power other than the 

purely mechanical." The word is used even more extensively by 
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the Kcnyah, who prefix it to the names of several of llieir gods. 
The Klcmaiitan term, employed in the same way. is vah " The 
name Pctara, by which the Sea Dayak or lban designate their chief 
divine being and his many anthropomorphic manifestations, also 
bears at times the vague sense of "supernatural " It will be ap- 
plied, for instance, to white men; "They are Petara” say the 
natives. "Our superior lenow ledge and civilization are so far 
above their own level that we appear to them to partake of the 

supernatural."J4 
The word by which the Taiyal or A taiyal of Formosa desig¬ 

nate a ghost is ottofa. But sometimes, we learn, it seems to be 
used much as nutm is used by other Pacific peoples. When a man 
is guided in all his actions by the ghost of some powerful ancestor 
he himself Iconics imbued will more than human wisdom, 

strength, and power.'* 
The Ainu of Japan, that last remnant of a widespread pre¬ 

historic people, have a term foamin', which, while it refers to a 
supreme and creator God. also has reference to a multitude oi 
spirits. When applied to good spirits, it expresses the quality of 
being beneficent and helpful to men; when applied to evil spirits, 
it indicates what is most to be dreaded. The term has a further 
application to human beings, as a title of respect, and even to 
animals and natural objects. These are not necessarily regarded 
as divine and worthy of worship.'* Though the ordinary Japanese 
word for God, kami, is not certainly derived from Ainu fotwmn. 
it closely agrees with the latter term in signification. Motodri, the 
great Shinto scholar, writing in the eighteenth century, declares 
that not only the various deities of heaven and earth and human 
beings such as the successive Mikados ("with reverence be it 
spoken" lr buL also birds, beasts, plants, trees. Seas, mountains, 
"and all other things whatsoever which deserve to be dreaded and 
revered for the extraordinary and pre-eminent powers which they 
possess, are called kamL They need not be eminent for surpassing 
nobleness, goodness, or serviceableness alone. Malignant and un¬ 
canny beings are also called twini if only they are objects of gen¬ 
eral dread." When referring to natural objects it was not their 
spirits that was meant. "The word was applied directly to the seas 
or mountains themselves as being very awful things.”” 

The Malays of the Malay Peninsula apply the name badi to the 
"evil principle." A fairly exact English equivalent would be “mis¬ 
chief." as in the expression "It’s got the mischief in it" The 
name refers to everything that has life, including even inert ob- 
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jects, for these too arc considered animate. Badi issues from a 
tiger which cite sees (because of the fascination which that beast 
has for its prey), from a poison-tree under which one passes, from 
the saliva of a mad dog, and from "die contagious principle of 
morbid matter." There are as many as one hundred and ninety- 
three of these mischiefs, though some people would reduce them 
id only one hundred and ninety. They correspond exactly in num¬ 
ber to the jins or genii, who form an extensive dass of godJings 
or spirits. While the jins may do good, which Lhc badi never do, 
both are bdieved able to inflict infinite harm on mortals, and 
both dwell m hollows of the hills, patches of primeval forest, and 
other solitary places.*" In Pat an i, Jalor, and other more dvilhed 
districts of the Malay Peninsula the budi arc definite spirits, but 
in the Federated Malay Slates they appear as little more than evil 
influences “devoid of personality/*** 

The Peninsular Malays also have a tinm kramaty which means 
"sanctity," but is generally used adjectivally and is applied to 
men, animals, inanimate objects, and holy places. In the case of 
persons it implies "special sanctity and miraculous power/1 A little 
girl of Malacca, reputed to be kramat, used to he visited by pil¬ 
grims, who sought some benefit from her. They secured it by 
swallowing a small quantity of her saliva in a cup of water. Kra- 

nmt animats generally have some physical peculiarity, such as a 
shrunken! foot or stunted tusk: they are sometimes white (that is, 
albino individuals of a species which is not usually white) and 
thus marked out by the diaraeteristk sacred color/1 Finally, there 
is the word dautat, which refers to the surpassing holiness of the 
Malay rulers. 44Not only is the king's person considered sacred, 
but the sanctity of his body is believed to communicate itself to 
his regalia, and to slay those who break the royal taboos. Thus 
it is firmly believed that anyone who seriously offends the roval 
person, who touches (even for a moment) or who imitates (even 
with the king's permission) the chief objects of the regalia, or 
who wrongfully makes use of arty of the insignia or privileges of 
royalty, will be kena dautat he., struck dead, by a quasi-electric 
discharge of that Divine Power which the Malays suppose to 
reside in die king's person/'41 

According to the thought of the Annamites all things in nature 
possess an "operative energy" called link. It is the light-giving 
capacity of the sun+ the germinative virtue of the grain, the cura¬ 
tive efficacy of a remedy—in short, the "essential principle" of all 
activity. The word tinh may also be used for "spirit/1 in the 
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sense of personified power both good and evil.'* The Moi of 
French Indo-China denote by the term pi all the "oocull powers" 
whose intervention in human affairs is anticipated and feared. 
Our authority declares that it roughly denotes the idea of '‘super¬ 
natural action” and corresponds in meaning to ihe Melanesian 
«iopki.‘a The Bannar or Bahnar, a subdivision of the Moi, who 
designate a sorcerer by the word tfruj, likewise use it to describe 
the evil power which he wields. The word seems also to be used 
verbally in the sense of endowing objects w ith such power " 

Among ibe Karen of Burma the underlying principle of magic 
is Called pigho. 'ftlial all-pervasive impersonal power which is so 
potent for good or ill.” It may reside in certain persons who, by 
its aid. accomplish unusual tasks. When imparted by incantations 
and ceremonies to certain objects, it converts them into charrns. 
Thc deities also possess pigho and so can do wonderful tilings. It 
ts the Karen equivalent of tiwtifl.'1 

The Andaman Islanders, among the most primitive of peoples, 
have a term. 01 kitniL winch, while it means "hut” in the sense of 
the English word, also conveys a metaphorical meaning. Thus it 
i$ used in connection with illness (a sick person is “bor," his 
getting well 5s getting "coolness"); when speaking of stormy 
weather; to denote the condition of a youth or girl who is passing 
through or has recently passed through the initiation ceremonies, 
and to denote the ceremonies themselves; and lo describe the con¬ 
dition of a person who lias eaten certain articles of food con¬ 
taining a maJelk quality. Various plants and animals, together 
with the bodies of dead men and their hones, are especially 
charged with "hotness-" All contact with them is dangerous, but 
(he danger can be avoided by ritual precautions. The Andamanese 
have not reached the point of giving a distinctive name to the 
occult power which, in some of its manifestations, they regard as 
a sort of heal, nor have they drawn any line betw een these as being 
either essentially good or essentially evil" 

Jn India, among both Hindus and Moslems, die conception of 
occult power is widely held Tile Hindus call it Sakli Ixhnkti), 
% creative dynamic force or jjuwcf in everything visible and 
invisible; in things animate ami inanimate." Its good effects arc 
barkai. its bad arc ant#. It is dangerous and cannot be lightly 
treated, “hut from one point of view the whole of man's endeavors 
in magic and religious ritual are concent rated on getting control 
of this power." The Moslems call it kudrat. When it produces 
good its effects are barkot ( the Hindu term), when evil, fiarkat. 
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’Hie must common word used by Hindus as synonymous with 
Sakti is drr. or "god.'' Moslems use the word fu&, or ‘"heat," as 
a synonym for hudmi.** 

A similar, if cruder, conception of occult power is not unknown 
to some of the aboriginal peoples of India. The Ho, a Mutida- 
speaking tribe of Chota Nagpur, call it bongo., *'a very big power,'* 
vague and mysterious, which pervades all space. Itself formless, 
it can assume any form. It destroys evils, stops epidemics, cures 
diseases, produces the current in rivers, and gives venom to snakes 
and strength to tigers. Its existence accounts for the evil eye, the 
evil tongue, sorcery, and the activity of every maleficent and benefi¬ 
cent deity. Eventually it becomes identified with the object with 
which it is associated, and so a mountain, a river, the sun becomes 
a Bonga. So distinctly is this occult power conceived of that the 
belief in particular spirits may t>e destroyed without affecting the 
general belief in the presence and influence of fcoittfo-0* We learn, 
further, that bonga is possessed by both inanimate and animate 
objects to a greater or less extent, thus accounting for their re¬ 
spective qualities, in human beings the differences in power and 
influence between them are explained by their differing endow¬ 
ments of bonga. A Ho will not take food from a stranger, will not 
cook food along with members of other dans in the same kitchen, 
will not use an oven already used by others. Such avoidances, in¬ 
stead of being based on a regard for ceremonial cleanliness, are 
precautions to prevent contacts between people who have different 
degrees of appreachability "on account of their inherent power, 
or ion^R."*1 The Ora on of Chcta Nagpur apply the adjective 
bangi to a person supposed to liave good luck in alt his under¬ 
takings. The word further conveys the idea of a “mysterious 
impersonal force" which is believed, for example, to give to the 
leaves of a mango tree its power of fertilization, to prehistoric 
stone celts I “thunder-stones’’ j their power of curing certain dis¬ 
eases, to iron which has been exposed in the open during an eclipse 
a power to ward off evil, and to charred bits of wood used in 
burning a corpse a power to cure fever," 

The Malagasy term hasina means “supernatural power.” Like 
the Malay daufat it especially attaches to rulers. A dan chief, for 
example, has very great hasim because he belongs to a family 
known to possess it and also because various rites of consecration 
liave been performed by his parents and by magicians to endow 
him with it. Like dguiat. also, ha si no is extremely contagious, so 
much so that anyone affected by jt, who cannot assimilate it. is 
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likely to fall ill and die. Hence a chief ought not to speak direcLlv 
io hts subject hut employ on immunized ■ itemiediaryv Nobles 
and members of the royal family also possess hasitm, though to a 
I ess extent than rulers, Commoners likewise have it in some 
degree, as well as certain animals, trees, and stones/1 The native 
term lor Deity used by the Tanala, a hi3! tribe of Madagascar, is 
zanakary (in, article, nahtxry, "creator"). As a noun it designates 
a powerful Being or class of Beings who have never been human. 
As an adjective it means "divine/" "supernatural/1 or simply "ex¬ 
traordinary.” It may even he used with little more emphasis than 
our "wonderful.”14 This adjectival use of the term would seem 
to be a dose approximation to tliat of mam and cognate words 
describing what is mysterious or occult. 

The Bantu-speaking peoples of South Africa, we learn on high 
authority, recognize the existence in the world of an "Energy or 
Potaiee/1 im]iersoiiaI. Intangible* everywhere present, immanent 
in all things but especially centered in certain conspicuous objects. 
In itself it has no moral character, but it can be: turned to good use 
or had according to the intent ct the user. A man's dealings with 
this occult power consist very largely m getting it to work for 
his benefit and in avoiding whatever will bring him into harmful 
contact with it.” To much the same effect another authority LeHs 
us that the African's beliefs rest primarily on the concept of J‘an 
abstract Power or natural potency* formless as the eiher. alt-per- 
vasivc, and definitely never regarded andiruprimorphically,”*- 

For the Bathonga, above the gods whom the common people 
worship and call by name* there exists Heaven (Tilo), a concep¬ 
tion which to the majority remains Yagtie and iU-defined. In ordi- 
nary language lilo designates the Hite sky. But if Heaven is a 
place. It is something more than a place. It is a power which acts 
and manifests itself in various ways, a power regarded as entirely 
impersonal. The natives "appear to think that Heaven regulates 
and presides over certain great cosmic phenomena to which men 
must, willingly ur unwillingly, submit, more especially those of a 
sudden and unexpected nature . * , above all, rain, storms, and, 
in hum an affairs, death, convulsions, and the birth of twins/*" 

The Bavenda of the Transvaal believe that every object, ani¬ 
mate or inanimate, possesses a "kinetic power” for good or evil. 
The art of the magico^medical practitioner consists in directing; this 
power inLo the desired channels/4 The Ba-ila of Northern Rho¬ 
desia conceive of a force "neutral1’ in character, usually "quies¬ 
cent/" and in itself neither good nor had. It can be tapped by 
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those who have the secret of manipulation and so can be used for 
good or tor ill Objects in which it resides are dangerous to inter¬ 
fere with; hence they are taboo to ordinary people. The concep¬ 
tion has no animistic basis, for such objects are not supposed to 
be possessed by a $oulT ghost, or spirit. For this occult power our 
authorities found no special designation, though as a near approach 
to one they suggested the term btmnga, meaning "the contents" or 
"that which is contained tn things," and applied to the medicines 
used by magicians.31 Among the Bafamba. another Rhodesian 
group or tribes, this term (in the form wbvranga) similarly refers 
lo charms, medicines, actions, and even words which doctors and 
sorcerers employ in their operations. As among the Ra-ilu, it is 
an "inherent potentiality" generally "automatic" in action, but 
usually subject to the control of those who know how to use it. 
There is also a synonymous expression, ichyattgaJ* 

A term, mulungu, is widely found in the Bantu languages of 
East Africa. Among the Wayao of Nyasaknd it denotes an in¬ 
herent property or quality, as life and health inhere in the body, 
"ft's mulungu ** exclaims a native, when shown anything beyond 
the range of his understanding, The missionaries have adopted 
tlie term as the designation of God, but the untaught native re¬ 
fuses to assign to it "any idea of being or personality,’’ Yet such 

an idea is approached when he speaks of what Mulungu lias done 
and is doing. Mulungu made the world, the animals, and man.1’ 
Among the Any an j a of My as aland, the generic name for God 
is Mulungu. This designation includes, not only the deity, but all 
that appertains to the spirit world. Whether in its principal sense 
the word conveys the idea of personality is uncertain, for it belongs 
lo an impersonal class of nouns and always takes the concord of 
an impersonal chit. When, however, the deity is referred to in 
respect of any of his attributes, for instance, as "the Creator" or 
as "the Almighty." there is no doubt that personality is attributed 
to him.** The Wabena of Tanganyika recognize the existence of 
an "impersonal ambivalent'1 force utiulunytt) that pervades every¬ 
thing but may become associated with certain persons or things. 
'This conception seems to be strongest with the more backward 
sections of the community There is also a belief in Mulungu. a 
high god and creator, a belief usually associated with the more 
educated people who have bad contact with Islam or Christianity 
or with both. But the two ideas arc often inextricably mingled. 
A man in ilie same breath speaks of Mulungu as a person who will 
help him and of a medicine that is mulungu. In its impersonal 
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aspect mulungu, the “sunrniatiori of the supernaturalis said to 
be akin to mam.** 

By the Masai the word Engai (Ngai) is used ‘‘either quite 
indefinite!v and impersonally of remarkable natural phenomena 
(especially rain, the sky, and volcanoes), or else definitely and 
personally of supernatural beingsJ* In die latter sense there are 
two deities, the Black God and the Red God, the one kindly but 
the other malevolent. Fortunately* the good god h near at hand 
and the had god h far away, so the people do not find it necessary 
to engage in cruel methods of propitiation. To Engai as a distinct 
personality prayers for children, rain, and victory are addressed; 
as ihe natives say, Engai is me "who is prayed to and hears.JhM 
This belief in .1 high god and creator is also found among the 
Akamha of Kenya. They regard Mutungu or F-ngai a* a spiritual 
being to whom prayers are occasionally addressed and sacrifices 
offered by the elders of the tribal shrines, representing the priestly 
class. For the common people, however, Mulungu is a very vague 
and indefinite concept tun,** Among the Aktkuyui Engai also 
appears as a high god, who hears the prayers and receives the 
sacrifices of his worshipers. His name has been borrowed from 
the Masai.*9 

This evidence in regard to the Way so, Anyanja. Wahena, 
Masai* Akamba, and Akikuyu of East Africa suggests strongly 
tha: among these peoples die definitely i^rsona! character assigned 
to 1 he high god represents a development from an earlier and 
vaguer conception of occult power as impersonal. Our authorities 
expressly assign such a conception to ihc more backward and 
“untaught" natives. But. as has been shown, the two ideas are 
uttoi inextricably mingled in their minds. 

The Baganck of Uganda liad a cult of the Inhale These were 
the gliom- of persons who in their lifetime gave evidence of the 
possess ion of ^supvrnaturaJ" powers and who manifested them¬ 
selves after death in order to help their descendants by foretelling 
the future and by revealing to them "fnagituP means of obtaining 
wealth, fertility, and success in enterprises of all kinds. Certain 
natural objects, such as wells, large rocks, and trees, were believed 
to be associated w ith the Ink|fir and were treated with respect The 
trees could not be cut down, the water of the wells was used with 
special care, and not for all purposes, and offerings were placed by 
the wtUs and rocks. The Baganda had stories of the marvelous 
tahavior of ?he*e objects and of their power to confer benefits 
upon people who dealt properly with them. But. in general, the 
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connection of ancestral ghosts with natural objects was so vague 
that the phrase "to have a ltitrate" seems to have meant nothing 
more than "to he endowed with supernatural qualities.L'*T 

The Lango, a Nilotic trilie of Uganda, have a high god who 
rejoices in the name of Jck. He is known under a variety of lilies, 
corresponding to his different manifestations and activities, hut 
actually lie is regarded as an indivisible entity permeating the 
entire world. So powerful is Jolt that any proximity to him is 
dangerous, not necessarily because of his ill will, but because 
mortals cannot endure contact with the divine essence unless duty 
safeguarded; hence the avoidance of hills in which he may be 
immanent: hence, also, the evil consequences of building □ village, 
even unwittingly, in die path which lie is accustomed to travel. 
W hilc I ok is now a full-fledged deity, with shrines and mi ms t rants 
wins divine his will, we also learn that "anything strikingly unusual 
or supernatural in character is commonly attributed to Ink and is 
said to he ‘god-Iike'.""* The conclusion would seem to be irre¬ 
sistible that Jok is no more than aunt a personified. 

The Azaitde of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan entertain a con¬ 
ception oi »tbistmo. the “soilV* of a thing. It is an inherent power 
as mysterious to them as to ns. They do not dearly understand 
how a sorcerer kills people, hut declare that he sends the "soul of 

his witchcraft” to cat the soul of the flesh of a man. But in saying 
that witchcraft has a soul the native means little more than that 
*“Il docs something” or, as we would say, "It is dynamic." If you 
ask him how it works, he replies, "It has a soul." 1 f you then in¬ 
quire how he knows it has a soul, he answers dial he knows because 
it works. The word mbistmo thus describes and explains all action 
of i mystical order, whether that of sorcery, of the poison oracle, 
or of the drugs used to cure internal diseases.c* 

The uifciii of the Bari-speaking tribes is a "power or energy" 
contained in rivers, mountains, hig trees, rocks, animats named 
after dead ancestors, old men, the husbands of puerperal women, 
sacred places, and certain stones used in rain-making magic.The 
name of the Bongo high god is Loma. The term lonui also denotes 
equally luck and ill luck. If a man falls sick he attributes his con¬ 
dition to /o«ia. If lie loses a wager, fails to win a game, returns 
from the hunt without trophies, or from war without liooty, he is 
said to linve Iiad no hum (luma, uytt), in the sense of having had 
no luck.11 

The BimLuite Pygmies, who live in the Ituri Forest of north- 

eastern Belgian Congo, entertain a belief in a “magic power" 
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known as megbt. People use it during their lifetime as a means of 
protection. After a man's death part of it goes witli him to line 
grave. The other part is transferred to his driest son. The son 
bends down and puts his mouth against that of his dying father, 
thus receiving it with the latter's final breath. Mtgbe is present in 
all things and in human beings, its distribution is not always 
uniform, however, for a man may possess more or less of it,** 

The jNkundu of the Belgian Congo designate by the term etinin 
an "intangible, impersonal" power. Our authority calls it the 
"power of magic" and likens it to watta. It is everywhere, hut 
some localities, such a$ parts of certain rivers, and some objects, 
such as certain great trees, contain it most intensively If one 
passes a place where there is dittm, it enters one’s joints and causes 
pain. Old men, especially those who arc influential and well known, 
also possess elima. Before {lying they hand over their occult power 
to their successors, for it cannot lie carried to the grave- The 
totem animal of a clan and the dan elder have rhinsi specially con¬ 
centrated in them; indeed, the Nkundu seem to believe that the 
dan elder derives his etima from the totem animal. Certain elders, 
because of their possession of etima, exercise almost unlimited 
authority. Mo one would dream of opposing them in any way for 
fear of being killed by magic. Some old men {not necessarily 

dan elders) claim to be able to utilize the mystic energy' of r/iwia. 
They confine it in charms and sell these to others. A native, when 
asked to explain the exact nature of this occult power, replied, 
"When you graft at an electric fish irt the water you get a shock. 
Then von let the fish drop. £hwia is just like the power the electric 
fish has to give you such a shock,’"1 The Manghattu (Monbuttti ) 
use the word kilima for “anything they do not understand"— 
thunder, the rainbow, a shadow, a reflection in water. The word 
is also applied to tire supreme being in which they “vaguely” 
believe.1* Among the Ababua the term which designates the 
dynamic quality or qualities of even' object is doted.13 

The Rangala [ Boloki) describe as Hkttrtdu the "occult power" 
supposed to be possessed and exercised by many people, with or 
without their knowledge. A person may be accused of having 
tikundu if he or she is extraordinarily successful in hunting, fish¬ 
ing. skilled labor, or the accumulation of property. To excel all 
others is regarded as proof that a man used this power to his own 
advantage and thus deprived his neighbors of their rightful shares. 
Sometimes the accusation is brought playfully and is then merely 
equivalent to our expression "You arc too clever." But when 
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leveled seriously at a person he must disprove it (if possible) by 
undergoing successfully the poison ordeal for witchcraft or ai 
least refrain from the reprobated activity. There is also a common 
belief that boys and girls 11 have plenty tikmtdu™ To the same 
effect we are told that a man whose enterprises prosper, whose 
enemies ruin themselves or perish, who, m short, is always for¬ 
tunate will be supposed to have very strong tikundu.^ Wc con¬ 
clude from thes* -statements that while the Ban gal a conceive of tliis 
power as bringing good luck to the owner they also think that its 
undue exercise injures the community. For them* therefore, a 
pet sou with much liktmdu is a naatural-bom sorcerer or witch. 

A conception very similar to that of tikmdu is entertained by 
the widespread Fang or Fangwc tribe in Gabttn and the Came¬ 
roon They call it ePu (ram). By them three classes of people 
are recognized. First, ordinary' folk, who live peaceably with their 
neighbors and practice no nefarious arts. They possess mi evu. 
Second, all outstanding and gifted persons such as wkch doctors, 
cult leaders, chiefs, artists, and singers: they have enough c:u to 
qualify for these professions and thus to lift themselves above the 
common herd- This sort of eiu is called wu-besL Third, wicked 
persons w ith much had fim (evu h&jem), w hich they use to injure 
and kill their neighbors/* It would appear from this account that 
by the Faug, tvu. or oceulL power, when only slightly developed, 
is not regarded as socially harmful, rather as something which 
brings rich rewards to its possessor. But :i man heavily endowed 
with evu is a sorcerer or witch* 

The Bantu-speaking tribes of the Lower Congo basin have a 
term nkissi (nkki)M meaning, specifically, the spine, the power, 
the mystery ' that h contained in medicines, in trees and herbs, and 
in the earth. Hence it has come to mean 'any mysterious power'/"* 

The term ti/omvi. as used by tSie Ekoi of southern Nigeria, ran 
with difficulty be defined, but it includes J,all uncompreheiukd, 
mysterious forces of Nature. These vary in importance from 
ctemaitalsp so powerful as to hold almost the position of demigods, 
to the mama — to use a Melanesian term — of herb, stone, or 
metal/'B€ By the Hattsa. who entertain a pronounced belief in the 
evil eye, kwari, or occult power, is regarded as projected from die 
eyes; indeed, k'zmri means 11 the power to mesmerize/1 This word 
and another word, k'afit "are the Hatm equivalent of, or approxi¬ 
mation to, the Melanesian umbo/**1 

The Yoruba of the Slave Coast express the idea of "super¬ 
natural and $upersen$uous power” by the term agun. Wooden 
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masks worn in the rites of the Oro secret society, the Oro stick, 
or bull-roarer. the magician's staff, and the words oi a curse all 
possess 0*7101.“ In Dahomey the conception o: vothot applies to 
even thing that surpasses human capacity and intelligence, every¬ 
thing "astonishing, out of the ordinary, terrible, prodigious," such 
as great whirlpools, the rainbow, big rivers and lakes, the ocean, 
thunder and lightning, tigers, boa constrictors, crocodiles, and 
smallpox. Alt these are endowed with "superhuman virtues" and 
are bdleved to be the abodes of "mysterious powers and spirits.”" 
Among the Tw-i of the Gold Coast, Bohsum i$ the name applied to 
a class i>f family or local deities. The name also means the moon, 
Tt has further an adjectival meaning in the sense of "occult/1 
"mysterious," or "sacred”: thus, bohsmit eppoh, "the mysterious 

sea-"** 
The Kpclle of Liberia apply the word salt, meaning medicine, 

poison, magic, to every remarkable object of a beneficial or a harm¬ 
ful character. Salt also refers to the power contained in anything 
of this character. But the object and its indwelling power are not 
separated in thought; they form a unity ,'1 

The Lobi of French West Africa recognize ihc existence of an 
evil force or energy called ferie. It belongs to the "little” gods and 
jnerbaps to the ancestors and by them is communicated to sacred 
animals, plants, recks, caverns, and streams, and also to certain 
icrsons—in particular, to twins. Magicians and priests make use 
of it People who come into contact with anything or anybody 
possesstng kde will sicken and die, unless they resort to expiatory 
sacrifices and purifications'' A somewhat similar cotircption of 
evii occult power is found among the Mandingo tribes, under 
the name oi gna»ui (H'.rnia). It is specialized in wild and danger¬ 
ous animals and in certain human beings, including the poor and 
disinherited, newly born children, and the aged. The bodies of 
suicides, of murdered persons, and of women dying in childbirth 
are full of gnama and it is conveyed by contact with them. It also 
affects people who have transgressed divine laws or have offended 

spiritual beings.** 
The word bawka, which means "blessing," is used by the Ber¬ 

bers and Arabic-speaJdttg peoples of Morocco to denote a "myster¬ 
ious wonder-working force" regarded as a blessing from God, 
Our leading authority on the beliefs and riles of these peoples 
defines it as "holiness/* also as “blessed magic virtue.” He de¬ 
scribes at length the various persons and things endowed with 
bttraia, its miraculous manifestations, its beneficial but often 
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dangerous aspects, and its sensitiveness to contact with glinting 
influences, especially those of a 1‘supernatural'' kind. The danger- 
ous dements in baraka are m many cases personified in the shape 
of jnutt {jiniti), which according to Moslem orthodoxy form a 
special race of spiritual beings created before Adam. The relations 
between saints and jnrbi are often of a very intimate character, so 
much «) that the borderline between them may l>e well-nigh oblit¬ 
erated. While the conception of bar aka is closely connected with 
the religion of the Prophet, the various ideas and practices em¬ 
bodied in it arc “often only a religious interpretation ■ jf a Idief 
in mysterious forces infinitely older than Islam, which prevailed 
among die ancient Arabs and Berbers alike."*® The impersonal 
force of evil the Moors call has. Misfortunes ascribed to it can 
with difficulty be distinguished from those believed to be caused 
by the jnun, who are mostly malignant in character; indeed, has 
and jnutt are sometimes confounded in popular speech/1’ 

While occult power for the Indians of South America “often 
seems to have a somewhat vague and impersonal character." in 
general the tendency to personify it and give it a spiritualistic in¬ 
terpretation is more pronounced than in some other parts of the 
aboriginal world But whether an object “Is thought actually lo 
be the habitation of a spiritual being or only to possess an imper¬ 
sonal magical potency, is a wholly superfluous question to which 
the savage Indian himself probably, in most cases, could not give 
an exact answer. To him there is evidently no clear distinction 
between the Personal and the Impersonal."1’0 

The Chane, an, Arawak tribe in northern Argentina, and the 
Ohriguano, a Guarani tribe in central Bolivia, designate “super¬ 
human" jHwver by the word lunpa. But these Indians also per¬ 
sonalize the conception, for the Tunpa arc certain dead persons 
who possess this power. With them the medicine men arc in close 
association. The Tunpa also include many diameters appearing in 
the tribal legends/1 Some tribes of Mstto Grosso, on the upper 
G tin pore River, are said to have a l>dicf in an “invisible magic 
substance" that floats in the air and permeates altars, rattles, and 
other sacred objects. Magicians catch the mysterious stuff, knead 
it between their lingers, hold it against their chests, and give it to 
other persons, who make sucking noises as if swallowing it, AH 
the participants in a ceremony receive some of the substance, which 
is regarded as especially beneficial to sick people. Even food 
act[iiires virtue "if fitted with tills maw" as Is evidenced by the 

eagerness of the natives to have their magicians bless it. These 
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Indians seem also to believe in an evil principle regarded as an 
invisible substance,*3 

The Jivaro of eastern Ecuador recognise the extsteucit of a 
force or quality caHnl tsarutama. It h possessed bv a large group 
of gods and spirits as well as by all the animals and plants UiaL 
are mentioned in the Jjvaro myth of tludr origin. It is also con¬ 
tained In impressive natural objects. These arc usually personified, 
such as the river god and the rain god Elsa. the sun, and Xantu. 
the moon, are full of tins power, which influences everything that 
happens on carih. The chon t a palm, much used by the Indians for 
making weapons, utensils, and even houses, also contains fjiirn- 
£&ma. A Eacice made entirely of chonta wood will be more effective 
in fighting tfian one which is tipped with iron. Tsarutama is de¬ 
scribed as “impersonal magical power” and as being "more or less 
the equivalent'" of matttk,** 

The Chorti Indians of Guatemala whose religion represents a 
fusion of native and Catholic dements, entertain very definite 
conceptions of aigrt's, the substances which enter human bodies 
and cause pains and illness. There are several kinds of aigrt*, 
nameh, those which are natural, those which are sent upon a vict im 
by black magic, and those which are acquired by contact with 
ritually unclean persons and objects. People with the evil eye, 

pregnant and menstrua ting women p corpses* sorcerers, apparitions, 
and spirits of the dead all possess this third kind of aigre {called 
tri Spanish hi/Hh) anti infect others with ir at dose range. Hijilto 
is So murky and unclean as to be almost visible like a dirty vapor. 
It enters the body through any opening and saturates the clothes. 
But one may get it merely by looking at a person who has irp un¬ 
ices at a safe distance.* 

The belief that some specific objects, natural phenomena, ani¬ 
mals, and human beings, together with all spirits and gods, posses* 
qualities Ur attributes which are natural I y superior to those of rnen 
is universal among the North American Indians. A majority of 
the tribes, in addition to such Indief, have also reached the con¬ 
ception of a power which is wonderful and capable of accomplish¬ 
ing extraordinary things, a power either helpful or harmful in 
its manifestations, and a power only '"vaguely localized/' if at 
all. It is often designated by a special name. The conception may 
event approach that of a supreme deity, "hardly aniliropoittorphlc" 

in diaracter.1* 
The Irpquoian tribes describe by the word oraulo ihe inherent 

energy possessed and exerted in Some characteristic degree hy 
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every object, inanimate and animate, They also use the term otfjnn 
or e/fepH to denote the malefic aspect of orenda in its relation to 
mankind It even tends to displace orenda as a generic term, seem¬ 
ingly because “the malignant and destructive, rather than the 
benign, manifestations of this subsumed mystic potence produce 
the more tasting impressions on the mind” Under missionary 
influence otkon, an adjective, lias become in a nominative torn) 
i lie common name for the Devil «f Christian belief.”* 

Among the central Algonquian tribes the corresponding ex¬ 
pression is manito (manitu, nuinitou). It may be applied to any¬ 
thing that exhibits wonder-working power. When used to denote 
a property of objects or a virtue in them, the word has inanimate 
gender; when the property is associated with objects, the gender 
becomes obscure and confused. As taken over into the vocabulary 
of the white man, manito has signified spirit, good. bad. or indif¬ 
ferent, and god or devil.BI The llLiuimmt haimiuk means, pri¬ 
marily, a god and thus applies to the sun, the thunderers, homed 
snakes, and the Supreme Being or Creator. The word has also 
come to denote the "supernatural power" imparted by one of those 
gods to a mortal being. As an adjective it qualifies anything ani¬ 
mate or inanimate which is a seat of supernatural power granted 
by one of the beings possessing it,1* Among the northern Algon- 
rpiian tribes, Penobscot ktaixaado and Malecite and Fassama- 
qnoddy ktabanl arc cognate terms, rendered by the most careful 
interpreters as "great magic." Used adjectivally, they all refer to 
what is mysterious, powerful, miraculous, “enabling things to lie 
done sm i'j maturaJIy.’ '** The Mlcmac term nruiufn, "magic power," 
lias lost its original significance in the minds of the modern Indians 
and has acquired the meaning of “devil" given to it bv the mission¬ 
aries who translated the Bihte and other religious works into the 
Micmic language.’** Among the Blackfoot (Siksika), an Algon- 
quian confederacy of the northern plains, the term in use is 

With the Siouan trihes the word for occult power is utaitatt 
Ui aka ado ). Omaha zcukotula. tn caning "mysterious, incompre- 
hcniiblc. in a peculiar state, which, from not being understood, it 
is dangerous to meddle wilh,",,; An equivalent term tti use among 
the Omaha and Ponca is xube (quite) t defined as meaning "sac- 
red." "mysterious," or ''occult.'’1*' The Crow term is maxpe. It 
does not designate "particular individualized supernatural beings 
but conveys the idea that a person or object is possessed nf "quali¬ 
ties transcending the ordinary," It describes an abstract notion to 
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which concrete experiences arc or are not assimilated,14" The 
Hitbtsa of North Dakota have (he term mohopa. Ii may lw ap¬ 
plied to anything "of a very wonderful or sacred nature."16* 

The Pawnee, who belong to the Cadrioan linguistic stock, dif¬ 
ferentiate the conception of occult power by the use of two terms, 
twjmrfi and paruxtu The former refers to what is mysterious or 
not readily comprehended in earthly affairs, for instance, sleight* 
of-hand performances by medicine men: the latter has reference 
to lightning anti other wonderful phenomena of the heavens, which 
derive their origin from the gods,101 

Expressions equivalent or nearly equivalent to Ortndn, imo:T\ 
tcaianda, and the like are employed by many other Indian tribes: 
(liyin, by tlie Navaho;m dige, by the Apache;w hullo, by the 
Chickasaw ;tuB poo. hv the Southern Faiute of Utah, a Shoshbnean- 
ypeaking people;”9 pulta. by the Paviouo or Northern Paiulc of 
Nevada;1" lipui, bv the Yakuts of California;1*1 kaocal, by the 
Pomp;*" malas, by the Coast Yttki tinihvwi, by the Acho- 
mawi;131 tamawvi, by ihe Twatia and KtaQam of Washington;114 
mntdiik (nauiiiok), by the Kwakiut):;1" jgutta. by the Haifa;111 
and yet, hy the Tlingit.11* 

Throughout the Eskimo area there is a belief that a mysterious 
fmwer resides in the air and manifests itself in fltqngps of the 
weather and other natural phenomena not understood. This power 
is Siia, the Air Spirit, sometimes described as masculine and some¬ 
times as feminine. No cycle of myths accounts for the origin of 
Sila, nor is the Ruler of the Elements believed to have once been a 
human being who Jiad actually lived on the earth at wmr definite 
time. The conception of Sila in its ruminate rial aspects resembles 
that of mono, yet does not correspond exactly to ttuina. since Sila 
is not merely a power or virtue but at times is endowed with some 
degree of personality. The conception would seem to be relatively 
old rn Eskimo thought because of its wide currency and also be¬ 
cause the personification of “supernatural force" in natural pheno¬ 
mena is elemental and presumably primitive.”4 

Primitive peoples, from the sun-baked deserts of Central Aus¬ 
tralia to die froien wastes of Arctic America, are thus found n> 
entertain a conception of occult power for which they lave a 
definite name, most conveniently expressed by Mima We have 
seen that the conception may be imperfeedy generalized. It will 
then be referred to by some locution such as “hardness” or “hot- 
ness," these words being used in a metaphorical sense. Where no 
designation of occult power is discoverable the inference must be 
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that die native mind conceives of it only in one or other of its 
specific manifestations. Among the Bag«l>o of Mindanao, when 
a phenomenon out of the ordinary1 or difficult to explain has been 
observed, it is called by one of several names implying what we 
describe as occult. But the name used 1 tears a meaning of its own 
and refers to the my*tk potency of a particular person or tiling.'-1 
Similarly, the Tana la of Madagascar have no name for the "im- 
jtcrsonal magical power'' which they seem to believe is concentrated 
in charms. While firmly convinced that die owners of cliarms are 
able to utilize this power, they formulate no ideas as to its source 
or nature or as to the exact way it is applied. The Tamila arc 
unconscious of any need for such formulation. "In this they are 
L[uitL comparable to persons in our own culture who believe in the 
efficacy of lucky coins, etc., without being able to explain the way 
they are efficacious. 

Occult power is commonly considered as neutral in character, 
hut capable of bring manipulated toward ends good or bad as 
these are recognized by a particular Society. Nevertheless a dif¬ 
ferentiation between its beneficent and maleficent aspects is nnt 
seldom made, as in the Central Australian chitringa and ortmi;- 
quiitfiu, Malay k to mat and batii, Moorish hiraka and has, and 
Iroquoian orenda and otkoti. When the beneficent aspects of mama 
are emphasized, ihc word often has an adjectival meaning of 
"sacred” or “holy.” 

Occult power is sometimes thought of as localized and con¬ 
fined to a limited range of objects which particularly impress the 
imagination and appear wonderful m asjiect or activitv. On the 
Other hand, it is often regarded as ubiquitous and all-pervasive, a 
universal potency, a mima with every kind of mystic efficacy, a 
“voltage” capable of Ijcing • tapped" by adepts familiar with the 
requisite procedure. Some of the most primitive peoples, we have 
learned, are familiar with the latter conception. A$ developed by 
modem science, this has Itccome the conception of force or energy 
behind all phenomena, i>otIi explicable and inexplicable.1” 

NOTES TO CHAPTER ( 

M R- Swantoti, in T'wcnty-sisth Annual Kt/mrt of thr Burra* e) Amtriem 
Emturf&y, [p, 45 L Wile. 

1 R- It OxlfillKlm. Thf Afrlitm-jiant (Oxford, 1893), pp. 11S-31 19| Scc 
further ML I. in Oteanim, VI (lA3$ri&!, 243-74; A. Capri I, f^u “tX 
i I9.ve ,W). W-Wi CqdrinRi<in,» first reference to ihe iSf china Leu coKCiition uf 
..Una ««tf* In a kuer in ProkiMt Max MtiUw, quota! by the latter in hit ilih. 
lien Lecture* for IKTH (The Origin and Growth trj Rtliffio* as litustmiM ihr 
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Rrliei™j of I»djai pp. 51 (.): "There i* a belief fa a We altogether distinct 
fryqi ptipwil porntt yftuch acts in all Iriotb of way* for good and evil 3jh1 wftfch 
it ia of ihe irraiwl advantage to frasc* or ewtlrul.-ThU h m\ faced 
”*ifSffi fc ^hd ™ a*m‘m but spiriis* whetha dk- 
***"? scrub or supernatural bei^s, fayC it, and can impart it; and it rscit 

he™»s PFf*™4 *™** ^ wiginaBc it though it may act thniuirti ifa 
2“ o( 5^ or a bone," See also Codriogton s early article 
Regions Beliefs aitd Practice* in Melanesia f/mintiil */ tht W,, * sf"i. ^«-». mi. *#. *». ™ hiarscJ 

natural power and it* operation b described, 

"JVI" ^ fa *= Hetrrfdej, I He Barit* htand* and ,he 
So Omon Ulan.i6j.boui Florida. J„ (he Santa Cm. gram a diff«wi «i4 

ui'ii^hM W"h the jtnie .instiling (ft, If CodringbM. <*. or., tm. |S| 
/&f Cnuovai, cme of the Stdtmuaij, the worn) ii m,h0 (C. E. Fox, Tht 

TkmhoSd of the Profit | London, 1924], p, 251). In Ctiadakanj we find ■ «*£ 
responding term. nsmuMt, and m Mala rjr Haiti ta the -trm mmamu ftt I 
Hcgta, in 0«m*L VI JlWWjn, 244, 239). In fJi^i Z Z!!Z*IS££ 

^JHl 'Offwswejr <tnd Grammar cf the Linova.it M 
f;111 °*d 1 ^-Sctomnn WmA [WiihShgton, D-C, IMS), p. 67). Among ihe 
hlnno people ,nh*bUtllg three islands in Bougainville Strait, the t™ L„ 
S^iTiW *■“*■"*” "Jorec-H ■PP«9t:he» the idea of .^(C C 
Ulwttef, it. Arrbv fur Rfitfffomitnbsnthafl, XVTI I19HJ. 90). In the 1W» 
U.jj:-, iiingrc is hued m menu (W. J. Dmrad, in Ottsmia, XI flWO-411 jfl&v 

^Sn t-’e island of T.kppia two ferma, raw and pumm. drsigttatr control e trmlti 

/jT r1.lr' T' ^ lJllMc (,rwlut?nJ >V onfinarr tffofu1' CRaj-mond Firth |*V 

rJT / • * ' fMaMT,cfl I-wnhaidt, ffotrs ffihKoIapir Xt„. CaUdowM IP^, X9m> pp_ 2%{ m) Thc ^ tirsirth ,if ^ '*££, 
jyLg,|^| IJi C-S. she word anmr |r> rtfldcf Ivith Gretk ftnivcttUC. "pOWtT " ^miait* w 1Mji 

sEfe^sa?- «»• *?■ •—« 
£ r^,?‘p" to 5t^rf#l v. 329), Nu term CDrrwpoflding t0 

has been redded &r New Caledonia. a!lh«*t a c^eepti™ !f .>eenV ™ 
essenbally similar to that found elsewhere in the Melanesia arra 1fl ^ 
j.lte«ainei. S« Frit* Sar^in. rfee 
Inmtuntr fMitmdt, 1939), p. 2H2 J r 

Awondiiig tn VP. R R. Rreeri it is certain that the tern man* f filu- tafia or 

Zt” ,iUb^ ) W“"B» ,l« the (itllure of the iamu^oti into Mebintsii, and 
Hr,t ro that of the aboriginal mfiabiUnn of the ifltnds {The tfUltra „i Ue!„ 
neaa Setter [Lambridge. 1914}, II, 433> AttanfroK to E S. C HaLiv n * 
pore mnafl concept was Polynevi^n, ami in Melanesia i, lVtti ■‘a,|rrl:e:",^,r "r» 

with gh^t-eult dement- rPabmesian Kdiirio.,. Btmw, i> 
#uh&P Museum BtdleitK, No. p. 27, note 3)., 

Tin* tirjRiu of ihc term ™a remain* micenam Fatbcv Willidnt ^h+nMt 
would derive it fr™, the r^^tl fMalay ^p). 2^?^ 

LXVIl hiSf^nJnff ^thCf ^ tol £<wl*0tt»r LX\ I] JJOloJ. coil, 1091 ff.L IfaHtiiiit in the language of the Dajafct of Barnco 
means as a imun a medicine mail or wflrcum and n* a verb lu^luvc ..r ^ -, 

* Ifucart declares thal the won! nw«j "is out am) nut spiriiualistie- in mean. 
mg; u i* ahrtn-j. ii not entireij. confined to the action id ... afll| w:lnU 
fA. if H«ui in J#a„. XIV [19141. |U0). With sefertocc to San &Kl 
Foot says that mrm seems to be thought of as fan invisible vr.,ritral suhtianre in 

!* llcl; J* f-T «».. ?• 2Sl> Aatordirtic t, lvcn*r on the 
islami of Ms!j fMaIajta> n the Sofemiuiu the word mnwont (nnnnmiw) wliidt 

to be powerful in tome oeenli vnj, has a direct ir(eTry.cK to the po.vrx 
of *tu>5t*n Tbcrc u f>;? iiba of a Sliine l-ring TTEagtally powerful so sE«lf (\\ C 
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freto* TAf Island Builders of the Petifif |LcmJnn, 1930]. p. I J7)< In fii^-rblanaj 
Hdiidinj if .in attribute ol rJI glm^is. ami spirits. A man's affairs arc believed to 
prosper only by virtue of Hie rtarama which the}- exert on hii bchalt While in 
ordinary conversation people axe likely to say of a successful mar] that bt !iSl=. 
MHuwa, lEih anEy means that the ghosts or spirits have advanced his interests 
(fi, I. Hogbin, ber rif-1. To the Tikopians the only real iiiirrre yf wwmrt nf Trunin 
is in the tptrii world It is something derived from the godt or frotn the ancestors 
(RaymrrtwJ Firth, opr riir, 1*. W2> On the other hand, in some parts of the Mela¬ 
nesian area manu Is declared to be occasionally regarded ns wholly Impersonal, 
without any reference to ghost* or spirits, eg., r curiously shaped ilone may 
contain "wmi, dn.Kj.gh no spiritual power is associated with It (Felix SpeiserT 
Ethnoprafkischf MatsrmKen omj den JVruo* Hebriin und dm Banks-Inseb 
l Berlin, pp_ 343 f.h 

4 irir George Grey, journals of Tiirtt Expeditions of DUeovery m North- 
West x*d Western Australia (London, IMI); II, 266, 3§7, 

" D. Hsadesiri-do Safvadxi, .UrmonV rtoriWtr dell' AnjfruHa (Rome, 1S3H, 
p. 299r According to Mill another early account, referring spra:ifWaliy (:u the 
Waichanrii of Western Australia, the source of bautlia k in the human body. 
Some nugicuins procure tl by repeated rubbings of ;h«- right hand un die left 
arm; others get it by hard blows on the stomach. Tin? "whence" thm collected 
b left rn ihe operator's left hand, from which it k transmitted by frequent light 
tappings to another person* The enchanter at the same lime making a hissing 
sound much resembling lhat mud* by a jpdvmnrc battery in action." See Augustin 
Otdfirld, in TVjHJdk'hViu of JAe Ethnological Society of LoWmi (u_5.„ 1865) F IHF 
235 In the loitfhtm parts of Wtsterfi Australm the equivalent ni bcaUia tj 
catted mool^ar n>,)T 

* G-* Home and G. yUsiyn, .fot-dpe Uft in Central Australia (Lcmlon. 1924), 
p. 132. Among the Plcri, wl»o arc neighbors of the Woukatipru, Kutchi h 
described ai a “s<jwrtful and maligtiaiTi being * who tudhw* * medicine man 
with the ability io produce and to cure disease (A, W. Howltt, The Sbtfw 
Tribes of South-East Australia | Loudon. J9CM|, p. 35$: eL R. It. Smyth. TAr 
Aborigines of I'ictOriif [Melbourne. 1878], I, 457 U. Is would seetis that hi llii> 
tribe the conccptioir of occult power ts definitely pcrsoonHzed* 

T A. W’ Howht, op. r.V., pp- 365* 372, 450 
■John Malta*. Edtfhkmh and CfOtF (London. ITO. pp J4J, \921 irfrm, 

Twa Rirprnmlativ* Tribes of Qutimstnrui fLondon, 190fi>, pp 172 176 236 
24i. m 

■ D- F. Thn-mtou, 'The Hero Cuh, Intiiathprr^ and Tottrniffu ike Cape York,^ 
Journal of the hbyat Anlhrapolugital Institute. LX1I1 <ic/J3>, pp 510 L Our 
authority pnin^ tmt the close refolmnship of the Auntu conception to Hie Mela^ 
nrttiin Mima 

Sir Gild win Spencer and F. J. Gtllm, Th* Noth* Tribes of CrntrsI Auy- 
iralia [ London, 1699^ pp. 54H. rko!e 1. 566. Accorduig to our authorities the idea 
that uu object hai oru^jquifiha cau sometime* be best npre^ed by «iying that 
"it i* i»os*c5«d by an evii spirit/1 Thus a spear dirowcr aud spear, i^ed in 
titiiriuiu magic, cmitain unin^r/foltAu. hut in tint case the evil power is regarded 
ax ini wil spirit rcfidrttt in t!sv weapon, T& the men who nsc about to ti*e it to 
mutibic and kill an enemy It «>injfF “Where is he?" Upon hearing the 
voice asd a. sound like a crash of thunder afterward they km>w ihm ibr spear 
h&s gone itrafghj to the victim (p. 549). 

®x fwfetWjr pp. 412 t and ouie IK 537. j50, 552. 566- Accorditti; to die missionary 
Strehlow the wotil arunkutla ts applied to bouts and pieces of wood nac^i aj 
magical charms, the venom nf ?mkci* flttd ihe puisoti of certain planti. It now 

designates poi-kni*, such at Btryclmine. with which the natives have becctnc 
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familiar hcmi iriiracFtii-Ac with tffaffee settlers. Always it ii thni which rpiicklr 
ends iiiii—"cy|] power," -‘ihochvs power*** {Ctrl Sirehlnw, Di> .draxrfo u»(f 
L 4 frtjit^himnw in Zmtrai+Auitruliin [Frankfurt am Slain, 1907-20]* | Ji 76, 
note 2). 

11 Speller and GilTrn, TAc Northern Tri&tt of Cenirai Australia (London. 
1954), pp, mi* 1, 750; Udem, Across Australia (2d ed., Lo^nttoc. 1912i. II, 
mi. 

lt Iit£f*ft, The Native Tribes of CVjilrflf .rfttrirafid, pp_ 1J9, note lr 64 & 
Sjiehlnw n'Lp IIt Sl> spells the word o’tf'Urntftf- 

11 W. I. Warner,, A /Hart CtwHcrtlifl* (New York, 1937;t pp, 236. 264. 
16 A. C- Hadden and V.', H. R. Hivcri, in Refortt af the Cambridge Anthra* 

fotagicai Bffteftmi* I* Torres Slraits, V, I si, and uqIc 3, The versiun .if the 
Ccipcli used in Torres Straits was translated from the Sam™ versing which* 
in (nrti. wa* directly rendered from the Greek. Unetm repre&eut* Sun 
niiT^and flic bHtfr, Greek ftvvujuf -tu-ifrqr" ’‘‘misfit*' (S. H kay. ibid,, V. 3*9). 

^ A. C HiiJdnn, VJ. 242 ff. ^ c£. 1, J^7r ,fTfictc ate wok analogies be¬ 
tween io$a and mat\a“ (\% 243. note I). 

*T Patti Witt, Die UtfrT?:fif-<imrci mb H oilUndiwfi A*U int i \ f tam* 
bwz« tm-zsh Vfj. r. pl. 11. p. 6 v*l n, pt nr, p. 79. 

in Tijdsefmft fwr [ndiiriw Taa^Lftnd-^ Prikeutmdr, LXlfl 
(J923J* 24 &. ; idem, ^Bcifrag mr Ethnologic dcr Sentaueer (Heiliiodbdi 
Netiguirtia)," in Nma Ct-ifun < Ukkn; 192W4), XVIt m t 

i9J- H. Hotmei, In Frimiihe Nno Guinea f Loudon, 1924). pp. M9ff - 
F E Williams, The rPatmarah Cmmotgr in the Ptirari Delia. Papua*'1 Journal 
of the Ro$tii Atflhrtfivfcsptitf }wstitute, LJ11 (1923)+ 3621 

»C- G, Sdtgman, The Mrhuesiani mf British New Guinn (Csmbewffft* 
1910). pp. 10K mIc 2) 1291., 13fy note lh 161. 169. 247. James Qultatrs dmhim* 
hftepa a* mcmiun^ (Pivt*rrrw# in aVctt Guinea (2d <alF London, 16WK 
P 

« T E. Will Earns. Drums oj Otahvfo {Oxfad. 1940), pp_ |U f. 

^ &fT J. V. S^Titlr In Utthmen Nru* GhinrtJ 0jondmt, |K6)T p. 269 
Z1 Wm E Amatronj. in F^rrJitry of Pnpu& Aulhrapalopvai Reports, Mo, 1F 

p. 7 Ai^ordiGf W. II. Strmifi- ihe is-jiscialinji t>i hartnfnJ uranic With hr af is 
widespread in tlie Trrritwy <p. 3). 

s* 1L E. Fortuny Sorerrtrt of Doha (London. 1932), pp, 99. 295 l The word 
Jimn.t Hp[tear* in litc Dohusn Oimuins, rne^nm^ a "sacred prolsibitiun,'1 t: r uboo. 
"dla secure power of a maidal nature" (p. 213. th^i: 1). 

31 W. E. Armstrong. Island (C*rttbradKfh I928\ pp. 1721 
. At .Saa m Mala UT Slalaita lone of the Solomon aN ;<rsnnf and 

tilings in which (hr "snsMrr.aiur&l junwri’' of rM;in.i feihles are ^aid to Ik 
tliafc ish "hot” Powerful gliofis art taka, so aEsu are men who Ftivc leitowledge 
ol thiirgs iupcrtuLf£raL A pertert who knows a spell which, is rata mutter? ft 
over water, thn= matdng the WHler "hot" (R- H. C-odrinigton. f>jT. tff|v pp, I9l 1). 

rfetii* to be the same word u ota in the Lau fongnige of North 
Mala, mc^moje "magically powerful." The nmffi drfraeUoiW t± ufwrd \0 refer to 
the RttCert of a man or to the effect of An EemuTh!Elm: it tl the e^uiTalent of oor 
HlurtiiuiFb (W G, Ivce[?l ajr- eiL. p. 137). 

Wc may compate Uw ttie by the Achincse of Stunatm snd by the natives ol 
the Matsy Ardtipetos'1 to general oi the irottis “hot^ and ^heat^ to espm* all 
the powers of evil, while kkai oE happiness, peace, rest, and well-being nre cx^ 
pewed by wmnb ognBying ^cooln^s ' (C - S- Hurgronjc, The .-icheknetf 
[Leiden and London. I9GGJ, tF 39S). In India occult power tn man.v Ensmi b 
aviodatod with beat, aj the power of a divinity, a saita* or a hridcirnom. A 
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libdn deity of great potency U described as Jivery hot.^ tTraruing1rt or "having 
fEre " Sipdi MddcniN EttLievc Elia! :* TiUn un cccmmuilon with God breams "'hat " 
Tf»e curst of i saint si s^ken of as his 44lire/" Aicdica by their j.Krmuces ;ic^uire 
"keaL" E us heat b also associated with certain farms of [Entinrity which result 
in tlie dtJ traction uE neenh power (J Abbott. /'n* AVyr P# Pemr [ London 
W2], FP 5 i-f 9). Atmjng the Ewe of Topo the word far m^^ic is dzoms* 

{c£ip mean mg “fire" and ja “to bimT). For the Ewo fire k somtibfag wonderful 
(Jakob SpktE DU Ewt-Shimmt [BcHiu, 1906]. pp. 51 $ f,L 

51 Bronislav Malmow&ki, ^rpcrggpifr ■?/ Mr IfVrfcm Facile (London, 1922), 
p. 434, CL Memr Coral {brdfftl and Tktif Magk (New York, 1935). II, 146 f 
Amort# the Trobriandin-? “the concept of niuyicaJ force pervades di-cir whole 
tribal Jllt“ (II* 66), JEvery magical ceremony it, m its essence, a handling d 
tnoMt The nearest word for this concept it ftwpMp fITH S3), 

! ’ A U Hoeart, In XTV (19141. As Ilocart has shown, the early 
mtuionatfr.4 P- Fiji completely mis Look the meaning of Mem wlicn they applied 
it in the its lives* highest notion of a god (,KOn she Meaning of 'Kaltru* and the 
Om'jji o: I'ijlasi I I nf-,'' J&urnnt the R/yjul *411ihrepQ(fljnVflf /nitr/iilr, 
XLIf f E9I2S, 437-49). According to Thomas Wfltumi. the mm Mom U con¬ 
stantly in 1:sc "as a qualihcatire of anything ffreit Of maTydotlS,” thti^ giving a 
probable root-mcaiimi: ui wc ruler or astojiEshment, He adds that among ihe 

monsters and amnion* are alien included, 4dand the list, already caimlle&s, 
is rapoMe of constant berease, every object thai is spec tally fearful, nr vicious, 
nr injurious, -ir novel, king eligible for admi^ton’* (Fiji awd f/tr Fi/fcmr | Jd «]_, 
LotiSou, I&70J, pL IR?J. Hoc art Jiolds I hat this ipplicnlion of it? Fun to objects 
cxciihig wonder at astortkltmeist is simply a corollary of the eorveeptiait of kabu 
os 41 the dead." Ghost* and spirits, being mama. can do marrclotu things : lbert>- 
fore What Stem* marvelous k I'oLjw. When nmsketl Were dubbed “JbdW bOW*" 
She natives roily Ibought that spirits had made than or possessed than (J 
XLII. 446). The lttki|mmrl» in Fiji ujsc the word hmm b x compdimd expre^ 
fi^n. dkakvtihnka-mina. signifying ^mirade,1" and h is also applied to the divine 
name of Jehovah - Wallace Deane, Ftjwm Socitiy [Umidna E92I fh p S3). Ac¬ 
cording to Davit! Hazelwood wwina as a noun means a. wxipder ut a uiiracte- sj 
,in adjective it means eftectnal or eJDdetH as a remedy (A Fijian and English 
and an English ukJ Fijinn Dbtfanary (24 ^d T Lnmkin, 1872 ], p 76) 

-'FAn-iml Trctfcar. The MaorisPuh'nfMn Comparotk-e Dktimwrv 
fingEon. New Zealand, 3391). t.-\ PFruKa. 

frS“«E" r C Iiinrf?k RdtgitniFK Bfrnke p. Bkhep Museum 
BufUiin, No, 3-3. pp_ 26-.14; F- 12 Lehmann, J/m £jrr -pVj J UK.tjvr, ,r- 

fFtr^MJisFJT^fW Siidyrrtw^/rR (3d ed, Lei^ift* 19221, especially 
pp. 2-5; R Thurnw^y, "Scut For&chEmgicn rnm Mana-Legriff” Arf/ib lur 
Rtli7innrmsscnschnf$y XXVII (1929), 93-U3. 1 

The Maori word aim (Tong**? atua. ftm, Hawaiian akua) 
while cwally Emnsktcd as ’'sod” is also applied to evil spirits. sincestTul 
IflKist^ dlACU» UHltlght to be of spiritnal Ofiem. arid InalidoiLs or ^rarrekome 
persons It further arpliei to “'varioiii phennineiu mu imdmtwxL11 ^ mm&nm- 
tmn. and, in facrt to fW anyfhinp that is dUapreealile or vfewed ai beinn 
^pernatural/ See FJs-hjt. Best. -The I^fe of the W^Kohango,' J/ 
tkt Fofynenw Secirty \\Y [19flS). 210; ^ 7^ Woori ar //c ir^ avcl 
Imifton, New1934 k p. 67, Iveni thinks that the common rendering of 
aim as god was Sue to the nnssionariK rather than to anv radicij idea of dtitv 
poisessed by tiir w&rd itself. See SV, G. Iveiii, The Folymokn v\Vd • w 
Ttft Dcrtvilioci and LW Mqn, XXIV (1924), 114 fifi 133 ff, A 

Anmher Maiin word, fa'fw, denoting Kimcihim? -uncanny or jtra-iise 11 h 
aljo somcltmes rcn-lcrcd ^ "d™™." I^nimatr objetis, SUCli as rocks and trec^ 
mighl for one rason or another he considered a, iipm, ^ atsy imp™* im^ 
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fertfsce will] iHem ilHRyi bruirjslit down pUliiilniidll «POI the erffmritf Alt 
flbj^ts o[ Ihu character I^osjssiwd "an indwelling spirit or power" (Elidmi 
Best, The Maori at fit p, S3), 

r !" r'i‘9-hTiji -uWndfi.frr Tool-Land-ev roikmhmJe 

Tt' ,, , . , A '* Cilftti d-kerti, "one who has mag tea! power'' 
UK. M. Lock, "Sternum and Seer," American Anthropologist [rts., life)], XXXI, 

“/• Ph Duyvfiidafc, In!fitting tot tie chnolggie vtm dt Witch* Anhitrl 
(Grpiungcu-Baiavu, 1935). p. 144 

*» Johannes Winldjr, Du Tgba-Bohth an} Smnvtru m gttund** »*d hranken 
r»;n. f Stuttgart, !9«5l, |I|I. J (, £«: also Johannes Warnerk. Die JUliaum dtr 
Baiak (Gottingen, 1909), pp, 8 B, ^ 

“ Paul Amtll Mylkiflogu, Ktli&m, urn) Milif it tm Sikoffrbut (iitl. MitUl- 
j)tir,n (Emile, Flores, 19321, pp. 92(7. Ifiwtr, onr ititltDrilr notice* sersiu t,-> 
be connected wttli die Mflxoatett iwffiw (p. 94), 

,r **A’ Ifuct»sff. “Djc Tnbeluraaen in bin deuken rn di*n.' Itijtirugm r. i da 
, aal-London ( mn X fdtrlandsth l»dw. LXXVfJ 7192! l’ 291 n 

„ J™*™ X'bMKM, The Pagan Tribet gf ~ Borneo (London. 1912), lfF 2&f note 

ZJ2&1S3. U.WS&-'"* SH-U “ 
W?'7 “C&ra- ‘I 

■i **11^ Bitc,^?*,rf< rkf ™n> Folk-Lore (London. 1901), pp. SSI f ■ 
!‘ltm> A*** Encyctoput&i o{ and Ethic*. 1,2J9 fP A«ord- 
mg 10 B. H. Chamberlain, "God, ’ ‘■supernatural," "wonderful" ate po*hm tl* 
«=tre« approxtmatbaj, lo the n.«mnB of Umnt [Trows,hms oj the Atittit 
bocuty oj Japan. XVI, 33). 

Ast«>. -«««• (London, 1905). pp. 8L MolnSri’t statements in 
regard to (he la™ are rtpnted almost word for word by fats celebrated n»U 
HiptsL Sec E M. Salt™, "1 Fie Retire! of Pore Shffi-nu." Transaction* of the 
Anatic Satany &f Japan, VaL In. Pt. 1 (Amsendix). pp. 421- (up* 4&L of the 
orrgi^al edition). 

,g W- w. Stoat. Malty \(London, 190ft)# pp 93 f,Fd27t 

'r Ntltan Amundale, in Aimandale and Ifokmjem, FctthitH Mtttoytnsis 
Anthroprfnoy, Part 1 (London, 1903), p, 100. 

,= w- " Skeit. «p. .-it. pp. 673 quoting C O IsEjgdoi Accncdinc -u 
another account. "Hie w«d kramas. a> applied to a f,ian or woman, may be 
roughly translated prophet or musician. It is difficult to ewirev ike real idea 
ai Malays aU a man irownt win, k *i,le to get winterer he wishes for, wh(! 
ii atiSc to aod whose presence brings good fortune io all Wi* mr- 
roimdin^ji" iSkoal, p ^1, iuMc 2. qucHtnn G- C We arc further urfd 
that the appheattcpi -jf thi-i wtml to many pld iree^ juhi«.t jtnd deptmiu 
exixflddei, acKf other arritnaii, "whkh are believed tf> possess a mpmaturaJ 
character, ptiinti ntL*r ick an older catteeption than tp ihe notiofi of thr per^iai 

of a living or a dead man, Le,p Moslem iaint^hip. See R [ Wilkimou 
A Maby-Entfith Dictionary (Singapore; 1901-1903?. \l, *my t.r, kl-rarmt m 
sanimoi. 

4i W. SV. ShicflT. o^. rrtfp pp, 231, In Malaga Ihe regain indtnle a book of 
smealogy, a code of k*t. and a fra wapm; m Penif they are drums, pip^, 
flutr*. a betel box* a sword, a scepter, ami an onabrella. In Selangor ita regalia 
™a«* yf tile roja] m-.:nmsniM oi rtimic, lo^etbcr with a betd box. B tobacco SM3C. 
a spittoon, an tnobrelk and sevnai iwcirtf^ and kneel. On sbtc ixsajijofi^ then: 
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arc carried in process ion (pp, 2+ ffj. Some remarkable instance* of the danperouj 
UEUtily of these object; are mentioned by our authority fpp. 41 f J 

** Paul Girzm. Jfd^rpV ti refiyian AsMwnlti (Paris, 1912), pp. 21 fL 

*- Henry Baudesdem, Ind^China Hi Primitive Ptepte i London, 1919), 
jr. W. 

14 t P, Comber in Dourbboare, La Smtrayts Ba-Hmrs fCwhimhint 
Qritntalfh (Parts, 1S?3), pp 428 £ 

11 Tl. M. Marshall. Tht Karen Ftfiplf vf £kcrwu> (ColunibtlS, Ohio, 1922), 
pp. 2iu, 267, 218, OJtm Siat* Umivtrtity Bulitlm, Vol. XXVI Na 13, 

M A. ft Rsddiffe-Brawn, Tkt Andaman hbndtrj (Cambridge. 1933), pp. 
m 305 ff.. 404. 

4d j. Abbott, The Keys nf Pamer* pp. 3 fr In the Punjab Nr£ai varies in 
potency according to the rank atid iSiffwiiy of a person and alMi with the i^ieda! 
merits 'xhidii be may have obtained by heredity or by his own effort? See Audrey 
O'Brien, “The Mohammedan Saints of the Wes fern Punjab," Jaurmit a} the 
fft'yuf Axthr$pQbfjicai Institute. XLI (1911)^515 L 

a"B. X- Majuiudar, A Tribe sit Transit ten (Lunikm, 1937 V* pp, 133 f- 

u Jtfrm, “Bumtainth" in Essays Pnsntted tv Rui Bahadur Samt Ciimdrii 
/fay (Lucknow, 1942), pp. 60-^9. Our authority points out that while hm$Q 
power may condense itself and be idoilifted with thing* in the native environ¬ 
ment (bicycles and EutoiuultYtt have become Bern^as and an airplane a very great 
Bongs), stiil the conception, always remains quite indefinite and borders isn the 
iiut^i^inaL Quest ions ai to the ilapc, *fcw5. and other characteristic* uf Eongas 
ore unmNy evaded by the tribal priests because they know nothing about them 
iflr- tA nn 77 i Pwhap* %t should be rather said. tltey do not spooiftate about 
ibovL 

bi S. C, Roy, Qruoji awd Curfrau (Ranchi, fndi*r 19281, pp. lb) I. 
What, ask* Sir Herbert Risley, do these jungle folk really bolicvt? In 

(n»i cases “-the indefimir- something vhkfi they fear aivd attempt lo propitiate 
is not a person al all in any terra oi the word, . , , * The idea which Iks at the 
root of their religion h that of power, or rather of many powers:'' They do 
not define chraly the objects making for evil rather than for Rood In the world 
ubemt I hem—the primeval forrst+ the crturtblmff 1ii1Up the rushing river, the tiger* 
the poisouoias $aake. Some sort of power is there, and that is enough for liwrm. 
Whether h k associated wiih a spirit or mi ancestral ghost, whether it is -me 
|M>wcr or many, llsey do not stop iu iiiqiiirr ^VnjtLr vf India, IW-l^ VoL I, Rt 
h pp. 3520* 

14 Arnold vaJ] Gemucp. Tiban *-t iotimitmt j 1/dd^cr (Paris, lW4;. pp. 
Ly f. ttl f.h IlSL The Malagasy have the word which secni* 
originally to have tipriifini MdiTine" mud utttlcr Oinsthn influence to have takes 
on the sense of '"God/' According: m the missionary, William FJlEs^ wWhatever 
iv great, whatever exceeds the capacity of dudr underiandings, they designate 
by the one convenient ami comprcficnsivc appellation, dn^fridntuitiir^. WimLever 
ii new arnl uscEal and r^tra^rdinaryt is called god11 The word is applied to silk, 
rice, money, thunder and lighminj;, earthquake), die westm-s. a itrqiuiij 
sov'trcigrr, and also to a boot, lJfrom its wonderful rapacity of speaking by 
merely looking al itw {Histary aj [London, iflJS], L 390 If ). 
Aiidmnujuira. though now in almost uni versa! use as the dli^inc name, is ^aid 
in be ■ f i -dalively recenl deriralioiL See H. M. Dubins, ,LLFedct dc Dicu cbci 1 e= 
andtn- Malgachea/' ^nlAru^ui, XXIV EI929S. 381-30; XXIX (1934^ 7S7-74. 

Ralph Umrn, The 7V*j/d (Oitca^o, 19331, p 1A2. FiVld MiurH^i cr| 
Ahfi/mJ //irfyry, VoL XXII, 
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'' E- W, Smith. Tkt RtHgitm of /A/ Lpvr /faivj as JtfKf'ndfrcf fry iht 
African Batit* (Nrvi York, 19231, p^9L 

J. H. Driller^ rThe Secular Aspect of Ancestor Wnnhifi in Africa;" 
fn lAf Journal cf the R&yot African Society, No, IJB (1936), pjl SI. 

a: H- V J ntiortf, 7'hr Lifr of o South African Tribe (2d *d„ Londiiri 1927) 
IT. 429 ft 

Hr A. Stayt, The Bovenda iT-nndon, 1931i, y_ 2£2, 

^1 Smith iind A- Mi Dale,. 1 hr fla-speaking Peoples of Northern 
Rhttdnia (Lotokrt, 1920), H TWO, According to R_. J, Moore is 
more closely transited as the h«stfH d Stance* " ihcfr "opentfivr projwrmtfiF* 
r1 'BwangaH immfi the Bcmha* Bantu Studies XV [194-1 |F JO) For ific 
Babemha bwanga b ait abstraction indi as am terms 'propertied and MdTkatyHh 
(pa 44}. 

*' t:- r^! Eotee* Tfcr of AorrArm AV^rjio (Lcndm* 1931 >r pp. 290 f„T 
300 ff- f/^EL«jHr7tf if also used synoriyTiKiiiijy with vh-»km&rK Ihe prison which 
Itiilaniba pu t on their Arrow* {pu 291), 

rL A. Hrtherwidc, 11 Some Animistic Reliefs among the Yac* oi British 
Central Africa," Journal of the Anthropoivtfkal institute. XXXli (1902), 93 f, 

4lf^ “-Njattjas," HastmeV Encyebpotdia iff Religion W EnAfo. IX. 

A. T, Qilmdc and C, M. Culwick. Ubrm iff the Rhrrj fLoiKlofv 1935) 
pp* 100 ff, ^ 

**5lr Qiarics Eliot, in AC, fidlis. The Moat (Oxford. 1905). tip, jcviii ff. 
I "■' ■lf-^'i* cotrcrnrion it r1 e deity “sMfHfl to |c ir;;irv<iiii!is:y vag&£ T Ini 
Mv limp wjt* Ngai. Xerai wi! ill the Steaming lnJei. lfs> hniiE-e ins tn I he 
*™1 he?ows ri KiUmanjsrov In facu whatever struck them as strange or 
mccmprehemihle. that they at met a*mmcd had some canuef-timi with Nnf 
tjwepli Thomson, TArcHiyli 3/fljai Land fLamkm, IBS5]. p. 445\ Arronllhfi U> 
woOler statement Nfd Unknown^) embodies the Masai “apprehension 

power beyond human farultir* hi coping with.'' TiniudenUimrv, nsin, the 
tdesraph, and a focotnotrve are all re/erred to ns Ng^ai (S. L Hinrk and H|klc- 
garde HJfult, TL* Lon af the Mami [Loockm, 19011 f p, 99>. M, ilwker drardie* 
Ngai as an 5™ nrporeal bdu£h a spirit 3lf powerfnl. all-knowinji. oommrtfcfit 
apd eternal Af.iBft |Berlin, LW]. p. 196), 

«C w Hnbley. Bantu Btikfs mtd Mn&fc (I.omktl. 1922k p 62- According 
to Qiarlt? TJundiis, Hufangd ami Engai among the Akamfca “are merely 
Ircsivc v.vrds meant tn deJi^t-!1 th,- plurality at the wwldM f/iwiij/ /.f fftr 
l?orrr; Afithrapvlo^Kai Usiitutr, XLTII [I9I3J, 5J5i. According to Gatmnj 
Lind lit imr, wiiile inaw fcrti kcih to Fd^tantuite a conccp^tori of M iihu^u si 5 
personal being* other facts suggest the idea of Ma vague aiid mic^hat imjKr»i™rh 
Mulungn. Hsi rign%am varies even whhin the s.tme tribe n~A<- in 
British East Africa f2-J edT Uppsala, 1920], 249), 

10 Ur 5 Roudcdjre and Kaiherine RouUed^e, With a PrthhUmc Pioph 
(Tendon, 19JSH pp. 225 ff, According icr another account the Aktlcuyn r&»nb* 
three gida—two e*cd and one had—Inat nil art called {H R, Tare, in 
JwtHMi <yf the Anthropological inslihiJt. XXXlV t!9QH 2ft$) 

** Lucy P, Matr. Ah African Ptopic Tn tAr Tumtinh Cmiurv /I 
19^)^2291,2341 J ^ 

*eJ. H. Driherg, Tht Lang* (Loiukn, m3\ pp 224, 241, note L 
Among the Dinka, Jok Compriiw a host of ukcitraf ghthst^. Especially those a& 
imp i kid and powertnl pctstitis. Anwnff the SfiiTIuk. Jqok W a high sod, for the 
tnoft part otiose ip. 216, nole 1). Amwiy the Lotuko, Afok is llkewrte a high ^ ■hSh 
but thii wont may a bo designate a spirit, good or liad, a yMilence, 4 misfortune. 
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arn! “anything marvelous” (L Molinaro, “Appunli cerea gEJ mi, costumi, « idee 
religiose <Jri Loluko ddl'UnJiiida " Anthftjm, XXXV-XXXVl {19+0-41 jr l79}, 

» E E. Evans-Pritehard, WUdurttft, Omelet, and Sdagk attvmg the .4sand* 
fQiIor(I, mi), pp. 33. 35. €3, 320 f,, 463, 503 f. The Aosta. lUeLvret Mgr 
Lairae. fwiiev* that every natursl object is endowed with a hidden virtue or 
speeitic [property, good or evil, which he rnu tnilize <«. Jus advantajp:, Happy the 
man w!l.i alilc To discover this ipolitj in things when utters frre ignorant of it 
tc. R- Lagse, Let Asande nu jVijm-,Vioppi (Brussel,. 1026], p. 143>. ’ 

c rC ,G- andJ*r“til 7- SelijfTHim, Pagan Tribet of the Nilotic 
- pti iin (LctHliBi, 19™>, i' -7j, note I. ([iwtlug G. O- Wfiicchtad According to 
tile teliKmaiu mian i, associated with the eWs of the dra.i- in fact, potto* 
f > !- ", *Y™nsjta of nitspi, This “dynamic potency,” as our authors call 
* Is,"*0 eM“n«« Hr] lining, The Bart medicine man possesses mian. 1st cause 
of his intercourse with and control of the ghosts (pp. 25J, 302). 

TJ Georg Sehwrinfurth. The Heart of Africa (3d «L, London, 16?B)T f. 144. 
l- Paul ScliebMta. Rerisitiiuj Sty Pygmy Hosts (London, 1936), pp, 107, 200, 
:j idem, My Pygmy and Negro Host! (London, 1936). pp. 263 ff. It appears 

from thas account that while the clan ctdrw arc mturallly endowed with tifma 
bet,.uic of their relationship to the totems, all other people must aemiire it 4 
mail devoid of it is Incapable of procreatum (p. 26J) 

T' Guy Burrows, The Land of the Pigmies (London, 1898), r. MX). 

iC % W)°3«4 BeaUfakt’ ^ U intermHoMtlt 

* am! Other Notes from the Upper Congo,” Folk- 
Lare XII (1901>, 186f.; tf. idem. Among Congo Cannibali (London, 1913). 
p. jIS. 

J^OfOle van Overbergfi. Let Rmgola (£fuf Ind. dm Congd) (Brussel* 
tW)g p. -W, citing Lieutenant Coquiliiat. 

Qiitrm Tcwmami, DU Pmi&w* m3)r U, 127 

■* R. h.. Umrirtt, Fftf F&lk~Lprs of thr Fjort (Luruiun. iJaaS), Ty_ I3JP J35, 
™ ™ mUm-ntti {the. former probably the older) smu Eo 
tbf cqui irilcnt of Dennett i Ntifji and to Convey ihe same CDCStCClim r*f im Me- 
riuiu prviueT St* JL PrcficcJ-I^oesch^ Vetkikvitdf tom Loami# (Stuttgart, J9073 
St S* A™ng the Ovimbtrndu the (am tikolA, “farred." which they u^h to 
JJte id^h and charm* of ■ to* doctor, also means ^poweritiL" See G A. Dim 
The OciEnlduda. or Witch Ck.-=Ecir oi {hr Dvijnbnndu of Portu^cH Southwest 

Alraca, /wjm/ of Ammtrn Fofk-Lore, XII (1899i. i&i. 

** P A- TaJbpt, !n thr Sksfow vf thr Bush C Lendocj, pL 49. 

XU (w5> *T1* Meafji,w d iht Cowriei the Evil Eye m Nigeria " :taK 

imtkSil«rW‘ F°itH‘ FmU**r md Ft>kh- ~ V<™b* Pmnitm (London. 

MtrA^f'^ *? ^h"rr,fy1" ^tm««fiwrapirr Akkainr It 
(I«6). . i, 'juotiiig a Christumnauve Accntding ip Nf t HtrskDvits a 
nstivr ttomlaics Iht tcrmwfldMn by iho W«d 1,god” He mintei a hv informant 
•w „ta „krt *»«*», .t * C™ tta,trs 

rriS”’"' “““ in ““ •-■»>*•■ 
et^tJmL. fwi,^,^ •» e‘“ v— .1 >»« 

M Dictlrich Weswnnami, Die KfeUt (G5titngerv I92l>. VP. 301 L 

” Hlffln Lalwwel. If* tribtu du ram/su Labi (Pari*. 1*31), pji. ff. 
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Bf Ibid., Sec abo Lzbourct. Lrs jlfiiHainp el teur fanout (Psrif, 
J£34jt pp. 321 tfn retard Jiff ^pocifiediy to th£ Bamhafa- According lit another 
authority nflnu b rather eo be considered a* an evil farce, energy, or power 
posttiicd, mi miljf by certain animal* aivl Iranian being!. hot by trerj liTing 
thing, It causes sickness, sulfcrirtg, and death, See J Emy, L*dm* fun pempU 
Afrieain; le# JtamkdrQ (M dimer In Westfalen. 1910), p. 27, 

** E>lwin! Wc^rrrnacck, And Brin) in Jforwrfl (London, 192ft) B 
I, 35-361. Among the Rerbrrs of t!ie Rr£ bmflka b titcsailv ei-uJinetJ to the sup¬ 
posed dr^crtrEiiTEi *srif liir Prophet- It h depefidctit op ihdr posficsr s inss pi' a 
''magical emanation’^ ?uppc*«J3y trannnittn) to them Fri^n- Mohammed, A man 
having b can predict the future, perlorm miracles, heal qr destroy by hi* loach 
or by employing some ohjcct which ha3 be™ ill contact wiltl his body, 4- 4 

part uf hit clothbiff, a piece of bnad, qr an egg which he fo&s kissed (C $, 
G™b in Ilan.13 rtf Aft-item Studies J Cambridge, May., 193 i I „ IX, J:vi. 

*'* Kdward Westennarr.lt, eii. r I r JtS7 L 

1111 Rafael Kirsten. Tks CftoHnatiiM of the South American Indians (London, 
J926), pp. 155, 375. 

1,1 ICrlantl Ntsrderaktnld, indiam-rUbm (Leipzig, 1912), pp. 25}, 257f,fc 3d0 

11 Atfred if*irau*, in AtOrffa ef llir Wmrrwwt No 154, 
p. 150. 

“i5 W. Stirling, “Jivar^ StaswibnC Pm0/ lAr .-Wn^* 
PMesvpkksd S#tictyr L3CS3I (1933). 137 f ; "HiitoHcar and Ei hung rapid- 
cat hlfttcrial on tile JfiVBro IcdiatiS^ Bulletin #f the Bureau *tf American Elk- 
*^%y. Na ll?K pp 1151 

^Charles Wisdom, Tke Chrtrii indium <■/ Guotimiah (Chicago, 1940), pp 
3)rf-, 326 It. 

M Franz Boas, “Religion,*' Hondbanl n/ dniman jWio*/ Part IJP p_ 364 
In IniHan languages a wunj b usually found "comprehending all TiEaiiiiestaitoni 
of the uriieen world, yet coav^tig no satsc of peiuartal unity. It E^* been 
reibdeicd spirfl, 'ternon, God, devil. mystery, magif, hut commonly ji -1 raih-rr 
absurdly by Itie EcigLiah asjt! Fresch^ ^nredfcine'.^ In itddjiptL mnmio, ^Ha ainl 
sitnibr temt^ among North Amurrkau Ertbe^, ihm are siic A tin fcvll, tlic 
Ottedaia JtujcTii, and die hfa>7i km- ‘They all esprit in Iti avcut |nml form 
ilie idea of the stij.<rmi!5ir Jt " See D G, FSrinton, Tl(^ Myths o/ /A*' AVr^. Jl yrW 
(3d rd, PhilQilelphfa. 1^%), ji, 61 The sarnie idea ^ccmi frr have tnein expre^crl 
by the word j-jwr. as used by the Tftjno, ihe exlinct abori^inrg of the Greater 
AnEii]«. ^nnr, ‘freMdcfi tidgimtly mzgic ptmer, came to lie applied to ill 
aujMiiuiLiiial bcisigs and tiicir jymbolk rrpresciiUttDtiA“ In <ereril Arawaic 
dialects lan- word for l-hacco i^: ffArini, evidently referring to h> magsc |h>wcT 
(jrtn). See J. W_ Fc^kev io FrirPity-fflh Amnutfl Report n) the Ritreuu i*/ 

Ethncbgy, p. 54 

** }. N. Rk Hewtll, 11 pOreDda‘ and a Dei'irmicn of Echgian," America* 
AmikrQpote&kt (ns.w 1902), IVF 33—36: idem. "OtcncK'’ Handhi&k America* 
Indians, Pan II, pp, W f.; idem, 'Oikmi;1 p, 164r Orenda b a Hurnn word 
A Jftml Fatlter, Paul R4tgo?si«n, in his Relatitm *A I647-4&. declaims that navi 
tltsngs “that sipri at all imtatnrjf or cjclr^ordiiia ry lo our Hurofis are easily 
accepted in thdr mi nth aty,” t,e.H u pa^csting occult power i Jesuit kriamm 
and ^f/ifd! Documents [Cleveland, 1896-IWlj, XXX1IL mi}. According to 4 

still earlier account the name for spirit tn Huron r- t?H. See F. G. Sagartl. 
grzmi dn pays dei Hurcm tParb. 16fti f, iip ln\ tl. SagsrdV travel 1 

vvtre originalEy putslbhed hi \6A2. It we are so believe Captiiu ToJm Smith, the 
pQwftar&Ei Irr.lhmi of Vlrginbl ddintrdy personified Dice ^ ihelr chid g r*i Kb 
inugt, ‘Vvil-favoreiJIy esr\ed+M vm set ay> \n the tcnsplcy See Trazeh 
W&rkM of Captain John Smith, &tiied by F- \rtrtrf (KriinburftEl. 1930^. i, 75 
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Handbook of AmfrUtm Indians* 

foumot of dmrri* 

5T WlHkm J-'-nrs, 'The Algunhin Alnulm/’’ Journal of American fVfc-. 
L&rr. XVIII i i13^5)p IS3-90 (with reference to the Sauk, Fox, and Klcbpoo 
lEidijin-i b; A. F. Chamberlain, "Manif',p 1 -1 J—-2— *-jr- 
Pan L pp, 800 f. 

M AianuHl Skinner, "The MfrtMiuji Word *Hawatuk/ 
fw AttM XXVIII (IMS, 258 ff. 

Mw F C Speck, 14 Penobscot SbmiaiiLsm/ IfeMomr o/ d African dnlW- 
poteguat Aiscctetten, No. 28 (VoL Vi, PL 4). p. 240 and note L 

Fmfertdc J^hp^on. “Noics on ificmac Shajmnztnv7* FriWfitAr Uaii XVI 
(IW3). SSi 

“! ctark Wbd'er. "Ceremonial Bundle d the Blackfoot Indian s" Ant hr a- 
pafaguxl Fvftrx of the Ammm Museum of XMurat Hu lory* VII. 103, Ac¬ 
cording tn Bkrtlriooi ^jecnktiion a power r>dtoji oc sun power), moat cTohcIv 
associated wiili the turi but pervading the entire world, can manifest fi$df through 
uny object, animate or inanimate. Such a maniStation u by speech rather than 
b> at-tioEE. In every narrative relating to rtutoji it is stated or implied Hint at the 
moment of sinking the object bocomei for the time being 'at n perfioti." The 

tioiirrmjmcaiei with mankind through dreams tfoc. n'f.), 

1(tJj The Rev. \Y, J Cleveland, in S. R. Riggs, ^ DaUtv-Erngliih Dictionary 
(Wadb&^ttin. D-C, IS?tJ)h pp SC7I, Confributtanj North AmrAeam Rthnol- 
oyy, Vol. VO, Our informant add? that xmka* seems to be the only word for 
“holy,-* sacTCfL" but «irk.tig the wilder fndhm there is the feeling that if the 
Bw*r, the church, and the missionary are xeakan they arc to fee avoided, ”nt*l a* 
liting bad %\r dsngwmti, but as teaka*" (tec. ar). 

On Omaha wkanda see Alice C- Fletcher and Fraud* La Flochc. in 
Titwwly «wnr* Annual Report of the Burom of American Ethnology, Ckp 597- 
9^: Mi vs Fletcher, "VVflkanda," Hatutfrmlt of Amenta* Indian* Part IJ. ppr 
#97 i Anaunj? the Qto tile concept of ccttitiffdd Tiai been personalized n inter Chrii- 
tian jnStHmee, *i> that today they think of Wifcoiub a- the Great Spirit or God 
■[Willlast Whitman, m- Ofr* [New York, 1937]. p B4), 

An lung the VV ntnebago t J Me term Ttabfl u exactly erfu Eva lent to triir word 
“sacfttT vthiEe tmhnndfe, which h identical with the Omaha waul wakotute. 
refers I-' an imliridtialiied spirit, in this cm, the iTiimdcrbird. h wtmld seem 
rbar among iWc Indiana win# to ihe markrti devrl-^tmetil of ddtkr and 
coTtnognoifi myths, sacred" objects arc interpreted 'Vs being either some rnmi. 
testabof> at a spirit, some trwfufniatiqn which he lad *f5umoir or a* inhabited 
hy a tpinV fpsul Radin, in TAirly-JexwnfA Annual Report of the Buffju oj 
.-tmmcun Eihtiflfvtfy, jit?. 2$2 fA Elsewhere i^Lsr airiburhy potnn mil that 
rwkanSJa. as tried by the Womebaffix always referred Lo "definite spirit^ tint 
fiercesanty Atfothe tit ihape,4' and that Use same was m* of the temii swaniffl 
aa ased by the Ojlbwa (CVappwa), an AEgonqukn ndlw. *-f| at A vapor bath 
the steam is regarded aii Ttattnuf^r or it iv because it is a spirit fcratt^ 
formed intu sPsam for the lime being; if an arrow » posses soi of md& 
^riuts. u i* bcratisc a spirit has either transformed himself into the arrow or 
beau** he u lemtmnly dwelSing m ft: and. fondly. If tobacco h offered to a 
pmtharlf it h because either this object WonRs to a ^idt or a 
Mt™ » "] l* C'Rdigion of the North American fDdlair&,31 /wtniai of 

Ii«4 L J49S, What we Have m the oi th™ 
Imtiauat i+r rlcarlj enough, a prc™mc«l trend toward pcrsouahotacifi rcstdW 
in the emergence ol distinctly animistic OOEKCpliun*, " * 

»> Fh‘lr|srr «ri.l Li Flt^hr. ™ A*nwI Rf^ri r) ,he Bu. 

&*£ZTJZiSgZ&CL 1 ° ^ "A ^ - »— 
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Ili# Ri IT. Lowkj “The Rciteioci ol the Crow Indians/1, A nth r&polatfual 
Papers Qj the American &fmstvm of Vaturnl History, XXV, 315 ft. 

tea ^Vajhin^ttin Mattb*wj, Eiktutpraphy <md Fhifofa^y of tke Hufatsa tn- 
dians (Washinglon, D,Ci 1877), 4? f. Department of the interior, VS- Gtn- 
fopkat ijftrf GtOffmphkal Survey, MitaUastitmt PubHcatfons, No. 7 

G, A. Dcmey, TmdiHim* of the SJAdi Pim^ct (Boston, pp ,1/H>f 

sei Washington Matthew!*, Nnrah# jLttji'iuls {New York* 1897), p. 37, the 
word measiy "'sacred. divine* royricfkmi, c.r Iwly," Is cknes nul io lie tried 
with an applies ihwi t« anythin* eviL The word </EpiW refers |q holy people, gods, 
or dirinitkl, 

iVM Grenville Ciriot[wcnF "White Mountain Apache ReRgioft," American 
Aulkrdjwl&fitt (n.s., 1938), XL. The word means "liflly, super nyiniral„ ijr 
supernatural power/' The original source ui this fsciiver, txhlbiied in awe-icesptr- 
iisir acid unexplainable phenomena ii ibe supreme deity. 

™£\G. Spcdt, “Note* Oil Chickasaw Ethnology anil Folk-Lurt/1 Journal 

of Americaut Falk-Lort, XX (1907). 57 nod note 1 The w ord means f,EnyjH«yp" 
*fc*upematwral agency/1 A girls first menstrual experience ia called hulabt, 

110 Edwi^S Saptr, .SWAmt Pam te Dictionary (Boston,. 1931). p. 6^- Pm- 
cceding! of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, YoL LXVF Ho, 3, 

nT w T. Park, Shamanism in Wwttrm North America (Evmsiotc I93&), 
pf>. li. 30 NtrihttYilftn University Studies in ikr Social Science j. Ho. 3- The 
White Knife Sforalioni of Nevada call ^itipeTTtatitnJ^ i^wer buha. Everybody 
must have a mrciimum amount of taAu hi order to live at all—it is the lile-prin- 
npk—hut some people possr** much more oE ii than others (J- S, Harm. In 
Ralph I, in ton [editor], AcetdiuratioM m $nen American /kaTwh Tribe] I New 
York, 19411], pp. S6fJ. These Sltaalmm alui have a special name, difibr, for tile 
Npowcr far eyff* fp. 62). 

112 A, L KroeberT Handbook of ike Indian* of California (Washington, D,C^ 
1925). pp, 5121. Tbr SrTtn is the "ofevhiu^ oquiVi kilt" of ^nuio, ,-rmda, mtkanda. 
and maitita Jt u$oiL denote spirit?, suEiernaturml <:■: mciiiiitrfiug hchtjjs of 
any -sort, men wins pnt?r» .^pirihial or ntirei^il power, and, jf indicalkiui are not 
deceiving, the esieoce or power or quaEily ttielf.” 

u* E, 11 Lixb. LTVrmn FolkwaySFr' ("mh.rrsify of California Puhlirafivni in 
Anvrvxtn Archaeolotty Crud Ethnology. X1XF Jti&L Thr P<hth> conettdim OC 
kdticaf bears no reference 10 Spiritual thtcuss; it. relate* to human t>eingv who 
possess frcci nf ami tranmict it When a man guvc to a maternal nephew or to 3 

Jod his position am] dignity to the irlbe he iko sravc dtc boy hia stoie <4 kaceat. 
Its bestowal took place RradnalJy,. frotn the time the cmh| wa^ very young until 
the period of mitiatioo at iiuberfj. The kao£#i Inmsmiited partly by prayer 
and partly b> rubhfnj: the recipient^ body—lh( arms to make him an expert 
tbotF the legs to make him a gocrfl trnmd and ihwecr. Bows ami arrows wert 
rubbed with pepperwood leaves in order to jive tliem ka^raf, if a man was 
nJwayi scccesflfnl. he ^id to have and the same was true o! a bow 
stud arrow (lac. cit,}. 

M* B. W. Gifford, in .^nlAro^r, XXXIV (1939). 36& l/atof U taid l> be 
I he ’Vqtii valent” of warm, 

111 Jairne de AnjftiE:^ wLa piychnto^ie reJigleure des Adtumawlf ibid,F XXITI 
(192^}, 154 and note 12, 160. The worti IimA*™ la the nommitive form ud a 
verb of which the root—Am*—*ipti fits "nuri, mysteriqoi# exiraordiniry. iu[rtr- 
naturxl, piWtrfuI/ By thk lerm Indiaci rderi to a farce rejnnled ll dc^iUt 
and ijnm.uient in all things and yei it the same time E«t$ssted by a. particular 
bdnjj4 a luteiary spirit 

111 Mytott Ecfk. in Annual Re fa n uf ihe Smith tsmian Imitation ft* 2ZS7. 
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I irt I, p, 6/2. Tlic wwi, tomanou?, in the Chinook jargon, rciVs tc* any spiritual 
™pg, good nr bad, more fomrlul lliati man. A» ten adjective latn/ntni? "ft used 
(o describe any suck, stone, or similar a nick in which spirits we at times sup. 
met 10 dwell and alto any man. as a medicine man, who is soppoMtl to haw 
nu>:c ilian ordinary power with these spirits; hence we often hear of lomutj.iny 
Stic hi -ilni tamanmu men. It it likewise a verb, and to IdVHlncmjr is to perform 
Ihe mcMtatiom necessary io influence these spirits" (for. Simiiarlv the 
QuuliuIt use the jargon word r^nweauwt ad meaning lutelury Fj.int, or even 

P'werj tn a sense "almost equivalent lu mumi or impersonal, unperson Hied 
power (R. L QUfln, / hr Quinauit Indian? [Seattle, IM6J, p, 130, note 46). 

1” Fraud Bwn, -'Religious Terminology «f The Kwakiutl," in Bate Language 
and Cuit*rf (New York, 19+0), pp. 612 L Nmufiik is defined as -.ttperaatuntt 
IKiWer UtUtn, m Thirty-filth Annual Report of the Bureau of American Eth- 
udhgy. Part II, p. 1+16). 

^ Swanton, in Memoirs of the *4 merit a* .Ifjunrm „} Katun! History 
v lii. Ij, 5tfunn, i word which Swinho's interpreters rendered bv "nower 
also means, "sujierimura] being'* (p. 38). 

Idem, in T wenty-eixth Annual Be fort of the Bureau of Amenta* E th- 
miiatfy, p. 45), note. Ytk. or 'snptTTtalurai rower," impresses the Tlintft Ww a 
wtii immensity. one in kind and hnperso*uit,B but taking cm “a personal, and it 
might be said a human personal form" whenever it manifests itself to mere The 
term Li therefore used to describe the ummacrable spirits with which the Tlinuit 
invest the world, 

„ l“ *■ “: Wejr“i.T*r NjWwoa Their Endronmetti and Folk tin yi [New 
Haven. 1932,1, pp. ift9 ff. With reference particularly to the Eskimo oi Wert 
Greenland Kai Birkrp Smith declares that Ah means “mystic power" but is also 
tranjfoted u "weather," "workT or “utidctstamlmg." Its primary sense seems 
to be ‘that which is outside everywhere." the mystic power permeating all ex¬ 
istence am! in itself neither good nor bad but dangerous to those who do not 
L-nnw Imw to hipdle iL The conception is comparable to tlie Ivoquniati ortntfa 
and the ilelsriceian {MtAdehleSff DIH Lireetlanti, LXYf [ j9241 +1)), 

... ,n£*“™ SJ**y *{ BQ^bo CtrtmemM. Magic, and Myth 
? PJ| Anr,nlj °l 'he New York Academy of Scirr.ee?, 

1,1 Ralph Linton, of. dt,r p. 21& 

1 lu Tbe rtlipoiu systems of antiqnity ionium terms equivalent or nearly 
equivalent, to Such a form was the Egyptian Me. conveying the idea of 
Ute CBJrtrfkuu* efficacy resident in certain words and actions and tlira by ex 
tcnnon describing all “magical am” which tequhed special iwnvkis knowledge 
to perform. SrtA. H Gardiner, «i Proceed myS of the Society of RMcol 
ArchooMy, XXXV II (1P15)> 251; XXXVI11 (1916). 52; T E Pet! fo Cam. 
bndy, Anctert Hittory. I, 354, f(. 199 ff. The notion of BUi«a a t*> inheres fo 
Lhe Smuhc mebrewv term VI ("god. God, divine power"), which (Mni „ri 
mail y to have ftferred to what was strange ot wirantiy and hence mankaUv 
s+wransf i« Karl Beth. "El m«i Neter“ Zeitscfmft fur die alttcstotn^hcZ 

XX,XVI ,!n6X l29 ff" JS3L *” *W« the term brohZ (neul^ 
mem* the mag™ mer of « ntc or spoken formula. u iB ,he ^ 
thru he .«ly power’ evoked by clan is and sacrifices, I„ lomtof the Up™ f studs 
aiid Use Atohabkaratii fbeimpcrsonif troAnfo becututs a t'cevxul Hrah^a (,nL,- 

2™* ,ht ^ Jh*** TdJhi tFili WO “ 1 ransbscrj 

rcc.tation lit ccrt-ui formulas, and espccally by ctHittmpiatkwi In Greece the 
concci't:™ of rmimi s. exPreistd by the word dynamic (Waw-t - ™ 
dally mfraculmjs power, as in toe New Testament (Mark V, 30. and many Xr 
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passages). Another word, wwwi (I^anpia). often *ptnvn there* designating 
''authority'' or IJ|re*doin“ to Hh the force UL^Cml by dyrntwiAr. Christianity 
also employed the term e&orij (x4yc^) in the sente cd the divine “grace" freely 
^rattled to bcHercrk Charisma plural chanjmuU.i, tk^ribes thas 'e^I 
of gmct" Here the mana power k regards! Cttduifrely mulcr its ipoed jrnl 
noble ns peel. The Latin word correspond ing most closely to nufiu b ifumm. 
not tes it* developed of 1J1* power of the gods *r of drily. tmi in the earlier, 
vaguer stttecof mysterious and therefore duigerous power, hardly iteracuri at ill, 
jVtaHirm mrf t. jfkfflff 



Chapter H 

MAGIC AND ANIMISM 

O* ‘ 1 1 r power, w[ten conceived of as impersonal. pertains as a 
fjuality or property to certain objects, on the liasis of man ~ 
IHUience with litem and their attributes, Being; impersonal, it can 
l>c brought under man's control, If manipuJated by the right ojjem- 
tor. in the right way. and at the right time, i‘t will produce a 
wished-for effect, unless nullified by another and stronger ojnerator, 
human or nonhuimn. 

Occul t power, When conceived of as persona], attaches to spirit¬ 
ual bungs, who are volitional agents. The denizens of the unseen 
world form a motley company: ghosts of the dead, nr disembodied 
*ou1s; spirits, good anti bad. who never had a human embodiment: 
and gods of low or high degree. Their number is legion, they are 
omnipresent, and in their several ways they are constantly inter- 
jKssmg for weal nr woe in human affairs. Sometimes man attempts 
in compel them to do his bidding: more often he takes a humble, 
petitionary attitude toward them and seeks by prayer and sacrifice 
an abundance oi good things in this life and the nest; always he 
tries to conciliate them when angered and to avoid entir h those 
spiritual beings who arc never thought of as benevolent but are 
feared as hostile and malignant. It is impossible to imagine ghosts, 
spirits, and gods without emotions, desires, a certain amount of 
intelligence, and bodily shape—in short, without some measure of 
human personality. The personalizing tendency becomes stronger 
with advancing culture and reaches its height in Lhe great polytheis¬ 
tic religions of antiquity. 

I here is. then, a fundamental distinction between a [lower ex¬ 
hibiting uniform invariable tendencies, which man can utilize for 
his own purposes, and a power manifested capriciously toward 
man by spiritual beings, whose caprieiousncss increases with their 
growing personalizatiun. Clear and definite though the distinction 
be for us. It remains vague and fluid for primitive thought. When 
an object is regarded as inactive, any particular quality or property 
which it possesses will necessarily assume an impersonal character. 

38 
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When, on tile other hand, die emphasis is <>n the object as acting, 
the quality or property in questioD will be attached to a personal 
tieing. Primitive thought tosses without difficulty from the one 
formulation to the other, so that an ' influence" is readily magnified 
into a “spirit” and a "spirit" is as readily attenuated into an 
"influence." In this twilight zone magic, which is always effectual 
of itself (f* eptre operate). and animism, w hldi always involves 
the intervention of spiritual beings, merge Insensible tnU- each 
other. Whether the impersonal or the personal manifestations of 
occult power receive the more attention will dqiend entirely r^n the 
retative prevalence in one or the other society of the magical or the 
animistic interpret at inn of the phenomenal world. As has bun 
pointed out, with particular reference to the rude Oruon of Chota 
Nagpur, “soul, spirit, energy, and flower are generally convertible 
terms in the primitive vocabulary."1 

Spiritual beings are often credited with a knowledge of magic. 
They hand it down to men and sometimes use it in their relations 
with men. 

It k a general belief among the southeastern trilws of Australia 
that “song-charms against magic" are communicated by the an¬ 
cestral ghosts to people in their sleep.1 In New South Wales 
Baiamr, an idealized headman and incipient high god, is called by 
one of the tribes the "mightiest and most famous" of magic 
workers/ Central Australian medicine men, when not initiated 
by old practitioners.derivethtir occult (lowers from the iruntarittia. 
These are. ill reality, doubles of the tribal ancestors, who lived in 
the far-distant Alcheriuga time and possessed a natural know¬ 
ledge of magic. They themselves practice it. If a plentiful supply 
of w itchetiv grubs, emus, or other items of the tribal dictarv shoidd 
appear without the performance by the natives of certain magical 
ceremonies (the iutichlmmi), it is said that well-disposed irnu- 

lartnia have celebrated them * The power of magicians among the 
Munigin ol Northern Territory comes to them directly from the 
ghosts of the dead.1 In the mythology of the Kimberley tribes 
of Western Australia Kalcru, the most sacred of the totemic 
ancestors, figures as the maker of rivers, rain, spirit children, and 
marriage laws. "He is the source of magical power not only in the 
past hut also in the present-"* 

The folk tales of the western islanders of Torres Straits repre¬ 
sent Kwoiam, the warrior hero, as employing magical formulas 
and objects for assistance in various ways.' The weather magic of 
the Marini! in Netherlands New* Guinea comes from Jawima, ibe 
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Rainmaker and Thunderer. When 3 great drought had Masted all 
vegetation and the people were in dire straits. lie first produced 
ior ihern the healing showers. One of his sons is the west 
monsoon, which brings rain and stormy seas; the other son is (lie 
east monsoon,1 The procedure followed by a Ktrraki magician is 
Supitosed to follow the model set up aforetime by Karnbet the 
Originator or by his son. Warn hi j wa mba * 

Among the myths of the Trobrianders are those relating to 
the spirits who taught men certain practices of nefarious magic. 
1 he magical art, for these islanders, was never invented. '"In 
Olden days, when mythical things happened, magic cam* from 
underground, or was given to a man by some non-human being, 
or was handed on to descendants by the original ancestress." The 
very essence of magic is the impossibility of its lieiug originated by 
man, its complete resistance to any change in it by him. "It has 
existed ever since the beginning of things; it crWtes, but it is 
never created; it modifies, but must never be modified,”1* tn 
Rossel Island a god, called Ye, appears in animal form as a huge 
fish hawk. He is one of the few exceptions to the general rate 
that the principal gods are embodied in snakes. Unlike them, 
also, he possesses a wicked nature. Once Ye had an incestuous 
relationship with his sister. A little dog near by laughed at the 
Sight, whereupon Ye converted the dog's speech into an unin¬ 
telligible bark, which would not spread the news of his shameful 
act. He afterward killed his sister by sorcery. She was the first 
to die as the result of its practice. To Ye is attributed the origin 
ol sorcery, "the most evil thing in the world.”11 

Tlic coast dwellers of the Gazelle Peninsula, New Britain, 
ascribe sickness and other ills to ghosts and evil spirits Spell* 
nullifying their machinations are revealed by spirits well disposed 
toward mankind.11 The spells of the Solomon Islanders came 
to them from their ancestors, who teamed them in dreams from 
forefathers still more remote.11 

A Maori myth deals with Tu-matauenga, a child of Heaven 
and Earth and one of the first generation of gods. He devoured 
Ids four brothers and converted them into food. For each article 
of food lie assigned a fitting incantation that it might he abundant 
and easily procured. Another myth relates how the god Rongo- 
takawiu shaped the hero Whakatau out of the apron which a 
woman, Apakura, wore in front as a covering, gave him life, 
and then taught him "magic and the use of enchantments of 
every kind.”1' The Maori personified witchcraft (ttiakutu} Tile 
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wicked goddess Maktttu dwelt with Mini, another goddess equally 
wicked, in the dread underworld. Thither came Rongomai, a 
celebrated demijpd and ancestor of the Maori. He learned from 
Makutu and Mini charms and spells and the art of witchcraft, 
together with ritual songs, dances, and games. Otic of his com¬ 
panions was caught by Mini, who claimed the man as payment 
for the knowledge imparted, hut Rotigomai and the rest of his 
bold baud got away safely and returned to the bright world of tl:L- 
living.1' According to another Maori belief witchcraft was 
especially associated with Whino, dcscrilwl as one of the most 
active and pernicious of the departmental gods. He represented 
both evil and death. He and his satellites were always trying to 
destroy both living mm and the souls of the dead in the under¬ 
world. All magic of the black variety was connected with Whim 
and was believed to have originated in his abode. From Whim 
sorcerers drew their power,11 

The deified legendary founder of the Japanese Umpire, Jimmu 
Tcnno, is said to have first taught the use of magical formulas, 
while to the gods Ohonamndu and Suktmabikona is ascribed the 
origin of other forms of magic.11 

According to a story current among the Land Davak then- was 
a time. long, long ago. when the people lived in great distress. 
They knew no remedies for illness nnr haw to preserve their 
rice fields from blight and animal pests. Then Topa jlng looked 
down from heaven and 'aw their plight and pitied them, lie 
rescued a poor sick woman, whose husband was about to bum her 

alive, m accordance with the custom of dealing with those who 
seemed hogscfessly ill. took her up to his sky dwelling, and in¬ 
structed her in all magical mysteries. I pon returning to earth she 
taught the people everything she had learned, and so ihev became 
familiar with the healing art and the proper magic for their eroiis." 
By the Lushai of Assam an acquaintance with sorcery is attributed 
to the creator god Fathian, From him his daughter learned it. 
and she in turn imparted it to Vahrika. another mythological 
figure, as a ransom tor her life. From Vahrika the knowledge 
and practice of black magic passed through other intermediaries to 
mankind.111 The Maria Gond of Bastar say that tlic first person 
in the world to practice sorcery was Nandraj Guru and that from 
him all the gods and the Dead acquired the an. It happened once 
upon a tunc that a Maria, while digging roots in the jungle, came 
upon the Guru leaching the disciples and went there secretly every 
day to listen to what was said. Ai length the tium discovered 
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his presence and tsud him eat? unwittingly, tli<? liver of his own son, 
thus giving him knowledge of evil and death, He became the 
first sorcerer, and from him men teamed how to injure and kill 
their enemies.14 

Hie divining doctor in South Africa (a very important 
functionary) is a specialist who diagnoses the "real" cause of a 
disease, In die Sot ho tribes he follows set rules which are learned 
from other diviners and often makes no claim to any* sfwdaS en¬ 
dowment from the ancestral ghosts. But in the Bathonga, Xosa. 
Zulu. Swazi, and related tribes the majority of practitioners claim 
to be directly guided and controlled in all" their activities by the 
ancestors.*3 

The magician among the Lango, a Nilotic tribe of Uganda, 
derives his unusual powers of clairvoyance, hypnotism, and 
ventriloquism from the high god Jok, either directly or through 
an ancestral ghost. These powers not only make him very im¬ 
pressionable to the personality of Jok but also give him “a kind of 
directing influence'1 over that deity. By ilic use of substitutes, 
scapegoats, and magical tricks he is even able on occasion to 
exert an influence superior to that of Jok himself.3* The Shitluk 
medicine man, who practices magic for the good of die people, 
lias received his powers either directly from the high god juok 
or through the ancestors as intermediaries.1* 

Mbori, die Supreme Being of the Azande. created the world and 
everything in the world, including magical objects and oracles. 
But the connection between these and Mbori is very remote If 
you ask a native where a medicine came from he will reply that 
the people always possessed it or that it originated with another 
people from whom it was borrowed. Only when you pres? him 
to produce ait ultimate origin will he mention Mbori. However, 
the Aearide possess a few myths accounting for magical objects 
or vouching for their efficacy in past rimes, A story- of this sort tells 
how. long ago, the magician Rakpo, a primitive Moses, went 
forth with his chief to battle against invaders. On the return the 
army found itself with the enemy jn the rear and a wide river 
in front Then Kak|to, who could do many wonderful things, 
took some medicine from his horn and threw tt into the river, so 
that the waters parted and left a stretch of dry land. The army 
crossed over safely, but when the enemy pursued into the river, 
the waters "shook and caught them and flowed over them and 
slew them so that they all perished."3* 

The Nkimtln of the Belgian Congo say that since Dzakotnba 
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created everything, he created magic, It is divine. It comes from 
God,” Similarly the Bakongo attribute to Nzamhi, the supreme 
being and first cause of all things, the origin of charms. These 
he gave to the ancestors. They may indulge in magical activity 
and lie themselves dominated by the tnagie employed by their living 
descendants.” 

For the Bafia of Cameroon* all magic was originated by 
Mubei, ihcir tribal progenitor. He it was who devised the first 
magical ins tnimen tali ties.*1 The Fkoi of southern Nigeria rec¬ 
ognize the existence of two deities, Ohassi Osaw, the sky god, and 
Ohassi Nsi, the earth god. Witchcraft (n/'/V) is supposed to lie 
derived from the former, while all good magic comes from the 
latter. Sometimes the people pray to Obassi Nsi to destroy witch¬ 
craft. for they believe dial it cannot withstand his might.** The 
Yoruba believe that f fa divination was taught tn human beings bv 
tilt gods themselves. Furthermore, Ifa, the god from whom 
this divinatory system takes its name, controls those elements of 
the procedure which we, in our ignorance, would ascribe to 
chance.** 

Magic (gbo) in Dahomey comes from Mawu, "the generic 
symbol of deity" as its ultimate source, hut mediately from Lcgba, 
her youngest child. Certain other divine beings also know magic 
and, when called upon to perform cures, make use of it. This is 
testified by the aphorism. "Without gbo the gods cannot cure.'’ 
From them magic was transmitted to mankind In Togo the 
people say that the supreme deity made good magic when lit- made 
men. lie gave it to them for help in all ihdr concerns. Since the 
deity dwells far removed from earthly affairs they cannot seek 
after him and find him, hill the magicians arc always available 
in his place,*1 

The Arcoma, a Cartb tribe of southeastern Venezuela, ascribe 
the origin of magic to a mythical /*rm. or medicine man, who met 
five runaway children in the forest. He instructed them in magical 
arts and gave them tobacco and other medicines, not for them¬ 
selves alone bin for all doctors who should come after them.” 
The Arawak of British Guiana have a culture hero. Arawanili, 
who was initiated into the mysteries of magic by a river spirit 
Arawanili used it to combat the activity of the malignant creatures 
causing sickness and death among men. He tints became "the 
founder of that system which lias since prevailed among all the 
Indian tribes,''*11 The Cayapa of Ecuador regard their spirits as 
very powerful magicians for both good and ill and think that by 
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their aid men are enabled to practice the magics! art.*4 The ancient 
Mexicans believed that their magical rites had been taught then? 
by two divinities, Ototuoco and Cipac tonal/1 

Jn the Navaho myth of origins we are told that First Man 
and First Woman, during a visit to a mountain where the gods 
dwelt, teamed the "awful secrets11 of witchcraft/* The Zufil 
origin myth tells how two witches accompanied the Indians on 
the way irons the underworld to the surface of the earth and 
the bright ^imliglu. “Now why did you come out?” they were 
asked. ‘"You ought not to come out. Have you something use- 
ml?” And they answered, “Yes, we are to he with you people 
because this world is small, Soon this world will be full of 
people and .is the world grows smaller and smaller (i.e, more 
crowded) we shall kill some of the people*”*1 According to the 
Hopi myth witches are descendants of Spider Woman, who has 
a prominent part in the accounts of the beginnings of human life 
on the earth. Originally all people lived in crowded quarters 
underground Many of them fell into evil ways. So the chiefs 
led thdr good subjects to the surface and left the malefactors 
beneath it, all save Spider Woman and several other witches, who 
managed to get out with the others. Not long after this happened 
Spider Woman or one of her wicked followers brought about 
the fir?t death Since then the Hopi have considered witchcraft 
to he the most common cause of death.11 

In the mythology of the Tlingit of southern Alaska Yclil 
( Jddi l, the Raven, has a prominent role, lie was ihc creator 
of men and thdr benefactor, but he also taught them the art of 
sorcery during his life on the earth.35 

All the incantations of the Siberian Koriak were bequeathed to 
them by the Creator, who wanted to aid thdr struggle against 
disease-Inflicting spirits. He and hi* wife constantly appear a* 
acting personages in the incantations/® The Buriat call by die 
name of "smith*” those spirits, both good and bad, from whom 
occult powers are derived by men. Such spirits, it is thought, first 
taught men the smith's craft as well as the art of magic/* 

The intervention of spiritual beings is often sought by pla¬ 
catory means to give efficacy or an additional efficacy to a rite 
which in form is magical. They are addressed by the magician in 
persuasive or conciliatory language and perhaps arc provided 
with appropriate offerings. In a few cases such procedures sium 
to lie regarded ^ rally superfluous; the magical rite is assumed 
to lie effective without them. 
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In a lime of severe drought the DierS of South Australia, 
"crying out in hud voices the impoverished state of the country 
and the half-starved condition of the tribe," beg the ghosts of 
their remote predecessors, the sky-dwelling Mura-Mura, for 
power to make a heavy rain fail Then they go through an 
elaborate performance to generate rain in the dark clouds. Two 
medicine men, supposed to have received a special inspiration 
from the Mura-Mura, are bkd, and die blood ts made to Bow 
on their comrades. At die same time they throw up handfuls of 
down, some of which adheres to the bodies of die oilier men, 
while the rest floats tn the air. 1 Tlic blood is to symbolize die 
rain, and the down, die clouds/' Meanwhile large atones are 
earned away by the medicine men and placed high up in the 
tallest tree to he found. The stones represent real clouds mounting 
upward in the sky and presaging tain. Finally the other inert of 
the tribe, young and old, surround a hut which has been erected 
for the occasion, butt a| it with their heads, and force their way 
through, repeating the process until the hut is wrecked, "The 
piercing of the hut with their heads symbolic the piercing of 
the clouds, and the fall of die hut symbolizes that or the rain/' 
if after these ceremonies the rain fails to come, the Died believe 
that die Mura-Mura are angry with them; should there be no 
rain for weeks or months thereafter they suppose dial some other 
tribe has "stopped their power." In rainy seasons, when the 
downpour has been too heavy, the Died also supplicate the Mura- 
Mura to hold back die discliarge from [he heavens. Old men 
have been seen in a state of froizy, believing that by their cere¬ 
monies they had brought on an oversttpply of rain/7 

In the Warramimga tribe of Central Australia there are 
elaborate ceremonies concerned with the \Vcdlunqua, a mythical 
snake so gigantic that were it to stand up on its tail its head would 
reach deep into the heavens. It lives now in a certain large water 
hole remote from men, but the natives are fearful that sometime 
it may come out of its hiding place and destroy than. The cere¬ 
monies. in scope and nature, art precisely similar to tho?rc con^ 
fleeted with totemic animals, and the WoUunqua itself is a 
dominant totem, the great Father of all snakes. But the per¬ 
formers have no idea of securing the increase of the Wollunqua. 
as with the other totemic ceremonies; it would seem, father, that 
they wish to conciliate this dreaded creature. The Wolhmqua is 
said to be pleased when the ceremonies are carried out and dis¬ 
pleased when they arc omitted. Our authorities describe them as 
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being “a primitive form" of propitiation, the only ones of the 
sort with which they have come into contact. At the same time 
an dement of coercion is not absent, for the ceremonies are 
believed to control* to a certain extent* the activity of die 
WolltirKjua/1 

In rain mating as practiced by the Kerstki, a Papuan tribe, 
the operator imitates the actions which he believes that Wambu- 
wamba, the heavenly rain maker, must perform before min can 
come. At the same time he calls upon this mythological being, 
in a form of speech “which we can hardly refuse to designate 
as prayer" to send the rain.11 Among the Orokaiva rhe ghosts of 
the dead are appealed to, not only in magic performed for public 
ends, but also in that of the nefarious and disreputable sort.11 
Similarly among the Mailu all the magical formulas include 
an appeal io an ancestral ghost, particularly the ghost of some 
recently deceased ancestor such as the father or grand father of 
rhe man reciting the spell/- A Klwai magician occasionally 
appeals to two sky beings, Delboa and Sura, to send down rairL 
When doing so, he takes-water in his mouth and blows it upward/7 
The Kait a mountain-duelling tribe in what was formerly German 
New Guinea, constantly invoke the help of the ghosts, both 
those of the recent dead and those of men and women who for 
eminent achievements in their lives art long remembered after 
death. Thus to make rain the Kai pronounce a spell over a stone, 
at the same time calling upon two ghostly heroes to drive away 
jondimi. ihc woman who holds up the rain. When in answer to 
this mingled spelt and prayer enough min has fallen, the people 
stop the downpour by spreading hot ashes over tlie stone or by 
putting h in a wood fire. In this case ihere is no animistic invo¬ 
cation; the magic alone suffices/1 By the Yaboh+ who (jccupy 
two small islands off the southeastern coast of New Guinea, 
spirits are regularly invoked and offerings made to them in 
magical rituals to bring rain, create sunshine* and secure a calm 
sea for sailors/8 

The Trobsanders, who associate ancestral gliosis with certain 
magical performances, ask them to accept food offerings and 
make the magic successful. At some ceremonies these ghosts are 
supposed to be present, and, if any tiling goes wrong, they will 
"become angry/' so the people say. In general* they art as advisers 
and helpers who see to it that everything is done in accordance 
with the traditional procedure. The ancestors also appear in 
dreams and tell a magician what to do. He docs not command 
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them directly; they are never his instruments." The Dobnans, 
on the contrary, control a "pantheon of demons" by means of 
spells. Not al! spiritual things are thus subject, however. 10 the 
magician's will Some can act independently^ When, for instance, 
the rain is delayed alter the recital ui a rain Spell, spirits that 
have not been called upon in the spell will be credited with 
frustrating the magic. '"So the lace of the ritualist is saved in 
time of trouble,”*1 In the northern islands of the D'Entrecasteaux 
group a distinction is frequently made between sorcery which 
requires an address to a spirit to tw effective and sorcery without 
sudi an invocation- Each hind Im its owti name ;3 

A magician of New Britain (Gazelle Peninsula) relies tor 
occult power on the spirits from whom he received his spells or on 
the forefathers who practiced magic before him and banded down 
to him their spdis. In his operations, therefore, he will call on the 
spirit or ghost concerned or at least will silently presume ihe 
assistance of the one or the other;^ The natives of New Ireland, 
in order to detect a person who has killed someone by sorcery, 
gel another magician to recite a spell over the hair of the victim* 
At the same time the magician calls upon Lbe ghosts of lus clan 
rdatives for assistance. They find the guilty parry and cause 
worms to enter Ins stomach and come out in his feces. Everyone 
will then know who is the culprit* A few fpdis, used mainly by 
fisher folk, also contain invocations addressed to the ghosts of 
dan ancestors, Thusp when a new line and hook are first uscdt 
four dead men, who were dan relatives of the magician, are asked 
to help look out tor fish. After the catch has been made, half of 
a fish ant) halt of a taro are bunted on hot stones, and the ghosts 
are called upon to come and eat what is set before them. It is 
thought "hi some vague way11 that Lkc ghosts enjoy the repast, 
even though the food lias been entirely consumed by the fircp and 
that their assistance will he secured for the next fishing. Ghosts 
can cause some people to become insane. A war spell, used by the 
villagers of Lcsu, con la ins an invocation to a dead father to make 
thdr enemies go mad and deliver themselves into the hands of the 
attacking warriors*14 

In the northern Solomons (Bougainville and Buka > a person 
who thinks that he lias angered the ghosts uses magic to protect 
himself against their vengeance. A friendly ghost is helpful* 
however. To ensure good fishing it$ name will be breathed over 
a magical mixture which is rubbed on a fishlinc.** In Guadalcanal 
a Ilaumhata man, wishing to bill an enemy on the landT g*>es to a 
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sacred place belonging to a certain spiritual being (a bird asso¬ 
ciated with the exogamotis group to which the man belongs) 
and calls on it for the mana necessary to fulfill his dark design. 
To it he offers various kinds of food, as well as tobacco. Should 
a Haiunhata man desire to do away with an enemy on the sea, he 
makes offerings to a certain shark, and this mythic creature, if 
pleased to accept the sacrifice, will break up the enemy's canoe 
ami devour Us unlucky occupant. Similarly, a Kindapaki man 
sacrifices to his sacred snake in order to obtain maim from it," 
In the southern Solomons {Mala or Mdaita and Ulawa) the 
power of a spell resides in the formal invocation of ghosts with 
which it concludes- Thus for black magic the operator takes 
some object such as an areca nut belonging to the man to be 
bewitched* mutters some words over Uh throws it upon the altar 
of a ghosi+ and bums it: In most cases the object is also breathed 
upon to endow it with mystic virtue. Before reciting die spell the 
Operator hids the ghost in a most respectful manner to work 
through the medium of die abstracted nut. Spells with a similar 
invocation of ghosts are used for control of die weather, success 
in fishing, and recovery from sickness.. All divinatory practices 
likewise involve an appeal to the ghost lhai is named in the spdL*1 

When there is continual sunshine and the yams are withering* 
die natives of the Santa Cruz islands give money and food to the 
ghost supposed to control the tain. These offerings are accom¬ 
panied by an appeal to the ghost not to wit hold the desired down¬ 
pour. At the some time the magician in charge of the rite goes into 
the ghost house and pours water over the ghost post there, "that 
it may rain." IfH on die other hand* sunshine is desired, the 
magician will not wash his face for a long time nor will he work 
lest he perspire* "for lie thinks that if his body be wet it will 
raui/,w Some form of spiritual agency is always concerned 
in the magic of the Banks Islands. Certain stones or other objects 
Mieved to contain mark* are used, and this mami is definitely 
associated with the presence of a spirit (ghost). It seems to be 
considered, however, that a spiritual being has no power to resist 
a human operator or to withold the magical effect desired.®* in 
the island of Malekula, one of .the New Hebrides, people use a 
single word to denote practices w hich involve an invocation to the 
ghosts or spirits and those which lack it."'1 In some parts of New 
Caledonia to procure ram the people offer large quantities of 
food to the ancestors. Prayers are also addressed to them by the 
officiating magician. Before die skulls of die ancestors stand a 
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number of pots full of water, anti in each pot is placed a sacred 
stone more or less like a skull in shape. In order to hasren the 
approach of the rain clouds the magician climbs a tree and waves 
a branch in their direction.*1 

In the island of Ontong Java the due performance of a rite 
requires that certain leaves shall be collected beforehand. While 
the operator recites a formula he holds them dose to his month 
so that they may he charged with the occult pow er that issues from 
the breath- All the formulas in use have the form of petitions 
to the ancestors. Despite this fact the rite is regarded as an " in¬ 
fallible means'" of securing what the operator wants*" 

The Toradya of central Celebes do not irrigate their fields arid 
consequently depend wholly on the rainfall at the proper time to 
bring in their rice crops. When rain h needed the people go to a 
neighboring stream and sjitash or squirt water through bamboo 
tubes on each other, or they will smite the water with their hands 
TJie people also hang water Enaib on a tree, telling these creatures 
that there they must remain until the rain comes. Then the snails 
begin to weep and the gods, in compassion for them, send the 
desired showers. Sometimes, when the land was blistered by 
drought, the Toradya would visit the grave of a celebrated chief, 
drench it with water, and say, "O grandfather liave pit) on tisj 
when thou wilt, give us rain that this year we may cat.'" The 
grave is kept water-soaked until the rain corned The liugao 
of Luzon have a form of sorcery in which the sorcerer calls to a 
feast the ancestral ghfists of some man whose death he desires 
to encompass, together with many evil spirits and deities, Ite 
bribes them to bring to him the soul of ihu intended victim, in¬ 
carnated as a bluebottle fly, a dragon Rv, or a bee. When one 
of titc inserts comes to drink of the rice wine set out lie fore 
them, it is caught and put into a bamboo joint tightly corked. 
The enemy, being thus deprived of his sod, dies, This sorcery 
cannot be practiced with success unless the operator knows the 
names of the ancestral ghosts whose services he would employ.** 

While planting padi (rice) a Bornean woman waves her charm 
over the field and at the same time addresses the seed: “May you 
have a good stem and a good top, let all parts of you grow in 
harmony.Then she exhorts the pesis: "O rats, run down the 
river, don’t trouble us; O sparrows and noxious insects, go lord 
on the padi of the people down river." But it the pests are very 
per^istem, the woman may kill a fowl and scatter its blood over the 
growing crap, while she charges the pests lo disappear and calk 
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on the god of harvests to drive them out/0 Among the Kenvah 
die most important bird of omen is the whiteheaded carrion 
hawk, Bali Flakfi who acts as a messenger and intermediary 
between Lhc people and the supreme being. A matt who intends to 
injure another makes a rough wooden image of his enemy, 
retires to a quiet spot, and waits until a carrion hawk appears in 
the sky, He smears the image with the blued of a fowl and, a* 
he does <,ok saySf 'Tut fat in his mouth.M This is an appeal 
addressed lo the hawk and means "Let his head lx- taken h‘ The 
natives are head-hunters, who put fat into lhe mouth of every head 
they rake. Then he strikes at the breast Qi the image with a small 
wooden spear and throws it into a pool ot water reddened with 
red earth- finally he takes it out and buries it in the ground. 
If the hawk flies away in the proper direction (to the left), he 
knows that he will prevail over Ids enemy, but if it goes to right 
he knows that his enemy is too strong for him ** 

The Gam of Assam, when there lias been a long-continued 
drought, perform a simple ceremony to end ii. The male members 
of a village repair to a large rock in tile neighborhood. Each 
man holds a gourd filled with water. The priest, having first 
implored the god for mercy on hh people, sacrifices a goat and 
smears its blood upon the rock. Then everybody pours the con¬ 
tents of the gourds over the priest, until he is thoroughly drenched, 
AH this is done to the accompaniment of drum beating and the 
blowing of wind instruments Should the rainfall be excessive, 
it is. possible for die Caro co obtain sunshine merely by lighting 
fires around the rocks, at the same time offering up a goat or a 
fowl to the god/T 

The Toda of the Nilgiri Hills always accompany an act of 
sorcery by an invocation to divine beings to give it efficacy. 
The names of four most important deities arc so mentioned, 
' and rt seems quite dear ikai the sorcerer bdieves that he is 
effecting hb purpose through the power of the gods,"" When 
rain is badly needed the Onion of Chou Nagpur perform the 
following ceremony i On the morning of the appointed day the 
women of the village, with the wife of the village priest at their 
heath proceed to a tank or spring where each one ( after ablu¬ 
tion) fills her pitcher with water. Thai they go to a sacred 
fig tree and pour the wafer over the loot of the tree, raying as 
they do so, "May rain fall on earth like this." The wife of the 
village priest also pahm the trunk of the tree wilh vermilion 
diluted in oil- Finally, after the women have left lhe spot* the 
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village priest offers a sacrifice of a red cock to the god Barondn. 
The Oraon are firmly persuaded that rain is now bound to come 
in a day or two; they even say that a heavy shower is likely to 
overtake the women on the way home from the sacred tree." 

A Basmo magician makes rain by stirring a concoction of herbs 
and roots with a reed. At the same time he calls upon the ghosts 
of liis ancestors to move the supreme being. "It may he," declares 
our missionary informant, "that. being a good judge of the 
weather, like most intelligent natives, he used to occupy himself 
in this manner just when rain was probable; it may have been 
pure coincidence; or, again, that the Almighty did indeed hear and 
answer the prayers of this untaught ok! heat hen," r“ Among the 
Babelliba of Northern Rhodesia the magician, after procuring his 
medicine, must call on the name of Lcsa, the high god, "without 
whom the magic is believed not to work."’1 When the Ba-Ua are 
suffering from a prolonged drought, the people repair, first oi all, 
to a diviner. He consults his oracles and perhaps announces that a 
certain ancestral ghost lias sent the visitation and that an offering 
should be made to it for relief. But if he declarer that a ghost 
is not responsible, then the people go to a prophet or prophettss. 
He or she orders them to pray to Leza (Lesa) and at the same time 
to conduct a rain ceremony. The rain maker takes a pot. puts 
in it water and the roots of a certain tree, and with a small forked 
stick stirs the liquid and makes it froth. He throws the froth in 
all directions, in order to collect the clouds. Then another kind 
of medicine is burnt It produces a dense smoke, supposed to 
have some connection with clouds. The ashes are placed in a pot 
of water so that the water becomes very' black—another reference 
to black cloud*. Once more the rain maker twirls his stick in tIm¬ 
mixture, and the movement will bring up the clouds just as tins 
wind does. All this time the people are singing and invoking the 
praise-names of their high god. J*Come to us with a continued 

rain, O Leza falll”11 
In NyasaJand, when rain does not come, the people say, "Look 

at this, the rain keeps refusing to fall from above; come, lei us 
try to propitiate the rain spirit, and perhaps the rain may come." 
So they make beer from maize. Then some of it is poured into 
a pot buried in the ground, and the man in charge of the cere- 
many says, "Master, you have hardened your heart toward us. 
what would you liave us do? We must perish indeed. Give your 
children ihe rains; there is the beer we have given you " Every¬ 
one then drinks a little of the beer that remains. When they liave 

7229 
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finished they take up branches of trees and begin to sing and 
dance. Upon returning to the village they find that an old woman 
has drawn water in read incss and put it in the doorways. The 
people dip their branches in it and wave them aloft, scattering 
die drops, ‘“And then they see the rain conic in heavy storm 
clouds,"11 

The magic of the Waiuannvvii of Tanganyika is performed 
with ihe assistance of the ghosts,14 With reference to the Masai it 
i$ said that the jNiwer of a magician lies not in himself but in his 
ability to approach Ngai, the high god, 'who works through him 
and imparts magical virtue to various objects/11* A similar state¬ 
ment is made with reference to the Akikuyu/* If a protracted 
drought threatens die Nandi with famine, the old men lead a black 
sheep to the river and push it into the water. Then they take 
beer and milk into their mouths and spurt it out in the direction 
of the rising sun. When the animal scrambles out of the water 
and 7hakes itself, the old men sing a short prayer addressed to 
ibe Deity, Give us rain, they say ; we are suffering even as women 
In labor/' 

The chief rain maker among die Bari of the Anglo-Egyptian 
Sudan begins operations by first oiling his magical stones and 
crystals. Nest he manipulates certain iron rods by means of 
which the storm clouds can be drawn in any desired direction. 
Then in low tones he utters a prayer to his Jifather'* Lugar: d,Oh, 
my father, send the raiuf Send the rain! Send the rain! You 
were in your day a mighty rain maker. . . , . Now you arc 
dead, and I am left to make rain in your stead. Oh, send the 
rain! Send the ram!"rB 

The Ban gala of the Upper Congo think that heavy storms 
and other terrifying natural phenomena* when occurring about 
ihe time a person dies or h being buried, have been caused by the 
deceased. Hence if a storm threatens to break during a funeral 
the people call upon the beloved child of the deceased to stop it. He 
takes a lighted ember from the hearth, warn it toward the horizon 
where the storm is brewing, and says, "*Fatherp kt us have fine 
weather during your funeral ceremonies/* This done, die boy 
must not drink water or put his feet in water tor one day. Rain 
would fa0 at once if he failed to observe the prohibitions*1* 

Among the Anga* of northern Nigeria rain making is one of 

the duties incumbent on the Sark in Tsafi, the religious head of a 
village, who also serves in some cases as the civil chief as wdL 
Every village has a special rain hut in which a sacred pot of water 
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is kept during the rainy season* If no rain falls or if it is delayed 
unduly, the people assemble outside the but, The Satkir Tsafi 
enters it, sacrifices a pullet, and pours the blood around the base 
of die pot. He says. "Water, thou seest that our farms are all 
dried up We beseech Diet to come down upon our crops." Then, 
taking a mouthful of water from the pot, he squirts it about him 
in a shower. If the rain does not follow quickly, the officiant 
must have been in an improper state of mind. Some angry words 
thaL bad passed between him and a member of bis family or of 
the community must have caused discordant thoughts. To purge 
himself of them he offers up a goat at the centra] shrine. All is 
now well. Rain is sure to tall.*'' 

The Huichol, a tribe in the Mexican state of Jalisco, think 
that a magician cannot work sorcery unless one of the principal 
gods, Riving been invoked by him. lends assistance.11 To the 
Tarahuniara, animals are by no means inferior creatures; they 
understand magic and may help the people in rain making* All 
their characteristic songs and calls in spring the Tarahumara 
regard as appeals to the deities for rain.” The LiUooct of British 
Columbia believe that the coyote and the hare have power over 
the cold weather, the mountain goat over snow, and the beaver 
over rain. When for any reason they want a change of the 
weather they burn the skin of the animal concerned and then 

pray ro it-*' 
Pressure may be brought upon spiritual beings to secure their 

intervention and give efficacy or an additional efficacy to a rite 
of magic, A Peninsular Malay, after modeling a waxen image of 
his enemy and burying it. addresses Prophet Tap and says. "TJo 
you assist in killing him or making him sick; if you do not make 
him sick, if you do not kill him, you shall he a rebel against 
God, . , . , Do you grant my prayer and petition this very day 
that has appeared.1’** In this rite a magical act is combined with 
a request for help and a threat in case of noncompliance* 

A sorcerer among the Kuraver, a predator)- tribe or caste of 
southern India, first makes an image of the enemy whom he desires 
to injure or kill. Then he recites a spell. His god, having been duly 
addressed by name, is told where the enemy resides and what must 
be done to ruin the latter’s crops or, perhaps. bring him to an 
untimely end, A limit in days or hours is even set for this fell 
work to he accomplished. The god is threatened with punishment 
di-iutd he fall to execute die allotted task. "I f you do not descend 
I sliall come and put a thorn through your nose, and you will 
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find ii difficult to breathy If you do not help me in mv desperate 
plight I shill cut you in pieces* hang your limbs on the branches 
oi a tree, and the twigs will t>ear the weight of your arms, legs, 
and bones. Come at noon precisely; catch my enemy, am] bring 
him to the grave. ... Bring him! Bring him! if not I will 
cut vcriir shoulder on the right and on the left, and will grip you 
by the throat till you are dead, dead. dcad.Mi* 

The distinction between purely magical observances and such 
magico-ammistk observances as have been described rdates to 
the mental attitude of the operator, and this may vary between 
different rites or when the same rite is carried out on different 
occasions Sometimes he will have no commerce with spiritual 
beings, preferring to rely for success upon his own occult power 
and that of his spells and charms. At other times their intervention 
is considered as in some degree necessary, if his magic is to accomp¬ 
lish its declared purpose. Whether he resorts to placatory or to 
coercive measures in dealings with (hisn will depend chief!v on 
how powerful he considers them to be. A ghost, spirit or god 
with much mam is likely to be treated in a friendly fashion and 
asked to grant the desired blessing; one with Mule mana is as 
likdy to be the recipient of insults and blows for failure to con¬ 
fer it. tn neither case, however, does the operator have any as¬ 
surance tii advance that his desires will be satisfied, A spiritual 
bang* though in general well-disposed, may be temporarily dis¬ 
gruntled and om-of-sorts and hence not in dined to act as re¬ 
quested ; another spiritual being, the reverse of good-humored and 
kindly, may be unmoved by coercion or threats of coercion For 
ghosts, spirits, and gods art human-like personalities, with wills 
and passions of their own and generally capricious in their attitude 
toward mankind. 

There is, however, a third and very extensive class; of magko- 
animistk observances in which spiritual brings arc definitely re¬ 
garded as under the operator's control. He sends them forth 
into mens bodies to cause or cure disease, to kill or save from 
death. He drives them from their embodiment in men and trans¬ 
fers them* willy-nilly, to an animate or inanimate scapegoat. As 
a necromancer he summons ghosts from the underworld to give 
oracles or discover hidden things; as a seer he requires spirits to 
make revelations of good or evil fortune Furthermore, the w ide¬ 
spread Indict that spiritual brings arc realty dependent m man 
accounts for what may be called augmenting rites intended not 
so much to constrain them as to renew their energies and rein- 
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Force their powers. Finally, it should be noticed how prayers* 
sacrifices, and other animistic rites, when long continued and for¬ 
malised* may come to have for rhe suppliant a constraining or an 
augmenting effect upon their objects. Irt ah ihese observances the 
eapriefousness of ghosts, spirits,, and gods a^ipraaches the vanish¬ 
ing point. They are no less subservient to the magician than arc 
men and women, the brute creation, and everything in the realm of 
nature. They must fulfill his desires, even as the genii summoned 
when Aladdin's lamp was rubbed 

Magic may now be defined. As a belief, it is die recognition 
of the existence of occult jiower, impersonal or only vaguely per¬ 
sonal, mystically dangerous and not lightly to be approached, but 
capable of being channeled, controlled, and directed by man. As 
a practice, magic is the utilization of this power for public or 
private ends, which are good or bad, orthodox or heterodox, licit 
or illicit, according to the estimate placed upon them by a particular 
society at a particular time Magical rites, with reference to their 
purpose, art classified as divinatory* productive, or aversive In 
character. The magician discovers or foretells what is otherwise 
hidden in time or in space from human eves; he influences and 
manipulates the objects and phenomena of nature and all animate 
creatures so that they may satisfy actual or assumed human needs; 
and, finally, he combats, neutralizes, and remedies the onslaught 
of the evils, real or imaginary, afflicting mankind. The Tange of 
magic is thus almost as w ide as the life of man. All things under 
heaven, and even die inhabitants of heaven, become sub jeer to its 
sway. 

NOTES TO CHAPTER II 

* 5* G Boy* ^Magfc Witchcraft on th* Cbma-Nagpur Platostl/* Jpurmrf 
9/ fJic Royal Amikrofiofopuai farfrtuir, XLIY (1914), With referent* to 
the California ]ndl^ fit arc [ntri lhaT ”a native who ha* Ir&rrcif the 1 iinrifi nmcc 

of uur phrase* "essence/ ^pemtfing quality/ "intangible diffused pottr/ will of 
his uwn accord £IYC Ihc^c defimMq* fur \iu own concept; hnl at other times 

he will u blithely render it by 1 spirit^ m Ulc seme cf ^cmcthin^ limited, jJcrtraaS, 
and (A. L Krarbff* //dmfjW^ of Ik* India*! of CalijorxLi I Wasbinif- 
ton D.C-, 192SJ* pu In South AtnrriciL declare* Rafael Kamlas* h*ibc 
lavaiji-j Indian at one moment conceives the supernatural as a more ur Era 
personal fpirit or demons She neat ittiffiffit *» an impersonal mans'* 
(Th^ CrtTiViraritim ihr Ammtan Indians [LMwLutt, 1926], 3:-. jC5: cf. 
37S>. 

1 A. W. Howhl. Tht jVtfffev Trihti of Smtlh-Eml Autftatia (Lomlcro. 
p, 89. The Kmru;. Wun:njerri, and other tribes believed that certain ipkiEs 
injured people who came near their hiirnfft. Tbqr out objects of ^erfl mn^k" 
into ihe bs»dka of trespasser*, thus ca using kmeaiHx Such bbjreu were oulv 
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lisibJc to medicine men, wfio. therefore, were Alone able to trtract them in the 
form of tlutte*,, born*, ur other things, (pp. 353 fj, 

1 Airs. K, L. Parker, Amtrdian L^mdary TaUs: FtrfiW 0/ ihr Nwngah- 
burmhj tLondon, 1896), p. 97, Eyanicr, “Pie mighty wirrttMM*;' is said n> 
liv^ forever, Esit no one may Ew>k upon b» face, fur death would fallow the 
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Chapter III 

PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES 
OF MAGIC 

For primitive thought the qualities of objects arc substantial 
entities, both separable and transmissible. The transmission occurs 
most often by bodily contact—a touch, the absorption of food and 
drink, or sexual intercourse. Contact can be established in other 
ways, as by a look, a gesture, or a spoken word. Even the 
mere proximity (real or assumed) or one object to another may 
result in the transmission of qualities. This "substantializing 
tendency," as it has been called, applies to all qualities, whether 
physical or psychological* 

In some Central Australian tribes men suffering from headache 
will wear women's head rings, usually those of their wives. Hie 
pain passes into the rings, which are then thrown away into the 
hush. The Lurirja sometimes Will a healthy child and feed its 
flesh to a younger child who is weak and rickly. Young men 
among the Lavakta admire the chirping of a large grasshopper, 
and they eat this insect in order to acquire its musical talent. The 
natives of the Marshall Islands are persuaded dial if a man eats 
a breadfruit which has fallen from a tree and burst he will him* 
self fall from a tree and burst in like manner. Among the Tin- 
gtuan of Luzon one often sees, on the summit of a high hill, a 
pile of stunes beside the trail. They have been placed there during 
many years. Each traveler, as he ascends a steep slope, picks up a 
stone and carries it to the pile on top. As he dots so, be leaves all 
weariness behind him and continues his journey fresh ami strong, 
A Uasutu wears on bis chest an insect which lives long, in spite 
of die mutilation of its legs, and thus expects to obtain its re¬ 
markable vitality. The Azandc of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan 
apply hailstones to the chests of children so that their hearts may 
lie cool when they grow up. The BellacooJa of British Columbia 
rub a baby girl with the warm limbs of a freshly killed beaver, 
so dial the child may become a busy worker like that industrious 
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ar>im<i]. In Morocco even the death to which .1 person is exposed 
can be passed to an animal by slaughtering it There is no hfess- 
ing, the people sav* on a family which docs not own animats, be¬ 
cause they protect the family from sickness and death, 

The qualities of objects are also considered to reside in their 
detachable parts or appurtenances and to be likewise capable of 
transmission- Whatever belongs to the whole man belongs as 
welt to everything associated with him—not only his bodily mem 
bers, liair, teeth, nails, blood, secretions, and excretions, but also 
his voice, shadow, reflection, footprint, and name, together with 
hi$ food, clothing, toots, weapons, and other possessions. It is the 
same w ith the disjecta membra of animals and things inanimate. 
This notion of an “extended personality" confuses an ideal rela¬ 
tionship with an actual relationship, a connection in thought with 
a connection in tact. Bui for immature minds whatever can be 
imagined can be accepted as veritably real. 

In one of the islands of Torres Straits the sweat of a renowned 
warrior was drunk by young men. They also ate mixed with their 
food the scrapings from his finger nails, which had become 
saturated with human blood. These practices made them "strong 
and like stone; no afraid." Some Papuan tribes believe that if a 
man's food is stolen and given to a young dog* the great annoy¬ 
ance Felt by the owner ol the food passes into the animal, which 
will then grow up very fierce and courageous in attacking wild pigs, 
Ji is said that among the Sea Dayak of Borneo the gift of a 
tiger's tooth to a chief will make him a friend for life, fie would 
not dare to fail the giver or tom false to him, for fear of being 
devoured by the liger. The Klemantan. another Bornean tribe, try 
to make an enemy’s boat heavier and so retard its progress by 
ticing a quartz pebble under one of the benches. Some Malays of 
the Peninsula consider the "desert goat ' to be the most surefooted 
of all animals. Should it fall from a cliff it immediately licks itself 
whole Accordingly, its tongue is carried as an amulet against 
falling and also as a sure cure for wounds caused by falling, when 
rubbed on the pan affected. Among the Lhota Naga. if anything 
connected with a person, such as a cloth or a knife, is sold, the 
seller retains a thread from the doth or scrapes a tiny shaving off 
the handle of the knife. Were he to sell the whole of an object 
almost a part of himself, the buyer would posses some of his per¬ 
sonality and might be able to do him harm. When Europeans 
expostulated with the Swazi concerning the atrocities practiced 
by one of their rulers, they admitted that these were indeed shame- 
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ful. Bat ht was not really blameworthy, for as a child he iiad !>e«i 
fed on the hearts of lions so that he might become fierce and 
cruel. The Bathonga think that a lion’s larynx, burnt and reduced 
to ashes, will impart to the xylophone the tremendous volume of 
sound emitted by the king of beasts. The beak of the stilt-walker, 
when similarly treated, will give to the instrument the strange 
and appealing cry of this bird. To secure these results the ashes 
must be mixed w ith fat and rubbed on the xylophone. For the Ga 
of the Cold Coast a man's washing sponge contains so much of 
his personality that be may 1 .u injured or killed by an enemy who 
performs black magic over it. Some Amazonian Indians never 
shoot a poisonous snake with a poisoned arrow from a blowpipe. 
The poison of the snake would neutralise that on the arrow ; it 
would even neutralize whatever poison was in the hunter's posses¬ 
sion at the time. By the Barama Rivet Caribs the larynx bones 
of the “howling baboon" are charred, pulverized, mixed with 
water, and drunk as an infusion to cure coughs and infection of the 
throat Among the Creek Indians it was customary for a warrior 
to drink out of a human skull, in order to imbibe "the good 
qualities it formerly contained." Among the Northern Saultcau* 
a man who finds a bear's winter den during the summer and 
desires to slay the animal the following winter will take a bullet 
from his poudi, warn it not to Idl anyone, and lay it in the den, 
"expecting it to guard his prize until he returns," Young men 
among the Tinnc of southern Alaska procure the old trousers of 
a good runner, since by wearing them they will acquire the 
speediness of their former owner. Mothers also foeg for these gar¬ 
ments and out of them make pantaloons for their boys. Polar 
Eskimo, to secure long life and fortitude for themselves, sew to 
their clinking bits of an old hearth stone which has shown its en¬ 
during qualities by resistance to the fire. 

Tltc ideas and practices under consideration are further illus¬ 
trated bv the time-honored doctrine of simtfia situilibus curantur. 
The natives of Nias, an island to the west of Sumatra, think that 
the swelling caused by contact with aground snake will he relieved 
if the swollen part is nibbed with ashes of the reptile’s burnt tail. 
The Toradya of Celebes preserve the teeth of mad dogs. When a 
person has been bitten by such an animal, scrapings irom one of 
the teeth, mixed with water and curcuma, are applied to the wound. 
The Malays regard the spines of a certain fish as poisonous, but 
Ihelic'-c that its brain, if applied to the wound, will act as a com¬ 
plete antidote to the poisonous principle. A Zulu about to cross 
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a river infested by crocodiles will chew same of a crocodile's ex¬ 
crement and scatter it over his person as a protective measure, 
Some East Africans, when passing through a region where liens 
and leopards abound, provide themselves with the claw s, teeth, 
lips, and whiskers of these animal tv ami hang them around (heir 
heads. An elephant hunter wears the tip of an elephant's trunk. 
By some West Africans the blood anti pieces of the heart of a 
slain enemy are consumed by all the warriors who have never 
kilted a man before. If they did not do so, their vigor and courage 
would be secretly wasted by the haunting spirit of the slain man. 
Among the Kagoro of northern Nigeria, when & person lias tn*n 
injured by a sword or a spear and the wound does not heal, the 
weapon, if obtainable, is washed in water. The sufferer drinks the 
water* bis wound closes up, and recovery follows. 

The qualities of objects are readily associated with their “souls,1' 
The soul, as the common vital principle, pervades the living body 
and all the members. Particles of it, conceived of materially, are 
distilled from it and are passed over to anything with which the 
living body or the members come into contact or proximity. 
Various Papuan tribes, who have a belief in the soul (the "thing 
within" which leaves the body at death and becomes a ghost j, 
believe also that to it attaches what is described as its “strength," 
They try, therefore, to increase their own “strength" by acquiring 
that of animals, plants, and inanimate objects, for all these are 
endowed with souls. For the Kai. in what w'as formerly German 
New Guinea, the qualities of a man’s soul are attached not only 
to all parts of the body, such as his lair, nails, and saliva, but also 
to his shadow, reflect ion, and personal name, even 10 his voice, the 
glance of bis eyes, his actions, and hi possessions. Hence their 
intense fear of the black magic that can be wrought by a sorcerer 
who obtains any separable part of a man or anything belonging to 
him. At death the qualities nf the sou! perish with the body, but 
the soul itself continues to exist as a ghost. The Geode, another 
Papuan tribe, believe so firmly in "life matter" or “soul substance" 
that they will not use firewood upon which women have stcpjjed. 
because woman's soul substance, being inferior to man’s, would 
affect the latter injuriously. For the same reason they will lake 
from the hands of women only such articles of food as hart a 
shell or a thick skin* for Instance, nuts, but no thin-skinned vege¬ 
tables. The protective covering must always be removed before the 
food is eaten. Conceptions of soul substance prevail widely in In¬ 
donesia.1 For the Malays of the Peninsula alt magic may be said to 
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consist of lilt methods by which semangai—*equivalent to soul sub- 
stance—is "influenced, captured, subdued, or in some way made 
subject to ibe will of the magician/'1 In South America we are told 
that the Indians regard shadows reflected on the water, photo- 
graphs, and other images as being the souls of the persons repre¬ 
sented. just as locks of hair and nail parings "are supposed to con¬ 
tain the soul of the person to whom they have belonged/" In these 
instances, as in many others like them, a marked development of 
animistic thinking has led to the identification of impersonal quali¬ 
ties with the »ml of \ heir owner. It is significant that such notions 
art- most elaborated in Indonesia and South America, where we 
have seen that a definite conception of maun in its impersonal 

aspect, while not unknown, is rare. 
Innumerable observances thus find art explanation in ideas re¬ 

lating to the qualities of wholes or of parts and to the trans¬ 
mission of qualities. Cannibalism, head-hunting, animal and hu¬ 
man sacrifice, the use of animal and human relics, transference of 
evils to a scapegoat, ceremonies of purification by means of water, 
fire, and various disinfectants, confession of sins, blood brother¬ 
hood, and the wearing of ornaments, together with a great variety 
of prescriptions and prohibitions in regard to alimentation, are 

largely accounted for by Such ideas 
\li iIjc-r observance:? assume lire existence between phenomena 

of relations and affinities which wider knowledge of causation has 
shown to Ik nonexistent Nevertheless, they accord, or seemingly 
accord, with man’s ordinary experience: hot things hum; cold 
things freeze; food nourishes and strengthens Imt sometimes 
poisons; diseases spread bv infection among men. animals, and 
plants: children resemble their parents. It is said that the Tiime 
are fully aware that fresh merit or fresh fish will be rapidly tainted 
if placed dose to some meat already tainted; that dough will be 
soured by admixture oi yeast or of already fermented dough; and 
that a recently smoked moose skin will impart its color to another 
skin of paler hue if the latter is pressed against it for a few hours * 
What wonder if these Indians should conclude that oil qualities 
are capable of transmission! 

There is nothing magical in the ideas and practices that have 
been described, nothing secret or esoteric or mysterious about them. 
They are familiar to everyone; anyone can be concerned with 
them. They do not depend for their efficacy on the occult power 

which belongs 10 the magician, his acts, his words, and the things 
employed by him and which enters as the essential element into 
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his art To notice qualities in objects and endeavor to acqmrt them 
tor avoid them) is a procedure, not of magic, but of common 
sense.* 

Rut occult power is itself regarded as a quality of some objects 
or of their detachable parts or appurtenances. Men and women 
po&scss iti men more fully, as a rule, than women; the old more 
fully than die young; the healthy more fully than the weak and 
ailing; and the members of a superior class mure fully than com¬ 
moners, Some people possess it to an exceptional degree: pro¬ 
fessional magicians, by birth, inheritance, or initiation ; chiefs and 
public functionaries sd often regarded as "sacred"; strangers, who 
arc regularly credited with a mysterious nature making them 
carriers of both good and evil; persons whose physical or mental 
ch&raeteristies distinguish them from their fellows, such as those 
with bodily malformations or with marked psychopathic tenden¬ 
cies ; and all persons in a temporary or permanent condition of 
ritual uncleanness, especially menstrucnis, pregnant, and parturient 
women. It attaches to the dead and to all the living related to 
or concerned with the dead. It belongs to certain animals, the 
wild rather than the domesticated, as being the less familiar and the 
more fearful* It belongs to certain plants of a poisonous nature* 
to those used as narcotics and intoxicants, and to those employed 
for medicinal purposes. It clings to certain gestures; to the words 
of a spell; to blessings and curses.: to personal names, especially 
those of the dead, of chiefs and kings, and of spirits and gods; to 
myths and legends, which must not be retired lightly or represented 
in an unbecoming way; to certain places; to periods of time, par¬ 
ticularly lucky and unlucky days; to sacred or symbolic numbers 
and colors; and to ritual actions of every sort. It is found in 
material objects used as charms or "medicines1' and in instruments 
of divination. It is also contained in the weapons of warfare and 
in those for hunting and fishing. Finally, its presence is revealed 
in all the phenomena of nature which impress the imagination as 
being either "awful'1 or awesome. What the Romans, a magic- 
ridden people, called mamtra and portenta embraces for the priiiii- 
tive-rni ruled everything unusual, abnormal, and extraordinary, 
whether animate or inanimate. 

From these sources occult power radiates through space, as do 
electromagnetic waves, and affects for good or ill whatever comes 
within its range. In the territory of the Urabunna tribe of Cen¬ 
tral Australia there are two stones marking the spot where a 
remote ancestor of the tribe and two women perished as the result 
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of breaking the marriage law_ To approach the spot is to incur 
madden death, though very old men can do so safely. Sometime 
they will go near it and throw bushes on the stones so as to keep 
down their baneful emanation. The natives of North Australia, it 
is said, associate anything which they do not understand with evil 
occult power. When they first came across the track pf a cart they 
thought ihat it was the path along which this mysterious and 
dreaded force was being conducted. If they had to cross the path 
they jumped over it as high in the air as they could so as to avoid 
all contact with it. Among the Mailu* a Papuan tribe, evil occult 
power may be conveyed to a certain tree by means of a rite and 
a spdl. If anyone passes the tree so that die wind blows from it to 
him or if its shadow [alls on him, or even on hit shadow, he will 
get sick anil die* A Solomon Islander, possessor of the evil eye, 
injures a mm by a mere glance. A Tougan chief heals a follower 
by an application oi his "sacred” foot or hand to the sufferer's 
body. A Maori father transmits his mam to his son by having the 
latter bite the great toe of his left foot. After this delicate opera¬ 
tion both lather and son must fast for eight days, A Fijian, by 
striking a certain stone which possesses an uncanny influence over 
the wind, can produce a light breeze, and by breaking off a piece 
of the stone can raise a violent storm. A Zulu, suspicious of his 
wife's fidelity, obtains medicine from a doctor and takes it in¬ 
ternally. By cohabiting with his wife he conveys to her the Feeds 
of a certain disease. Should a lover now Jtave intercourse with her 
he would get the disease, though nil the time the wife docs not 
suffer from it. 

The use oi detachable parts and appurtenances finds frequent 
illustration in so-called exuvial magic> as when m Australian black* 
fdlowh makes his deadly "pointing bone" out of die fibula o! a 
corpse* so that it gains the potency associated w ith a ghost, or when 
a Melanesian, liavuig secured the hair, footprints, or feces of an 
enemy, proceeds to bewitch him. Exuvial magic b also employed 
for beneficent ends, as by some East African peoples, who bring 
giKxl fortune to a person or protect him from evil by spitting 
copiously in his face Almost always an operator must work over 
his materials with spells and charms before his magic becomes 
potent to bless a friend or blast a foe. 

Occult power, when not regarded as inherent in an object or 
its detachable part$ or appurtenances, can be imputed to It if in 
appearance, activity, or some other respect it resembles another 
object whose nature is known and familiar. The perception of 
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similarity between objects is fundamental to human thought; our 
intellectual life largely depends on it; but in magic its application 
15 illegitimate. The magician fails to discriminate the categories 
of likeness and identity, so that for him things, acts, or processes 
that are alike are the same, and the one may be substituted for the 
other. Almost any analogy, however slight or far-fetched, how¬ 
ever superficial or fanciful, will suffice to establish the necessary 
resemblance. To the range of such analogical processes no limits 
can be assigned It Is a maxim of magic that feigned things are 
accepted for true—ficta pro t^ris accipt\ What is said of the 
Melanesians in this respect has a general application. ,SA roan 
comes by chance upon a stone which takes bis fancy ; its shape is 
5ingtilarH it as like something, it is certainly not a common stone, 
there nuist be mam in it. So he argues with himself, and he puts 
it to the proof; he lays it at the root of a tree to the fruit of which 
it has a certain resemblance, or he buries it in the ground when he 
plants his garden; an abundant crop on the tree or in the garden 
shows that he is right, the stone is manat has that power in it. 
Having that power it is a vehicle to convey wtetwo to other stents.* " 

The magic of some primitive peoples relies to a very great ex¬ 
tent upon this process of imputation. With reference to the 
Bathonga of South Africa we arc told by a sympathetic and 
tmderstanding missionary that 14thc native mind is extremely quick 
at perceiving a similarity between the most heterogeneous objects 
or phenomena, and immediately establishes a causal relation be¬ 
tween them. +, *. Cobr acts cm color; black sheep and black smoke 
produce a black cloud full of rain. Form produces a similar form; 
a necklace of maize grains round the neck of a smallpox patient 
produces an eruption of small, transparent post ides. which are 
not dangerous^ in place of the large, thick, deadly ones. Dis- 
integration produces disintegration; the chewing of a bean ensures 
the melting of the iron ore in the kiln. A certain state of mind 
produces a similar condition in living brings, and even in material 
phenomena; the continence of little children ensures control over 
the dame of the furnace, whilst The passion of married people 
accelerates disease and increases the fury of wild beasts,1'1 

Symbolic rites of the Zuhi of New Mexico include the placing 
on every altar of water from a sacred spring, "that the springs 
may always be full”; (he sprinkling of water to induce rainfall; 
the blowing of smoke and the mixing of bowls of yucca, seeds to 
produce clouds; the rolling of the ihunderstones; the planting of 
seeds in the floor of new houses as a fertility rite; the placing on 
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winter solstice altars of ears of com for plentiful crop* and of clay 
images of peaches, domestic animata* jewelry, and even money to 
secure the increase of these objects: the presentation of delta to 
pregnant women for safe delivery; the use ot bear paws in medicine 
ceremonies “to call die bear" ; and, finally* the whole practice of 
masking, in order to compel the presence of spiritual beings in 
their other bodies as rain.* 

The efficacy ascribed to charms by the Arapaho Indians is 
^invariably" dependent on symbolism A nut with some resem¬ 
blance to a skull keeps off ghosts. Pebbles resembling teeth are 
kept sti that the owner may live to an age when hta teeth Fall out 
An iron chain or ring, being hard and indestructible, insures good 
health. Triggers worn on a necklace cause the guns of the enemy 
to misfire. Light blue heads, whose color resembles that of smoke, 
make fighters invisible- Beads in the shape of a 3 pider’s web 
render the wearer* like the web* impervious to missiles and at the 
same time ensure the trapping of the enemy, just as in*eet$ are 
caught in it. Even when the virtue of an object is due to some 
abnormality such as Its rarity, curious shape, or mysterious origin 
( as in the case of pebbles found inside animals), symbolism is 
never absent* though it may be really superadded and a secondary 

feature * 
The transmission of imputed occult power is variously ac¬ 

complished. A Papuan woman, pregnant and unxtou* for a male 
child, conceals a mangrove stamen (which looks like a penis ) under 
her skin. Boys in the Solomon Islands chew The I nog lap-root 
of a certain plant. The longer the root chewed by them the longer 
their hair will grow'. Burglars in java spread earth from a grave 
in a house which they intend to rob By doing so they cause the in¬ 
mates to sleep as soundly as the dead. A Babcmba magician makes 
a charm by taking part of the brains or heart of a rabbit (pro¬ 
verbially a cunning creature) and mixes this with Lite root of a 
certain plant which send* out runners and establishes itself firmly 
in all directions A traveler who carries with him this invaluable 
talisman is assured of a sate journey The Cuna Indians, who live 
on the Isthmus of Panama, say that to become skillful in weaving 
baskets you must jirst plate cleverly made bird* ne*is in your bath. 
When ptaming mandeota ii is desirable to pull a iat woman by ihe 
kg: doing so will cause the roots of the plant to grow thick and 
sturdy The Paps go Indians ot Arizona make an intoxicating 
Ihjuur from the fruit of the giant cactus. The fig-like fruit ripens 
just at tlie end of the dry season, and its juice is therefore thought 
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to be a prototype of the coming rain. In order to bring this bless¬ 
ings every man must drink his fill of the liquor, drink to saturation, 
in fact* even as the rain-soaked earth. A Cherokee doctor pins into 
a decoction intended as a vermifuge some of die red fleshy stalks 
of the common purslane, because these resemble the worms to tie 
expelled from the patient. He will also insert a sharp dint so as to 
communicate anting qualities to the medicine and enable it to 
slice the worms Into pieces. 

The transmission may be purely verbal, by means of spells. 
Yoruha warriors, at the outset of an expedition repeat the state¬ 
ment. " Right through is the cutting of the swordfish.11 By thus 
identifying themselves with that fearsome creature they ensure 
tltdr success in battle, because the swordfish is supposed to cut 
in two aO its enemies in the *ca. To prevent frostbite a Cherokee 
Indian, about to start out on a cold morning, nib* his feet in die 
ashes of the fire and then sings a song of four verses by which 
he acquire* in turn the cold-defying lowers of the wolf, deer, fox, 
and opossum. These four animals, it b said* arc never frost¬ 
bitten. After reciting each verse he imitates the cry and character¬ 
istic movements of the animal referred to. Among the Chukchi 
of northeastern Siberia a jealous wife describes her rival as a 
piece of cairion—^old carrion inflated with rottenness"—and her 
husband as a big and very hungry bear. The hear eats the Carrion, 
vomits it, and says, lfI do not want it_M At the same time the wife 
calls herself a young beaver that has juss shed its hair. The hus¬ 
band then looks upon her fondly, toms away from his former 
attachment, and goes back to His first love. 

The transmission may be by manual acts imitating or prefigure 
in.g m miniature a desired outcome. When the Havasupai, an Ari¬ 
zona tribe* want rain they lay a notched slick flat on an inverted 
basket and then nib it with another stick. The grating sound thus 
produced is said to resemble the croaking of a frog, a creature 
associated with water. By whistling through rushes the Shoshom 
make the clouds gather and the rain descend. In this case the 
whistling obviously symbolizes die rushing winds which herald the 
approach of a storm. If buffalo were scarce the Shoshoni would 
cut out the sinew of a buffalo they had killed and, having blackened 
their finger* with charcoal* would cover the sinew wish black dnts- 
Tlicn they placed it on the ground and built a fire over it so that 
the two ends, as these dried in the heat, would gradually approach 
each other, even as buffalo come together from opposite directions. 
This done, they felt sure of finding game a few days inter. When 
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the Crow Indians wanted buffalo to appear a. game magician took 
a buffalo skull and set it down with it?= nose toward the camp. 
When enough of the animals had been killed lie reversed the skull 

Manual acts of this symbolic character affect people and things 
at a distance ficrliaps even afar off, by reason of the intimate 
relationship presumed to be set tip between them and the magician. 
A Bornean wife, while her husband is on the warpath, takes care 
to cook and scatter popcorn on die verandah each morning so that 
his movements will be agile. She wilt wear a sword, day and mghr, 
so that he may be always thinking of bis weapons. Among the 
Rathonga, while a man is hunting the hippopotamus, his principal 
mft- must shut herself up in die but By keeping within its circular 
walls she confines the animal within the circle formed by the 
hunters3 canoes on the river and so prevents its escape. The w ife 
of a Kwafciml hunter, besides eating little and keeping as quiet as 
posable, is careful to walk slowly. By being slow in her move¬ 
ments the animal* will he likewise and fence easy for her husband 
to catch. A sea! hunters wife lies down on her fed and covers 
herself with a new mat, so that the seal will be asleep when her 
husband comes upon it. 

What may be called iconic magic makes use of effigies, models, 
or other representations of anything to be affected magically. The 
image sometimes bears only a distant resemblance to the object 
for which it stands, ptrliaps no resemblance. All the same it 
typifies the object, for that is the magicians will, and serves, there¬ 
fore. as something upon which he can vent hk emotions, whether 
of affection or of envy and hatred. In the Loyalty Islands a woman 
whose husband or son is on the warpath takes a piece oi comJ, 
representing the absent warrior, and with her right hand moves 
it up and dowrn to indicate his movements in the fight With her 
left hand she brushes away imaginary obstacles to his progress. 
Among die Wachagga of Mount Kilimanjaro, if a youth died with¬ 
out undergoing circumcision, the rate fed to fe performed in a 
symbolic manner so that he might join the tribal ancestors and be 
married in their ghostly realm. For this purpose a banana blossom 
was used to represent the youth and it* tip was duly operated on 
In tfe case of a girl who had died without being incised, an opera¬ 
tion was performed on 3 banana fruit. The banana was then put 
in a miniature hut representing the hut where the girl would have 
been confined until her recovery from incision. To multiply his 
domestic animals a Cora Indian of Mexico models them in w ax or 
day or carves them from tuff and places them in a cave in the 
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mountain. Mountains, by the Cora, are considered to be the 
source of all riches. For every cow, dog, or hen he wants he must 
provide a corresponding image. Among the Thompson Indians 
of British Columbia the wife of a gambler takes an elongated 
stone, or uftener a stone hammer, and Suspends it hy a string 
above her husband's pillow*. If she knows that he is meeting no 
success as a gamester she turns the stone rapidly around, 11 thereby 
reversing his luck,” 

In the more chborate forms of magic, especially of the black 
variety, these several methods of transmission are often combined. 
Among the Mum gin of the Northern Territory of Australia a 
sorcerer paints an image of his intended victim on a stone, w ith 
the head, anus, fingers, legsT and scrotum representing a man. The 
nose, ears, foot, and penis are those of a kangaroo. During the 
painting he talks to the image, saying, “You will kill So-and-So+" 
and pronounces the man's name. A fire is built under lire stone, 
which liecomes so heated tlial it finally cracks with a popping noise. 
Then the ojjerator knows tliat the soul of the man, though ever 
so far away* will scream in pain. The man's body swells up, his 
nose runs with blood, his dhows and nails splh, his fingers slntigh 
off, and his skin and testes crack. He will walk a round for a year 
or so before he dies. He perished of leprosy, in fact, but his 
relatives always fed that they should seek vengeance because an 
enemy in another dan must have caused the disease/® 

In the western islands of Torres Straits the vine called 
breaks up in dry weather into segments w hich often bear a close 
resemblance to some of the long bones of the human skeleton, A 
sorcerer collects the segments and to each one gives the name of 
some part of the intended victim^ body, Then he crouches down 
Like a fish eagle and, imitating the way in which the bird tears 
rtesh off bones, throws the segments Iwbind him. If he leaves the 
spot w ithout mining around to look at the segment* his enemy will 
die, However. if he pick* them up and puts medicine on them his 
enemy will recover/1 

In Wogeo, one of the Schouten Islands off the northern toast 
of New Guinea, a spell in common use for the protection of held 
palms prepuces gangosa in a thief. This is a particularly loathsome 
skirt disease, which often results in the loss of the entire nose. 
The spell begins with an address to the mythical personage sup¬ 
posed to have used it first Then the fish hawk is asked to “eat 
the face of him who steals/' Reference is also made to biting 
centipedes and black am* and to the sling ray. Mention of die 
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bird finds an txptanatlon in the fact that die gangosa sore really 
does look as if some bird or other creature had been tearing away 
the victim's flesh. Centipedes* ants* and the sting ray are mentioned 
because of tbrir pain in] bites. While the spell is being recited the 
magician has to imitate the motions of a fish hawk tearing its prey 
So deadly \% this spell that the ovTier of the palm trees will not 
venture to gather his nuts without first performing another rite to 
render the magic ineffective.11 

In Motlav, one of the Banks Islands, a form of black magic 
is performed by means of the fragments of a man's food, hts nail 
parings, or his excrement For example, the sorcerer will roast a 
yarn, break it in two. and give half of it to his enemy. Apparently 
he eats the other half himsdf* hut by sleight-of-hand he substitutes 
for this the hal f of another yam. Once in possession of his enemy's 
food-leaving he must rerile potent spells over it and also use certain 
substances with a special reputation for mono. The victim dies 
when all these things are done. If the final rite is not performed, 
he lives on indefinitely P though in an enfeebled condition. The 
entire process lasts at least seven months, and the victim does not 
begin to suffer any Ul effects Until the magic has been operative 

for three months.11 

The Malays of the Peninsula practice various forms of black 
magic by means of wax figures representing thdr victims. One 
method is lo take parings of the nails, liair, eyebrows* saliva, and 
other separable pans of the person you would attack and make 
them up into his likeness with wax from a deserted bees' comb. 
Scorch the figure slowly by holding it over a lamp every night for 
seven nights, and say. "It is not wax dmt l am scorching, it is 
die liver, heart, and spleen of So-and-So that I scorch/11 After the 
seventh time bum the figure, and your enemy will die. A more 
elaborate method is to make the image like a corpse and to pierce 
with die sharp twig of a palm that part of it which you would 
affect in the victim. Pserdng the eye makes him blind; piercing the 
Head, breast, die waist makes him sick. If you wish to cause his 
death, the image must be transfixed from die head down ward 
right through to the buttocks, Then you wrap the image in a 
shroud, pray over it as if you were praying over the dead, and 
bury it in the middle of the path lhat leads to the victim's abode* 
so that he may be sure to step over it.14 

A Montagnais magician went through the following per for* 
mance designed to kill a foreign sorcerer one hundred leagues 
away First he prepared his charms, which were placed in a leather 
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receptacle, Then he took two sharply pointed stakes and drove 
them with ail his might into the ground, inclining them toward 
the place where he believed his enemy was and saying, fTIcre is his 
head/1 Next he descended into a deep ditch and there struck one 
of the stakes heavy blows with a sword and a poniard, at the 
same lime holding his bundle or charms. Finally he emerged from 
the ditch, threw1 clown before the spectators his weapons covered 
with blood* and declared that the foreign sorcerer, now fatally 
wounded, would soon die/1 

When material objects, verbal expressions, or manual acts are 
employed analogically, they make clearer and more emphatic just 
what is wanted by the magician. If he wants rain he says "Rain V* 
and at the same time spurts out water and simulates a downpour* 
Before starting out on a hunt he pricks tdmsdf with an arrow so 
as to draw blood, as from a wounded animal, or goes through a 
series of contortions representing its struggles when trapped, To 
secure an abundant yield from lus garden he and his wife cohabit 
within its precincts.” Much symbol ism found in hunting dances, 
min ceremonials, and the like is to be mterfareted as "sign tan- 
ptage” is being merely indicative or suggestive of a desired nut- 
come rather tliau directly causative of it. To set an example 
encourages imitation, and this procedure, so effective with human 
beings, may be considered equally effective in dealings with the 
animat world and ihe impersonal forces of nature. But words or 
actions intended to show what was to be (lone would* by constant 
repetition, often come to be regarded as potent in themselves and 
§o would acquire a magical character. Evert spiritual beings may 
be thought of as responsive to this sort of magic. 

Among the Artinta of Central Australia every local totemic 
group has its own intkfmtma ceremonyH whose purpose is the 
multiplication of the plant or animal after which the group i$ 
named. In the intichiuma of the witchetty grub group the perform¬ 
ers go to a certain cave where there is a large block of quartdte rep¬ 
resenting the adult grub. About it are small rounded stones repre¬ 
senting its eggs. The headman begins to sing and taps the block 
with a wooden trough used by women for carrying food. All the 
other men tap the block with twigs they have plucked from gum 
trees and chant songs, the burden of which h an invitation to the 
animal to lay eggs. The headman then iake^ up erne of the small 
stones and with it strikes each man on the stomach, saying, “You 
have eaten much food/' A similar ceremony, with chanted t ft vita* 
tions to the animal to come from all directions and lay eggs, is 
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repeated by the side of a large rock at whose base another Mode, 
representing the adult grub, h supposed to be imbedded, 

In the garden magic of the Kiwai Papuans certain objects are 
employed to ' “teach'1 the yams, sweet ; otatoes, Coconuts, and sugar 
cane how to grow. When yams are planted die roots af a few of 
them may be rubbed with a mature composed of the slime of cer¬ 
tain amphibians, earth and water from their holes, certain sweet- 
smelling herbs, some coconut oil, a feather of a bird of paradise, 
and a cassowary's sinew; to these objects a small piece of stone h 
added The amphibians, which burrow their way out of the ground 
and jump about, show the yam shoots how to grow through the 
earth and spread over die garden The slime makes the tubers 
smooth and w ithout disfiguring knobs. The bird of paradise and 
the cassowary, which are thought to swallow their food whole arid 
to cause many plants to spring up by dropping the seeds with their 
excrements, teach the yams how to spring tip everywhere. The 
stone teaches them how to become big and strong/* 

A Dolman who wishes the growing vine to produce thick 
foliage calls to its attention various thick fob aged trees and shrubs. 
When he would have the tuber grow large he refers it to the mound 
raised by a species of shellfish. Does he want die yam to grow 
knobby he speaks of being hunched tip with cold, Alt these remarks 
are madefi delicately/11 for vines, tubers, and yams must be handled 
with care, must be shown what to dot not ordered to do It/* 
Similarly in Mew Ireland a native expresses a wish that his taro 
may become tall just as the tsuri leaf does; tiiat it may wax fat 
like a certain fish; ami tluu it may grow quickly even as a certain 
well-known weed* To make a dog an expert hunter it is likened 
to a shark* and the wish is expressed that the dog will run around 
in the bush catching wild pigs just as the shark roams the ocean 
seeking its prey. If a man wants to fatten his domestic pig he 
wishes that it will become as big as a certain tree which grows to 
an enormous size/® 

A magician in New Caledonia* who would make sunshine, 
climbs a high mountain exposed to the first rays of the morning 
sun. At the prods* moment when the sun rises from the sea he 
kindles a fire by btiming a bundle of charms suspended over a 
flat stone. The charms include some coral, three species at plants—* 
always three—two locks of hair from a living child of his family, 
and two teeth orr better still, an entire jawbone from the skull of 
an ancestor. As the smoke curls upt he mbs the altar stone with 
dry coral and invokes his ancestors, saying, "Sun! I do this tliat 
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you may be hot and cat up ail tlie clouds in the sky." The same 
ceremony is rqwated at sunset.” The magician's words thus ex¬ 
plain the significance of his symbolic act: as the fire seems to con* 
siune the smoke which rises from it so the sun is to “eat up" the 

clouds. 
A Maori spoil often takes the form of an affirmation presenting 

an analogy to the event to be enacted or the situation desired by 
the operator. Thus a formula to give speed and grace to a canoe 
may refer to the swiftness of a bird on the wing or the lightness 
of a gull floating on the water. Or it may mention the names of 
woods noted for their buoyancy.11 

In die Kci Islands, to the southwest of New Guinea, the women 
whose mm folk have departed cm a foray, bring out fruits and 
stones, anoint them, and place them on a Ward Then they implore 
their lords, the sun and moon, to let the bullets rebound from their 
loved ones, even a$ raindrops rebound from the fruits and stones 
which have been smeared with oil.11 

Among some of the Tibcto-Burman tribes of Assam it is 
usual in a time of drought to kill a fish and scatter bits of its 
body on the village dam. Then the people inform their deities 
that the fish are all perishing for lack of water. Another method 
of attracting the attention of the rain gods is found in Manipur. 
The people drag their boats along the mud of the moat and the 
rajah, whose great racing boat heads the solemn procession, then 
asks the spiritual powers for rain.11 

When the Oraon of Chula Nagpur celebrate one of their 
festivals every householder puts a live crab u[»n the hearth. As 
the crab crackles in the heat, the women exclaim, “May our lentils 
and pulse burst tlteir pods like this.” As the creature stiffens its 
legs and brings them together, presenting the appearance of a 
cluster of pods, the women say. “May the pods of our lentils and 
pulse come out as thick and full as this,”'1 

The magic of modern Japan includes many practices seemingly 
intended for the guidance of spiritual things, so dial they may 
exercise their powers in the direction desired by the operator who 
seeks their aid. The legend is told of a hermit who wished to 
erect a temple "to the god who might be fittest to ensure the 
salvation of the human race." Two deities who manifested them- 
selves were rejected as being not fierce enough and strong enough 
for the accomplishment of the great business in band- Then the 
hermit stood ior seven days "with glaring eves and dvr;died fists, 
go that the gods might better understand the nature of his re- 
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qmremmfsT until at last there appeared before him a being 'pale 
with concentrated rage" and clearly adequate lor his needs. In 
certain mountainous districts, when there is a drought, some of the 
men go forth cm a "praying for rauT* expedition, They climb 
the highest accessible peak, where the most powerful of the deities 
whom they wish to invoke resides. Then they build a bonfire Inr- 
lore ihe shrine on die top, fire off gnns. shout, and roll boulders 
down the slopes, in order to represst die storm which they desire. 
Our authority for these and similar practices does not attempt to 
decide whether they may have been purely magical at the start and 
later adapted to the belief in spiritual beings or whether they 
represent a degradation of animistic conceptions.^ 

in the black magic of the Japanese there arc some practices 
which contain no suggestion of the activity of a spiritual being. 
When, fur example, an image is used to represent the person to 
be injured, the effect produced on the image \s assumed to he 
reproduced directly on the victim. But there are other 
as these practices are knownp in which, while an image is em¬ 
ployed. it seems to have served originally for the guidance of an 
outraged and angered spirit or ddty, In one form of love magic 
an offended woman goes at night to the sacred tree of a shrine 
near her home and having stated her purpose and the number of 
times she intends to come, drives a nail through an image and 
affixes it to the tree. She then pays the specified number of visits, 
on each occasion driving a nail through the image and into the 
tree. After the requisite number of nails have been inserted, 
blood will issue from the tree if the victim is to die. Our authority 
interprets this practice a- designed to anger the indwelling spirit 
of the tree and thus to call it forth to seek vengeance in the direc¬ 
tion indicated by the wounds on ihe image of tile victim. 

The Akikuyu of Kenya secretly resort to a smith for the most 
potent and destructive curses, “May the members of this family 
have their skulls crushed as I crush the iron with my hammer t 
May iheir bowels be seized by hyenas as I seize the iron with my 
tongs! May their blood spurt from their veins as the sparks fly 
from beneath my hammer I May their beans freeze from cold as 
I cool this iron in the water." Such curses operate effectively 
though the persons to be influenced may be a hundred miles 
away.** 

The Azande of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, to promote the 
grow th of mdom. make use of a certain kind of tall grass (hingba) 
which grows luxuriantly on cultivated land A man throws the 
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grass like a dart and transfixes the broad leaves of his melons. 
Before doing so he says, >fcVoti art melons, you be very fruitful 
like bingba with mttch fruit,11 Likewise. when he pricks the stalks 
of banaps# with crocodiles1 teeth he say^ "Teeth of crocodile arc 
you. I prick bananas with them, may bananas be prolific like 

crocodiles1 teeth/'w 
The Peruvian Indians, on the eve of a war expedition, were 

accustomed to starve certain black sheep for several days and then 
to kill them, saying, as they did so, 1 As the hearts of these beasts 
are weakened, so let nur enemies be weakened/'1* 

The Mandan Indians, a Stouan tribe, held a mask dance when 
nn buffalo had been seen for some time near a village. The dance 
never tailed to attract the animals, for it was kept going incessantly 
until they ap|>earcd. Every dancer carried a bow or spear and wore 
the head and horns of a buffalo, to which were attached a strip of 
the skin and the long tail. “When one becomes fatigued of the 
exercise, he signifies it by bending quite forward and sinking 
his body towards the ground ; when another draws a bow upon 
him and hits him with a blunt arrow, and he falls like a buffalo— 
is seized by the bystanders, who drag him out of the ring by the 
fleets, brandishing their knives about him; and having gone 
through the motions of skinning and cutting him upr they let him 
off* and his place is at once supplied by another, who dances into 
the ring with his mask on; and by tlm taking of places the *etttc 
is easily kept up night and day, until the desired effect has ken 
produced, that of "making buffalo eome\"J1 

A magical rite normally involves a manual act, a verbal expres¬ 
sion (spell or incantation), and the use of some material, inanimate 
object {charm or "medicine") possessing occult power either 
original with it or ascribed to it No one of the three elements 
can be considered primary and the others derivative, since a system 
of magic may emphasize consistently cither the manual act. the 
spell, or the charm. It is likewise obvious that when they arc com¬ 
bined in a particular rite any one of them may assume die greatest 
importance m the mind of the operator. All three are capable of 
extensive development. Simple manual acts pass into elaborate 
ceremonials; brief spelts become lengthy formulas: charms ac¬ 
cumulate in vast number and amazing diversity. The art of magic 
tends to be ever more complicated, more esoteric, until its practice 

is limited to a professional body of wonder w orkers. 
Properly performed, a magical rite has an efficacy which is 

superseded to that of its component parts. The magician must 
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choose an auspicious occasion and the ri^ht place- Perhaps he must 
repeat his performance, or Jjart of it, several times, according to 
the mystic or symbolic character so often attributed to certain 
numbers-” He must also be himself qualified as an officiant, often 
by the observance of food and sexual taboos, by preliminary ablu¬ 
tions, and by wearing a special and appropriate costume.11 Under 
such conditions he carries out his acts, recites his spells, and manip¬ 
ulates his charms. Any mistake or omission jn the proceedings or 
any interruption by an unauthorized person will be held to invali¬ 
date ihe rite and nullity the magic, perhaps with disastrous 
results to himself and others. Magical observances are thus 
set apart from those of ordinary lift. They take place in an 
atmosphere of the abnormal, which imparts to them a special 
dvnamic character. When in a time of drought the Bagobo of 
Mindanao wash their pigs and goats, their pots and pans, or when, 
to stop a downpour, the Kaiugdng of Brazil boil rain water until 
it all evaporates, these things, it must be assumed, arc done 
decorously and even solemnly. They are performed in accordance 
with time-honored methods, and to the accompaniment, it may be, 
of songs, dances, and oilier ritual nas. It does nm follow that a 
Hagolro will create rain every time be washes a pig, nor docs it 
follow that a Kaingang woman stops the rain every time she boils 

water for cooking. 
It is true, indeed, that in any community the significance 

attached to a magical rite will depend very much on whether it is 
per formed by an amateur or by a professional. As a rule, everyone 
knows a few simple sj>dis or possesses a few rude charms which 
he feds himself qualified to use without more ado whenever neces¬ 
sary. For magic affecting the welfare of die social group or of its 
more prominent members the services of a regular operator are 
commonly required, and these involve on his pan a much more 
elaborate preparation. Between different communities, again, wide 
differences may prevail in respect to the setting of the rite, the 
sequence of its several parts, and the special condition of the 
officiant. The systematic magic of the Trobrianders, tltat con¬ 
cerned. for instance, with the building of a canoe, a fishing expedi¬ 
tion, or the making and harvesting of a garden, must be scruptil- 
ously carried out. To the native mind die magical rite is quite as 
indispensable for the success of the enterprise as is the practical 
activity which it accompanies." On the other hand, among the 
Azande a magical rite is not a formalized affair. There may be 
quite extensive variations in what is done and said and in the 
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sequence of actions and words. The entire performance is far less 
rigidly defined titan it is in the Melanesian area,*' 

There arc also magical procedures whose efficacy depends J it tie 
nr not at alt on manual acts, the recital of spells, and the use of 
charms. In the opinion of many primitive peoples the human 
will can he projected mentally in a given direction and bring about 
the results desired by the operator. Imperative willing, intense con¬ 
centration of the mind, autosuggestion I which is far more com¬ 
mon and more easily produced among primitives than among our* 
selves) can suffice, when combined with a strong emotional drive, 
to create the faith that moves mountains. 

In northern Queensland “a black will earnestly yearn for some 
particular fruit, etc., to come into season, and will send one of the 
larger species of spider to bring it-and it will come. The 
coastal aborigines especially and firmly believe in this method of 
satisfying any particular craving/1** In Central Australia n Kait- 
ish woman, desiring to injure a person, first blows on her fingers 
and then jerks her bands up and down in the dUrectioti of die 
intended victim. She takes good care, of course, that no one sees 
what she is doing. The poor man gradually wastes away into a 
mere skeleton.1* Among the Buccaneer Islanders of north western 
Australia, if it was desired to injure someone in another tribe, men 
would leave the camp and proceed to a secluded sandy spot. Here 
they made a depression in the s-and and placed thereon the rude 
figure of a man. “By concentrating their thoughts on the one 
they desire to harm, and hy singing n weird song, the mischief is 
wrought. The subject of their animosity will develop a high fever 
and will probably die within a day or two.“!i 

If an Qrokaiva has two wives the less-favored one will some¬ 
times practice gose, the “evil wish,” against him. For instance, 
should he return from the hurt with game and give it all to his 
favorite spouse, the fury of the scorned woman finds satisfaction 
in her raying to herselfr “Very well, next Lime he hunts he will 
waste hl$ time." Should the bigamist return empty-handed he is 
likely to suspect one or the other of his wives of laving wished ill 
luck'upon him. The Orokaiva also believe that an evil wish may be 
transmitted hy a look. Your enemy need only cast a malicious 
glance at yon when you are starting out to hunt to spoil your 
chances tor the day. That is why it is advisable, if you arc going 
to lumt by yourself, to sneak out of the village quietly and un¬ 

observed-** 
When an Elcina man goes a-wooing he sometimes impersonates 
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the moon, whom the myths describe as peculiarly attractive to 
women. For this purpose he makes use of the moo si's secret name 
Marat He does not whisper to himself, “Marai, help me to win 
this woman,” but he thinks, without even whispering, "I am Marai 
himself, and X will get her.”46' 

The people of Tikopia, an island which forms an outpost of 
Polynesian culture, believe that it is quite possible for barrenness 
to be caused in a normal married couple by a person's ill will. 
Sometimes, fat instance, a rejected lover will send his personal 
deity (atm) to bring about a succession of miscarriages by the 
woman.“ The Maori distinguished by a special name {hoa) the 
exertion of the human will to affect something at a distance. The 
words uttered by the operator acted merely as the vehicle con¬ 
necting his will power with the object in question. A person 
generally resorted to this practice for the purpose of injuring a 
person, but he might also do so for his own benefit, as when a 
warrior would make use of it Lo hasten his flight from the foe/ 

In the Nicobar Islands it is believed dial some people are able 
to cause a person's death "merely by thinking of ib'T A man who 
dreams dial an ill-wisher is thus trying to make an end of him 
flees at once to another island The culprit* if fotmdP is fastened 
to a tree and left to starve to death,41 

Among the natives of southeastern Madagascar the term imrike 
forms practically the equivalent oi black magic, for it applies to 
all secret spells and charms devised for malefic purposes. Their 
efficacy is proportionate to the will of the person employing them, 
and when properly made they secure just the result desired. Thu 
most terrible ot all mrike arc those which produce their effect at 
a distance, by a mere look or gesture in a given direction. The 
eye or the finger then acts as swiftly and as surely as would a 
lightning flash. Among these Malagasy there is not a single 
malady or epidemic, accident or catastrophe, w hich is nor attributed 
to the operation of vurik**4 

The Bergdama, a Negro people of South Africa, are persuaded 
that n dying man who has had a quarrel and lias not been recon¬ 
ciled to his enemy cannot have a peaceful end. So they try to 
find the enemy and bring him to the deathbed. No verba] recon- 
citation occurs, but the visitor moistens his hand with his saliva 
and passes it over the chest and hack of the sufferer. ITis influence 
will be still more potent if he spits some of his urine upon the 
patient. Should the antagonist fail to come in person he wp send 
l garment on which there are traces of his perspiration The gar- 
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menu when donned by ihc patient, produces at once the desired 
effect, and he draws his final breath with no more difficulty. A 
person appealed to for hdp in this way never refuses.*' 

The Bakgada of the Bechuabalaud Protectorate describe by the 
word boloi ("bewitching with llie mouth”) the action whereby 
a man injures another by hating him. This bahi takes two forms, 
In the first form a man threatens an enemy with some evil, or 
expresses 3 desire that it may befall him. or indicates a hostile at¬ 
titude by pointing flic index finger at him, Kven though no words 
accompany the gesture you know that evil is being called down 
upon your head, and when some sickness, accident, or other mis¬ 
fortune happens to you the evil-minded man will he held respon¬ 
sible, In the second form of bolot the offended person simply 
broods over a grievance without uttering any words or performing 
any act. His revengeful let!mg, his "bitter heart.1 suffices to 
inflict the harm desired. This Mur is attributed only to one s 
seniors, rot to one's juniors. The underlying idea is that a man 
against whom it is directed has failed to show proper resjiect 
to his senior relatives. The sickness caused by it can be cured 
by washing the patient’s body, hut the washing should he per¬ 
formed by the person supposed to have done the mischief. It he 
refuses to act, on the ground of non responsibility, a magician may 
himself wash the patient. His treatment, however, is not regarded 
as equally effective for a cute. The ancestors arc called upon to 
hdp in the curative process. Sometimes this kind of botoi is believed 
to be due to the anger of a deceased person. In such a case it can 
he removed by a propitiatory sacrifice of an ox or a goat at the 
grave of the offended ancestor Remedial measures are not always 
effective. So many people perish as the result of this practice that, 
as a native declared, "there b no peace in the tribe,"** According 
to a summary account, applying to all the Bcchtuuia tribes, it is 
thought that tile anger of -a living father, grandfather, unde, of 

older brother, as well as that of dead relatives, may be physically 
injurious to those upon whom it has been directed. Children are 
most susceptible to its malign influence, Should a child become 
ill soon after a family quarrel the diviner is likely to announce 
that the illness has been caused by one of the father’s elders, 
either of lu$ family or of his clan. Xo cure can be found until the 
elder, having been duly pacified, washes the child with medicine 
and recites a formula over U.*T 

Tiic Ba-ila of Northern Rhodesia think that suppressed anger 
sometimes exerts a destructive power A grumbler who is not 
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satisfied with the amount of eland's meat handed to him, but who 
fails to voice lib displeasure, will cause wens and goiter to appear 
in bts child or in a relative." 

I he Wakotide of Nyasaland and Tanganyika strictly forbid 
the name of a brother to be spoken in anger, for to do so might 
cause his death. The spirits hear angry words and, assuming that 
there is justification tor them, send a disease or engineer an 
accident which kills the person named A daughter who despises 
her father may be punished with barrenness if die angry parent 
so desires. Once a daughter incensed her parent to such a degree 
that he called upon his ancestors to destroy her. She became ill die 
same day and died the next. The friends or relatives of an absent 
person, haring no new s of him for some time, may give way to 
iheir grief or vexation, and the emotion they feel causes illness in 
the absent one, A diviner tells him why he is ill and directs him 
as a cure to drink the infusion of a certain plant and to recite a 
formula ("Let the words of these people fall hack on them").4* 
The San da we of Tanganyika believe that if a person is very angry 
someone in the neighborhood will die. This idea is so strongly 
entertained that after a dispute or an insulting word a fowl is killed 
and its blood is spread about to appease the vengeance of the 
ancestors. Our missionary authority tells of a catechist who liad 
an altercation with his wife and got very angry with her, A 
traveler, passing through the village, overheard his words. The 
man became ill before he readied home and died there a few hours 
later. When the diviner found out what had happened he assessed 
the catechist three cow s and three goats as damages for the man’s 
life." 

Among the Dinka of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan a "powerful" 
man may make people ill without seeing them "by desiring it in 
his heart." For the sickness thus produced there is no cure.11 The 
Ac noli suppose that anyone’s ill-will or envy brings misfortune 
upon whomsoever it falls. To counteract it an infected person 
must be "blessed This is accomplished by laving him with water 
from a bowl into which every villager has expectorated Then the 
man will be lucky again.11 

The Bari gala of the Upper Congo, together with many other 
African peoples, require a person accused of sorcery to prove his 
innocence hy undergoing die poison ordeal. If he refuses to do so 
he is regarded as guilty. Sometimes an over-sensitive person, 
really innocent, w ill not sw allow the deadly drink, in the belief that, 
after all, he may be die sorcerer ubose idcuty is sought. For what 
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constitutes guilt? Simply a strong desire that someone might die; 
"and how often in their uncontrollable anger have they wished for 

one another’s death*"'** 
For the Ga people of the Gold Coast, the practice of witchcraft 

docs not involve the use of spells, medicines, or rites. Its evil 
influence ’"is simply projected at will from the mind of the witch."" 

When a Loigua Indian expresses a desire for rain or for a 
cool south wind, his neighbors, if they do not want a change in 
the weather, protest strongly and implore him not to persist in ids 
desire.11 Among the Chorti Indians of Guatemala the aid of a 
professional sorcerer is not required for sending a curse. Anyone 
can send sickness or death to art enemy, his family, or his domestic 
animals "if he wishes such misfortune often enough." He usually 
goes to a secluded spot and utters his malediction in a loud voice 
It is then brought to the victim by the wind gods,” The Tara- 
hiumra, a Mexican tribe, ascribe sickness and even death to the 
"mere looks or thoughts” which some persons can direct upon 
people who have offended than, The first idea of a sick man is: 
Whose anger have 1 aroused against me? What have I taken that. 
I should have left alone and what liave 1 kept that I should have 
given ? Then the poor fellow, accompanied by his wife, goes about 
the village and tries to find the person who has bewitched him. It 
he succeeds in doing so and can pacify the bewitcher. he will re¬ 

cover.*1 
The Ztifii think (hat ordinary people can bewitch by an envious 

thought, though in the pueblo of Lagutia only the envy of medicine 
men is supposed to be thus magically powerful.5* The Hopi. dur¬ 
ing a drought, are urged not to think that rain will fail to fall. 
“Throw away your tad things; just let die tain come.” But it 
is known that some evil-minded people actually wish u not to rain 
and even insult the clouds. Persons sus[>ected of doing so may be 
seized and tortured to make them confess what they have done 
and to tdl how their machinations can be frustrated." A Navaho 
ought never express a wish that someone should Hie, for this might 
actually result in the death of the person referred to, “Ko one 
knows how powerful spoken words are, or how far they travel. 
Furthermore, the ghost of the murdered man would discover the 
identity of the ill-wisher and inflict some dire punishment upon 
him, perhaps insanity or a fatal illness.4* 

An important force at the tlisposaJ of a Nasiapi Indian is the 
“[power of thought/1 One of its manifestations is the wish* Many 
tales are told of hunters, conjurors, and legendary heroes who 
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solely by wishing attained their desires. One method is that of 
silent communion, in which a ;>ereon concentrates his mind upon 
the object to be secured and waits for his Great Man (his soul as 
a guiding agency') to make it a reality for him. The wishing 
process is stimulated it the wisher sings,'drums, shakes a rattle, 
or conietopiates the designs in twadwork, embroidery, and other 
decorat iu ns.’* 

Among the Omaha will power might be used to a person’s in¬ 
jury, Members of a society or of an honorary chieftainship some¬ 

times exercised the "directive energy” which per la hied to them to 
punish a disturber of the peace within the tribe or a iurrson offen¬ 
sive to the chiefs. They fixed their minds on the offender and 
placed upon him the consequences of his actions, so that he was 
excluded from all helpful relations with men and animats. This 
form of excommunication was greatly feared. It frequently re¬ 
sulted in the death of the victim." 

Among the 1’oiica, when a man was to be punished, all the 
chiefs met and smoked a ceremonial pipe, Then each chief put 
his mind on the offender, as the leader took the pipe to dean it. 
He poured some of the tobacco ashes oil the ground and said, 
"This sliall rankle in the calves of the man’s legs.” Then he 
twirled the cleaning stick in die pipe, took out more ashes, put 
them on the ground, and said, "This sliall lie for die base of die 
sinews, and he shall start with pain” (in the back). Again he 
twirled the cleaning stick, pul more ashes on the ground, and said, 
"This is tor the spine, at the base of the head." A fourth and 
final time he twirled the cleaning stick in the pipe, poured out more 
ashes, and said, “This is for the crown of his head.” The mao 
died soon after." 

A Winnebago ceremony, known as "concentrating one’s mind,’1 
was performed by a hunter before he started out for bear or deer. 
It assured the capture of the game. For the religiously inclined 
Indian the efficacy of any ceremony depended upon mental con¬ 
centration. whether it applied to die spirits, to the details of the 
ritual, nr to the precise end held in view. All other thoughts ought 
to lie rigidly excluded. Very frequently failure on the warpath or 
uonsnectss of a rite was attributed to insufficient emphasis on this 
preliminary concentration.*1 

In the magic of some California tribes direct willing forms a 
targe element. This is particularly true of the Yurok. in the 
extreme northern part of the state. For them to express a wish 
with sufficient intensity and frequency is a potent means of realiz- 
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ing it. Thus 3 man at night or when alone will keep calling out, 
"1 want to be rich" or *‘I wish deniiilia" (shdl money J, perhaps 
weeping at the same lime. Such statements do not seem to In: 
addressed to any particular or named spirits.1' When a Shasta man 
was murdered, his friends and relatives went about praying that 
the murderer might be injured hi an accident nr might die. Mem¬ 
bers of his family were generally included in the prayers. These 
supplications were often supposed to produce the desired result.’* 
In Hupa magic "evil wishes” are powerful.*’ 

Among the coastal tribes of British Columbia, “if one Indian 
is vexed with another, the most effectual way of showing his 
displeasure, next to killing him, is to say to him (what would Ire 
in English). 'By-and-by you will died Not infrequently the poor 
victim thus marked becomes so terrified that the prediction is 
verified. When this is the case, the friends of ihc deceased say tliat 
they have no doubt about the cause, and therefore (if they arc able 
to meet the contest which may ensue) the prognosticator, on the 
first opportunity, is shot for his passionate language. *4 

The Yukaghir of northeastern Siberia believe that the supply 
of game animals can lie cut short by the hostile thoughts or incan¬ 
tations of an ill-wisher from another community. They will make 
every effort to conciliate a guest Or eliance visitor and will provide 
him with the lion's share of the products of the chase.“ 

It may he plausibly conjectured that many magical procedures 
and techniques, particularly those of the nefarious sort, originated 
in such w ishful thinking as has been described. When gestures and 
words appeared these at first must have been more or less spon¬ 
taneous, translating desire into action and thus relieving the over¬ 
charged emotions of the magician. But with constant repetition 
and passage from one officiant to another manual acts would be¬ 
come stereotyped and invariable, while verbal expressions would 
develop into set. conventional formulas. The magical rite came to 
tw practiced as a matter of custom, and the way was opened for 
the creation of a system of magic ever more elaborate and comp¬ 

licated. 
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warrior m NyasalamJ slits Open the abdomen of a slain enemy to prevent it from 

swelling Should he fail lo do *0. his own abdomen would awdl like, that ot the 
corpse when putrefaction acts in. 

rhe sympathetic relationship between near of kin or member* of the same 
comEmmity gives rise to varimi* presortptioni which do not Involve the iraiinm^ 
F.iyn of qualities. AVbcn the Kiwai Fipsnna are on the warpath, ihc few old 
ynrnm who are tuwKed with the fcnefiV fJsahluFiiie must k«p fir« horning m 
itr in order that it may be MwarnT; otherwise the warriors would he certain to 
meet with defraL the whole village also fc«p* silent while the warrior* are 
away. less the enfimy be forewarned and take to flight. Tn Sea Dayak village^ 
Jurinil the absence of the men on a foray, the roofing of the communal house 1$ 
opened before dawn every day, bo that llirj may nut Ik too ksi{ asleep and fall 
into Ihc hand* of their enemies. The Wagrgo- of Tanyanyska believe that a wife's 
tmfaJdtfnljicij uiakes her husband unsuccessful in the hunt Affiffliy the Cancan 
Indiana of Ecuador ihe nearest relatives of a sick mim ptd themselves on a diet 
because incautious tiling on their part would aggravate his illness. JVoerip- 
mnf of such 1 character are matched by corresponding probibitiorhs. These in¬ 
clude many pregnancy and pwrpcral uiwmnce* most cases of coerrade, qr 
"male diIMbedr“ certain rules ol alratincncc foliowed by hunter*, fallen, ntd 
win-inn when absent from home and by relatives and friend* whom they have 
left behind, Various dklary rcgtdaiimis. many name avoidance* and avoidance 
customs generally. 

* a H- Codrbwum, T&r Mrltmrsiunj ^Oiford, m\h p. 119, Tn the Batiks 
Islands * piece of waler-wmrii Coral often bears a snrpmLftg rtseanhlanec to a 
breadfruit "A man, who shodd find one nf these would try it* power* b\ h>ir?g 
h il the r=h-r of a tret of hi* .iWEi, a^l a good crop ™dd prove its eonnectlori 
witli a spirt! fur breadfruit. The happy owner would ilien for 4 ron^idm- 
Uon take ***** of 3ms marked chara.atr iroin other men, and let them lie near 
his, till lht pncERd Lu hit stone should lx imparled to theirs'" fp. JB3j . 

T H. A- Jim ml, Ih* Lift 0/ a Stmth African Tribe {2d Londmi. 192T>, 
11, 3^9+ 

1 RujJi I- EfunseJ, ^iiirodiirtiftn to Zufii Cefcrntmtatiim," Tcrty^srvtnih 
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Report of tAf Bureau of Amrriran Ethnology, pp 491 f. 11 IsaJ twtsi 
pointed out bow strong, pervasive, and influential b the "dramaittr^ic iciidrrtej1- 
of the Zm\t- They believe that the ui nature «n he controlied and 
made to act by tuns Miii symbolically they do first whai they wish the dementi to 
do, according to Use vv^ys in which. aa tuns hi by their nsysiie lore, they suppose 
these tiling were dune ur made la be done by the ancestral of creation 
time.* This dramaturgic tendency ean be studied tu the moods in which the 
Indians do some of the ordinary thing? of life. Tint* they think that because a 
etnne often si ruck wears sway faster lhars wbefl firs! struck it U therefore help¬ 
ful in overturning hi ohdiinc)- to strike it by a ore]tmircary ritualistic striking, 
whereupon ti will act a? though actuitlly worked over, and wlU be leu liable to 
breakage (R H. i.nshmg, -JZuiu Creation Myths/1 Thhtmdh /IjiffhuJ Report 
of lAe Bureau af BthnOte$y, pv 3?4y 

■A, L, Krceber, in Bulletin of ike .-twimroM Ifuittm of Natural History^ 
XVIII, 4521. 

u W. L Warner, A Phet Cinlwo^dn (Nfw York. 193?), pp. 206 f. 

nA* C. Haddon, in Reports of ike Cambridge Anthropological Expedition 
fo Torres Straits, V, 325* 

11II, I. Hoffbjru "Sorcery and AdmmistnliDft,11 f)fumid, VI, (1935-36). 5 t 

lB W H. R. Rivers, The History of AfffcnrjicEH Society (Cambridge, 19141, 
li 161 IT 

** W. W. Skcat, opm n*„ pPr 5?0 ff. 
sa Pan! It jrune's AVAvncM of SdiX pp, 75 l The Jesuit Relations and Allied 

Documents (Cleveland. 1896-1901), VI. 197, 199. 

14 Among the Kiwai husband and wife engage in inlsrcour^e Jon be¬ 
fore setting qui the first yams. The husband's semen ts then applied to the roots 
erf the plants as a powerful medicine ffinmuir Landtinan. The A'mof Papuans 
of British New Guinea [Loddoxt. 1927Jr p 77). In s^mc parti of Jam, when the 
tier plant it about to bloom, nrnrncd couples go to their fitldj by flight and 
tlicre have fotefcoiirse (G. A. Wtlken, “He! auEimsmc bij de volkni van dm 
Jndisdicn Ardtipei,” in Vtrspreide Geschriften [The Hague, 1912), III, 4IX 
The Jakiut of Malaya have annual fca^t day* wbttt they viisg and done*, drink 
heavily qf freshly brewed liquors, and engage in “what qui only be called lhdr 
"game of exchanging wife*'-"1 The whok peffurmance ii regarded as exerting 
some 10ft of productive influence upon the sources of the food supply (W. W. 
Skeat and C O. Blagdcn, Pagtm Races of the 3/afoy Peninsula [London 1906], 
H 121). Aavmg Use Taugfctral of Manipur, before the rice ia sown and when ii 
ii reaped, "the severity of their ordinary nioraJiTy ii broken by a night of un¬ 
bridled Ikaiie/' (T. C Hffliwn, in Jutemu/ &f the Anthropoiogitai institute, 
XXXI 11901], 307h When the Oraott of Chom Xagpnr are about to begin 
sowing their fields. tb^>r observe for sevcntl days the Sarhnl fatltraL The older 
people get drunk to their hearts' content, while the young men and women siugP 
dance, and make miTry withmn any rcstnifit etxqsJ lEieir sense of deemty. As 
our authority suggcits, tbc satumalian a^^ects of this festival ietui to be a^io- 
da led with tht idea of ensuring i he fraitfuintti of the fields (S. C Royt The 

a} Chela Wappur [RandiE, lodia, 1915J, v, 149), The Pi]idea of Central 
America, whrn Abort to pliunfc t&cau, rrriuired the tillers of the idl to keep apart 
from tlieir wivra for four ebj>, t,in order that em the night before planting they 
might indulge tixeh paxiims to the fulleit extcnL" Ccruxu persons, it w uid, 
wett app<Hnted to perfrmn the ssnuil act at the very moment when the 6r*t 
sred5 were deposiEnl tn the grotusd (H. H- Bancroft, The Naths Rmsi of the 
Pacific Stunt of Rerih America [New York, 1075-761, II, 719 X* HIh 5Q7)- 

lt Sir Baldwin Spencer and F. j. GiIIpi* The Astrir Tribes of Central 
Australia rUindcm, 1699). pp. 170 C 
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si Gimmtr bmltman, op. dt.M pp 77 f. See also pp- 96, JQ5T When a dog 
has Iciltd a wild pig liic ltucttr cuts oft one ear of lit ammnl and Ittr. the dog 
cut it. This b considered as a sort of medicine for the “teaching him to act 
hi Use same way neact limc'H (p. Il&>. A sorcerer who would do harm to tilers 
out on the reef harpootiing ditgong procure* a piece of wood from an oM hut 
erected over 4 grave aud lay* it down on the Ircaeii (lbs* lo the water. Wills a 
fragile reed or piece of bamboo he pretends to spear ttse wood. The reed or 
bamboo splits at once under the prepare, and this uplifting "leaches" the shafts 
or heads of ihc menhs harpoons to break (p 137), 

ii R. V. Fortune. Sorcerer* o/ (Londonh 1932)f p. 130. 

’Jl>Hortasc Fowdermsker, Lift ** JUw (Kew York. 1933) ( pp. SOL 303. 
- Lambert, .t/truer et svptrstiihns dts Nta-Caifd&mtns (Noanra, ]9fKjL 

pp, 193 t ; Glaumaiih in Rrv*f ftthwprvpkut, VU {lgfig-SP), 116. 
13 Raymond Firth, Prtmuh'r RtDMomks of Me Iftw jVfoari (Lon¬ 

don. imh p, m 

=2 C M. Hey He, in Tiidsuhrift van fier ArtJerfotid'jcA .4 crcfri/ ft rb hndig 
(iij_i IBM)* X. 805. 

J< T. C Hodsoiit "The "Guma" aronttgil the Tribes of Assam/1 /tfirruui of 
tkf Anihrefiefogicai tnrfifxtt, XXXVl (1906), 96, 

“ S- C Roy, d#, rtf., pp- 330 f. 
m W. L. Jiikf burgh, iJTbe Directing of Conscious Agents in Some Japanese 

Tttijtalive' M«|kal Practices^ Man, XVII (1917). 41, 

Jdri?P. "N&tes on Some Japanese Marital Methods fur Injuring Persons." 
Man, XV (19151, H7F, 

UC Cagnuio* Tht Akikmyti (Nycri. Kerrya* 1933). p, 188. 

** tl K Ev-atFr-Pritchard, fL'ifrli irrsfI. Ometes, Magic onumg tht Asandf 
(GxJoni 1937). pp, +49 f. 

M Joseph dc Acosta* Tht Natmmtl and Moral History of tkf I adits (London. 
Ift^OL II. 3+2. Thii ceTemcwiry if also mentioned bj SerwaM Coho f//(Jtorid dr! 

murzo mmitdo [Seville, IMS], IV, *2). 

81 George Cathie Letters and No fej- an the Manners^ CkfMtnt* and Condition 
of tkf Nartk Atnrricm Indians (3d ed.* New York, 1842), Letter Na 10. The 
Mjp-ll-ui also held a daoee every year in spring. to ensure the jjrocreatioii of 
buffaloes. The iierforiners wore the entire skins of I he animals, complete with 
Iratasp hoofH and tail, and assumed a hortcorttal position in order to imitate thrir 
movements with bdcCity, The central future of this ceremony was the ^ittiu- 
Uted leap of ihc buffato bull m the hoffalo cow, a proceed!^ which was carried 
ocLl four times, 'ho the great amusement and satisfaction ot die lookers-on" 
(George Catiin, tip. Wf„ Letter Not 22>, DttrLng the celebration of this dance 
by the Hidstea, a tribe aken to the Mar«liU3+ the younger klhi eercnmniaUy of¬ 
fered die use ol their wives to ibe older menT aixl the offer was gejierally itc- 
cepted. No doubt iu purpose was lo promote magically Uac mutlipiitation of 
bufFaEoa. See Edwin James, An Account oj an Expedition from Pittsburgh in 
the Rocky Mountains (London* 1823). fn K G, Thwaiies teditor). EaHy Western 
TmrlSj Vol, X\r, pp. 129 Ll ^laximdtait. Prince of Wied, Trouts in the I*- 
tffitrr of North A merit# (Lend of], lfM3iB fa Early WtsUm Trmek Vol XX til 
p 334. 

13 In she Small tsknih of the Nnv Hebrides tlie number lour and ils mul¬ 
tiple tight reeta to convey the idea of ^euDpIcKmT or JlpcrfccliciiL" in nearly 
every magkal performance cither Four leaver or other objects are used, or else 
all or part vi I he act™ \± completed four time*, or cLt the spell, itself usually 
etBaiiting d four parts, b recited four Itmea. in nxocukifi (John Layard. Stone 
Mu: of MdAtute [London, mZl pp. 6+J fU+ Among the Alrilnjyu of Kenya 
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seven ei ihe mmt unlucky 4t* all nuttslKTi in dmx»t£»n practiced by ilie medi- 
tine men (W* S, Routledgc and Katherine Routfcdge, HTlA a Prehistoric Feopk 
f London, 1910J, pr 274L The Cherokee Indian* accompanied the planting and 
cullfraiion (if corn, their principal food crop, with much ceremony. Seven grains 
of tprxif the sacred number, were: put into each hill, and these were not afterward 
thinned out. After the Jan working of the Held ihe medicine man and his assist¬ 
ant (generally (he owner oi the field) raised there a smaU inclostirc, ottered it, 
and sid down on tbe ground with lowered heads, While the aisistanl kepi perfect 
tildice^ the medicine mao, with rallte in hand* *au£ sonp of invocation to the 
c-m spirit. This riluai was repeated on, four successive nfghti, alter whidi no 
line went to the field for seven nighte. Then the offichm entered it Tf all ihe 
sacred regulations hnd been properly observed* he found young ears upon the 
Com sElIki (James Mooney, "Myth* of the Cherokee," Nineteenth Antmol Re¬ 
port of the Bureau of AmerkxK Ethnology* Part 1+ p. 423). For the BlackfotH 
Itven was fhr jKrletl ttumher. They called the Pleiades by a Word meanuiR ''the 
seven perfect ones,'" In the purification of a medicine man a hole in the form of a 
triangle was dug in the ground, seven heated itoota were thrown into it, and 
cold water was j mured over the stour: for a vapor tiath. While thus bathing 
invocation was made to the Pleiades for assistance in curing nuiims diseases 
(Jean L'Heurcux, in Jottrmi of tkt Amlkrapolagkei Institute, XV [ 1836J. 3G2 C.J. 
Nine is a symbolic number among the Guldi and other Tungmic tribes, A shaman 
and hw assivtenta dance nine circles or a number of circles that La a multiple of 
■unis (I. A Lopatin in Anthropos, XX XV-XXX VI I I94<M13, 354, note 4). 

11 The partial qr complete nudity of an officiant is sometime.- regarded as ait 
fwtFtiil condition tor the performance of magical rites. In Ros$d Island s 
woman can practice sorcery "'by her own imrftiiik pntr^ if mkts off her 
[E-ruico^sv (VV EL Armstrong, Rvssel Island {Cambridge, 192$}, p. 175)- For 
the Maori the organs oi generation wtnc deeply imbued with mono; hence, when 
a mail repeated a ipell hr wunlil place hsi hand on hLs geniiais in order to give 
additional power to his word* (Eisdon Best, in Journal of the Polynesian So- 
eiftfi XrV (1905), 208). In India, among both Hindus and aboriginal tribes, 
nudity is very connmK^ for example, in rites for stopping rain* dispersing hail- 
storm], driving fleas: cut of a village, and curing paralysis in cattle, ft is atw> 
found hi tome forms of blade magic. See William Crooke, “Nudity {ft India in 
Custom and Ritual,'” Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute, XLIX 
(I9l9)t 237-5L In iloroccq, where witchcraft is supposed to be rife on New 
Year's Eve, there art women who on this night strip laionseEvcs and secretly 
lake water from a neighbor"! spring in order to use il in malefic arts, Among 
the Tsu], when rain is. wanted, women go to a retired place w here they cannot be 

by men and, completely naked, play a certain game of hull with wooden 
lufiti The game itself Isas a magical effect, but its virtue is emphasized by the 
nakedness of the players. Among- the Ail YVajnziii two nr four nuked women 
Vhy a kind of hockey with sticks to bring rain (Edward Vesiermarck, Ritual 
and Belief fit. Morocco [Lumk>n, 1926], If, 173, 268 L, Z71). Among ibt Chukchi 
the seaiiaJ or gar* have a part in seme forms of magic. Mali*: rum sprits ^ouire 
“additional force'1 thFougfi their use. A black: shaman who would devise an 
especially powerful vpdl, strips himself naked and goo outside some night when 
there is moonlight. Then he caJJi out, saying, H0 Moon! I show you my private 
parte. Take p-<njwMmn on my angry thought* I have no Secret* from toc. 
Help me cm judi and such * n^n.” While uttering tltese words the sbaruapi If eo 
-is W!ecpp hi OF<fcr to work cm the m0ODpft Heeling- He also moku peculiar move* 
nients tj( his tacruih, u if catching and tuunddrig something. These riffnaii^e 
his dtssire (t> catch eumJ eat tip iht inlcnded vicicm (\Vr. Bogoras. in Memoirs oj 

Museum of Natural Histery, XI, 44&{,). fD theie fratocc* the 
organ* oj gcEteruiiEin are clearly rcua.rded as ihe of occult power. It 
•esfes a prophyiadk virtue agitust evils and ran alio Ik ll^oI fhisttivrii t., ^dd 
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dBcncy to s> rite of magic. Tlic prevalence of phallic motive! in sinultts, pictures, 
and terrain iodecqsl gesture! often \mi a similar explanation. The cormrum 
belief that wrtdior when engaged in their netariuus pracflm, go about naked 
h aljso connected with the same tram of ideas. 

n ( Bronislaw Malinowski* Argonaut t of the Western Farific (London, 1922), 
pp, 413 f. 

E. E. Evans-Pritchard* op, rit-, p -449. 
•* W- E. Roth, North {Jwirarimuj FfAftopnap/iy Bulletin, No. 5, p. 27. 
lf Sir iddvia Spenctf and R J. Gillcti, TAe Tribes a/ 

jrfuftrD/Eo (London. 1904 J H p. 464, 
« W H. Bird, m jfvttrofw, VI (1911), 177_ 

"F- & Willl™r OmJbfei jUd^? (London. 192B), P. ISO. 

* ■ Idem. in Oeeania, Ill (1932-33). 164. 

*! fb:>mnrrd Firth. U'f. the Tiktfpia (Lottdon, 1936), pp, 487 L 

15 S. P, Smith, HThfc Tohun^a-Maori," Transactions Proceedings 
of the to Zealand Institute, XXXII (1899). 263. According to an early mis¬ 
sions ry anionjr the Maori, the power d bev/stching could be exerted by any¬ 
one “"a pimple vshh often being auffirifint/1 When the native,* acccplcd Chr»~ 
tianity they were very careful to ask a blearing on their food to prevent the III 
whihe* of enemiH from affecting it (Richard Taylor. Te fka A Mmt [2d ed., 
London* 1870], pp« 203 L}. We arc alw told tliat “a person is suppled to be 
bewitched by imoking from (he pipe of an ill-wisher, lying m his hot* putting on 
his dress, drinking from the same calabash, eating together from the same 
luuktE, paddling in the same canoe, and even bathing in the same river'1 (J. S 
FoUck, A/ffttiwvj and Customs of the New Zealanders fLondon. 1&40]h 1+ Ml; 
cL 1, 234* 263). ,dEvil wishes," conveyed by die eye, could cause a child's death 
of the *^rbut ilIoee> of an adult (I, 269), A native woman, who had known of a 
psr of "willing to deafch.p> declared that ii the viethu Ranted that he bad been 
chm bewitched he wuuld ccmiule a tefamy# (rngkiui), who was able not only 
to save him Imt also to cause the dtatli of the HRwiiher Rut if he remained 
ignorant of the design * Upon hii !i(c, lie rarely survived two days and fre¬ 
quently etpird at the appointed time- Sec Fraim Del Mar. ^ Year among the 
Maoris (Londunh 1924), p. 86. 

P- Earbc in Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, XV l l$4bh 3b I f. 

jultcr, in Rem* if ethnographic ei drs traditions poev hires VIII 
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*s Heinrich Vetldcr, Die Bewgdartbi (Hujiburg, 1923?. I, 138 f, 

111. Scbapcra, "Oral Sorcery antong the Native! oE BcchuanalamL" ip, E&myj 
Presented to C* C- 5*%man (London* 1934)! pp, 296 ff. 

11 W. C Willoughby. The Soul of the Bantu (Garden City. N\Y_, 1928), p 
394. note I. ; 

a* E. W_ Smith pud A. M. Dale. The Ih-zprakinu Profits of Northern 
Rkadem (London, 1920), l 24L 

4i D, % MaeRenzlc, The Stmt-fiddm Kondc (Lonrlnn, 1925). pp. 268 L. 237. 

Martin von de Kimniera.de> in Anthropos, XXXI (X936}, 4|2. 
31C G. SeligTraui and Brenda Z. Seligman* Papon Tribes of the S'iioik 

Sndct* (London, 1932). p. IW. 

as L T X- Grove, "Customs of the Acholi ” 5Wn*i Notes and Records, II 
(1PI9)* I?5+ 

11J [L WeeksT Among Cen$o Cannibals (London, I9J3)# p, 191; cf. p. 293. 
3* Margaret J, Fid if. Religion and Medicine of the Go People {Oxford, 1937). 

p. 135. 
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W. B. Grubb, An C/*ihii*t*H PtapU in an Unkwrzm Land (4tb edP London, 
19W, p. I m. 

p5 Cliarlts Wisdom, Thr CkMi Indian* vf Guatemala (Chicago. 1940).. p. 
m 

*TCart Lixvnhgiltz; Crttncn** jf**ka (LomlfinH 1903), I, Jl5£ 
Elite C. Paraori*. "Witchcraft among ibc pueblo*: Indian nr Spanish t“ 

Man, XXVII 0927), llV£ 
r p Barbara W Aitbcn, *& reported fn Cm^s international dr* ^iVnrrj 

«ntkraftflwfiqties ft riknAvpiqUi'S, Gompif-rtmdu dr to prrmihr srssian (London. 
1934), p. 294, Tfse Hupi on one octaiion iiUrikucd a raotitmeti drought to she 
Wriiitwdani thought! and *jr«di«n ei-i certain Oraibi chiefs and elder* (Elsie G. 
Parson4 {editor], Ha pi Journal of Alexander M. [New York. 1936]. 
p. 43?, pole I), 

*° Mr* F. J. Mcwranb, Navafa Qmou and Tabaat (Santa Fc, Kew Mnifo, 
1*40), V- 79. 

■* F. G, Speck, Xatkapi. /hr Sourer HmUtrx of the Labrador Pmm&tfa 
(Nornum, Oklahoma* 1935)* p. IS4. 

ni Alice C. Fletcher and France La Roche, m Tmnif^rMwfA .•fuftuof 
Ripen of thr Burma of Ai/ttrictm Ethnology, pp. 2 lb. 497, 5B3 f, Wc are also 
told that upon the cnc«»on of a net an Omaha may bent hfi tlwught and will 
Uptiti the cuntc&tajit whum he favors, m flic belief shat |hi* "senafitig hi5 mEnd"' 
will help hie friend or relative io win (Alice C. F1ctehcrH "Notei on Certain 
Beliefs Concerning Will Rawer among the Sfc/om Tribes.1- Stimce [w„ l£97|, 
V, 332), 

** Alice C Fletcher sod Frances La Roche, in Twmtfrjovmik .dnnuii/ 
Effort ef thr Bunom of ArrfrituH Ethmfhgy, p 4S 
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Qjtbwl). 
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Chapter IV 

THE MAGICAL WORD: SPELLS 

The utilization of occult power, whether by an amateur or a pro¬ 
fessional, as a rule requires a vocal expression of the operator's 
will, that is, n spdl or incarnation. If there is power in wishes, 
threats, or commands umiltered. how much greater must be the 
power of words w hich affirm or describe what the magician wants 
to come to pass. Speech has definiteness in contra si to more or 
Jess hazy thought; it wings its way to its destination; it carries the 
wish home. The magician's verbal reference to a desired result 
becomes for him an inatrumerit producing it. Oral rites of magic 
thus stand on the same ground as manual rites. Both represent, 
figuratively and symbolitally, the one in language and the other 
in action, a wished-for outcome. 

The significance which the primitive mind attributes to words 
may be traced by the speculative student back to those earlier ages 
whim speech, mail's first and greatest intellectual creation, dis¬ 
closed to him a whole new world- Verbal language, wt may well 
believe, was the primary dement of culture and, once formed, 
Ijccame die chief means of cultural transmission until supplemented 
by writing, the “divine art/' as Plato called it What wonder that 
words should seem to be instinct with magical power, that in 
them should reside mysterious potencies! 

Rudimentary spelts are little more than spontaneous ejacula¬ 
tions. though always tending, with constant usage, to harden into 
conventional formulas. A spell used by the Kurnai of Victoria 
against evil magic was the simple expression of a wish—“Never 
shall sharp barn catch me”—repeated in a monotonous chant. 
A Kurnai doctor, by means of a song of three words, could stop 
tile furious winds which prevented the natives from climbing tall 
trees m the western forest. It hade the west wind be bound or tied. 
He sang a similar modest but effective ditty to cause the western 
gales to rise. When they came the people gave him presents so that 
he would send them away.1 The Southern Massim have a folk 

92 
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tale containing a spell to open a cave^-"0 rock, be cfcfcP and, to 
shut a cave* hO rock, be dosed l#ri An Orokaiva who would drive 
off the rain shouts "Cease rainF1 utters a long-drawn mariiculale 
cry, and sweeps hack the clouds with a wave of his arm. A pig 
hunter whispers, 'Come hither, come hither !" as he waits in the 
garden by moan light. A boy. visiting his bird traps and finding one 
of them collated, says "Kill, kill!'1 and hopes to come upon a 
dead bird under the wreckage. The planter of taro exclaims "Taro, 
sit tightP | i.e.. take root) or "Tam arise?UI In the Solomon 
Islands the spells used m fishing sometimes are direct commands: 
"Conic, bout to, come plenty, come to my villager "'Garfish, gar¬ 
fish* come and take hold of my line!" Ora command may he given 
to the fishing apparatus to do its work: "Catch them, catch them 1" 
saitl to the bonito hook. Or, again, the spd! may be a simple state¬ 
ment that what h required will or has came to pass: "You and I 
spit on the taro, now it is large,"4 

In black magic, as practiced by the Bavtnda of the Transvaal, 
a spell is always uttered exhorting the enemy to fall ill. go mad, 
or suffer death* as may be desired. A magic powder and fat are 
put into an antelope's horn, which is then blown like a whistle, 
while such words as "G you/1 living at so-and-so, "die, die, die!" 
arc interpolated between blasts of the horn/ In ihe old days, when 
Beehuana warriors assembled for an attack on enemy territory, 
there came to them a woman, who carried a winnowing fan. This 
she shook violently, at the same time keeping her eyes shut and 
crying* “The army is not seen!" A doctor then sprinkled medicine 
over the sjwars, repealing, m can while, the same formula.* When 
tile Baknngo of the Lower Congo set their traps to catch rodents, 
they mumble* |bEh, that the mbmdt i a much appreciated rodent) 
may come and bite at the bait!" In the same way they mentinn 
severally the different species of rodents they wish to entrap. They 
continue, "Eh! May theniengi (a noncomestible animal) not ven¬ 
ture to approach: if he tries to. may his teeth become thorns T 
And, in the same w^ay, they mention all those other rodents which 
tliey consider undesirable for eating. To the sparrows which the 
bird catcher hopes to ensnare by means of birdlime, he softly 
chants, “Eh! Sparrows, see the termites (bail) I Eh! 1 catch 
hordes of sparrows. Which eat my termites rt 

Instead qf uttering a wish, threat* or command, or using ex¬ 
pressions which assert that the desired result has already occurred, 
the operator may resort to verbal impersonation. Among the 
Kiituhu, 3 Papuan tribe, a gardener when putting out his cuttings 
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mutters, "This is not sugar cane; iL is kavcrarorT (a useless kind of 
cane which grows abundantly), Me thus expresses a hope that his 
sugar cane will flourish even as hxvtraro. Similarly, when he 
plants swe«i potato he calls it a species of wild vine and wishes 
it to grow as strongly. Again, a spell employed in hunting may 
identify the hunter with a bird of prey; a hawk, for example. 
Here the symbol represents success in a predatory expedition* 
Sulka warriors in N«W Britain, when approaching hostile terri¬ 
tory. refer to their enemies as "rotten tree trunks." a designation 
which causes the limbs of the foe to be slow of movement.*1 A 
Maori likens a stone which lies by the kitchen hearth to his enemy's 
brain ami declares "how very sweet" this would be if he ate it.1'1 
A Peninsular Malay, engaged in deer hunting, often addresses the 
animals as if they were human beings. After entering the jungle 
he recites a spell: "It is not 1 who am huntsman, it is Pawang $idi 
(‘wizard' Sidi) that is huntsman. It is not 1 whose dogs these are, 
it is Pawang Sakti (the ‘magic wizard') whose dogs these arc,”" 
An elephant hunter among the Akamba. upon first catching sight 
of his quarry, will say, "Yonder is a stone," The hunter w ishes 
that the elephant, like a stone, will remain motionless so that it 
can be shot,1* Among the Lummi of Washington, a deer hunter 
who knows Jfiin (magicJ makes use of impersonation to bring 
him good luck. As if addressing someone acquainted with his 
plans, he names the places where he intends to hunt and l hen adds, 
"l suppose our grandchild, is wandering along the shores about this 
time. Her limbs are strong and she trusts in them to escape us, 
but let them become numb when we see her. When the hunter 
approaches his quarry it seems not to notice him. and he easily 
shoots it. A fisherman experienced in sum says to his hook. "How 
nice it w ill be when the halibut will try to find his way to you. I 
suppose he is waiting for us to come” He then calls the halibut 
Lr. its, secret name. The fish heais the magical words, straightway 

bites die hook, and gets caught," 
Tlie efficacy of a spell depends in large measure upon its mvs- 

teriousness, hence it is often couched in cryptic or archaic language 
Inciimprchensiblc to the laity and. perhaps, to the magician liim- 
sdt. I'nintclligtbility may be deliberately sought when spells are 
composed by professional practitioners, to whom the elaboration 
of magical formulas and procedures is of supreme interest; again, 
it may be the result of an unconscious degeneration, when words 
which were once meaningful are repeated over and over, perhaps 
without much regard to thdr application to the matter in hand. 
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Quite apart from these considerations it is obvious that expressions 
and formulas handed down orally from one generation to another, 
must in process of time suffer innumerable changes, because of 
faulty human memory, and that the alterations which take place 
will usually make for unmtcUigibility rather than the reverse. 
Primitive jns>p)es may assert and believe that their magic, tike the 
faith once delivered to the saints, Is the same yesterday, today, and 

forever, bm the contrary is true. 
Among the L'nmaljera, a tribe uf Central Australia, the words 

used to "slug" evil magic into a pointing stick, in order that tlie 
victim may sicken and die, convey no meaning to the curator.1* 
Many spell* used by the Gende of New Guinea are very old and 
no longer understood by the magicians them selves.” The cliants 
recited in the Duk-Duk mysteries of New Britain are in an un- 
known tongue-1* In New' Ireland many spclb art iti an ancient and 
now obsolete language ” With reference to those used in Yap, one 
of the Carolines, wc are told dial it is impossible to extract a 
literal meaning from them, for they are not in the modem Yap 
language nor in that of die people of any neighboring island. 
In Minahassa, a district of Celebes, the language of the so-called 
priests is frequently incomprehensible to the people, ’owing to the 
use ut many words which are now no longer spoken. Sea Da yak 
spells arc said to be unintelligible. No native lias die least idea 
what they mean/* Magicians among the Kayan 1 Bahau) use a 
special older speech—‘spirit speech.”" Cherokee Indian si>dH 
contain many archaic and figurative expressions often understood 
only by the medicine men and sometimes not even by them/* 
Magicians among the Sioux or Dakota purposely make their speech 
unintelligible to die laity by employing words taken from other 
Indian languages, by introducting descriptive names of things, 
and by giving new significations to words in cuimiton Uit. In die 
Ojibwa ritual of the Midewiwin the phraseology is largely in an 
archaic language. Members of the society delight to make use of 
it during the ceremonies, "not only to impress their hearers hut 
to elevate themselves as wd!."34 The special language used for 
songs and incantations by Eskimo shamans contains many words 
with a symbolic significance and others r)t an archaic form. 1 he 
incomprehensibility of “magic words make* them all the more 
potent/’ Of about forty incantations collected by an investigator 
among the Chukchi only one was found to be quite meaninglc**, 

but all the others contained obsolete words.** 
Whether intelligible or unintelligible, whether a straight for- 
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waidf coherent statement or a string of nonsense syllables, a spell 
gains in efficacy by its mode of utterance. It is often whispered 
or mumbled or spoken so rapidly that it cannot be understood. 
Especially will this be the case when spells are private property, 
not to Ik: heard by people without right to them. There is also the 
notion that unauthorized persons who listened to them might he 
gravely injured by their occult power. When practicing the black 
artH an A runt a “in muttered tones hisses out-" his spells or sings 
“low chants'1 addressed lo an evil spirit resident in hi* magical 
implement” In the western islands of Torres Straits a magical 
fomttilah expressing a wish or command, is muttered or spoken 
rapidly an a low voice.rf A Kai magician always speaks in whis^ 
perSi" In Dohu Island, which belongs to the D'Entrecasteaux 
group, spells are spoken in a "sing-song undertone." People who 
own them take the utmost care to prevent being overheard and 
usually resort to a remote part of the bush for their recital. Spells 
are (he most private of private property, but there is always danger 
of their being stolen and used by an unprivileged person/* In New 
Ireland spells art always red Led almost in audibly and as a rule 
With much abbreviation or mutilation of the words/1 Gtcnokee 
medicine men take the utmost care that their formulas shall not 
became known to outsiders or to their rivals in the magical pro¬ 
fits inn. Hence the words of a formula are uttered in such a low 
tone that they cannot be understood eve]3 by the person for whose 
boiefit tliey are recited/* By the Polar Eskimo all magical 
formulas must be spoken 11 softly and with lowered voice," and 
every word must be repeated,** The Chukchi shaman pronounces 
his incantation in an "inaudible whisper," Should even a stone 
hear die mysterious words it would deprive the owner of thdr 
possession arid acquire them for itself. After finishing a recital 
the shaman spits 31 his left side in order to fasten the incantation 
to the object addressed/* 

The efficacy of a s|)dJ is likewise dependent upon its correct 
repetition. Even minor variations of wording may he disastrous. 
A Trobriand spell has to be memorized with absolute accuracy. 
Any change in the wording* unauthorized curtailment, or wrong 
method of recital is considered to diminish or nullify its power. 
As the spell is acquired, word for word, it sinks down into the 
abdomen and there takes residence. ‘'Whin die magician recites 
h the action of die throat, which is die seat of die human mind or 
intelligence, imparts the virtue to the breath of the reciter. This 
virtue is then transmitted in the act of recital directly to the ob- 
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jeers charmed or to the substances which will be afterwards ap¬ 
plied to the objects charmed"*1 Before beginning to acquire a 
spell of black magic a Dolman performs a rite to empty his stomach 
(the seat of memory) of blood and water. He thus puts it into 
a receptive condition to hold the magical words. Once the pupil 
has memorized the spell, the teacher places it in some object and 
brings the latter into contact with the pupil's body. If he has 
learned it word-perfect, he cannot be injured by this attempt at 
infection, for his magic is equal tn power to tlmt used against him. 
If. however, he fails to retain a firm memory of the spell his 
magic will be inferior in power and he will contract the disease 
which the spell is supposed to produce, "Some youths art afraid 
of learning sorcery, but the great majority realize that it should 
1« done, and face the ortlcal bravely.”*1 A Maori karakia had to 
be uttered without the slightest mistake, for the omission of a 
single word from it or the insertion of one not originally there 
made the spell of no avail. A mistake reacted on the to Aunga him¬ 
self and, in the case of very sacred spells, might even cause his 
death. Some karakia were recited in a peculiar voice, more or less 
like intoning, with the words flowing on in an even and rapid 
stream interrupted only by the necessity of the magician s taking 
breath. The words of other spells required recitation without a 
break if they were to be efficacious. For these a relay m reciLtrs 
was provided, each one to intone the winds as soon as his pre¬ 
decessor's breath gave out," Should a Singhalese magician make 
even a slight mistake during the performance of a serious cere¬ 
mony, that is, one in which he was summoning malignant and 
powerful devils, they would immediately attack him anti perhaps 
kill him. For this reason the spells (mantras) employed were 
memorized and not read from a book, because it was easier to 
make a mistake in reading than m redting” A Navaho who 
makes a mistake in learning or in practicing the Night Chant, a 
great ceremony of healing, will become paralyzed. VV Lk the 
Zuni Indians every word, every gesture, every hit of the regalia 
of a ritual performance has magical compulsive ness. "Hence the 
great pert urinal ion in Zttm if a dancer appears wearing a feather 
from the shoulders instead of the breast of the eagle, if a single 
gesture before an altar is omitted, or if the words of a prayer are 

invert ed."4* 
Occasionally, however, some latitude is allowed the reciter of a 

spell Among the natives of the Polynesian island of Tikopia a 
magician will often withdraw phrases from his formula and insert 
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others* in the hope that it may thereby be made more successfu]V 
With the Azande important magical riles are normally accom¬ 
panied by the operator’s directions to his medicines, telling them 
what he want* them to doT but his words have no power irt them- 
selves and do not assume the character oi set formulas. Of course, 
people who use the same medicines for the same purposes will 
lend to use the same language toward them, so that there is nat¬ 
urally much uniformity in these spoiled spells.*1 

"Magical songs," which must be described as spoils, figure 
largely in accounts of die magic, both white and black used by the 
aborigines of Australia. In the neighboring islands of Torres 
Straits practically every magical act is performed to the accompani¬ 
ment of some wish or command 1 expressed vocally, or of a spoken 
formula.41 

Few set or conventional spells seem to be known to the Oro- 
kaiva of New Guinea, who depend, rather,, upon the employment 
of magical substances, or charms. However, the use of a charm 
is not invariable, for some forms of magic can he worked by 
ejaculation* and gesture* alone.*1 For the Mountain A rapes h, an¬ 
other Papuan tribe, magic consist* primarily in the use of spells, 
though magical herbs are also employed. The Spdla are pairs of 
names and repetitive verbal statements. The Arapcsh have no 
explanation to offer for their potency. They work automatically 
and powerfully because that is their nature. It is very dangerous 
lo tamper with them. Even the rightful owner or the members of 
his family may t«? injured by incautious handling of this magical 
machinery. The owner is likely to fall ill if he carelessly recites a 
spell near food and then eats the food. His wife and children may 
become sick because he lias placed a spell, m the form of a curse, 
on the fence of his garden.** Among the Bnkaua a spell ac¬ 
companies practically every magical acl*H 

In the Trobriand Islands, w hile there is a special word {y&pa) 
(or a spell, yet the natives often use the term mtgwa* which means 
magic, or the occult power of magic, to describe a spell. For 
the Trobrianders the main creative force of a magical rite resides 
in the words which accompany it- In many cases the spell alone, 
if directly breathed ujxm its object, suffices to produce tht effect 
desired. If magical substances also fine! a place in tile rile, their 
purpose is only to intensity the power of the spell. No riles are 
ever performed without appropriate spdLs,r In Dobu a magical 
performance often requires the use of certain charms (leaves, 
roots, and fluids), which have power in their own right For 
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their greatest efficacy they need, however, to be accompanied by 
spells. Particular families own such spelU. and a man can seldom 
buy one unless he is related to the family possessing it.1* Jn the 
northern D'Entrecasteaux Islands spelts are seldom used alone, 
though they form an indispensable part of all magic, whether 

white or black.** 
In New Ireland! the success of a magical performance depends 

chiefly upon the spelt which accompanies it, and sometimes this 
alone is employed by the operator," In divination, as practiced 
by the Solomon Islanders, the real power is thought to lie in the 
spell. Divtnatory objects, such as a bow, a spear, fires ticks, or 
a leaf of dracaena, arc no more than accessories.51 At Mala 
(Malaila) in the Solomons the word nfcsfco means both magic 
and spell.11 Among die Maori, also, the word karatrin. meaning an 
uttered formula, is in use as a generic lenn for magic.1' Ask any 
old native whal produces a magical effect, and he will tell you it is 

the karakid itself, the form of words employed" 
Among the Burundi. a Bantu-speak mg people of Rrnrnda- 

Urundi (BelgianCongo), a magician imbues his implements with 
evil power by means of his spells and his evocation of spirits. Un¬ 
til he does so they arc quite useless for the purposes of the black 

art.1* 
The spells used by Cherokee medicine men covered almost every 

aspect of Indian life, for they dealt with hunting, fishing, the 
crops, warfare, medicine, love-making and love-keeping, w itch¬ 
craft, sports, and the protection of Lhe individual against dangers 
and mis for i unes A candidate for die magical art had to cultivate 
a long memory, for nn formula was recited by his instructor mure 
than once If he failed to remember it alter the first hearing be 
was considered unworthy to be accounted a medicine man. The 
difficulty of keeping many spells in mind was partly removed by 
the fact that all of them were constructed on regular principles, 
with constant repetition of the same set of words. 

Among the Greenland Eskimo all clrnmus require the applica¬ 
tion of spells to make them work “ The spells of the Ammassalik 
Eskimo on the cast coast of Greenland arc very old and as a rule 
are banded down from one generation to another by sale. The 
natives do not conceive of any spirits in connection with them. 
It is only the words themselves, they say, that have '“power.” 
Spells have greatest efficacy when used lor the tirst time, and little 
by little decline in strength Hence they must not be recited ex¬ 
cept when the owner is in grave danger or when being transferred 
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from 'jtte person to another.1" An IgLulik Eskimo once induced 
an old woman to part with a few “magic words" which had come 
down in her family "right from the time of Lite first human being." 
In retum he provided her with food and clothing for the rest of 
her life” 

By some Siberian tribes incan La lions are held in great esteem. 
These find employment on almost every occasion. A Giukchi 
driving reindeer will use an incantation to shorten his journey. 
A hungry person, eating from the same dish with others, will tiy 
by an incantation to make the motions of his rivals slower th?n 
his own. Women apply an incantation to their sinew-thread to 
strengthen it. In short, there is scarcely an action so trifling as to 
Jack its magical formula. Chukchi charms derive much of their 
power from the words spoken over them. Hence ancient charms, 
over which many magical formulas I rave been pronounced in a 
succession of years, arc exceedingly powerful.” The Koriak like¬ 
wise believe that an incantation increases tlie efficacy of a charm 
and makes it more permanent. Almost every Koriak family in¬ 
cludes some women, generally an elderly person, who is familiar 
with magical formulas. In many cases the woman acquires such 
a reputation for using these dial she becomes a rival of the pro¬ 
fessional shaman. She keeps them secret, for, if commonly known, 

they would lost their power. When she sells one she promises the 
buyer never to use it again herself or to divulge it to anyone dse 
Selling a magical formula to a foreigner is regarded as a sin.*1 

Elsewhere far less reliance may be placed on the spoken word 
as an element of a magical rite. In the Banks Islands magical 
power stents to reside in an object, rather than in the spells ac¬ 
companying its use. Consequently a person who steals a stone 
possessing mmta may be able to carry out the rite successfully 
even though he is ignorant of Lite spell that goes with the stone.“ 
The Tanala of Madagascar have scarcely any belief in the efficacy 
of spells. Practically ail their magical procedures are associated 
with some material substance which for them is the source of the 
power exercised. Even in the manufacture of charms spoken 
formulas are rarely used and, if used, arc considered of little 
importance/' Spells used by the Lovedu of the Transvaal have 
no fixed phraseology. they merely tell the medicine what to do 
and the name of the person tu be affected. Very often the medi¬ 
cine is thought to tie as efficacious without the spell as with it."' 
Among the Pondo of Pondoland, the medicine that is used as¬ 
sumes the chief place in both white and black magic, the spell is 
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of secondary importance. At the most it merely expresses the 
opeiaior's >,vish lor the success of his performance and, in the 
case of sorcery, includes the mention of his enemy's name. Verbal 
accuracy in the repetition of the spell is not necessary.'Hie 
various forms of magic found among the Rakgaila of the Bechua- 
na!anti Procteetorate rely for efficacy chiefly on the use of material 
substances The rite itself is occasionally important, anti so may 
he the spell. But in love magic and its terrain rornrs of agricultural 
magic, for instance, no spell is used. All thal matters is the cor¬ 

rect application of the proper charms.^ 
For the Azande the virtue of a magical rite resides principally 

in the medicines employed. If they are operated correctly and the 
requisite taboos arc observed by the magician, they must obey 
his will and do as they are bid. Our authority saw a native tying 
magical creepers round bis garden. He told the medicine to break 
an‘. one who came to spoil the plants, then t wisted a length of 
creeper and repeated, “Break, break, break I" He then tied it 
to sticks thrust in the ground to support it and as he did so said 
again, "Break, break, break!" This performance was repeated 
with each length of creeper. Most injunctions of the diameter 
described are spoken in a normal, matter-of-fact voice. However, 
when the medicines are regarded as very dangerous and when the 
task assigned to them is cute of great social importance, for in¬ 
stance, vengeance magic, they are carefully instructed as to their 
specific duties, The Azande do not always address their medi¬ 
cines. For example, if these are administered as antidotes or 
counter-medicines in * long rite canceling the effects 01 vengeance 
magic, not a word may be spoken to them- The native explains 
that in such a case the medicines have mulling to do, hence there 

is no need of instructing them.*T 
The language of a spell is naturally correlated with the rite of 

which it forms a part, whether this lie Messing or cursing, exor¬ 
cism of evil spirits and of evil influences in general, or the produc¬ 
tion of some effect for good or ill upon die outside world. Very 
important is the use of name? in spells, for in primitive thought 
namii ami thing named are one and the same, A man's name is as 
much himself as are his bodily members One who utters it can 
use it in black magic against him or upon his soul, which is so 

frequenllv identified with his name. 
The formal recital of personal names to secure control over 

their owners appears as a constant feature of magical procedures. 
For the Maori a blow given by proxy amounted to the same 
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thing as one actually inflicted on an enemy. To injure him you 
struck the ground a succession of blows, and as yon did so you 
named one after another various parts of his body. When a new 
stockade was being erected in war time, some of the largest posts 
would be named after the chief's of a hostile tribe and then the 
people would fire at the posts, "by way of expressing the deadly 
nature of the feud."®* In South Africa the natives have a simple 
but effective way of dealing with a boy given to petty theit. 
Medicines are put into a pot of toiling water and Inis name i$ 
shouted out, not once hut many times, until they feel sure that it 
has penetrated deeply into the decoction. Then the pot is covered 
up and placed at one side for several days. At the end of this 
time the toy, who is utterly ignorant of the liberties taken with 
his name, will be quite cured of his thievish propensity.1* The 
Ewe of the Slave Coast, to procure the death of an enemy, wrap 
palm leaves and strips of calico around a stump and adorn it with 
a siring of cowrie shells. Then they pound the top of the slump 
with a stone and pronounce the name of the person whose de¬ 
struction is desired This is done, we are told, not simply with 
die purpose af informing the stump (or its “animating principle”) 
who is the person to to destroyed. The people believe tliat by 
uttering his name Ills personality is in some way transferred to 
the figure which represents bim.T° 

An elaborate variety of oral magic appears in the recital of 
stories relating to the fulfillment of a wish and often introducing 
by name some character well known in myth or legend. The en¬ 
tire narrative may be thought to exert an occult influence, or this 
may be concentrated in the words of power which it contains, 
whether the sublime Fiat lux! of Genesis or die "Open, Sesame!" 
of the Arabian Nights. 

These narrative siiells, as they have been called, arc found 
among various trilies in what was formerly German New Guinea. 
Their recital is supposed to procure an abundant harvest of yams, 
taro, bananas, and sugar cane, on which the natives chiefly depend 
for food. Thus among the Kai "tales of long ago" are recited 
only during the planting season, obviously with the idea that by 
reviving the memory of the mythical beings, to whom the origin 
of agriculture is ascribed, the welfare of the crops will to pro¬ 
moted. At the end of every story the narnuor names the different 
kinds of yams and adds, "Shoots (for the new planting) and 
fruits (to eat) in abundance !"T! The Yabim, a neighboring tribe, 
have a story of a certain man who labored in his taro field and 
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complained that he had no shoots for pi an dug. Then two doves, 
which had devoured much taro, perched on a tree in the field and 
vomited up all the taro. Thus the man got so many shoots that he 
even had some to sell to his neigh Ivors. When the taro will not 
bud tiie Yabim describe how an «!„ caught at ebb-tide on the sea¬ 
shore, seemed to lie in its fast gasp. But with flood-tide the 
creature cantc to life again and plunged into deep water This 
story is recited over the twigs of a certain tree, while the ma¬ 
gician strike? the ground with them. The taro is now ■sure to bud.11 

In the Trobriand islands, after the soil has been cleared, the 
crops planted, and the fences put up, there is little garden work 
to be done for a time. It is the season of the northeasterly mmi- 
soons, and the natives are often kept indoors or near their houses 
by bad weather. Then they relieve the tedium of the hours by tell¬ 
ing each other interminable stories, mainly ribald in character. 
Every speaker must wind up his narrative with a set formula, 
rhythmically intoned. It describes how the yams arc breaking 
forth in dusters, and how the story teller is cooking taro pudding, 
which So-and-So {an important person present) will cat. This 
composition makes the yam plants mature as a staple food crop.” 

Tn Bougainville most magical formulas begin with a word such 
as "strength" or 'Vitality,'' and then comes a list of all the de¬ 
ceased magicians who in the past performed the rite successfully. 
Tile operator does not call on them for assistance: he merely 
states that they were successful and that he, therefore, is following 

in their footsteps.1* 
The Hugao of northern Lilian have literally hundreds of 

myths that arc recited on ritual occasions for their magical effect. 
In general, the myths refer to critical events in the past which 
were confronted and liappily surmounted by the gods or heroes. 
Reciting them "renews the forces that formerly brought about 

the desirable outcome."'1 
The spells of the Taulipang, a Carib tribe of Venezuela and 

Brazilian Guiana, can be used by ordinary folk as well as by a 
professional magician. Almost every event in the lives of these 
Indians calls for Lhcir recital Most of them are introduced by a 
short mvihica! narrative in which helpful animals or plants or the 
powers of nature (wind, rain, thunder and lightning) play a role,” 
Among the Cuna Indians every spell recited for the cure of sick¬ 
ness must be preceded by a narrative describing the origin of the 
remedy used, otherwise this is nut efficacious." 

Among the Indians of northwestern California there is a 
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special development of s[token formulas regarded a? magically 
potent. Each one is little more titan a mythical narrative, and 
practically every important myth is either in whole or in part also 
a formula. Sol only purification from death and other defile¬ 
ment, but luck in hunting and fishing, and success in felling trees 
□nd making baskets, in the acquisition of wealth, in short, in the 
proper achievement of every human wish, were thought (o be 
accomplished l>y the proper knowledge and recitation of these 
myth- formulas.”71 

The magic songs or stories of the Iglulik Eskimo are frag¬ 
ments of old narratives handed down from earlier generations. 
They can be bought or communicated as a legacy by a dying per¬ 
son, but they would lose their power if heard by anyone not the 
rightful owner. Reference is constantly made to ihu wonderful 
power of Certain words contained in the stories. These words arc 
in variably absent, however, for the person who once knew ihcm 
kept them for his own use. The stories are recited lo children, so 
that they may learn how mighty a power lies concealed in words. 
The best-known narrative (told throughout Greenland I tells of 
an old grandmother who, in order to find food for her grandchild, 
changed herself into a young man by means of magic words/* 

The Koriak have a talc of the Supreme Being, or Universe, 
who sent a heavy rain on earth from the vulva of his wife. Big 
Raven and his soil transformed themselves into ravens, flew up 
to heaven, and by a trick stopped the downpour. This myth must 
nnt Ik: recited during fine weather, but only when tlierr is rain or 
a snowstorm.** 

Blessings and curses, as a means of communicating good and 
bad fortune, are purely magical, if tlirir efficacy is held to depend 
upon the operator's occult power and that of ihe words he titters. 
They assume a magico-animistic character when a spiritual being 
» asked to enforce them or. at least, to give them an added tffi- 
racy. The use of such helpful and harmful words, especially of the 
latter, is widespread among primitive peoples,11 

The natives of Eddystone Island, one of the Solomons, de¬ 
scribe by the word ma»lu the practices which we would differ¬ 
entiate as cursing, oath-swearing, and speaking words of abuse. 
Mttuln, as a curse, is employed to bar a road ("The man who 
walks there let him walk in the defecating place1) ; to protect a 
house against intrusion (“Let him eat excrements, the man who 
enters the house"); to guard against stealing f'Xet film who 
stole from me defecale on his basket"); to stop a fight (“The 
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evil curse, you two do not wrestle1*) ; and by a father to prevent 
Ids daughter from marrying: a suitor on welcome to him. If a 
person disregards one of these imprecations he is liable to a fine; 
if he does not pay up the curser and the cursed Jtave a fight the 
next time they meet." In the Banks Islands a curse may take the 
form of a wish for evil to befall someone, with a mental if not a 
verbal reference to a spiritual taring. There h also a milder form 
of cursing, analogous to a practice found among Ourselves, A 
person's irouble-some or impertinent remark will be countered by 
saying to him, "'You are a dead man's bone*' or by pointing to a 
certain tree and using a formula which means not much more 
than "You be hanged!*4 thereon/1 In the Loyalty Islands (Lifti) 
imprecation finds such common use for causing sickness that one 
form of the verb meaning "to be sick" now signifies "to be 
curbed."** 

The Samoans constantly resorted to imprecations to frighten 
thieve* and prevent stealing. When a man visited his phnnuians 
and discovered that some bananas had lieen stolen, he would 
shout at the top of his voice two or three times, "May fire blast the 
eyes of the person who has stolen my bananas! May fin burn 
flow'd his eyes and the eyes of his god too!" This terrible cry rang 
throughout the adjacent plantations and made the thief trouble. 
A Samoan priest had a large wooden bowk which tie called tipi 
("sudden death"). It represented the culLlcfish god FeV In a 
case of stealing, the injured party brought gifts to the priest and 
asked him to curse the thief. The priest and some members of his 
family then sat down around iltc bowl representing the god and 
prayed for speedy vengeance on the guilty man. The latter, if he 
became illk would be carried on a litter to the priest's house and 
would confess his misdeeds. His friends made many presents 
to the priest and begged him to pray over the death bowS that the 
curse might be withdrawn/* In the Hawaiian Islands a priest 
could also discover a thief. For this purpose the priest made a 
lire by the friction of sticks and threur into it the kernels oi three 
nuts, at the same Lime uttering an anathema "to kill the fellow/* 
The same ceremony would be repealed with other nuts unless the 
thief appeared and made restitution (which generally happened). 
If he proved obdurate, he soon lost strength and died, knowing 
full well that he had been “prayed to death/'11' 

The curses in use in the Tonga Islands were very numerous. 
Most of them, we are told, consisted of wishes or commands that 
the person cursed would eat or otherwise maltreat his retail yc*. or 
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hh gods: "Bake your grandfather till hh skin turns to cracknel 
and gnaw Ins skull for your share !" **Go, and ravish your own 
sister I" “Dig up your father by moonlight, and make soup ®i his 
bones f” To produce the desired effect a number of such curses* 
sometimes as many as thirty or forty, had to lie rcjieated con¬ 
secutively. in a firm voice, and with real malevolence- Even so 
they would he futile if the curler was lower in rank than die man 
he cursed.17 

Among the Maori a curse was generally an expressed wish 
that the indignity of being cooked should he the lot ui the person 
insulted: “May your head he cooked!" Another form consisted 
of such statements as3 11 Your skull is my calabash/1 "My fork is 
of your bemc.” An old man was at work in a plantation during 
a shower of rain. The sun came out and made the moisture rise 
in a cloud from his body. A tad (of another tribe) standing bv 
remarked innocently, MT1ie steam front the old man's head is like 
the steam from the oven/* These words were considered a ciin^c* 
and a bloody war ensued between the two tribes, A chief, jealous 
of the fame of the great leader Te Rauparaha, said of him, “His 
head shall be beaten with a fem-rool pounder/1 War followed 
the insult, m on another occasion when it was rqsorted to the 
redoubtable Te Ran par aha that a man hail cursed him by declar¬ 
ing, "I will rip open his stomach with j barracouta tooth.1' To 
liken a man to an animal or an inferior was also a curse. Tf, when 
hair had been cut from the head of sonic person of consequence 
and had not been removed to the sacred enclosure* a person should 
sayr "How disgusting to [cave it about; whose is it?" that would 
have been a curse on the owner of the hair. Sometimes the enrser 
would name some part of his opponent's body or limbs and at 
the same time would strike the ground, ihm bestowing a blow 
by prosy-** 

Curses in the Luang-Sermata Islands threaten some unde- 
scribed misfortune: "Evil shall devour you [fP Or they enter into 
particulars and express a wish that you be blasted by thunder, 
struck by lightning, consumed by the sun, or transfixed bv the 
serin hah/1 The Sea Dayak of Borneo have a summary wav of 
dealing with an inveterate Ikr. One who has been deceived by 
him rakes a stick and throws it down at a frequented place, saying 
in the presence of witnesses, “Let anyone who docs ru>! add to 
this liar's heap suffer from pains in the head!" Then the by¬ 
standers do likewise and all others who pass by the spot, lest the 
pains described came upon them. In this way the heap sometimes 
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attains the size of a small haystack and, being known by the name 
of the liar, causes him great shame.** 

A Toda sorcerer commonly employs spells to cause an enemy 
to fail ill or meet some misfortune. A man who learns from a 
diviner that he is suffering from the effects of such a spell then 
seeks out the sorcerer and promises him gifts to remove it. If 
there is a reconciliation, the sorcerer rests his foot on the man's 
head and recites a counter spell m the form of a blessing,*1 

The Zulu word vnrsisifa means "You have dirt" or "are dirty." 
that is to say, you have done or said something, or a person has 
said or done something to you, “which has bespattered you with 
metaphorical dirt—in the Scriptural sense, lias defiled you.” The 
worse possible curse that can lit addressed to a woman is to de¬ 
clare that she does or will bear children to her father-in-law, She 
is very much upset, in consequence, for to this relative she pays 
the greatest respect. Fortunately, the terrible effects of die im¬ 
precation can be removed. If an ox or cow* belonging to the 
person who spoke the evil words is killed and its flesh is eaten 
by old women or little children (hut by none oi marriageable 
age), the slain animal absorbs the bwt&J> the defilement, leaving 

the woman dean,** 
A pronounced development of the curse occurs in eastern 

equatorial Africa. The worst remark that can lie addressed to a 
Nandi man is, “May a blade eat thee!" meaning, may yon die 
after perjuring yourself, and to a Nandi woman is. “Maycst thou 
die of impossible labor T” The MasaL when cursing, spit copi¬ 
ously. If acurscr spits in his enemy's eyes, blindness will follow*.” 

Cursing among the Akamha seems to be confined to the family 
circle, in which it t$ used by a parent against a refractory child. 
A father w ho has failed by gentle means or diastisemem to master 
a disobedient son puts a curse upon him, and ii this is not re¬ 
moved lie will die before long. He soon gives in, begs to be re¬ 
leased from the curse, and seeks, instead, the paternal Messing. 
A mother may similarly punish a son if he fails to perform the 
tasks she sets him, but spends his time dancing and lounging 
about with other young men. For a more serious transgression on 
the son’s part, for example, stealing her milk or one of her cows, 
a mother inflicts a very terrible curse. She washes her loincloth, 
throws out the water violently, so that it splashes in all directions, 
and says, “May you splash thus, as I have given you birth with 
this my kino!” (the name of the female pudenda). Youths and 
young girls will also lay a curse on one of their number who has 
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become unpopular by refusing to conform to their group standards 
or practices, A girl thus cursed is ostracized by all her associates. 
Her position quickly becomes unbearable, especially as her par- 
cuts are also given the cold shoulder, and ^he is soon forced to 
abandon an attitude of defiance. The curse is removed by four 
youths and four maidens, who spit ceremonially on her. What 
makes this imprecation so dreadful is the belief that a girl subject 
to ji can never bear children.'u* 

The Caboiigo believe that parents and grandparents possess a 

nviud influence" by means of which their tiirses arc able to affect 
magically (teka) a child or grandchild who proves refractory and 
refuses to obey commands* The child thus cursed is pursued by 
misfortune everywhere, in the hunting field as well as in the 
market place, until at length he returns, begs on his knees for for¬ 
giveness. makes propitiatory offerings, and gets the cune re¬ 
moved. The power of loka may also be exercised by a maternal 
uncle who tor any reason disapproves of the marriage of a 
nephew or >t niece. Mis curse results in the wife’s unf nut fulness 
or in the birth of premature children. Our missionary authority, 
who has known personally “a great number" of well-authenticated 
cases of sterility following a curse, asks if the phenomenon is to 
be attributed to autosuggestion*** 

Tile curse of dying persons, soon to become members of the 
spirit world and the revered ancestors of the community, is par¬ 
ticularly impressive. Among the AkDrayu, for instance, a man 
about to die may lay a curse upon a certain plot of land belonging 
to him. so that it shall nnt pass out of die family. An inheritor 
who sold It would meet with a speedy death. Our authority makes 
the interesting suggestion that in this case (which is one of 
many) an origin of entail and of testamentary dispositions in gen¬ 
eral may be detected. Sometimes a father on his deathbed will 
curse a worthless son to the effect that he shall neither grow rich 
nor have wives/* The Wacbagga of Mount Kilimanjaro believe 
in the 'piling up of cursings/' so that a curse may affect not only 
an individual but also result In Injury or death to the social group 
to which he belongs hy blood. Characteristic of this belief is the 
<ur*e attributed to a certain chief who was cursed by a woman 
he had caused to !>e strangled, tie died the same day, but not be¬ 
fore uttering the terrible imprecation, "After my death may the 
girls be without hips and may the iat humps of the cattle dis¬ 
appear from the world fpp“ 

A peculiar form of the curse is employed by the Anuak of the 
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Anglo-Egyptian Sudan when a person has been (previously 
wronged. This at shim, as ir is called, does not operate until alter 
the death of the curser. Old people of both sexes resort to it. Tn 
the first form of art at.thin; the wrongdoer dies at once from 
some unknown cause or he ntav meet his end as the result of an 
accident or lie killed by a wild animal. For the second and milder 
form lhe wrongdoer develops painful ulcers. Proper treatment 
by a medicine man may remove live effects of an atshini, but 
medical help is not always accessible, especially when the victim is 
away from home. The practice “would scent to have a distinctly 

restraining influence on injustice."*1' 
Some African peoples are persuaded that it is possible fnr a 

person to burden another with a curse without wishing to do so. 
The Wauyamwezi of Tanganyika regard any slight but merited 
reprimand as the equivalent of a curse.The Embcrre anti other 
tribes of Kenya Lbink that words not spoken seriously can 
nevertheless acquire a dangerous potency and become an effectual 
curse. Parents who abuse their children, even in a fit of momen¬ 
tary irritation, may find that they have brought misfortune on 
them, and a doctor must be called in to remove the evil thus 
caused,1*1 A teacher in a missionary school of Gabun otiee re¬ 
proached a senior pupil, saying. “You will always have a bad 
character." Years later the former schoolboy came to the teacher 
and complained Lhat the curse thus laid on him had made him an 
unhappy man. without courage or energy to improve himself. 
When the missionary explained to him lhat the remark was not a 
curse but only a statement uttered in momentary anger, he be- 
Came quite happy and believed that he could now slart li fe afresh.1" 
Among the Yottiha any prediction of evil to come or even a 
friendly warning against some untoward event arouses great tear. 
Such words arc regarded as a curse, They possess ogutt, or occult 
power, which goes forth with them to bring about what is prog¬ 

nosticated.1** 
An oath forms essentially a conditional self-curse, whereby a 

person subjects himself to some evil if what he says is not true. 
Its effectiveness hears no relation whatever to his intent, for one 
who swears falsely in ignorance usually calls down ujmn his head 
the same penalty as that to which tht willful perjurer is exposed. 
Various methods are adapted to charge an oath vvilh occult power. 
In general, these are intended to establish eoutact between the 
oath-swearer and some object, animate or inanimate, whose quali¬ 
ties will infect him and punish him automatically if he lies. 
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An Eddystone Islander, accusing-another of theft and meeting 
with a dcnia] of the charge, will say. “Swear, you who have stolen 
the matches.11 To which tire accused answers, “I have not taken 
them, skull house in Nduli" (or '“skull house in Mbirtx") If he 
refuses to take such an oath he stands convicted.^1 A native of 
Samoa, disputing with another, will say to him, “Touch your 
eyes, if what you say h true“ {lc,, may you be smack with blind¬ 
ness if you are lying). Or the doubter would say to him. “Who 
will eat you? Say the name of your god/1 Or the person whose 
word was doubted might take a stick and dig a hole in the ground, 
an action which meant “May I be buried immediately if what I 
say is not true/* If a Samoan chief, upon inquiry into a case of 
theft, could not discover the culprit, he would compel all the 
suspected panics to swear to their innocence. A tuft of grass was 
placet! on the stone which represented the village god. and then 
each one laid hl$ hand on tins sacred object and swore, “If I stole 
the thing may I speedily die.“ The grass on the stone constituted 
"a silent additional imprecation" that the culprit1* wife anti chil¬ 
dren might also perish and tltat grass might grow over the family 
domicile^ 

A Sumatran oath, which introrluces the dement at intent, runs 
as follows; “If what I now declare, namely . . T h is truly and 
really so, may I he freed and clear from my oath: if what 1 assert 
is wittingly false* may my oath be the cause of my destruction.|,,,°* 
A Peninsular Malay, who swears on oath of fidelity or alliance, 
drinks water in wdiich daggers, spears, or bullets have been dipped 
and says. “If I turn traitor may T lie eaten up by this dagger1* 
(or spear or bullet)*1®* 

A St-tna Nags, in a dispute concerning the ownership of land, 
Jakes an oath on a bit of the earth, which he swallows. It is 
supposed to choke him if he swears falsely. Or he may swear on 
his own flesh, sometimes only biting a finger,, sometimes swallow* 
mg a little of it. A man accused of murder (and undoubtedly 
guilty) has been seen to chop off the cud of his forefinger and 
swallow it to add force to his assertion of inmiccnce. An oath 
taken on a tiger's tooth is popular with perjurers, for tigers arc 
now becoming so scarce in the Naga country that no one is afraid 
of being carried off if he bite* the tooth on a false oath. There 
are oalhs of such weight, however, tJuu both guilty and innocent 
people hesitate to take them. One of these is on the water of a 
certain river Xu one who swore falsely by that stream could ever 
cross it again or even enter it, for he would certainly be drowned. 
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nor could he ever cat fish from it during his whole life, for he 
would certainly die if he did. The oath on a village spring is an¬ 
other serious matter, since a perjurer would perish if he ever drank 
of its water. An oath by cutting iron is very powerful. If a 
titan performs this act and then swears falsely, members of his 
dan will die without apparent cause. "Such is the power of the 
metal when treated disrespectfully." Among the An garni Naga 
there is a general belief that a perjurer will suffer death or at 
least some grave misfortune,’®* 

If a Nandi is accused of a falsehood he will pluck a few blades 
of grass or pick up a little earth and say. "May this gTass (or 
earth) eat me." However, one cannot depend ■ ti such an assertion. 
The form of oath binding on all men consists in striking a spear 
with a dub or stepping over a spear, preferably one which has 
killed a man, and saying, “May the blade cat me." Women are 
bound to speak the truth if they step over a woman’s belt and say, 

“May this belt eat me.'* 
On the Gold Coast of West Africa there Is a very powerful 

oath sworn by Hie life of the king and meaning, “May he. the 
king, die, if my cause be not avenged or substantiated.”118 

In Morocco conditional curses may be directed, not against die 
curser himself, but against somebody else. This is the case with 
the rife called fur. It involves the sacrifice, for example, of an 
animal, which serves as the vehicle for the transteretire a con¬ 
ditional curse upon a person in order to com{>d him to grant a 
request. Spirits \ jnun) and dead saints are also frequent objects 
of the rite, thus affording an instructive instance of the magical 
compulsimi of spiritual beings.1'' 

We have seen that a magical act is often combined with a 
petition or prayer. Even the lowliest savage has learned to pray, 
though with hint fear and not reverence usually is uppermost In 
Some instances the prayer seems to be an afterthought, making 
assurance doubly sure, adding to the effectiveness of the magic 
but yet not an indispensable adjunct to tt. We have seen, also, 
that the language of a spell cannot always be separated from that 
of a prayer, since m both there may be personification and the use 
of a vocative. It is often a nice matter to distinguish between 
them. Everything depends, in truth, on the extent to which the 
object of the address is personified and endowed with human-likc 
feelings ami will. If the spiritual being is supposed always to 
grant a rer;iici: or obey a command, then the speaker s words act 
automatically and constitute a spell. If, on the other hand, the 
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spiritual being retains some freedom of action and may or may 
not accede to the speaker's words, then these will take the form of 
a supplication or entreaty, that is, of a prayer. 

Spells and prayers are found side by side in primitive society. 
There seems to lie no reason for the assumption of 3 genetic rela¬ 
tion between them, it is imc enough that prayers which must be 
recited over and over again, with verbal accuracy and the right 
intonation, tend to become ‘‘petrified" into traditional formulas, 
and to acquire magical potency from their mere repetition. What 
began as an intelligible appeal ends as a rigmarole. It is equally 
true that a spoil addressed to a spiritual being needs only the ad¬ 
dition of a simple "Please," perhaps only a change of tone on the 
speaker's part, to make it a prayer. One who knew' intimately the 
Australian aborigines lias remarked that it we really understood 
and appreciated their mental attitude, "we should find more in 
their so-called incantations of the nature of invocations. When 
a man invokes aid on the eve of a battle, or in his hour of danger 
and need; when a woman croons over her baby an incantation 
to keep him honest and true, and that he shall be spared in danger, 
surely these croonings are of the nature of prayers born of the 
same elementary frame of mind as our more elaborate litany."11* 

Many spells of the Trobrumd Islanders begin with a long 
enumeration of the balonu'i, or ancestral ghosts, which ai one time 
wielded this kind of magic. Such references to the balomu must 
not he omitted, for to tamper with a magical formula is to destroy1 
its efficacy- The lists in question are found in the rites relating to 
gardens, fishing, and the weather, but not in those for war or 
love-making. It is not easy to decide whether the names recited in 
the formula5 constitute real prayers, appealing to the ghosts to 
facilitate the magical operation, or whether they represent mere 
items of tradition, hallowed by age and full of occult power just 
because of ihdx antiquity, It is likely, thinks our authority, that 
ttotli the petitionary and compulsive aLtiludes are present in the 
native mind- Hut there seems to be m> idea of the boiotna as the 
agents through which the magician works and without whom his 
activity would be in vain. The Trobriander merely feels and 
sometimes expresses his ieditig that a benevolent attitude of ihe 
batoma is very favorable to the activities of gardening and fishing 
and that if angered they would affect these activities injuriously. 
In some vague way they participate in the rites, and it is a good 
thing to keep on the right side of them.1” 

It ts very difficult, if not impossible, to find in any Melanesian 
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language a Word which means "prayer," as we understand itT "so 
closely docs the notion of efficacy cling to the form employed/" 
Thus in ijan CrSstoval. one of the Solomon Islands, the ancestral 
ghosts are called upon for help in warfare, for relief from sickness, 
and for good crops, but the formula used conveys the notion of a 
spell rather than that of a prayer; it Is handed down from father 
to son or is taught for a consideration. In the Batiks Islands a 
laUvo is strictly art invocation of the dead and as such is a prayer, 
but in the New Hebrides the same remi will be applied lu a spell 
used, for example, in a storm at sea. a spell that works by die 
occult power residing in the words and in the names of ihe spirits 

mentioned.1** 
The itvirafcuj of the Maori were addressed to the gods or the 

ancestral ghosts, but their mere recital compelled these spiritual 
beings to do the will of ihe reciter. “The Maori, in. his heathen 
state, never undertook any work, whether limiting, fishing, plant¬ 
ing, or war, without first uttering a karakiu; he would not even 
take a journey without repeating a spell to secure his safety: still 
he could not be said to pray, for, properly speaking, they liad tio 
such tiling as prayer, , , , . As the kingdom of heaven suffers 
violence, and the violent take it by storm, so the heathen Maori 
sought, by spells and incantations, to compel the gods to yield to 
their wishes; they added sacrifices and offerings at the same lime, 
to appease as it were their anger, for bring thus constrained to do 

what they wished them-"*1* 
The formulas employed by the Peninsular Malays arc described 

as often being a mixture of spell and prayer. Numerous spirits 
are invoked in them <o that the particular spirit whose help is 
wanted or whose malevolence is to be balked will not escape men¬ 

tion.11* 
Of the words addressed by Vedda magicians to the ancestral 

ghosts same are straightforward appeals for their help or reci¬ 
tations describing their exploits when in this earthly life. Other 
addresses to the ghosts have the nature of spells. It is probable 
that many of these are the remains of old Singhalese spdis which 
have been taken over by the Vedda and in the course of rime have 
become so mangled and out of place as to he incomprehensible.:t* 

A dear case of the degeneration of a prayer into a magical 
formula is afforded by the Toda of the Nilgiri Hills. There is 
no doubt that they pray in their ordinary concerns, as well as in 
the dairy ritual, where the aid of the gods is invoked to protect 
the -acred buffaloes. A prayer of this ritual i& always uttered m 
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the throat," so that the words cannot be distinguished by anyone 
hearing them. It consists of two parts t a preliminary list of names 
of objects of reverence, followed by the word idiih, "for the sake 
of"; and a petition to avert evils from ihc huff aloes or to bring 
blessings on them. The first part is now regarded as more im¬ 
portant (ban the second; the latter, indeed, will be abbreviated nr 
even omitted from the recitation. This alteration in the relative 
importance of the two parts of the prayer needs to go little further 
to produce a situation in which the dairyman recites only the 
names, “and an anthropologist visiting die Todas at this stage 
would find them using formulas which would not he recognizable 
as prayers."11* 

Prayer, for the Zulu, “is not a spontaneous outpouring of the 
heart. It is rather the repetition of a fixed formula " Not only 
must a prayer he repeated verbatim to be effectual, but it must 
have been acquired from someone who had the riglu to it, and 
it must be paid lor. Otherwise, declare the Zum, “maybe you can 
say it hut it won't mean anything, or maybe you'll forget it when 
the time cornea to say it." There is feeling that in teaching prayers 
—"giving them away"—the teacher loses 30me of his poweT over 
them. A man who will repeat readily enough a long, difficult 
prayer that he learned out of curiosity, or as an investment when 
the present owner dies, will refuse to recite some simple little 
prayer, for instance, for offering com meal to the sun, which 
everyone knows, but which nevertheless “belongs" to him in a way 
that the other does not. This altitude liclj>s to explain why Chris¬ 
tian missionaries make no converts among the ZufiL “They 
throw away their religion as if it weren’t worth anything and 
expect us to believe it." Such conduct seems to these Indians not 
Only ludicrous but irreverent.11* 

Such, then, is the role of helpful and harmful words in magic, 
whether they find use alone or contain a reference to spiritual 
beings. With the development and enlargement ot animistic con¬ 
ceptions spiritual beings no longer appear as mere tools in the 
operator’s hands, but take an ever more active part and become 
for their worshiper the sole source of good and bad fortune. 
Spells depending on the human will for efficacy will be replaced 
by prayers which seek to move the divine will. even the blessing, 
the curse, and the oath come to require the interposition of die 
deity. This evolutionary movement can be followed in the civiliza¬ 
tions of; antiquity and from them as it passed mio the medieval 
and the modern age. 
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Chapter V 

THE MAGICAL OBJECT: CHARMS 

A material* inanimate object or collection of objects, supposed 
to possess occult power inherent m it or imputed to iu is a chirm 
or “medicine/1 If small and portable. It will often be worn on the 
person, carried about, or preserved. But anything, irrespective 
of its size, can serve as a magic container. Most charms are 
privately owned; some belong to a family or social group; some 
have no owners. 

A distinction is often drawn between talismanic charms to 
bring good fortune and amulcElc charms for protection against 
real or imagined evil. However, a charm may be employed now in 
the one way and nowr in the other, or it may combine positive and 
negative qualities. Many charms never serve cither as talismans 
or as amulet5- On thi^ other hand, innumerable objects, which are 
used in some way to acquire their qualities, rank as talismans or 
amulets but not as charms, since no occult power b attributed 
to them. 

Any object which attracts attention by reason of its uniqueness, 
rarity, curious appearance. or mysterious properties. or because of 
unusual circumstances connected with its discovery and employ¬ 
ment, b likely to be endowed with occult power. I f its possession 
seems to have brought success to the owner h will kept, as 
being "lucky/1 while a similar object that has been used unsuccess¬ 
fully will sooner or later be discarded, The Lhoia Kaga treasure 
certain stones as hringers of good luck. ITiesc oha are smooth, 
water-worn objects, which vary in size from that of a man's head 
to that of a walnut and rest on the ground in little nests they hate 
made for themselves. "Anyone finding such a stone brings it 
home, and then notices whether his family increases quickly, or lie 
has good crops, or h particularly successful In trade- He thus 
finds out what particular form of good luck is attached to the 
stotie in questionThe larger $htt are communal possessions, and 
on them the prosperity of the whole village depends/ The hina, or 
chamiA, of the Guiana Indians consist chiefly of plants, and these 
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with very few exceptions are different varieties of caladium. Each 
variety is a charm for help in taking a particular species of game, 
The plants grow spontaneously in old fields, from which the more 
valued kinds are carefully removed and cultivated in the immediate 
neighborhood of the settlement. As a rule, women are supposed 
not to handle or even to see then*. The leaves of the plants in mosrt 
eases bear a real or fancied resemblance to the animal for which 
they are repined to itave an affinity. Thus the bush-hog charm has 
a leaf representing dial animal's scent gland; the charm for deer 
show* a deer's horns; and the charm for armadillo typifies its 
small projecting ears The special efficacy of cadi charm was 
originally discovered, say the natives, by a simple process ol ex¬ 
perimentation t Trial was made by ihe hunter of one plant alter 
another. If lie came upon a tiger or a snake the plant in his 
possession was immediately discarded, if, however, lie met with 
a scrub-turkey or similar game lie kepi the plant for future use— 
and so on for each animal or bird of economic value*1 Such co¬ 
incidental ex|scrienee$ have doubtless played a large part in charm 
making; certainly they have done much to confirm a belief in the 
efficacy of charms as well as of spells and manual acts. 

The choice of particular charms is sometimes the result of a 
dream or of a vision, A form of black magic much practiced by 
the Kurnai of Victoria consists in the use oi a rounded bhek pebble 
called a bulk. When placed in the fresh excreta of the intended 
victim it injures his intestines, and he dies, A btrfk is revealed hv 
the ghosts to a man whm asleep.3 Among the Koita. a Papuan 
tribe, die ghosts will tdl a person in a dream where.a charm b 
to be found and for what it is to be used,1 The charms of the 
Kay an of Borneo are generally acquired in the first instance 
through indications afforded by dreams, A man dreams that some¬ 
thing valuable is to he given him. If, on waking* his eye tails upon 
a quartz crystal or any other object more or less peculiar„ he hangs 
it over Ids sleeping place. When he gws to bed he addresses it, 
saying that he wants a favorable dream; if tills comes to him the 
object serves henceforth as a charm, but if his dream Is inauspi¬ 
cious tlie object is rejected,1 Among the Mikir of Assam charms 
arc cither discovered by chance in river, fidd. or jungle, or a man 
drams where they ate to be found 41 

The North American Indians liave their medicine sacks, bags, 

cr bundles, these being collections of mkcclianc >m dinrrm kepi in 

wrappings when not in u*e They are regarded as direct gifts 

of the spiritual powers dial rule the world. Some bundles are 
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associated with the tribe as a whole or with its elans Slid secret 
societies while others are private property acquired as tlie result 
of a dream, vision, or adventure/ 

Sometimes charms reveal themselves to certain people by a par¬ 
ticular sign or action. A Salinan Indian in central California 
dreams m some object which is to be his charm and, mi awakening, 
finds it in his ham!/ A Chukchi once stumbled against a stone 
and nearly sprained his ankle; this was evidence that the stone 
wanted to become his charm. Another man, while sleeping on the 
tundra, found a charm under his pillow/ 

What object? shall serve as charms is necessarily determined 
by accidents of local supply and the particular requirements of their 
users; hence their innumerable forms. While many objects are 
employed as 1'specifics/1p being regarded as efficacious in sonic more 
or less special way, others incorporate undifferentiated occult 
power and have several, per Imps many, applications. Salt, with Its 
preservative qualities; quam pebbles which, when struck, give out 
a bright spark: flint, intimately associated with lightning; mag¬ 
netic iron, with its attractive power; and such narcotic and stimu¬ 
lant plants sls tobacco and peyote among the .American Indians— 
these arc but a few examples of the latter dass of objects, All 
possess to a marked degree the element of mysteriousm-ss charac¬ 

ter (ring what is magical. 
The use of quartz pebbles icrystals) as charms is widespread. 

In Australia medicine men of the south eastern tribes generally 
possess them and exhibit them to the novices during the initiation 
ceremonies. A young man a iter being initiated said to M r. 1 bnvitt, 
"When I was a little boy I did not believe all I beard about the 

but when I «w die Gommeras at the Kuriugal bringing 
them up from their insides, I believed it all." The tribal elders 
at the Kiirmgal which Howitt witnessed were much troubled when 
one of the youths whom they had initiated fell sick They feared 
that dicr novice's extracted teeth had been placed in Huwitt's bag, 
which contained some of the marvelous crystals* and that the evil 
power in these objects, by entering the teeth, had injured the boy 
to whom the teeth had once belonged1* The Kabi and Wakka of 
Queensland say that crystals, which convey extraordinary vitality 
upon their possessor, are bestowed by certain male spirits haunting 
mineral springs. A doctor who lias lots of them inside him is 
known as a kundir honggam, meaning ‘ pebbles many/111 The 
A junta and their neighbors call the crystals at non gar i. A doctor 
keeps them in bis body and produces ihem at wilL By projecting 
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llion into a patient's body ho is able to combat the evil influences 
at work therein; they may be described as “antitoxins." As long 
as the doctor retains the atn&ngora he k capable of functioning 
as a healer, hut if for any reason he loses them liis remedial power 
disappears for good,15 

Nearly everyone in Dobu Island possesses volcanic crystals. 
They are used only by a diviner, who gazes into them* and by a 
magician who knows the proper spell for projecting them into 
a victim or for ejecting them from him. Their insertion or removal 
is to us a trick, but actually the magician dots not so consider it. 
To him the presence of the crystals in his hand after he is sup^ 
posed to have sent them forth or after he lias supposedly with¬ 
drawn them is ■"Immaterial/* This manner of thinking cannot t>c 
reconciled, of course, with our more prosaic attitude toward the 
performance/1 

A magician among the Semang, the rude Negrito tribes of 
Malaya, cures sickness by means of a crystal This he makes or 
dse obtains from the Chinoi, the little beings who dwell in the 
heavens or in flowers. By looking into it he secs the disease afflict¬ 
ing e he patient and then can prescribe (he appropriate remedy. 
The magician keeps the crystal in his chest and brings it upF when 
required* by striking lumsdf there with his fist/* 

Among the Kobcua of northwest Brazil little white stones 
{dupa b of a magical nature, are inserted in the head of a candidate 
for the office of medicine man-1' The Jivaro of eastern Ecuador 
ascribe great occult power to crystals. The magician always pro¬ 
fesses to have acquired them in a dream. They are used, par¬ 
ticularly. as remedies against chills and other afflictions. One of 
the stones is put into a gourd containing tobacco juice: a spell is 
Uttered over the concoct ism. and this is then drunk,1* An Iroquois 
medicine man might possess within himself a 'live'1 crystal, which 
he produced from his mouth or nose* When placed in a howl of 
water it made visible the apparition of a person w ho had practiced 
witchcraft upon another. By applying a to the body of the be- 
witched individual hairs, straw's, leaves, pebbles, and other small 
objects could be drawn out11 

hi addition to quartz pebbles or crystals other stones often serve 
a> charms. Among the Angami Naga stones of peculiar shajw or 
sppearance or of large size “readily become objects of awe.,MJ 
‘flic Serna Naga venerate any cjtieerly shaped stone, but they most 
prize a water-worn black stone approximately spherical in shape 
and with a thin white stratum dividing it. Such an object gives 
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success in war to die village fortunate enough to possess it.1* The 
Karen of Burma, especially the wilder tribes, hold some stones in 
great reverence They are generally private property, though in 
some villages there are stones "so sacred and powerful that none 
but certain of the wisest elders dare look on them.” Such objects 
are generally pieces of rock-crystal or curiously strati lied rock. 
“Anything tliat strikes the poor ignorant Karen as uncommon is 
regarded as necessarily possessing occult powers.”" Among the 
Zuni Indians of New Mexico die objects most rained to give 
success in the hunt are natural rock concretions resembling die 
game animals, together with those in which The evident original 
resemblance to the animals has been heightened by artificial means. 

It is assumed, at least by the priests, that they are either actual 
petrifactions of die animals or were such originally. They are 
"exhorted,” by means of prayers and ceremonies, to bring good 
luck to the hunter, and sacrifices arc offered to them.'1 They must 
be regarded, therefore, as the abodes of personal beings, but it 
seems obvious tliat they liave been spiritualised under priestly in¬ 
fluence. 

Animal relics, especially Ikitics, form a large class of charms. 
The Bagubo of Mindanao credit a number of animals v>ith 
“mysterious qualities” and hence assign a special virtue to tenant 
parts of their bodies, such as the hair of the flying lemur and the 
liver and foot of the crow." The Banda of Ubangi-Shari. French 
Equatorial Africa, believe dial a panther's beard, when pin in beer, 
kills him who drinks the beer.11 When Creek Indians went forth 
on a raid after scalps die leader or the medicine tnan had charge 
of a bundle of magical objects. Among the potent charms in this 
bundle were parts of die horns nf a certain mythical snake which 
had been captured and killed by the people after destroying many 
of them for generations. The horns, it was believed, would prevent 
the warriors from being wounded** By the Lillooet of British 
Columbia certain parts of animals were called "mysterious” 
and might be eaten only by old men. Other people who ate them 
fell sick. Hunters cut out these parts, pierced them with a stick, 
and planed them on the branch of a tree.18 In these instances and 
many others like them relics are not worn or used in any way to 
acquire the wdl-known qualities ot a given animal—its speediness, 
endurance, courage, or ferocity. The choice of the charm is 
dictated solely by the desire to obtain the occult power ascribed to 
the animal and believed to be resident in the bones or other bodily 

parts. 
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Human rdics arc very commonly treasured as charms. The 
Tasmanians believed that a bone from the skull or the atms of a 
deceased relative, when sewn up in a piece of skin and worn around 
the neck* preserved the wearer from sickness and premature 
death.” In .lie Bnandik tribe ■ f South Australia it was thought 
ihm human hair, spun into yarn, daubed with ocher and grease, 
and wound around a wooden pole, would turn aside lightning.3F 
The aborigines of Victoria used as a hunting charm some fat or 
skin or piece of bone of a dead man.=s In Queensland the fat from 
about iIn- kid neys of a dead man was sometimes carried by hunters 
as a charm to bring good fortune.lv Among the Amnta and other 
Central Australian tribes the hair of a dead man is cut off, made 
into a girdle, and given to his eldest son, or, failing him, to a 
younger brother. This girdle has great power. It confers upon its 
possessor aJJ the warlike skill of the dead man, especially ensuring 
his accuracy of aim white at the same time destroying that of an 
adversary,1* Among the Mumgin of Arnhem Land, Northern 
Territory, the heart‘s blood of a man whose soul has been stolen 
by a "black" magician is carefully preserved. It often turns up as 
n kind of resin, supposed to be the hardened blood- It gives "'a little 
extra power" in fighting, hunting, or fishing. A ''white'" magi¬ 
cian sometimes places it in his bag to add to the latter's potency. 
Such blood [or resin I acquires still more matin by passing through 
the hands of a number of people. Jt is frequently traded in among 
the Mu mg in from distant regions to the south of dm tribe,” In 
New Britain it was customary' for the leg bones and arm tones of 
an enemy who had been killed and eaten to to placed on the butt end 
of a Spear. A fighter who carried a spear thus equipped could not 
be wounded by any relatives or friends of the dead man.11 By the 
Andamanese human bones are esteemed as a means of driving 
away the evil spirits causing sickness. They also burn yellow 
ocher so that it turns red like blood and use this as a powder or 
mixed with Fat as a paint. Applied to the throat and chest it cures 
coughs, colds, and sore throat; applied to Lite ear it is equally 
efficacious to stop earache” The Porno of northern California 

considered that the bones of human brings possessed katKal, or 
occult power, by their very nature, whereas whalebones lacked 
knead until this had been induced into them by an initiate of the 
tribal secret society. Only members of the society were allowed 
to gather the tones of the dead and to use these for doctoring." 
The Koniag of Kodiak Island. Alaska, secreted the mummies of 
former successful whalers in caves and carried them in the canoe 
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when on an expedition to catch whales, 't"he Nootka of Vancouver 
Island had ihe same practice The Quinanlt Indians of Washing¬ 
ton are also said to have used the bones of a male ancestor as a 

whaling charm,&n 
Thus the same train of ideas which has led to the u^e of animal 

relics as charms accounts for the use of human relics. The occult 
power of a dead person abides with Ins remains, which can be 
employed, therefore, in magical rite? As we shall leam. the 
corpse-eating sometimes actually practiced by magicians or pro¬ 
spective magicians must be explained along similar lines. The 
same explanation applies to the necrophagous practices so often 
attributed to witches, along with their other dark and obscene 

ri res¬ 
it is possible, by one device or another, to increase the efficacy 

of charms. Their manipulation for this purpose offers the magi¬ 
cian ample opportunities for the exercise of ingenuity and duplicity. 
An Grokaiva sorcerer, 1 laving made a magical concoction to in¬ 
jure a man, rams it into a piece of bamboo, stops it with beeswax 
or a plug of leaves, and suspend* it over a fire. As the heal in¬ 
creases with the brightening of the fire, so will the discomfort or 
the victim increase with it The sorcerer, after preparing his 
charm, may also sit on it in order to squash it the more effectively* 
or he mav bury it under a heavy siotie which will exert the 
pressure suiting the mood of the torturer. 1 his procedure sterns 
to find an explanation in the feelings of weakness or Lassitude 
which are common symptoms of tropical illness and which the 
sorcerer aims to product in the unhappy object of his attentions.** 
A garden magician of the Kcrakt. another Papuan people, con¬ 
stantly uses some kind of stimulant, or what he regards as a stimu¬ 
lant, to infuse extra “pep1 into the charm or to give an additional 
11 kick" to his procedure. Because chewing ginger root or a series 
of astringent hark makes him fed hot. he adds shesc to die magical 
mixture or else chews and spits them on the object with which 
he is dealing.11 Among the Tatiala. a hill tribe of Madagascar, 
a person usually acquires the benefit of a charm if he wears it or 
keeps it in his house. For a few charms, however, inoculation 
is necessary. When a man purchases a charm for skill in curing 
Fractures an incision is made in his right hand and a little of the 
medicine is robbed in. A burner who obtains a charm i& make 
a blow gun deadly must have his lip split and some of the medi¬ 
cine inserted in She cut-** Among the Ba-ila, if a man wants 
very special luck, he will procure from a witch doctor a charm 
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called musamha and "under the doctor's instructions he commits 
incest with his sister or daughter before starting on his under¬ 
taking. That is a very powerful stimulus to the talisman,"** 
Among the tribes of < labun all magic of great Importance requires 
for ils effectiveness the sacrifice of human life. The magician 
often orders an applicant for a diarin to hill a near relative and 
declares that if the murder is not accomplished the applicant him¬ 
self will die. “What a number of people used to be murdered in 
this country because hunters wanted a powerful ju-ju for their 
elephant hunting!”*1' 

Being magically powerful, a charm is preserved with care and 
kept from contaminating influences. Any taboos or other prohibi¬ 
tions attached to it must be observed, lest its efficacy lie impaired 
or destroyed. 

The Singhalese are careful not to go near charms when attend¬ 
ing a funeral, nor when sleeping near women in their menses, 
nor when engaged in sexual intercourse. The virtue of the charms 
would be destroyed by such contact with the impure and polluting 
and. once lost, could rot be renewed.'* 

By the Pr.ndo or Pnntbhnd any form of ritual impurity 
(inttiasa} is supposed to destroy the value of the plants used as 
medicines, A person with irm/nra who touches a medicine makes 
it useless: hence a menstruating woman will get someone else to 
gather the necessary plants. A woman ritually unclean never 
enters the hut where the chief’s medicines are kept Should she 
disregard these taboos and others like them her flow would never 
cease" Some Basuto medicines, if used carelessly or without 
observance of the taboos connected with them, may do harm. 
Tims a medicine for mending fractured limbs is likely to break 
limbs instead, should it he left lying around or be im|>roperly 
applied. The very powerful medicine to protect the cattle kraal 
can cause the cows to abort and a woman to have pain iul men¬ 
struation should she enter the kraal when the rattle are there.*’ 
Almost invariably tbe Ba-ila charms have prohibitions associated 
with them. Some of these are easily understandable on the prin¬ 
ciple of analogy. For instance, eating the ground pea is forbidden 
to people who possess charms to prevent rain from falling. These 
peas are hard, and when poured into a pot they make a rattling 
sound like distant thunder; rain follows thunder, thus the result 
would be to "kill" the charm. But other prohibitions are less 
capable of explanation. Why should a man with wotnitidi medi* 
cine not allow another to rarcy a pot behind his back? And when 
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he is in a hut and a pot is passed jnf why must he not take hold 
of it but only shove it across the ground ? Perhaps, as our authori¬ 
ties suggest, the only reason for such rules is to ‘'impress appro¬ 

priate thoughts11 on a person’s mind/1 
By the Yuniha “Immorality"1 h believed to exert a destructive 

influence on charms, Hence a medical man usually has an isolation 
room where he keeps his stock-in-trade. Only children may otter 
this room." The Ga people of the Gold Coast make much use of 
medicines prepared for them by professional magicians. A medi¬ 
cine b regarded as the abode* at any rule intermittently, of a 
spiritual being (WQr,g), Kul the object itself h often spoken of 
as a wong and the owner as its father or controller. A teoiw? 
usual tv has no name. It wilt act for anyone, provided the owner 
has observed the proper ceremonies when acquiring it and is 
careful iri observe any talioGs attached to its use. "There is an 
automatic quality about a Tconff—press the right button and the 
machine works for you wherever you are.’ Various forma of 
uncleanness spoil a medicine. For example, no medicine will retain 
its power if taken to a latrine. A man who has a protective medi¬ 
cine to make him proof against murder can ta murdered in such 
a place, For this reason magicians, chiefs, and other people likely 
to have enemies, who usually possess protective medicines, do 
not enter public latrines. The most dangerous taboos for an 
ordinary person to break arc those attached to his medicines, 
whether a lied big one owned by a physician, a hunting one 
to bring success in the chase, or a trading one to safeguard 
against thieves. Usually the more valuable the services performed 
by a medicine the more exacting arc the conditions attached to it. 
The breaking of the taboos not only spoils its dficacy but abo usu¬ 
ally results in the illness and death of ihc owner.*1 While these Ga 
medicines arc said to be possessed by spiritual beings, the animis¬ 
tic attitude toward (hem would seem in be very' lightly held. 
Perhaps it is in process of dissolution. 

The medicine bundles of the Sauk anil Fox Indians must 
always be treated with great respect They are never opened except 
for good reason and arc never allowed to touch the ground. There 
is a very strict ntle against women touching them or approaching 
them when open. No menstruating woman should come near 
them even w hen closed, for she would spoil their power and would 
herself bleed to death.47 Among the Black foci most men own 
some kind of bundle, however small An owner must care for tt 
properly and never shirk the ritual burdens connected with it By 
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its possession and proper care he confidently expects to enjoy Jong 
life, health, and happiness. Even an ex-owner is believed to 
participate, as long as lit Jives, in this insurance against mis for- 
tunes of even* sort. It is said that though a Black foot may have 
fallen a victim to tiller poverty, be will still be judged wealthy 
and resourceful if many important bundles have passed through 
his hands.** 

With reference to the Iglulik Eskimo wc are told that it is not 
enough that a charm should have occult power; the owner, also, 
must possess such power. Sometimes a mail finds himself very 
unlucky in hunting and so becomes an abject of scorn to his 
fellows. The reason is that his charms are worthless, for he load 
revived them from a person who lacked any ability to enter into 
communication with the unseen world. On the other hand, a man 
may lose a charm and yet retain its virtue, for this can Ik con¬ 
veyed to die finder only if lie gives something to the former owner 
of the charm."’ 

Charms may be so dangerous that only die owner dares touch 
them or even come near them. Sometimes they have no owners, 
but are avoided by everybody. The Wonkonguru of Smith 
Australia believe that certain objects bring misfortune to those 
who use them. Our authority tells of finding a large boomerang 
down a rabbit burrow. The aboriginals at once recognised it as 
being old and "very bad poison." One who fought with it always 
got hurt. “If a man who did not know* its strength wielded it, 
lie would only get hurt a little hit, but if it was used hy anyone 
lhat knew its history and used it in bravado, the man would be 
killed m the fight. It must not be destroyed, but could be lost. It 
had been hist scores of times, but it was always turning up again."'1,5 
To touch a Kumni hulk (magical pebble) is thought to be highly 
injurious for anyone but its possessor. Women and girls are 
terrified If an attempt is made to place one of these objects in 
their hands.** 

Some Koita charm stones are so highly charged with occult 
power that " it is not considered safe for them to be touched with 
the hand, even by the man who is atom to bring their power into 

Sorcerers among I he Roro-speakmg tribes obtain from 
a black snake a stone which kills instantly any person touched by 
it. ft can be made innocuous if dropped into a bowl of salt water 
which immediately hisses and bubbles as though boiling. When 
no more bubbles arise the stone is “dead.11 No layman would 
willingly touch or look at a sorcerer’s magical stones, and any 
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contact with llion, even when not expected to produce death, is 
avoided a* unlucky.11 

A sorcerer of Makbuln (in the \Tew Hebrides) manipulates 
hi* charm materials with two sticks, licit unlike chopsticks. Should 
he touch the materials with his fingers the power in them would 
affeci him as well as hir. intended victim. Similarly, when trying 
to cause death by “poisoning," he is careful not to absorb any 
of the “poison" himself: hence during the operation he keeps his 
mouth shut” 

Among the Maori, people of ignoble birth or unskilled in magic 
were warned never to look upon any “enchanted object" for fear 
of losing their sight or their eyes. The story is told of a sorcerer 
who possessed a magical wooden head so powerful that it killed 
anyone who came within a certain distance of it, A brave warrior, 
renowned for skill in magic, determined to rid the country of the 
pest. By means of his charms and spells he enlisted the aid of 
thousands of spirits benevolently disposed toward mankind After 
a battle royal between them and the malignant spirits guarding the 
head the latter were defeated and the sorcerer was put to death.65 

Among the Ken yah oi Borneo each household has a bundle of 
charms hanging over the principal hearth beside the human heads 
and constituting the most precious possession of the whole house¬ 
hold or village. No one, not even the chief, w illingly touches ihe 
bundle. When transferring it to a new house, some old man b 
specially told off for the duty, since he who touches ii is in danger 
of death. "Its function seems to be to bring luck or prosperity of 
all kinds to the house; without it nothing would prosper, especially 
in warfare.*™ 

By the Akatnba it is considered dangerous for a layman to 
touch any objects employed by a medicine man in his magical arts. 
He himself will never sell bu divinatory apparatus or dispose of 
it in any way.** Among the Ovimbundu of Angula the witch 
doctor's charms arc regarded as '■powerful” or “sacred.” Common 
people dare not touch them. For a white man to touch them 
would be a sacrilegious act.” 

If the demand for charms outruns the available supply of 
natural objects a professional magician is always prepared to 
make them, for a const derail on, of course. The more powerful 
they are the more expensive they are likely to be. Charms are 
often made by means of spells, thus transferring to material objects 
the occult power held to reside in words and formulas. They may 
be models or representations of things already used in magic. Or, 
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again, they may be composed of various magical ingredients. 
The stranger, the more abhorrent, and the more difficult to obtain 
they arci, the greater is iheir potency: they sometimes recall the 
witches' brew in Macbeth. 

Analogies, perhaps of an elaborate character, may determine 
what ingredients of a charm shall he selected the magician, 
Among the Haven da of the Transvaal a traveler wears around 
his neck a small piece of wood as an amulet. It is taken from the 
bough of a tree overhanging a difficult climb in a well-frequented 
path* Every wayfarer grasps the bough as he mounts upward, 
and by doing so Inordinately increases its power of rendering 
assistance; it thus becomes an obvious source from which a charm 
rati be obtained. Conversely, a charm to injure a traveler h 
made from a root growing in a well-frequented path, because it 
is in a spot where almost ever}" passer-by knocks his toe against 
it.*“ Among the Jtiktm of northern Nigeria a charm to facilitate 
concealment contains leaves from any plant growing on an ant 
heap {because ants work unseen), some fat of a gnat of uniform 
cobr (because uniformity of color lessens the possibility of de¬ 
tection L a piece of wood from a certain tree whose fruit resembles 
the human eye. and mucous which sweat flies deposit in the eyes 
of men (thus interfering with their visionV These ingredients 
arc wrapped up m the rags of a Hind pcr&on, and the bundle is 
then enclosed m a cow’s or a goat'? fetus (a fetus is blind). If you 
tie this bundle round your waist you can walk unseen through 
the midst of enemies or [test your guards, for they will be stricken 
with temporary blindness--** 

Many primitive peoples have material inanimate objects, or 
collections of such objects, associated with a spiritual being. These 
sacm must be approached with due caution and treated with be¬ 
coming reverence. Stringent taboos protect them from being seen 
or touched by uninitiated or unclean persons; conversely, their 
revelation to those entitled to enter within the holy of holies often 
forms the culminating feature of ll solemn ceremony. Such ob¬ 
jects are properly described as charms, since they incorporate im¬ 
personal occult power which h discharged automatically by con¬ 
tact with them or fat their proximity. 

The Anmta cfamnga include, besides wooden bull-roarers, 
hits of itolishcd stone in a great variety of forms. Many ch^ringa 
arc connected with the mythical ancestors of the tribe, who wan¬ 
dered over the tribal territory and finally descended into the earth 
at the places where their churinga are now deposited For safe* 
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keeping. Each one contains the attributes of its spirit owner and 
imparts to the man carrying it about courage and accuracy of aim 
as a fighter. So firm h this latter belief that i f two men arc fighting 
and one of them knows the other to carry a churittga, he will 
certainly lose heart and suffer defeat. When a man is ill he scrapes 

his cAuriffjKTp, mixes the dust with water, and drinks it. The 
potion is ‘Very strengthening/' A ceremony called 4'softening 
the thuritiga/9 which consists it* rubbing them with red ocher, 
indicates that they are regarded as much more than pieces of 
wood or stone. Being intimately associated with the ancestors, 
each one has **'feelings1 just as human beings have/* and these 
can he soothed by nibbing in the same way as the feelings of living 
men. In the Kaiti&h tribe the performance of certain ceremonies, 
in the course of which the churinga are liandled by an old man, 
renders him so full of their occult power dial he becomes for a 
time taboo/1 

Iris the rule among the Australian aborigines that women and 
children must never be sHowti the bull-roarer. Its peculiar hum¬ 
ming or whirring sound, when rapidly swung* is supposed by 
them to be the voice of the spirit or god who founded and $ti|] 
supervises the tribal ceremonies. Thus in the Lrabunna tribe of 
Central Australia a hoy aL initiation is told that on no account 
may lie allow a woman or a child to see the mystic stick, "or rise lie 
and his mother and sister* wtU tumble down as dead as stones/'* 

Tim bull-roarer U commonly used in Australia and New? Guinea 
to bring rain, promote the growth of vegetal ion. and provide for 
the increase of food animal*. The Dieri think that after a youth 
has passed through a very secret rite of initiation he becomes 
inspired by ihe Mura-Mura who presides over it. He then has the 
power to secure a good supply of snakes and other reptiles bv 
whirling a bull'roarer round his head when out in search of 
game/1 By the Larakia bull-roarers are supposed to be full of 
occult power- They must be rubbed over the bodies of old men 
before they can be handled with safety by initialed youths. The 
latter are allowed to carry them about a$ a means of catching fish 
and game.** In the western i-bnds of Torres SrTahs buthroarers 
arr swung to make the gardens grow/* On Kiwai Island, in die 
Papuan Gulf* whirling of the bull-roarer insures a good crop of 
yams* sweet potatoes* and banana*-" The Yabim believe that by 
whirling bull-roarer? and at the same time calling out the names 
oi the ancestral ghosts they can procure an especially good yield of 
their gardens/1 
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The Keraki+ who live in southwestern Papua, curiow 3 bull- 
roarer with hidden and dangerous qualities. which may be trans¬ 
mitted from a man who nwus and wields it to Ids wife. Before anti 
a Tier using it he must refrain from sexual relations w ith her. She 
would become ill as the result of such intercourse vrhile the influ¬ 
ence of the bull-roarer still affected her husband.** By the Koko, 
another Papuan tribe, extreme care is taken to prevent the bull- 
roarers from being broken while in use. Should a bull-roarer 
break and a chip strike anyone, that person, when he goes burning 
or fighting, would be wounded by a boar's tusk or by an enemy's 
spear, as the case may be* and in the very place where the chip 
struck him/1 

In the D'Entrecasteaux Islands an ancient pot was regarded 
as the greatest ruler of the winds, the rain, and the sunshine. 
Some people said Lhai it had never been made by human hands; 
others declared that it had been brought from a distant district 
by its owner, a headman. He kept it out of sight in a hut w ithin 
his hamlet. Only on one special occasion might this hut be entered 
or the people see the pot, nihcrwise mighty earthquake? would 
shake the land, and floods and tempests devastate it+ followed bv 
famine and the death of many people. But at one yearly ceremony 
a few were privileged to behold it* for then its owner carried it 
m procession, and the train ol natives followed after, crouching 
low towards the ground. In fear and trembling they brought it 
food , st ill crouching low, and hurriedly retired again/* I is owTier 
lung levied tribute by means of this sovereign pot™ 

In Malekukip one of the New Hebrides, the tall tapering hats 
or masks worn by members of a secret society possess extreme 
sac redness, The methods of making and decorating them are 
revealed only to initiates* It is a terrible accident for a mask to 
fall to the ground. In former days the luckless man who had such 
an accident while dancing was put to death A titan who stepped 
across part of a mask suffered the same fate. A dog, pig, or other 
animal which touches one is killed/1 

Some of the Fijian tribes revere the ivory teeth of the sperm 
whale. A subtle "aura” seems to emanate from them, "breathing 
of mystery/* Those most sacred are kept in special baskets and 
are seldom seen except by the few* who know of their existence. 
No worship is paid to them, but they serve as venerated mascots 
and embody the tribal 11%ck/'Ti 

The Samoans paid reverence to sacred stones. In one island 
the shrine of the gix! Tuna was a very smooth Stone, which was 
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kept in a sacred grove. The priest careful h* weeded the ground 
about it and covered it with branches, so that the god might 
keep warm. 'bNo one dared to touch this stone, Jest a poisonous 
and deadly mftacnce of some kind should at mice radiate from it 
to the transgressor/PT* 

Certain bells, namely those which seem never to have had 
tongues, are the most sacred of the Toda sacred objects. Nearly 
all receive offering? of milk, curds, or buttermilk during the dairy 
ceremonial. There is much reason to believe that their present 
sanctity lias come about gradually by a process of transference 
from the sanctity of the beII-tows or buffaloes to the bells which 
they carried,:i Ceremonial arrows are important in the cults of 
the Vedda. The "more sophisticated" natives* who believe in the 
periodical uncivilness of women (a belief borrowed from the 
Singhalese! r are careful to avoid contamination of these sacred 
objects* Tins is generally accomplished by keeping them in a 
cave or in the roof thatch/* 

The Akikuyu of Kenya possess a magical object known as 
fothathu ft is a curiously striped piece ot reddish bum! clay, 
roughly tubular in shape and with four holes along the edge. This 
object is so powerful that it must never be touched by human 
hands or carried into a house, lest some disaster befall the inmates. 
It k kept buried in the bush at some distance from the village and 
is only removed when used to detect criminals. A person accused 
of witchcraft makes contact with it by inserting twigs in the 
holts and then protests his innocence of the charge. If he dies 
within three months his guilt is manifest. Until this period has 
expired he must keep away from the plantation and Ins wife, 
for he is supposed to 1 h= charged with the deadly influence of the 
kiihathi™ 

The Warty! lea possess a great drum made out of the hollowed 
section of a tree trunk. This drum is so sacred that when it Is 
brought out all uninitiated persons must hide, for should they see it 
they would surely die/' One of the Baganda clans had charge of 
a drum which was brought to court and beaten when the king 
wished to announce to his people the end of a period of mourning* 
"The drum was sacrosanct; for example, if a slave disliked Iris 
master, and escaped to the drum-shrine, he became the servant of 
the drum, and could not he removed So. too, if any person had 
been condemned to death and was able to escape to the shrine, he 
might remain there in safety, he was the slave of the drum. 
Should any cow* goat, or sheep stray there, it became the property 
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of the drum, and could not be taken away or killed; it might 
roam about as it liked, in the future it was a sacred animal-'”* 

The sacred trumpets, used by the Uftupes of Brazil to pro¬ 
duct; the jumjHtn ( forest*spirit) music arc never shown to women. 
When their music is heard the women must retire to the woods. 
Dentil would he the penally for even an accidental sight of these 
objects, “and it is said that fathers have been ihe executioners of 
their own daughters, and husbands of their wives, when such has 
been the case.”70 The Yahuna. a tribe of southeastern Colombia, 
say that if women and small children saw these sacred instruments 
the former would die at once and the latter would eat earth, become 
sick, and then die,'" 

Among the Zuni of New Mexico sacred objects are taboo to 
people who do not "belong” to them, No one would dare to touch 
those most sacred except die head of the priesthood which has 
them in charge, and no one but lie and his female counterpart 
would enter the room where they arc kept. The same is true, also, 
of the masks and altars of the secret societies Prayer sticks and 
ceremonial garments are handled with great respect, and no more 
than necessary.In former days, when die Hopi clans lived apart, 
each dan possessed sacred objects, the mini:, which were asso¬ 
ciated with tin- dan ancestors (katanas) and were endowed with 
mysterious qualities. After the formation of the united Hopi com¬ 
munity the priestly fraternities received the custody of the nami, 
bul they continued to be owned by (lie original clans,*7 

The Cherokee, die Creeks, and many i ’lain* Indians bad sacred 
objects of tribal veneration; for example, the "flat pipe” of the 
Arapaho and the great shell of the Omaha. Such an object formed 
a true palladium, upon whose continued safe possession ihe pros¬ 
perity of the tribe depended. It was guarded by a priest and was 
seldom or never shown except on certain great occasions. Like the 
Hebrew Ark of the Covenant it was sometimes carried into battle 
to insure victory. According to a common belief, the presence of 
so powerful an object would be enervating nr positively dangerous 
to people in its vicinity unless they were fortified by a ceremonial 
tonic. '"For this reason every great ■medicine’ is usually kept 
apart in a hut or tipi built for the purpose, very much as we are 
accustomed to store explosives at some distance from the dwelling 
or business house. "H 

Many primitive peoples, again, have material, inanimate objects 
whose occult power is due to their possession, temporarily or 
permanently, by spiritual beings. Such objects arc fetishes. The 
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indwelling spirit of a fetish is not its soul or vital essence, but 
a spirit which voluntarily or by man's compulsion lias been 
attracted to the object and become embodied in iL While fetishes, 
as a rule, art privately owned, some belong to a dan, village, or 
other social group The owner of a fetish Meats it as he treats 
personsp propitiating, cajoling* or coercing it as circumstances 
require. Fetishism has readied an elaborate development in West 
Africa, where it was first encountered and described. But fetishes 
are found the world over. 

A fetish, whose activity depends on the will of the spiritual 
being within it, must be distinguished, from a charm, which has 
no will of iu own but acts automatically. Yet to draw a dividing 
line between the two classes of objects may be as diffkulL as some¬ 
times to separate a prayer from a spell. A fetish is selected for 
tlie same reasons which lead to the choice of a charm; like a charm 
it works to bring good fortune or avert ill fortune of every sort; 
and like a charm it may be either a natural or a manufactured 
object. The distinction between (hem depends solely on the degree 
to which they are personified. The per?oni tying process, applied 
to what were formerly Zufij charms, has converted them into 
fetishes, the recipients of ceremonies intended to induce their 
capricious indwelling spirits to become subservient to man's 
desires. On the other hand, in the case of the Ga medicines, their 
Spirits seem to be regarded more or less as mechanical agencies 
working for anyone who presses “the right button/* These are but 
ill us trail cats of the twin processes of personalization and deper¬ 
sonalization, always operative/* 

Some primitive peoples are greatly devoted to the use of 
charms, cqrccklly a* talismans nr amulets worn on the person. 
Thus among ihc Ba-ila o! Northern Rhodesia almost every' native 
wears one or more charms around his neck or on his arm or head. 
It is impossible to exaggerate tlic part which these witamo play 
in the life of ilie people. “Their use constitutes a system of in¬ 
surance against the ills and calamities of life* Instead of paying 
an insurance premium as wc do . . . . the Ba-ila invest in 
powerful charms, which in their belief tv ill keep them fr mi 
violence, robbery, etc.T etc.; aiul if nut altogether from death at 
least tv ill postpone it, and enable them to determine their manic of 
life beyond the grave/1®1 Among the Akikuyu few men and 
women are without a half a dozen charms Fueled up in a sheep's 
horn and attached to the waist band.* The Waiaita, another tribe 
of Kenya, exhibit absolute faith in the efficacy of the charms ob- 
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tained from their magicians A native, in this lion-in tested region, 
will blow the lion medicine to the four points of the compass and 
then wiJi lie down in the 0|>en and go peacefully to sleep even in 
the midst of a man-eater’s district. I f a man is attacked by a lion, 
the brute makes sure that he does not live to become an unbeliever: 
it he survives, it is of course dear that he owes his immunity to 
the lion medicine.111 Of the It Uganda we are told that almost 
every ailment known to (lie medicine men might he treated with 
some kind of charm. When the patient had been cured hy its use, 
il was nut cast aside but was decorated and worn as an ornament, 
being thus ready for instant use upon any return of the old 
symptoms." In West Africa ‘’charms are made for every occupa¬ 
tion and desire in life—loving, hating, buying, selling* fishing, 
planting, traveling, hunting. . , . . A new-bom child starts with 
a health-knot tied round the wrist, neck, or loins, and throughout 
the rest of its life its collection of charms goes on increasing.” 
However, this collection does not attain inconvenient dimensions, 
since ciiarms that do not work wit! be discarded." Among the 
Fang or Pangwc of Gabon, whose fear of black magic is so pro¬ 
nounced, one finds, wherever one looks, the medicines to nullify 
it—""in the huts, on the village square, in the assembly house, on 
the paths, even in the jungle, everywhere, everywhere.’’” tin mis 
hold an important place in the everyday life of the American 

aborigines, both south and north. There is also evidence of their 
regular use hy the Mexicans. Maya, and Peruvians, in spite of 
rhe fact that the magical practices of these Indians were largelv 
swept away after the Spanish conquest. Eskimo charms are 
innumerable. Among die Polar Eskimo, women rarely possess 
them since women spend the greater part of their time in the 
settlements and so do not face the dangers to which their nomadic 
husbands arc constantly exposed.1’1 Among the Siberian Chukchi 
some persons put no trust in charms, One man said to a Russian 
inquirer, “1 do not wear anything upon my body because I am 
convinced that protection by such small objects must he a mere 
delusion." A professional magician went further and declared that 
nothing created by man has any power, for all power resides in the 
deity who Created man.” But such skepticism is indeed rare. 
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“ Charms (including medicines) ate often treated a:, if they had some meas¬ 
ure of life and personality. but noL apparently, as being the abodes of spiriiijsl 
powers. In the Western inland r of Torres Si rails the native* had small Wooden 
intake* in human shape. These mniJuA were placed in the garden*. U be¬ 
lieved shat at cei^Iis they became animated and went around the gardens, swinging 
bulb roar ers, dandfip, and ringing to make the plants grow (A- C. Hadden, in 
Repent of the Cambridge Anihropologieoi Erudition to Torres Straits, A? 
345 f,}. An Ao Naga keeps luck stone* in a Lille basket. "If Only mut it ob¬ 
tained it will soon find a mate. It is believed, in some mysterious way known only 
lr> itself, 4wl I here will be twro in ihe basket where there wuj only unc before. 
Hie sc two breed until there may be ijuite a hr^e family P If neifleeted. the states 
will ray away" «J. F Mil la. The A a Nagai ILonckm, ) 92ff?F p. 29ft), The Tanala 
of M^duKtii^tar believe that the strinfftb iof % diarm increase* with its agt Sums 
durms arc » >\rouz rhai they became animate and even move and spenk (Ralph 
lirrE^.n, op. At., p. Zl&h Amnns the Bahemta of SoulJi Africa ihe mrious 
methods of dtTrantkm in vogue w ould appear to our as nothin# more thau 
ways of t^.^siug-up of appealing in clwTUX. Bui fur native ihnught the methods 
arc ways of asking the rticdirinrcs which have the: property of acting in a par- 
ricEilar and known fashion lo do to if the answer m the flrrtner'i qireskions is 
poshii-c. or iu reirabi froiij doii^ so if it i# native- Thm the effwraqy of any 
divinaiury mnhwd h huld to he entirely de|pcndeut on the nature of the medicines 
cmpluye.1 (It j, Moore, " ^Ewanffa^amt.ng the a^bemha." Atm*, XIII jl[MOL 
233). In Runnda-Unuidi, Belgian Congo, when divination is pranked bj meant 
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of knucklebone*, these art believed m listen attentively to the operator and 
Sniwtr correctly ^ike mm/* The operator merely interprets whit they li&vc to 
lell So wlitn halts of butter are titaS he adrircMs them ami begs them to 
whiten, to become absolutely white, Jui4 |hu» give a favorable [l is always 
supposed [hat the butter heart Ini *upplLcation arid changes In color hs desired 
(.A. Arnmix, "La dmnatP^. an Ruanda," Xli-XIH [S917-1S], 1*. 
51). The virtue of an Agaudc medicine is somritmes *pokcn of as its “stmT nmJ 
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When a man make* vciigeancc mi|ic and h kills a witch, I her say that the “«jh| 
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Eva ns-Pritchard, JkriYrAcra/f, Grades, oh^ d/utflt among the [Oxford, 
1937Jf pp, 3d, 46J, 465). A Rnkotigo native in order to Jfcwake up* a bundle of 
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over the smoke, A whittle is also blown vigorously. Thus (he charm* heroine 
aim to perform their allotted functions (J. HI Weeks,. jfwion^ ike Primitiie 
fixkvngQ (London, I9M]i p, 735). Among the Northern Sbrvsbnni a man obtains 
occult power by deeping at night on Uie mountain side Ncaci nvorahtg he rbes 
and looks for roots. Having found thhe addresse* the ^un, saying, “Look, I 
take this medicine11 He brings the root! home, tic* than up in a buckskin liag. 
and wears ihc hag about bis body, fn ihc night ihc medkine jpeaki to him and 
Ctxmsdi him (R, HL Low-ie. in Amkropofopitet Papers af the A merican SfuicMm 

Natural History, IT. 273 f.). For the Eskimo of Lad Grradamd an annual 
amid*?! ii fitort titan a mere rep resettlati «t of ihd animal in ^cslinrt, “The 
amulet Li alive because ir 3-as been made sluriiig; the recitation of ^ char eh or 
speli, when [he rfnmiruiirig qoiliiie? of ike animal or the part of the body have 
bttu invoked; die power of these qicdhEe* h at any mle potentially in the 
amulet.^ For native thought there is evidently tin It difference between using 
an animal or the representation of an animal a* an amtde!: it ha* tbe same 
power in belli eiset. When I be amulet ij a knife or some other implement these 
Eskimo believe that suddenly fn the hour of danger it ‘Iwgini to grow atifl effects 
the killing Itsdf or covers the pursued person" (William Tltilbftzrr, “E-thrvv 
graphical Collection* from Eael Greenland/' Middsiehcr om Grttnlcinri, XXXlX 
[1914^630 U. 
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fhctiL "one who goes killing and smiling.* Bis victim* fail Kridnly deaiL In 
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niedirine and ilucirr ike ghnst inst^ a staLe ol desuctuik J„ 2WK 
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Chapter VI 

MAGICIANS 

Cektajn physical peculiarities, distinguishing a man from his 
fellows, may indicate his possession of natural qualifications for 
the exercise of magic. An old '’doctor*' among the Tasmanians 
owed his position to the tact that he suffered fits of spasmodic 
contraction of the muscles of the breast, a malady wliich greatly im¬ 
pressed the aboriginals. He was cunning enough, we are told, to 
lake lull advantage uf the effect which this mysterious affliction 
produced/ In New Caledonia the consideration in which a magician 
is hdd will he much increased if lie lias a deformed or stunted body, 
extra fingers, red eyes, or some other physical defect of a striking 
diameter.1 The Samoans thought that himchfmcks and other 
persons with some physical malformation were endowed with the 
gift of divination. When grown to manhood, hunchbacks fre¬ 
quently became priests,3 By the Ovambo tribes of South Africa 
misshapen persons, and hermaphrodites in particular, are sus- 
pected.of sorcery.* By the Lovcdu of the Transvaal a person with 
an "unpleasant face" Is often regarded as a witch, though no 
specific acts of black magic may have been definitely attributed 
to him.1 Among the Aktkuvu of Kenya a native ordinarily acquires 
occult power by inheritance from his father. But anyone bom 
with some deformity, for instance, with crooked toes, wilt he 
marked out as a magician.* Both the Akikuyu and the Akamba 
consider that children bom feet first are destined to be unlucky 
throughout life. When a male child, thus afflicted, grows up anil 
marries, his wife will soon die: when a female child is married, 
her husband will not live long, A child cutting its upper incisor 
teeth first is likewise very unlucky. It must not eat the first -fruits. 

, nor may U admire a growing crop, for in (hat case the crop would 
never reach maturity. Tills evil influence can to a great extent be 
mitigated If, when the first of the milk teeth drops out, the father 
of the child cohabits with the mother.1 The Azande likewise 
believe that people who as children cut their upper teeth first 
exert an unlucky influence upon the crops of their neighbors. At 

J44 
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sowing time it b usual to protect the crops against these possessors 
of had teeth. Special medicines lire also used to injure them if 
they partake of the first Fruits of the harvest. The Azande also 
say that a man who lias had teeth can spoil anything new. 1 f he ad¬ 
mires and fingers your fine new stool or bowl or pot it will study 
crack. A man may do this without malice and perhaps without 
intent, hut he is responsible none the less, since he knows of his 
evil Influence and ought to avoid handling new utensils. Hence 
he has only himself to blame if he suffers t’mm the protective 
imgEc of his neighbors.1* Typically, though not always, ihe 
Shilluk sorcerer is a monorchid. Men with double tmdesccrided 
testicles or with unusually small glands also tend to be regarded 
a$ natural-bom dealers in black magic, The malignity attending 
such a condition is so fully recognized that a child thus marked 
out is often killed at birth Its death can be accomplished only 
by putting it into a specially woven basket and then drowning it. 
Were this not done the child—such is its power—would surely 
survive.* The Warega of the Belgian Congo consider that a 
child who cuts the upper teeth first brings evil to the entire com¬ 
munity. An isolated house is immediately prepared for his recep¬ 
tion, and there he must always live. When gTOwn up he mingles 
with the villagers, though continually subject to abuse anti insult. 
A woman who consents to marry him shares his fate. The dmo* 
as he is called, may not touch grain prepared for planting; lest 
the harvest be lost. Nor may lie cat bananas from a plantation in 
full bearing; otherwise the fruit would rotpp In the region of the 
Lower Congo albinos are usually considered to be sacred and iheir 
persons as inviolable. They may be elevated to the priesthood.1* 
The Fang or Pangwe of Gabtm believe that the power of witch¬ 
craft resides in old women or deformed men. Children who have 
been “specially indoctrinated” by such persons also possess this 
power.u In southern Nigeria barren women or those past die 
age of childbearing are most often supposed to be witches.1* By 
the I jaw any Fame or deformed person, especially if a woman, 
runs a risk of being suspected of witchcraft.11 In Togo some ol 
Lhe Ewe believe that a child bom with teeth or one who cuts the 
upper teeth before the lower will grow up to h^ powerful in evil 
*nagic. Such n child used to Ijc drowned or sold mto slavery." 
Among ihc Ojibwa Indians persons that are deformed and ill- 
looking gain a reputation for witchcraft* though they may make 
no pretensions to the magical art.JP The Tiniie of Alaska say that 
people with deformities singling them out of a crowd must be 
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naturally predisposed to the office of magician, A cross-eyed 
or crippled man or a sterile woman is more likely than a physically 
normal person to he chosen for the profession,11 A medicine man 
of the Point Barrow Eskimo was considered to be a very good 
doctor and exerciser* J'by virtue of his paper thinness/1 He could 
gel into places which larger men were unable to penetrate; hence 
an evil spirit had a hard time in concealing itself from hint.1* 

The attainment of extreme old age (rare in primitive society) 
will sometimes suffice eo mark out a person as possessing excep¬ 
tional occult power. A, very old man among the Loverftt is likely 
to gain a reputation tor witchcraft. He has lived so IongH the 
people say, because lie lias bartered the lives of younger relatives 
for hh own,1* The Ba-ila are very reluctant to kill an old person 
even though, tired of life, he begs to be released from earthly tics. 
For in the course of long years he may have accumulated many 
charms which would injure, perhaps fatally, anyone who harmed 
him/* The Akikiiyu frequently ascribe an evil occult influence 
to old women, especially those who are blind, toothless or de¬ 
crepit.11 In the Bongo tribe of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan old 
people of both sexes, but especially old women, are readily sus¬ 
pected of sorcery. Whenever any vigorous man in the prime of 
life dies suddenly, they are held responsible; he could not have 
perished, the people think, unless he had been a victim of black 
magic. So the supposed sorcerers arc killed oit. with the result 
that few of the Bongo live to be very old.71 When several young 
men in an I bibio family die one after another, suspicion is 
likely to fall on a very aged person who has been drawing out 
11 the strength of their young limbs and the breath of their nos¬ 
tril 5+h to keep himself alive. He will be killed/1 By die Choroti 
of the Bolivian Gran Chaco old men are supposed to be endowed 
with especially strong powers of magic, and far this reason they 
are not allowed to die a natural death. When weak and sickly 
the people kilJ them arid bum their bodies, together with all ihrir 
possessions. The Choroti say that were an old man permitted to 
end his days in peace he would, after death, become an evil spirit 
and kill everybody. His premature violent death prevents such 
a transformation.5* 

People who have undergone some unusual experience or have 
survived accidents normally fatal in character, arc sup|>oscd to 
be natural-bom magicians A Mack-fellow belonging to a tribe in 
Victoria once sat upon the w rong end of the limb of a gum tree 
which he was cutting. When it fell to the ground, he fell with ii but 
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got up unhurt His apparent invulnerability resulted in liis prompt 
recognition as a magic worker.M Among the Barniar of French 
Indo-ChiTTa a person who laconics feverish and ill after rating 
frogs, mice, or other articles of food entirely harmless to ordinary 
folk is dearly marked out for the magical profession. He for 
she) then repairs to a regular practitioner tor a formal initiation 
into it/4 The Andamanese beltevt that a skk man who becomes 
unconscious and seemingly dies, but afterward revives, acquires 
the nature and occult power of a spirit” Among the Barundi a 
man generally inherits the magical arc from his father, Bui any¬ 
one who has Itad some momentous experience, particularly an 
unexpected deliverance from grave danger and death, can become 
a magician/1 Among the Bororo of Brazil the man who can hold 
out longest in their bouts of drinking palm wine is adjudged 
worthiest to officiate in a magical capacity/11 It is said that the 
Moxo i Mojo) of northern Bolivia designated for the office of 
magician and priest only those persons who had bem attacked and 
wounded by a jaguar, an animal worshiped by these Indians.15 
A precisely contrary opinion was entertained try the Itnnama 
Indians, who also worshiped the jaguar. When a man during a 
long journey had not been attacked by this animal he was ap¬ 
pointed a priest, “because he was considered to be favored by 
God/' Such a person acted as a heater: be also bad to know the 
names of all the jaguars in his territory,1* The Aymara of Peru 
distinguished a special class of magicians whose “grace and virtue” 
were derived from thunder, A person who had recovered from a 
shock of lightning would proclaim "how the thunder had revealed 
to him the art of curing by herbs and how to give replies to tfrwe 
who consulted him/1” An Apache woman became a magi dan 
because she escaped from a lightning stroke and also from the 
dutches of a mountain lion.11 A Pima was chosen for the magical 
office because he recovered from a rattlesnake bite/4 It is a com¬ 
mon belief of the Zurti that people who recover after being struck 
or shocked by lightning art qualified to become ntagicians Such 
people must first be properly doctored They drink some rain 
water which fell during Lhc sinrm and eat some black luetic and 
salt.” One of the best-known of the Hopi medicine men became 
a enrer after he was struck by lightning and later dreamed that the 
cloud deities had thus imbued him with souse of their power.11 
In British Columbia an Indian who recovers from a fit in which he 
remained unconscious and motionless so long that he was thought 
to have died deemed competent to he a healer. It is believed 
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that while seemingly dead he had received '‘supernatural power” 
for dealing with diseases and had shown an ability to resist the 
effects of *'bad medicine1' or the attack of an 'evil spirit,ir 

Twins (and triplets), being abnormal, are often regarded as 
highly dangerous io the community, and jn many pans ul the 
world tilt}- are put to death immediately after birth. Not infre¬ 
quently their mothers meet the same fate. Sonic peoples take 
precisely the opposite attitude toward twins, deeming them bearers 
-.if good fortune rather than of evil, and treating them with 
respect atul even reverence. Such twins, it is believed, liave mar¬ 
velous powers. They can product rain or drought, a heavy wind or 
a great calm; because of their prolific virtue they can multiply 
food animals and plants; they also make successful diviners. 
Their parents, particularly the mother, may share these powers 
with them, Tn short, twins arc bom magicians and are naturally 
marked out for a professional career, some times only in childhood 
hut in other cases also during adult life. 

Taboos affecting twins are occasionally found in Australia 
and widely in the Pacific area, but no magical functions seem to 
he ascribed to them. In Ceylon a sprained limb can be cured if 
ihc mother of twins secretly tramples the limb in the evening for 
two days," The Hindus of the Central Provinces in India believe 
dot a twin can save the crops from min and hail if only he will 
paint the right buttock black and the left buttock some other color 
anti will then go and stand in I he direction of the storm.** 

In Africa twins often act as magicians. The Zulu think that 
twins are scarcely human and that their birth is something entirely 
outside the ordinary course of nature. They are so clever that 
grown-up people bring their quarrels to a twin child for settlement 
and consult him almost as though he were a diviner. Being fearless 
and wild, a twin in wartime was placed right in front of the 
attacking army. All the goats iielonging to a twin are supposed 
to have voimg in couples. Twins can foretell the weather. People 
who want rain will go to a twin and say, “Tell me, do you fed 
ill today?" It lit replies that he feds quite well they know it will 
not rain,** On the other hand, the Hat lion ga very generally look 
upon the arrival of two or three babies at the same time as a great 
misfortune, a defilement which can only be removed by special 
rites of purification. They are now allowed to live, but in former 
days the feebler of the two was strangled or left to die of starva¬ 
tion. The intimate relation of the mother and her offspring to 
Heaven, or the sky, is dearly seen in the min customs The day 
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following the birth of twins is a rest day. Nobody tills the ground, 
in fear that to do so would prevent the rain from falling. To end 
a drought people put a mother of twins into a hole and on licv 
pour water up to her breasts. This will produce a rainfall. The 
graves of twins are watered, in order to get rain. Twins are buried 
in damp places; if it happens that their bodies lie in dry ground 
these are exhumed in a time of drought. When Lightning threatens 
a village the j>eopIe say to a twin, *TIdp us! Von are a Child of 
Heaven f You can therefore cope with Heaven; it will hear you 
when you speak." So the child prays to Heaven to go and roar 
far away. When the thunderstorm has passed, the child h 
thanked The child's mother can help in the same way, When 
caterpillar swarm in the bean fields, the people about Delagoa 
Bay pick them off the bean stalks and then have a twin girl throw 
them into a neighboring lake. In the minds of the natives the 
appearance of the pests is mysteriously connected with Heaven: 
hence the "water cure” for thdr depredations**1 The Bom vara 
believe that twins can drive away hail. A hut inhabited by them 
is safe from lightning.4* In Northern Rhodesia, when a pigeon 
cote is creeled* the natives get a woman who has borne twins to 
drive the first stakes. This is done, they say, in order that the 
pigeons may multiply/6 

The B&gande regarded the birth of twins as due to the direct 
intervention of die god Mukasa. Any sickness which befell them 
was looked upon as the result of the god's anger, which might 
extend to the whole clan. Twins always took Mijfcasa*s name and 
came under bis special protection. He also favored their parents 
and through them dispensed blessings wherever the father and 
mother went cm ceremonial visits. People who were thus honored 
"thought that, not only they themselves would Lw blessed and 
given children, but that their herds and crops also would be multi- 
plied."** Among the Basoga. when a woman bears twins, the people 
to whose dan she belongs do not sow any seed until the children 
have been brought to the field to witness the sowing. The field 
planted i$ then said to be the field of the twins. The mother of 
twins, who has thus given proof of her lecimdhy, must always 
sow her seed before any other member of tier dan,** Among the 
Bateso, a Nilotic tribe of Uganda, the birth of tw ins is a welcome 
cvetii. it is followed by ceremonial visits of the father to members 
of his own and of his wife's clans From them lie receives pres¬ 
ents of food and animals for she feast to be held vvliets the twins 
arc formally presented to the dans. Should no hospitality be 
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offered to him when making the round of visits, the. father does 
not enter the house but passes on elsewhere. "This is regarded 
by its occupants as a Joss, because the blessing of increase which 
rests upon the father of twins is not communicated to the inhospit¬ 
able family.’'*'1 The Lango, another Nilotic tribe of Uganda, 
think that twins bring good luck, not only for the family and clan 
of the parents, but also for ihe whole village. The same auspicious 
character attaches to triplets.17 

The Tgarra of southern Nigeria believe that twins are able to 
prognostic;!it with regard t< ■ the offspring of a pregnant woman, 
but they can exert this divinatory power only when young. Twins 
are never poisoned, for no poison would have any ill effect upon 
them." By the Yoniba no phenomenon is invested with greater 
importance or with deeper mystery titan that of twin births. Twins 
are “almost credited" with extrahimian powers, and the influence 
of their birth is exerted evert upon single children that may be 
bom after them.1* There is a general bdief in northern Togo 
dial twins are the offspring of mischief-loving dwarfs. They 
retain their />ccuJt nature until the arrival of puberty, when thev 
assume their proper human characteristics and lose to a certain 
extent the magical powers with which their fairy fathers had 
endowed them.10 The Negroes of Sherbro Island, Sierra Lwne, 
resort to twin children for dealing with various complaints. 
Women, particularly, seek their aid in cases of pregnancy or 
absence of pregnancy. Potent medicines are administered by them 
in "twin houses” set up for the purpose m the hush.*1 The Kpefle 
of Liberia think tliat twins possess from birth an abnormal influ¬ 
ence and hence can do wonders, even surpassing those performed 
by medicine rnen. Twins enjoy an exceptional position, being 
treated with respect not tmraixed with fear, and many gifts arc 
made to them to gain their good will.43 The Manja of French 
Equatorial Africa believe that twins exercise a mysterious control 
over snakes and scorpions. A person stung by a scorpion can at 
onre he healed if the first finger of a twin is placed on the wound. 
Twins thtmsdvcs never fear snake bite or scorpion sting. With 
the help of their animal intermediaries twins can hurl curses or 
kill parents who mistreat them " 

Similar ideas as to the magical powers of twins find expression 
among the North American Indians. The Hopi believe that twins 
can cure urinary or digestive complaints, but only when young.51 
In Laguna Pueblo it is thought that if twins are'crossed’in thdr 
wishes they will do some harm to the person who has vexed them. 
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When twelve years old they ire made to drink water mixed with 
dirt and urine; then they lose their ability to infiiet evil." 

Some of the south eastern tribes, including the Natchez and 
Cherokee, considered that the younger of tw ins was likely to make 
a good prophet. Triplets made still better prophets.’" The Iroquois 
believe that twins can foretell future events and do other remark¬ 
able things, hut they lose their powers if a menstrua ring woman 
prepares their iood.ir 

Among the British Columbia tribes twins assume great prom¬ 
inence. The Thompson Indians call them “grizzly-bear children" 
or “hairy feet," because a pregnant woman is generally made 
aware of their approaching birth by the repeated appearance of the 
grizzly bear in her dreams. Twins are supposed to be under the 
protection of this animal and to be endowed by h with special 
powers, such as the ability to create good or bad weather The 
birth of twins brings about an immediate change of the weather.11 
The Shu swap endow twins with power over the elements, espe¬ 
cially over rain and snow. "If a twin hatlicd in a lake or stream, 
it would ram/"* The Bctfaeorila hold the salmon responsible for 
the birth of twins. In former days many twins could assume the 
salmon form at will; they could also understand the speech of 
fish, birds, and land animals.*"5 Kivakiutl twins can bring a 
w'ished-for snowfall, rain, or good weather. Their magical powers 
arc also exerted by their parents A mother (or father) of twins, 
sitting in a boat, performs a simple ceremony to cause a wind at 
sea. It the route is southward, she turns her fact- to the north and 
moves her hands, around to the south, saying, as she does so. "! 
call you. Northwest Wind!" The movement and the words are 
repeated three times. Then she adds. “Paddle away from the 
Northwest Wind!" The mother of twins is also aide to dissipate 
a fog,*1 By the Nootka twins are regarded as somehow* related 
to salmon. Their birth prognosticates a good salmon year. Should 
the fish fail to come in large numbers the twins will soon die. 
They are never allowed to catch salmon and may not eat or even 
handle these when freshly caught Twins arc able to make fair 
or foul weather by painting their faces black ant! then washing 
them: they can even do so merely by shaking their heads.*5 

The belief that it is [possible to cast a baleful look tijkhi a man 
or his possessions exists in -'nil vigor among many peoples nf the 
lower mlture and. with no essential variation, among the primi- 
tive-mintkrd b civilized lands, Tile origin of the belief must 
surety be sought in the expressiveness of the human glance, which 
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seems to conceitIrate the whole potent iaiiiy of a person and makes 
him all the more potent if his eyes are in any way remarkable, for 
instance, by being crossed, or squinting, or differently colored, or 
with double pupils. But any physical peculiarity, whether of beauty 
or of ugliness, may suffice as evidence ot the possession of the evil 
eye. This dread power is sometimes supposed to be exerted volun¬ 

tarily in which case it> injurious effects may be intensified by 
gestures or speech More eomniunly it works involuntarily or even 
without the knowledge of its possessor. 

The belief under consideration seems to be absent, or nearly 
so, from Australia.” It is found in New Guinea. There are 
Orokaiva sorcerers who need only fix an eye on an intended vic¬ 
tim to make him fall sick.4* The belief is also found in the Mela¬ 
nesian Islands. In Eddystone* Island, one of the Solomons, a 
njionta, a man with the evil eve, causes a throat disease, hemor¬ 
rhage, and rapid death. He is said to eat a person's insides. Some¬ 
times he attacks animals, I-Iis murderous influence is fitful, being 
dependent upon the spirit of a deceased njiama. Thi* spirit roams 
about the bush and consumes the throats of men. causing them to 
vomit blood. A person who would act a tijiama first goes into 
a trance and converses with his familiar spirit. He then feels lired 
and sleepy, has a headache and fever, and rolls his eyeballs in a 
way that strikes terror to beholders. His powers are marvelous. 
He can change into a fish if he wants to bathe or into a bird if he 
would tly away; with a look he kills fish, brings down coconuts, 
and fells trees; lie can even eat dynamite as another person would 
eat sugar, hut otherwise his did is quite normal. In former days 
he would have been dubbed to death; now* the natives must tolerate 
his depredations.** The natives of the New Hebrides think 
that the evil eye penetrates most readily through the openings of 
the body, in particular, the genitals. For that reason men are 
very careful to keep the [tents and women the vulva well covered.” 
in Ambryn Island 3 man with a “fish'1 eye. an eye opaque and 
white like that of a boiled fish, is feared as a dangerous fellow.*7 

In Samoa a certain "high priest and prophet*' was greatly 
feared “ft he looked at a coconut tree it died, and if he glanced 
at a breadfruit tree it withered away.”** A Maori sorcerer could 
blast shrubs and trees by looking at them; ht could even strike 
people dead by bis fatal glance,” 

An Italian traveler in northern New Guinea was asked by 
some Alfuro ( aborigines of Celebes and the Moluccas) to leave 
their village as soon as possible. “Our sons began to die,” they 
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said to him, Mso soon as you came and looked at them. Five died 
in three days. It is you who have killed them with your eyes. 
Depart, or all the rest will perish.”” In Amboma terrain people* 
by anointing ilteir eyes daily with various ingrediems. can in¬ 
crease t heir sharpness of vision and acquire a "warm eye.4 They 
are greatly feared because by concentration of Look they can make 
anyone ill and change good food into poison.1’ The ifugau. a 
non-Christian tribe of northern Luzon, believe that certain persons 
have an evil Ucut” of the eye, which brings misfortune or sickness 
ofi whomsoever or whatsoever diey see. The injury may he 
effected intentionally or unmtentionally. In the latter case no 
punishment is inflicted on the perpetrator. This affliction can be 
cured if its possessor offers a sacrifice of the proper sort.*1 

Among the Shans of Burma people with a reputation for the 
possession of the evil eye are shunned by their neighbors and 
often expelled from the village.*1 In Malabar, where fear of the 
evil eye is prevalent, people tcJl of fine buildings that have fallen 
down and ripe fruits and grain crops that have withered all be¬ 
cause of being "overlooked11 by someone with the fatal gift*4 
The aborigines of Choia Nagpur think that not only some tinman 
beings but also some animals possess the evil eye and by a glance 
can cause disease and death. The Oraon and Munria wear iron 
rings and arm band5 which have been previously exposed to the 
air during an edipse of the sun. With these charms they can 
oppose to the evil eye of witches and the evil attentions of ghosts 
and spirits a resistance as strong as that of the eclipse-hardened 
iron.” The Toda have a well-defined belief in the evil eye, which 
is catted by them "if looking anxiously.1' One of its commonest 
effects is indigestion, hence no one wants to be seen eating. A 
person suffering from the. effects of the evil eye can be cured by a 
magical specialist, who puts salt and a certain kind of thorn into 
a fire and recites an incantation in the presence of the patient. 
The magician may also practice "absent treatment" if he is unable 
tl3 visit the sick man. In this case he purs the salt c?n ihe ground, 
strokes ii w ith the thorn, and rcciics the necessary incantation 
The salt is then sent to the sufferer, by whom it is eaten. All this 
miisi be done three times for the treatment to be efficacious/* 

I he Ba-iLi of Northern Rhodesia believe that there is "some¬ 
thing baneful'’ in the direct glanet A person who stares fixedly 
a* another is supposed to be planning, or actually causing, some 
evil to befall liim; such a person is called "bard-eyed.>PTT A 
Masai suspected of producing sickness in men or animals by the 
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evil cvc must not be seen in the neighborhood of the village kraal. 
Everybody avoids him. He lives in his own enclosure. Should 
he visit a strange settlement he would probably be killed.74 The 
Suk also compel the possessor of the evil eye to live by himsdf. 
Children must not see him and adults, as a protective measure. 
Spit when passing him by, It is believed that if he looks at an ox 
he can bring about the death of the owner's child.” According 
to Nandi belief such a person can cause children and calves to 
fall sick and pregnant women and cows to abort. Spirting is a 
protective measure with the Nandi, as with the Suk. hut it must 
be done by the possessor of the evil eye upon the approach of a 
person or an animal that might be harmed by contact with him.** 

Similar ideas arc entertained by the Akikuyu and the Akamba.*1 
The YVachagga of Mount Kilimanjaro attribute the possession of 
the eviJ eye tn .strangers and also to their own [K-ople, especially 
those who are old and whose eyelids are inflamed.** According 
to the belief of the Taluo or Nilotic Kavirondo a glance of the 
evil eye tan make a well man sick. It can even kill a man who is ill 
or an unlmm child.” 

The belief in the evil eye seems to be universal among Nilotic 
people? of the Anglo-Egyptiau Sudan.** The Bari-speaking tribes 
believe That monorchids are the most dangerous possessors of this 
power.** The Shilluk think that the evil eve is possessed by old 
women, widows left childless, homely mm, and men who through 
their own fault have made a failure of their lives. All these per¬ 
sons, it is held, are consumed by envy of their more fortunate 
fellows.'" According to another account of the Shiltuk belief the 
power of the evil eve can be inherited. It is also acquired suddenly 
by some people. They do not know bow it comes. While those 
who have it cannot always be distinguished from normal indi¬ 
viduals, one with eyes in which the whites are small and the irises arc 
targe in proportion and very dark is pretry Itkdy to possess the 
power. Unfortunately some who have it are not so marked, and 
some who are so marked lack it. A man en[lowed with the evil eye 
is aware of the fact. The evil eye operates what its possessor looks 
fixedly at an intended victim. He is usually in an envious or 
jealous mood or is angry at the time, so tliat his pernicious in¬ 
fluence really emanates from his: whole personality, not from his 
eye alone. The bewitched person says that the eye has gone into 
him. For relief he seeks out □ medicine man, who heats a nail and 
with it blinds a sheep. This procedure not only cures the patient 
but also typifies what will happen to the person who east the baleful 
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glance. If the latter's eyes do not become inflamed forthwith it is 
obvious that the treatment has not been successful.*’ 

The Bomitaba of the Belgian Congo, while recognizing that a 
person may sometimes die naturally after a long illness, do not 
admit the same explanation of a sudden death. The deceased has 
come to his end either by the action of a spirit or of a living enemy. 
In the Former case nothing can he done. In the latter case it is 
necessary to find someone who cast an evil eye with mortal effects 
upon the victim. A person thus accused must undergo the poison 
ordeal to establish his innocence or else, admitting his guilt, flee 
the village.** In northern Nigeria, where the evil eye is very much 
feared, the food of chiefs and priests is often prepared and eaten 
in secret, as a precaution against the malicious glance of sorcerers. 
The Nigerian custom, by which chiefs used to speak from behind 
curtains, is explained by some natives as a precaution against 
the evil eye of their subjects, though some would say that it was to 
protect subjects from tliat of the thief. The Hausa have a proverb. 

“The eye is poison."*1 
By the Rwala Bedouin of northern Arabia a man who Jacks 

both upper eyeteeth or who has blue eyes is carefully avoided as 
the possessor of the evil eye. Such a man is sometimes strong 
enough to bring down a bird frum the air by his mere glance.** 

Instances of the belief under consideration seem to he rare in 
aboriginal America, thus affording a marked contrast to its preva¬ 
lence in the Old World It is said to he entertained by the Arau- 
cardans of southern Chile,*’ The Indians of Nicaragua supposed 
that certain people had a deadly look, which was especially dan¬ 
gerous to children.*5 All sorcerers among the Charti of Guatemala 
possess the evil eye and infect others with it out of mere spite 
or jealousy,** A similar conception is found among the Cuicatec, 
a tribe in the Mexican state of Oaxaca.** Belief in the evil eye is 
familiar to the Navaho Indians, especially among women of the 
tribe.*4 There was once a Cheyenne medicine man who could kill 
persons by his mere glance. He had to use great caution, conse¬ 
quently, to keep from injuring his friends.*' A Shuswap magician 
can kill a person merely by looking at him *7 The Tsetsatit of 
British Columbia have a legend of a man who married his sister. 
This act of incest apparently conferred upon him the power of 
kilting everything by a glance. One day he killed every member of 
Ins tribe. After this murderous exploit he traveled a!) over the 
world and left many signs of his presence, such as remarkable 
rocks.** We are told of the fate of an Eskimo sorcerer in Green- 
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land, who suffered death according' to the '"old customs/’ He was 
first harpooned and eviscerated, then a dap was let down from his 
forehead "to cover fits eyes and prevent his seeing again/’ ire 
liad. ii would seem, the evil eye.0* 

The evil tongue may he a natural endowment of certain persons, 
as much so, in fact, as the evil eve. If an Ifugao. afflicted with the 
"Mailing word, " goes into a neighbor’s house and. seeing a sow 
with a litter nf pigs, remarks, "That's a fine litter of pigs you 
have'" the animals are sure To die. Yet the possessor of this 
power might be without intent to do injury, might be even ignorant 
that he had this fatal power.1"5 By die Malays of the Peninsula 
an evil influence is believed to affect children who arc taken notice 
of by people kindly disposed toward them, Ii is unlucky, for in¬ 
stance. to remark on the fatness or healthiness of a baby,"1 The 
Toda suppose that various misfortunes will happen to a man if a 
person remarks ott how well he is looking or how well he is dressed 
Bad luck also results from declaring that a man’s buffalo gives 
much milk; the animal will probably kick her calf or wilt suffer in 
some way soon after the words have been spoken. The ill effects 
of such unseemly statements can he removed, however, by ap¬ 
propriate treatment and the recital of incantations/" 

Among the AJcikuvu, if you audibly admire a neighbor’s cow 
and shortly afterward it falls sick, and If this misfortune happens, 
several times, so that people can compare notes, you arc likely 
to be credited with Lite possession of the evil tongue. A medicine 
man cannot remove the affliction which the culprit lias caused; only 
the latter can do so and then only in the morning before he eats 
any food. Should such an ill-wisher admire a pregnant woman 
she will have a miscarriage. Ii she b not pregnant his expressed 
admiration will cause her breasts to become highly inflamed. He 
must then rub a little of his saliva on them to remove the swelling. 
Should he admire some object, a spear for instance, it will soon 
afterward be broken; if his admiration is for the leather-covered 
sheath of a sword, it will probably be gnawed by rats and spoilt. 
Tile possession of this fatal gift is looked upon as an unavoidable 
mis fortune; consequently if death or loss occurs hv its exercise the 
pers' i: to wjmm it is attributable cannot 1* sued for compensation 
before site council of elders In time the Akikuyu gel to know the 
people who have it. When one of them enters a village he will he 
asked in a friendly way to spit ceremonially on all the children to 
prevent any injury happening to them from his visit. A father 
who possesses the power can preserve his children against its action 
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either from hfmidf or from any other person by shutting his eyes 
and then ceremonially spitting into the mouth of each child101 

Among ihe Akamba, it a person possessing the evil tongue sees 
;m object and &aysh “This Es good/* or words to that effect, it is 
sure to Ih: destroyed. A living creature so refer™! to is dimmed 
to perish. He who has the power in cptLsriun can wart! off its 
influence by spitting <n\ the object nr person affected There is 
an entire dan of which every member has both ihe evil eye and the 
evil tongue. The dans folk are often sought out to cure hums and 
bruises by spitting on the wound.101 

The Bau$a immediately resent any expression of admiration. 
The praising of a woman's beauty by any man except her husband 
is a serious injury. The proper reply to complimentary remarks, 
however sincerely made, is. "I donTt care, do you hear?"1" 

Mental peculiarities may distinguish the magician from his 
fellows. He discloses hypnotic power over himself or over others, 
evinces a capacity for ecstatic experiences, or is subject to hysteria, 
convulsive actions* and epileptic seizures, ending, perhaps, in sonic 
form of permanent insanity. Hence lie is often endowed with the 
special knowledge and special powers required for a healer, wan¬ 
der-worker. diviner, and prophet 

The people of Niue or Savage Island looked upon a magician 
as god-inspired. Anyone liable to epileptic fits, or a victim of tem¬ 
porary insanity was marked out for the magical profession. This 
tended to be confined, therefore, to certain families which were 
"afflicted with a high degree of mental instability/1 In the old 
days fakers seem to have been unknown* nor were delusions fos¬ 
tered by artificial urns"1 In Samoa cpffcptks became diviners,*" 
Of some Indonesian peoples, including the Batak of Sumatra, it 
is said that by preference they select weak or sickly persons for 
the office of magician.10* Among the Subamm of Mindanao the 
magician of marked success is usually a neurasthenic and eccentric 
person. He is often recognized by his neighbors as "verging upon 
insanity." However, their respect for him and confidence in him 
are not thereby lessened. It is perfectly reasonably they think, that 
a mail of power in spiritual things, one who can have visions, hear 
the voice of supernatural beings, and at times be possessed by a 
spirit, should be weak in the practical concerns of daily life/ v 

The magician among the Scma Naga is essentially a seer* a 
dreamer, a dfrirvoyant* "Second sight lie no doubt often has in 
some degree or other, and since it is an intermittent gift, he must 
simulate it when absent, for the sake of his reputation* and descend 
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to deception just as a European medium docs/* He is m a measure 
possessed and lias fits “somewhat resembling; epilepsy*"11* An 
anthropologist, working among the Andaman Islanders, met a 
man seemingly "subject to epileptic fits.1' He was regarded by the 
natives as a great magician/11 

Most Aknmha magicians evince at times such shyness and 
nervousness that a European observer would pronounce them to 
be mentally deficient. The natives certainly regard them as im¬ 
beciles in ordinary matters. "The more proficient they are in their 
art the less sane are they held to be."111 Among the Lotuko a 
person is usually marked out to become a magician if he has some 
physical peculiarity, for instance* a humped back or a limping gait, 
or gives signs, real or fictitious, of madness. lie separates him* 
self from human society and goes to live in the forest for several 
months before taking up the duties of his profession.111 

By the Barbu a Pygmies of the Belgian Congo, epileptics and 
albinos are regarded a?, being more powerful magically titan normal 
people. Our authority on these Pygmies met an epileptic boy, 
“little more than a child*" who was declared to be the most for¬ 
midable magician in the district. Everybody exhibited much aver¬ 
sion to meeting him.11* The Xktmdu believe that epileptics possess 
tremendous occult power, or etinta. 111 By the Ban gala of the 

Upper Congo “half-daft persons" and those who had, recovered 
from Insanity were regarded with much fear. They were often 
spoken of as being powerful magicians.1" 

By the I bo of southern N igeria certain persons are said to 
possess agnv. They sit very quietly and preferably alone ; they 
act "childishly" and point to objects while calling them by name; 
occasionally they may be seen trembling at the knees or gnashing 
their teeth; they are also believed to be sexually impotent. In¬ 
herited ag:i-ir. that for which an ancestral spirit is responsible, can 
never he cured, though a doctor is able to afford some temporary 
relief to a patient afflicted with it. Atjwx may also be acquired 
voluntarily, since a person with this mental disease is supposed 
to possess desirable occult power. All doctors, for example, ob¬ 
tain it in order to perform the duties of their profession, and per¬ 
sona who dance or wrestle professionally and need great physical 
strength likewise desire to be endowed with it, initiation into 
certain secret societies, controlled by the spirits who cause agtiv, is 
the regular means of acquiring it. Such acquisition is only tem¬ 
porary, however, and the power thus gained may sometimes l>e 
“spoiled" or neutralized by certain ceremonies. The Tbo carefully 
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distinguish this Ij-js-t ot abnomiat behavior from ala, which is a 
condition of permanent luiiacy.’" 

The Patagonian Indians are said to choose their magicians 
from children who have die St- Vitus dance, According to another 
account of these Indians a hoy or a girl, “if what we should call 
odd," is considered by them to be naturally marked out for the 
magical office,11" Among the Araucanians the magician, "through 
his training, mode of life, and natural temperament, is generally 
a person of a highly strung, nervous disposition, to whom the 
faculty of throwing himself into a cataleptic or hypnotic trance 
is a second nature."11* Some Lcngua magicians appear attic to 
hypnotize themselves by sitting in a strained position for hours 
and fixing their gaze upon some distant object. White in this 
state they are believed to see visions and to send out their souls 
from their bodies.110 Hie Karava of eastern Brazil believe that 
nervous people and epileptics are peculiarly qualified lor the magi¬ 
cal profession.111 Among the Guiana tribes the office of magician 
seems to he hereditary and to pass from a father u> bis eldest son. 
We are told, however, that if there should lie no son lo succeed his 
father the members of the magical fraternity choose and train some 
other boy for the profession, “one with an epileptic tendency 
being preferred."165 Curers and other “wise men" among the 
Chorri Indians of Guatemala exhibit a slight strain of insanity. 
This peculiarity the people consider to be natural and proper for 

those who engage in occult pursuits,111 
An Apache youth may enter the magical profession if he can 

convince his friends that he possesses an “intense personality."114 
Among the Achomawt Indians of northern California almost all 
the medicine men seem to he of a highly neurotic temperament, 
They are persons who feel themselves impelled by an inner urge, 
which they cannot resist, to become magicians.'*’ Candidates 
for the magical office among the Haida are chosen by the whole 
body of magicians. A youth exhibiting “psychic gifts" is generally 
selected.' " In eastern Greenland only dreamers, visionaries, and 
people of an hysterical disposition become magicians.**' 

Among the Kodak of Siberia those who rank as magicians are 
usually “nervous young men subject to hysterical fits." Their wild 
paroxysms alternate with a condition of complete exhaustion, when 
they will lie motionless tor two or three days, neither eating nor 
drinking. Finally they retire lo the wilderness anil there endure 
privations, in order lo prepare themselves for their profession. 
The Chukchi magicians with whom a Russian anthropologist iiad 
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intercourse were as a rule ‘'extremely excitable, almost hysterical, 
and not a lew of them were half-crazy. Their cunning in (he use 
of deceit in their art closely resembled the entitling of a lunatic.” 
Among the Git ink of Sakhalin Island magicians are nearly always 
persons who suffer from hysteria in one form or another,|S* 

There are stiil other [lersons and groups of persons with in¬ 
herent occult power for good or ill. For instance, in southeastern 
Australia, where each tribe consists of two t-xogamons inter¬ 
marrying classes i moieties), an occult influence is ascribed to 
members of une class which is injurious to those of the other. 
'1 hus among the Wumnjeiri of Victoria, when people of the two 
classes were camped at tile same fire, a man would not touch a 
stick In-longing to a man of the opposite class, lest his fingers should 
swell. If this happened, he went to a magician, who drew out the 
evil which had thus lodged in his hand Among the Amnia of 
Centra] Australia a man is careful not to let certain relatives by 
marriage see what he is eating lest they project their "smell" into 
the food and spoil it. Should he eat an animal which ha? been 
killed by one of these relatives its meat would disagree with him 
anil he would become very ill m Among the Annin the magical 
profession is hereditary in the members of the Falling-star triemic 
group, who arc especially associated with unfriendly spirits living in 
the sky, Tile Attula magician is a sorcerer rather than a doctor, since 
he can hurt but cannot heal.1** Iti Mcr, one of the castem islamls 
of Torres Straits, all the inliabiiants belonged, or could Iwbng, 
to one or other of the two sections of the community. The 
Zagareb section alone had the power of making rain and of per¬ 
forming certain kinds of private magic, while the Bdeam le section 
enjoyed the exclusive privilege of practicing certain kinds of 
divination.11' In Mabuiag, one of the western islands of Torres 
Straits, memlwrs of the Dog clan were supposed to have great 
sympathy with dogs, to understand their habits better than other 
men. and to exercise a special control over them,141 Among the 
Trobrianders certain magical rites and spells are confined to a 
special subdan. Though transmitted in the female line, they are 
usually carried out by men alone. This exclusive magic forms 
one of the most valued possessions of file subdan.111 

There are persons among the Kcruki ->f the Morehead District. 
Papua, who tan cause their blood to pass from them into ficopk 
with whom they come into contact. The transmission is particu¬ 
larly liable to happen when they are overheated by exertion. A 
man with this uncanny power will, if he feeb hot, warn his friends 
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not to sit too close to him until lie cools down. The power is quite 
profitable to those who possess it, for they alone can cure the 
ailments which it causes. Some natives profess their inability to 
coniml the transmissive prrx:ess, hut Others acknowledge that they 
acquire it by swallowing certain large ants and chewing secret 

medic in ea.11® 
In the island of Mala (Malaita) in the Solomons, the inland 

people are supposed to have much more matta than dwellers on the 
coast. The "pray-ers" uttered by them to the ghosts for help in 
battle, for the cure of sickness, and for abundant crops are es¬ 
pecially efficacious. They are $n “hot*’ (suka) that when one of 
them visits a coastal community he darts not spread out Iris fingers 
as if pointing, for to point the finger at anybody is equivalent to 
shouting him with a distm. The person so indicated ^otild be in 
danger of death. If he spat on a person the latter would die at 
once.11 s In the Banks Islands some men possess a mysterious 
potency “which the natives find it difficult to explain." This is 
their uqa. Suppose you sleep in a strange man’s habitual sleeping 
place during bis absence and afterward become ill, you know then 
tliat the ngo of the stranger b responsible for your trouble. Sup¬ 
pose, again, that vou leave an associate and go elsewhere to sleep, 
still you will be followed and struck by the uqa of the matt you have 
left.' You rise io the morning feeling weak and languid; if you 
were unwell before now* you will be worse. Although there is no 
witchcraft in all this a person must pay money to the injured party 
for what his uqa has done and by "an act of his wlir lake off the 
malignant influence-:it In Aurora, one of the New Hebrides, a 
man who wished to catch octopus (ttnWfa) would take with him 
one of the members of the Octopus family to stand on the tieach 
and cry out, "So-aud-So wants vririkT; then plenty would be 

taken.1®* 
Among the Sea Dayak there are men who can exert "a peculiar 

magic infiueuce" bv which they nullify bad omens. Their faculty 
is most usefully employed. When 3 family has received a warning 
Of lhi$ sort, something grown on the family farm—a bit of Indian 
com, a little mustard, or a few cucumber shoots—is taken to one 
of the gifted men. He quietly eats it raw- and thus appropriates 
10 himself the evil omen In him it becomes innocuous.1** With 
these Dayak the treatment of the sick is not confined to a pro¬ 
fessional maitang, or magician. Sometimes a man, "supposed to 
be lucky," will be called in as a practitioner. He chews a hot and 
stimulating mixture of betel and pepper leaf and then squirts his 
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saliva over the affected part of the patient's Ixidjv meanwhile rub¬ 
bing it geniiy with his fingers. This treatment is believed to be 
most efficacious,11,1 The Lmd Dayak ot' Sarawak attributed magi¬ 
cal power over the rice crop to their English rajah, James Brooke, 
When he visited a tribe, they would bring to him some of the padi 
seed which was to be sown the next season, so that he might ferti¬ 
lize it by shaking over it the women's necklaces. When he entered 
a village the women bathed his feet, first in water, then in coconut 
milk, am! lastly in water again. All this water was preserved so 
that it might l>t distributed on the farms. Tribes too far off for 
the rajah's visits would send to him a small piece of doth and a 
little gtitd or silver, and when ilicse objects had been affected with 
his fertilizing power they would be buried in the rice fields.*11 

In earlier times the Karen of Burma used to drive orphan 
children from the village and compel them to live hy themselves. 
These unfortunates were credited with the possession of occult 
powers, probably because a child who managed to survive in the 
jungle was assumed to be supernatural I y protected.111 The Lakhcr, 
a hill tribe of Assam, credit certain persons with the ability to scud 
iheir souls into other people s bodies and cause a severe stomach¬ 
ache which may result in death. Such an tiimuo. as he is called, is 
always of an envious disposition and anxious to acquire his 
neighbor's possessions,**1 Among the Augami Naga some persons 
of both sexes can produce illness in men and animals and bring 
about other inisf or tunes as wdL Their “occult powers" arc exer¬ 
cised not only voluntarily hut also irvoluntarily, "by virtue of an 
evil influence emanating from them at the waning of the moon.1’1** 
Each village of the Lhota Naga formerly had two chief priests 
( fnttlti), who rook the leading part in all ritual proceedings. Now¬ 
adays there is often only one priest in a village. The position is 
not attractive fwcausc of the belief that any verbal mistakes com¬ 
mitted by the officiant In die ceremonies will call down upon him 
divine displeasure. A person chosen to serve as a pvtht must he 
one who has never met with certain misfortunes or accidents—- 
must never have Itcen wounded by ,1 wild animal or an enemy, or 
have been injured hy falling from a tree or a rock, or have burnt 
him self. The Welfare of the village is hound up with that of its 
puthi; were he unlucky the village itself would meet with 
disaster,111 

Among the KJtarta of Chora Nagpur there are persons endowed 
with a special good luck {sat) as respects the rice A possessor of 
sat is sure e-j thresh out a much larger proportion of rice grains. 
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with a much smaller proportion of chaff, than any of hts neighbors, 
Unfortunately, some persons can take away a man's j<t*’ hy merely 
looking at his threshed rice. Those suspected of this wicked prac¬ 
tice an not allowed to enter a threshing floor.1** Certain clans of 
the Birhor, another jungle trilm of Oiota Nagpur, possess specific 
occult powers, differing according to the region from which the 
eJan ancestors originally came. There are two dans, for instance, 
whose members can control the weather. 1 f a high wind is crim¬ 
ing on, a man of either of these dans has merely to pour a jug of 
water in front of the tribal encampment and bid the storm turn 
aside, whereupon it will immediately take a different direction. 
Again, there is a dan whose members can control the monsoon 
winds and rain. These wilt always abate their force when they 
approach a settlement of the dan in question.1,1 Among the Cond, 
an aboriginal people of Central India, certain persons proiras to 
he aide to call tigers from the jungle, to scute them hy the cars, and 
to control their voracity by whispering to them a command not to 
L-ome near the villages.’** 1 'da sorcerers art said to belong only 
to certain families from which they inherit their dread power of 

evil-doing.14* 
In tlic Punjab certain persons, entire families, and even all the 

inhabitants of certain villages are credited with the power of curing 
diseases, wounds, sores, and swellings, 1 heir ‘ virtue has de¬ 
scended to them from some eminent ancestor or has been com¬ 
municated by some friendly saint or fakir. Contact with one of 
these gifted persons, without the aid of spells, medicines, or 
ceremonies, sufficies to produce a cure. T he healing contact is 
established hy a touch of hand or foot or big toe. It is equally 
efficacious to eat food cooked by (he healer, to drink water from 
his hand, to be breathed upon or spat upon by him. or to he 
rubbed by him with earth or ashes. These beliefs are shared by 
Hindus and Moslems, peasants and vagrants; they arc irrespective 
of race, caste, or creed.’1'1 A firstborn son in the Punjab can stop 
a hailstorm by cutting a hailstone with a knife. He can stay a 
dust storm bv standing naked in front of it. He is particularly 

susceptible to'lightniug, and for this reason he is not allowed to go 
outdoors cm a rainy day. Snakes become torpid in his presence.15' 
Moslems believe that firstborn children car arrest storms by 
stripping themselves naked and standing on their heads Those 
remarkable children are also able to stop a rain which may have 
poured down continuously for days by simply making a cloth 

candle and burning it-113 
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Ir is believed by die Ba-iia that certain persons possess chesha, 
a lucky hand for sow ing* Consequently their services are in general 
demand by cultivators oi the soil.1"* Members of the Anjilo clan, 
a division of the Akikuyu, have hyenas as their "obedient slave* ” 
The clansmen can employ their power over these animals most 
usefully, for instance, to keep them away from the cattle kraal,'*1 
Members of the Eithaga dan are able to make or withhold the rain. 
In the latter case they take care not to let the fields of a smith 
suffer, for though magicians themselves they fear the more potent 
Tiugic of the workers in ircm.ts" Among the Kipsigis, a branch of 
the Nandi-speaking peoples, the elders of the Toiybi clan are the 
rain makers The special relation of this dan to rain is indicated 
by its secondary totem, the lightning.1'’ 

The tribes of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan believe fervently in 
the good luck or bad luck attaching to certain people. "Thus, if a 
crop does well one year, the success is often put down to die good 
luck of die man who planted the ground and the boy who threw 
the seeds; and the next year these two arc hunted for and usually 
receive a higher wage in order to induce them to help again. 1 f a 
new man comes to a village, and the rains are bad that year, the 
failure is debited to the stranger."1*’ 

Many heathen tribes of northern Nigeria ascribe particular 
powers of magic to certain families. Among the Waja one family 
in a village may have the ability to control the weather, another to 
drive away locusts, and anodicr to deal with rats. The family 
especially honored by die community has tile secrets of a good 
harvest, and nt. one may proceed with reaping until its luad gives 
the word to do so. Among the Bcrom seme persons are supposed 
to possess special powers of preventing a rainfall. Such persons 
rank as witches, and when the rains are delayed the tribal elders 
meet to probe into the matter and discover the offender.1" 

Special powers of magic were associated with certain totemie 
groups of (he Omaha Indians. The Bird subchin, when black- 
birds devoured the com. undertook to stop their depredations by 
chewing siome grains of com and spitting these out over the fields. 
Members oi the Reptile dan dealt effectively with worms which 
infested the com They pounded up sonic of them with a Jit tic 
corn, made soup of the mixture, and ale it. When die Turtle 
subclan wished to dissipate a fog they drew the figure of a turtle 
on (he ground and placed upon it small pieces of a red brecch- 
doth, together with some tobacco. The Wind People, by flapping 
their blankets, could Mart a breeze to drive away mosquitoes.11* 
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The Klailam of Washington credited the people of a certain 
village (Elkwa) with a mysterious power over all the other 
Endian?, By merely talking in low tones about a person, who 
might be as far as fifty miles away, they could summon him and 
he came If they talked ill and wished to do evil to anyone thus 
distant, his eyes were made to whirl "and the evil wish came to 
pas?. ’ They secured this mysterious and dreaded power by wash¬ 
ing thdr hands in the black water which always filled basins in 
certain rocks far up in the mountains. It was magical ( 

water.1 w 
To early man the processes of iron working must have seemed 

indeed mysterious, so that both smelting and forging would 
naturally be invested with an oCCliH character. This attitude 
would be strengthened by the fact that the art of metallurgy is so 
often practiced by outsiders, mm of strange speech and habits, 
who keep the secrets of their craft strictly to themselves and form 
a guild or caste apart. No doubt tlic various superstitions that 
from time immemorial have gathered about iron because of its 
rovdty when first introduced, and perhaps because of its observed 

magnetic power, contributed to the mystery surrounding metal¬ 
lurgy. Iron objects, it is well known, avert the evil eye and serve 
as amulets against witches, ghosts, demons, arid malign influences 

generally. Such objects also find use as talismans.1*1 
By manv African peoples smiths are regarded as wonder 

workers, Thev may he honored for their possession of occult 
power, hut at the same time they will be greatly dreaded as possible 
sorcerers. Sometimes smiths serve as medicine men or as priests. 
The ‘iron doctor" among the Ra-ila is a most important person- 
agv, for without his magic it would be impossible to extract the 
iron from the ore. Before smelting operations 1wgmt two children, 
a hov and a girl, are brought from the village and pm into the 
kiln." The doctor gives each a bean, which they are to crack in 
their months. The bean, when cracked, makes a noise, and the 
men hearing it raise a loud shout, 1 he noise is associated with 
that of the fire in the kiln and is supposed to conduce to proper 
smelting.**1 When this operation begins, the doctor spits nut 
upon die ore in the kiln the drugs which he has chewed. The 
lacking of the kiln is done almost entirely by die doctor, who also 
adds certain medicines, including a piece of an elephant $ hide and 
some feathers of a guinea fowl. They are used because the tire 
makes loud sounds like those of the animal and the bird and 
therefore wilt promote the process of combustion The fire is 
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taboo and must not Iw called “fire" hut ''the fierce one.'' By being 
complimented in this way it will bum better,1" 

Among the Akilcuyu of Kenya a member of the guild of smiths 
can place a spell on a patch of forest to prevent anyone from de¬ 
stroying it I f sugar Cane is stolen from a garden or goats are 
stolen out of a village by night, the owner goes to a smith, taking 
with him the iron necklace or bracelet of a deceased person. The 
smith heals it in his fire and then severs it with a chisel, saying, 
"May (he thief Ik- rut as t cm this iron*" Or he may take a sword, 
heal it. anti then quench it in water, saying, “May the body of the 
thief cool as this iron doesl" Both spells are equally effective. The 
culprit will get a terrible cough, become very thin, and gradually 
fade away. The ordinary native is too afraid of the magic of 
souths to steal anything from one of them. In former times 
smiths were supposed to bewitch people against whom they horc 
a grudge; they could also afflict an entire village by their sorcery. 
Even a medicine matt lias no power over a smith,1" 

The Somali fear the smith 1101 only its a magician but also as 
an ally of evil spirits. Consequently every effort is made not to 
antagonize him.'" No Nandi dares steal anything from a smith, 
for die owner of the stolen article will heat Ins furnace and, while 
blowing his bellows, will curse the thief and surely cause the lat- 
ters death.""' By the Wachagga of Mount Kilimanjaro the smith 
is regarded with awe as being the maker of deadly weapons, one 
who lias the marvelous power of uniting iron with iron. Since 
metallurgy is practiced only by certain dans and families, more 
or less isolated front the tribal life, he is also feared as a worker 
in things strange and foreign and hence >$ readily endowed with 
a magical [HrrsaiiaUiy.*"' Among the Lang, the manufacture of 
’‘rain spears," used in rain making, is confined to smiths of a cer¬ 
tain dan These smiths also make a spear with barbs intended to 
resemble locusts’ wings. It b employed to avert a swarming of the 
insects.1" Among the Bari, smiths possess occult powers, and iron 
plays a large jiart in warding off and curing sickness. ■“ The 
B&kongo regard the forge of a blacksmith as sacred and they 
never steal from it. 1 f anyone did so he would contract a severe 
form of hernia; if anyone was bold enough to sit on the anvil his 
legs would become swollen.1 T" Among the Fang of Gabon the 
blacksmith of a group of villages is also, as a rule, its medicine 
man or "priest.15 :i By the Tiv of Benue Province, Nigeria, the 
smithy and every article connected with it are considered to be 
imbued with occult power. A person who possesses or wears any 
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tool of a smith is ampty protected against a witch trying to injure 
him. The witch would be annihilated by a thunderbolt. Many 
Tiv chiefs, though not smiths, arc careful to keep on hand a com- 
pick' set of thetr tools.1” Teda smiths are credited with the ability 
to prepare magic potions anti with other black arts.1” By tilt Barn- 
hara of the French Sudan the smiths, who form a class apart, arc 
regarded as possessors of "supernatural" power and as being in 
constant intercourse with the spirits. Smiths arc rich, for any¬ 
thing they want must be given to them.17’ Smiths among the 
Tuareg tribes hold a high social position. They rank as both 
physicians and magicians.”* In Abyssinia smiths are supposed 
to be sorcerers, with the power of turning themselves into hyenas. 
"Few people will molest or offend a blacksmith.""'' 

Among the Siberian tribes the smith’s cratt usually passes 
from father to son. In the ninth generation the smith becomes, 
automatically, a magician, able to cure diseases and make predic¬ 
tions. His inherited power goes on increasing with the number 
of ancestors who have been smiths. Spirits are afraid, above all, 
of the clink of iron and the noise of the bellows. The Yakut have 
a saying, "Smiths and sliamans come out of one nest I lie)' 
also say, 'The wife of a shaman is to be respected : the wife of a 
smith is worthy of honor.”1” According to the belief of the Buriat, 
blacksmiths attend black shamans and aid them in the practice of 
sorcery. The smith makes out of iron a model of the intended 
victim and then smashes it with his hammer. The ntan whom the 

model represented will shortly die."* 
Inherent occult power likewise Stdongs to persons regarded as 

"unclean.” Women during pregnancy, at confinement, after con¬ 
finement, and at menstruation; boys and girl? at puberty; newly 
married couples; widows, widowers, and mourners generally; 
man slayers: those who have anything to do with the dead (under¬ 
takers and gravediggers); and strangers arc all in a state of ritual 
pollution until they have undergone a ceremony of purification. 
So evil is the influence which they radiate that it has been found 
necessary' to invest them v. jih stringent taboos, not only tnr their 
own protection, but for iliat of the community as wdl-1" Inherent 
occult power also attaches to "sacred" chiefs and other public 
functionaries, who are surrounded hv taboos intended, on the one 
hand, to safeguard their followers and. on the other hand, to 
prevent the dispersion of thetr sacrcdness by contact with what is 
common nr "profane.” The regulations affecting them will he 
redoubled when the sacred person is befit responsible for the 
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growth of the crops, the increase of animals hunted or domes- 
tics ted > rainfall, and the general well-being; of his people. We shall 
meet many illustrations of Lhc idea that these divine chiefs and 
kings can control for weal or woe the course of nature. 
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become porreper* are usual I v iwins. For twtntyfottr days after wrtli they must 
be ^ ctDt rrujiisefs milk, but the liquid portion com Hominv. and ther 
mtiit be kepi rigidly winded ham all visitors. Such twin children arc mar- 
vefously eridinLcik they tan t\y ihro^ih tbc air, dirt rmdcrgrmmdi, and walk on 
the Simray*. They can assume 59-El ImttiaEi and anitn.il sljapes concifivahle. A boy 
twin ii i mt»t succosftd himfccr, and a Rirl twin is expert in all iL-trnan"s work. 
When they arc urown up they are most pcmkioiy perrons, Mr to make you 
dejectm±. 1 lives irk. ill. or even in 3 dying condttion merely by itutiking of you in 
one oi tbeie state#- "Whatever they think happens." TJic mly wny oi prot^tioH: 
the community irnm their depredation^ is eo work mask than duriiEg 
tile Itcrl^l ryi their iccJtisknL Tins canturt be done with meats later, for sr the 
rrul of die twenty-four days they have the full power of sorcerers. See janisi 
Al'^mey and t- Olhrcchis^ in Buttrhn of the Bureau of American Ethnology^ 
N& 99* ppL lM fL 

t7R W. Waugh. lr(n;Htiit Foodi and Food Preparation (Ottawa !9l£> 
p, Gftifogwai Surrey Memoir, No. b6. 

11 TttL In Mrmciri ef the American Muxeum of Natural History, lie 
310 i., 37-1. Thii Lillooct lieiievc tiiat twloR am the real ofTsprinif ot ftrlczly t«r^ 
Many of these ItuLiani say tlsit twins are fjnr.zly boars in human form ami that 
when s twin dies hli 3uul back i.> them and beeumr* .me of them ijamos 
Ttii, , I\, 3631 i 

11 Jamrs Teil. ibht, IV, 5fej f. 
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» Ema (Itmiher. "A Further Analyst of the Fieri Salmon Cerenaony," 
L^flVlTJtfy d/ EFtr.tAll»j7f(M in II, 171- 

« Franz Boas* in Thirty-fifth Ammtl Effort of the Hiirem of American 
Ethnology. Part 1. pp. 631 ff. The twins were considered the children oi sabrum 
or transformed sakrnm. TSit)' were nrrt allowed, when yoiitvg. te- go near the 
water lest they should return In the form (tie**. in Pr^JTi o/ the Fifiy-niuth 
Meeting of the British Association far the Advancement of Sdenze [I8S9]h 

\k my, 
**term, in Report of the S£rfi*tk Meeting of the British Association for the 

Advancement of Science (1890)r up, S9f. By the Songish uf Vancouver Island 
(wins vfXTc supposed to posses ''supernatural iowmv ai their birth They were 
at once taken to the woods and washed in a pond In order to jrive them a normal 
personality (p. 574). 

MIt is taid that Tanrmnfom mapicbtL?- could d»iroy "numbers" by means 
of the evil rye (lame* Bumvick. Daily Life ond Griffin ef the Tasmanim* 
[London. IJ7QJr p. 177). The Kumai of Victoria bdkvi-4 that the white man 
could do marvelous thing! I y a mere glance, such as suddenly drawing to^eLiicr 
the two iusiks erf a river or instantly flashing dcaib to a beholder i A W 
Kovrilt aiml Lorimer FEtnn; Kumoi [Melbourne 18B0L pp< 24&L). 

841:. M WOUtutu, Orukaiva Magic < Oxford. 1930), p. 180. and note !. 
M- Hor.irt, 'Medicine and Witchcraft in Eddy-tooe of the Solomons,” 

Journal of the Royal Anthropological institute, LV (IVZ3), 23 E £. 

■* Ftlis >pc!»er, A/flfrrwfiffi aut den yearn Hehritfex itmd 

den Btmks-Inseln (Berlin, 1923), pp- 3b& ^ 
In the New Hebrides men wrap the penis (hut not dir izsricfes) in many 

yards ■ ■: edkd ur l.urne Sillier matsrrLiJ, thus making a bundle as mut b ^ tL-. ■- 
e'eei lung ami needing (o l>c supported from the waisi hand SB, T SomerTiit^ 
in JmtrntU of the AnthmfotopUai Institute. XXII] |IftW|t 360), It yeem* prob¬ 
able that a magical purpose accounts br the sole article of clothing worn by the 
Tapi™ pygmies oi Netherlands New rimrsea This is a hfffe case, made of a 
yourd ami cnclnvipK die penis. It sometime? mwures over hfieen inches m 
length (or more than a fourth of the pygmyV height' The natives are extremely 
mmjlEir^ to expose thcmielvn without tins (irgwiusi See A. H. V^dlaxtun, 
Pygmies ami Papuans J London, 1312], pp. 161 f-r l5Sf Pails envelope!, worn 
not only as % natural protection but al*o to Weep of Hsupernatural evils." are 
found amonfr many Brazilian tribes See Ratael Karstea, op. dt.w pp, 150 I. 

Herbert Iamb. SiMill and Smnjcs {EtlinburEK WS), p- 

aBCetir^e Turner, Soman (Lumkn, p- 2J, 

“ j. W. Slack in Report of the Third Meeting of the Australasian Attono- 
tim for the A&vniement of Srirnrr (101 h p. ^ We m tolH of a edebrused 
sorwerT tiriug cn the WatoloBiver, that hh shadow could blast trees not pro- 
tccird aftixBt ilf while if it fell on meu paddling on the river they stiff cued aitd 
diet] Keuct Ehey gave up trivtftng by eanccs as long: u he lived. No one dared 
Vilf hi[|| I A s. Th^rfuson, Thr Stftry of Hof Zealand EL-cradrm, 1859]. I, I lift, 

u' L M. if Albertis, jYzu- fTtiin^ (Loitd™, 18S0), I, 53. 

?l J, G. F. Riedel, De sinik en^rmsharigc tossfH rujjr^^i SrL'fres m Fapna 

* Tile Ibgue. IS86>, p, til 

13 R. K, Bartcm, ^llu^r Law," t'«neniiy of California Fuhheatirms in 
American . trekofolpffy and Ethnology, XV'. 70. 

tq Mrs Mi3uep at (Loodoru 1910), p. 194. 
1 + Ldjiur Thtint'iJi. EihnOjfffcphie fn Southern fudin {Madras, 1 

p. 255, ctuotiug S, A Iyer, On the belief in the evil eye in northern End-a see 
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W liliaRl Cfoftltc, RtUgipn and Folbhrt n/ Northern fndia (London. 1926i 
jip. 276-30,-. bcealia J. Abbuli. Tht Ktyt of Peuvr (London, I9J2), pp. 116—<& 

... R°*' Thr Ormw of Chat* Nagpur (Ranchi, India, 19151. pp. 333 
J41 I o <!ivert the evil eye of spirits or o( socettn a. cultivator set* tin a wootlm 
[tore ffl the center ol hia field. On the pftfe he bang* upside tW„ on earthen 
' -*1 w™ ,ta hnttom I»mted blast and white. Then* colors attrsci the evil «e 
and Him k«p it frum Matins the crop* (p. 344), 

”W. H. R. River*, Tht Todat (Louden, 1906), pp. 263 fj, 
,T *-■ W Smith and A. M. Da]*, op. cit., 1,224, 
T" hi. Marker, Dir 3 ford f Berlin, 1W), p. 203. 
u M W- H. Beech, Tht Suk (Oxford, 1911). p. 31 
»A-C. Bm*nt X^J, (Oxford, 1909), p. Pi) Among the Kipsigis, a 

ll-)r oi the t-ondi-apodctuB people*, the power of the evil eve it hereditary 
and may l-cloitg to other it i* ,dually mwdfesad ly a woman of a very 
jeik-u, dtSfi-^tWKL She cannot *tre aciyimc who h healthy t,r nrcufterom with- 

7 ss ssy 3Sj" 'S,!'’■ ****• s»™' *“*» 1 

- - K“” 
13 O. f\ Haunt. Cha$a Childhood (London. 1940), p, m, note I. 

x&nkik J‘*rml ftthr R°yai r****“. 
* i fr. Scifgmaq and Brenda X. Sdijmtan, *?* di pn Wf r^hiltnk’i in 

(Anuakl I2SI. iAM.mi. (Dfcto.asi AAdjw'Sfa”). ’’ 

™ m J tfLru^ w fAr Anthtvfiiitogkd Intitule, i.Vflt (1928). 437 
" Wiihdto Hohnayr, Die SehMul [Msidling be, Wien. I92ii p 22! 

,. "»■ ?• ^ler, "The Shiflt**, Briir! fat ,1* f>i( E?t The'Evil U«9efa» 
Men. Sudan Nttit and Rrcerdr, It (1919), 123ff. 

320 T ^ ^ “ Retw *rt <*« iradifion* fopulaitt,, JJJ (J922). 

Xtniwfl, «-<r T1,C ^ Uu: Ccwtie; *■ Eye in Nigeria;' Men. 

v ■ Jm"«L Ml“U^ “r,d Cult(m* •>} ihr Rivalla Btdoaiiu i*2ew 
Vork, 1928), pp. 40Bt. On the evd eye in Morocco and North Africa generally 
«t h*ari VftM™tV. ftuuol and Btlirj i„ Monte* i Lcndun [ 

^ ^ ,he.A^h.if » to dining^ between «W 
fcl tl,tf 3 T iW,Tr f7>««ri), or * [drill. Tf,e mufortontt camrd 

c?rc ,n^ fcy ‘ptr,!l aT7 tajptr the time, and so are the diamu for 
prcntctive m aversive purposes {I. 3S8 f.}, ^ 

“ K H. Smith, Thr <lrmta*vtns (New York, J8SS), p 230 

2*ui&l*i5: *■**"wsJZSL'U!£&£ 

t(p Tflt Chorti of Guatemala (Chicago. 19«), 

v**# <«*** *«—. 

Waflinn Ifoli'M muonip the Netoho (New Haven 1936i 
P, 39. ) oli fuhiua)soitj tit Amhtepahgy. No. H. ' I9J6^ 

'■G, B. Crinncll. The Chtymtr Imtiam (New Haven, 1933), tt 145. 
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v* James Tdtf in Memoirs of the American Museum cf Xnturai History, 

rv. 6J6, 
L* Frsjn Bc\aiF in Report 0/ 4 A* Sixty-fifth Meeting of ibr tfntiffi 

/or fJhJ .'faiYujarCni™.' d/ (1895). p. 565. 
^ EJishst Kent Kane. A re lie Explorations fPhflgdelphiaL, 1856]* II „ 127. 

1|W R. F. Barton. “liilgpo Law," E/imwryrfj p/ Cofi/arn^i Publirativns in 
American Archaeology and Ethnology, XV, 70, 

in W. E, Maxwell, "Fcslit-Lore nt the Malays^ Journal of the Straits 
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Na 7 (1881), irp. 27 f. 

1C* W. H R. Riven. df. rtf., pp. 265 ff. 

seiQ w, Hoblcy* *jft. rfr, pp- 17? L 
l|,4CluirlcH Durvla*. ''Htflory of Kiting VtfiffwdJ flf Ray A Anihrapo^ 

hpkal institute, Xlill (\m)r 534- 
]oa,A, J. K. Tremcame^ ffeusa Superset ions and Customs, p- 161: idem* 

Tht Ban of the Bon [London, J914)a p. 174, 
l5,aEL M. IsKh* “The Shaman of Nine." American Autlm*pot agist {tt-SL* 

im\ XXVI, 595. 
S4T S. ElEa, in Report of the Fourth Meeting vf the Australasian Association 

for the Advancement vf t ''1892), P-. 638. 
l«G A- Wilken, Ikt shamanisme hij dc wdken van den Indiwhen 

Aiehipd." in Fersprrule Gesehrificn (The Hague, 1912), IIIr 376. 
!CB E. B. Christie^ The Suhnr.unj of Simfangan Boy (Manila. llW). p 71- 

Philippine Bureau of Science. Division of Ethnology PubUtaiitm$t VoL V1, Pi L 

if*J. H. Hutton. The Serna Nagas (Land™, 1921). p. 247. 

111 A* R. RadcLifit'Brown, op. eit.,y. 177. According in 3L H. Man epUepisc 
Ilu arc not considered *'m a iiEpcrsriti&ui light" by the Aj«lanianf=c (On the 
Aboriphmi inhabitants of the Andaman Irittndj |London, 19J2J, p. IS: idem, 
in Journal of iht Anthropological Institute, XII [1883], 83). 

t^Qurfe* Dtmdas, ^History of Kited” Journal of ike Royal Anthropological 
institute, XLHI <1913)p 3331 The Akunbi etwwie bojs of a neoroiie tempera¬ 
ment for t3ic magical profession (GctF-W Linrlhjoift, The ALamba tn British 
Hast Africa [2d «L Uppsala 1920], p. 254), 

ltt I- Molrnarci. “Appnnll ccixa gfi uai, coslumi. c id« religiose dd Lotvlto 
deH'Ugajidit/4 A*lhr*p*t, XXXV-XXXVI (1W041). 199, 

11 * Paul &th*heitar Sfy Pygmy md Negro JJqsU (London, 1936). p. 240. 

^/fruf., pr 261 
]1S J. H. VV'eek5f In Journal dj the Roydf Anthropological Institute„ XXXIX 

(1909). 130. 
m H, A, W'ieschnflF. ^CotMrepts d Ahnurnality among the fbo of Nigeria " 

Journal of ike American OHfni&I Soeteiy, LXIII <1943), 262 n. 

Thomas Falhner. A Description of Paiagttnut (Hereford, tZ74). 51 H7; 
G. C Musters, At Home 7Aid tfcf Paiagoniotis (2d td_, Lcetilon, 1S75), p. 19L 

lM R. EL La[cham. ha/ownwf of ike Royal Anthropological fnitituu, XXXIX 
(19U9)P 346. Cs j, Kippgen, ^La rtliginn, lc_* mperitkiofu, !a magte. ei la ior- 
celleric do AraitcaraensFJi E,thnographie (n i.B 1914), No. 4, p. 6t, 

Ita B Gruhh, i.4n L'wLfrcJti^ People in «h Unbnmrn l^rmf f4lh nf, Idn- 
don. 1914), p. J46. 

ltL F. Ehrenretch, eur V&lkerkundi Brasilim/ (Berlin, 1S9J). p. 33. 
lta Sir E. F. im Tfam. the Indians of Guio** (London, I883)f p. 334^ 
1:11 QuarJ^n Wisdom, d£. cit., p 346 Otir nuttsonTy point 1 ■me ifcmi ahwc 
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matal and emotional peculiarities ingest tint their possessor if a possible 
the Chsmu^ altitude toward Iiam may cunrmct him dial ti* realty <a 

a sffCflnr Thu u mm Ukdy Ui Iiajtfiot if he u markedly nnrisoriij and given 

SMWI) BC U,,I,|tS WlUCb ^ trc0plC "dtljCr n<lr *PPWW 

rf "* 4 G‘ BtJU!k£"Th,<‘ M«^“C;ilan of the Apache," tfbj* jfmutf Rrfoel 
^ cffwqfcgy, pp. 4S2L Jfapy map* tans art old and in their 

dopiagt. yet the Apache. w!m have great reverence rot "feebleminded and crazr” 

f?p!f- Jr1,evr rreTfe *** **■ ftml cwIit O*™ with wtiraordinary powers 
fcSjfSm^ff*1****** ^ •/ ^ A^friem Upturn of Waturai 

XXUJJ(uS&,5^Wll,,t Ij psydwl08ic def AchMwwi," Anthropot, 

IMsTm?1** HlrTil0tIr AlKi/%t ^ A'ctfh Ftoc^p (Jetton, 

l” William Thai bitter. “L« nuR:eien» Esquimau* " Journal to Stuffte 
*** American,si.•* dr Pans tn.it. I SMI, XXII, 77. 

x- a, w^,eW' SJ*” * '** Am*riccn Mus. un, of AWaf History 
ril-’t 7’ Lt(t <L J-1 Sternberg, ‘Die Religion (let 
Giliikai, Arckn fur Rchgwnsmssmsehafi, VIII (1504-1905), 4T5C3" (T 

rWftjtt [>/ Scutf-fti* .dmfrofe (London, 
1W) p. ML In ft lUn fribt of Queensland a magician, when acHug £ 

W ,ucd ^ *«■ ®* Hte 'ami efeai M himself Tte 
\\ ttkdbuia thought rt everyth"!? in nature a* attached to one or other „f the 
***> classes into which the tribe wa» divided (pp. ] 13, 399} We 

sJZ*tESSSSEZSi!r1 ““•'"** ™" -' c"«< 

«rSri^J3r!wr,?*i ■*■**&> (Umdon. ISM), pp. 
. J l™ M*rc^f, °* ■*« Anu a masurium consists solely fn (he use of the 

piunting (voir Id kill people. Their association with falling Stars is probably In lie 

hS, SifSt '.'"• * " “in« *< tan bl . tlian ,io 5^ beet, btuned by a sorcerer (Knwtit. op. eit.. p. J69), 

'^n„ 5,“;rvi"*r"' “ F.,,,*. 

ns Hi C*Haddon’in Ji,urnai of ,he A*&rt>p°r*$ic>ii iitiiuu. xtx am). 

•rZ£Sr vSS^ji.sr'uu«s™" “ »-*«- 

‘M F- E' ^lllami, Papuans of Tr*tns-Fly (Orcfpnf. ID36j, pp. 

...t ‘V "fejigtoos Beliefs and riaciices in MelanMa." V,ur. 
m=iI th? Anfhfflpaiffpitjil Insiiiutt \ i l I k i „■ jj. n . f ,' 
(Onford. IB9|). p. |«» ' *** 7Ar 

IBi k. H Oxlringtnn, fiT„ PP.2^f. 
***I6kL, p.-ad 

Patwp. “ika Dygfc Religion” Jauntal of tk* Strain Branch of the 
*7* Anauc No. 10 <1882). 232. An t>I„nr h frequently regard^ i ' rt 
onljra* p«Bn«iK of j,«kI or bad luck, hu, ,1» 3J * 

enent. tn such a case an evil ween cm wmethnn be nunipnlaicd so = ■ to nn'bfv 
ti* m^kfic effect or Tuna it to 2 bcncflcb! owt A Miuri ivhni mn - 1 - 
path wnnu killt spit or7 and then hunt ,he £1^LJZXiZSt 
OTnen < Kbdfjq Thf Mam [WdUngta^ ^tw Zfakml. \9M\t ^ Wh<0 
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ih* Borneans, paddling down the river, )xui the {Kite af a hawk on the wtitir ^dc 
they feel sure this betukoft f rj-me imminent disaster. AI (met they turn the boat 
about, pul] to the bant,, and light a ftrt ''By luniing maud then.- put the hawk un 
thw rip hr mul being satisfied in their owti minds they proceed ran the it jour¬ 
ney as before1* (A. Q. Hftddou, Head-Humeri Black, Ipkiu and JJrpcm [London, 
1901 ], p. 387). Among scitut of the tribes of Manipur, If a man uu a journey mevtj 
a Ttilc, he tries to kill the unlucky animal (T. C, ITodsnn, The Native Tribet a) 
Manipur [Lomtou, 1911 ], p U2). Among ihr Kuraver. a predatory tribe or cwte 
of MUitheru India, if a person givts up his journey twenuse of certain signs ob¬ 
server! on the wiyf and tlim sees the same signs while he is ettning hack, Hthr ill 
cmtnK become g^Jd imtn&r ami It h safe fur him to return and carry out his pur¬ 
pose and tomitili Ins crim-c" ( W J. Hatthf The Lund Fmrlu of fndid [London, 
192SJ. p. Wj Tire T»ttila of Madagascar hdieve that future la determined by 
fate, yl"l they repose the utmost faith in the efficacy qt charms Even wlvcn the 
cw^c ffi event* has b™ determined by tlirinaljun, htIic future can ready always 
he modified by die proper fn.igii:'" (Ralph LinlOlT, Tiff Tu^u/tl [Clurapu, IWJ. 
pp. 2171) The Biihgatla regard the beharrinr of cattle in certain instanc*1* as 
Ominous of ill fortune. If a cow lies down, curls its tali, anil then bfcala it nti the 
groEcml continuously, ihb u forebode* ^vi3.',, Unless tb animal is caught and 
quietly killed the owner - r one of his relative* will die. Il is another bad omcii 
when a cow drinks its own tjrine or fiotk.LV.1.* like a hull, hnt lifft, agjHh killiiu? 
the annual arerts the threatened danger it I. Sdapcm, ■Tteidinp Riti ^ <ti tike 
Rrdtuauakuid Baksatla!*1 -4 wirtiAiJi Anthr&f'oli'itut In_sl+ 1934], XX X\ 1, 581). 
Among UlC Aklhuyu it is inihadcy for a woman lo llffp with her lejititrr blankc: 
in*:dj. cut, hut die consequenttr of doing so ro»> I ■ ivddeil if she ^pcL- ot\ the 
ground (a Ineky action) and mms lhc gumeist iln- right way. The Akflrayu 
Jwrc an idea that a child bom feet first and regarded. therefcre. as u hearer oF 
feud farumc. should nrver step over a pcrwii lying iifl the ground If he does *o, 
be must at once step bark over the recumbent figure before him (C W, Kobley, 

cii.r pci 117, 158), The Eatigala of the Upper Congo consider Hut she repeti¬ 
tion rather than the reversal of an unlucky action tf the appropriate pTOCcdurr 
to avoid its injuries* tfftcL For than to kEek a person ti eqmvaleut in cursiug 
him. When th.Es has tittn done accidc/stally, the offcjoder must fum acorn >1 and 
^Sighlly Uck again tllC persoii Imtched, who otherwise would certainly inci-jt with 
mwtk misiqrtime fjr H, Weck^. €#n$o C(tnnit',di [ LondorH 1913], P 31^0). 
The Timne uf Sierra Leone belseuc that if a •"sjnd*/1 i probahb a i' 
meant) iKiats its “drum1™ in a nusj’r ear one ciE his relative^ will die. The Hdrum- 
irting^ is regarded, not as simply ominous, but as it Jeff bringing labrorl the death. 
In this case im sacrifice or otlicr jirapiTbiaty mmire avails to avert a fatal 
result; iheemm «nmrt be munipulated (N. VV. Thoiria^ Rrpari 
oft iVcrr* Ltane, Fart 1 J London, 19|ft]T p, 71 >- A Clierokec Indian, who has 
dreamed of being bitten by a -nuke, will be treated in the same wiy ai if he had 
actually h«n hittcu. OTheVwise Lhc place supt^w! to be alf rcled would swell and 
ulcerate m the usual trimmer, though years might pass before this linpptned 
Uitnry Mooney, “SaerCd FomiuLii of die Cbtrrokrt^." Snenth rfnnml Repawi 
vf the £jir^o^ ojF ffAnark^j p- 352). Onuiftmf ihe TimM of umihenu Alaska 
“Imply an qbteure idea oi rauisality, inasnlLKh as lhc mnen ie Sukm r.ot is merely 
foreboding what in goings to happen, but as being m H>tne maimer InstnimentaJ 
in bringing it ahcrai * HefFCc ihe helitf of thew Indium that the Bvmdjifrcc of the 
omen arms ihe calamity whirh it ihruieui. A* our ndsshttiaty authority of> 
serves, tiie fame attitude toward om«ts is displayed by ^strpcrslittotis while*"1 
fjulvm jdl^ krOn the Superstition* of (He Teii'a Inrfians," Anihrofo*, VI 
241), Among the pagan Ifugau of northern Lneon favorable cm cm have the pri- 
tnary ffurpnaz nf control 11 nj the future; the fnrecJVSt nf the intiTre it seermflary. 
“Thtm die bird urjictt pThnorily cumcs tlw game lt> be speared, or CUBH tile 
enemy to be traded, or caiinej a sUvc-wlhng or trading trap lo W mscok?£u)f 
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ami is tm)y vxnnteriW a pcedkiionT Hence, z* out authority point* «mts the 
liiviiEjjinrr rito arc H a kind of tm&L* SkUR Barton, “Ttte Religion of the 
IsuKacia/" r f <1/ JAr ^maWcnti ^ nfAfttfdapkal Association. No. 65. p, 2t)6. 

L™}. Perbam, "Mariansban in BnnwT Unreal 0/ Straits Brunch ol 
the Royal Asiatic Society, No. 19 (IS&7), p. 87. 

,4* Hugh Low, Sarawak (Laudoci, l&J&L $pr 259 f. 

141 Hr 2«I Marshall. TAr Aarra People 0/ Burntt (Columbus, Ohio. 1922), 
M 2^f. OJmVp Stal* Wu/fcfm, Vol. XXVL No. 13, Among ihe 
YiiahyaJ uf New South Wales, Ba-bme. the hfgfa gad, will listen to 1I1* cry of 
an orphan child tor rain. The child ha* only to run out of door* when clouds 
are overhead look ml the *kyT and call owl, "Water come down. Wafer come 
flown ih If there has hern too nsh rain, the "List possible child" of a woman 
caa slop ir by burning fnidjttr, a crrtiin kind of wood (Mrs. K. L. Parker, Thr 
Ewiihyi Tribe [London, I9D5L p, 8). 

,4*N E. F*rr>‘, The IMhrrs ^ London, 1932). pp. 462 L 

141 j- H Holton, TV dnjm»i fVciflOJ (London, 1921), p, 243. fa Khomum* 
rlwriM as a typical Artgams village, a ceremony tc step ram mmt 1* performed 
hy J man who has had no child ren. All lha| is necessary is for Slim to lake a 
dhb of water outdoor? and boil ihe water until it evaporates. Then he must 
“Let Ihe day: be fine like this." and no rain will iaJI for seven >eax*. fn Kohlma 
vjlla^e rahMiwWnn cercntcmiH arc performed only by a doicn or +_< families 
bclwiRing 10 the put so ("kindredH 01 a certain dan 1 236). 

l4J J. P. Mills. 7hr Uwlo Nttftat (London, 1922). pp. 32L f. 

s, C Hoy and tL C fteyp The Kharias (Ranch*, India, 1937) 9 U. 4Q& t 

3n S, C. Hoy, The t'itfhors t Hinc hi, India, 19251, pp. 103 ( 

111 Stephen H£ilopfc m R. Temple lerfim >, Fo^rrr Kdiiftnp fo ri; Abmawcl 
Tribes li/ ik* Onfrflf PrpWiwvr (NagpOTe, India. 1866) , p. 19, 

H* W, H- R, Rivers, A, p. 256 

Charlotte S. Bumr, 'Occult Power* of Healing in ihc PanjabT Folk- 
l.(?rrT XXI < 19|£>>„ 313-34. The notes <m folk medicine m this paper were c6\- 
iDctrd for H. A. Rose by Lilian torfesiHiodratj. We are tok| that in a Moslem 
£ui]Lly passing barkat (fameficxssl occult power) ihcte is a constant struggle u 
to ilf inheritance, 1 h< eldes! *&n td& io mamlatn ihe principle iif primogcnJiure 
wlicrws Ihe younger brethren argue that barkai U Inheritnf by all alike, and 
lltai tfiey abo are wiinti, competent to cure diseases as was their tatlier, and cn- 
Jitloct to share eqtmUy in die profits of thij lucrative profession. Atdrty 
OBnen, ’ The Moliamiuedan S*Intc of tile Western Punjab." Uunud .A jh* 
Rayal Atithrvpafogual Institute. XL[ (1911), Bit 

111 A. J. Rooc, in Fiylk-Lorr, XITI <1902). 278. 
*** Ptui/ttfi Notes and Qurnei, I (ISM3-S4), 14, |3, 
1fcl E, W. Smith a^J A. M, Dale, op, dt r IT139. 

:i* P. Ca3fW, "Witchcraft in Kikuyu," Mm, XII (1^12), 12a 

3H C W, Hobtey. ap. dt, pp. 165P i7$r 

”*J> G. Peristkny, fl#. «>., pj>- 223 E. When a heavy thunder storm 
Jt s" lkc dut* 03 Thujfc-E-r dan (Turin) To reLte an ax, rub ii in the ashes of a 
fire, qud then throw U outside the hut, exclaferi^ at ilse saum lime, TEsurnler 
be silent m imr pi wit i A. C Hollii, dt„ pp, 9. 99). 

111 L. JanksoBp H Seed-time and Harvest 
(1919), 6 I, 

^ ileek, Tfte Northern Trihcj oj Nigeria (Lundon, 1925)* J|* 41 

Swb-m Nates amd Records, II 
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219 J. O. Dor*ejF "Omaha Socbfofj** Third Annual Report tif the Burt?u 
of Elhniih\qyf 238 f„ 240 L, 24$: idem, "A Study1 of Siouan Cult*/- fTfcrrttM 
Wumtd Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, pr 410, 

lfl- Myron Edli, in Annual Report <?} Mr Swilhsonwn Injlitmiun. for lS&7r 

pB m. 

iqi Gb the use of iron as a charm set W, Wr Malay Magic (London, 
1990)* pp, 27*1 J;i?F 393 (in i r- ws haU protect* a new-born child ait! the rke 
soul imm she powers of evil; a pair of scissor*, lymbdmng iron, when laid on 
the hrwt of a Corpse. will -Cj.rc malijmant spirit £ and keep them at a distance); 
W. L Hilifintrgh. "Notes oti Sinhalese Magic/' Jciiraaf of the Royal Anihrc- 
pfil&gk&l Institute, XXXVTH (1903), 151 (iron abhorred hy devils); Edgar 
Thurston* Eihmograpki* Notes in Simlftmt /ttd*siF \i. 341 (women after child¬ 
birth keep a ladfc or some other iron object in their room and carry it about 
with ihem when they gu nun people who pass by bunting grtnmii* or other 
haunted places carry a knife or an iron rod) ;. Verrier EE win, The Agariu (Cal* 
cutta, 1942), pp, 133. 153 (babies are touched with a red-hot sickle; nails of 
"virgin llte iron extracted from a new furnace used for she first time— 
are driven into iEk doors *4 houses); Sir H. H. Johnston, in Journal of the 
Anthropological institute. XV i 1886), ft (a pregnant woman among iht XV'alaveta 
wears a deep frinKc ol tiny Iran chains hanging over her eye*); Sir A. B. RUii, 
The Y'flrvbii-ipmkrng Peoples of thr Slave Coast IVtii A frit a {London, 
1804), p. ] 3J (iron ring* and beds attached to the ankles of a child and incut 
rings round its neck by (heir jinglmg keep away the evil spirits that cause a 
feta) illness in the young); Arthur Leaded. Morocco and the Moors 12d ed.T 
tjmdon, IS9! >„ fi. 3d9 (an iron knife or dagger under a sick nun's pi How pro* 
ieeti him Against demons h 

tfla The choke of a little boy aud a tittle girl to crack the beam would seem 
to he dictated by ihetr ignorance of sexual matter** The innocence or '"coolness" 
of the children prevents the (feme in the kiln item being too fierce and spoiling 
the whole operation. See ft. A JunodF op- n't.. II, 359, note J- Among: the 
Bathonga a married person must not set fire eo the furnace in which ihe putter 
(s. wjsmTic) fires tier poli, A married person Is "luat” and would cause ihe lire 
to become tmcofilroEbtidt, thus cracking all [he pots f. II, 358 fAh 

ltB E W. Smith and A, M. Date, op. cit» I, 203 fF+ 

l**C VV Hoblcy, op. tit . \67 ft. 

tuG. A. Hapxerimachcr, in Peternrahn* ^cographitchen Mistheilauaen, 
Ergo^avugsheft No. 47, p. 35. 

m A. C. Ho1lur op, n'l.. p. 37. In like maimer no one dare* steal from a 
potter (a woman)* for the next time she heated her wares she would sayF "Burst 
like a pot. aisd may thy houM become red/' and the person so cursed would die 
(jv 36>. 

it,z Bnnw Gutrnann, H,Dcr Schmjed nnd sesne Kimst nn smmjstbchen Dcn- 
ke=n/- Zrittehrijt f*r Ethnologic XLIV (1912), Ul 

l“J. H, DHlwrg, op. rtf,, pii. 2fSl. 

s*9 C G. Sellgtiiatt aud Brenda 3T. Sdigmin, op, oil., p. 257. 

iwJp H- Weeks, Ammg the Pnmdh* Bak^nga i London. L9I4), p. 24a 

stlO. Lent, out IVfstafrika (Ikrlm, IB78>H pp. ^5, Cf. \. Baa* 

tian, Etn. in S*.m Salfjdar (Brcttrnt, 18-593 p. lol; idem. Die deuljchi 
Expedition an der L&attgo-Kiifif (Jena, 1874-75)* 1IF 217. 

1F- R C Abraham, The Tiv People I Ligci Xl^cru 1933)F p 139 

HV.Gwfev Nachtifalf Sate™ *miSmts* (Berlin, I87c>>. I, 443, 
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|r4 Gabriel Gravitr, Voyaar a SftfOH, ISTff-iffTV (Parti, IB87)k pp. 1 £2 L 443: 
Charles Montcll, Lti Bomlira du jST^u rr du K aorta (Paris. 1912), p 143 

if* Ferdinand Goldstein, io G^l-wf, XCTE (J907>, 1S7. 

lT* Mansfield PirkyuB, Life in Abymnia (Zd «L. Lanikm. 1363V, pp, 300 f. 
Cf., Sir ft. F. Burton, Ftrti Ftjctftrfs m Saif Africa (London, iSSfi), p. 33, nott 

JTT W. G. Sumner. "The Yakuts. Abridged from the Russian oi Socroshtv- 
■U " Jmwmi of the A&tkropoio$k&i InjiituU, XXXI (1^)+ 104 

1T* N M(Mfcow, bn (Jfdk, IJXXV (IBM), 133. 

ITI Though "unclean" hnI brace subjected to rigorous taboos, a pregnant 
rraimu mm* times use* tier occtih power btoefecmJy. Use tuaku of Sh«, an 
island to I he wtfil of Sumatra. consider it v«y desirable for fnift trees to tie 
pkntciE bj j pregnant woman beta tit*: df the fenilmi^ Influence which proceeds 
from her fj- F- Klcnref dc Zwalti. Z>tr ffritkmtd* d<r Smsser [The Ha^ur. 
1^131, p. 171). Iht Mecatiekabiu rti Sumatra require a woman far advanced 
in pregnancy to partake of ^ feast in a rice barn, obviously because her condition 
will help thr rice to he fruitful imt multiply (JT L. van rfer Tram,, in Sijdragm 
tat dr Todi-Land-en Vpikfnk untie j on .Vederiundtfh-Indie. XXXIX (18901, 67) 
The Kicobarw think ihemieim lucky to get a preplan! woman and her husband 
to pkttt wed In iJk: garden* i Sir ft. C. Temple, in Cnuur of India, IPQL lit 
36) Wherever she goes and into whatever bouse she enter* she faring good 
h^k fW SToboda, in Internationales Arrhir f$r Ethnaffraphir, V 11S92] „ 193 f). 
Among the Zulu the sdmetsmM jrriods com. which h subsequently burnt inion^ 
the half own crops in order to fertilize them (Dudley Kidd, op .?£#,, p, 291). 
Among the '.azit Yuki oi northern California a pregnant woman normally gf™ 
her husband good hick for rEeer Ininting. However, if he meets no access ^ a 
hurrtrr h* will nol be allowed to coniilrur, fur fear altar he spoil the hunling for 
everybody (E W. Gifford. m XXXIV 11039], m). In Grmfaad 
an Eskimo woman in childbed *nd tor iometime tberraflcr can lay a storm Alt 
the has to do h to so outdoor*. fiE] her mouth with air, and, owning back into 
(he house, hlow ft oar ajjaiu. Ef she catches rani drops m her mouth there will 
Im: dry weather (Hans Egoie. A Ptjcriptbn ot Greenland I'M ed.+ London 
1818J+ p. tW, note). 

The rnncipil power of menstmou* women and mcmtrtfti blood is likewise 
^inirtirmes re^ardrti. pot os maleficent, but as beneficent. The Movnalp Anis^ih, 
a Papuan tribe, htTievc that a man who set* a martafoi, a 11’iupeniatotal" being 
usually embodied in some watrr creature, will Ufa imtett lie taxi (lie Mp of a 
Ionian rr, her < our=r^ "She ttlbtr pive-. him a drink of water in which leave* 
stomal with moiitrual blood have been toak rd or die mas^e* hi a riirst «m 
l»»w Him iipffli the chest with ii-r closed fi5(. while hv holds aloft Ms rijmt hand, 
die Jian+i A-hich he urn* in Insuring, t<« k«r 'the power of getting food for thii- 
dren’" (Margaret Mtsdh m ^Hlkrupof^^ul Fcrprrj c/ the American Mmstum 
c/ History, TOCXYIL 345 ). In this ceremony the potency of the wqnmn 
will exordsc the evil influence possessing the man. but since cuntaci with her h 
darrgctniai it umut nol be allowed to affect hi* prowls at a hunter. The pro' 
cedure described can also be u«<l luccessfnfly when a man fears that black 
majCEc has Ikch worked upon him. Another prophylactic meaiutc. d-uhtl^s 
ts)uajly d^cacknu. is to drink a potion Id which leaves, covered with menstrual 
bJ^iod have ban steeped fibid., r 422), The Ainu of Japan soniider messsmiaJ 
bl*4 t£) tali*monk property, so murh » that a man who s«s a drop 
oi It l-tl tfir floor will wipe ii up ar.cj mb it over hi* chesL He will even ask a 

mm unjoin wemm to cm- lum a piece of her protective cloth (B Pihuikkt hi 
Antkra/m. V [1910], 774). The Kruna or Kami** a Hottentot iribe mkc 
pams to lead a giH. when men* i mating for the first time, round the vithuje- 
She TOttchff all the ™i its the folds arnl the milk vessels fn the houses (Sir I F 
Alesander, Exptdiihn of Dismay into thr Interior of Africa [Lrmdoo \ m\ 
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I, 1G9). The Htrrtro also consider that the mysterious influence of a rornstnwiu 
woman u positively beneficial to caftlp- Hence every morning the milk of all 

, the cowi is brought to her m that she may consecrate it by touching It with her 
iips (Hans Schini, <*. cfl-, p. S67: j. Irk. Dir Utter# jCuLcnkh. 15061. p. 94}* 
The Ba-Ua of Nnrthem Rhodesia believe that tsetse flics can be driven away If 
mmitruatintf women will go where l he flics arc, sit down, and allow themselves 
to be bitten {E. W, Smith and A. M- D*lch &P- cf*,. IT. 27f- Among the Bavcnia 
of the Trattsvaal, before ^ wife ii lesiwcd to normal life after her con.fUicmnil+ 
she ia visited ccremftfliaUy by her husband, who proceeds to nib on the palms 
of bis hands and the solo at hift fret a powder made from menstrual blood, The 
wife Ehen presents him with a bracelet If lids pmfiratary rite is not performed, 
the husband v. LI II be attacked by a shivering disease from which he will not re¬ 
cover [H. A. Siayi, <7. f it, p. Bft), The Rarundl an East African tribe, instead 
of sedudinfr a pirt at puberty, lead Her all over the boust and have her touch 
everything, so that she may bless the objects with which siie comes sjllo contact 
(Oscar Baumann* Durch Mmsailand sut Niiqyrll* [Berlin, 1194], pK ££1). 
Among the LaHcNKrt of British Columbia. if in winter lime ihc giWid was too 
soft and muddy amt die people desired frost, they got a pubescent girl to walk 
around constantly. Vcri soon, nr within 3 da> or two at ihc furthest, the 
ground would frero anil harden. Among the Shuswap m^e way ol Ruining 
miiii weather in winter time was to have s pubescent girl light a Arc ond beat 
some Stones, When these were nearly red-hot -he bjok them with tongt and 
threw them into the snow, at the same time uttering a prayer that the weather 
would become mild noil melt The snow "in the manner tht&t atones had done" 
{James Teitt in Atemmrt 0/ tkr America* Afiomm vf Natural HUiary, IV* 290, 
60J}. For the Thine of Alaska menstrual blood has health-preserving and cura¬ 
tive properties, bratoe It embodies the principle uf life, Hvnte a mother who 
has lost ^*niE children will rt^uirfl a surviving child to wear a hantess made 
out of 4 woman's drawers soiled with her bkKxL Ka^v thus soiled are slewed 
in 4 basin of water, and the liquid will ibeii be tued to bathe young children or 
w ill be administered to them as an imcmal remedy. A mother never its** blood 
which die rotdd dhiain from herself, but always gets the soiled rugs auuther 
wrcrn, Tbe idea &eem§ to be that her own child has already received from her 
all the vital power she could impart, so that fur the treatment it i* necessary to 
procure an additional store of vitality from somewe else (Julius jittt, ''On da 
Supcraihorr* of the Ten's Indians,” k*tkraparK VI 11911], pp. 257. 7W). 



Chapter VO 

PROFESSIONAL MAGICIANS 

The professional magician may be a medicine man, one who em¬ 
ploys material objects (charms or "medicines") endued naturally 
or by himself with occult power.1 He also makes use of spells and 
ritual actions which give ellcct to his medicines or, at least, add to 
their potency. For the successful practice of the magical art lie 
often depends upon friendly ghosts 01 spirits—"helpers"—to 
whom he owes his special endowments, with whom he is in con¬ 
stant communication, and from whom he regularly receives aid 
and comfort The medicine man is the only type of magician in 
Australia and among the great majority' of American Indian 
tribes, both North and South. He is likewise found, but less 
commonly, among other primitive peoples in New Guinea, the 
islands of the Pacific, and Africa. 

The professional magician may also be a shaman, temporarily 
or permanently "possessed" by a spiritual being, who speaks Uy 
his mouth and under whose influence he acts * By one means or 
another die shaman throws himself into a state of hypnosis, a 
condition of dissociation, in which he has visions that seem to 
him to be real, enjoys second sight, reveals the future and bidden 
things, and performs feats that are impossible fur ordinary arsons 
in [he workaday world The shaman is the prevailing type of 
magician in Melanesia. Polynesia, Micronesia, Indonesia. Malay¬ 
sia. southern India (Dravidiansj, Africa, and northern Asia, as 
well as among the Eskimo. His figure also appears among some 
American Indian tribes.' 

Typically, medicine men do not exhibit a psychopathic person¬ 
ality. Thus in respect to those of the Arnnta and Kailislt tribes in 
Central Australia wc leam that they are '‘characteristically the 
reverse of nervous or excitable in temperament"; they are, at the 
same time, "more highly gifted with imagination than others.” 
Hence they persuade themselves and then their fellows that in 
dreams they have seen and held convene with the ancestral 
ghosts/ The Ona medicine men of Titrm del Fuego arc described 

ISO 
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as being “spiritually sound," not abnormal psychically.* We Have 
seen. However, that a pronounced neurotic character is by no 
means unusual even among- Indian medicine men and, it may be 
added, this is often strengthened by their use o! drugs and in 
other ways/ Just as typically the Siberian shaman is an unadapted 
person, ill fitted for practical life, more or less introvert, easily 
excited, given to hallucinations—in short, morbid and hysterical. 
Yet it is said that the Ttmgus shaman, who uses artificial methods 
of falling into a trance and of maintaining it during his per¬ 
formance. must lutvc a sound body and a good nervous system. 
Otherwise psychical maladies would interfere with his ability to 
produce an ecstatic condition,7 Thus we find Lhai medicine men 
nay sometimes exhibit all the mental instability associated with 
shamans and that shamans may sometimes be as healthy-minded 

as medicine men. 
Nor their differing mental endowments but the absence or 

presence of possession marks off the two great classes of profes¬ 
sional magicians, one from the other. It is true that there may lie 
difficulty in determining the reality of this phenomenon. When 
the magician goes into a trance state, with loss of consciousness, 
trembling limbs, and other accompaniments seemingly of dis¬ 
sociation, we cannot always be sure that he thinks of himself or is 
thought of by others as having been actually possessed by a spirit 
or only as spiritually enlightened. "Come ancestors and make 
things clear to us!" declares a Tembu diviner in South Africa, 
as he passes into a trance. But the diviner is not said to be pos¬ 
sessed hy ancestors. The same ambiguity as to the existence of 
possession has been noticed among other primitive peoples. Nev¬ 
ertheless, the distinction between medicine men and shamans is 
fundamental, whether they practice magic which is socially ap¬ 
proved or as sorcerers engage in the black an. 

The distinction between magicians and priests is equally funda¬ 
mental. The magician relies upon the exercise of bis occult power 
alone or enlists the aid of spirits subordinate to his will; the 
priest ordinarily professes humility toward them and adopts the 
posture and procedure of a suppliant. The one acts in his own 
name and by his own authority; the other serves as the official 
representative of the community in its relations with spiritual 
beings, and often in some sense as a mediator between it and the 
gods. The performances of the one are. a rule, simple and 
Confined to narrow circles; whereas public ceremonies of a more 
or less elaborate character, especially sacrificial rites, come under 
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the direction of the other. The role of the one usually reflects 
his direct personal experience with the unseen world, while the 
position of the other depends rather upon the learning and ex- 
perknee acquired by a long apprenticeship. With the develop¬ 
ment of animism, the recognition of full-fledged gods, and the 
institution of a complicated ritual of sacrifice and ptaver, the 
dividing line between the magical and priestly offices becomes ever 
more definite. The magician will be relegated to a minor role, per¬ 
haps as iaith healer, rain maker, prophet, or interpreter of onu-ns. 
If magic has become disreputable, an art practiced only in holes and 
comers, tile magician and alt his works will be cast into outer 
darkness. 

Among some very rude peoples and others tun so rude the 
functions of magic worker and cult leader are still combined in 
one person, as originally must have been always the case before 
the rise of priesthoods. In Australia and Mew Guinea the medicine 
man. he rides acting as a doctor and at times as a sorcerer, has 
charge of ritual performance* in behalf of the whole group.’ With 
reference to the Melanesians generally we are told that 'wizards, 
doctors, weather-mongers, prophets, diviners, dreamers" all work 
by the power of Malta and that know ledge of this power is handed 
down from father to son or from uncle to sister's son "in the 
same way as is the knowledge of the rites and methods of sacri¬ 
fice and prayer; and very often the same man who knows the 
sacrifice knows also the making of the weather, and of charms 
for many purposes besides."1 In every village of the Solomon 
Islands there is one person who leads in "prayers" liefore the 
people go out to fish or fight, tu plant or harvest ihc crops; blesses 
the canoes: heals the sick: and searches out people suspected ot 
practicing sorcery against their neigh hors In the Fiji Islands 
some magicians, hut not oil, acicd ns priests.'! The ranks of the 
official priesthood in Tahiti included professional sorcerers t tn- 
hulahu) of high degree. They were supposed to exercise their 
malefic arts against the enemies of the community both in it ami 
outside it1* Among the Maori the village tohuiiya. essentially a 
magic worker, controlled or performed all ceremonial acts wbii h 
were considered important.:r In CVIclies, amonj the Minahassa 
and Bugi, the offices of shaman and priest are united," In Nias 
the magician is also the sacrificer,11 Among the Kayan of Borneo 
the Juju tut discharges the duties of lioth magician and priest, and 
the same thing is true of other Oayak tribes.'1 Among the Lusliat 
of Assam the puithtam ("great knowers") have charge of the 
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sacrifices, but their only training for tills prleatlv rite consists tn 
memorizing the spells which must be uttered by a sacrificer.** In 
northern India, among its more primitive forest peoples, one can¬ 
not draw the line between the magician and the priest.1* Bavenda 
medicine men perform all sacrificial rites except those carried out 
once a year at the beginning of the harvest season.1 * Among the 
AJdktiyu they offer the sacrifices and make the prayers when 
tribal ceremonies are performed,*0 Among the Akamba. on the 
other hand, while a medicine man usually decides when the lime 
has come to sacrifice to the ancestral ghosts, whose mouthpiece he 
is. he does not officiate at the sacrifice itself. This is performed 
bv certain old men and women, who thus serve in a priestly ca¬ 
pacity.1* The exercise of magical and priestly functions by the 
same person is reported of other African peoples, including the 
Maattona of Southern Rhodesia, the Wagogo of Tanganyika, the 
Shilluk, and ihe Fang.- In North America magical and priestly 
functions are sometimes combined, as with the Eskimo and on the 
Northwest coast < Haida, Tlingh), Among the more advanced 
tribes of tht Eastern plains f Pawnee. Ojibwa) and in the South¬ 
west [Navaho, Apache, Pueblo Indians), magicians are clearly 
distinguished from priests, though the latter, besides conducting 
the tribal ritual and preserving the sacred myths, may also cure 
disease, dispel witchcraft, and bring plentiful supplies of rain. 
In the Maya-.'Yztcc, Oiibcha. and Inca cultural areas there was an 
organized priesthood, while the class of magicians remained un¬ 
organized and in some cases itinerant. Among the more primitive 
Indians of South America each tribal group usually contains one 
person who performs all magical and priestly duties,11 Among 
the Siberian tribes the shamans take part in public festivals, 
prayers, and sacrifices. Usually they serve in a subordinate ca¬ 
pacity, and there are many ritual performances at which their 

participation is not essential.2* 
The possession and exercise of occult power is seldom an ex¬ 

clusive privilege of medicine men and shamans, though they 
possess it more completely and exercise it more constantly than 
do laymen. In the lower stages of culture every adult person 
commonly believes that he can work some forms of magic; if he 
i$ skeptical of his own ability, he entertains no doubt of Ills neigh¬ 
bor's competence in this field. Of magical acts which do not re¬ 
quire expert aid some are very rim pie in character. In a magie- 
riddgn community, however, even the acts which ordinary persons 
can perform, if only they know what to do and have a strong desire 
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to do it, may sometimes be carried out with a considerable degree 
of elaboration. 

The aborigines of Tasmania, now extinct, are said to have had 
no professional magicians,51 In northern Queensland it is hard to 
distinguish between regular practitioners and “quacks," that is, 
between the recognized magicians and other men, equally sharp- 
wilted, who arrogate to themselves similar powers of working 
magic.1* Among the Aruma, lipirra, and other tribes of Central 
Australia any man may have recourse to sorcery, but only medi¬ 
cine men can counteract it Certain very old practitioners are 
endowed with the power of bewitching whole groups of people, a 
power not possessed by other magicians.1* In the Muntgiii tribe 
of the Northern Territory, it is not necessary to he a professional 
magician in order to make rain. "Anyone can do it, providing 
he follows the correct procedure,"31 

Among the Elcma of the Papuan Gulf, just as every man is 
ilis own carpenter, so for the most part he is his ora magician. 
He lias magic for fishing, planting, wooing women, and other 
pursuits. Naturally he keeps it to himself. Jest neighbors discover 
the secret of his success.29 The Orokaiva have no name for a 
person who makes white magic but only for him who practices 
magic of the illicit and antisocial sort. Every man knows and 
uses white magic, "whether he recognizes it as such or whether it 
appears to him as common sense.' *9 Among the KiwaJ Papuans, 
though every man is his own magician, there is often a market! 
specialization oi magical power. For instance, a person may' lie 
able to raise the wind but cannot lay it, while another can summon 
rain but is unable to stop it.91 The Koita and Roro-speaking tribes 
possess much magic which is employed by laymen, in addition 
to that wielded by "departmental experts Willi regard to the 
Tamo of Astrolabe Bay we are told that any old man can lie a 
magician, but, of course, some men enjoy more reputation titan 
others,1- In the D'Entrecasteaux Islands no man denies knowl¬ 
edge of white magic He is proud of what lie knows and always 
anxious to ham more," The Melanesians have no order of ma¬ 
gicians any more than an order of priests. Almost every man of 
consideration possesses some knowledge of secret or occult prac¬ 
tices, just as he knows how to approach some ghosts or spirits. 
The qualification, “of consideration,” calls attention to the fact 
that common folk, not lieing of account in life, are equally no- 
t^ics after death: neither alive nor dead do they have the mana 
which enables them to work magic." \Virile this statement is 
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broadly tree, it would apjKiar dial in most of the islands any evilly 
disposed person can make ''poison" (black magic) if lie or she t$ 
familiar with the proper methods. In the New Hebrides, for in¬ 
stance, there is no adult member of the community unacquainted 
with some form of magic which he performs on occasion, either 
for his own benefit or for that of others.6* 

Among the Maori the exercise of magical power was not con¬ 
fined to the tohunga, There were spells, however, which only 
those experts employed,if 

In the island of Flores everyone can use some forms of magic, 
though only the regular practitioners do so to a great extent ** 
Professional magicians arc said to be unknown among the lgorot 
of northern Luzon; "everyone helps himself."6* 

In the Andaman Islands, while the professional magician has 
most knowledge of the occult properties of objects, every mail 
and woman knows something about them and by their means 
treats illness, prevents bad weather, and fn-rforms other marvelous 

acts.*11 
The office of magician is not hereditary among the Babemba 

of Northern Rhodesia, Old people normally have magical func¬ 
tions by virtue of their position as heads of families.*1 Akamba 
magic is nut a monopoly of professional operators. Most hunters, 
for instance, know how to concoct the medicine for snaring 
game,*1 Ail Azandc magic is individually owned. *’Princes ac¬ 
quire medicines to attract dependents: women acquire medicines 
for feminine pursuits; youths acquire medicines for youthful ac¬ 
tivities ; the habitual hunter acquires hunting medicines, the smith 
medicines for his forge, the con suiter of the rubbing-lioard orade 
medicines for his oracle." A man may get someone who owns 
a medicine to use it on his behalf, or he may obtain actual owner¬ 
ship of a medicine and himself employ it. It thus comes about 
that every native, except small children, whether old or young, 
whether man or woman, is to a certain extent a magician. At 
one time or other in his life an Azandc will be sure to use a 
medicine.*' 

Sorcery, among the Patagonian Indians, is not exclusively 
practiced by medicine men Anyone may be suspected of indulging 
in it" The Aran can i an s have professional medicine men, but 
magical functions arc not exercised by them alone,” Among 
the Apinave, a Brazilian trilie, any "half-way adult" person, if 
evilly disposed, is believed capable of causing illness by witch¬ 
craft.1'' Rain magic is very commonly practiced by the Karaya 
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of eastern Brazil. Almost everyone has some knowledge of the art 
and can improvise the necessary apparatus for producing moisture 
when the need arises.** 

Any Apache, man or woman, is a "potential recipient" of occult 
power.** The Navaho say that all people have power for good 
and power for evil "in some measure," hur there are people who 
have “a good deal-"*" Among the Arapaho the great majority of 
adult men receive "supernatural" communications and the ac¬ 
companying power, Consequently a distinct profession of ma¬ 
gician hardly exists in this tribe.1,1 Since dreamed power is es¬ 
sential for any important public duty among the Yuma the medi¬ 
cine man is not set off sharply front the rest of the community. 
He may at the same time be a singer, an orator, or a chief. Sorciry 
h generally practiced by professionals, but sometimes ordinary 
people bewitch: "they suddenly get the power."*1 i he difference 
between the power of a Yoknts-Mnno medicine man and that of a 
nonproregional may he described as being of quantity rather titan 
of quality. The spiritual world was accessible to everyone ihrough 
dream experiences: any person might try to establish contact with 
it; some persons had more ability to do so than others, arid these 
were the magicians.1' Of the Southern Maidu it is said tliat there 
was nothing which most magicians did which an ordinary man 
could not do, provided he knew about the various medicines and 
observed the proper restrictions and prohibitions.*1 In addition to 
the professional medicine men among the Kkllam o f Wasliington. 
there were always many laymen who liad "just a little" occult 
power.** Among the Haida of Queen Charlotte Islands anyone 
might practice sorcery if he possessed himself of the proper 
formulas.sa Among the Tinne Indians of Canada "ordinary 
mortals" practiced witchcraft.'* Among the Eskimo of the Mac¬ 
kenzie River "all phenomena arc controlled bv spirits, and these 
spirits are controlled by formulae, or charms, which are mainly 
in possession of die medicine men, although certain simple charms 
may be owned and used by anyone."*' 

The exclusion of women from priestly activities and, indeed, 
from all that pertains to sacred rites, symbols, and myths prevails 
generally in the lower culture. Being ritually unclean, women 
would defile sacred things. Sometimes, too, it is thought that they 
themselves might be injured by contact with the occult power 
resident in what is sacred As compared with men, ihey arc less 
able to resist and overcome a dangerous influence which may be 
harmful as well as helpful, which may kill as well as cure. The 
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disabilities of women in regard to (Jie practice of magic am far 
less usual; in many eases these are nonexistent, 

Instances of women acting as magicians among the south¬ 
eastern tribes of Australia seem to be very rare.*'1 In northern 
Queensland, though a woman dares not handle or even look upon 
the pointing-bone, which is used to kill at a distance, she 
knows and sometimes practices the trick" of removing by mouth 
or hand the objects supposed to be inserted by sorcerers in the 
body of a sick person. She may be a doctor’s wife, but even so 
she is not allowed to join in the secret consultations of the medical 
practitioners.” Among the Arunta and other Central tribes 
women seldom become doctors. However, certain forms of ne¬ 
farious magic, pertaining to the sexual organs, are exercised by 
them. Syphilis in men is very frequently attributed to their 
machinations. In the Kaitish tribe ibis sort of magic is used by a 
wife to punish a tnan who liad unlawful intercourse with her 
without her consent. \ woman may also cause by magic the ill¬ 
ness or death of one of her own sex ** Among the tribes in the 
Kimberley Division of Western Australia women by magic can 
inflict illness on their enemies; its effects, however, are never 
mortal, Thevatc familiar with [he genera! lorm of the sotftn rite 
but not with the songs, which the men alone know " 

The Kcraki, a tribe of southwestern Papua, have no female 
practitioners of the various branches of magic such as rain mak¬ 
ing, divination, doctoring, and sorcery.*’ Among the (jende, 
women seldom practice the magical art of healing.4’ J~hc Kiwai, 
however, do not debar women from the exercise of either white 
or black magic.“ Among the Mailu every grown-up man lias a 
special magic to make his coconuts and bananas thrive and his 
fishing ventures successful. It is private property and inalienable. 
A father transmits it to his son and a husband initiates his wife 
into its mysteries. Women never Inherit magic from their fathers 
except when there are no male children in a family11 By the 
Suau-Tawala people women are regarded as more capable of 
magic than men. Any exceptional knowledge or dexterity which 
a man may exhibit is always attributed to his special initiation by 
a female magician” Among the Marind of Netherlands New 
Guinea a woman may enter the magi ml profession after receiving 
the necessary instruction from a recognized practitioner,4’ 

fn the Dobu Island, one of the D’Entrecasteaux group, old 
women possess the spells which control the winds for rain making, 
produce hurricanes, and bring these to an end, 1 hey keep this 
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superior magic closely to themselves and thus decide whether or 
not their husbands shall embark safely upon the seas and visit 
strange ports. Dob nan women also have spells for witchcraft, 
spelts which enable them to fly by night, to kill, to dance upon 
the graves of their former victims, to disinter the bodies of the 
slain, and in spirit to feast upon them. The neighboring Tro- 
hriand women do not exercise this malignant art; consequently 
Dobtian men feel themselves safer in the Trebrands than at home. 
The women of Dobu also have a monopoly of that form of sorcery 
which produces illness and death by abstracting the victim’s soul.*3 

Women in New Britain may obtain spells and charms and use 
them in the same wav as men. Such magical power as women 
exercise is due to "their reputation as witches who might do 
harm."'"' It would seem, however, that most magicians are men. 
as is certainly the case in the Gazelle Peninsula, Here, as else¬ 
where in the Melanesian area, women cannot belong to the secret 
societies., which have an intimate connection with the art of 
magic.14’ In New Ireland both mat and women are magicians, 
though the former predominate.'1 In the islands of Mala (Ma¬ 
rita) and Ulawn, which belong to die Solomons group, the ghosts 
of women are not regarded as magically powerful, or "hot" 
UdAif), htn as magically weak, nr "cold" Um).1' In the Banks 
Islands women work healing magic but not magic of the hurtful 
sort,’4 Tn the New Hebrides women, as welt as men, have con¬ 
trolling spirits which visit them in their sleep and reveal magical 
secrets to them.'* 

Among the Maori a woman sometimes acted as a tohunga, 
but apparently she was not allowed to practice the higher branches 
of tile magical profession." 

In Celebes old women act as diviners, reading omens from 
the cries of birds and from the condition of pigs’ livers. Women 

’ who practice as doctors are not allowed to marry." In Halma- 
hcra, the Urges! of the northern Moluccas, "most of the shamans 
are women."" Among the Batak of Sumatra female magicians 
are far more numerous than those of the male sex. and jn several 
districts the magicians are always women.5’ On the other hand 
men arc more commonly magicians than women in the Mcntawd 
Islands." Among the ftagobo of Mindanao and the Tinguian of 
Luzon the "mediums” or shamans are generally middle-aged or 
old women.4" The Negritos of Zambalcs allow women to be doc 
tors.1* Among the Kayan of Borneo there are more female 
magicians titan male.4* 
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Among some of the Bimrtax (Balmar) tribes of French lodo 
l/liina women alone arc believed to possess- the occult power, or 
iU'wj. by virtue of which they act as magicians, but in other 
tribes only the men liave this power '’ Certain specially favored 
persons, supposed to be endowed with "supernatural powers. ’ are 
magicians among the Andamanese. They may be of cither sex, 
though it is more usual for men to become distinguished in this 
way than for women.“ Similarly in the Nicobar Islands "female 
professors" ot the magical art. both white and black, are much 
less numerous than male practitioners/3 Toda women may not 
divine or engage in sorcery, hut apparently are not debarred from 

healing functions/* 
Among die Tanala of Madagascar men arc the more numerous 

practitioners, but some of the most famous owiinWy are of the 

female sex/1 
In Africa the profession of magician is very often open to 

women. The magicians of the Bushmen arc of cither sex/* Zulu 
doctors are mostly married women/" Among the Raven da a man 
usually inherits knowledge of magic from his father and a woman 
from her mother. A woman without a daughter may teach her 
son. Occasionally a normal heir is deprived of his birthright be¬ 
cause of a revelation received from the ancestral spirits in a 
dream/1’ Among the Akamba female magi dans are rare/1 The 
Jaluo (Nilotic Kavirondo) "seemingly'’ have no professional 
medicine men; the only doctors are women/1 Among the Lango 
the most competent and renowned magicians have always been 
women/3 Most magic is a mate prerogative among the Azandc. 
Tliis is partly because so many medicines are associated with the 
activities of the men. It is also due to the feeling that tnagie 
confers a power best kept in men’s hands. In so far as women 
need protection against sorcery they may rely upon the aid of 
their husbands. They are expected to use only those medicines 
which .ire associated with purely feminine pursuits, such as salt- 
making and beer-brewing, and with childbirth, menstruation, and 
lactation There arc some male magicians among tht Banindi 
Ot Ruanda-Urnndi (Belgian Congo), but the majority are women, 
particularly old women.*1 Women occasionally practice the magical 
art among the Fang of Gabun." Among the Yoniba of the Slave 
Coast female sorcerers are more common than male sorcerers.*' 
Tliis is true, also, of the tribes of southern Nigeria.** Among 
the Nupc, a mixed Moslem-pagan tribe of northern Nigeria, the 
power of men in practicing the black an is declared to be much 
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weaker than that of women, and the activities of male sorcerers 
do not call forth an elaborate orgamnation to combat them as is 
the case with female sorcerers/** Among the Ekiti, also, ''wizards 
ire by m means as powerful as wdtch.es/*1** Female sorcerer? 
are more numerous thin their malt: counterparts among the Bam- 

baia and oilier Sudanese.1®1 
There .ire female magicians among the Ona (Sdknam) and 

the Yahgan (Yaniana) of Tierra del Fuego, but they do not enjoy 
anything like the influence of mate practitioners,101 Among the 
Abiponcs of Paraguay she magicians are of both sexes, though 
‘'female jugglers/1 declares mir missionary informant, "abound 
to such a degree that they' almost outnumber the gnats of 
Egypt/1*** While the office of magician may be held by an Arau- 
cantan woman, instances of the son are rare/*4 The Apmaye of 
Brazil Imvc no female magicians/414 'flie.se are found, however, 
in aLher Brazilian tribes/®* The Arhuaco-spcaking Indians of 
Colombia arc witliout female magicians/** Among ilic Guiana 
tribes the j^iritp or magician, is occasionally a woman/®1 In ancient 
Mexico ihere were both male and female doctors* The former 
attended mm only and the latterp women.1” 

Women acted as magicians among many Indian tribes of 
North America. In the Southwest they practiced chiefly as mid¬ 
wives and herbalists. The methods of some of them were said 
to be "quite rational and effectual."15® The Pima had three orders 
of magicians. As many women as men belonged to the order of 
Examining Physicians, who treated disease by magical methods. 
The second order was that of the Makai {magicians), who had 
power over the crops, the weather, and warfare. Only one or 
two women were ever admitted to it. The third order indlided 
both men and women. They employed simple empiric remedies 
for the cure of ailments. Though not highly esteemed, as com¬ 
pared with the other practitioners, they were the true physicians 
of tlit tribe.111 The Havasu pm, a Yumamspeaklng tribe of Ari¬ 
zona, do not allow a woman to practice magic/u There are many 
medicine women among the Chiricahtia Apache,11* A Cheyenne 
cannot become a doctor by himself. When he receives the "power” 
of doctoring, his wife—who is- afterward his assistant—must also 
be taught and be initiated into certain secrets. Should his wife 
1>c unwilling to serve in a medical capacity, he must And another 
women to work with him/1* A Black foot woman helps out her 
husband in treating the sick.131 Female magicians among the 
Paviotso of Nevada are highly respected and are on an equal 
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footing with their male colleagues, though it would seem that 
men have always been the outstanding practitioners,11' Among 
the Ponio of northern California only men receive a call to enter 
the magical profession, whereas among the Shastika and Klamath 
Indiana the magicians are most often women.’1’ Yurok magicians 
are almost all women,"1 Among the Klalhm of Washington 
women sometimes practiced magic, but they never attained the 
position held by men.11" This was the situation, also, among the 
Shtiswap of British Columbia.1*® Tinnc medicine men exceed 
medicine women in the proportions of about five to one. Both 
sexes are equally admissible, however, to the magical profession.111 

In the Eskimo area shamanism is predominantly a masculine 
profession, though female practitioners arc by no means unknown. 
They are found among the Aleuts,*1* Among the Mackenzie 
River Eskimo some women enjoy an especially high esteem as 
magicians.1” The Eskimo of Baffin Land open the profession of 
magician to both men anti women, but only those people with 
some special qualification, such as the ability to throw themselves 
into "a perfectly genuine trance," attain the highest dignity.”* 
in Greenland the atigakofi might be cither a man or a woman.1*' 

According to some students only feminine shamanism fonnerly 
existed in Siberia, a view which perhaps finds substantiation in 
traditions among several tribes drat the shamanjstk gift was first 
bestowed on women,”* At the present day, while female shamans 
are met with, they have nothing like the prestige and power 
enjoyed by their male counterparts.111 

It appears from the foregoing evidence dial while women 
almost never serve as magicians in Australia and rarely in the 
Melanesian and Polynesian areas, their exclusion elsewhere from 
the magical profession is not common. In Indonesia, Africa, and 
America female magicians sometimes outnumber their male com¬ 
petitors in a cnnnrnimiy, though they are seldom the only profes¬ 
sional practitioners. On the whole, however, the tendency seems 
to be to relegate to women such practices as soothsaying, the 
interpretation of dreams and omens, and the curt of disease by 
menus of simple remedies, and to reserve to men the higher 
branches of the magical art. 

Medicine men and shamans sometimes wear women's dress 
and art like women. Their abnormality indicates that they are 
SjKciaiiy endowed with occult power and most effective when they 
have thus undergone an assumed change of sex. Transvestitism 
does not seem to have any necessary connection with homosexual 
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practices, though these arc frequently found in communities 
when the custom under consideration is prevalent. 

A «t(truing bait, among the Sea Dayak of Borneo, is a magician 
wearing a woman’s costume. He lias put it on, lie will tell you, 
in obedience to a supernatural command conveyed three times in 
dreams. If he disregarded the command he would die. Before 
Iwing permitted to assume female attire he is sexually disabled. 
People treat him as a woman, and he engages in feminine pur* 
suits, His magical services are in much request and well recom* 
jiensed. The prospect of inheriting his wealth is enough to induce 
a nun to marry him, in spite of the ridicule of the tribesmen. 
The "husband's'' position is by no means enviable, for the "wife" 
manifests much jealousy of him and punishes every little infi¬ 
delity with a fine. The manang bali, being a person of great con¬ 
sequence. frequently becomes the chief of a viltage and acts as a 
iwaceniatrcr in the community. The numlier and variety of his 
cures, coupled with the generous use of bis wealth, make him a 
popular figure.1*’ In Rambrec Island, which lies off die Arakan 
coast of Burma, a magician sometimes adopts female dress, be¬ 
comes the “wife” of a colleague, and then acquires a woman as 
a second wife for the "husband.” With this woman both men 
cohabit. Every respectable native, we are told, looks upon a 
transvestite "with disgust and honor," a statement implying that, 
though reprobated as a man, his occult powers are held in high 
esteem 

Magicians among the Bateso, a Nilotic tribe of Uganda, often 
dress as women and wear feminine ornaments,11* A Bangala 
magician, in a rite to detect a witch, dresses as a woman."* 

Among the Patagonians male magicians are chosen for their 
office when they are children, and “a preference is always shown 
to those who at that early time of life discover an effeminate 
disposition." Such persons are obliged to dress as women and 
are not allowed to marry."* There are transvestites, who are also 
homosexuals (Aiicvr), among the Ataucanian magicians. They 

wear a skin apron, as a sign of their calling, and women’s orna¬ 
ments, Their hair Li long and uncombed. Though formerlv much 
respected, many Indians now despise them.'*1 

With reference to the Illinois, a confederation of Algnnquian 
tribes, and the Sioux or Dakota of the Upper Mississippi, we 
learn from Father Marquette that among these Indians some men 
assume female dress for life, never marry, do all that is dime by 
women, yet go to war, assist at “juggleries1* and dances (singing 
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but not dancing)* and attend councils. Nothing is divided with¬ 
out their advice. Because of their extraordinary way of living 
they are regarded as "mamtous,” or supernatural beings, and 
hence are treated as persons of consequence/*4 Transvestites are 
found among the Arapatio, as also among the Cheyenne* Ute3 and 
many other Plains tribes. They possess "miraculous power.” be¬ 
ing able, for instance „ to make an intoxicating drink from rain 
water. Their power comes to them from birds and other animals/** 

Among the Yurok Indians of northern California transvesti* 
tism was fairly common, A man usually manifested the first 
symptoms of his proclivities by beginning to weave baskets; soon 
he donned female garb and pounded acorns. All tvergem, as these 
persons we re called, seem to have officiated as magicians/** A tuong 
the Takdma of Oregon, who allowed both men and women to 

become magicians, tnmsvesiitism seems to have been at least an 
occasional phenomenon. We are tnld of an Indhn "with man's 
voice and female attire” who was credited with strong occult 
powers.m 

Transvestites enjoyed great consideration among the Ron tag 
of Kodiak Island* Alaska. Most of them were magicians/1* The 
Eskimo of Baffin Land and Hudson Bay have a story of an 
mgok<yk who turned himself into a woman and became a very 
powerful magi class. A mart saw him rubbing the skin of his Face 
so that it came off and made him look like a woman; the man 
dropped dead at the sight. Another man, who had not been a 
successful hunter, married hint. When the couple went out hunt¬ 
ing the transformed shaman, with his bow and arrows, killed 
many caribou. In course of time he bore a child/1* 

Among the Chukchi, besides normal shamans, there are special 
or transformed shamans who pass as women* The assumption of 
this office is much dreaded by youthful adepts, and some of them 
prefer death to obeying the calf of the spirits, A "soft man” 
enters upon his profession by several stages. First he personates 
a woman only in the manner of braiding and arranging his hair. 
Next comes the adoption of female dress. Finally, lie gives up 
all the pursuits of men, throwing away the rifle and lance, the 
lasso of the reindeer herdsman, and the harpoon of the seal hunter, 
and takes to the needle and skin scraper. His body alters, if not 
in outward apju^jranee, at least in its faculties and forces, and his 
mental characteristics become more and more those of a woman. 
Tlie transformation goes so far that he often is taken a* a wife 
by another man, with whom he leads a regular married life He 
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is supposed to excel in ever}' branch of his profession, including 
ventriloquism. Ordinary people dread him greatly and even an 
untransformed shaman avoids having a contest with him. Among 
his helpful spirits he has a supreme protective spirit* who plays 
she pan of a supernatural husband and head of the family. It is 
noteworthy that Chukchi women rarely assume the male charac- 
ter,lw 

The legends of the Koriak contain accounts of male and female 
shamans who changed their sex in obedience to the commands of 
the spirits. Such persons were reputed to be very powerful.1*1 
A transformed shaman among the Yakut arranges his hair like 
a woman and braids it; during a performance he lets the hair 
down. On his apron are sown two iron circles representing breasts. 

He wears ordinarily a girl's dress made of the skin of a foal He 
may not tie on the right side of a horse-skin; this side is regularly 
forbidden to women. During the first three days after a confine¬ 
ment, when men are not allowed to be near the woman lying-in, 
be has access to her house.145 

U lias twen pointed out that the idea of '‘election" lies at the 
root of the belief in the occult power of a Siberian shaman. This 
power comes to him from the assistant spirits who arc ever at 
his disposal. Rut they are not his voluntary servants; their duties 
have been imposed upon them by a supreme spirit who rules over 
them and who out of sexual love has chosen someone for (he 
shamanislic profession. I f the spirit is of the male sex, he visits 
the conjugal bed at night and becomes the regular spouse of his 
earthly lover; if of the female sex, she seeks a male companion. 
Thus the sex of the shaman'* supreme protective spirit depends 
on the shaman’s sex. for they are “like husband and wife." This 
sexual motive in shamanism lias been found among many Siberian 
tribes in which homosexuality is unknown or else very rare and 
condemned by public opinion. Among the Chukchi, however, the 
shaman and the spirit are of the same sex. Homosexuality, being 
quite usual with the Chukchi, is naturally assumed to prevail also 
in the spiritual world.14* 

tfOTES TO CHAPTER VII 

1 "The fur traders in this country," write Cailin. "art nearly all French; 
and in their lanijuitnr a doctor or physician U called 'Mederfu: The Indian 
country is Uitl of doctor;: and u they arc all mairinanv. and titled, or profess 
fo be skilled in many myswrits, the word 'midcrin has become habitually applied 
ui everythin# myrterinui t,r unaccountable; and (lie English and Americans, who 
are also trading and passing through litis country. Iiavc easily mA familiarly 
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adopted the same word. With a slight alLctttfoti* conveying tint same meaning: 
and to be a little more explicit, they liave denominated these personages 'medi¬ 
cine men/1 which means something more than merely a dodge Or physician. 
These physicians . , , , arc nil slippered to deal more oi k&s in mysteries amt 
fhartttn, whkh nte aids am I handmaid* in their practice’1 (Georpe Cat tin, 
and Notts am the Manners* Customs, and Condition of fftf JWffo American 
l*dwn* [2d *1, New Vcrtlc IS42}, Letter Na 6). 

* "Shaman/1 meaning die who B "excited/* ‘Icnltcd," was derived by 
Russian explorers of Siberia in the levcntEcntii century from the Timgus fann 
smmow. The term stemi to he of r_ative coinage. It a also current is a hor- 
rowed term amon^ the Buriat and Yakub See Berth old Laofer. "'Origin oi the 
Word 'Shamin'."* Awfrknn Anthropologist (n^._ 191?}, XIX 361-71 Other 
Haines for the shaman are Buriat and Mongol !jo (IW>. Yalml ojm* (uyurfiL 
Ostiak icnin, Semoyed tadfhei, and Altai Tatar kam, 

1 Instances ol true posSCSSi OU zirA of ita ac (Mm pan i men I. genuine shamanism, 
hare heeti reported among the Boron* os' Brazil, Jivaro of Ecuador,, Arecmu of 
Venez'sda, Yuma of Arixnmu Hank of Queen Charlotte Islands, British Colum¬ 
bia, and llitigit uf southern Alaska. Other instance*. As yet unieporied, are 
probably to be found among the South American Indians. 

* Sir Baldwin Spencer and F b Gilte*^ Tkr Native Tribes of Central Atu* 
tmfia (London, 18991, p. 278 arid note 1; Udrmm The Naethem Tribes of CVnfrof 
Australis (London, 190-1). p. 4ah CT. W. L. Warner, A Block CrAHsotian (New 
York, 1937). p. 23 U <‘Murngin of Arnhem Land, Northern Territory). 

* Martin GiumdeT Die Feuerland Indimer (M Calling bd Wka* 1931-37). 
I* 735 

•The p tan is which tlic American Indians used to bring cm an ecstatic eotnfi- 
tkm include Tobacco, coca, yerha mate, various datura*, especially Datum mete- 
hides and Do turn sfromo+ium (Jicowu weed}, and peyote, a imall spineless 
carttta indigenous to ihc lower valley of the Rio Grande. Ste W. E-. Safiord 
"Narcotic Plants and SiimulaiUs of the Anri sit Americans/* Annual Report of 
the Smithsonian Institution for iP/d, pp. 367-424, Set also Ruth Shcmle, "'Peyote; 
die Giver of Visions,’- America* Anthropologist (ils, 1925). XJCVTI* 53-75. By 
the Tarahumoia of Chihuahua, nurthem Mnico, dal ora is considered a had 
phm and contrary iu nature to peyote, a good plant It can be safely touched 
only by medicine men eduwcJ with the mystic virtue of ptyotc (Wr C. Barnett 
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Chapter VIII 

THE MAKING OF MAGICIANS 

The “call1' to the profession of a medicine man often comes in¬ 
voluntarily, as the result of a dream, a vision, or some other 
sensory experience which is regarded a> a visitation by spirits. 
To other cases, as among many North American Indians, the 
would-be magician retir.es from human society and practices vari- 
ous austerities, in order to become susceptible to spiritual influence 
The call, however it comes, is compelling, for those who receive 
it seldom make "the great refusal."1 

A medicine man among the southeastern tribes of Australia 
was generally supposed to be made by the ancestral ghosts or by 
a high god (Daramnlun, Baiame, Bunjil). The Wotjobaluk of 
Victoria believed that a “supernatural being," said to live In hol¬ 

lows of the ground, met a man in the bush, ojicned his side, and 
inserted m it quartz crystals and other magical objects. From that 
time on he could, as the natives said, "pull things out of himself 
and others." Among the Mukjarawatnt a youth who could sec 
his mother's ghost sitting by her grave was marked out to be a 
medicine man. The Krnnai thought that the ancestral ghosts 
either visited a sleeper and communicated to him protective or 
harmful chants and knowledge, or else they completed his knowl¬ 
edge elsewhere. Among the Yum of New South Wales medicine 
men obtained in dreams magical songs against sickness and other 
ills. They received their powers from Daramnlun, and a very 
great medicine man could even get Daramultm to slav bis enemies 
for film,1 

In northern Queensland a man who would learn the art of 
using the pointing bone goes out of the camp for three or 
four days, "practically starves liimsdf" and gels "more or less 
'cranky.' " When in that condition he sees Malkari, a nature 
spirit, who is pleased to make him a doctor by inserting small 
flints, bones, or other objects In his body. Other Queensland doc¬ 
tors acquire their powers from Karnmari, a nature spirit in the 
form of a water snake, and still others, by sitting beside a grave, 

202 
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obtain them from a ghost.1 Among the Kabi and Wakka of 
Queen slant! a man’s [>ov.cr in I he occult art was proportioned t" 

his vitality, ami the amount of that which lie possessed depended 
upon the number of quartz crystals inside him and the quantity 
of fur rope (ynrm) which he carried with hiiiL He obtained 
yiirm from Dhakkan, the rainl*™, the great possessor of vitality. 
This creature, a combination of fish and snake, lived in the deep¬ 
est watcrholes. When visible as a rainbow lie was supposed to he 
passing from one waterhole to another. Though at times tricky 
and malignant, he could do a good turn to a man already possessed 
of some magical faculty. While a magician by in a deep sleep on 
the brink of a water hole. Dhakkan dragged him down into (he 
depths and presented him with yurru, in exchange for a number 
of crystals which he took from the man. Then he brought the 
magician once more to the surface and deposited him safely oil 
the I tank. Upon waking up, the man was now a doctor of the 
highvst degree and so “full of life" that he enutd make thunder 
and lightning, tly through the air. vanish underground, and do 

other marvelous things.* 
The Aruma and Ilpirra tribes of Central Australia recognize 

a distinction between magicians made by the ancestral ghosts 
(iVnMttrtMNj) and those initiated by other magicians. The latter 
class has less repute than the former. When a man feels that he 
is capable of entering the magical profession he goes away from 
tile camp and directs lib steps to a certain cave, which is supposed 
to lie occupied by the irunlarittia, He does not venture to enter 
the cave, lest they snatch him up and take hint away forever, hut 
he lies down and goes to sleep. At break of day one of the irtmfo- 
rinid comes to die mouth of the cave and. finding the man asleep, 
throws at him an invisible lance It pierces the neck from behind, 
passes through the tongue, making a large hole, and then comes 
out by the mouth. The man's tongue remains throughout life 
with this hole in it, as the outward sign of the spiritual visitation. 
“In some way. of course, the novice must make it himself, hut 
naturally no one will ever admit die tact; indeed it is not impos¬ 
sible that, in course of time, the man really comes to believe that 
it was not done by himself," The ghost throws a second lance, 
kills the man, and carries him into the depths of the cave, an 
A runt a Paradise, where the imntarinia live in perpetual sunshine 
and among streams of running water. Here he receives a new set 
of internal organ- and also a supply of magical stones. Hi- is 
then led hack to the camp by the ghost, who is invisible except to 
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a few highly gifted magicians and also to the dogs. For several 
days the man presents a strange appearance and acts in a queer 
manner. One morning it is noticed that he has painted with 
powdered charcoal and fat a broad baud across the bridge of his 
nose. Everyone now knows that a new magician has been gradu¬ 
ated. However, he must not engage in practice for about a year. 
If during this time the hole in his tongue doses up. as it some¬ 
times does, tlicn he considers that Ins power had departed, ami he 
will abandon the magical profession. During the period of pro¬ 
bation he cultivates the acquaintance of his professional brothers 
and learns their secrets. These consist principally in the ability 
to hide about the person and to produce at will quartz pebbles and 
little sticks. Of hardly less importance than such sftiglil-of-hand 
is "the power of looking pretcmahirally solemn, as if he were the 
possessor of knowledge quite hidden from ordinary men."4 

In the MOttawa Islands a man (or a woman} becomes a magi¬ 
cian in nc of three ways. He may have a vision, which comes 
voluntarily or involuntarily, and enables him to secure the aid of 
ghosts ami spirits Henceforth be can see them and converse with 
ihcm; he has "seeing eyes and hearing ears," He may be bodily 
abducted by the spirits and from them obtain his power directly. 
Most commonly, however, a person receives a summons to he a 
magician as the result ot sickness, dreaming, or temporary in¬ 
sanity. He will then be visited by a professtinnal magician* who 
announces that the spirits wish him to acquire the necessary power. 
He agrees to accept the spiritual invitation and enters on a course 
of instruction to fit him for his duties. In the island of Nias a 
vision is sought for. A young man will retire to the jungle and 
remain there for several days in order to get into contact with 
the spirits Magicians alone can talk to the spirits and see the 
souls of sick people In the form of glowworms.' 

In the Andaman Islands a person can Income a magician by 
dying and coming back to life. When he dies, he naturally acquires 
the peculiar powers and qualities of a spirit, and these he retains 
if he returns to a mundane existence. Again, a man wandering 
alone in the jungle may be suddenly confronted by the spirits. 
They will kill him if he shows fear, but if he puts on a bold front 
they will keep him for a time and then let him go. Such an ex¬ 
perience makes him a full-fledged magician. Finally, the same 
Position may Ire attained by a man who has intercourse with the 
spirits in his dreams., ft is noteworthy. However, that dream reve¬ 
lations are considered less significant than those which come from 
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direct communication with the spirits/ Irt Car Nicobar a sickly 
person b called upon to become a magician, His condition has 
been caused by the ghosts of departed relatives and friends, who 
thus indicate their desire that ht enter upon the magical profes- 
sion. He knows that he must hold intercourse with them either 
as a live magician or as himself a ghost: naturally he chooses the 
former.alternative. Nevertheless magicians often relinquish their 
unwelcome office as soon as they fed themselves again restored 
to health/ 

The Tembu and Fingo of Tembuland, Cape Colony, bdieve 
Lfi the existence of the River People, half fish and half human in 
form, with heads of long flowing hair. These mermen and mer¬ 
maids Jive in kraals deep down under the streams. They are very 
wise and very powerful in magic A man who would become a 
doctor and diviner will resort to them in order to learn their 
secrets. When he returns after several days' absence, laden with 
the medicinal roots and herbs which the River People have given 
to him. he is not questioned about his experience, for were this 
revealed they would call him back and kill him. But the people 
know that he has visited them, for now he can heal the sick, peer 

^ into the future; read the thoughts of others, prepare love charms, 
and combat witches/ 

A medicine man of the Akikuyu, a fvenya tribe, is supposed to 
he called to hEs vocation by God ( Ngai). He dreams constantly, 
has visions of people coming to him and leading a goat for n-^cri- 
flee, and receives revelations of events dial presently occur, such as 
the murder of a man nr the death of a goat. Sooner or later he 
tolls his wife and friends about these experiences, and then il h 

at once understood that Ngai has indeed marked him out for the 
magical profession. Should he resist the call the angry deity would 
cause hb children to die or the people of his village to become ill. 
According to another account, Nga* appears to a person in a 
dream and asks him to become a magician. The next day be in- 
forms the villagers of w-fiat has happened and retiress “seemingly 
insane," into the woods, where he holds communion with Ngai 
all night long. Then he returns home and makes a public announce¬ 
ment of his divine call/* 

The ApLnaye, a Brazilian tribe, generally regard intercourse 
with ghosts as uncanny and something to be avoided as far as 
possible. On the other hand, magicians are introduced to the un¬ 
seen world by Lhcir deceased dost kinsfolk and move aliout in it 
at will Thus they become intermediaries between the dead and 
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the ghost -dreading tribesmen and acquire much useful knowledge 
of medicine. A ghost first appears to a prospective magician in 
a dream. If the* ghosts fail to come to a practitioner, he or his 
shade will visit them in order to get their advice on difficult prob¬ 
lems of medical treatment. This he does by smoking a great deal 
of tobacco until he begins to groan and tremble and finally coU 
lapses. His assistant Jays him out and he lies prone on the ground 
while his soul is away from his body. To bring the soul back the 
assiSlant blows tobacco smoke on his own hands and places them 
on the magician's, thereby reviving him. This invaluable gift of 
sending one's soul to the realm of die dead is not possessed by 
all magicians.11 Among the KaingAng, another Brazilian tribe, a 
tutelary spirit comes to a man as the result of an accidental encoun¬ 

ter with it. SonieLimes the spirit will be ‘pointed out’1 to him hv 
a magician who lias himself been seeing it for a long time.11 

No matter how eager an Apache may be to acquire occult power 
and with it the ability to perform the ceremonies by which diseases 
are cured, lost objects restored, childless women blessed with 
offspring, and all the difficulties of life successfully overcome, it 
can never be sought directly. Occult power comes to man as a 
gift from the Giver-of-Life, its ultimate source, but through cer¬ 
tain agencies—lightning, the sun, various animals and plants. 
While these arc the most common media, almost everything may 
be a conductor of the power.1' No one knows in advance what 
kind of power may be offered to him or when or where it may 
be offered. "Somethmg'" speaks to a man, perhaps at night in a 
dream, perhaps during the day when he is alone m his camp or 
with a crowd. In any case the experience is for him only, ff 
people are present when he lias it they will not see the visiim or 
hear the words spoken. For example. Bear may appear to a man 
and offer him power to cure "bear sickness." This is a malady 
marked by deformity. It occurs when a person is frightened or 
attacked by a bear, or has unknowingly crossed a bear's tracks, 
or has touched the animal’s fur, or lias entered its den A man 
may accept or reject The power thus offered. I f he accepts it, he 
receives directions for conducting a ceremony and learns the 
necessary songs and prayers. An Apache may in this wav receive 
several ceremonies and become “loaded up with powers."11 

The parents of a Lena pc boy were very anxious that he should 
acquire spiritual aid. When about twelve years of age he was 
driven into the wilderness to fast there and shift for himself. It 
was hoped that a manito might take pity on the child and grant 
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him some lMaleficent power that would 1>e his throughout lifer 
When H man had several sons lit’ might take them into the forest 
and lift ill I thert a rude shelter, where they remained for some time. 
The Iiqys were not allowed tr« eat during the day, but just before 
sunrise every morning each otic was given a medicine which made 
him vomit He then ate a little piece of meat. This period of 
abstinence and privation might last os long as twelve days. When 
it ended some of the children had received such power from a 
kindly fnamta that they could rise into the air or go down into the 
ground. Other children were able to prophesy events several years 
in the future,1* 

Among the Mianac* an Algonrjuiari tribe of Nova Scotia* occult 
power is sometimes imparted by the "little people'* a? a gift to a 
man who ha> won their friendship An Indian hoping to he thus 
Favored goes into the wood* anil builds there a camp large enough 
to shelter two persons. At his meals he is careful to sel span an 
equal share for the anticipated visitor. Upon lib return to camp 
one day he finds Jiis food already cooked and soon after observes 
a faint and shadowy form floating in front of the wigwam. He 
sees k more and more clearly until at length it is as visible as that 
of any mortal. Then Lhe spirit becomes the man's friend and 
presents him with the wished-for power.1* 

An Arapalio Indian, more often an adult than a fad at puberty, 
goes out to some high hill or mountain peak and fasts for several 
daysp in the hope and expectation of having a vision. If his quest 
is sucoessfuh there appears to him a spirit, in the form of a person, 
from whom he receive* instruction. As the spirit vanishes* it is 
seen to assume the form of an animal. The peculiar powers of 
the animal will henceforth be acquired by the visionary. Pans of 
it are often used by him as medicine or charms, and in many cases 
its skin wiU be made into his medicine bag. Certain restrictions 
are generally imposed by the spirit upon the seeker alter power. 
For instance, he may be told not to eat the heart or kidney or 
head of any animal and be threatened with some dire evil if he 
e’Fcr disobeys the injunction. Moreover, the future magician nitm 
be serious. high-min fled, and not actuated only by desire for gain. 
Otherwise hi^ newly acquired power would react on him for evil. 
It may happen that this power is had for the recipient-, family. 
The spirit Hid tioi tdl him 50. but the members of the family die 
off. our alter another, finally leaving him alone. If a man knows 
tliat such will 1>c the result of His accepting the power he might to 
refuse it. The great majority of middle-aged men among the 
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Arapaho have had at least one successful experience of this sort 
and have thus been magically endowed.'* 

A Grew Ventre Italian, seeking spiritual aid, may wander about 
until he finds snakes in a hole. He then cuts off some of his flesh 
and feeds it to them; he may even give them an ear or a little 
finger. The voluntary sacrifice is effective. A snake says. “I pity 
this man. 1 will give him power and make him strong." So the 
snake enters the man’s mouth and prfKecds thence into his bodv- 
He has now become nn kill able, A similar experience with hears 
would confer upon him invulnerability.'" 

A Black toot suppliant for occult power proceeds to a wild and 
remote spot, such as a hilltop, accompanied by an assistant There 
a pole is set up and a rope is fastened to it. The assistant, having 
first prayed to the spirits of air. earth, and water that the suppliant 
he blessed and enjoy success in all his undertakings, drives pins 
through the flesh of the suppliant's breast and attaches them to 
the rope by strands of sinew. He is then left alone. All day long 
he must walk back and forth on ihc sunward side of the pole, 
crying aloud to the spirits for help, and fixing his eyes on the sun. 
He tries hv convulsive jerks on the rojw to tear the pins from his 
body. Neither food nor drink passes hts mouth tliat day. In the 
evening the assistant returns and cuts his flesh to free him from 
the rope. He spends the night on the hilltop. In his sleep a wolf 
appears and tells him that his prayers have not been in vain. Tie 
shall be cunning like the wolf and able to outwit his enemies 
Henceforth he must wear some liair of a wolf in a bundle fixed 
to his neck, and Iris quiver and bow case must be of wolfskin." 

Among the Shasta Indians of northern California a man enters 
the profession of magician as the result of a dream or a series of 
dreams. Often he dreams that he is on the edge of a precipice 
or on the top of a high tree and shout to fall, when suddenly 
he awakes Another time he dreams that he is on the bank of a 
river and is about to tumble in. Such experiences arc a sign that 
the person to whom they occur must become a doctor. At once 
he begins to exercise care in eating, to restrict his diet to vege¬ 
table*, and to avoid the smdl of meat or fat cooking. Alter the 
dreams have continued for some time one day he falls over in a 
swoon (“dies”) and in this state see* an Axeki {Pain). An 
Axcki is a liny, hitman-tike creature, carrying a bow and arrow. 
The spirit talks to the man and sings to him, He must answer 
and repeat the song. Should he fail to do so the spirit kills him. 
But if he fulfills the requirements the Axeki offers to be his friend 
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and fives him occult power in the shape of a small needlc-like 
object resembling an icicle. Thb is a "pain." Henceforth he keeps 
it in hi s body, though he may produce it at will and shoot it in to 
anyone who Jias made him angry. lie can also extract such a 
"pain" from a person whom another doctor or, it may he, an Axcki 
lias shat,3'’ Female magicians among the; Shasta are much more 
common than their male counterparts, A woman exhibits her 
capacity for the profession by falling into a trance* during which 
she remains rigid and hardly breathing for several hours. While 
in this state she sees a spirit and learns the spirit s song. Her 
moan* as she emerges from the trance are interpreted as a repeti¬ 
tion of the song and a recital of the spirit's name. When she 
utters the name, blood oozes from her mouth. The woman is 
subject to further cataleptic seizures while performing her initia¬ 
tion dances. Upon one oi these occasions she receives the power 
of the spirit into her body. The bystanders must catch her before 
she falls inti? the trance* for otherwise the power would kill her, 
but if she survives she has it henceforth in her body in the shape 
of a “'pain/™ 

The Qoiinault Indians have a story of a young man who went 
nut into the woods seeking occult power. This came to him after 
he had bathed every day for a month and had met a strange, two- 
headed creature- Then he said to himself. HI am going to ihe 
mountains to find our how strong a power I have.” He saw a deer* 
arid as he looked at it the animal burst open and fell dead. Smoke 
arose from the spot. He had 'poisoned” it Similar experiences 
followed with a baud of elk and with other animals. Finally, 
after a year, his power grew Jess and game no longer died at liis 
glance. He then relumed home.” 

Some Lillooct medicine men have die ghosts of the dead as 
tutelary spirits These are obtained by sleeping in burial grounds 
at intervals extending over several years, Magicians with such 
ghostly helpers are considered to he exceptionally powerful :;| A 
Bdlacoola magician is initiated by a special deity who lives in the 
Wood*. He carries a wooden wand which he swings and thereby 
products a singing noise. When he jumps into the water it boils ; 
when a woman meets him she begins to menstruate: when a man 
encounters him the man's nose starts to bleed. Hi is deny initiates 
a youth by touching his chest with the wand and by painting his 
face with a rainbow design. The youth then falls down in a 
faint. Upon recovering he begins to sing a song, of which both 
the tune and the words have been given to him by the spirit.” 
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T&imshian medicine men acquire their occult power from various 
kinds of spiritual lieings, AJJ but the very strongest novices, into 
whom the power enters, fault dead away. Vomiting of blood is 
also a sign that the power has been received,** 

Among the Kinchin, a group of Athapascan tribes in north- 
western Canada am! Alaska, a magician acquires his power 
through dreams, These first come to him when he is not more 
than six or seven years of age. The child goes into the forest and 
begins to practice conjuring He pulls small spruce trees out of 
die ground without breaking the tender roots and then puts the 
trees hack in place so expertly as to leave no sign of their disturb¬ 
ance. As hb dreamt continue, he acquires more and more power 
and expects that eventually hr will have the dream experience in 
which an animal appears u> him and promises to aid him.*15 Among 
the Tahltan Indians, a branch of the Tinrie, a would-be medicine 
mats ranged the wilderness to find a pregnant moose, caribou, 
sheep* pat, or porcupine. II successful in his search, he followed 
the animal to be present at the birth of its young. These he wiped 
with some twigs and then switched the animal's legs to make it 
rise He killed neither the mother nor the offspring, for he be¬ 
lieved that occult power came to him from his presence at Lhc 
birth.1* 

The call to die profession of a shaman comes as the result of 
possession by a spiritual being. Possession may he involuntary 
when the subject is a neurotic; sometimes it attends or follows 
a siege of illness, generally of a mental character. In other cases 
tt is produced by prolonged dancing and other rhythmic move¬ 
ments* by various austerities such as fasting and flagellation, and 
by drug taking. The candidate, it susceptible, becomes hysterical, 
perhaps talb Into a condition of ecstasy or trance, foams at the 
mouth, raves, and in other ways gives evidence that he has indeed 
been possessed by a spirit and that in his future career as a shaman 
he can reproduce by the same means these abnormal mental states. 

No instances of |iossess3on have been recorded among the 
aborigines of Australia. It Ims been found in New Guinea, The 
natives of Windessi, in the Dutch parr of the island, believe that 
a man. or sometimes a woman, can be inspired hy the ghost of a 
former Tribesman, and thus receive occult power for treating the 
sick The seizure takes place during The funeral ceremonies, when 
the friends of the deceased are sitting about his corpse and lament¬ 
ing his departure to the wo rid of shades. Suddenly the prospective 
magician begins to Oliver and titter monotonous sounds ; then he 
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falls into an ecstatic stale; and when he shakes convulsively the 
ghost is supposed to have entered him. Before setting up in the 
magical profession the man undergoes initiatory riles in the forest, 
calls himself a lunatic, and on reluming home acts as if he were 

half-crazed,'11 
The Melanesians, it is said, cannot distinguish between the 

possession which causes madness and that which prophesies, '"and 
a man may pretend to be mad tltat he may get the reputation of 
being a prophet.” In the Solomon Islands such a person will 
speak with the voice of someone recently deceased; he calls him¬ 
self, and is addressed by others by the name of the dead man who 
speaks through him. Further evidence of ghost-possess ion is 
afforded by his eating fire, lifting enormous weights, and fore¬ 
telling things to come. In the Banks Islands possessing spirits 
were the familiars only of people who knew them, and these were 
often women, A man who wished to be known to such a spirit 
(nopiiu) gave money to a woman whose familiar it was, and 
then it would come to him. Henceforth he would call himself 
Nopiru, or rather, speaking of himself, would sav, not ”1, 1 bin 
"we two." meaning the noptfn in him and himself. Many wonders 
he performed by the power and in the name of the possessing 
spirit, not Lhe least being the produclion from bis person of un¬ 
limited quantities of shell-money—-bags full—so new that it bad 

not yet been strung,i(1 
Among the Subantin of Mindanao it is often the case that 

an adolescent youth, during a long period of sickness and depres¬ 
sion, will decide to become a magician. Thus one man, who suf¬ 
fered from a fever, heard a dttula calling him. It told him that 
it was his friend and would be his familiar spirit. Upon recovery, 
he went to a practitioner of magic, entered into a kind of disciple- 
ship, and learned the secrets of the magical art. When acting as 
a medium a magician goes into a trance-like state and the spirit 
speaks through him. He may also speak in his own proper voice 
to the spirit and receive from it an audible reply->a 

Among the Malanau, a division of the Klemantan of Sarawak, 
a woman i more rarely a man) who Incomes insane or very ill 
is believed to be possessed by a ,’dcvi!-'> She is urged to enter the 
medical profession, for as a doctor she can cure herself and at 
the same time can cast out devils from other sick people. Before 
being accepted by the people and bv the spirits in the role of 
exerciser she must pass eleven nights in a condition of artificial 
hysteria. It does not follow, however, tfiat even then she can tell 
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whether an evil spirit has ceased to possess a sick person. One old 
woman, who had worked at the profession for fifteen years, ad¬ 
mitted that, if a devil went into herself she could turn it out, but 
only a more powerful person than herself could expel tt from 
BOmcone tlsz.11 

The great majority of Zulu diviners are "dearly persons of the 
neurotic type." Their magical powers have been thrust upon them 
by the spirits. Since the exercise of such powers involves physical 
and mental discomfort nobody desires of his own accord to offici¬ 
ate as a magician. The person chosen by the spirits becomes af¬ 
flicted with some strange disease which proves tD be beyond die 
ability of the native doctors to cure. The disease is usually of a 
menial character, though it may turn out to Iw a kidney or lung 
complaint. At any rate it is believed to have been sent by a de- 
prted ancestor. The patient's relatives lake him to a diviner of 
repute for a censullatinn. If spinl-^Kissession is deemed the cause 
of the trouble, the sufferer is at once handed over to another 
diviner for initiation inro the magical art. His novitiate may last 
from a few months to two years.11 

The ghosts which possess the Bathonga and produce the disease 
described by die natives as the ‘madness of the gods," are not the 
ghosts of their ancestors but those of strangers, particularly of the 
Zulu, The process of exorcism is complicated, requiring as many 
as four principal rites. When these have been completed and the 
assessing spirit lias been duly appeased and expelled, the patient 
enters upon Ills convalescence. This lasts for an entire year. The 
period is also one of apprenticeship, for he will now become him¬ 
self an exorcist if his magical powers are sufficiently developed. 
Tile experiences which exorcised [*rsons have gone through and 
their regular participation in the exorcism of others generally in¬ 
jure their minds; they have something wild about them and appear 
not to be in their right senses. This nervous instability may pass 
away. On the other hand, their abnormal mentality often seems 
to he intensified, so that they reveal special gifts of second sight, 
divination, prophecy, and wonder working,** 

An Ovtmbundu boy or girl who becomes a magician must 
have a neurotic temperament, “a spirit in the head, ' as the natives 
say When a child h sick, a doctor visits him, tells him that he 
is wanted by the spirit, and that he must enter the magical profes¬ 
sion. There does nut seem to be any practice of intensifying a 
novice's natural psychosis by seclusion, starvation, beating, or 
any other ordeal.** 
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A jivaro Indian who became a magician went through a course 
of training which lasted a lunar month- To his instructor he 
paid a high fee in food, clothing, and ornaments. For the first 
ten days both master and pupil ate nothing, bill look various nar¬ 
cotic drugs, including a liijuid infusion ol tobacco, which was 
snuffed up the nose As the result of their fast and drug-taking 

thev became very tight headed. Finally a spirit. Pasuca. appeared 
to them, in the form of a l>old warrior. As stujtt as the spirit was 
sem ihe master began to massage the pupil's itody with vigorous 
strokes. During this operation the pilptl became unconscious 
When he recovered, his body was sore front head to foot, sure 
evidence that Pasuca had “taken possession’ of him. For the last 
twenty days of the course the pupil learned the methods of com¬ 
bating the spiritual agencies responsible for various diseases.1* 

The liaida shaman was chosen by a spiritual firing as the 
medium through which to make its influence felt in the world. 
When so possessed, the shaman's own identity disappeared: tor 
the time being he dressed like the spirit, acted like it. and used its 
words. If the spiritual being came from the Tlingit country the 
shaman had to speak Tlingii, though in his uninspired moments 
he remained totally ignorant of that language After thus becom¬ 
ing the mouthpiece of a spirit the shaman ceased to be called by 
his own name and took that of his spiritual mentor. A similar 
belief in possession also prevailed among the Tlingit. but whereas 
the 1 India shaman personated only one spirit 3t a time each 
Tlingit shaman had. in addition u> the principal spirit possessing 
lum. a number of subsidiary spirits which were supposed to 
Strengthen his faculties. These minor and su parting spirits were 
depicted, along with the principal spirit, on the shaman's mask. 
Those around the eyes increased his power of sight and so enabled 
him to discover hostile spirits: those around the mouth increased 
his power of smell: those around the jaws kept them firm ai all 

times, and so forth.** 
The att<]okf>k' of the Greenland Eskimo has acquired a special 

capacity for intercourse with ihe spirit World He can see the 
spirits, converse with them, and aillst their aid in human affairs, 
thus acting as a mediator between them and ordinary mortals. 
To summon his spirits he needs only to know and utter their 
names. But this is alter he has established a relationship with 
them, for on the first occasion the spirits visit him of their own 
accord or else lie comes upon them unexpectedly when alone in 
the wilderness. With the spirits he holds converse in a mystic 
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language, which seems to be much the same for all magicians. 
Presumably every’ practitioner learns a great pan of it by listen¬ 
ing to the colloquies of his professional brethren with the spirits 
whom they have summoned. The use of this language contributes 
in a high degree to the impressiveness of a magical performance." 
h is also possible for a prospective angakok to get a revelation by 
an ulil tomb. He dies and becomes reduced t<> a skeleton. Then 
the inhabitants of the tomb apjiear to him and initiate him. Other 
spirits, also, issue from the underworld tel! him thdr names, and 
proclaim themselves his attic*, ujion whom he can call as often as 
he likes.1* 

Among the Siberian tribes the profession of shaman is not 
usually sought or entered willingly. On the contrary, the obliga¬ 
tions which it imposes arc regarded as a heavy burden, to which 
a person submits as being unescapabte. Sometime in early youth, 
at a period coinciding with sexual maturity, the future shaman 
falls into hysterical fits, has fainting spells, ami suffers hallucina¬ 
tions, all these often lasting for many weeks. Then, suddenly, 
a spirit apjiears to him, orders him to become a shaman, and offers 
to help him on his difficult way. At first he hangs back, but finally 
the threats and the promises of the spirit overcome his reluctance 
and lie alters into an understanding with his guide. His fits now 
subside and he recovers his mental poise. The spirit who has so 
wondcrously cured him will give him power to cure others. So 
for a time or forever the spirit possesses die chosen one, speaks 
through the latter's voice, and suggests to him everything done 
during a shamanistic performance. The shaman, in turn.' obeys 
bis spiritual guide implicitly. T he supreme protective spirit also 
puts at the shaman’s disposal assistant: spirits, and it is really they 
who expel diseases and inspire the shaman with answers to'ques¬ 
tions put to him by his clients. Without tlidr aid he would be 
unable to operate. Their duties are laid upon them by the supreme 
spirit, who rules over them and has ordered them to oltty the 
shaman's wilL” 

No Kodak becomes a shaman of his own free will The spirits 
take possession of anyone they choose and force him to obey them. 
Finally, they appear to him Hi visible form, endow him with power, 
and instruct him in shamanistic arts. The Yukaghir give to hy¬ 
steria a name which means “possessed by evil spirits," The disease 
is particularly found m “nervously strained" youths who are in¬ 
clined to become shamans. A patient's tit is preceded by loss of 
appetite, headache, apathy, and indifference to his surroundings. 
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a condition winch may last for several days. Suddenly he begins 
to sing, at first in a low tone, then loudly, meanwhile waving lib 
arms and swinging his body. In his song he complains of the 
spirits that strangle hint and threaten him with death if he does 
not enter upon the shaman's career. Sometimes, apparently, it is 
die possessing spirit tlm sings. This perfommnee is followed by 
cramps spasmodic bodily contractions, or an attack of epilepsy. 
Tiie possessing spirit is then exorcised by the attendant shamans.** 

It appears from the foregoing cases that a man's entrance upon 
the magical profession is commonly supposed to be due to the 
interposition of some friendly spiritual being (perhaps a ghost), 
who becomes henceforth his "helper' and Mfamiliar,'' accompany' 
mg him, giving him knowledge of hidden tilings, enabling him to 
per form wonderful feats, and, where shamanism is found, posses¬ 
sing him and speaking oracularly through lum, The relationship 
between the spiritual being and the magician varies from iliat of 
a benefactor to his protege to that of a servant to his master, but 
always it is of an Ultimate character."1 These spirits seldom receive 
prayer and sacrifice; they are not regularly worshiped. They art 
so little personalized that they appear as merely arbitrary agencies, 
mechanical factors, as it were, in producing the effects ascribed 
to them. They id wavs remain at the magician's beck and call* so 
long, indeed, as he continues to be a master of his art and does 
not neglect its duties and responsibilities. Such tutdarics are often 
represented in animal form; as in Australia and North America. 
The "bush soul11 of West Africa and the aatfuat of Central Amer¬ 
ica and Mexico provide other instances of the same sort.4* 

Both the medicine man and the shaman may acquire their 
special power* by inheritance or, more rarely, by purchase or by 
gift In the Tongaranka tribe of New South Wales an eldest 
son succeeds to his father, hut only practices upon the latter's 
death.4* A Mitrngin usually teaches His son the secrets of sorcery, 
saying to him. "You do this way and that way. and by and by, 
after I die. you can do this too/1 The novice must associate with 
bis father in a murder or two before he can secure sufficient power 
to be considered u full-fledged sorcerer. His maw comes to him 
from the maw of the person whom he has killed or helped to 
kill.44 

The beneficent magic of ‘‘departmental experts" among the 
Roro^speaking tribes of Papua is handed down by tradition. Att 
expert usually trains one of his sons or one of his sister's. Sorcery 
is also hereditary■- A well-known sorcerer explained lhai since 
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his father had practiced it naturally the "power" involved passed 
to him,'* Many magical formulas of the Trobriand Islanders are 
connected with particular localities and are hereditary in tils female 
line from maternal unde to nephew. Magic for the growth of 
the gardens, to bring rain, and to overcome enemies in war be¬ 
longs to this class. Some formulas, not locally circumscribed, may 
be transmitted from father to son and even, at a fair price, from 
stranger to stranger. Magic for treating sickness, for initiating 
a man into certain crafts, for making love, for avoiding insect 
bites, and for removing the bad effects of incest is included in 
this second class.*5 

Among the Manus of the Admiralty Islands magical proce¬ 
dures arc usually secrets which a father passes on to his son. They 
arc also purchasable by outsiders.** In Eddy stone Island, one of 
the Solomons, a sorcerer’s pow er descends to his (or her ) children, 
though they may be very young at the time of the parent's death.*" 
In Mom. one of the Banks Islands, beneficent magic to bring rain 
and make the gardens fertile is the property of certain men. They 
have usually inherited their magical objects and rites from the 
maternal unde and only exceptionally from the fa then1" 

The special knowledge and arts of a Maori tofamga might l)e 
handed down from father to son, but the profession was not 
necessarily hereditary. Whether or not the son followed in the 
paternal footsteps depended on his personal inclinations and 
abilities." 

Among the natives of Yap, which belongs to the Caroline 
group, the office of a petty magician usually descends from father 
to foil ff i lie father has no son, or if the son shows no desire to 
assume the office, the magician may impart his secret spells anti 
rues 10 a kinsman ora dose friend, who will succeed to them upon 
hts death. The new magician takes care to preserve the skull of 
his predecessor, in order to acquire the latter's occult powers,11 
In the Palau Islands knowledge of the different kinds of magic 
is a scerrt jealously preserved by certain people. Only when about 
to die do they transmit it to their sons or nearest relatives.11 

Among the Negritos of /kun hales, Philippine Islands, the 
magical profession seems to lx- hereditary in most cases. However, 
anyone who belongs to a family of magicians or who has met 
success as a doctor can set up as a practitioner.11 The office of 
magician is very often hereditary among the Land Dayak of 
Borneo." This is also trite of the Peninsular Malays and of the 
Negritos," With the latter it is usually necessary for the son of 
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a deceas'd fioyanff, should he desire to exercise his father's magical 
powers, to he insured by the latter’s soul. Kor this purpose the 
corpse of the dead man is carefully watched hr friends and rela¬ 
tives for six days and nights, during which time the soul of the 
deceased transmigrates into a tiger. On the seventh day the son 
must watch near the corpse atone. Before long he sees the tiger, 
apparently about to make a fatal spring upon hint, If he keeps 
coot and betrays not the slightest symptom oi alarm, the seeming 
tiger will disappear. The forms of two beautiful women then 
present themselves to him. as he lies in a deep trance, fhrsc be¬ 
come henceforth his familiar spirits. Should the heir of the 
poyttnt} tail to observe this ceremonial his father’s soul, it is be¬ 
lieved, will pass forever into the tiger's body and his magical 

powers will be permanently tost,” 
The Bathonga doctor generally Iwqucaths his knowledge of 

the healing art to his son or to a uterine nephew who feels an urge 
to enter U[wn a professional career. This being the case, the doc¬ 
tors differ very greatly as regards competence. There are some 
"really clever" men whose fathers and grandfathers had practiced 
before them and had transmitted to them the valuable legacy of 
their experience." The position of medicine man is not generally 
hereditary with the Akamha, but il seems to lie easy for several 
members of the same family to enter the magical profession,** 
Among the Karamoja tribes of eastern Uganda the office of magi¬ 
cian b hereditary in the male line."* A Shillulc medicine man 
usually designates as his successor a son who seems to possess 
occult power, A daughter may be chosen if she is indicated as 
its possessor,** 

Certain members of the magical profession among the Burundi 
have the power 10 make rain, Before dying a father confides to 
a son or some other member of his family the secrets of the an. 
together with the necessary formulas," A BangaJa magician 
teaches his son all Ids "tricks." He wilt also teach (tor a large 
fee) any youth in whose family there has been a magician. A 
candidate without this background is told that he must first kill 
by witchcraft all the member? of Ids family, as offerings to the 
spirit of -hat branch of the profession to which lie aspires. Of 
course, no man would be callous enough to commit all these mur¬ 
ders, even were llw prospective victims willing to lw sacrificed. 
The result is that the secrets of the profession are confined to a 
few insiders.** 

Among the Kwottn of Nigeria a magician transmits his [tower 
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to a successor by heredity* by voluntary gift, or by sale. The 
recipient is first taught the secret composition of charms and the 
necessary procedure for their manipulation- As long as the teacher 
live* his permission must he secured before the charms ran be 
used, and suitable presents must be made to him as a sort of 
royalty payment. After the teacher's death the pupil keeps up 
regular sacrifices at his grave. Charms thus obtained are value¬ 
less to an outsider. It would not be worthwhile to steal them or 
Counterfeit them, because a person who did so would lack the 
magical power required for their operation."1 

The hereditary or virtually hereditary nature of the magician's 
office is reported for many Indian tribes in both South America 
and North America. Among the Witoto and Boro of the Upper 
Amazon the eldest som “if efficient," succeeds to his father's 
practice* A medicine man often has with him a boy* who may be 
his son, actual or adopted* and who is, preferably, a child with an 
epileptic tendency *4 Among the Yecu&na of Venezuela a father 
teaches a son, or a near relative takes dizrge of his tuition. Boy* 
i>cconic magicians at an early age ^ A Warrau piai leaches his 
eldest son the secrets of the profession. If he does not have sons 
he chooses a Friend to succeed him™ A Tarahunmra must always 
be instructed in the mysteries of magic. Dreaming, alone, does 
not qualify a person for its practice A magician takes as pupils 
his own children or those of his brothers. Other pupils, not blood- 
relation?;, will seldom be taught all he knows. He may also transfer 
his knowledge to outsiders for a sufficient consideration/* 

Fima Examining Physicians may be medicine men or medicine 
women. Entrance to the order is gained chiefly by inheritance.** 
Among the Apache almost every adult person is. m a way, a 
magician* since he is a potential recipient of occult power and the 
custodian of ceremonies which, as one native expressed it* afford 
him "help for everything against which he has to contend.** Be¬ 
sides being acquired by a dream or some other experience* these 
ceremonies can be transmitted, usually from am elder to a youth, 
but the transfer must be made in accordance with the wishes of 
the "supernatural” agent gran Ling the power In question. When 
ceremonies pass outside the family circle; a fee is always exacted 
by the original owner and teacher.*1 

With reference to the Northern Maidu of California we learn 
ihat the office of magician is almost always hereditary. Should a 
man have several children all would become magician* after his 
death. His tutelary spirits are ahai Inherited* but they are very 
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angry when their owner die? and someone else takes them over. 
They must he pacified with offerings, songs, and dances regaled 
many times, perhaps tor several winters. Only when this has been 
(lone does die new magician dare to begin his practice.1" 

The Kwakiutl of British Columbia have many myths relating 
to spirits that are in constant contact with the Indians. Every 
young matt, 1 raving first prepared himself by fasting and purifica¬ 
tory washings, tries to find a spiritual protector of tills sort. It 
does not appear to him tn dreams or visions, hut is inherited from 
his clan ancestor, who originally acquired it. He authenticates 
hi? reception by the spirit by giving a dance m which he personates 
it and -wears its mask and ornaments. The dance is thus a dra¬ 
matic representation of the myth relating to the acquisition of the 
hereditary spirit. At the same time the dancer gives public notice 
that he is now endowed with the magical gifts once made to his 
dan ancestor. These gifts include a harpoon, whose possession 
insures success in sea-otier fishing; the dcath-britiger, which, when 
pointed against enemies, kills them; the water of life, which 
resuscitates the dead: ihc burning fire, which, when directed 
toward any object , consumes it; and a spec hi dance, a special song, 
and certain cries that are peculiar to the spirit A man in the 
possession of these gifts becomes ttaualak < "supernatural'”), a 
designation which is also applied to the spirit itself " 

The office of a Haida shaman was usually hereditary, passing 
from the maternal uncle to a nephew, Before a shaman died he 
revealed his spirits to his successor, who might start with a rather 
feeble spirit and gradually acquire stronger and stronger spiritual 
guides,rj Among the Tlingit of southern Alaska it is customary 
for a man to transmit to a son or grandson his shamanistk powers, 
together with the masks, trumpets, and insignia of his profession/’ 

Tt is the general opinion among the Mackenzie River Eskimo 
that of those spirits which ran become familiars and tut claries 
every one is in the service of some shaman. Hence, when a young 
man wants to enter the shamanistic profession, he must secure a 
spirit from a person who is already a shaman or else obtain one 
that has hem freed by the death of its owner. Ordinarily a shaman 
possesses about half a dozen of these spiritual helpers, and when 
engaged in some professional activity, such ns searching for a 
hidden article, he wilt summon them and send them out, one after 
another, to find it. Now if 3 shaman is old and decrepit or is 
simply "hard up," he may he willing to Sell a spirit to some 
ambitious youth who can afford to pay for a possession so vain- 
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able perhaps as much as a canoe, twenty deer skins, two bags of 
seal oil, and a greenstone labrer. The purchase price is not repaid 
should die young man. having summoned the spirit, find it recalci¬ 
trant and unwilling to appear to its new owner. When he has 
once publicly paid for a spirit he will seldom admit that it refused 
to associate with him, for then he could never officiate as a 
shaman, and, moreover, would lose social standing hy reason of 
the contretemps. He pretends, therefore, that he lias received the 
spirit and goes into as good an imitation of a trance as he can 
manage, ft he succeeds in his undertaking, a enre, tor instance, 
his reputation is made. If he fails, nothing is lost, "for it is as 
easy for an Eskimo to explain the failure of a sbimaiiisic per¬ 
formance as it is for us to explain why a prayer is rot answered.,,;1 

In all the Siberian tribes the shamanistic office seems to be 
hereditary whenever a descendant of a sliaman shows a mental 
predisposition for this strenuous calling. If not bestowed bv 
hereditary right, the office can lie assumed only by someone whom 
the spirits have dearly chosen for their service.7' Among the 
Alarm Buriat only people having in the male or Female line 
ancestors who wen? shamans can enter the profession If no adult 
is available a child that gives evidence of spirii possession, for 
instance, by weeping incontinently and starting up suddenly when 
asleep, is chosen and carefully trained to be a shaman, He may 
begin to practice when not more than thirteen years old.1* Among 
the Chukchi the shamanistic call may come to mature [tcuple as 
the result of some great misfortune or during a serious and pro¬ 
tracted illness. Then the subject, having no other resource, turns 
to the spirits for help. 'Hie shaman Ninon received the shamanistic 
call during his search for a herd of reindeer that had run arvay in 
a thick fog There was also the case of Katek. who had iwen 
carried away on an ice floe. In his desperation he made ready to 
kill himself what the head of a walrus appeared above the water 
and sang. "O Kntdk, do not kill yourself I You shall again sec the 
mountains of Unisak and the little Kuwakak. your elder son." 
Katek returned home safely and made a sacrifice to the head of 
the walrus From that time he was a shaman very famous among 
his people;” 

A man may liavc had revelations through dreams or visions 
which persuade him and his associates that he lias indeed been 
selected hy the spirits to lie a magician; he may have received 
occult power as the result of possession hy spirits; or he may have 
inherited bis power, purchased it, or obtained it as a gift. Yet 
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the ins unices art: few where 1st: enters ts|KM3 the duties ui an ex- 
acting profession without a course of sdf-training orp more 
commonly, an initiation by the established misers of magic, 
His novitiate presents certain features repeated endlessly i hr on gh¬ 
oul the aborigtpfe] world. The neophyte is secluded and thus 
separated from the activities ot ordinary life; submits to fasting, 
loss of sleep, and other privations or to ordeals of a painful and 
perhaps repulsive character; observes severe restrictions and 
taboos; receives instruction in everything pertaining to his future 
career: and, finally, having been provided with the materials of 
his art, h admitted to practice by a ceremony of graduation or 
consecration/' 

This formal preparation of medicine men and shamans resem¬ 
bles in its main features the ritual of initiation whereby young 
men at puberty or thereabouts arc introduced to their duties and 
responsibilities as members of the community- Isolation and 
seclusion, ordeal and purification, are features common to 1^'th 
sets of rites. The likeness between the two often extends to 
details, such as the simulated death and rebirth of the novices and 
their acquisition of 4 new name and a new language in keeping 
with their changed state. Such resemblances are not fortuitous 
It is the fundamental purpose of all these rites to place rheir 
recipients en rapp&n with occult power. 

A Yualavai boy who has lieen chosen by the old medicine 
men to follow their profession is taken at night to a burial ground. 
He is tied down, fires are lighted all around him, and then he is 
left alone. That night the boy, if “shaky in his nerves, has rather 
a had time," A spirit comes and turns him over. A big star falls 
close to him and from it emerges an iguana, his totem animal 
Next a snake, the hereditary enemy of the iguana, approaches 
and, in spite of the hoy's struggle* to free himself, trawls over 
him and licks him. The snake goes away, leaving the hoy Has 
one paralyzed-" A huge figure, which has appeared on the scene* 
drives a yam stick into ihc novices head and pulls it out through 
his back. In the hole thus made is placed a stone, a lump of 
crystal, by means of which magicians perform their fcato. The 
spirits of thr dead make their appearance and dance a corroborec, 
chant song* dealing with the medical art, and idl the novice how 
in the future he can enlist their aid. The spirit* silently and 
mysteriously fade from sight, morning breaks, and the old medi¬ 
cine men release rheir prisoner. For several nights thereafter he 
is tied down again, visited by the ghosts, and given further in- 
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sirucdo^i His. ordeal has wow ended, but for tli<r next two months 
he is nest allowed to return to She camp. Several years pass before 
he may practice as a conjuror and healer.*11 

In the Artsnta and llpirra tribes a youth who desires to he 
initiated by the medicine men is conducted by them to a secluded 
spot, required to stand up with his hands clasped behind his head, 
anti told that whatever happens he must observe strict silence. 
Having withdrawn from their bodies a number of small clear crys- 
hi!.- they press these so firmly against his head and trunk that 
blood flows from the scoring and scratching To be sure that the 
magical influence of the stones has really entered the candidate 
the operation is repeated three times on the first day and again 
on the two days following. An incision about half an inch long 
is also made in Ins tongue with a crystal. Water containing the 
stones is given him to drink and native tobacco containing them 
to chew. After these proceedings the candidate's body is smeared 
with grease and painted with special designs. The newly made 
magician is required to remain at the men's camp for a month, 
keep silent until the wound in his tongue has healed, and be very 
abstemious in his diet. At night lie must sleep with a fire between 
him and his wifeH so that the spirits will know that lie k keeping 
away from women. Should he fail to do to. the spirits would 
cause his power to leave him and he could never officiate as 3 

medicine manT 
VVarrnmunga magiciansp instead of projecting crystals into 

a candidate's body, insert through a holt in his septum a mas? 
of tightly wound fur string. The deepest mystery attaches to this 
iimocou-looking object, which was made by the snakes in the 
Alcheringa, the dream time when lived the mythic ancestors 
of the tribe. It is full of occult power and is the magician's 
emblem of his profession. During the initiatory period a candi¬ 
date does not cat or drink, nor is lie allowed a moment** rest. 
He must walk about until he becomes thoroughly exhausted and 
so stupefied that he is tjuitc ready to believe that die officiating 
magicians have removed hk internal organs and have provided 
him with a new set. In this tribe the food restrictions incum¬ 
bent on newly made doctors continue to be observed by them 
until they reach old agt. Any infringement of the restrictions 
would subject a man to the loss of his healing power and would 
also result Sn a severe, perhaps fatal, illness. Furthermore, a 
doctor whose hair has not turned gray must bring the forbidden 
articles of food to the old practitioners, under penalty, again. 
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oi becoming very ill In fact* they can kill hini with impunity if he 
fails to comply with this rule.61 

In the western islands of Torres Straits the profession of 
magician seems to have been open to all men, but few cared to 
undergo the rigorous initiation required. A candidate was taken 
into the hush by bis instructor, an old man, and forced to eat 
tile decomposing flesh of a human corpse, that of a shark or of 
some other biting fish, and certain fruits and plants which made 
his eyes red, his skin itchy, and his " inside bad." He became 
very ill and half-frantic in consequence. Sometimes a candidate 
showed the white feather and gave up the whole business: some¬ 
times he ruined his health and even died during the initiatory 
training. The ordeals lasted about a month, after which the 
would-be magician received instruction for three years in all the 
mysteries of his craft,** 

A prospective magician among the Marine! of Netherlands New 
Guinea cats nothing but fried bananas for a period of from Five 
to Fevers days. Meanwhile his instructor prepare* a magical 
potion, consisting chiefly of the juices of a corpse. This is drunk 
repeatedly and in considerable quantities by the novice. Some¬ 
times he becomes unconscious as she restili of the dosing; some¬ 
times he raves like a madman Corpse juice is also dripped into 
his nose and eyes. Thereby he is endowed with the ability to 
do things impossible for ordinary mortals and to see things which 
the ghosts, but not men. can sce.“ 

In New Zealand the Whare Kura {'"House of Learning*'), 
also called the Whare Wauanaga, was an organization of the 
Maori priest-magicians. Their esoteric knowledge of ritual, 
mythology, and magic, both white and black, was communicated 
only to a few young men. carefully selected as worthy to receive 
it. During the period of training the pupib lived in some se¬ 
cluded spot away from the village or in a special house set a|iart 
for ihc purpose. No one not engaged either in teaching or learn¬ 
ing was allowed to be present. Besides receiving instruction in the 
tribal lore and traditions, the pupils were practiced m sleight- 
of-hand. ventriloquism, and other branches ot the magical art. 
Graduation ivas a public exhibition at which they displayed their 
proficiency.M It is $aid that very few students in the "* House of 
Learning1* completed the required course. A young man had to 
he very gifted, indeed* to retain and assimilate the vast stock 
of history, songs, spells* and genealogical information with which 
a tahtmga w as expected to he familiar/1 
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Among the Sea Dayak the initiation of a mining is carried 
out by three or four established practitioners, who assemble at the 
aspirant's house. Hie young man lies on a mat. with a pillow under 
his head and a blanket covering his body. Several bushels of 
rice arc hoped upon him. His eyelids are pierced with two fish' 
hooks, which give him the power to see souls and diagnose 
diseases- A coconut is split in two with a chopper to signify that 
henceforth he lias ceased to be an ordinary man and is now a 
tnanemg. Then the magician5 raise him to his feel and lead him 
round and round, meanwhile waving blossoms of the areea palm 
over his head. Finally the young man falls down in a swoon 
and is again covered with the blanket. Each one of the attending 
magicians now contributes some of his medicines, so that the 
neophyte may have the necessary equipment with which to begin 
his practice. The proceedings md with a feast and a sacrifice “ 

Tn each Vedda community there is one person, the shaman, who 
lias the power and knowledge to deal with die ghosts. If wdl 
treated, they will show loving kindness to their survivors and only 
if neglected will they fail to give assistance or become actively 
hostile. The shaman becomes possessed at times by a ghost* which 
speaks through his mouth in hoarse and guttural accents. He 
trains his successor, usually taking as a pupil his son or his sister's 
son. Among some of the Vedda master and pupil live in a special 
hut, from which women, being considered tindcnn. are excluded 
The youth learns the invocations by which the ghosts are addressed 
am! how to approach them with food offerings. It is carefully 
explained to them that they must not enter the pupil or hurt him 
wliile he is learning the principles and methods cf his profession. 
No one, however well trained, is accounted the official shaman 
of a community during his teacher s lifetime, although, with the 
btier's consent, he may perform ceremonies md he subject to 
ghost-possession.*1 

Among the Saiga, an aboriginal tribe of the Central Provinces 
of India, the chief feature of initiation k a rite whereby a disciple 
absorbs physically a portion of the master"s occult power. The 
master may take some liquor in his mouth, spiL it mio a leaf-cup. 
and then give it 10 the disciple to drink. Or die latter may drink 
his blood. Sometimes the master makes a cake from his excreta 
and requires this to be eaten.M 

Among the Ba vends of the Transvaal a person who desires 
to become a medicine man will approach a master of good reputa¬ 
tion and ask to be taken as bk apprentice. The master, if agree- 
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able to the request, throws his dice and consults his spirits, in 
order to liiam whether the applicant meets thdr favor. If the dice 
decide in the negative. Lhe request is refused. During the man's 
apprenticeship his earnings belong 10 the master, who also 
receives a substantial present when the period of tuition has 
ended Tins usually lasts for two or three years, but long after 
it is over the budding practitioner continues to consult his teacher 
in difficult cases. The pupil learns all about the different trees 
and animals, acquire? knowledge of the various medicines, and 
becomes practiced in magical treatments. The master also pro¬ 
vides him with samples of all his powders and medicaments and 
explains their composition. These are mostly collected in the 
area inhabited by the Haven da. Some of them cannot be obtained 
there, but must he procured from distant regions. Obviously the 
collection of an extensive dispensary is a matter of great diffi¬ 
culty, requiring patience and real acquaintance with the Rom and 
fauna of the country,rt 

The Wachagga, like many other African peoples, treat the 
practice of sorcery as a crime punishable with death. Those who 
engage in it do $o secretly and always at great personal risk. 
Sometimes, however, it is occasionally taken tip in obedience to 
a sign from she ancestors; sometimes a witch mother, getting old, 
will insfnict her daughter in the art. In the latter case she makes 
her daughter swear an oath never to tell what is revealed to her. 
And the mother continues: "My child, bear up! Even if you are 
burned with fire. hold out f Even if you are slashed with knives, 
do not yield! Even if you are stoned, do not abandon your 
secret l** Then the mother presents her with the materials of the 
magic art—a skull placed in a beer trough in the attic, die hand 
of a child preserved there in a pot, and the dried-up arm of a 
person long dead.1* 

The Bakongo of the Lower Congo have many classes or orders 
of magicians, the most powerful and wealthy being that of the 
witch doctors. These functionaries, as their name indicates, are 
engaged to discover witchcraft and ferret out its practitioners. 
T he profession requires not only cunning but fearlessness as well, 
lor the life of one who engages in it is often threatened by those 
whom he accuses of the black art. Every doctor has an assistant. 
"When the time comes for the assistant to receive full power, his 
master puts his fetish In the center of a circle, and his drum near 
to his pupil. He beats on his drum, shakes hh tattle, and tries 
to drive his fetish power into his assistant. If the pupil sits 
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stolidly, inking’ no notice of the drum-heating and rat tie-shaking, 
the master says his assistant is not fst to he a witch doctor ; bm 
if the pupil sways to and fro to the rhythm of the twaten drum, 
jumps altfmt like a madman, and does all kinds of stupid things— 
as they suppose tinder the influence of the fetish power that has 
entered him—lie is now pronounced a fully initiated witch doctor, 
being now possessed by Lhe fetish power of his master."01 

Ymorig die Calabar Negroes a boy who can see spirits, an 
ebumiufi, is taught "how to howl in a professional way. and, by 
watching his professor, picks up his bedside manner. If he can 
acquire a showy way nf having imitation epileptic fits, so much 
the better. . . , , You must know the dispositions, the financial 
position, little scandals, etc,, of the inhabitants of the whole dis¬ 
trict, for these things are of undoubted use in divination and the 
finding of witches, and in addition you must be able skillfully to 
dispense charms.Then some day your professor and 
instructor dies, his own professional power eats him, or he tackles 
a disease-causing spirit that is one too many for him, and on you 
descend his paraphernalia and Jus practice.*1*0 

The apprenticeship of a Guiana pint, or magician, “was very 
far from being the proverbial bed of noses. Among other tests 
he had for many months to practice self-denial and submit under 
a stinted diet to the prohibition of what were to him accustomed 
luxuries He had to satisfy his teacher in his knowledge of the 
instincts and habits of animals, in the properties of plants, and 
the seasons for flowering and bearing, for the piai mart was often 
consulted as to when and where game was to be found and he was 
more than often correct in his surmises. He also had to know' of the 
grouping of the stars into constellations, and the legends connected 
not only with them, hut with his own tribe. He had likewise to 
be conversant with the media for the invocation of the spirits, as 
chants and recitatives, and also to be able to imitate animal and 
human voices. He had to submit to a chance of death by drinking 
a decoction of tobacco in repeated and increasing doses, and to 
have his eyes washer I with an infusion of hiari leaves; lie slowly 
recovered, with a confused mind, believing that in his trance, the 
effect of narcotics and a distempered mind, he was admitted into 
the i-cmpany of die spirits, that he conversed with them, and was 
by I hems elves consecrated to the office of puaV'*' Among the 
Barama River Caribs a newly made medicine man was subject to 
many restrictions for three months following his initiation. He 
might not have sexual intercourse, cat fish or meat, allow smoke 
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or dames to touch him, or get into the steam coining off a cooking 
|>ot. If he did any of the forbidden acts, the spirits which had 
come to live with him would he offended.** 

Among the Pima Indians the magical profession was commonly 
landed down from father to son, and those who entered it by 
inheritance were held in higher esteem than persons who became 
magicians as the result of dreams and visions. An aspirant had 
first to acquire the necessary power. The medicine man made him 
assume a position on :i!l tours and then threw four .sticks at him. 
If he fell to the ground, he was "shot" with the power. Then 
the instructor coughed up white balls, the size of mistletoe berries, 
and rubbed them into the breast of the youth. Four or five balls 
were thus administered, though sometimes the power began to 
work when only one or two balls had been used. The instructor 
would also teach the novice, receiving as fee a horse, some calico 
doth, or other remuneration. During the initiatory period the 
novice might not go near a woman's menstrua] lodge, nor might 
lie practice until two or more years had elapsed/3 

A young man who wished to become a shaman among die 
Haida had to seclude himself in the forest and cai very tittle 
food and that only at sunset. An instructor visited him regularly 
and made him fully acquainted with all the herbs used in the 
practice of medicine. During weeks of hardship, lasting, and 
solitude his body became emaciated and his mind somewhat 
deranged, so dial he could see spirits and understand strange 
and “supernatural” things. In the old days the novice on his 
return to the village had to partake of human flesh, that of a 
witch, but later the shamans and chiefs sn council decreed that 
it would suffice for him to bite a piece out of the flesh of the 
first person he met on the way home. Owing to European influ¬ 
ence a dog was substituted for the human victim The animal 
received great honor, because a shanian had partaken of a part 
of its body. If the associated shamans approved of the aspirant 
and he paid them the usual fees they admitted him into their 
fraternity.M 

Among the Greenland Eskimo a hoy who has been chosen 
by the magicians to follow ihcir profession begins his secret no¬ 
vitiate when only seven or eight years olti It may last as long 
as twelve years. As a rule every budding anffakok has several 
paid teachers* who instruct him in the various branches of the 
magical art/1 A would-be shaman among the Iglullk Eskimo first 
makes a very valuable gift to the person under whom he desires to 
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study. He may have two instructors, each of whom requires a 
present. His course of tuition is not long, sometimes not more 
than five days. Upon graduation he is required i«> abstain for 
an entire year front the marrow, breast, entrails, head, and tongue 
of animals. Whatever meat he docs car must be raw, dean flesh. 
Women during this year of probation submit (o additional re¬ 
strictions, the most important being the prohibition of any needle¬ 
work.** 

Among the Chukchi a person who has received the call to 
shaman si i ip loses all interest in ordinary affairs, ceases to work 
or to talk to people, cats but little, and sleeps a great deal. He 
may live for a time in the wilderness and hold communion there 
with the spirits that are to be hts familiars, or he may seclude 
himself in an inner room during the process of acquiring what the 
Giukehi call “shamanistic power," In addition he usually receives 
some tuition from an old shaman. This includes singing^ dancing, 
drum-beating, ventriloquism, and other tricks of the profession. 
There may also he a transfer of occult power from the instructor 
to his pupil, A Giukehi shaman blows on the eyes or into the 
mouth of the pupil, or, having first stabbed himself with a knife, 
plunges it. still reeking with his "source of life," info the novice's 
body** Among the Timgus, children who arc to become shamans 
arc taught by older practitioners the various forms and ceremonies. 
They also learn about the medical properties of plants and how to 
forecast lire weather by watching the behavior and migrations of 
animals across the steppes.*” 

A formal ceremony of consecration completes the initiatory 
training and admits the youth to his office. Among the Yakut art 
old practitioner takes the candidate to a hill or an open field, 
clothes him in the shaman's costume, and gives him the tambourine 
anrl drumstick that are the symbols of his profession. He is placed 
between nine chaste youths and nine chaste maidens and required 
to promise that he will be faithful to his possessing spirit. Then 
the old shaman, having killed a sacrificial animal, sprinkles the 
candidate’s clothes with its blood, after which the spectators pro¬ 
ceed to feast on its flesh. The consecratory ritual among the 
Lturht is still more elaborate.*** 

ft appears from these representative cases that the initiatory 
ordeals to which novice? must submit are most severe and terri¬ 
fying in the Australian area and South America. In North 
America the acquisition of occult power is often a matter of the 
aspirant’s voluntary quest for an experience putting him in touch 
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with the spirits* and in such cases the preliminary fasting, torture, 
and privations which he endures are self-tnilicied. He is a sup¬ 
pliant before the spirits, and these must he propitiated. Among 
the Siberian peoples, as we have learned, a man docs riot usually 
Income a phaman of his own free will but is called to die profes¬ 
sion by the spirits. He must indeed submit to austerities, but 
these arc undergone, not in reality, but in a dream or a vision. 
Once he has accepted the call to shamanship the spirits come to 
him and endow him with the necessary' power. Ordeals as an 
initiatory feature do not seem to be stressed in die African area, 
where rhe emphasis is rather upon the necessity of a long and 
careful preparation for the magician's profession. On the other 
hand, every quarter of the aboriginal world affords instructive 
examples of the efforts made by tbe officiating magicians to 
transfer to a neophyte some portion of their power, without which 
he would work in vain* 
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Chapter IX 

THE POWERS OF MAGICIANS 

Occult power, so carefully imparted to a medicine man or a 
shaman and by him preserved so jealously, can he tost it he proves 
to he unworthy or its retention or comes into contact with what 
is inimical to it. His power is likewise dissipated if he violates 
an>’ restrictions laid upon him at the time of initiation gr during 
the period of prohat ton following his entrance upon his profes¬ 
sion. Negative regulations of this character are rigorous taboos, 
which may carry an additional automatic penalty in the shape of 
sickness or some other evil It is not uncommon^ furthermore, for 
a magician to be subject to taboos throughout fife or during his 
professional career. Often, also, special regulations must he ob¬ 
served by him when at work, if hj$ power is not to l>e nullified 
and his magic to he of no avail. Thus the magician, at least the 
ideal magician, keeps himsdf unspotted from the world. 

A former Kumai doctor once could “pull things out of people" 
by means of his quartz crystals, but he became a drunkard and 
lost the crystals. From that time, as he explained, he had “never 
been able to do anything.1 IJr In the Yualayai tribe of New South 
Wales an old woman, supposed to have the power of calling up 
spirits, did not drink any sort of liquid which would heat her 
internally. If she did so, she could never again communicate with 
her spiritual advisers and helpers.1 An Aruuta medicine man 
must abstain from eating certain articles of food, such as tat and 
warm meat, and from inhaling the smoke of burning bones. Nor 
may he go near a nest of "bulldog" ant$p because, if bitten by one 
of them, he would be permanently deprived of his powers. The 
loud harking of the camp dogs will sometimes cause his magical 
Stones "to take flight." Among the Artmla every now and then 
you will meet an erstwhile doctor who tells you that his stones 
have gone away from him. In the Kaitish and Unmaijera tribes 
medicine men are careful not to eat too much fat or allow' a big 
ant to sting them. They also avoid drinking anything hot, A 
doctor living near a European station was completely deprived of 

Z3? 
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his powers through inadvertently taking a drink of hot tea. A 
WarraiTiiinga doctor lost his powers because, during a fight, he 
struck with a boomerang a doctor much older tlum himself.1 Cer¬ 
tain kinds of yams,, considered to lie '‘hot," are forbidden to a 
Kakadu who is being trade into a medicine man.1 A magician of 
the Mum gin (in the Northern Territory of Australia) is subject 
to but one rigid taboo: he cannot submerge himself in salt water 
without losing his curative power. Contact with salt water, it 
scons, is fatal to his familiar spirits The sad tale is told of an 
excellent doctor, with a large practice, who once ventured Out 
on the ocean. He was standing up in a canoe when another canoe 
camt along and hit it. Our doctor fell overboard and sank be¬ 
neath (lie waves, carrying with him the spirits that had perched 
upon his luad and shoulders. So he lost them forever and with 
them all his power as a healer. "If I had fallen down in fresh 
water." he said, "it would not have hurt those doctor children of 

An,onSr ihe BibbuUntm of southwestern Australia ihe 
medicine men. once pillars of orthodoxy and upholders of tribal 
custom, took to the white man’s drink and, as a result, could no 
longer per form their duties,* 

Some of these prohibitions are understandable The avoid¬ 
ance or fiery liquors and of hot and stinging things would seem 
to be explained by the belief that the magician is himself in a 
state of permanent ‘‘hotness" which would be neutralized by con¬ 
tact with anything possessing excessive heat, 

The Orokaiva, a Papuan tribe, conduct rites for the placation 
of ancestral ghosts believed to control the growth of the taro plant, 
tile staple fond of the natives. The taro "experts," who have 
Charge of the rites, must undergo a period of prohat ion and ob¬ 
serve certain fond taboos. There is also a prohibition of bathing. 
Running water would tarn off and dissipate the mam of the 
expert and thus render his operations futile. Novices in training 
are allowed, however, to wash themselves in add, swampy water. 
It sometimes happens that a Taro man will resign his onerous 
office because he cannot resist die temptation of forbidden foods 
(a fat eel. for instance) or because he can no longer forego the 
pleasure of a midday swfm.T A Bukann rain maker, after per¬ 
forming his magic, refrains from betel chewing and all kinds of 
work. He must rub black earth into his hair, dotting it also on 
his forehead and nose, and bathe in the sea at dawn. While 
bathing he extends his hands over the water and calls on the rain. 
If he observes all these negative and positive prescriptions, it is 
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believed that hh idTcirts will uMmatdy he rewarded by a big 
downpour/ 

Of the ftnxl restrictions observed by a magician in the Tro- 
briand Inlands some depend on the contorts of the spdt which 
he recites. Thus, it red fish are mentioned by him, hr must not 
rat thou: if a Certain dog is referred to. it must not be heard 
howling while he eats. In other cases (he particular article of food 
which he seeks to affect by his operation is forbidden to him, as 
in fishing magic and garden magic. Still other restrictions relate 
to the performance of the magical act The rain magician Itas 
to paint himself black and remain unwashed and ntikempt while 
bringing aherat a downpour. The shark magician is required to 
keep his house open, to remove his piibic leaf, and to sit with hi? 
kgs apart, "so that the shark s mouth might remain gaping,"* 
In the D'Entrecasteaux Islands nearly every hamlet has its pro¬ 
fessional "stager/' who knows the proper spell for yams and 
jx-rhaps for other food plants as well* At the time of planting 
and for six months thereafter the singer sleeps apart from his 
wife. Not ttntil the yams are ripe for harvest h the restriction 
removed. Certain choice articles of food are likewise forbidden 
hi in until the crop has fx-eri gathered. Should he fail to observe 
Hny taboo the yams would be sure to w ither.*1' In Dobu bland 
the min maker, besides keeping scrtfptttousiy clean by frequent 
bathing in the seah must be shaven all over, both head and body. 
Even a little dirt on him would lie mimical to raiis.u In the Yahob 
or Yojnba Islands, a .small group lying off the coast of what was 
formerly German New Guinea, the success of the rain maker's 
magic Is absolutely dependent upon his observance of certain 
restrictions tin til the rain comes. He must not drink water 
(though he may partake of coconut milk)T eat anything conked 
with water, nr engage in sexual intcrtotirsc. The §im magician, 
who would compel (hat luminary to shine forth and warm the 
earth, observes the same regulations, hut in Ms case they fast 
lor two months afar the desired result has been attained/1 

A sorcerer in the New Hebrides, before engaging in ho; ne¬ 
farious art. must not have sexual intercourse and must not even 
approach a woman lest he "smell" her Nor may he eat thing? 
shori or round in shape, for these are connected with the female 
st3Ei Six nr seven varieties of yams and breadfruit are thus inter¬ 
dicted. Furthermore, he avoids ail contact with water and things 
connected with water, ami for a few days lakes tio liquid at all 
He eals nothing which lives in or belongs to the sea. Any ntoisl 
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fowl is likewise prohibited In short, he must ktjcrfr as dry as 
liossihk. Unless these negative rules are observed his magic will 
not be efficacious; indeed there is grave danger that it will liounce 
tack and injure him instead of his intended victim The length 
of time that a sorcerer will observe taboos depends partly on the 
degree of potency which he washes to give tn his magic and partly 
on the intensity of his wrath or desire for revenge. For a matter 
of no great importance he may be satisfied with abstentions last¬ 
ing only a month or so, but if he has vowed undying vengeance 
they will remain in force perhaps as long as two years. In general, 
his food taboos last longer than those which prohibit his indul¬ 
gence in sexual intercourse.11 

A Maori seer who disregarded a rule of tapu (taboo) at once 
lost bin power of Second sight and became spiritualty blind, that 
is, "be would be imabk to set the portents and signs by means of 
which the gods warn man of dangers that threaten him, and 
enable him to peer into the future.”1* 

In Yap, one of the Caroline Islands, magicians are numerous 
and influential. They observe certain taboos. The magician who 
pronounces incantations over the people must abstain from eating 
fish for three, five, or nine days, according to the importance of 
his rite. Sometimes lit may not go near bis wife. He may not 
i-at food conked by a Woman or a child. However, an old woman, 
past tile age of childbearing, is allowed to cultivate his garden 
for him and take its produce to his house. The war magician 
must never eat anything that grows in a hostile district. This 
prohibition is still observed, although wars have long been things 
of the past.” 

A Hottentot magician never touches cold water and never 
washes from one year tn .another. His power resides, a-, it were, 
in the dirt which clings to his body. Touching water would lessen 
his power, while complete immersion would result in its disap¬ 
pearance. There was once a witch doctor who tad engaged in 
tvD practices. By the chief’s order the culprit was ducked in a 
pond, and when his head bobbed out above the water, down he 
was plunged again. This treatment proved to be successful, for 
he lost all his magical potency." Zulu diviners often fast, some¬ 
times for several days at a time, and as a result income ecstatic 
and have visions. The natives put no faith in a fat diviner. “The 
continually stuffed body cannot sec secret things.” they say.” 

The head magician (Ol-oiboni) of the Masai lives on milk, 
honey, and goats' livers; if he ate any other food lie could no 
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longer divine the future and devise potent charms Nor may lie 
pluck out hi* l^ard, a proceeding which would entail similar 
disastrous consequences*1* Nandi rain makers when engaged in 
practice, may not wash their hands or drink water or have sexual 
intercourse. They are also forbidden to sleep on the hide of an 
ox that has been recently slaughtered.1* Among the Watbagg& 
the doctor'* power is diminished by sexual intercourse, eating 
mutton, drinking water except from a vessel, and taking some¬ 
thing from a person who holds something else in his liand. Mure 
understandable is the belief that his power will also be sadly 
lessened if one of hb patients succumb* under bis ministration* ^ 

Among the Baya fir [French Equatorial Africa the magician 
does not eat antelope meal or fresh fish Nor may he engage in 
sexual intercourse by day, He is supposed to die of the first 
malady that attacks him+ a notion that does not contribute to the 
attractiveness of the magical profession tor an aspiring youth.*3 
Male sorcerers among the Nope, a tribe of northern Nigeria* 
must not eat out of a cracked calabash. The prohibition endures 
for their lifetime and its violation followed by the permanent 
“escape" of their occult power." 

fn some tribes of (he Guarani Indians of Paraguay female 
magicians arc said to have been bound to chastity* If, neverthe¬ 
less. they engaged in sexual intercourse they no longer *‘obtained 
credit.'1*3 The jivaro magician, who during his preparatory 
training has been narrowly limited in his diet, must ever after 
avoid many common articles of food. He cannot eat the deer, 
armadillo, peccary, wild pig, tapir, choln monkey, and manatee, 
in addition to certain birds, fish, and vegetables. All these foods 
possess fsaruiama, or occult power. Should lie eat any of them 
the power would enter him and “neutralize" Jus efforts to deal 
svith the spirits* A War ran magician docs not eat any foreign 
article of food To do so would result in the loss of his power; 
the food “spoiled his mouth" for uttering spells.11 Among the 
HuichoJ. a Mexican tribe* a man who wants to be 3 heater must 
be faithful to his wife for five years, h is an onerous restriction, 
but failure to observe it means dial he will become ill and lose 
ihc power of curing.3* 

The possibility of .1 Ipss. temporary or permanent, of a magi¬ 
cian's powers is entertained by many Indian tribes of North 
America- In the Pueblo area a practitioner's abilities suffer a 
gradual decadence as he grows older, but they can be revived to 
full strength If he rubs fits back against a certain sacred stoiw-*' 
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TTic Southern Utc of Colorado are persuaded that a doctor's 
curative power may hveotne weakened by being employed for 
many years that it retaliates by striking at its possessor. Should 
lie ward off the attack, it strikes at his younger relatives, particu¬ 
larly children. Hence the Ute fed that a power which shows 
signs of weakening should no longer be used by a doctor. lit 
any case it is always rested, if not abandoned, when he loses a 
patient.1* A Yuma doctor, when engaged in practice, must fast, 
bathe ar sunrise, and refrain from intercourse with his wife. If 
she is menstruating, he cannot cure." A Paviotso medicine man 
could lose his powers through contact with menstrual blood.” 
He could also lose them in many other ways Careless treat¬ 
ment of his paraphernalia or flouting of the instructions given 
to him by the spirits would deprive him of the ability to cure 
disease. The ill-considered or malicious acts of others might 
have the same result,,J A diemehuevi doctor might be unable 
to practice if he accused someone unjustly of sorcery. But a 
"goutT doctor seldom suffered an impairment of his curative 
ability except in old age. When that liappened, lie soon died, for 
he had “nothing to live for,'1*1 

A Lillooct ex-magician declared that he no longer possessed 
abnormal gifts, partly because he iiad given up "exercising” him¬ 
self after his conversion iu Christianity, but more particularly 
because Ids wife, whom he married when a widow, had been care¬ 
less about performing the customary purificatory ceremonies after 
her former husband's decease. She had also married him only 
a few months later, which was likewise eontrarv to the mortuary 
regulations- And so her ’’had medicine" had robbed him of his 
mystery powers.JJ A Tiunc doctor would never venture to heal 
in the presence of a Christian priest.'1 The familiar spirits of a 
Copper Eskimo shaman attach themselves to him voluntarily. 
If he breaks the food prohibitions imposed by them, they leave 
him at once, and he loses all his-shamanistie jnjwers.“ 

li is entirely permissible for a Chukchi shaman to abandon his 
profession after practicing it for several years. Bis spirits arc 
not incensed if he does so. A Russian inquirer met several natives 
who asserted that they had now given up most of their exercises 
because of illness, old age. or an obvious decrease of their power, 
ft is probable, thinks our authority, that in most cases they Iiad 
simply recovered from the nervous condition which had originally 
predisposed them for a shamamstic career. So long, however, as 
the shaman feds himself inspired he must practice and cannot 
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hide his power. Otherwise it will manifest itself by a bloody 
sweat or a fit similar to epilepsy ” Among the Kodak, female 
shamans suffer a temporary or permanent deprivation of their 
powers if they give birth to children. This is true, also, of many 
other Siberian tribes." 

Instances are not uncommon of magicians, both professional 
and nonprofesskmal, doing something very much out of the ordi¬ 
nary to acquire an extra dose of occult power for the business in 
hand. Among the Queensland tribes of Cape York Peninsula 
the eating of human flesh is regarded as a terrible thing; it is 
kimra-kuntit, which means hard, strong, dangerous, that is, magi¬ 
cally powerful, “By means of the appropriate ritual the danger 
may not only be averted, but it may even become a source of 
power, making a man specially brave, and giving special prowess 
in hunting.”” In Ihe western islands of Torres Straits magicians 
made a practice of eating anything disgusting or revolting when 
they were alwiit to perform a special act of sorcery They would 
eat the flesh of corpses or mix tile juice of corpses with their 
food, thus becoming “wild," In this condition they cared for no 
otic, not even their wives and children, and if angered by a person 
would not hesitate to murder him s“ A Kernin' magician can make 
himsdf invisible by eating human corpses-"1 In the Banks Islands 
a man or a woman can gain a power like that of vampires by 
stealing and eating a morsel of a corpse. The ghost of the dead 
man then becomes a close friend of the eater and will afflict any¬ 
one against whom he (or shej bears a grudge.” As we shall 
set taler, corpse eating is very commonly attributed to witches, 
who thereby acquire and nourish their nefarious powers. 

The deliberate commission of incest, though an act which ex¬ 
cites universal abhorrence in primitive society, lias sometimes 
been a recognised means of acquiring or increasing magical 
potency. Among tire Antamhahuaka of Madagascar, hunters, 
fishers, and warriors, before setting out on an expedition, have 
sexual relations with their sisters or nearest female relatives.” 
Among the Bathonga a hippopotamus hunter will have <^v»igl 
relations with a daughter in order to he successful in Ins efforts. 
“This incestuous act, which is strongly taboo in ordinary life, 
has made him into a 'murderer': he lias killed something at home; 
j u- has acquired the courage necessary for doing great things on 
the river!’’* The Mashona think Uiat die commission of incest 
is a cure for 1 hr bite uf certain deadly snakes,” Tile Bakun kt. 
while abominating incest, consider that its commission may bring 
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good luck to an elephant hunter about to go in quest of ivory.11 
Among the Babemba a sorcerer starts his career by performing 
some outrageous act, such as sexual intercourse with a daughter/* 
By the Ba-ila, incest under certain conditions, as when 3 man 
desires ££>nie good fortune, is not only permitted, but enjoined,1' 
The Anyauja. a tribe of Nyasaland, bdleve that a man who 1m 
intercourse with lias sister or his mol her is thereby rendered bullet¬ 
proof/* Anyanja witches, it h said, often try to increase their 
nefarious power by committing incest,** 

Among the Netsiiik Eskimo, incest seems to lie very rare and is 
stmrigiy condemned. Nevertheless they believe that under certain 
circumstances it may convey exceptional power in magic. We are 
told of a man who had sexual relations with his mother and m 
consequence became a very great shaman, famous in all the vil¬ 

lages, ** 
Primitive credulity sets no limits to the magician's ability as 3 

wonder worker. In southeastern Australia the medicine man climbs 
heavenward by means of a cord which he throws up or which is let 
down to him From above, or by a thread issuing from Ins mouth, 
The thread is delicate ^ a spider's web, but strong enough to 
lanr him aloft/5 Some magicians in the Gazelle Peninsula. New 
Britain, can produce earthquakes .M A magic bn in the Banks 
islands (Mots) knows a rite hy which human life can be pro¬ 
longed. and this knowledge he will sell to anyone desirous of 
longevity for the modest sum of five fathoms of shell money/1 
The Maori tohunga is a necromancer, able to summon the dead 
from Hades and make them converse with their living friends/1 
In the Marshall Islands a would-be magician who lies on his (sack 
for hours at a lime and sticks out his tongue to the sun will absorb 
the influence of the solar rays. After be has devoted several weeks 
to this practice his tongue gains the power of sending out similar 
rays upon men. animals, and lifeless things/1 Certain magician* 
of Yapp one of the Carolines, could, if they would, force the sun 
to alter its course in the heavens nr to crash down on the earth. 
They could, il they would, swamp the entire Bland under the 
ocean or bring about a great pestilence. All these mighty deeds 
require only a very modest magical apparatus—the spine of a 
sting ray. a certain dead lizard, some &ca water poured into a hole 
—for their accomplishment/* A Malay magician, by taming 
intense and reciting a spdb can walk on water w ithout sinking in 
beyond his ankles/' In the Lovedu tribe of the Transvaal sorcer¬ 
ers arc reputed able to send lightning to strike their enemies. A 
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male sorcerer can change a woman’s sex He threatens to do so 
in order (o frighten a girl into marrying him or to compel a wife 
who has run away to return to him.** A witch among the Ba- 
thonga reveals himself if he points with the index finger to some¬ 
one, The person so indicated is sure to suffer misfortune sooner 
or later/* Among the Akikuyn a magician sometimes goes away 
tor several days "to where he sees GckL” Upon returning to this 
mundane sphere no one asks him wltat God said to him—'"they 
would be afraid.”*® Medicine men in some Brasilian tribes can 
destroy dogs or game and make fish leave a river,*' l.ttna medi¬ 
cine men and medicine women could call down thunder and 
lightning, produce floods, topple trees in the forest, send storms 
or abate them, and even prevent earthquakes from destroying a 
village/1 The Apache think that mountains and rivers, even the 
sim and moon, were brought into existence by their medicine 
men.*' Some Papago medicine men get their power from the sun. 
They are able to ‘'take the light of the sun and throw it into the 
night” The strange illumination thus produced is stronger than 
daylight, and by it they can sec objects many miles away/* A 

Zuni Indian who remains continent for four years may secure 

the power to cause an earthquake.*1 The medicine men of Isleta 
Pueblo, New Mexico, are able to summon thunder and lightning 
and to direct these phenomena at will.*" One of the characteristic 
feats of Passamaqnoddy magicians was walking on hard ground 
and sinking at every step up to the ankles or the knees. Crow 
medicine men possess ail extraordinary faculty of recuperation 
One of them is said to have aged. died, and come hack to life 
three times. lie fore finally quitting the scene of his earthly tabors/' 
Maidu magician* can walk through fire unharmed.'" The Klamath 
Indian magician is a clairvoyant- When the warriors arc about 
to set out on an expedition, he dances in front of them in order 
to discover those who will be wounded in ihr fight: "he sees them 
bleeding."" Among the Thompson Indians of British Columbia 
magicians could shoot their enemies with ihcir tutelary spirits. 
The victims fell sick at once and complained of headache.” Some 
medicine men among the Takulli (Carrier) Indians were able to 
bring rain or sunshine, in a dry summer a man wilh this power 
could cause a downpour merely by washing his hotly in a creek.'’ 
An Eyak medicine man has or may have five or more familiar 
spirits, by whose aid he can be carried alt around the world in a 
few minutes," The Nctsilik Eskimo credit their shamans with 
the ability to crumple up (he frozen sta or turn pack ice into flat 
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Among the Iglnlik Eskimo a shaman has a mysterious light 
which he feels inside his head and by means of which he can see 
in thv dark, both literally and metaphorically speaking. Nothing 

. ^ from him, not only can he see things far away, but Ite 
can also read the future and discover the secrets of the human 
heart.;i A very powerful angakok among the Eskimo of Raffin 
Land and Hudson Eav. by blowing on the face of a dead man, 
can restore him to life. A story is told of a man who wished to 
become a shaman, The anyaltok said that he must first die; “That 
is the best way of becoming an mgakok." So he died, and the 
people covered him with stones and left him in the ground for 
three nights. But the great dngakok revived bis frozen body and 
initiated him into the shamanistic profession/* 

Ont of the powers most commonly ascribed to a magician is 
that of shape-changing—in particular, the assumption of an ani- 
nui form. [( is usually practiced by sorcerers, in order to help 
them more successfully to carry out their fell designs, hut it h not 
confined to them and may also be employed hv practitioners of 
white magic. The animal selected for embodiment is any member 
of the species—any lion, tiger, snake, or crocodile. For primitive 
thought there is nothing surprising or absurd m such metamor¬ 
phosis, Men and animals are “intimately interchangeable." and 
a magician would naturally desire it. acquire in this way the qualL 
lies of creatures so often regarded as mightier or cleverer than 
human beings. The tram format ion is sometimes said to be effected 
when ilie magician sends his “soul” or a double or a replica of 
himself into the body of the animal, which then acts under his 
direction. In other cases no duplication of personality stems to 
be imagined- The magician and the animal are really one, though 
in outward semblance they remain distinct and apart. The prbni- 
the finds it not at all difficult to hold two absolutely contradictors' 
beliefs at the same time.” 

In the YuaJayai tribe of New South Wales some persons, 
Chiefly magicians or men intended to he such, receive from iheir 
brothers in the magical art a yuttbmi. This animal familiar is of 
great assistance to a man Irecause he has the power to take its 
shape; tor example, if a magician who had a bird as his yunbem 

was in danger of luring wounded or killed, he could change him¬ 
self into that bird and fly away, He must never cat his animal 
familiar or he would die, and any injury to it Kurts him also” 
In Lepers’ Island, which belongs to the New Hebrides, sorcerers 
are credited with the power of changing their shape. The friend* 
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of a sick man are always afraid Jest the person who caused the 
sickness should conic in some form, as that of a blow fly, and 
strike the patient > They sit by him. therefore, use counter spell* 
to protect him, and carefully drive away all flies. A sorcerer cm 
also turn into a shark and cal an enemy or someone whom he has 
been hired to destroy. In Aurora and Pentecost, magicians assume 
the form of eagles and owls, as well as of sharks/* Maori magi¬ 
cians and ' magic-jKJssessing'’ chiefs could assume various animal 
forms/* 

The Malays of Java. Sumatra, and the Malay Peninsula be¬ 
lieve firmly in the reality of animal metamorphosis. To them the 
existence of we re-tigers is a fact, and the assurances; of European.* 
that such fearful creatures do notP and never did. haunt the wilds 
excite derision and well-merited contempt. In Java not only are 
there people able to become tigers at will but some magicians* by 
donning a yellow sprung i Malay skirt) with black stripes and by 
repeating certain spdls. can turn human beings into tigers/1 The 
Semang. a Xegriio group of the Peninsula, think that not only 
can magicians turn themselves into tigers during their lifetime, 
but that after death their souls often enter tigers and other wild 
beasts. When these animal embodiments have died the souls pro¬ 
ceed to ihtir own paradise/1 In northern India the familiar ani¬ 
mals o f the sorcerer, in whose shape he or she often appears* ate 
the tiger and the cat/1' An Oratm witch sends out her soul into 
a black cat, which roams about in a house where someone is lying 
ill. The sick person soon dies. It is very difficult to catch one of 
the^ creatures, but if you succeed in doing so and injure it in 
any way* the identical injury will be inflicted on die w itch hertdf,*1 

Tlie Bushmen thought that sorcerers could appear as birds or 
jackals/9 A sorcerer of the RaJamba w ill atcrat a man on the 
road and ask him if he is traveling by himself or if others are 
mar at hand. Should the man be alone the sorcerer retires behind 
an ant hill, changes into a lion, and pursues his victim, whom he 
hist? and cats, [lie sorcerer then resumes the human form and 
proceeds on bis way/* By the Babembs* sorcerers arc supposed 
to change into lions and other wild beasts. These creatures hunt 
ai night and devour their prey in company/7 Wanvamweri sor¬ 
cerers can turn themselves temporarily into lions and leopards. 
They do so in obedience to order* of the chief. People billed by 
these animals are invariably supposed U* hr victims of such iram- 
formed sorcerers/* There are *orcerera in Sennar, a province of 
die Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, who turn themself into hyenas, in 
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order to roam about :it night, howling and gorging them selves on 
onion. By day they return to their human luniks.63 In dir Lower 
Congo region people living near a river where crocodiles take a 
heavy roll of human lives iwlteve thai a sorcerer can assume the 
croorilile form. In districts where crocodiles are less feared the 
sorcerer is supposed to become a leopard,** For the Ekoi of 
southern Nigeria magic shape-changing is an everyday occur¬ 
rence "The bird which flies in at your open door in the sunshine. 
The hat which circles round your house at twilight, the small hush 
beasts which cross your path while hunting—all may be familiars 
of witch or wizard- and even the latter themselves, disguised to 
do you hurt."'1 Among the Ibo tribes the belief is general that 
sorcerers can and do change themselves into any kind of bird or 
animal, "and it is not by any means an unusual occurrence to 
come across [icrsons who have seen the metamorphosis take place 
before their very eyes.''" The BuUom and Tirnne of Sierra Leone 
suppose that the depredations of wild animals, as when a croco¬ 
dile seizes a child or a leopard carries off a goat, are not really 
committed by them but by witches which have assumed their 
forme," 

B\ the American Indians magicians are very generally credited 
with the ability to transform themselves into animals. The Abt- 
poll keebet, when so changed, is invisible and cannot be killed," 
The Arautankuts are persuaded that a fox or a puma, prowling 
around the hut at night, is a witch woman who has come to see 
what site can steal. They drive the animal away but d<- it no 
bodily harm, for fear of reprisals." Medicine men in Brazil, after 
they have narcotised themselves with tobacco, can assume any 
animal shape they desire and go anywhere while so transformed," 
An Ipurina magician in animal form is not visible to ordinary 
people, but another magician can recognize him." Similarly, 
among the Apinoyc, he may assume the form of a bird and visit 
foreign villages, where, however, the resident magicians some¬ 
times delect him in spite of his disguise."* The Witoto, Boro, and 
related tribes of the Upper Amazon believe that when a medicine 
man dies he returns to earth as a jaguar. Even during his life¬ 
time he may assume this animal form in order to kill and eat other 
wild creatures of the jungle. Every medicine man has a jaguar skin, 
which he uses to effect his transformation. He keeps it hidden, 
lest someone steal it and gain the power of becoming a jaguar." 
By the Candos Indiana of Ecuador professional medidne men 
atul aged persons in general, who are mostly credited with the 
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an oT sorcery, are bdieved to lx1 able to transform themselves 
into jaguars after death and even during tliftr lifetime.1'" The 
Qut-ehua and Ayntara i t Peru and Bolivia suppose that the stem, 
daws, and teeth of a sorcerer who has been changed into a jaguar 
possess a marvelous power and that its fat provides an in fallible 
remedy against rheumatic pains and other ailments.1"1 If a Tara- 
humara harms a powerful sorcerer the latter, after death, enters 
into a mountain lion, jaguar, or bear, ties in wait for the man. 

and kills him.**® 
The Navaho believe that men and women, disguised in the 

skins of wolves and mountain lions, go about practicing witch¬ 
craft/** Every Penobscot medicine man had his “helper," which 
seems It) have been an animal's body into which he could trans¬ 
form himself at will. The helper could be salt to fight or to work 
tor its master, who remained inert while it was away on an expe¬ 
dition. Any injury done to it in an encounter was transferred to 
its human owner, and if it was killed the owner died instantly. 
He never partook of its flesh when killed by another man. The 
helper really functioned as a part of she owner himself A medi¬ 
cine man usually has only one helper, but a very powerful prac¬ 
titioner might have as many as seven of these assistants/01 The 
Iroquois 1>clic ved that a sorcerer could assume, at will, the shape 
of a beast bird, or reptile and. having executed his nefarious pur¬ 
pose, could return to his human form.101 An Ojibwa magician 
will appear at times in the guise of an animat in order to injure 
a person for whose destruction he lias received a fee. He may he 
seen at night flying rapidly along in the shape of a ball of fire or 
of a pair of fiery sparks like the eyes of some monstrous beast/®* 
"Bear doctors” rn California were magicians who had received 
their power from hears, particularly grizzly bears, and took the 
form of these animals to revenge themselves upon their enemies. 
They were generally regarded as invulnerable or at least as able 
to return to Ufc after being killed. The ferocity and tenacity of 
life of the grizzly evidently impressed the imagination of the 
Indians/*' 

According to the belief of the Copper Eskimo, who live in the 
vicinity of Coronation Guff, a magician will often change his 
form and assume that of bis animal familiar, or will at least 
acquire some of its characteristics This metamorphosis may occur 
only when he is alone, but sometimes it takes place in the presence 
of spectators. There was emec a magician who could change into 
a polar bear. He would bend down to the floor of the dance house. 
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wilh his hands resting on the ground Slowly his hands became 
the feci of the animal, then his arms became its legs, anti finally 
his whole body and In-ad would assume the shape of the bear. 
In this ttate he visited the neighborhood, saying to the children 
in each house as he entered. “Stand up against the wall beside 
the door and then I shall noi eat you." The Eskimo have num¬ 
berless stories of such traits formations and never question their 
truth.1” 

A Chukchi shaman, seeking revenge on an enemy, first trans¬ 
forms turn into a reindeer. That the shaman becomes a wolf and 
in that guise quickly disuses of him.1” 

We have seen how an ordinary- man can sometimes produce a 
magical effect by the exercise of hts will alone. That of the pro¬ 
fessional magician has still greater potency, even though unaccom¬ 
panied by any appeal to spiritual agencies and unsupported by any 
reliance pn spells, charms, or ritual acts. 

If a medicine man in the western islands of Torres Straits 
threw a stone into the air, naming the person for whom it was 
intended, the projectile accomplished its purpose just as effectively 
as if it had hit him11* By "in-wishing" a sorcerer in the Solomon 
Islands can bring sickness upon an obnoxious [verson or cause the 
latter’s death.1” The will power of a candidate for the office of a 
Maori tohuaga was carefully tested. After completing his prelim¬ 
inary instruction he had to grasp a smooth, hard stant. repeat a spe¬ 
cial ktirdkia. or spell, and then shiver the stone into fragments witli- 
■ Hi! injury to his hand, f f he passed this u-st, then he tried to kill a 
bird or a dog by simply willing its death. The creature always 
diet! if the pupil was really proficient in his an Finally, he had 
to will to death some near relative—an uncle, aunt, brother, or 
sister, but never a father or mother or one of his own children. 
It is an interesting fact that while the Maori’s strongest passion 
was the desire for revenge, such an exhibition of the magician’s 
fatal [tower over human beings did not lead to retaliation.111 An 
anthropologist, working among llic Toda of the Nilgiri Hills, was 
told by two natives that ”a sorcerer, hy merely thinking of the effect 
he wished to produce, could produce the effect, and that it was not 
necessary for him to use any magical formula or practice any special 
rite.-,''1,1 Nandi magicians ' can kill people by mere will power and 
at a distance of many mites.”**' 

Similar beliefs in the will power of magicians are entertained 
by winw American Indians. Medicine men and medicine women 
of the Itonama can heal sick people without actually visiting them. 
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though their patients may be many Hays' journey away.t:a There 
are Cuna medicine men who, "merely by Concent rating (,p can 
clear broad forest lands/** Most sorcery among ihe Tarahumara 
is worked by "thinking evil11 The sorcerer thinks evil of an enemy 
and when the latter is asleep goes to him in a dream and seizes 
his snul. The victim “dies right away/'111 

A medicLne man of Laguna Pueblo became blind Hi* sister 
attributed hi* affliction to the ilE wishes of other medicine men, 
who were envious of his many cures/11 A Cheyenne medicine 
man, who had dreamed that he possessed a certain power* would 
pul it H« the proof ‘*hy merely exercising his will.11 He might 
take some small object, a hair from his robe, for instance, roll it 
into a little ball, hold it up toward the sun4 and then, "wishing 
something bad/" throw" it in the direction of the person whom he 
desired to injure. The object disappeared, went to the person 
indicated, got inside him, and made him ill. If a doctor managed 
to extract the ball this might he returned to the original sender 
and do him the same kind of injury which he had inflicted.1*1 A 
story current among the Hidatsa tells of a certain medicine man 
who had lived with very sacred black hears and from them ob¬ 
tained his extraordinary powers. "Fit: helped his people in many 
ways. When they were hungry, lie thought in his mind thus : 
There should be buffalo near the village'; and when lie would 
thus think it. it was A Piaviotso sorcerer makes no use of 
spells or oilier techniques of nefarious magic. He achieves his 
evil purpose simply b)’ wishing sickness to strike the victim. The 
latter docs not know that this is being done. Discovery of the 
sorcerer's action comes only when a medicine man is successful 
in diagnosing the malady of the sufferer,151 The White Knife 
Shoshoni believe that dijihv, the "|>owrer for evil/* is acquired 
through a series of bad dreams, usually those of death, and is 
frequently manifested by palpitation* in the liody of its possessor. 
It can be "thrown11 by a sorcerer into a victim by intense concen¬ 
tration of though I often accompanied by some muscular move¬ 
ment/** A Maidu sorcerer, who would kill an enemy, merely lets 
his shadow fall on the man and then bathes in a river and sprays’* 
to his tutelary spirit, saying, T want So-and-So to die/’4" A 
Yurok doctor could make people sick in order to cam fees by 
curing them, All he had lo do was smoke at night and then 
address Ills pipe. *ayttig. "So-and-Sn, ] wish you In become HI/*1*1 
A powerful magician of the Takelma Indians could injure a man 
by merely "wishing1 him HI or (mentally) "j>oisonirtg" him. This 
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procedure was frequently employed by characters in the tribal 
myths, such an Coyote, ami ivas indicated in tile language by a special 
verb {wiyimosi}, meaning "he wished to, poisoned me,”1" Among 
the Lummi. a Salish tribe, a man familiar with jwin, the magical 
art. can employ his knowledge in a very practical way. For ex¬ 
ample. if he wants :i certain boy to win a foot race lie stands in a 
place where he can get a full view of the runners. Then he pro¬ 
nounces the secret name used in magic for "thigh ” Concentrat¬ 
ing all his powers on the thighs of the best of the rival runners, 
lie deprives that contestant of full bodily support, “and his choice 
wins the race.’’11' Among the LiKooet of British Columbia some 
medicine men seldom treated sick persons by the usual dancing 
or singing. Instead, a doctor would lie down beside a patient and 
sleep with him until he recovered. While doing so the doctor 
concentrated his thoughts upon the case and seemed oblivious of 
everything else UI The wishes of a Tinne medicine man. "when 
proffered with a specially intense act of with"' are effective to 
accomplish what he desires. Thus he may cure a patient bv direct¬ 
ing his familiar spirit to do the job. In this cast (he medicine man 
does not attend the patient, but. when consulted, merely sends 
word to him of his prospective recovery,"* 

Magicians are often distinguished from the laity by a special 
costume or outfit, a peculiar hearing and manner of jj fe, and the 
possession of accessor its. fantastic or grotesque, that impress the 
imagination of all beholders. 

In the Kotor tribe of Victoria there was a woman known to 
lire English settlers as "White Lady,” whom the afioriginea so 
greatly feared that they gave to her whatever she fancied. She 
had a long staff, painted red, which had been presented to her. 
so she said, by the spirits. It was carried before her whenever 
site went on a ceremonial visit and was then hidden at some dis¬ 
tance from the camp, 'as it was too sacred to be exposed to com¬ 
mon inspection." She used to wear a fur boa, really the tail of a 
lunar kangaroo encountered on one of her visits to the moon, 
though skeptical white men declared that she had obtained it from 
them. To support her pretensions she would leave the aamp on 
a moonlight niglu and return with her hag full of snakes—spirit 
snakes NY. one dared go near them or even look at them.1*" The 
bag of a Yuatayai medicine man holds a miscellaneous collection 
of magical objects, including a big crystal by means of which be 
can sec anyone at a distance and another stone whose power will 
knock a person insensible or strike him dead as quickly as a flgsb 
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of lightning. The magician also carries with him hones \o put 
through she cartilage of his nr*se when lie is in a strange camp, 
so that he will riot inhale the polluting odor of strangers.**1* No 
otic, “lor fear of sudden death/' venture* to touch the hag of a 

Kabi doctor in Queensland, It contains a tew quartz pebbles, hits 
of glass, human bones* and a cord or rope made of fur* and per¬ 
haps excreta of some person to be injured or killed by black 
magic/*1 

The outfit of a Mcntawri medicine man consist* of a hair 
ornament of chicken feathers worn over the left ear, a breast 
hand of brass spangle*, brass armlets, a breedicintb of rattan with 
head decorations, and three strings of l*cads used a* headbands. 
These last serve as "telephone wires" through which he talks to 
die spirits of die altar. He also has bdJs attached to his hands 
for the purpose of summoning the spirits. No medicine man 
would part with his outfit for any consideration* since by doing 
SO he would tost his ability to practice It can be inherited from 
father to son or from brother to brother. If the outfit becomes 
ruined from age and long usage, the owner must renew it with 
the aid oi another man in the profession, thus renewing hb magi¬ 
cal power. The same requirement is imposed upon him if he makes 
a mistake in his work or breaks some taboo which he ought to 
observe. Under any of these circumstances the spirit would avoid 
all contact with him and die people would not consult him/** 

The outfit of a Bathimga magician has been thus described: 
In his hair were a brass bracelet, some rings, and a necklace with 
at sixpence attached. All these objects were legacies from his 
father, who had also hem a magician- He bung round his neck 
a little piece of the skin of a goat* which had been sacrificed upon 
his father s death; in this way he acquired and kept the latter^ 
occult power. Two panther daws were fixed upon his head, point¬ 
ing toward each other: they helped him to sme a witch. Two 
empty goats' bladders swung amidst his crop of curly hair an 
unmistakable sign that he had cured patients and received goats 
as a reward From his neck hung two crocodile teeth and several 
horns containing medicines us erf in exorcisms and in curing be¬ 
witched people. Another drug helped him to obtain many wives 
and have many children. He also wore a cock's spur to give him 
‘‘courage and weight." On a professional tour throughout the 
land! this exorcist made on impressive appearance in all his attire, 
wearing big snake skins and carrying tile tail of a gnu as a sort 
of magic want!,1" 
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Hie dress of a Bakongo witch doctor, when engaged in a 
professional capacity, consists of the skins ot wild animals, feath¬ 
ers, dritd libers and leaves, ornaments tn.ule from the teeth of 
leopards, crocodiles, or rats, tinkling bells, rattling seedpods, and 
anything else that is unusable and wearable. His face and other 
exposed parts of hi* person are plastered with chalk ami pigments 
in designs that please his own crude taste. "Tile effect attained 
is extremely grotesque, hut to the native these things are the 
proper paraphernalia of a witch doctor and a sign of his power. 
To inspire the native with awe and tear this get-up is absolutely 
necessary, for, if a witch doctor arrived at the scene of his opera¬ 
tions in the ordinary garb of a native, he would be scorned and 
turned out of the town/'1’* 

Practitioners of the occult an among tlte Wavcmba employ a 
multitude of charms, all supposed to be endowed with magical 
power They are ever on the alert fo acquire new charms which 
will impress the simple-minded natives. One of their outfits was 
found to contain n stick of dynamite, half of which had been 
used, perhaps to prove that the fortunate owner had command 
over thunder and lightning,1” 

The insignia and “stock-in-trade" of a Guiana phi include a 
particular kind of bench uni the tile ordinary article of furniture 
inimd in Indian houses, a rattle, a drill or manikin, certain crystals, 
and other small objects generally “out of the common.” When 
not in use- all these are kept out of harm's way in a special shed 
which is taboo to common folk. If profaned, they would lose 
their power and the taboo-breaker would suffer some misfor¬ 
tune. “* 

A Black foot medicine man. when engaged in healing practice, 
had his body entirely covered with the skin of a yellow bear. His 
bead was inside that of the bear, which thus served a* a mask, 
aisd on his wrists and ankles dangled the animal’s huge daws. 
A yellow bear, being very rare in the Black foot country, was 
E-fteemed "great medicine.” The skins of many other animals, 
having anomalies or deformities which gave them occult power, 
were attached to that of the bear.**1 

The dress of Haida shaman differed somewhat in accordance 
with the kind of spirit speaking through him. He allowed his 
hair to grow long, never combing or cleaning it. and wore a long 
bone through his septum. He carried a board, on which he beat 
lime with a baton, and a carved hollow btme through which he 
blew away disease. An assistant, who thumped a large wooden 
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drum, ably seconded tils efforts.1" White the Baida shaman usu¬ 
ally performed without a mask, the TIingU practitioner Jiad a 
number of masks. A large figure on each one represented his 
principal spiritual helper and smaller figure* indicated subsidiary 
spirit* which strengthened special faculties of the shaman, Those 
a round hh eyes me reaped his sight and so enabled him to discover 
hostile spirits; those around hh nose helped hint to smd! hotter; 
and those around hi$ jaws kept them firm at alf times Some 
figures 5tood for animals, but the favorite device was that of the 
woodworm, which, because it is such a borer, could well typify 
kemness of perception* A peculiar hat. a dancing shirty and 
blanket, and dancing leggings completed the shaman's costume.111* 

Among the IgJulik Eskimo a young man who has become a 
shaman wears a special belt as a sign of his profession. It is a strip 
of hide to which fringes of caribou skin arc attached by all the 
people he knows. To the fringes are added carved bone figures, 
hoib animal and human. These objects must lie presents to the 
shaman. The people believe that tit dlls way his helping spirits 
will always be able to recognise them and will never do them any 
harm ^ 

In everyday life die Siberian shaman is not distinguishable 
from other people, but when practicing he wears a special dress. 
Among many tribes thh includes a coat, a mask, a cap. and a 
copper or iron plate on the breast. Of Ilia special instruments the 
most important is a small dram* or tambourine, by means of 
which he evokes the spirits and communicates with iliem* It also 
has the remarkable powder of carrying him through the air Lq the 
other world The spirits will not hear the slmnaifs voice unless 
the right dress is worn and the drum beaten. Bring sacred, these 
accessories must not be used by anyone hut a shaman; if so used 
they will not produce any effect on the spirits.”1 

The seances, or public performances. of magicians are to be 
distinguished from Their private practice as healers, diviners, or 
sorcerers, The medicine man summons his familiar spirits, con¬ 
verses with them* and receives directions from them: or else he 
seeks them out, perhaps at the end of the world or in another 
world The shaman throw1 s himself into 3 real or simulated trance, 
in w hich lie speaks and acts as one inspired. All these perform¬ 
ances are commonly attended by a good deal of conjuring, csje- 
dally ventriloquism and prestidigitation. The conjuring is clumsy, 
as a rule, and only the implicit faith of the audience in the per¬ 
former* saves them from frequent detect ion Nevertheless, the 
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feats attributed to these gentry often show much ingenuity* and 
sonic of thtm could with difficulty be duplicated by a Hindu fakir 
or a professional trickster among oursel ves. It h especially curious 
to discover that teats which have formed the principal stock-in- 
trade of contetuporary mediums arc wdl known to primitive 
mountebanks, for instance, the magician's freeing himself from 
a strait jacket, his handling «f hoi objects with impunity, and his 
rising and floating through the air—-the "miracle1 of levitation, 
in some cases the magician undoubtedly exercises hypnotic pow ers 
over his audience. Indeed, his firm belief in himself and the 
equally firm belief of the spectators in him combine to produce a 
mental atmosphere most favorable to die suggestions of hypno¬ 
tism* That these exhibitions impress the multitude with the magi- 
clan's extraordinary powers and thus confirm and strengthen his 
hold upon them is obvious. Their recreational aspects are also 
note worthy, for they hdp to dispel ennui and make life interesting 
in many a lonely community. 

The Ktimai of Victoria made a distinction between the ordi¬ 
nary' medicine man, or doctor, and die birraark, who served as a 
seer and a bard. The birraark foretold future events and com¬ 
posed the songs and dances for soda! gatherings. His powers were 
conferred upon him by the ghosts. They met him ia the bush, 
grasped him firmly by the bone peg which every native wears in 
his septum, and thus conveyed him through the clouds to ghost- 
land There he learned new songs and dances, which he after¬ 
ward taught the people. Having been once introduced to the 
ghosts he remained on very intimate terms with them. In one 
seance Ids voice could be heard shouting to the ghosts, who re¬ 
sponded from the tree-tops. Then they jumped down and an¬ 
swered questions put to than by she bimiark. When morning 
broke he was found on the ground outside die camp, and round 
him were ghostly fooiprints. Another seance took place at night. 
The camp fires had been allowed to hum lowL and the people kept 
a strict silence. At intervals the birraark uttered a loud coo-ee. 
w hich was answered hy the shrill whistlings of the ghosts, first 
on one side and then on the other. Then a voice was heard in the 
gloom, inquiring in a strange muffled tone w hat was wanted. After 
questions had been asked by the birrmrk and satisfactory replies 
received, Lite voice declared, *‘We are going.” and the ghosts made 
their departure. The next day the birraark was found* apparently 
asleep, on I he top of a tall tree to which he had been transported 
by the ghosts. 
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An early missionary to New* Britain once attended a stance. 
Il was held tn an open space in the busk The surrounding trees 
cast a deep darkness on the spot, so that he could not see more 
than a few feet ahead. Two companies of men had assembled, 
one at each end of the oprn space, The performers were ;JJ dressed 
in white, "the spirits being supposed to like that color." At the 
sound of a whistle the two companies marched past each other 
and changed ends. No noise was made during this weird proces¬ 
sion in honor of In gal. a spirit living in the top of very tall trees 
He could be induced to descend to earth and converse with men, 
but on this occasion the presence of the infidel missionary kepi him 
away. "I was told next day that after I left he came, a sure 
evidence that I was the hindrance, which added to my security, 
tor if f was stronger than Inga?, 1 must indeed be strong;'1'1* 

For the purpose of a seance by a Semsitg halttk, or shaman, a 
very small hut is made by sticking palm leaves in a circle of holes. 
An opening at the base enables the shaman to crawl inside. His 
performance takes place at night He starts a chant, each line of 
which is taken up and repeated by a chorus of men squatting 
around the huL A number of chants are thus sung, From time 
to time the hut is shaken from the inside and then noises are heard 
as if the shaman was striking the walls of the hut with die Hut 
of his hands. To the auditors, however, they arc signs indicating 
the presence of the shaman's familiar spirit.’** 

The seances of African witch doctors have great interest for 
the natives, who attend them not only as spectators but also as 
drummers and singers. On these occasions there will often be 
ranch jugglery. Azande witch doctors, according tu the account 
of an eyewitness, placed large hairy caterpillars tn a hom and 
hid tliis beneath their bark doth. As they danced the worms 
emerged from the horn and crawled over their bodies, coming, 
seemingly, from inside their bellies. Only a few skeptics regarded 
the performance as a trick and declared that if witchcraft had 
really put caterpillars inside a man he would not be dancing about 
happily but would be hong very sick at home. In anoihcr per- 
lormanct the magician lay down on his back at full length, and 
a heavy stone was placed on his chest and pounded with a pestle 
by n id low practitioner The fortitude which the subject of this 
pseudo ordeal exhibited and his failure to collapse under the 
weight of the stone were ascribed to the power of his magic 
Another common trick of the witch doctor is the production of 
blood from hss mouth He cuts his tongue quite openly and allows 
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the blond to stream from his lips for all to set. But, the wound 
U supposed to lieaJ in a remarkably short spate of time, owing to 
the medicines which lie lias eaten after making the incision.11* 
Among the Ihibto of southern Nigeria a magician l>cai$ a |>aby 
i* pulp in a mortar and then produces it. alive and well, tram the 
thigh of one of his assistants. In another "play11 a man's head 
is cut off and borne around by the seeming executioner. Mean¬ 
while the trunk is supported by two friends, who tan the neck 
vigorously; were flies to settle on it the magic would lie broken 
and the man would never return to life. Finally the head is re¬ 
stored to its proper place, and the supposed corpse springs up 
and rushes about to demonstrate its vitality. In still another 
exhibition long, sharply pointed palm stems are thrust through a 
man's body, so that they project on the other side, but after the 
magician has invoked the ancestral ghosts, they are withdrawn, 
and the man is apparently unhurt.1" 

Iroquois medicine men, in the old days, were all jugglers. They 
hdd annual meetings at which they exhibited the tricks that had 
come to them, so they declared, in dreams. On one of these occa¬ 
sions each juggler had to perform a new feat or else forfeit his 
life. Fortunately, nothing very complicated was required of him; 
even a simple trick answered the purpose if it deceived his brother 
professionals. Pebbles and knives were swallowed bv means of 
a tube inserted in the throat, and “appearances’' were caused in 
smoke by putting tobacco and perfumes upon the fire. A medicine 
man had also to he skilled in the interpretation of dreams, and 
it he failed in this capacity he suffered death.1" 

A conjuring performance found among the Menommi, 
Ojtbwa, Saulteaux. and other Algompuan tribes is the mysterious 
shaking of a little tent (tipi) constructed for the purpose of the 
exhibition. Tlie conjuror is tightly trussed up when placed in 
the lent Having freed himself from his bonds, he begins to 
sing, beats his drum, and thus summons the spirits who are his 
advisers. The spirits obey the call and make their presence 
known by a violent shaking of the tent and by certain sounds, 
familiar to those attending lhe performance but understood only 
by the conjuror himself. The whole procedure has a definite 
purpose, usually the healing of a sick person by remedies which 
the spirits prescribe.1*1 

A Pawnee doctor, gripped to the skin and performing within 
a few feet of watchful spectators, swallows spears and arrows. 
These are driven down the gullet to the distance of a foot or 
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eighteen inches, sometimes with fatal results to the juggler. He 
shoots a man with arrows, apparently using the full force of the 
how’, but instead of penetrating the body they bounce back and 
flv thru ugh the air. He brains a man with an ax, so tltaL blood 
and gray matter scent to ooze from the wound, yet a few days 
later the man goes about quite unharmed. He makes coni grow 
from the seed to the ripened car within a brief lialf hour, 'Hie 
same trick is performed with a cedar berry, which, when planted, 
quickly grows into a good-sized bush,1** A Ponca medicine man, 
in an exhibition before about two hundred spectators, seemed 
to load a revolver. He then handed it to a chief, who fired it at 
him. The medicine man fell down, as if badly wounded, groaned 
and coughed incessantly, and after a time spat up the bullet, 
which was shown in triumph to the crotvd. This jwrformance 
by the Indian juggler showed that he could successfully imitate 
one of the tricks of his white brother.4” An Ojibwa magician 
takes live coals and red-hot stones in lus hands and sometimes 
in his mouth. He asserts tltat "supernatural power" enables him 
to perform ilie feat with impunity, but really lie has made tile 
affected parts insensible to fire by [be use of Certain herbs ,:1 

The commonest feat of an Eskimo shaman in the Mackenzie 
River area is his flight to a neighluiring village, a far country, 
or most often, to the sun, the moon, or the bottom of the wa. 
This performance usually lulscs place in the evening and when 
there is no moonlight. It is announced beforehand, so that an 
audience mav gather in the clubhouse or the nearest available 
private dwelling. The shaman is first tied and trussed up until 
lie cannot move. When she lights have been extinguished, he 
begins to chant a magic song in which he describes himself as 
becoming as light as a feather and as rising like a dry stick in 
the water. Hie people hear A curious sound. It is made by a 
stone or an ax attached to a loose rope which hangs from the sha¬ 
man’s body. He is now flying in circles so fast that the cen¬ 
trifugal force makes the stone nr the ax produce a whizzing 
noise. Were anyone in the audience to open his eyes and tty to 
see what was going on, this object would strike him on the head 
and kill him instantly. Presently the voice of the shaman is 
heard announcing his flight above the heads of rhe people. Then 
near the roof, and then through the window. The voice becomes 
fainter and fainter and the whizzing noise dies away. The people 
sit in absolute silence for abuut half an hour and keep ihdr eyes 
shut. When at length the shaman is heard announcing his return 
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they open their eves, light the oil lamps, and untie the celestial 
navigator, who proceeds to relate hi? thriDing experiences. Among 
these Eskimo walking on water and raising the dead are rare 
performances of the shaman, bill hLs spirit flight often lakes 
place. and its genuineness is universally accepted*1*1 

A typical shamanistic jierformance among the Chukchi is 
carried on at night in the small sleeping mom of a house. When 
the lights have been put out, the shaman, who is often stripped 
to the waist, begins to operate. He beats his drum and sings 
times? at first slowly and then more rapidly. Tricks of all kinds 
break up the monotony of the proceedings, which may last for 
several hours. The shaman's spirits scratch from outside at the 
walls of the room. Suddenly, perhaps, a spirit tugs at the skin rug 
with such violence that things on it fly about in every direction. 
Because of this mischievous propensity of a spirit the shamanhR 
housemates usually take the precaution of removing kettland 
dishes from the room before the j>erformancc starts. Sometimes 
an invisible hand seizes the whole top of the room and sJiakes it 
with wonderful strength or lifts it up high from the groundH 
Other invisible hands toss about lumps of snow, spill cold water 
and urine, and throw around blocks of wood or stones at the 
imminent risk of hitting people in the audience. Ventriloquism is 
skillfully done The voices of the spirits are heard on all sides 
of the room* at first falnjt, as if coming from afar, gradually 
increasing in volume with a nearer approach, then passing 
through tbv room and at length dying away in the distance. 
Ollier voices arc first heard from above and then from the depths 
■>f the earth. The shaman imitates the sounds made by animals, 
birds, and insects, the howling of a tempest, even an echo. On 
the whole, the prestidigitation and ventriloquism nf the Gmkchli 
shaman cnm|!arc vcr> favorably with our "parlor magic.mM 

Richard Johnson, of CTiaucefoiir's. expedition to Muscovy in 
1356, witnessed a performance by a Samnyed shaman. The 
latter tr>ok a sword, a cubit and a span long ("I did mere it my 
sdfe”L and shick it into his belly halfway, but no wound was 
to be seen. Then the shaman heated the sword* thrust it into the 
slit of skin at his navd. and continued the movement until the 
point came out behind his buttocks ("I layde my finger upon 
if*)T Finally, he extracted the sword and sat down.1** Tn the 
district of Kolymap an anthropologist used to meet a young but 
very skillful shaman, who performed many difficult tricks. He 
swallowed a stick, ate red-hot coals and pieces of glass, spat 
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coins out of Ids mouthK and could even be in different places at 
ihe same time. But in spite of these impressive feats he was not 
considered a first-class shaman, whereas an inspired old woman, 
whose repertoire of tricks was limited, enjoyed a great repu¬ 

tation/43 
The rivalry between professional magicians frequently results 

in competitive exhibitions, sometimes conducted in a fairly ami¬ 
cable spirit hut sometimes in grim earnest. We have references to 
them among such widely separated peoples as the Maori of New 
Zealand and the Siberian tribes/** T'hey are common among the 
Plains Indians. *fhe Crow describe a contest of tins nature be¬ 
tween two medicine man as “seizing each other's arms " that 
is, making an opponent incapable of further feats of magic. 
These Indians also hnld contests in which a number of magicians 
take pan and perform their feats before appreciative audiences/** 
The Creeks and the Osage used to have trit^l meetings at which 
their respective medicine men engaged in contests ami endeavored 
to outdo one another in magical tricks.u* A Saiilieaux magician 
sometimes summoned to his lodge the soul of a rival magician 
for a battle royal between them Each man had the aid of his 
"dram visitors/1 or familiar spirits, and each used all the occult 
power at his command to overcome the other. The lodge hem 
and shook with their efforts like trees in a storm, Every now 
and then a thump would be heard: that was when one of the help¬ 
ing spirits had been hit. The struggle continued right before 
the spectatorsT until one of the combatants lost strength and 
eutild he heard moaning and erring as he realiacd he could never 
get back his soul and that death was near.1** The Yokuts^Mono 
held a contest between rival doctors. They stood in opposing 
rows and shot at each other with their “air-shotT Only the doctor 
who projected a shot into an opponent could remove it. If it were 
not removed, the victim failed to regain consciousness and died 
within a few days, ft sometimes happened that a chief who 
wanted a rival chief's doctor put out of the way would hire the 
magician who could revive him to withhold the cure. In such a 
case only a pretense at curing would be made/*4' Contests be¬ 
tween two rival magicians, to determine who was ihe more 
powerful, were common among the Shmwap of British Colum¬ 
bia. One of them would lake his charm, blow on it. and throw it 
at his antagonist If the latter was the weaker lie fell unconscious 
on hfc hack, with blood Sowing from his mouth. The victor would 
then blow' on him and tn this way restore him to life/41 The rnedt- 
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emu mun of the Tatiaina, an Athapascan tribe in Alaskap held 
public exhibitions ai which they performed marvelous feats and 
advertised their valuable services a* healers, These exhibit Lems 
liati also a competitive character lo determine whether newcomers 
should be admitted within the professional circle or magicians with 
failing powers should lit excluded from it-3®* 

Among some of the rudest people (he magician does not 
receive any compensation of a maimal sort. This seems to t>c 
Usually the case with the tribes of southeastern Australia, We 
Are told* however, that while the doctors received no pay they 
usually managed to obtain more than ihdr fair share of wives,144 
In northern Queensland a medicine man might have two or three 
or even four wives/4* in the Amnia, Ilpirra, and other Central 
Australian tribes they receive nothing and expect nothing in the 
way of reward or privilege for their services,1'" Among the Mar- 
ind of Netherlands New Guinea the magicians do not form a 
class by themselves and enjoy no particular consideration. They 
are numerous in each village; indeed, almost every family can 
boast of at least one practitioner of the magical art/M In Mota, 
one of the Banks Islands, all beneficent magical procedures, such, 
for instance* as producing suns! line, bringing down rain, pro¬ 
moting the growth of yams, and causing a big surf ( this last 
when some one from another island is on the way to collect debts), 
arc carried out by the experts lh ituse matters without material 
compensation. They are satisfied merely to add to their reputa¬ 
tion as jiossessors of nMitii/tr Among the Narem, a Bushman 
trite of the Kalahari, medicine men and women dress and live 
like their fellow tribes]HAjple, For their occasional services they 
receive a few presents/*4 Vaghan medicine men apparently do 
not gain much profit from iheir profession, for like other tribesmen 
they must procure their own living from day to day/5* 

As a rule, however, a magician is well remunerated by his 
clients. Among the M urn gin of northern Australia he must always 
be paid for his services.1” In the western islands of Torres 

Straits medicine men relied on their reputed powers to obtain 
special privileges. Presents of food were often made to them/11 
Among the Kona and other tribes of the Papuan Gulf a magi¬ 
cian receives large quantities of food* together with tobacco and 
personal ornaments, to induce him to end a period of long drought, 
and similar presents are made to him by the friends of a 
sick man whom he is called upon to core/” It is said that a 
Kiwdi will even give up his wife to discharge his obligations to a 
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sorcerer.If* In the Trobriands private magic such as sorcery 
and healing is paid for by the person who benefits from it; public 
magic for gardens and fishing, is recompensed hy the whole com* 
iminitv at regular intervals. The compensation varies in amount 
with the importance of the service rendered. It is sometimes con¬ 
siderable and in other instances it is little more than a formal 
oflfering.i:* Magicians among the Manus of the Admiralty Islands 
are paid in shell money. They are the rich men of their com* 
miinity_J?t In the New Hebrides and Banks Islands anyone who 
possesses a powerful amulet or stands in an intimate relationship 
with powerful ghosts or spirits can make a living by the magical 
arL,Tl Sorcerers in Tahiti, who bore the name of '■kindlers.1 
because their activity was likened to the kindling of a fire, were 

well paid.177 
A Sea Dayak doctor, before undertaking a case, makes sure 

that his services will be compensated. His fee is paid whether or 
not the patient recovers. He lias only one patient at a time because 
he lives with the latter while treating biro,'” There are said to 
be as many as sixteen different ceremonies of healing for which 
the patient pays a fee. but only four are in common use, I f lie 
fails to recover, a nion<tiuj often recommends to him another 
and more expensive practitioner.lf* Among lilt Land Dayak the 
doctor’s fee for restoring a man's soul which has left him in 
sickness is six gallons of uncleaned rice. The same fee is charged 
for extracting an evil spirit from his body. The value of six 
gallons of rice ts ihe sixtieth part of the amount which a farm 
laborer receives for a whole year's labor. u“ In Flores, one of 
the Lesser Sunda Islands, a doctor’s services are often hand¬ 
somely rewarded,1" Magicians in Mittahftssa, a district of Celebes, 
are frequently the richest and most influential persons in their 

community/** 
In the Andaman Islands magicians manage to get the best of 

everything. They constantly receive substantial gifts. When 
these are not forthcoming they do not scruple to ask for arty 
article to width they have taken a fancy. Sometime a magician 
who docs not need a certain article at a particular time will allow 
the donor to retain it for a white, keeping it in trust for him. 
Many persons thus possess property which they must relinquish 
when called for by the magician.'11 

A Matabde doctor and diviner receives one head of cattle for 
his professional attentions, unless the case is too trifling. Were 
he treating a child, for instance, he would get only a goat in pay- 
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moil. He must make a cure 10 receive any compensation. Some¬ 
times a doctor, having found his own mediants ineffectual, will 
obtain a remedy from a colleague. Tins lie pays for out of his 
own pocket; lie cannot pass on the dtarge to the patient.l“ With 
reference to the W&van and other Lrihcs in the region of Lake 
Nyasa we leara iluii while a chief derives his revenue largely 
from voluntary gifts the magician receives fete, and that these 
are rigidly exacted,1*' Successful rain makers among the Nandi 
arc usually "very well off,” They receive large presents of grain 
when the crops are harvested, and after a cattle raid they have a 
share of the oxen captured.™ The "fixed rule” of Bateso medicine 
men is payment first and treatment afterward.**7 Among the 
Shilluk, a Nilotic tribe, a doctor does no charity work.1*4 The 
ttgangn of the Lower Congo tribes draws pay from the client who 
hires him to blast a ihiel" with illness and from the latter to 
remove the evil magic.1"' Liberian medicine mat receive an ample 
compensation and, in consequence, lead easy lives/*1' 

Whatever the magicians of the Abipones wish for “they 
extort from the people ",,t The Lengna Indians have a chief for 
every dan, but he exerts tittle authority and seldom grows rich, 
since by virtue of his office he must make many presents. It is 
the magician who is the rich matt, because his services in injuring 
the monies of the tribe and in protecting his own people against 
their machinations are so well rewarded. He receives presents 
instead of giving them,'85 The Tupinamba magicians, it h said, 
took partis to impress upon their native followers that disaster 
would inevitably befall those persons who refused them their 
daughters or anything else for which they asked-'*1 Among the 
Uaupcs and related Amazonian tribes a native “will give almost 
all his wealth to a pagt, when he is threatened with any real or 
imagined danger.”151 Guiana Indians dare not refuse the magician 
anything: whatever ht- wants, from some trillc of food to a 
man's wife, ht demands and geis.'*1 A Wapisiana magician, 
because of bis sup|K>sed power to injure and kill at a distance, has 
very great influence for good or for evil in the community. The 
people obey him implicitly. He always receives compensation for 
his services and may extort from those who consult him anything 
he desires. Sometimes the exactions of these gentry liecantc so 
oppressive that the people in self-defense would kill some of the 
worst ones and thus keep the others more or less under control 
through fear of meeting the same fate. But an unregarding gov¬ 
ernment lias stopped the killings and the people complain, saying. 
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"Now we have no protection/'1** The Taulipang magician 
manages to have the prettiest girls for wives and more wives 
than anyone else/** Tarahumara magicians never rentier their 
sen-ices gratuitously. The payments which they receive for 
singing at feasts ami treating the sick enable them to live more 
comfortably than the rest of the people. They get the choicest 
portions of meat ai a barbecue attd ail the tesvino they can bold."* 

A Tim a doctor i$ promised a fee, perhaps a horse, a cow, a 
basket, or some wheal, when he is summoned to sing “cure 
songs" over a patient for the purpose of correctly diagnosing 
the case. If the contract calls for three nights of singing, with 
a horse in payment, he will not get the animat should the patient 
die before the singing has been completed. He will receive some 
cotnpen sation. however, for his musical efforts, even though 
these prove to Ijc unavailing.1** Apache medicine men arc paid by 
the patient or by his friends when a consultation takes place/" 
Every effort is made to conciliate a Papago magician, who may 
use his powers for either good or evil ends. No one would make 
him an enemy, no one would deny his requests. Consequently he 
amasses wealth and ranks as the only rich man in his tribe/11 
A Navaho medicine man is always paid, but he never fixes the 
amount of his fee. This is always supposed to bt commensurate 
with the means and social position of the family offering it. 
Consequently poor people, as well a? the wealthy, feel free to 
avail themselves of the doctor's services. Whatever his remunera¬ 
tion, he should he satisfied with it- If he went away displeased 
or angry, his thoughts might harm the patient and thus undo 
the good effects of the healing rites.In former days among the 
Mack fool a man who fell sick and remained so for several weeks 
or a month usually had to start anew1 in life upon his recovery. 
Unless very wealthy all his possessions went as fees to the doctor. 
Often his last horse and even his lodge, clothing, and extra 
clothing were parted with by the utifortunate patient.™ A Karok 
doctor who loses a case must return his fee. If he receives an 
offer of a certain sum to attend n person and refuses to pvt his 
services he must pay the relatives of the sick man an equivalent 
amount should the latter die. A Mi wok doctor requires that his 
tec he paid him in advance.14* Among the Ltimmi of Washington 
the medicine man never sets a price upon his services but takes 
wlm ts offered to him. The payment made is usually a heavy 
one. for it is fear eel that, unless treated liberally, he would injure 
the patient's family.**1 Among llie Takulli (Carrier Indians) of 
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British Columbia the doctor receives a present before treating 
a sick person. Should the patient die the present must Ijc restored 
to the relatives of the deceased"** The same rule prevails among 
the Thompson Indians.3*1' A medicine man of the Byak Indians 
-‘never works for nothing, and lie can ask for anything he 
warns.""" "The Tanaina medicine man is often a person of wealth 
and because of his great possessions exercises political functions.™ 
Among the Central Eskimo an anijdkok who cures his patient 
U paid at once and liberally,51 ■ Among the labrador Eskimo 
She doctor always takes his jmTnent in advance: however, if he 
fails to cure the patient he must mum it.111 

Chukchi shamans try to get as much as possible for their 
services. It is a common sayhig of the Chukchi that shamamsiic 
advice or treatment, when given gratuitously. amounts to noth¬ 
in gr However, a Russian anthropologist, who worked among 
them, never met a shaman who could be *ald to live solely on 
the profits of Ills profession. It was only a source of additionsJ 
income to him. Yakut shamans arc recompensed if their arts are 
successfujp and the same h true of Timgtis shamans.511 

It is evident that the world over* the profession of a medicine 
man tir a shaman is lucrative and that those who engage in it 
often contrive to Jive comfortably at the expense of their fellows. 
Sorcerers, who are so much feared and whose practice is so 
often carried on at great personal risk, will be especially well 
rewarded by their diems. The large incomes which magicians 
receive and the special privileges which they enjoy tend to raise 
them above the common herd and thus become a potent factor 
in the differentiation or social das&c* within a community. 

# 
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Chapter X 

THE FUNCTIONS OF MAGICIANS 

Magicians form the intelligentsia of primitive society. They 
live by their wits, and tlicir wits have to be keen if they are to 
satisfy ail the imperious demands laid upon them by thdr fellows. 
To natural acuteness they must add some understanding of physi¬ 
cal phenomena; an intimate acquaintance with the properties of 
plants and the habits of animals; familiarity with all the lore and 
traditions of their community; an insight into human nature and 
the power of suggestion ; cunning and audacity in the practice of 
deceit; and, not least in importance, some skill in the conjuring 
arts. The magical profession attracts ambitious and able men, 
who see in El a sure road to wealth, special privileges, and influ¬ 
ence, It is a career open to talents. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that magicians should have so 
often risen to a commanding place in a community. As specialists 
in the mysterious and uncanny they are often looked upon as 
sacred persons. Among nearly all primitive [icoples they rank neM 
to the chiefs in prestige and authority and sometimes higher than 
the chiefs In general, magicians and chiefs appear as allies rather 
than as rivals and work together in the struggle to secure and 
preserve control over the multitude. 

Medicine men in Australia are frequently invited to attend 
triliat councils and take pan m the deliberations. Their advice 
is particularly needed when the cause of a death is being investi¬ 
gated or when an explanation is being sought for a prolonged 
drought or some other adverse climatic condition.1 In the Flv 
River area of Paptia. the magicians, as a body, are politically 
powerful Important tribal decisions arc usually made in accord¬ 
ance with their advice,1 In many villages of the Solomon Islands 
the magicians arc held in far greater awe than the chief himself J 
Thus in the little islands of Owa Raha and Owa Riki, while a 
chief s authority usually extends over bis own clansmen only, 
that of the magician affects ail the dans of a village. He seldom 
abuses it, we are told. As a rule, he believes sincerely in his pos- 
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session of occult powers and employs them for the welfare of 
the community.* Chiefs anil priests in the Fiji Islands realized 
acutely the necessity for continued cooperation, A chief with 
whom the gods were angry lost his authority: a priest whose god 
the chief failed to propitiate fell into disrepute and soon gave 
way to another.1 Similarly in Mine, or Savage Island, the priests 
exerted much political influence and the toa ("fighting men") 
found it to their advantage to keep on good terms witli them.* In 
Tahiti, in addition to the regular priests, a superior order of 
sorcerers was attached to every temple enclosure. They were sup¬ 
posed to destroy by their malefic arts sorcerers of an inferior 
order* to work black magic upon the private enemies of the king 
and of the chiefs* and* in time of war, to perform their deadly 
rites against the foe. It is said that these hihutaku exercised a 
11 terrible swayh> over all ranks of the people and that they even 
ventured sometimes to attack the king or the chiefs,1 The 
Maori tvhifHya exercised froth magical and priestly functions. The 
degree of respect paid to them depended* not on their birth \ as 
in the case of chiefs), but on their attainments. Being exempt 
from physical labor, they spent fhrir lime in intellectual pursuits 
andT as a result, engrossed all the learning of the people. Their 
persons, property, and whatever they touched were sacred/ In 
PoirapcH one of the largest of I be Caroline Islands, the magicians 
occupied the principal scats in the council chamber, To them 
belonged* next to the king's, the best portion of cooked food and 
kava at the festivals.* Among the Bztak of Sumatra the priest 
also practices divination and announces propitious days. The 
people will not engage in any undertaking, however trifling, or 
make the smallest alteration in their domestic economy, without 
first consulting him. He ranks as a most important functionary 
in every village and often serves as its political head.1* 

A Zulu ciitef is inducted into his office by the diviners, so that 
he may lie "really a chief/* as the natives say, and not one by 
descent only. In the old days, when a chief had wormed out all 
die secrets of the divinens* he would often order them to he killed, 
lest they should use sorcery against himself/1 Th™gh a witch doc¬ 
tor of tilt Ba1anil>a is regarded as a benefactor (o rhr community, 
because he ferrets out sorcerers i yet the native attitude toward 
him Es uiit of Fear. He can so easily abuse his enormous power* 
by accepting bribes to Jet off a guilty person or to condemn to 
death an limocent man or woman, "He becomes the instrument 
of jealousy, envy, haired, and revenge."11 A witch doctor of 
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the Angoni coo do very much as lie likes without fear of punish¬ 
ment. Chiefs will employ him to get rid of persons who liave 
gained their enmity or whose possessions have excited their 
cupidity. Unjust demands of the chiefs upon the people will also 
be bolstered up by an appeal to the witch doctor." 'flic role of 
magicians among the Wanyamwezi of Tanganyika is described as 
luring very great. Their influence affects for weal or woe every 
aspect rtf the native life. As long as they are in good humor [here 
is nothing to fear; all will go well. The perpetual occupation of 
the natives is. therefore, to keep them appeased,1* The magician 
of the Barundi is a most imi>ortani functionary, often with greater 
power than the royal officials.1* 

The Orkoiyot, the principal magician of the Nandi, has very 
important duties and responsibilities: he tells the people when to 
begin planting, obtains rain for them, makes women and cattle 
fruitful, and acts as a diviner. No war party can expect to meet 
with success unless he lias given his approval to it. His person is 
sacred. Nobody may ajiproach him with weapons in the hands 
or speak in his presence unless first addressed. Should anyone 
touch his most sacred head he would lose his magical powers. 
Vet one of these great jsrrsons was chibixjd to death by his own 
people iHJcause, they said, lie had brought about various calami¬ 
ties—a famine, an epidemic, and then a raid, which, though sanc¬ 
tioned by him. resulted disastrously. However, it would seem 
that the Nandi later regretted their action and attributed all the 
misfortunes which befell them afterward to their having murdered 
their Orkoiyot.1* A clever witch doctor is an important per¬ 
sonage among the Azande. He can harm or protect, he can kill 
or cure. He is therefore a man who demands respect and gets it. 
This is especially true at a seance. No native is ab&olutelv certain 
of not bring a witch, hence he cannot be sure that Ills name 
wif! not be revealed at the seance, "a condition that undoubtedly 
enhances a witch doctor's prestige."1 r The profession of witch 
doctor among the Bakcmgo is open to any shrewd, artful ami 
energetic person, either rich or poor, bond or free. Jt is not con¬ 
fined to either sex. As a rule, this functionary is ,v lithe and 
active |K*rson, for it is often necessary to dance for hours in order 
n- excite the crowd to the required pitch "He has restless, sharp 
eyes ihat jump from face ir> face of the spectators; he has an 
acute knowledge of human nature and knows almost instinctively 
what will please the surrounding throng of onlookers: but his 
face becomes after a time ugly, repulsive, and the canvas upon 
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which cruelty + chicanery, hatred* and all devilish jiassions are 
portrayed with fepeUanl accuracy.There is nn condition 
of life that he is unable to affect cither for good or evil, and hb 
services must not he despised or some dread catastrophe will 
follow. Such arc the pretensions of the Congo witch doctor, and 
over the natives he wields tyrannical power.1*1* In northern 
Nigeria the priest is often the supreme judicial authority and, 
in company with the dders, assesses damages, receives fees, and 
imposes fines.1* 

There are no chiefs among the Yaghan i>t Tieira del Fuego, 
for these rude people do not engage in any communal enterprises. 
However* their medicine ment because of the fear which they 
inspire, exert a certain amount of authority,** Medicine men of 
the Patagonian Indians are everywhere received with honor, hos¬ 
pitably entertained! and enriched with presents.11 The Amu- 
cardans of southern Chile consulted magicians on all important 
orations. War was never declared or peace made except accord- 
mg to their advice.1* Among the Indians of Brazil. generally, the 
magicians act as judges, sureties, and witnesses in private affairs, 
while in matters of public concern their advice and authority 
carry very great weight/' Magicians in the I purina tribe are 
by far Its most influential persons."1 With respect to the Wkolo, 
Boro, and related tribes cpf the Upper Amazon ive are told that, 
'"other things taring equal/1 a content between a medicine man and 
a chief is pretty sure to be decided in favor of the former, be¬ 
cause death by poison comes speedily to one who ventures to 
withstand the magic worker, A weak chief would always be 
subservient to him, The magician has much influence in tribal 
affairs, and without liis advice warfare is never undertaken. It 
is his business, also, to warn his tribe of impending hostilities/* 
Magicians among the Kanamari were greatly feared. They en¬ 
joyed an authority at least equal to that of the chiefs.1* The 
Jivaro of eastern Ecuador have no political organization other titan 
temporary alliances for making war, so that with them the 
magician (wixhimi) holds the most important place in his group. 
He is respected, not otdy for the power he wields, hut also for 
hi* wealth, which comes to him from the high fees charged Ear 
medical services. Apart from hb duties as a healer, he is called 
upon to determine the action of the tribe in matters of importance, 
for instance, the choice of a war leader or the admittance of some 
outsider desirous of joining the tribe. Furthermore, he is on 
intimate terms with the great nature spirits which produce storms 
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and floods and rule the rivers. In time of war an attacking party 
always tries to kill the enemy ii’isltimi as early in the fight as 
possible, so as to avoid possible injury by the spirits which he 
controls-” An old writer declares that medicine men among the 
Guiana Indians were regarded a? “the arbiters of life and death.'' 
Everything was permitted them; nothing was refused them. No 
one ever thought nf complaining at their exactions.** They play 
an especially important role as guardians oi the tribal traditions, 
which they recount to the people and hand down to their suc¬ 
cessors in the magical profession.1* Among the Taulipang the 
magician is said to possess much greater power Ilian the chief.™ 
The Tarahttmara magician, at any rale one of real ability, holds 
the highest place in his community. Although these democratic 
Indians defer but slightly to thetr officials and to the wealthy, 
they "openly and without shame" pay homage to the magician,11 

Twit classes of Pima magicians, namely, those who treated 
disease by magical means and those who had power over the 
weather, the crops, and warfare, were "the true rulers of the 
tribe, as their influence ws? much greater than that of the chiefs,"1’ 
Among the Apache the medicine men. as a rule, arc closely related 
to the prominent chiefs.11 In former times the political influence 
of the Cherokee medicine men seems to have been very consider¬ 
able. They accompanied a war party, and it> success was held tn 
drpend more upon ihdr skill in divination ami conjuring than 
on the prowess ami cunning of the fighters. Today, when two 
settlements are training for the hall game, the medicine man of 
the one side works to "spoil the strength" of his rival on the other 
side, and the whole affair has the aspect of a contest in magic 
between them.** 

The medicine man of the Sioux ot Dakota always served as 
lhe war leader, because his services were required to interpret 
omens when the Indians followed the warpath. He carried on 
his operations usually at night, so as to he able to predict where 
lhe enemy would be next day. whal was their strength, and the 
number of scalps that would be taken during the engagement,*’ 
Among lhe eastern Cree the influence of the magician was much 
greater than that of the chief,, Evilly disfiosed "conjurors” often 
held an entire community in mental bondage, so that nr. rvne 
dared to deny them anything.111 Of the Kutchin Indians wc 
are taM that “the power of the medicine men is very gTeat, and they 
lisc every1 means they- can to increase it by working on the fears 
and credulity of the people. Their influence exceeds even that of 
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the chiefs-"" The influence of Piaviotso magicians was by no 
means confined to religious affairs- They wer- frequently con¬ 
sulted on secular matters and their opinions were respected. 
In the old days many prominent chiefs also exercised magical 
functions. The possession of occult [tower was not necessary to 
chieftainship, hut according to the native account “the power 
helped 

A chief and a powerful medicine man of the Vokuts and Mono 
in central California were close friends and associates. Their 
co-operation was profitable to both parties, for on the one hand 
it greatly increased the chief's wealth and on the other hand 
protected the medicine man from attack by the relatives of per¬ 
sons whom he had slain by magic. Sometimes their Co-operation 
went so far that it was possible for the chief to employ medicine 
men to kill a person in another tribe of whom lie was jealous. 
Perhaps the wealth of the prospective victim had excited the 
chief's cupidity; ’[wrhaps the man's wife was wanted hy someone 
who had bribed the chief to have him put Out of the way. What¬ 
ever the reason, the man was doomed. The ’‘doctors" could kill 
him no matter how far off he happened to be." Among the Maidu 
of northern California the medicine man was, and still is. per¬ 
haps the most important personage. His word Itas great weight, 
he is regarded with much awe, and as a rule he is more likely 
to l>e obeyed l.han the chief.*" The medicine man was the out¬ 
standing figure in the Klamath tribe of southern Oregon. Before 
the coming of the whites, which brought about profound changes 
in the tribal life, he always took precedence of the chief.*’ Among 
the Ha it fa the life of cadi dan was guided In a great extent by 
its respective shaman, who “traded on the superstitious fears of his 
followers"" Arming the Tinne of southern Alaska a medicine 
man enjoyed a high social position. He was consulted and listened 
to, because of the superior knowledge imparted to him bv the 
spirits; he was feared, because by magic he could injure or kill 
an enemy; he was rich, because his services were so generously 
rewarded.4* 

lit Labrador the shaman serves as the accredited mediator be¬ 
tween the Eskimo vmj die world of spirits. Without his assistance 
in dealing with such mighty beings the Eskimo fed tlial ihey 
would be undone Consequently the shaman, combining in his 
person ihe three offices of priest, prophet, and magician, exercises 
great [lower over the people.** Among the Greenland Eskimo the 
shaman, being the acknowledged authority on all spiritual matters. 
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necessarily became "a kind of civil magistrate/' It was his busi¬ 
ness to Enquire into cases of witchcraft or of any other violation of 
the customary rules and to denounce the guilty parties;19 

Almost every"where in Siberia the shamans occupy a position 
of exceptiona! importance* Thus among the Buriat the "white" 
shamans arc universally esteemed, while the *" black1 * ones, though 
disliked, are greatly feared. At the festivals of the Yakut the 
shamans have the highest place. Even a prince kneels before a 
shaman and receives from his hand a cup of kumiss. In everyday 
life they do not possess special privileges, nor are they in any way 
distinguished from their fellows The Tuiigus, whose territory 
adjoins that oi the Yakut, still have the utmost confidence in thdr 
doctors and diviners, and the same is said to l*e true of the 
Ostiak/* 

Magicians famous for good works during life may continue 
ts> be reverenced and even to receive worship after Heath. In the 
Loyalty Islands people who would succeed a magician contend tor 
the possession of his remains* especially his eyes, fingers, toenails, 
and bones Or they will try to have his body buried m their own 
private grounds, so as to become endowed with his "mystic 
powers/"41 The oldest and most renowned of Semang shamans, 
"those who know all the magic of the tribe/" as the people sas\ 
are buried in tree shelters and provided with a supply of food 
and water, a jungle knife, and other things needful. By rids 
mode of burial they are enabled to enter a special and no doubt 
superior paradise, which is mu that reserved fnr s heri r fellow 
tribesmen.4* It is believed by the Ho, an aborigine! tribe of Chota 
Nagpur, that the special qualifications of a deceased magician arc 
usually inherited by his disciples. Should this not be the case the 
discipics keep watch over the spot where he was cremated, in 
order to obtain some "mystic power" from his remains/* A Bukh¬ 
man magician after death was supposed to possess all the powers 
which he possessed when alive, A dead rain maker, for instance, 
might lw asked to send rain or a dead game magician to give 
success in hunting.,Vv When die head magician of die Masai dies 
his corpse is buried and not cast out into the bush to he devoured 
by wild animals, the regular way in which the Masai dispose of 
their dead/* The Guarani Indians, when moving about ihc coun¬ 
try. used to carry with them the bones of medicine tttcnP Tn these, 
,9as in holy preservatives/" they placet! all their hope*-” The 
funerals of Buriat shamans arc celebrated with pomp and circum¬ 
stance; their burial places are held inviolable; sacrifices are made 
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to them: and prayers are addressed to them. Dead shamans pro* 
recr their own tribes men and take particular care of ihcir kins¬ 
folk/1 

On the other hand, even magicians famous for good works, 
during life may t>e much feared after death. Tims, the Maltr, an 
aboriginal people of the Rajroahal Hills, Bengal, who regularly 
bun their dead in ihe village, dejwsit the bodies of *‘priests” in 
the forest. This is done so that their ghosts may not vex the 
survivors.3* The Baud a, a caste of Chota Nagpur, probably of 
Dravidian origin, believe that women dying in childbirth, per¬ 
sons killed by 3 tiger, and nil exorcists are likely to appear alter 
death as malevolent ghosts and trouble the living- Another exorcist 
is then called upon to identify the ghost responsible for a visita¬ 
li™ and to appease it by gifts. Usually it can lie “laid” in a 
few month:,, but some very persistent ghosts, who during their 
lifetime were great exorcists, require an annua! sacrifice to induce 
them it. remain ijuiescail/* The Bororo. a Brazilian trihe, suppose 
that tfic souls of ordinary people arc embodied after death in 
macaw* But dead medicine men become animals other than 
macaws. Should these animals be killed purposely or by accident, 
they avenge themselves by carry ing off the living/' The Siberian 
Yakut think that shamans after death become restless ghosts 
and torment the living, especially their nearest relatives. The 
corpse of a shaman is buried with great haste at night, and the 
grave is always carefully avoided/' 

Sorcerers, whose nefarious activity was so greatly dreaded 
while they were alive, are often supposed to tie even mure potent 
for evil when dead, so (hat special precautions must be taken to 
protect the community against them. The Kai of New Guinea, 
after killing a sorcerer, nit his body into many pieces and strew 
these around as an example to ail who would follow his wicked 
ways.1* lit Bougainville a sorcerer, when revealed by divination, 
is bound hand and foot and suspended from a tree. After death 
his body does not receive burial hut is thrown into the forest,** 
In Car Nicobar the body of a sorcerer who lias been killed is 
Liken out to sea and sunk with stones, thus making it less likely 
ihat his ghost will haunt the community Sometime* his wife suid 
children are also put to death and disposed of in the same man¬ 
ner." By the Ovambo, a Bantu-speaking tribe of Southwest 
Africa, the ghost of a dead magician is particularly dreaded, 
hence his body is dismembered and his tongue ail out. if 
these precautions are taken immediately after death, his ghost 
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need not be feared; ii has been effectually disarmed."J The 
Bathtrmha. after killing a sorcerer, burrs his body so that he can¬ 
not practice hts malefic arts after death. Sometimes lie manages 
to evade even this precaution and continues as an evil ghost to 
afflict the village. Then they dig up his calcined bones and bum 
them so completely that no more than a pinch of ashes remains.*5 
The Lango, a Nilotic tribe of Uganda, club sorcerers to death 
and hum their bodies. During this process everyone runs away 
to escape the malevolence of the ghost. The ashes are collected 
and buried in a marsh, where the water, it is thought* will effec¬ 
tively nullify' any further activity on the part of the ghost.111 In 
southern Nigeria the corpses of witches art never buried but arc 
placed on the brandies of trees in a place set apart for the pur¬ 
pose.*1 It may happen that through superior cunning or good 
fortune a witch manages to dude suspicion throughout lift and 
dies lamented by everybody. After death the ghost of such a 
[person cannot conceal its evil nature, however; and comes back 
to play all sorts of mischievous tricks on the survivors. In such 
a ease the corpse must be dug up and burned, thus securing the 
family from further molestation.®* By the Jivaro magicians 
who were greatly feared while alive arc supposed to become 
evil-minded ghosts after death/' Some of the Alaskan Eskimo 
believe that sorcerers, together with thieves and people who 
practiced certain forbidden customs, become uncomfortable^ 
after death and that their shades sometimes return to the land of 
die living and haunt die vicinity < i their burial place$/T 

Among many primitive peoples the public magician is also 
the headman or chief. Where governmental and magical func¬ 
tions are not combined m tile same person, the chief may yet 
practice some kinds of magic, the better to strengthen his prestige 
and maintain hb authority. 

Chieftainship in aboriginal Australia fe nonexistent Such 
political authority as exists is exercised by the tribal elders, 
who for the most part seem to be the headmen oi their respective 
local or toterdc groups. In the southeastern area they were often 
magicians, as among the Yu in of New South Wales, whose 
greatest headman was he who could, as the natives said, "bring 
die greatest number of things up om of himself1 at the initiation 
ceremonies. On the other {land, among the Wiimhato, in the same 
pan of Australia, a man might Ik feared am the possessor of 
magical poivtrs, but he would not be necessarily a headman/4 
In the central area the headman performs magical ceremonies 
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tor the mukrpliearion of totemic plants and animals, but here, 
again, the aiatvnjn, 3S the A runt a call him, is not necessarily a 
medicine man or a man who is supposed to have a special jnjwcr 
of communicating with the ancestral ghosts ( irunluriiua) recog¬ 
nised by the tribe. Every totemic group has its headman, but 
not every group has cither a professional magician .»r a man 
especially conversant with the spirits.40 

In New Guinea chieftainship is incipient, rather than devel¬ 
oped. With reference to the tribes in Papua we arc told that no 
one lias ever been wise enough, bold enough, and strong enough 
to become the "despot" even of a single district, ’The nearest 
approach to this has been the very distant 011c of some person 
Incoming a renowned wizard; hut that has only resulted in levy¬ 
ing a certain amount of blackmail."'* The chief of the Mawata 
is able to influence the crops for good or ill. ile can also coax the 
dugong and the turtle to rise up from the depths of the sea unJ 
allow themselves to be caught.” Among the Girara-speeking 
tribes, between the Fly and Bamu rivers, a man combining the 
dual functions of chief and magician would lie implicitly obeyed, 
though in general the chiefs of a village seem to have little 
authority.” In the Motn tribe about Port Moresby the so-called 
chiefs do not necessarily possess magical powers, but if a person 
has them he is looked upon as a chief. Thus one man owed his 
authoritative position to the fact dial he ruled the sea. calming it 
or rousing it to fury at his pleasure. Another man was powerful 
because of his ability in making rain, producing sunshine, and 
causing the plantations to be fruit fid.™ At Bartle Bay. among the 
Southern Masstm, there are chiefs with a considerable degree of 
influence, in addition to "experts" with magical pow ers as respects 
rain, fishing, and the crops. While their profession conferred upon 
lliesc experts no authority to decide matters of war and peace and 
the larger policies of the people, it appears that they often 
exercised civil functions. 1 he offices of chief and magician were 
then combined in the same person * A chief of Kolem. in the 
formtr German territory of New Guinea, was a mighty magician; 
he could raise storms, bring rain or sunshine, and visit his enemies 
with sickness and death.” Among the Yabim the chief is not 
necessarily a magician also, but very often the two offices are 
combined in the same person.” 

In the Marshall Bennett islands it was the duty of each dan 
chief to make ihc- gardens of his dan productive by reciting spells 
over them; in return for this service he had much of his garden 
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work done tor him and received presents of food." In the Tro- 
briand Islands the magic of rain and sunshine, so important for 
a people who live by gardening ami fishing, is con trolled by the 
paramount chiefs of Kiriwma. Because these chiefs are credited 
with the supernatural ability to produce a prolonged drought they 
hold a whip hand over their subjects and thus "enhance their 
wholesale power.”™ 

There are chiefs In the various Melanesian Islands whose 
authority rests largely upon their reputation as the possessors of 
mona, derived from the mighty ghosts and spirits with w hich they 
hold constant intercourse. Thus in Nctv Britain this muna enabled 
a chief “to bring min or sunshine, fair winds or foul ones, sickness 
nr health, success or disaster in war, and generally to procure anv 
Messing or curse for which the applicant was willing to pay a 
sufficient price.’ 11 In Florida, one of the Solomons, a person 
believed to hold communication with power fill ghosts {tituinlo) 

and to possess that whereby Lhcy could bring the power of the 
twJaio to bear was recognised as a chief. His own character ami 
success enhanced his position, while weakness and failure tost it, 
"Public opinion supported him in lib claim for a general of whence, 
besides the drear! universally felt of the ii tidal a power behind hint.” 
In the northern New Hebrides, where the position of a chief is 
more conspicuous, a son does not inherit the chieftainship. He 
does inherit, if the father can manage it, what gives hint chief¬ 
tainship, namely, his father's maim, charms, magical songs and 
apparatus, and knowledge of the way to approach spiritual beings. 
In the Banks Islands, besides those who were really chiefs, there 
were “great men.” with considerable influence in their villages, 
men of much mtinti. w hose spells and magical objects made them 
valiant in war and successful in all their undertakings.” In Pente¬ 
cost Island f ftaga i, one of the New Hebrides, "there are men 
who are regarded as chiefs by Europeans, but thdr power appears 
to depend largely on their reputation for man*. and especially 
the (Mrtiifl connected with magic,”*1 

Throughout Polynesia there formerly existed a class of chiefs 
with gradations of rank, and sometimes a supreme potentate, 
ruling over an island group, who may be called a king. They were 
credited with the possession of marvelous powers and were re- 
garflcd with the utmost veneration. Among the Maori the offices 
of chief and tokuttga were generally united, and the most powerful 
tohuftija was the hereditary head (or/A-i) of his !r;lnr.B3 

Among tlie Subanun of Mindanao a headman may also act 
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as a magician, bm instances of the sort setm to he rare.” Among 
the Sea Dayak of Borneo the munitruj ranks nest in imjtnmncc 
to the chief. !t is by mi means unusual tor him to In; the political 
head of ilir village in which he resides. There is nothing to pre¬ 
vent him from assuming this honor if he has gained popularity 
as an accurate interpreter of dreams and a powerful exoreiser 
of evil spirits.11 

Among the aboriginal tribes of the Malay Peninsula a suc¬ 
cessful magician has, ordinarily, the best chance of being chosen 
a chief. With the Seinang the office of leading magician scents 
to be generally combined with that of chief, but with the Sakai 
and Jakun these offices are sometimes separated. Though the 
chief is almost invariably a magician of reputation, he is not 
necessarily [lie greatest wonder worker of his tribe any more 
than the latter is necessarily its political head. The magician's 
tasks are "to preside as chief medium at all ceremonies, to instruct 
the youth of the tribe, to ward off as well as to heal all forms of 
sickness and trouble, to foretell the iuture (as affecting the 
results of any act), to avert when necessary ihe wrath of heaven, 
and even when rc-cmbodicd after death in the shaj>e of a wild 
beast, to extend a benign protection to his devoted descendants,"” 
It sometimes happens among the Andamanese that the leading 
man of a local group is at the same time a magician, but the two 
positions are entirely distinct and separate, A man may be a 
magician without possessing the qualities that are necessary for 
a chief,** 

Africa affords the most extensive evidence for the union of 
governmental with magical functions and, in some parts of the 
Dark Continent, for the development of the chief out of the 
magician. With general reference to the Bantu-speaking peoples 
of South Africa we learn that Nin very old days the chief was the 
great rain maker of the tribe. Some chiefs allowed no one else 
to compete with them, lest a successful rain maker should be 
chosen as chief. There was also another reason: the rain maker 
was sure to become a rich man if he gained a great reputation, 
and it would manifestly never do for the chief to allow anyone to 
he too rich. The rain maker exerts tremendous control over the 
people, and go it would be most important to keep this function 
connected with royalty. Tradition always places the power of 
making rain as the fundamental glory- of ancient chiefs and 
heroes, and it seems probable that it may have hem the origin of 
chieftainship. The man who made the rain would naturally be- 
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corns the chief.”"1 in more recent times the all-important business 
of bringing down showers upon tiie parched earth ts usually 
entrusted to a prof ess tonal rain maker lie is no mean personage, 
‘‘possessing an influence over the minds of the people superior 
even to that of the king, who is likewise compelled to yield to the 
dictates of this arch-official."** 

In East Africa the political head of a tribal group is very 
often the principal magician, skilled not only in rain making but 
also in divining and the medical art. Among the Masai of 
Tanganyika the medicine men are often the chiefs, and the 
supreme chief is nearly always a powerful medicine maw 11 The 
Nandi of Kenya likewise have a supreme chief, or principal 
magician (the Orkoiyot), whose ovtrlordskip is acknowledged 
throughout their country. The actual government of each dis¬ 
trict resides in two men, one of them chosen by the supreme chief 
as his representative and the other elected by the people bin also 
responsible to him. The elders of each district meet together from 
time to time for tile discussion of affairs of state, and at these 
gatherings the two governors arc present,'11 Among the Bakercwe, 
who occupy the largest island in Lake Victoria, the king senes as 
the supreme rain maker, and to him the people address themselves 
in last resort. If lie succeeds in his efforts to bring rain, he 
enjoys immense popularity; if he fails, he is treated with ignominy 
anil driven from the throne.*1 

In the region of the Upper Nile the medicine men, who possess 
the ability to make rain, arc generally the chiefs.** This is true, 
for instance, of the Lotuko (Laitika), among whom almost all 
the greater chiefs enjoy a reputation as rain makers. Know ledge 
of their useful art passes, as a rule, by inherit ante from father 
to son 01 The influence of Bongo chiefs is said to depend tti 
targe measure on the belief in their magical powers,'* The chief of 
the Obbo holds authority over his subjects by virtue of his powers 
as a rain maker and sorcerer. Should there be too little rain or 
too much at die season for sowing the crops, he calls the people 
together and tells then) how much lie regrets that their unseemly 
conduct has compelled him to afflict them with unfavorable 
weather. They have been stingy rn providing him with food and 
other necessaries; how then can they expect him lo consult their 
interests. “Sn guats, no rain, tint's our contract, my friends.” 
Su the supplies are promptly brought forth, and as a further 
measure of propitiation the people may present him with their 
prettiest daughters. An Gbho chief, it is sskL lias wives in each 
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one oi his villages.*4 In the same wav, ihe main source of the 
authority of an Acholi chief comes from his control of the rain. 
Every chief has two or three s]wdal |*jts, each containing a 
number of curiously shajjed crystals only found in stream beds. 
They are heirlooms from tire chief’s ancestors. When he wishes 
the rain to fall he smears them with oil and pours water on them. 
When the rain is to he slopped he puls them in a tree exposed 
to the sum or in the fireplace, They' arc so sacred that no private 
person will touch them or even look at them if he can help it. 
Possession of these crystals enables a chief to do much as he 
pleases. If anyone annoys him he can dry up all the crops." The 
rain maker among the Shiliuk and Dinks is a divine ruler, tn whom 
abides the soul of a great and remote ancestor. It is possession 
by this ghostly power that makes liim wiser and more targeting 
than ordinary mortals. In theory and no doubt generally in prac¬ 
tice his authority is unlimited. The Shiliuk rain maker h killed 
ceremonially when he becomes too old to discharge the hcaw 
respomibilitics of his position. The Dinka rain maker perishes 
in like maimer, but only when he himself derides that his en¬ 
feebled {lowers have incapacitated him for the performance o* 
his function.” 

In Central Africa the magician sometimes exercises gov¬ 
ernmental functions, as among the Lcndu, a tribe to the west of 
Lake Albert, Here the rain maker either ranks as a chief or 
almost invariably rises to chieftainship/’ The Banvoro, a tribe 
in the same region, ascribe to their lting absolute power over the 
rainfall, but he is accustomed to depute his power to subordinates, 
so tliai all parts of the kingdom may enjoy an equal downpour.*1 
Among ihe Bayaka, a tribe in the Kasai district of the Belgian 
Congo, the rhief is the principal magician, as also among the 
Bayanzi in tht same district.In the Congo area, however, it 
i* rare for the functions of chief and magician to be combined 
in the same person. The village or tribal chief may often have 
charge of the public cults, but he usually leaves meteorology, 
medicine, and prophecy' to the magician, the ngaitga1*' 

In the Fang or Pangwe tribe of Gabun the chief of a village 
or of a group of villages is at the same time its magician and its 
priest.1" The ruler of the Ban jar is described as being both a 
king ami a high priest. His subjects attribute to him the power to 
bring rain or fine weather just as he pleases. As long ,i, the 
weather continues to lie favorable, they reverence him and 
toad him with gifts of grain and cattle. But should there be a 
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protracted drought or if il rains so steadily that their crops are 
threatened, they will load him with insults and belabor liim until 
tiie weather changes.1®* With reference tn the tribes of southern 
Nigeria we leam that the “doctor” is often more powerful than 
the civil ruler and that in some cases the latter must of necessity 
be an adept in the knowledge and use of '‘medicines.” Nearly 
all chiefs, moreover, need some acquaintance with the magical 
art in order to carry out their public duties, especially as respects 
the rainfall am] the growth of the crops,™ 

As we hate seen, the magician among the South American 
Indians often ranks above the chief in public regard and in 
influence. Often, also, he is at the same time the chief, as among 
various Brazilian tribes.1®* There seem to he no instances, how¬ 
ever, of his attaining the chieftainship because of his occult 
powers. Likewise among the North American Indians it does 
not appear that the magician has ever gained political importance 
solely by virtue of his office, though in nearly all the tribes he 
was .i personage of great importance,*“* 

There have been many roads to leadership. In primitive com¬ 
munities, generally, personal ability is the essential factor making 
for predominance. Strength of body and strength of will, a per* 
suasive tongue, great energy, initiative, and resourcefulness art 
the qualities which raise a man above his fellows and ciinstitute 
the leader This Is not to deny that other grounds for superiority 
may 1» often found. In some parts of aboriginal Australia age 
atone, unless accompanied by mental weakness, suffices to secure a 
certain measure of predominance. In some of the Melanesian 
Islands i he chiefs seem to be those who rise to the highest degree 
in the secret societies. Instances are found in Africa and North 
America where the richest man rules the group Sometimes, 
again, the magician has risen to a commanding place. While the 
chief but seldom appears as the lineal successor of the magician, 
tin rc can be no doubt that in many a primitive commuuitv the 
man who by hook or crook ha? gained an authoritative portion 
confirms, strengthens, and to some extent keeps it hy his reputed 
possession of occult powers. Magic often serves ns the prop 
oi absolutism, even when it has not been the foundation. 

The magician is sometimes a jFsck-of-a!I-trades, combining the 
offices of healer, exorcist, diviner, seer, prophet, bard, and educator, 
1 Ic may also control the winds, the rain, and the growth of the 
crops; detect witches and other criminals: impose taboos and 
conduct purificatory rites to avoid their disastrous consequences 
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when broken; bring down destruction upon the tribal enemies; 
supply talismans to secure good fortune and amulets to avert 
all ills to which human flesh is heir; and in war and peace, in the 
day of plenty or in that of famine, he looked up to as the one 
person who must be consulted when important business is under 
way or when things go wrong. The professional magician may 
also be a sorcerer, whose nefarious activity, though feared and 
reprobated, is nevertheless socially recognized. 

More commonly the regular practitioners of magic have dif¬ 
ferent functions and consequently differ as respects the consider¬ 
ation accorded to them and the remuneration which they receive. 
This differentiation may go so far that a magician of some sort 
is available for almost every emergency of lift 

Among the tribes of southeastern Australia the medicine man 
is not always a doctor; he may devote himself to some special 
form of magic such as rain making, divination, or the composition 
of spells.1*1 In the Melanesian Islands every considerable village 
“is sure to have someone who can control the weather and the 
waves, someone who knows how to treat sickness, someone who 
can work mischief with various charms. There mav be one whose 
skill extends to all these branches: hut generally one man knows 
how to do one thing and one another,"1" Magicians among the 
Bavcnda of the Transvaal include, beside doctors, those who 
consecrate weapons, make new fire, and bring rain; those who 
fertilize the crops; those who prepare love potions: and those who 
deal with cures of delirium and insanity,,w Of the magical 
specialists among the neighboring Lovcdu one is a rain maker, 
another has power to change peopte into animals, another makes 
witchproof the hedge of the lodge where girls are initiated, 
another doctors the boys' circumcision lodge, and still another 
strengthens the rain queen for her official duties. A person who 
has not inherited the magical profession cannot easily acquire the 
specialized knowledge required for if; the price is high and the 
secrets arc not readily divulged.11* Among the Ban gala (Boloki) 
of the Upper Congo there are about eighteen kinds of magicians, 
while among the Bakongn of the Lower Congo no less than about 
fifty kinds are found.1*1 Among the Fang of Gabim the nganga 
comprises all brandies of magic in his own person. Among other 
tribes of this area each magician has his specialty as physician, 
rain producer, charm maker, and detector of criminals. Each 
village contains only one magician as a rule. When the local man 
is not an expert for a given case, the natives try to find one in a 
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neighboring village,311 There are some magicians of the Apache, 
Mohave, md other Southwestern trilled “who enjoy great fame as 
the b singers of rain, some who claim special power over snakes, 
and some who profess io consult the spirits only, and do not 
treat the sick except when no other practitioners are available, "ua 

Associations of magicians, often assuming a more or less secret 
character, are found in some parts of the aboriginal world. In 
general, the greater the degree of specialization the more marked 
is the tendency toward organization in guilds or fraternities. These 
are unknown in Australia, though the medicine men of a tribe 
regularly co-operate in the initiation and training of aspirants to 
their profession. When treating a serious case of sickness, several 
medicine men may be called in for consultation, perhaps evert 
celebrated practitioners train neighhoritig tribes.111 

In New Guinea and ihe Melanesian Islands there are numerous 
secret societies* often charged with magical duties, but It does, not 
appear iliat they are limited to magicians- Perhaps the nearest 
approach to a professional organization is furnished by die logic* 
or Ini at society in the Bismarck Archipelago, to which she ma¬ 
jority of men belong. The initiates are believed to possess great 
powers of magic, and their services arc sought after when anyone 
wishes to injure a personal enemy. Not all members nf die society 
are allowed to practice sorcery, however, but only those who have 
received a special initiation, The head of each branch of Ingict 
b commonly the leading sorcerer of a community.11* In the 
Banks Islands, in addition to the widespread Tamate society* 
which in some respects resembles Ingiet, many minor and load 
associations are found. A curious example of these is furnished 
by the parmai societies, Each one Is specially named after the 
kind of magic which it employs. The initiates are instructed in 
this magic, but they may use it only against outsiders. Should a 
person practice it on a fellow member he would be killed. Not 
infrequently a man belongs to more than one society in an island 
and thus secures himself against the sorcery of many people. It is 
also customary to join sock lies In other islands, in order to obtain 
still greater protection.13* 

Among the Eathcmga a very successful exorcist starts new 
rites, discovers more powerful medicines, attracts pupils from all 
parts, and may become the founder of a school. Great rivalry 
exists between different schools. Professional hatred is carried 
so far that they test their colleagues and even steal each other's 
drugs. Sometimes a disciple will emancipate himself from his 
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master and set up a new society of the exorcised. This proceeding 
is. of course, extremely obnoxious to [he master, for it means 
lively competition and die loss of the usual fees. So lie gtifcs to 
the altar oi his gods and begs them to make the drugs of his 
rival ineffective. If his prayer is heard, die disciple must seek 
forgiveness and pay a fine in order to secure success in future 
cures. "He may perhaps succeed his master, but only when the 
latter is dcad."UT 

Among the Waduruma, a tribal division of the Wanyika of 
Kenya, societies of medicine men exist in every district. Since a 
society takes its name from Lhe kind of magic it deals in, there 
arc as many societies as there arc kinds of magic. Members of 
these organizations are engaged to safeguard private property by 
means of charms suitably treated with a powerful medicine. They 
also practice medicine extensively. Some of them have been so 
successful in their treatments that the)' would fed themselves 
“slandered" if one were to call them magicians instead of 
doctors.11* 

Each witch doctor among die Azande has his own practice, 
collects his own fees, and, generally s|leaking, is responsible to 
no one Imi hirnsdf in matters of professional conduct. He does 
not enter an association in which the members have privileges 
and obligations in respect to one another. However, communal 
meals, at which a mini her of practitioners gather around a fire 
and cat medicines together, are now a regular feature, and a 
stance is usually conducted jo indy by a number of them. Co¬ 
ol oration of this sort tends to produce a certain degree of group 
cohesion.11* 

Ewe magicians though they have tut hard-and-fast organiza¬ 
tion, keep on excellent terms with one another, and if a practi¬ 
tioner gets hold of something new in the magical line he imparts 
it tir his friends.*11 Magicians among the Twi. “all being united 
to deceive the people,” are careful to assist each other and to 
make known anything that may be generally useful. Sometimes 
a ‘‘fetish priest” will inform an applicant that Lhe god he serves 
refuses to accord the information or assistance required. The 
applicant is then recommended to consult another practitioner, to 
whom, in the meantime, lhe priest communicates every particular 
of die case. It is said that the Twi suspect that not all their priests 
arc really inspired but that some are impostors. Hence the people 
will consult two priests separately and check their statements for 
possible divergencies. But because of the collusion between them 
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il is rare for the statements of one to disagree with those of 
another.111 

Pore (Purtah) among the Kpdle of Liberia presents some 
resemblance to Jngiet in the Bismarck Archipelago. Like tbt latter 
it is a tribal society, initiating every youth at the arrival of puberry, 
and like the latter, aIsa, only certain pupils are selected to be taught 
the magical art by the directors. T!us requires additional fees 
and a longer period of instruction. Alter completing a course 
in the Poro school the newly made magicians become *"journey¬ 
men" and visit prominent practitioners in neighboring tribes.a=1 

Among the tribes of the Gold Coast and the Slave Coast appli¬ 
cants for membership in the priestly orders serve a novitiate for 
several years. Dancing, prestidigitation, and vcntriloquistn are 
important subject of the course. Sonic instruction in the healing 
an is also iinjiarted. The candidates are taught a new language, 
and after their consecration as priests are given a new name. 
Generally they must present satisfactory evidence of possession 
by the god ii« whom they would devote themselves before being 
accepted as full members of the priestly order-Ul Tn this parr of 
West Africa, where there are despotic and hereditary kingships, 
social classes dearly differentiated, and state cults supporting the 
civil power, the associated magicians have risen to die dignity ol 
priests. 

Secret associations limited to professional magicians seem to 
be very rare among the South American Indians.11* They are 
wdl developed, however* among the Indians of North America, 
each one with a ceremony of initiation, degrees of advancement, 
and a spedil ritual Their performances, tn part secret and in 
part public, constitute a rude but often very effective dramatization 
of the tribal myths and legends. The actors, masked or costumed, 
represent animals, divine beings, and the anchors or die iribc- 
Memhcrs of the organizations are accomplished workers in magic 
for the cure of the sick, the production of rain, the ripening of 
the crops, and the multiplication of food animals On certain 
occasions they perform great 'life-giving"’ ceremonies, which 
may continue for several days They also haw special medicines, 
prepared with the utmost secrecy, which arc objects of much 
reverence In addition to such organizations there exist among 
some tribes medicine societies composed principally of paiitnLs 

cured of serious ailments and assumed to l>e able, therefore, to 
perfoim healing services for others. These associations arc promt- 
nmi among die Pueblo Indiana of the Southwest, where they have 
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largely replaced the medicine man acting in an individual 
capacity,11* 

In the Eskimo area of Nortli America and in Siberia we hear 
of no dose organization of the shamans. Nor are there hirrarchal 
divisions among diem, for such differences m social position and 
emoluments as exist depend rather upon the special powers of a 
practitioner and his more or Jess intimate relax ions with spirits 
and gods. 

In spite of the mutual understanding among magicians and 
their common duties, it appears that the guild or fraternal organi¬ 
zation is turns ml with litem. The practice of magic f otitis, in¬ 
deed, essentially an individualistic possession, e$|iedally the prac¬ 
tice of antisocial magic, or sorcery, which a man must engage in 
at his own rkk and carry on as privately a* possible. The dearest 
instances of Fraternities “the first academies,71 are afforded by 
the Maori Wharc Kura* the priestly orders of West Africa* and 
those North American societies exercising both magical and 
priestly functions. In process of time and under favorable condi¬ 
tions sudt organizations develop into technically trained priest¬ 
hoods. 
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Chapter XI 

PUBLIC MAGIC 

Public magic is performed by ihe social group nr by authorized 
representatives to further those activities which affect at! the 
members of die group and for whose successful outcome all fed 
responsible. As such it includes (he techniques traditionally asso¬ 
ciated with sorcery or witchcraft, since this may be used against 
disturb its of die peace, criminals, or a neighboring community, 
especially in time of war. Indeed, the familiar distinction between 
magical rites as either “white" or “black" cannot properly be 
applied to lhe operations of public magic. 

An important department of public magic is concerned with 
the manipulation and control of physical phenomena The magi¬ 
cian professes an ability to regulate the heavenly bodies, to create 
sunshine or cloudy weather, to lay a hurricane. u> summon ibunder 
and lighlning nr disperse them, to produce or prevent earthquakes, 
floods, and other convulsions of nature, and. finally, to bring 
healing showers or a devastating downpour. Physical phenomena, 
before which the modem scientist is content to acknowledge im¬ 
potence, are for the magician subject to his wonder-working 
power. 

It is a general belief of the Queensland aborigines that storms 
can be raised and dissipated by the agency of their medicine men. 
When 011c tribe has a grievance against another, thunder and rain 
will t* made so as to inconvenience the neighboring group as 
much as possible. Lightning will not lw made, however, because 
the tribesmen, though highly incensed against their enemies, are 
reluctant to kill them.* During a spell of unusually cold weather 
the Arunta of Central Australia sometimes construct upon a 
selected ceremonial ground a large colored design representing 
the sun, from which lines are drawn with red and white vegetable 
down to represent its rays *111656 are intersected by a number of 
concentric circles which stand for the ancestors of the tribe. A 
stick placed in the center of the design is supposed to be the em¬ 
bodiment of a mythical sun creature. By means of this effigy the 
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natives are able, they believe, to increase the solar heat,5 A Kaiiish 
medicine man asserted that he had driven away a comet by means 
of his magical stones. As lung as the comet was visible he used 
to go out every night, draw the stones from his fsody, and throw 
them at the celestial visitor. Success finally crowned his efforts, 
after which the stones returned to his body.1 Magicians among 
the Orokaiva, a Papuan tribe, have “specifics," in the shape of 
certain magical leaves, to bring cold weather.' The Kai can delay 
the setting of die sun by binding it with knots upon which they 
have whispered the sun's name. They can also hasten its setting 
by throwing diarraed stones at it.* The Dobti islanders regulate 
their agriculture by the position of the Pleiades iti the sky. They 
dear the bush for the plantations when the eoi it to flat ton has risen 
in the northeast over the ocean and harvest when, with Orion, 
it lias disappeared below the horizon in the southwest. A magical 
ritual is employed to ensure that these annual movements or the 
stars shall take place at the proper time and without fail. For 
this purpose they sink both the Pleiades and Orion in the south¬ 
west by means of a simple ceremony and .m equally simple spell, 
three times repealed.4 The regular spell for wind in Dobu is 
exclusively woman’s property. The men in their overseas sailing, 
if they have no true weathtrmaker with them, must therefore 
fall back on a makeshift spell. While it is being pronounced, the 
men do no paddling and Lhc canoe lies motionless on the water. 
There is complete reliance on the magic to produce the effect de¬ 
sired-4 A magician jn New Britain performs a rite to make the 
wind blow in any desired direction.* In Mala or Malnita, one of 
the Solomons, there is a rite to cause a mist to envelop a raiding 
party, thus enabling the warriors to approach their objective with¬ 
out being seen by the enemy.1 In Malekula. which belongs to the 
New Hebrides group, a particular dan owns the magic for raising 
or quelling a wind, and the clan magician performs the appropriate 
ritual to secure the effect desired There is, however, a magical 
art for causing a hurricane, and this is privately owned. Should 
some enemy be suspected of trying to make a destructive storm 
the dan magician must repair to the sacred place of his clan and 
nullify the enemy's Ijssc designs by producing a great calm 
throughout the entire district,1* A Maori magician, if sufficiently 
endowed with maw, is able to produce a fh*>d or to make a flooded 
river subside and withdraw to its hanks.11 He can even cause a 
solar or a lunar halo to apfiear.11 The natives of the Marslialt 
Islands, at the first sign of a tidal wave which threatens to sweep 
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over their low-lying atolls, call on their magician 10 avert by his 
potent spells the approaching cataclysm. These he recites not far 
from the beach and in the presence of the anxious multitude/* 

An important auribtile of the Malay magician in former days 
was his power of controlling die weather by mean? of spells. He 
recited these to summon a breeze in a time of calm, when the 
sails of the boat were flapping uselessly, to change a contrary into 
a favorable wind, and to moderate a heavy wind into a light one." 
The Andamanese l«licvc that the weather is under the control of 
two mythical kings, Biliku, who lives in the northeast and is 
associated with the northeast monsoon, and Tarai, who dwells 
in the southwest and is connected with the southwest monsoon. 
According to another and contradictory belief the weather is con¬ 
trolled by the spirits, particularly those of the sea. The methods 
followed by magicians to prevent bad weather are, consequently, 
of two kinds, according as they arc directed against Bililai (or 
Tarai J or against the sea spirits. All are very simple in character. 
Thus a magician is said to have stopped a violent storm by crush¬ 
ing between two stones part of a certain plant and diving with it 
into die sea. where he placed it tinder a rock tm tile reef. Another 
magician, for the same purpose and in the same way. successfully 
used the leaves and bark of a fig tree.1* In the Nicobar Islands, 
'if there a violent storm on the land, and the rain never ceases, 

and the wind is strong, and palms and other trees are uprooted! 
and there is much thunder and lightning/' the inhabitants will 
summon the magicians to end these disturbances by using certain 
leaves and other powerful dianns.1® 

Some magicians among the Zulu specialize in defending the 
villages irom hail and lightning. The}' are known as sky-herds 
or heaven-herds, because ihcy go forth to control a stomi whis¬ 
tling. shouting, and waving sticks much as herdsmen do with 
their cattle. Thunderbolts, lightning-birds, and bullocks struck 
by lightning have the power of the heaven in them. By absorbing 
a medicine made front them the doctor becomes so much in sym¬ 
pathy with the heaven that he knows when there is going to be 
a storm and can take appropriate measures to counteract it.lT 
There are Swazi doctors who can make a place safe irom lightning 
or direct it to another locality." 

Medicine men of the Ona, a Fuegian tribe, arc supposed to 
control the powers of nature. One of them, during a great storm, 
was seen in a defiant attitude, discharging burning arrows into 
the clouds." A Cherokee magician who w ould rum aside a storm 
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which threatens to injure the growing corn faces it with out¬ 
stretched hand and gently blows toward the quarter to which he 
wishes it to go. He also waves his hand in the same direction 
as if lie were pushing away the Sturm.5* Among the Creek Indians 
certain men. like their Maori counterparts, claimed the power of 
causing swollen streams 10 subside. There Were other men who 
could make dew or prevent its precipitation.11 A Seminole magi¬ 
cian professes an ability to bring down thunder front the heavens 

and cause it ro strike the camp of an enemy. Very powerful 
"thunder medicine'" is required for this purpose, and the jerson 
who makes it must first go for four days without eating or 
drinking. When die medicine has been prepared, the officiant 
tells the thunder the name of the camp and also the name of the 
person in if who is to be injured or killed.** Black foot medicine 
men were supposed to have power over the weather, and at the 
time of the Sun Dance they were expected to dissipate alt storms.'* 
The Chilkotin Indians believed that a solar or lunar eclipse was 
due to a scab on the face of the sun or the moon. To remove it 
and ar the same time to hasten the reappearance of the luminary 
they would go outdoors, bend down as though they carried a 
heavy burden, and strike their right thighs, repeating at the same 
time in piteous tones. “Come hack therefrom/’ Then they tucked 
up their clothes, as they did when on their travels, and, leaning 
on staves, as diough heavy-laden, walked in circles until ihc 
eclipse was over.*4 

A Chukchi magician, in order to repress the wind, ’.. ill "catch" 
it in a big overcoat spread to windward and speedily tic up the 
gamIVITT Tile wind thus “tied up*' may lie quiescent for twenty- 
four hours, but then it must be let loose. If kept captive longer 
it would, when finally freed, become a severe and prolonged 
st orm ** 

To migratory savages, such as the Australian aborigines, who 
wander over their tribal territories in search of the roots and 
herti?, insects, and small animate supplying them with food, ail 
unusually dry season spells starvation; to an agricultural people 
like the Pueblo Indians, living in a semi-arid environment, a pro- 
i me ted drought brings desolation and death for both men and 
cattle. On the other hand, in tropical regions where the annual 
rainfall is so heavy as to cause ific streams to overflow their hanks 
and the fields to become turbid lakes, its very superabundance 
militates against human activities. Slight wonder that the man 
(or woman) who can control the rain ranks as a most important 
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personage and that this function is often entrusted to a special 
class of magicians. 

Rain making is or used to be a common practice in Australia, 
especially in those parts of the continent subject to frequent periods 
of drought. Among the Dieri of South Australia the whole tribe 
joined tinder the direction of the medicine men in the ceremonies 
to bring rain. Among the Kmrmi of Victoria each dan had men 
who could produce tain by filling their mouths with water and 
then squirting it in the direction from which storms usually came: 
at the same time they sang their special rain songs. These men 
could also hring thunder, and it was said of them, as of the other 
magicians, that they obtained their songs in dreams.1" 

Some of the Queensland aborigines use quartz crystals as rain 
stones. These are crushed and hammered tu powder. A straight- 
stemmed tree is selected and saplings arc set up around it. tlrns 
iorming a sort of shed. In front of this enclosure an artificial 
water hole is dug- The men dance- and sing about it ami imitate 
the movements of ducks, frogs, and other aquatic creatures Then 
the men form a lung Indian fife and gradually encircle the women, 
over whom they throw the powdered crystals. The women at 
tile same time h-M Wooden troughs, shields, and pieces of bark 
above their heads, as though they were protecting themselves from 
a heavy fail of rain.'' 

l» ibe Arunta tribe a group of people, with water for their 
totem, possess the secret of rain making It liad l>cen imparted to 
them in the Akhennga, the dream time of long ago, by a certain 
mythical being, who also fixed upon the exact places where the rain 
ceremonies were to be jierformed." In the Kaitish tribe the head¬ 
man oi the water totem, accompanied by the ciders of the group, 
goes to a certain sacred place, where, in (he Alchcringa. two old 
men sat down and drew water oat of thetr whiskers. The latter 
are now represented by stunts, oui of which the rainbow arose 
The headman firs! of all smears die stones with red ocher. Then 
lie paints a rainbow on the ground, cue or more rainbows on his 
body, and still another on the shield which he has brought with 
him. He also decorates the shield with zigzag lines of white pipe¬ 
clay to represent lightning. While J'singing" the stones he pours 
water over them and over himself, After this performance the 
headman returns to camp, taking with him the shield Tills mav 
be seen only by men of the same tribal division (moiety) as him¬ 
self, for if men of the other moiety should see it the rites would 
be of no avail The rainbow is regarded as the son of the rain 
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and is supposed to be always wanting to pm an end to a downpour; 
hence the shield with its rainliow decoration is hidden out of 
sight until a sufficient amount of rain Has fallen. Then it is 
brought forth and the rainbow is rubbed out. While at the camp 
the headman keeps a vessel containing water at his side. From 
timer to time he throws in all directions small pieces of white down 
representing clouds. This ritual h considered effective: the rain 
ought now to come; if it does nor, then probably someone must 
liave prevented \t by superior magic,Ju 

In the western islands of Torres Straiu the office of rain maker 
and wind maker was confined to certain families. In the eastern 
islands a large number of men could jierEorm rain-making cere- 
monies, but only a few liad any reputation as successful practi¬ 
tioners. The public ceremony as performed on the island of Mer 
involved the u*c of dofont, These were stone images ruddy carved 
to represent men. but with no indication oi sex, All had names. 
Some dofom were more jrawerful than others; for instance, one 
could make a very heavy ram with a little thunder and another 
was exceptionally good at producing lightning aqcomjjanicd by 
very loud thunder. The dofom, having been specially dressed for 
the occasion, were suspended on forked sticks stuck in the ground 
The officiants, dancers and singers, stood with their backs to 
these charms. Their first song expressed the idea of a maji feding 
sick or out-of-sorts after a long drought and beseeching the rain 
to come and renew his life and .strength. The second song asked 
the rain to fall on certain tr«^ tliat were parched and drooping. 
This public ceremony took place regularly at the beginning of 
tile rainy season and doubtless formed the recognized means of 
securing a full annual supply of rain for the island,1" 

Among the Kemki of southwestern Papua all important 
weather magic is in the hands of certain hereditary practitioners. 
Some of them specialize in the making of fine weather and others 
in the making of rain; occasionally the two professions are com¬ 
bined, Sun magic h openly performed. Rain magic, on the con¬ 
trary, always wrapped in secrecy. The rain maker carries on 
his rites in the depth of the bushr where Hunt but hh assistant* 
woutd dare to go. The reason for secrecy seems to }h; that rain 
making has an ultimate connection with the mythology of ihc 
tribe: it Is therefore highly sacrosanct. The min maker's para¬ 
phernalia include stones (. rare i reassures in what is naturally a 
stondess region), crocodile jaws, fragments of turtle shells, and 
old fish nets. Tilt stones bear the name* of various heavenly 
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bodies. The essential feature of the performance is the trans¬ 
ference of the heavenly bodies and the line weather winds, repre¬ 
sented by the stones, from the rack where these ordinarily repose, 
high and dry, into a trough- They are then immersed in water 
and Covered from sight by sheets of bark The operator thus 
symbolically covers the heavens with a blanket of clouds. He 
smears his Ixxfy and the tree (ruiiks nearby with charcoal, the 
color of which is appropriate to gloomy weather. By shouting 
and beating on the tree minks he simulates the sound of thunder 
By 5[wuiing water from his mouth he simulates the fall of rain¬ 
drops lie also breaks a coconut with an ax and liberates its 
fluid. Besides performing these actions he puis into the water of 
the trough the crocodile jaws, turtle shells, and fish nets—all 
objects which have an association with water. Final!v. to release 
the occult power regarded as essential for the success of the 
ritual, he make? use of a magical ■'catalytic," for example, ginger, 
which he chews vigorously and spits out in the face of the heavens. 
For every detail of these proceedings the rain maker asserts that 
he has a mythological justification.11 

Bain makers and oilier weather magicians are found every¬ 
where in tile Mu Line dan Islands Some know one magical pro¬ 
cedure and some another, but generally a community lias a 
sufficient number of these specialists, who. if recompensed for 
their services, will provide for all its needs" In New Caledonia 
a special class of magicians had charge of rain making. For this 
purj>ose they blackened themselves all over, exhumed a dead IkkIv, 
brought the bones to a cave, jointed them, and suspended them 
over some taro leaves. Water was Lhen poured on the skeleton 
so as to run down over Uw leaves, "They supposed that the soul 
of the departed took up the water, made rain of it, and showered 
it down again," The magicians lad lo fast and to remain in the 
cave until rain came. If it failed to come within a few days they 
sometimes died of starvation. Usually, however, they chose the 
showery months of March and April for their performance 
Should there be too much rain they procured fair weather by 
kindling a fire under the skeleton and burning it up.** 

Rain making among the Oraon of Chota Nagpur is a communal 
performance, with the village priest and his assistant taking the 
principal part On the occasion of Lhe Sarhul festival they go in 
procession through the village, and at each house the women pour 
jugfuls of water over their heads. Then everybody is similarly 
doused. All tluu day the people r-vet in water and daub mud cm 
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one another, so as to present the mud-besmeared appearance of 
workers sowing seed in the rice fields.*' 

We liave seen that in many parts of South Africa and East 
Africa the chiefs were formerly the great rain makers and that 
among sums tribes rain making is still their most important duty. 
Procuring rain is normally the business of a Rondo chief. In 
time of drought the people go to him. tell him how the country 
suffers from lack of water, and call out the names of his ancestors. 
"Then it sometimes rains straight away." But if it does not, then 
the chief sends to a rain maker to perform the necessary magic. 
Should he be successful the chief presents him with cattle, "And 
sometimes." say the natives, "if he is not satisfied, he will stop 
the rain and demand more cattle." The rain maker ol the Xosa. 
will not exercise liis art for the benefit of any private fxirson. He 
is a tribal functionary and operates only at the instance of the 
chief of the tribe." When in response to the call of n chief a 
Bcehuana rain maker arrived at the chief's village, he shut him- 
seSf up in a hut which had l»eit specially reserved for his opera¬ 
tions, He made a fire, heated water, and added to it roots 3nd 
herbs "of special power to produce rain." As the mixture boiled, 
he stirred it vigorously so as to make it froth. The rising steam 
transmitted the virtues of the plants to the clouds and so agitated 
them that a copious downpour would result.1' 

The king and queen mother of the Swazi have long been 
famous for their magical power over the heavenly water supply. 
Rain, if gentle and persistent, is generally attributed to the queen 
mother; if violent, it has been caused by the king. Should the 
queen mother herself he unable to bring rain, she will send for 
her sou, and they will work together. If no seasonable rain lias 
fallen the people conclude that the king and his mother arc being 
hard-hearted or iliat for some reason die tribal ancestors have 
withheld it The queen mother can also prevent rain from falling. 
W hen she sees clouds approaching she may take a broom, smeared 
with red clay, and "sweep" the skv, whereupon the clouds will 
turn red ^nd dissolve,Ba 

1 lie queen of the Lovedii* who live in northern Transvaal, is 
imt [irimartlv a civil ruler hot a rab maker. Tradition decrees 
rhai she must have no physical defect and must not die of old age. 
She therefore poisons herself at the end of the fourth initiation 
school held by the tribe. This ritual suicide elevates her to the 
rank^ of a divinity. Only by her own act and not because of 
physical weaknesses did she die. The queen's services are sought 
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whenever they art needed, particularly when the maize has been 
planted and during the summer months when it might be ruined 
by a Few weeks* drought She never works alone but always has 
a rain doctor at hand to discover by divination the causes of a 
drought and what sorcerers arc hindering her occult powers from 
operation. These powers are nut absolute, for she can work only 
l+tn agreement with her ancestors/" Moreover* certain untoward 
events cause her rain charms to become weak and even useless 
unless the proper measures arc taken to avoid their evil conse¬ 
quences, Very serious are abortions or miscarriages, the birth 
of twins, and the death of women irs pregnancy or parturition, 
of babies beiore cutting their teeth, and of adults si ruck by light¬ 
ning. Tn such cases die dead body must be buried m a wet place 
near the river or the grave cooled with a special medicine. If the 
queen herself is thought responsible for the drought, then the 
people approach her with gifts and hold dances to please her and 
excite her pity. She must always be kept in good humor, for, if 
dissatisfied, angry - or sad she cannot work well: her very emotions 
affect tlie rain. The queen's rain charms arc kept in rough earthen 
pots. Tbiir chief ingredient is the skin of the deceased queen 
and the skins of important councillor* who were her closest rela¬ 
tives, But the exact nature of the charms, together with the 
method of their use. is a profound secret which only the queen 
knows. She does not reveal it to a successor until about to die. 
Not only does the queen bring rain to her subjects but she can 
withhold it from their enemies, Because of tills fact the Lovedu 
arc better protected against aggression on the part of neighboring 
tribes than by an army of warriors 11 

The rain maker dues not always work in vain. Sometimes his 
patient and laborious efforts are abundantly rewarded. A rain 
maker of the Wotjobaltlk, a Victorian tribe, was offered by a 
white squatter a bag of flour, some tea. and half a bullock, if he 
would fill a water tank before the evening of the next day. This 
was in a time of a severe drought. The magician immediately 
se^ to work, saying, "All right, we make him plenty rain come/' 
Before twenty-four hours had passed a tremendous thunderstorm 
filled the tank to overflowing/" A female rain maker of the 
YudijM of New South Wales was asked to make rain and bound 
down to a certain day for its appearance. The day dawned, a 
heavy storm fdl just over the parched garden, but within half a 
mite on each side of the garden tile dust was hardy laid11 While 
among the Urabunna, Messrs. Spencer and Gillen camped near 
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a hill edited in the native language ' clouds arising," The Fore¬ 
fathers or the present Uj*bunna rain makers arose from the hill 
in the form of a great cloud. Because these ancestors were able 
to make rain Uieir descendants likewise possessed that power. The 
leading rain maker of the tribe performed at this time his weather 
magic, and within two days there was a downpour, possibly 
associated, declare our authors, with the fact that the rainy season 
was then in progress. At any rate the coincidence firmly estab¬ 
lished the reputation of die operator as a magician of no mean 
caliber. “When we next saw him lie was brimming over with 

undisguised, but at ihe same time dignified, self-satisfaction. 
The natives of Ambrym. one of live islands of the New 

Hebrides, once besought their magician for rain, 1 ie consented 
and placed his rain-making apparatus, a kind of basket work. in a 
water hole. Tire rain came down in torrents and did not cease 
for two days and nights. If was so heavy that the yams in the 
plantations were washed out of the ground, and min stared the 
people in the face. They begged him to stop the downpour, hut 
to do so, he explained, was impossible, because his apparatus lay 
under ten feet of water. Being no diver, he could not get it out. 
At last in desperation some picked swimmers managed to extricate 
it. anti the rain then teased immediately. That incident will be 
talked about for years, and the name of the loo-sutctssful ram 
maker will be handed down to future generations," 

In the county of the Kipsigis. one of the Nandi tribes, the 
rainfall is very heavy If a man is about to undertake a long 
journey and docs not want to get wet, he sticks in his hair the 
root of a bamboo, which is very antithetical to rain. When black 
clouds gather and thunder sounds, he takes the bamboo in his 
hand and waves it frantically in the direction of the coming storm. 
No word U spoken by him during the performance. Our authority 
found this magic lo be most efficacious, ior whenever lie went on 
his travels, accompanied by a native with the bamboo, he always 
reached his destination without being soaked. Once while sitting 
in his tan a storm approached. A friend with the magical root 
appeared and waved it all around. The clouds. burst and the rain 
descended with tropical violence, hut tint a drop fell on Sum and 
his friend: the rain had stopped one hundred yards away,** 

A missionary among the Pennsylvania Indians tells how in 
the summer of I7i>9 there was a severe drought in the county 
where he lived. An Indian rain maker failed in his first attempt 
to break the dry spell, but the second time he was successful. The 
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rain fell on the very day he said it would come and. continued for 
several hours. Yet ai the time the sky was perfectly dear, as it 
had been for almost five weeks continuously/* 

\\ rather magic, especially rain making, offers many possibili¬ 
ties of success to a practitioner able in read aright the signs in 
the heavens. It is very commonly the case iha* he will operate 
only at a time when an atmospheric disturbance is most to be 
expected. Rain generally follows after a corroboree of the 
Queensland aborigines, but this performance does not take place 
until the experienced elders of die tribe are pretty certain that a 
downpour is imminent.** A certain rain maker among the Bris¬ 
bane blacks commenced operations when ‘‘it seemed setting m for 
wet weather." About lour days later rain did fall in torrents. 
The magician was asked to make it stop. He waited until he saw 
a break in the sky and then started throwing fire-sticks in the air 
to dry up the rain. Fair weather followed soon afterward. The 
natives were profoundly impressed by this exhibition, “and he 
himself evidently believed m his own powers."" An old rain 
maker of the Wonkonguru, South Australia, when asked about 
producing a downpour in a particularly dry season, replied. "No 
good make 'em rain this time. Too much dry Fella. By atid by, 
cloud come up. me make 'em rail!,'1*1 In the Yeidji or Yciihi 
tribe of the Kimberley Division, Western Australia, the rain 
maker performs his ceremonies only during hot weather when rain 
is expected The tribes inhabiting the northwestern part of 
Australia have a rain-making ceremony but it does not take place 
before favorable signs for rain are manifest, such as clouds skid¬ 
ding swiftly at no great height across the sky. or, letter still. 
when the storm bird* come inland in thousands from the marshy 
coast in order to feed tin the flying ants which, after a min. rise 
in myriads into the air “ In the eastern islands of Torres Straits 
a ntc to make a, ‘'big wind" was performed in the season of the 
southeast monsoon. On being asked whether it was also carried 
out during the northwest monsoon, the magician replied emphati¬ 
cally, "Can’t do it in north west."*1 Among the Elema tribes of 
the Papuan Gulf the rain maker and thunder maker dnes not 
operate during the dry season, nor docs the wind maker attempt 
to bring on a Calm, so that boats can put to sea, at the height of 
the rainy season/3 In Eromanga, one of the New Hebrides, a 
magician employed to raise a great siorai, s« as to injure the 
gardens of a village, performed his magic in the hurricane season. 
On no account could he he induced to work in cool weather, when 
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hurricanes arc almost unknown.1' A Maori magician will not try 
to bring rain unless there is a great likelihood, from the appear¬ 
ance of the heavens, of an approaching downpour. The natives 
arc skilled weather observers, rarely failing in their prognostica¬ 
tions.1* The Xosa rain makers are well versed in all the signs 
which indicate the approach of rain, such as the oozing of long- 
dried springs, the character of the halo around the moon, the 
chirp of the tree-frog, which heralds a storm, the apj>earanec of 
clouds, and the changes of the wind.** A wise rain maker of the 
Bechuana never prophesies the coming of rain until he sets atmos¬ 
pheric indications of its near approach." Of the Ban it is said 
that they have the greatest confidence in the powers of their rain 
makers during the wet season, "but candidly admit ihdr disbelief 
in hint at any other time."*1 The most noted rain makers among 
the Mumuye of northern Nigeria live in districts where ihe ram- 
fall is “abnormally high."" Of the Lcngua practitioner we are 
told that "any other Indian could foretell rain were he to observe 
signs as closely as docs the wizard.An authority on the Black- 
foot refers to the "extraordinary skill" which the medicine men 
display in the interpretation of weather signs.*" The power of an 
Eskiitu) magician in l^ahrador rests to a considerable extent on 
his skill in interpreting weather signs and on his supposed ability 
to attract game to the region where he and his friends arc hunting. 
As a matter of fact, he studies with care the habits of deer and 
other animals so as to be able to anticipate their movements, which 
are greatly influenced by the weather."1 A magician of the Baffin 
Land Eskimo, who is often called upon to subdue the bitter storms 
which prevent hunters from going out. watches carefully the 
weather signs and exhibits his magical ability only when the gale 

has spent itself.” 
The rain maker may not promise to produce a downpour at 

any particular date, hut continues his efforts until ar length the 
rain does come. Apparently the Keraki rain maker never contracts 
to gel results within a stipulated time, "so that there is no reason 
to support he ever fails or ever will fail."''-* Similarly among the 
Xosa of Smith Africa the rain maker does not. as a rule, fix the 
particular day when rain may be expected.** When the Man dan 
Indians undertake to make rain “they never fail to succeed, for 
their ceremonies never stop until rain begins to fall."** 

Notwithstanding the real skill which rain magicians often 
possess in forecasting the weather and irt spile of all the precau¬ 
tions which diey take to ensure Ihc success oi their predictions, 
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failure must often attend their efforts. When drought and dearth 
continue to Mast the fields or an unseasonable downpour to flood 
them* people may refuse to accept any excuses for failure, however 
excellent, condemn the magic worker for culpable negligence or 
for something worse, and punish him accordingly. A Papuan 
magician who has made min but who fails to stop it when ich> 
much faffs is held responsible for the damage to the gardens." 
Among the Bechuana an unsuccessful rain maker is sometimes 
placed in die sun with no shade over his heat! and is obliged to 
remain in this position imtil rain comes.1' The Bageshu of Mount 
Elgon, Lgunda, entertain great faith in a rain maker, If rain 
falJ* after a day nr two all is well, but if weeks pass without a 
welcome shower the people become angry and remonstrate with 
him for not exerting himself, Should niin still be delayed they 
attack him, rob him, hum down his house, and roughly handle 
him." Among the Banyoro or Bakitara of Uganda, the king had 
a special punishment tor a magician who failed to bring" rain 
when wanted. He was compelled to eat a meal of liver cooked 
with as much salt as possible. Then lie had to sit perspiring in 
the sun and tortured by thirst for several (lavs, Tf there had been 
a steady downpour and he failed to stop ft the king exposed him 
to the rain and made him drink huge quantities of rain water. 
Under these treatments a magician often Wame il] and some¬ 
time* died.'111 The Lomko (Laiuksn of the Anglin Egyptian Sudan 
will rot* an unsuccessful rain matter of all his possessions and 
drive him into exile; often they kill him.;t Death is. or used to 
be. the penally for failure to bring rain among other African 
trilies.1 A Jesuit informant tells us that among the Natchez In¬ 
dians "jugglers" were commonly indolent old men who took up 
magic working as an easy means of livelihood. If they brought 
rain or fair weather, as desired, Lhrir reward was handsome* if 
they failed, their heads were cut off. The vamc penalty was ex¬ 
acted in the case of doctors who losi their patients. As the good 
iutIilt remarks, those who engage in this, dangerous profession 
risk everything to gain everything."" 

Increase rites far the multiplication of the plants and animals 
entering into die tribal dietary' lurm another important department 
oi public magic, hew performances of this sort have been recorded 
among the aborigines of smitbeastem Australia. The minkam of 
the Dieri and other Lake Eyre tribes was carried out bv the initi¬ 
ated men for the purpose of multiplying carpet-snakes and iguana*, 
and among the Wurunjerri of Victoria certain clansmen had a 
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ceremony to secure a good catch of kangaroos. We also hear of 
a Queensland tribe in which both men and women, swinging bull- 
roarers, went through a ritual designed to secure plentiful supplies 
of fch and honey.^ 

Increase rites are numerous and elaborate among the Amita. 
Kaitish, Unmatjera, and UraLitiiitia of Central Australia, where 
they are associated with the different totemic groups or dans of 
the tribe. Among the Anrnta they go under the genera! name of 
mtirhiuma, a term which is also applied to the rain-making ritual. 
Each totemic group holds its own in/at/i return, which only initiated 
clansmen may attend and in whose performance they may take 
part. The exact time for holding it is fixed hy the headman 
iwi/b) of the group, hut since these rites are connected with the 
breeding of the animals or the flowering of the plants with which 
each group is respectively identified, an itilkhiuma will usually be 
held when there is promise of a good season. Use mutt who have 
tile vvhehetty grub, emu, honey-ant, and kangaroo for their totems 
are charged with the duty of multiplying those animalsp while the 
men having the liakea flower and NmannaTT gran for their totems 
are responsible for the increase of those plants. After an mlfcftt- 
itma has taken place and when, in consequence, the animal or plant 
concerned has become abundant, men, women, and children of alt 
the totemic groups go out daily and collect large supplies, which 
they bring into the main camp. They may not eat the food until 
ihe headman of the totemic group concerned solemnly eats a 
little of it and then hands over the remainder to the people of all 
the other groups, telling them to consume it freely. Unless he did 
eat a little he could not preside properly over the mtichiuma. His 
dan fellows are not absolutely forbidden to eat the food, hence¬ 
forth, hut they must do so sparingly; were they to eat too much 
they would lose ihe power of performing the inikhiuma with 
success. Thus a particular animal or plant, as the ca^e may 
is almost but not quite talioo to the people who have it us their 
totem**4 

The intichiuma of the Arunta is secret; it is carried out hy the 
fully initiated men; and it is always held at some place associated 
wilh the ancestors of the totemic group in the far-distant pasL 
This place die natives consider highly sacrosanct, as bring the 
home of the spirits of the particular species, animal or plant, whose 
numbers are to be increased. Thus die purpose of die inhehiuma 
is ro send Lhe spirits out of the sjiot where they congregate, so 
that they may Find thdr way into living witchctty grubs, emus. 
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honey-ants, and kangaroos, and replenish the stock of these totemic 
animals. The spirits are regarded as amenable to man's control, 
provided the intichiuma is properly performed. The Arunta pos¬ 
sess no granaries, hut they do have these spirit storehouses to 
ensure them against starvation," 

i he increase rites of the Aouita and other Central tribes in¬ 
volve the organized and collective efforts of Lite various unemte 
groups, each group assisting the rest in a regular and more or 
less periodical series of operations, whose net result is supposed 
to be an abundant supply of food for all. Each group is bound 
to contribute to the general stock by working magic tor the propa¬ 
gation of its particular totemic animal or plant. On no account 
must this be eaten until it is abundant and fully grown An in¬ 
fringement of the rule will nullify, it is thought, the effect of the 
magic and reduce the available supply of food, Australian totem- 
ism has thus a definitely economic character as a system of magi¬ 
cal co-operation." 

Tlie tribes about the Gulf of Carpentaria have no obligatorv, 
regular, or periodica! ceremonies corresponding to the itifir/neiiHd, 
The men of a particular clan can perform simple rites for the 
multiplication of their totemic animal or plant, but there h no 
necessity for them to do so and there is nothing which corresponds 
to the solemn eating by an Arunta headman of the animal or 
plant in question The fao that increase ceremonies are not con¬ 
sidered necessary by these tribes seems to find an explanation in 
their greater assurance of a food supply, because of the more 
certain ram fall of the coastal area as compared with that of the 
arid interior. The increase of the different species wilt take place, 
it is thought, without man’s magical intervention. On the other 
hand, in many tribes to the west of the Gulf of Carpentaria, the 
different totemic groups arc charged with elaborate o.remonit-;, 
which furnish a dost parallel to those of the Arunta and other 
Central tribes.*7 

Increase rites associated with particular clans and analogous 
to the MifiWnunK; occur outside the Australian area. In Mabuiag, 
one of the western islands of the Torres Straits group, two of 
the seven elans had such rites, those of the Dugong dan to compd 
the dugong to swim toward the island and be caught and those 
of the Turtle clan to ensure a supply of turtles. Women and 
children and members of other dans did not come near the par¬ 
ticipants in the rites. For the sitriai ceremony the clansmen painted 
themselves to represent the tnrtle. wore headdresses of cassowary 
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feathers, and danced round the animal, whirling bull-roarers In 
Mer, one of the eastern islands, the people of different districts 
held annual masked dances, probably to secure a good harvest. 
The dance in each case was performed by representatives of a 
particular group. Sjwetators from other groups might be present, 
but they were not permitted to wear the masks or otherwise join 
in tlic ceremonies.™ In MaJekula, one of the New Hebrides, each 
dan has the power, vested b tile dan magician, to multiply some 
article of food or to influence some natural phenomenon such as 
sunshine and ram. The dans vvhich control the different supplies 
of food carry out their ceremonies annually for the benefit of the 
whole district. The dans which influence sunshine and rain will 
increase these whenever the district especially needs them” 

Increase rites may be carried out by a single magician acting 
in a represenintive capacity, In the Trobriand Islands every village 
and at times every subdivision of a village has its own garden 
magician (Uncosi), who works for the common benefit and 
receives presents from everybody as compensation for his invalu¬ 
able services. His office is hereditary and in legal theory coin¬ 
cides with dial of the village headman or chief. When its duties 
weigh too heavily on him, he may sometimes delegate them to a 
younger brother or son. His position is no sinecure, for, in addi¬ 
tion to observing various abstentions and fasts, by no means light 
or easy, he must exercise a constant supervision of the gardens, 
if he finds that some people are lagging behind in their work or 
are neglecting a communal obligation to keep their plots properly 
ienccd. it is incumbent on hint to upbraid the culprits and induce 
them to mend their ways. An excellent gardener, on the other 
hand, receives lib public praise, and this is a great stimulus to 
the workers. The Trobrianders arc convinced that he controls 
the forces of fertility and that his magic is indispensable to the 
success «f gardening, "The garden magician utters magic by 
mouth; the magical virtue enters the soil."” 

Fishing is a very important activity of the Tatar people, who 
occupy a group of islands off the east coast of New Ireland. A 
net owner, who happens to be also a magician, can himself per¬ 
form the necessary rites over his net; in other cases it Is usual for 
him to hire the services of a specialist in this difficult and com¬ 
plicated arL To launch 3 net without the magic would be as 
iooliah, think the natives, as to go to sea in a canoe without pad¬ 
dles, The launching of a net and the associated magic are a 
community affair, accompanied by feasts and requiring various 
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payments to be made to ihe participants The nmu^enttnt of the 
net at sea likewise involves the co-operative effort of a group of 
men. and for its success the owner or the magical specialist whom 
he employs relies on the recital of charms to ensure a good catch.*1 

In the island of Yap, the most westerly of the Caroline archi¬ 
pelago, the magicians of the sacred groves are charged with the 
duty of working garden magic for the inhabitant:-. One of them 
is rm expert in fertilizing the taro fields and breadfruit plantations; 
another knows the proper ritual for sweet potatoes; and another 
that for coconuts and areca palms. According to native belief the 
reason for tbs specialization is found in the fact that formerly a 
particular article of food was dedicated exclusively to the spirit 
of 3 particular sacred grove.'5 Among the Palau t Pelew ) Island¬ 
ers, who combine fishing with various raagko-animidie ceremo¬ 
nies. the master fisherman (korevtnel) owes the authority of his 
position not only to Ids knowledge of the piscatorial an, but also 
and principally to Ids familiarity with many spells to bind the sea 
gods. When the natives go out to catch sharks in the open sea. 
he officiates as the leader and spiritual guide of the expedition. 
One of these kareomd was believed able to calm the stormy seas,*1 

The Sakai are an aboriginal people occupying the center of the 
Malay Peninsula, Among the Sakai of Perak magical rites in 
connection with the cultivation of rice arc numerous and elaborate. 
In former days there used to l>c in every village at least one pro¬ 
fessional magician who knew' the proper spells., but now, as a rule. 
Only Ibe village chief is familiar with them. Before the jungle 
is cleared a spell must be recited Lo avoid accidents due to the 
machinations of evil spirits. The workers arc thus protected from 
being crushed by falling trees, from falls from trees, from wounds 
inflicted by their choppers and hatchets, from the attacks of wild 
beasts, and from fever. When the timber has been felled and is 
ready for burning the recital of another spdl will summon the 
winds to fan the Arc. At the sowing of the rice the magician 
enters the fields, accompanied by ail the men, women, and children 
who are to take pan in the operation, and repeats a sjwlT which 
will make a mere pinch of seed grow a hundredfold, nay. a thou¬ 
sandfold Finally, before the commencement of reaping, a spell 
is uttered to bring back the soul of the rice ( the “rice liaby") to 
the house, so that it may take up its altode hi seven ears of the 
plant which were rhe first seven cut at the harvest. Rice grains 
from these ears will Ik mixed with tin* mailt stock of iced at the 
next year’s plantitig." 
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Tlic Talense (Tallcnsi), a tribe iri ihe Northern Territories 
of the Gold Coast, engage in communal fishing expeditions, These 
occur even- year and extend over a jttriod of about a month, 
between Lite dost of the dry season and the commencement of 
the heavy rains. There must first be a ritual fishing, intended to 
secure the bJcasing of the ancestral ghosts ; hence the size of the 
catch counts for very little. On the day appointed for an expedi¬ 
tion men and women, boys and girls, and even younger children 
converge upon some selected pool which is to be swept with nets 
But before they enter* a magical specialist calls on his malt: an¬ 
cestors by name in ascendant order and, ilha1f entreating, half 
commanding,'K exhorts them to drive crocodiles and dangerous 
fish into their holes or out of the pod so that no one may 1>c 
injured, to prevent fighting between the fishermen* and to give 
them a good haul. Then he offers a sacrifice to his ancestors and 
plants an ax shaft firmly by the water side, thus symbolically pin¬ 
ioning all dangerous creatures. The officiant also provides some 
of his assistants with medicines and sends them into the pool, 
where they wade about or swim, squirting water this way and 
that and cry ing 1'Emerge* emerge, vanish, vanish” to expel any 
dangerous creatures lurkmg in the water. The efficacy of this 
rite is never questioned. If someone should be injured by a 

crocodile or a fish, as occasionally happens, it i* understood that 
he had offended .^ome ancestral ghosi who seised an opportunity 
to punish him/* 

The makm of the Pima Indians of Arizona, who had power 
over the weather and could bring rain when needed, were al$n 
able to procure good crops. For this purpose they gathered 
the people in ihe large lodge and bad someone bring in an oik 
(pot) filled with earth. They stirred the earth with a willow* 
stick and then placed the ofla before a fire, where it stood all 
night. At dawn it was emptied and was found to contain wheat 
instead of earth. Four grains of ihc wheat were given to each 
one present to he buried in his field. This magic seems to have 
been a clever feat of Icgerdermaiu by the wafaC*" 

Public magic finds employment in other economic activities 
which engage ihe interest of the entire community. 

Papuo-Mdanesian (Massim) peoples, who occupy the i stands 
off the southeastern end of New Guinea and the adjacent archi- 
(xrkgoes, including the Louisfades, the D'Entrecasteaux group, 
ami the Tmhriaiids, have a system of inter-tribal exchange of a 
seemingly unique character—the feido. Between the communities 
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of this area articles of two kinds are in constant movement and 
in a closed circuit Clockwise move necklaces of red shell: conn* 
ter clock wise move bracelets of white shell. When they meet 
an exchange takes place, regulated in accordance with time* 
honored and traditional rules. Every man who lias a place in 
the fctdu receives a necklace or a bracelet, as the case may be. 
retains it for not more than a year or two, and then passes it 
*in to one of his partners, from whom he gets an article of the 
opjiosite kind. Partners are under a mutual obligation, not only 
to make the exchanges, hut also to provide for each other protec¬ 
tion, hospitality, anti assistance when needed. A partnership is 
a lifelong affair—“once in the kulti, always in the buhl" Trans¬ 
actions of this sort occur on a small scale within a village or 
between contiguous villages, but there are also big periodical 
expeditions in which the exchange takes place lie tween two com¬ 
munities divided by sea. when as many as a thousand valuables 
will be passed from hand to hand in the manner described. These 
overseas expeditions afford an opportunity for .1 good deal qf 
ordinary trade in useful objects often unprocurable at home, hut 
such trade I conducted by harter) is quite subsidiary to the 
ceremonial give-and-take of necklaces and bracelets. For the 
Trobriamlers and their neighbors the ritual aspects oi the tula 

are by far its most important aspects. 
This ceremonial exchange of two articles, intended solely for 

ornamentation but seldom so used to any extent, has become 
the basis of a complex institution which binds together thousands 
of people scattered over an extensive area. To men who engage 
in the tala it forms a vital interest, for temporary ownership 
of the necklaces and bracelets confers great rennwn upon their 
possessors, much as with us the victors in a sporting match 
treasure trophies as evidence of their superiority. The fetda as 
a ritual performance is intimately bound up with magic. Magical 
rites and the utterance of spells are indispensable for its suc¬ 
cessful operation, particularly in the case of an overseas expedi¬ 
tion, There must be magic addressed to the malignant wood 
spirits compelling them to leave the trees which art to be made 
into canoes; magic during the process of building, so that the 
canoes shall be swift and safe ami also lucky in the tula; magic 
at their launching and loading; and magic to avert the dangers 
of the long sea voyage. There is even magic to affect the minds of 
the partners hi the exchanges to come, so that their gifts shall 
have surpassing value and bring high honor to the recipients. 
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Each canoe is constructed by a group of people and is owned and 
used communally. This magic of the kuia has. therefore, the 
same public character as the rites and spells so often employed 
in the cultivation of gardens, in fishing, and in other economic 
activities” 

For the EGwai, who occupy a large bland off the mouth of 
the Fly River in southern Pajma. the erection of a new house 
is an undertaking in which the whole population of the village 
has a part. Everyone lend? a helping hand. The old men direct 
the work, for only they know the many observances which have 
id be carefully carried out during die various stages of the con¬ 
struction. The erection of a new clubhouse, common to all the 
men ot the village, is an especially important matter, requiring 
ihe exercise of much magic to keep away evil influences, not only 
from the house itself, but from the people as well. If in spite 
of every precaution sickness should break cut, it is attributed to 
some oversight on the pari of the builders. Possessed with this 
idea, they will proceed to tear down a house nttly just completed 
and build a new one. For the success of the undertaking it is 
essential to secure the services of a very old man and a very 
old woman to perform the most secret part ot the rites and to 
supervise the work. Their lives are supposed to he forfeited 
upon its close. The people do not want them to die, bui every¬ 
one recognises Lhat they will not long survive the conclusion 
of the rites. The actual cause of their death is not dear to the 
natives. There seems to he an idea that the endowment of the 
house with various magical properties has fatally weakened them 
and consumed their feeble vitality,” 

Public magic may be used to set up a dosed season for plants 
and animals and for the protection of community property against 
intruders and other unlicensed persons. By mean? of prohibitions 

saTpoos), provided with a magical sanct ion, camping places, hunt¬ 
ing groundsp and fishing streams are kept mviolate and the eco- 
ti' inic resources of rhe social group are preserved. 

These raboos are sometimes imposed by a secret society or 
rise? the society is charged with the duty of enforcing them. In the- 
Mekco district of Papua the Fulttaari secret society has the re¬ 
sponsibility of mforcing a taboo on arcts nuts and coconuts, 
when the supply on the tree® is running short. The prohibit ion h 
imposed by a special official, the Afu, or taboo chief. When there 
n a good show of nuts. the chief proclaims that on a certain 
day the prohibition will be lifted. It has been known to last a? 
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king as thirty-two weeks,"' In the delta of the Purari River 
occupied by the Namau group of triljes large tracts of land, 
hearing coconuts, and long waterways were annually put under 
a taboo. A number of young men, wearing the masks of a secret 
society, patrolled the river thinks and warned passers-by against 
taking The coconuts or catching the fish m that part of the river 
that liad been marked off. It was "a primitive but effective way 
of preserving food which was the common right of all their 
people."“ Jn New Britain there are no particular periods during 
which certain goods may not be eaten except when a taboo is 
placed upon (hem by a chief Or a secreL society. "Tilis is gener¬ 
ally done either to increase the quantity by making as it were a 
dosed season, or for monetary reason.^''** The men's clubs in 
the Palau [ Pelew) Islands proclaim and enforce a taboo laid 
by the chiefs on pigs, coconuts, the betel palm, and anything else 
of which there is or may be a scarcity. Formerly death was the 
penalty for a breach of such a prohibition; now the culprit is 
confined in the dttbhouse until ransomed by the head chief.1'1 

Pvirrah or Poro. a secret society of the Mendi of Sierra Leone, 
places its interdict "upon trees, streams, fishing-pots, fruit trees, 
oil palms, bamboo palms, growing crops, and in fact upon all 
and everything that is required to be reserved for any particular 
use.11" A piece of rag, a stone, or a tew sacks may be the only 
indication that a taboo has been imposed, but it is effective. 
"Water is kept imcontaminaied; trees laden with fruit are not 
touched, except by the owner; the entrances of villages and special 
hush-paths arc kept dean; fish arc preserved when necessaryi 
and a man's property is absolutdy safe,’'** The imposition of such 
taboos seems to be a common function of the West African secret 
societies, ior we are told that boys undergoing initiation into 
them learn from their instructors “why there should be closed 
seasons for certain oil-bearing and fruiting trees, and for cer¬ 

tain beasts, hirds. and fish."*5 

More commonly the taboos imposing dosed seasons are laid 
down and enforced by the tribal chief or by a magician who acts 
in behalf of the group. Among the Matlu, a Papuan tribe, if fish 
become scarce in any particular place on the reef or near it. the 
old men or the headman of the dan owning tights over the reef 
erect a taboo sign on the spot It stands for three or four lunar 
months. When fish are found to lie plentiful again, the sign is 
removed and fishing is resumed,** The natives of the Trobriand 
Islands put a taboo on both coconut palms and areca nut palms. 
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Ti is imposed by a magician, who at the same time recites various 
spells designed to make the fruit plentiful. During its continuance 
the people art not allowed to eat or in any way use coconut In the 
village, though they may do so outside the village precincts. They 
must also refrain from making a noise, especially by chopping 
or liammcrmg, and they must be careful Itot to allow any firelight 
to lie seen in the village, i f the coconuts were shocked by either 
sound or light, they would fall down tmrtpe. The taboo period 
fasts for two months." In the Loyalty Islands a "big chief" would 
occasionally taboo all the coconut trees in his district. When the 
restriction was removed, the nuts were gathered into a huge pile 
and divided among the people,11' In the Fiji Islands it was 
customary lor a diief to put coconut groves under an interdict 
until the nuts ripened. While “fear of the gods” helped to sup- 
port the regulation, an intending transgressor knew that he might 
be robbed of his possessions, Itave his gardens despoiled, or even 
be killed.** In Tikopia the people arc arranged in four divisions, 
each one with a diief and its own district. The chief lias the power 
to taboo any particular locality, in order that the coconut trees 
on it may reach a certain size before being gathered.1' In Tonga- 
tabu, according to the testimony of Captain Cook, the special 
officer "who presided ->ver the taboo" inspected all the produce of 
the island, taking care that every man should plant and cultivate 
his quota and ordering what should be eaten and what not, "By 
this wise regulation they effectually guard against a famine; a 
sufficient quantity of ground is employed in raising provisions; 
and every article thus raised is secured irom unnecessary waste,"1*1 

In the Marquesas Islands, should the quantity of breadfrtii! in 
a district be seriously diminished, the chief could taboo the trees 
for as long as twenty months to enable them to recover their 
vigor. If fish were beginning to get scarce, a taboo might he laid 
ttn (Ljie part of the bay so that the fish could spawn without lacing 
distisrhed.1** In the Mortlock Islands, when the breadfruit be¬ 
comes ready for eating, the chief taboos coconuts for three or 
four months so that there may be a sufficient supply of the old 
nuts, Fishing may also be placed under a general prohibition 
or be allowed to certain persons only, in order to conserve the 
supply of fish,1** 

These communal taboos thus have the practical effect of pre¬ 
serving the plants and animats most important in the group 
economy. Crops are allowed to mature, fruit? to ripen, and leasts 
of the field and fish in the sea to increase and multiply. To the 
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npqration of such tabors we may confidently assign no slight 
in line nee in restraining individual selfishness for the benefit of the 
group as a whole and of deepening the sense of social obligation. 

Magic is sometimes employed by the community or by a person 
in its supposed interest to detect and punish people: who have 
violated tribal customs nt a stringent character or Itavc otherwise 
acted in an unsocial manner. 

Among the Arutlta it is permissible for a husband whose 
wife Isas run away anti cannm he recovered to punish her by 
means <>i sorcery. He and his friends in the local group meet at 
a secluded spot ami then? a man shilled in magic marks out on 
the ground a rude figure which represents the woman lying on her 
back. While this is l?eiiig done, the men chant in low tones att 
exhortation to anmgquiitha (evil magical power) to enter her 
body and dry up the fat. They also stick a number of miniature 
spears, which have been previously “sungrJ' into a piece of green 
bark representing the spirit parr of the woman. The bark with the 
spears in it is then thrown in the direction in which the woman is 
supposed to be. Sooner or later her fat dries up. she dies, and her 
spirit form appears m the sky as a shooting star.1®4 In the North* 
eni Territory of Australia a number of people will mete nut 
punishment to a man who has committed incest by '‘singing'1 magic 
against him Tile formula used U, of course, traditional. No 
curt exists for the illness tints produced, first, because this verbal 
magic docs not involve the insertion into the victim of some 
malefic object which a medicine man can extract, and. second, 
because very lew natives have the Strength of mind to resist a 
social judgment and penalty, especially when expressed through 
a magical procedure well known and greatly feared.,0* 

By the Kwoma, a Papuan tribe, all serious sickness is believed 
to iw caused by sorcery. When, therefore, anyone falls ill, ihc 
men of the hamlet repair to the clubhouse and beat an aggressive 
message on the gongs: “Stop all sorcery. One of our relatives 
is sick, and anyone who continue? to practice sorcery must answer 
to us, the men of ihte hamlet.” If the sick person docs not. get 
well a* the result of this action, the men call a special court to 
establish ihc identity of the sorcerer.1 ®* 

The natives of Guadalcanal have a spell which is used when 
a girl is about to become a prostitute. Prostitution, it should lie 
said, is very rate- in the island, but a girf is forced to adopt the 
profession when her actions have already given rise to scandal. 
The spelt stales in straightforward language that the girl is 
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already a prostitute. '“She seeks men always* * , * * She is 
wit!soul shame/' These words are recited over certain objects 
which are placed on the ground below her bed. The objects in¬ 

clude a bundle of leaves, a number of burrs, and strips of bark 
some with thorns and some white and smooih. The leaves are 
either very rough in texture or else capable of inflicting a severe 
sting They will make the girl walk about and look around for 
fiittn, instead of slaying at home. Tilt burrs and the thorny bark 
will make desire for men slick in her mind, while die while bark 
causes her skin to be beautiful. When the operator has finished 
his recital he spits all over the objects and also runs up and down, 
imitating the way she will go about in her search for lovers. 
Finally he places a mat on the top of the leaves. Alter the girl 
has slept rjn it a few nights she will accept without reluctance 
the prostitute's lot1** 

In I iji. if the evidence against a person suspected of wrongs 
doing was Strong, but he refused to Confers.*, the chief sent for a 
scarf with which "“to catch the soul of the rogue." The threat of 
the rack, it is said, could not be more effectual At the sight or 
even the mention of ihe scarf the culprit generally 4+camc dean" ai 
rmce. If he did not, the scan" would be waved over his head 
until his soul was caught in it, when it would be folded up and 
nailed to the end of the chiefs ranoc. For want of his soul 
he would pine away and die/6* 

The Angaint Naga sometimes hold ILa son of Comminaiion 
Service” lo curse some member of die community who has given 
it grave offense. The Kemovo, a village official who direct* all 
public ceremonies, appears before the assembled clans folk and 
announces that So-and-So ha.* done such-and-such a deed, where* 
upon the jjeopk answer* "Let him die, let him dter This is a 
very powerful curse. To heighten its power a branch of green 
leaves is pm up to represent the culprit, and everyone hurls spears 
at the object and expresses the wish that he may lie killed, Tht 
branch dries, the green learn wither* and the man come*- to an 
untimely end. This performance is also held to be effective even 
when the name of the culprit is unknown/** 

It is very commonly the case among the Balamba that when a 
man dies his relatives make up their minds to fasten the blame for 
his death upon some one who is a burden to the community owing 
lo old age or who has made himself unpopular, Tims easily 
and with the acclamation of everybody they rid themselves of the 
unwanted person/10 
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The Xyakyusa, who comprise an Important group of tribes in 
southern Tanganyika, have elaborated the conception of the 
"breath of men," this Iwing the public opinion of an entire group, 
whether a village or a collection of villages under a chief* The 
"breath of mat" acts in an occult manner to bewitch anybody 
who becomes unpopular by reason o| pride or meanness or who 
offends against the accepted morality. Thus k furnishes a sanc¬ 
tion for the fair treatment of wives and for the avoidance of 
incest. Likewise it ensures the due performance of iribal cere- 
munies. i f. for instance, a man fails to kill cattle and provide 
beer for a Ceremony, when by custom he ought to do so, then 
the breath of those neighbors who would liave eaten the cattk- 
aud drunk the beer will make his children or his cattle sick. The 
popular breath also forms an effective check on the power of a 
chief. If he abuses it only enough to alienate the inhabitants of 
a single village, he tries to avoid illness by moving to another 
village: if, however, all his people are vexed with him. he will 
surely die. One chief, known to our informant, did not dare to 
venture a judgment tit an altercation between two of his villages 
because he feared the consequences of the indignant sorcery of 

the losing sk&.lu 
Among the Agm of the ivory Coast those who perish as being 

witches arc most commonly old women, useless for any kind of 
work, chronic grumblers, refractory, obstinate persons, ami poor 
Jieople without influential friends or relatives, h seems to be 
true of the Agm, as of other West African peoples, lhal the witch¬ 
craft accusations reflect an unconscious desire to rid the society 
of those memlier-? who for one reason or another have become 
encumbrances,111 

A rough-and-ready sort of community justice is sometimes 
meted out by the Eskimo to people who have made themselves 
generally obnoxious, A case is reported among the Polar Eskimo 
□f an iijij/jjjfcffit who was a bad comrade, always offending his 
neighbors in various ways. Especially did he constantly lie to them 
in regard tn the hunting. So the decision was reached to get rid 
iff him. He was killed by two of the best members of the tribe, 
one of whom married the dead man’s wife.”1 An antjakok of the 
Hudson Ray Eskimo discovered that a fellow member of the 
profession had turned sorcerer and had wished a great many people 
to die. The matter talked over and the decision was reached 
io kill him. One day, when he had made 3 hole in a frozen pond 
and reached down to remove the broken pieces of ice, he was 
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slabbed in the back by an old man, "who received the thanks of 
the others for his feat*”*14 

Magic enters largely into primitive warfare, Thu magician's 
predictions determine whether wars shall be i*egun, anil his 
advice ckddes how they shall be waged. His arts defend the 
tribes folk against every assault and hr mg destruction car death 
upon their enemies. Before ihe warriors set out on llie fKilh which 
[cads io glory or the grave it is often hb business tea endow them 
with strength and courage* even, pcrfiaps, to make them invul¬ 
nerable. In primitive warfare the issue of victory or defeat is 
often held to depend at least as much on the activity of the ma¬ 
gician as on that of the war leader. 

The Kiwai Papuans attach much importance to preparing young 
men for a fight, especially if they have never before taken human 
life. The ingredients o i one of the medicines administered to 
them consist of small pieces of the eyes, ia'oiis, beak, and tongue 
of a cerrain. large hawk. The eyes help them to find their foe 
and the bits of the talons and beak to catch him, The tongue 
symbolizes the fury of fighting, for an animal hangs out its 
tongue when engaged in a deadly struggle. If an enemy has 
been killed; the natives sometimes cut off a piece of skin above 
one eye and require the young man to swallow it. A man's brow 
is the foremost part of his body when ht rushes at the toe and 
?o has much the same symbolic value as the eagle's tongue. 
It is very desirable for the youthful warrior to eat a portion of 
the sexual parts of an enemy man and woman, because then he 
wilt I hi able to slay many persons of both sexes. All this war 
medicine is extremely powerful, and its effects are long-lasting.111 

Intertribal warfare in the Trobriands is conducted in a quite 
gentlemanly fashion, for the natives do not go in for nocturnal 
raids or try to kill their enemies by steal th or treachery. AD 
fighting takes place in a circular arena, which has been cleared 
for the purpose in the bush. Here the warriors stand, some 
thirty to fifty meters apart, and hurl their spears at each other, 
while the women and children watch the course of the fight from 
positions in the rear, Previous to the engagement an expert war 
tuagician recites spells over the shields to give these the power 
of warding off spears and spits chcw'ed ginger over the bodies of 
the contestants to make them strong, fierce, and enduring. He 
will also perform his rites over the fighting arena ; if more powerful 
than Lhe similar rites of the opposing magician their effect is to 
make ihc enemy run away. In addition to this official war magic. 
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practiced by a specialist for the benefit of the community, every- 
budv or nearly everybody knows some private spells for use 
over tiU own skidd and spear. The Trobrianders are persuaded 
that the employment of magic is absolutely indispensable for 

victory*111 * 
When the warlike Maori were m the march against an 

enemy's stronghold, they would hair and kindle a fireT over which 
the rokunga recited certain spells. These caused the souls of their 
adversaries to fall into the flames and perish miserably. But some¬ 
times it happened that the counter spells of the besieged were 
more potent than those of the besiegers, in which case the latter 
returned home discomfited.117 The iohunga might resort to other 
magical devices to overcome the foe. Due way of doing so was to 
lake a wallet or basket containing some sacred foodr hold it to die 
fire and then, opening die wallet, point the mouth of it in the 
direction of the opposing warriors. By the recital of an appro¬ 
priate spell their souls would be drawn into die wallet, which 
was then: closed to the accompaniment of another spell. When 
Hits operation had been performed* it was easy enough for the 
tvhunga to destroy their souk by means of a third spell.11* 

Before the Basuto go to war the foreleg of a living bull is cut 
off, the meat scorched and anointed with medseiner* and given to 
the warriors to eat. They are also sprinkled with the animal's 
blood Then the witch doctor proceeds to lance them and to mb 
into the wounds a powder made from the flesh of the bull. By this 
threefold operation—earing die flesh, sprinkling the blood, and 
inoculation—the “strength and courage" of the bull arc imparted 

to the warriors-11" 
In the Barouga group of the Bathonga tribe warriors, before 

a battle, were sprinkled with medicine by the chief doctor of die 
army. Every man thus treated was fully convinced that the bul¬ 
lets would be deflected on either side of him or, if they hit hint, 
w ould be flattened against hk body and fall harmless to the ground. 
The effect of the medicine could only be nullified if he turned his 
back to the foe; then the bullets might pass through him. Among 
the Bankuna. one of the dans of the tribe, the sprinkling was done 
by an old woman who had not engaged in sexual relations for a 
(ong lime. If she fiad done so, "the assegais would lose their 
strength; the masculine weapons would become blind and the 
feminine weapons alone would seeTMLW 

In the old days there was a great magician among the Akikuyti 
who knew how to compound a medicine which would enable 
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them to repel an invasion of the Ma$ai It is said to have been 
made from a piece of cloth or an old discarded sandal secretly 
obtained from an abandoned village of the Masai. The medicine 
was put in a pot, along' with a piece of iron secured from a smith, 
and was then brought to the path by which the enemy usually cantc 
to attack. Another potent charm, used for the same purpose, was 
a gift to the magician from the high god NgaL1*1 Among the 
Banyoro of Uganda, when a hostile force drew near, die medicine 
man maimed or killed a blind cow or sheep and a dog and left the 
animals oil the road by which the army was approaching, The 
enemy would then be struck with blindness and could be easily 
overcome.""1 An important chief among the Dinka of the Anj£:io- 
Egyprian Sudan docs not practice magic as a rule, for the high 
god of the tribe is usually amenable to his requests. When a raid 
is in preparation, however, he will take a stone and revolve it in 
his hands, a procedure which confuses the enemy's sense of direc¬ 
tion. The stone is then buried in the ground; this procedure keeps 
the enemy at home,1*1 

The war dance of the jivaro fills the participants with strength* 
courage, and confidence for the coming fight and preserves them 
from wounds or death. At the same time it lulls die enemy into a 
fa be sense of security and makes a surprise attack possible. 
Without the dance no war expedition would have a favorable out¬ 
come. The Jivaro also have a special song which, when sung by 
tile warriors before they start out, will ensure their victory.114 

Certain songs, composed by Omaha women and sung by them 
exclusively, were supposed to transmit courage and increased 
fighting power to an absent warrior. When a party had gone nut 
on the warpath women, particularly of die poorer class, would 
stand before his tent and sing one or more of these songs. In 
return for their services his wife gave them presents. This cus¬ 
tom also prevailed among the Ponca and the Osage,1** 

The medicine arrows and sacred hat of the Cheyenne, which 
came to them long, long ago, brought by their culture heroes, were 
strong magic in war. When some grave injury had been received 
3rom another tribe the whole camp, men, women, and children, 
moved out against die aggressor, taking with them the arrows 
and the bar. These were never carried on small war parties. Just 
before the fighi started, the keeper of the arrows put in his mouth 
a hit of the root which was always tied up with the arrows, chewed 
it fine, and then blew it toward the enemy, in order to make them 
blind. Then* holding the arrows in Ms hand he pointed them 
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toward the (collective) enemy's foot, nest against his leg from 
ankle lo thigh. next against his heart, and finally against his head. 
AJtcr this demon strafiofi two warriors, one who wore the sacred 
hat and the other who carried the arrows, rushed toward the 
foe on *wift horses and executed movements intended to confuse 
am! frighten their adversaries, The neglect to perform these 
ceremonies with the arrow* took from them their protective 
power and involved the failure of the campaign.’B* 

Among the many duties of the head medicine man of a Maidti 
village in northern California was the infliction of disease and 
death on a hostile village. For this purpose he took certain roots 
and his sacred cape and repaired to the vicinity of the enemy. 
Having selected a spot where the wind blew toward the village, 
he put hot coats under the roots and produced a fire. As the smoke 
arose, he blew it toward the doomed village, saying, meanwhile, 
"Over there, over there, not here! To the other place! Do not 
come back this way. We are good. Make these people sick. Kill 
them, they are had people*" Then he returned to the dance house, 
fasted for several days, and implored the spirits to bring sickness 
and death to the other village but to protect his own,131 The Hnpa 
nt northern California, who largely resorted lo magic m warfare 
as in all other serious undertakings, had certain songs which 
put the enemy into a sound slumber when a night attack was to 
he matfc-=1™ Among the Haida of Queen Charlotte Islands a 
shaman accompanied every Avar party. It Avas his duty to find 
a propitious time for launching the attack and* still more important, 
to fight with and kill ihe souls of the enemy. The Haida were 
persuaded that once a man's soul had been killed the death of his 
body was a foregone conclusion trt 

The magician in his official capacity often has charge of 
aversive rites to ward off demonic assaults, w itchcraft, or epidemic 
sickness from the coimmmky. For these purposes the- Bamang- 
Avaio, a Bcdiuarta tribe, rely on potent medicines which are con¬ 
cocted hy ‘"the united wisdom” of the chief doctor and all his assist¬ 
ants, The medicines arc conveyed outside the town and placed on 
all the paths leading to it. Every year they must be renewed.1" A 
village of the Eathonga is surrounded by a fence, not as a pro¬ 
tection against human enemies- for in the case of an attack the 
natives' only resource is instant (light but to guard against 
witches, the dreaded haloyi. The fence* the main entrance, and 
the threshold of the headmans hut were all treated with magical 
drugs Avhen first bulk, and from time to time a magician "revives™ 
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ihc drugs by burning a powder™ the road which enters the village. 
The smoke keeps witches away, Ii acts wonderfully, for if otic 
of item should get inside a hut he (or she) would suddenly be 
seen there quite naked, apparently dreaming* seeing nothing, 
knowing nothing. Then the witch flies home.113 When the cattle 
of the BahSrna, a tribe of Uganda, were suffering from an epidemic, 
it was customary, by means of a ceremony, to transfer the disease 
to one member of the herd. The magician then killed it and 
sprinkled its blood over the other animals. The people belonging 
to the kraal were likewise lust rated. At the conclusion of the 
ceremon) cadi person jumped over the carcase and all the animals 
were driven over itTi3 The Bullnm and Timnc of Sierra Leone 
make use of simple charms called “gfccgreesH to protect their set¬ 
tlements. A few rags attached to a pole mid floating in the 
wind* an ax fixed in the trunk of a tree, an old pot placed on a 
stake* or an old pewter dish laid on the ground are effective to 
prevent die incursions of evil spirits or witches. Il is a serious 
offense to remove or even touch one of these objects”1 When an 
epidemic rages near a village <■]' die Shcrenic. a LrariEEnn Trite, 

a medicine man can keep It away by tying together two wooden 
staves and placing these across all the pat Its which lead to the 
village. A good doctor h also able to lake the disease in Ills hands 
and carry it off to the west, or he may cover it with a gourd bow!, 
or lie may make it harmless by blowing on iLja* During m 
epidemic in a Papago viEJagc the medicine man* holding a branch 
of chollah walks all around the houses, and die men sing as he 
moves about, After being carried into every part of the village 
it is taken to the north, the direction of cvFI, and burned. The 
cholla is lb*. thorniest cactus known to the Fapago, hence they 
he tic vc that a branch of it will surely catch and hold any evil 
influence in tlidr neighbor hoot 3 Sumctimes among the Wis¬ 
consin Ojihwa a man believed to possess important powers through 
his fasting dream is warned l>y his tutelary spirit in a dream that 
a plague is about to descend upon the community. He then 
assembles the people* idh them of his experience. and dedicates 
in the spirits f(>od and tobacco which the people have brought 
wiih them. Meanwhile a snail human figure has been made m 
Mraw nr hay ami dressed in a mmature man's costume. Al tlie 
dreamer's signal the men proceed to shoot at it with ihdr gtin$ 
and then the women md children rush up to dub ft, cut it. and 
chop it to bits. The remains are collected, placed on a pile* and 
burned.1*1 
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The fsdd of public magic thus includes iU rites to manipulate 
and control natural forces for the common benefit; those which 
provide for the basic economic needs; those for the conservation of 
communal property and resources; those which deal with the 
interna! and external enemies of the community: and, finally, 
those intended for Us protection against the powers ol evil. In 
primitive society the crises of individual li fe—birth, puberty, mar¬ 
riage, and death—a!so often call for the performance of magical 
rites in which the social group or its authorized representative 

takes part. 
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he begun In do so than a ahon shower (ell, thuugb it wu 3 dear night, *Tt*e 
nrjit Tfiorning every one mi the island knew why that shower liad faJkn,K (VT» 
201}, 

3: F E Ulttncm^, Papuans of the Ttens-Fly fOafoni, I9J6). pp 420 ff For 
an earlier account by the same authority *ee JEain 'diking on the River More^ 

yowTHu/ of the Royal Awthropn fagical Inttihtte, LIX 119291, 337 fT. 

11 R H- Crtdringtofk The Meknesiont (Oiloid, p. A». 
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**George Turner,, 5nfflwxf (Ltindou, IR941, PP- 

** S C Rpy* *'Magic an.I Witchcraft an the Cbcta-NaflSwir FhutftV /<mr- 
nnl 4>/ nJj-r j^r^>'cEir /njfifuir, XLIV (1914), 330, Ct El T. Dalton, 

J^ibnoJupy of fifngal (CalsuMm 1k72>, p, 261. 

J= Monka Hunter, Jfavtan to C\nt*iuMl (L-uuJoiit IVJ6I, M*. 79 ff 

** j_ h. Sw. TAt ^rtw^Xrtjo ti/i* mtti Cutictm* lUmdale, South Airka, 

1031). p- 175, 
it S. § X>jmai;, "Haiti Making ica Smith Africa” fltuilu Study's* IT D i 1927- 

20}+ 1S61 Use [HcdMiina believed that the ancestral ghceo were withholding 
mm becmitc ilie chief or hi* subieeM Itad ftukd U- make the eusUimiry sacrifices 
or in other way* Iti accord them dm: honor It wai ncces&anfH therefore, to force 
iheiri by magicaE mcair? t-i scsid rah;, l-«?^t llwy become JiwaEc of ctrefriou being 
practiced on than* tire ram m^ker vras summoned ileal duly and by night 

(toe. eft.). 

Ji B. A Mvvntk, *>£- eil-. PP 3|f H- 
■ E. f krigr and J D Krrge. TAr ASto/ph it/ □ /Fdm Qm-\-n (Ldrakm, 

imi mi. 165 IT* 27U 0. 
™ A. W. Hewitt, of. cft.r p. 398 

ii Mrs, K L Parker, 7"fte IZihjAtayf Trifa [ London* I9fl5k ]s. 4SL On an- 
olhrr nfranirtti there rame to the station ns* aboriginal oi a irihe which 1ia4 almost 
a monopoly at winrl making. He wan Eel to marry a native girl there, but she 
refused him and told him to go home- He went, threatening m send a storm to 
wreck the station. “The storm came; lire ltou« escaped, tan stable, More, anil 
edbir were unroofed- I told my Black-tan ■Comely to kindly avoid tush vc- 
hemtnily revengeful lovxrs for tire future" Ep, E2L 

^Sir Baldwin SjHmter aod F. J Gillen, JtitfmEtt (2d ed). 1, 141 
How amunR the WarranumEa el w eather magic bn ihooied down the wind and 
produced at Jegat a tenrpoxary calm ii told elsewhere (II. 366). 

An isiTthr&poloffist frrmi Aildaidc Univenity 3ia* 4escnl®d th^s ram-nuiking 
ceremonies of the Hstle-kruLWtt Pitjoidlldjam tribt iwreupytn.g The Mann Ringe 
on rhe border Iretwren S.mdi AussraSia and Ccttixal Australia. Tire eeremome*, 
ulikJj arc forbkldat lo women asiil tnsiEdtiatcd >y>utfis. center dnuHtij the rin&iti, 
a Sragrncsst of n^.-il pcm\ jhdls ioimd on the miftliwcH Coa*t of Australia ansi 
pnwd Ifmn iribe to tnbe across the entire continent The aborigines believe 
Uiai the ringili CotltaiiU the 'V&s^-nce1' or wulLrH and the riluah uik! sougy v. hidr 
they employ1 are designed n> ^elea^r that ncr. proiect it iEitn the iky ami 
cause it to form large clouds axtd finally rm The rain-making cermom- Vrit- 
nesstd by our aulhorily wai stiRed in AfiEU&t. sn the middle of 3 long droughr 
and about ilirec months before the beginning of the normal rainy season in tale 

November The othcbimj? magician predicted a downpour three to fiire day* 
after his srerfftmunree- “Him rain all right. Me beta mikh cm rain: hhn always 
CtHttsL*' !e did come—cm the tottrlh fay and enough to leave water In the rock 
lilies. See C_ P Mi>tEi3tiord, |rh Naihmut GfV\mphit \Ui^ad^r, LXXXlX 

(1W6L 101. 

*■ E, W. Elkin ion. The Svvatjr South Seat f Loudon, l?*C?L pp. 169 ft. 

*4 3. G_ Pcmtiany^ Tht SocM Institution^ cj the Ktptiyu (L™kjrth 1939). 

** John H(jckt welder. Hiitory, .V^nnrrj, jW Cw^Xonif o/ Ijfrr fn<hVm X at inns 
H*ht* hnte Inhabited PfH*jy;k .jnia and jke Nryikht*urimj Stairs (new ed„ Pbilft- 

dctpiib 1376^ pp. 236 ft. Mrwcriri of ihs Historical Swirly of Prfmsytz^n^ 
Vol Xll, 

** W E fruiti. EthnzSopiad Studies ffMJHjJ fAr Notth-WextiCrnirui Quernt* 
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land Aborigines (Brubatw. IR97Jj p. IOfi j ufcw* K&rth Qutmrlutui Ethnography 
Bulletin a No* 5, p, 10, 

11 Tern Petrie's RtnMtttntt* <jf Batty Queer stand (Brabant, 1W)* 
tip. m f. 

,H G. Ho™ and G- Airing S<xn$t Life in Central Australia f London. [914}t 
p- !!?► 

*p A- P FJkin. ^Tnternbm in North-Western Australix" Otsxrria, fll 
U932-3J). 479 

'■'■ E- Clcmem. in tniematumlej An-hit* fur Eihua graphic, KV[ 6, 

A C lladrErm in AVjtorri p/ i6r Cnm-briDVr ^n^rp^p/ejifd £j^J0N 
fu Torres SttaiU. VI* 201 C 

u F. E. William^ in 0OTH«> m £1922-23), 1461 

“ C H. Humphr^i< The Southern Iftw Hebrides (CanihHdge, 1026), p, 167. 

** William Vale, An Account oj New Ztaland (London, 1835), p. |47. 

*a J, II Soza, As,, p. 176. 

ae J, Ton ffroivrU Atnukfj fftc flunJu tfemadf (l.ondon,, I926)p fk 129. 
,f 3;. Spire, “Rain Makmg in Equ-at^rUti Africa, “ Journal of jAr ^4/rwo« 

StoiWy> No. 17 (I90SJ, 181 Bari chiefs, who arc the principal rain maker*, 
alway* budd their Yilb-go im Mie of a fairly high hill. No doubt ihey 

Ihai hills attract cluudi. If besought to snake rain for a village the chief 
selects a day -when duud? are visible and ihc wind b faro table (W, E. R. Cole, 
m Jten.X [19101,91). 

11 C. K_ Meek, Tiff Northern Tribes of Nigeria (London* 1925), II, 68. 

*w W_ 0. Grubb, *4« f/piJmsten People in oh (/iifa&tM £o«d i4lh *d.. Lon¬ 
don, 10H). p 147 

•“ Walter McClirtioclc, op. cit.* p 220. 

4i L- If. Tamer, hi Eleventh Report vf the vf Ethnology, 
p. 196. 

“ J. W. Bilby, tfnfomm Eskimo (Loudon, 1923), $ 304 

° F. E WtOianu, “Rain Making an the River Woreijead/* Journal a/ the 
R&yal Anthrc-paloffiasl Institute, IIX (1929b 3SA 

J* J- H Soga, fff. f*#., p. 176. 

Bi Gmtgf Cot Jin, Letters m the Manners, Custom*. C-i-'iidi- 
fin#i of the North .^turn'ron /wfimu (2d edn S' ew York, JS42), Letter No. P5 

w M. Krtcger, AW frMinirff { Ecrlin. 1&99), p. 185- 

47 j. T^rni Bn^ftTL, rf. rtf,, p. 122 

Jdhss RuSTC*. The Northern fiantit -(C^inbrKlge. I9l5)h p 182- 

m Idem, The Bakitpr^ <rr fhrnyc*rs (Cambiidifc, 1923), p. 22. 

l0Frane Stulslfryumr 3Us Emin patch* ins fierj von Africa (Berlin. 
l"1- 779, ^tidiing Emin Psuha. After one such nfijurces-ilul rain maker tiad been 
driven into exile it hapiseiieiL a few <by> lairr, that rain fell in torrents. So iIkt 
peoplr fertlld him and restored him to brnior (Gicbno Caaati. Ln pa 

.^/rirj [ Loudon, 18911, E, 132), 

"* He»ry CaSliiway. op nf. pp. 3v| f tZlllllJ ; K_ R. Jhfndai, in Jpurnal of 
the kayal Jathropufogicat Institute, Xi.lII 11912), 48 f, fWawahga of Krnyai : 
F. Spire. "Rain Making in Equatorial Africa/" Jiwrmit &f the Africa* Shfi 
Ao. 17 I.1WI>3. 19 (Bari) ^ d K. Meek. Tribal Studies m Nerf hem Nigeria 
t ] jmdr.n. 193L, lh 313 (Siikur l According to Father Zuurx an unsuccessful 
rain maker of the Itefwuh will somctifiiH vduiktariTy resign hb office. He 
preumu the thief, the judges, and the young jwrople with pots of beer to in^ 
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dcnmiiv ihrm for the lailnr* of his efforts and ifrtan a solemn .calb never to 
huve anything ttiorc lu tk« with Hie rain. U w believed itiaK if lie did m he would 
be struck by lightning (Bermrd Zunre, Cmyanm et pmnquei ^ 

[Brutseli-Fiiiiibe^ivLUeT 19291. p. 150)* 

F* Le Petit, in TAe Jesuit RebHvns and Allied Documents (Cleveland, !S9t5— 

1901), TJCYEIL 153. 155. 

T* A. W* HownL d#. rif., pp. I54a 399 flh 798. 

i* Spencer ami Gillen. The Native Tribes of Central Atutrafia, pp. 167-21L 

** The mlkkimata riles, it bus pointed onrr rest on a belie! in the "pn:- 
cd&tcrcc el spirits/1 Unices thr rite* are informed anti the Hard places 
mniaiained as bumes uf the spirit^ man and nature are separated, tnid neither 
man nor nature haa any assurance of life in The future Sec A l1 Elkin, “The 
Secret Ufe oi the Australian Aborigines/’ Octttnia.. Ill 0932-33:', pp. 130 IT 

Among the Arunn these rites are also performed by the evening star, 
and sternr iuiemir gmtifrt and among the Duma! j era by those who lave darkness 
(Guinnin') for tlmit totem Flies ami mraquitOH are also magicalJy multiplied by 
means oi the ihlp/hiuwn in tome of the Central tribes (Spencer attd Gtllm, The 
Northern Tribea o/ Crttirol rfuijro^ir pp. 160 f.>. Among the tribes in the Kim¬ 
berley Division of Western Australia not only flies and moujuitex*. bn! also lice 
attd * rakes are multiplied, Some of the aborigines assert that these pests can be 
used against their enemies. When inedible bod dangeriyuj aperies of plant * and 
animal*. thus come irt for attention, perhaps the reason is to be fotu*d in the desire 
to perpetuate the rawscnee of natural phenomena in the envinmmem of the 
native “it lie know* iLm See Phyllis bi. Kaheriy, Ahdijffani Woman, Sac red 
and Profane (London, 1939). MP- -1>S * See further idem, in Oceania, V (1934- 
3?), 4J3f. On the other hand, in the Waduman tnlx of Northern Territory, 
when mm^uitoes become very t re uhlcsonjc. the men of the mosquito tolari have 
Li ceremony to drive them away Each performer wear-, two imitation motqni- 
tc*5, one fixed in his bell in front and the other behind lie dances about, 
denehcr hi^ fist?, and moves hb arm* up and down, meanwhile sinking loudly. 
The prrfonrotnce is supposed to kill the inStili See Sir Baldwin Sprm'cr, The 
Noftr.v Tribe* of the Northern Territory of Australia (London* 1914), pp, 324 f 

t* See BmnEsDw Malinowski*, “The Economic Aspect of ike "lutichiuma* 
Cererrmtiiel/' irt Fesfkrift Tilhignad Bdtnrd Westermarch (HehrinRiGrs, 1912), 
pp. gi-m 

TT Spencer and Gillm, 7V Northern Tribe* of Centrai Australia, pp 2B3- 
319; Spcirer; The Native Tribes of the Northern Territory of Ai/uimlia, 
pp, IB #.* I79± 197 ff. Among the Kimberley Tribes women often attended ibe 
increase wremmiei tor hsh, wild honeyP yam.1, fnula, and. in fact, for most of 
the foods for which they forage. In other tribes in tSik part of Wwicrn Aus¬ 
tralia ivoinni wrre responsible for I lie performance of the eertmonid (Fhylli* 
M Kaberty, pftr dt. p. 104). 

r* A, C. Haddkm, irt Reports of the Cambridge AHihrapohgn'td Expedition 
J,- Torres Straits, V4 1S2 ff ; VI, 2^9 f. 

Ty A. B. Deacon* op. di.m p, 665- 

m Bnoniikw Malinowslct, Coral Gardens and Their bfagie (Ixindon, 1935b 
f , 62 fi The T robrianders alto have privsuc garden magic, consisting of certain 
formuluv todivklnally ^wnciL These are used cither by the rtwnrr or by an 
expert on the payment ol a fee. It would sctmh however, (hat such magic Ls rclu- 
[irtly Etnimprjrcim and tuconipkqoa^ because of the (edtng that ts-tc public 
formulas accompliili about all that can be expected of Lhem. Moreover, in i 
cnmmtmiTy where Hardening is fitch an extremely important activity, it would 
Ik dangerous for anyone to claitn iliai hi> prirate irtagkal activity cuuld secure 
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for 1’lsjti result* far rtirra-vstiig thtAt allainrd b> ins neighbor t g^picriHy a, l£J| 
472). 

“■ W1 C. Graven Tiihingr Rites at Tabari {frvanu, IV (1933-34), 432-57* 
w S. VValleacrl "ReLgroM AnKhamKigen uiwl Gebraucbc vqn Jap (dculschc 

Stidiff)/' *4ni^aj, VI rr £1913). 1055. 

**J, s, Kuhaty* Ellfrttffopur&f Btitr&y? =ur AT/niilMLr tfer JtdrtfJfrij. hen. 
Arrhiptk (Ltirim, I895), pp, 127 f 

HW w, Skeiil and C 0- tMagdeti, jP##™ fl/ ffe# AJrtfdy Ferriuiidcr 
(Lnmhrn, 1906), IT 345 ft' For tbe ritual of tlw rkr held as fuimrl amGtrg the 
Mila\ * of Perak vx Sir H_ O. Wtuftodt* ?icf iifji (London. 
t925^, pp. 75-95. He point* mtf that ihe magic ctmlrollhig the growth of rice is 
often performed. not by a mm hut by a woman, “ fitting midwife foe the rice 
baby" <pp 75 U, 

11 M Forro, "Cpcnnmfll Fulling- and Fishing Magic in the Northern Tcr- 
riiurirt of tltr Gold Cwutr 7pkrmtJ c{ the Rapit Attthropokpkai Institute. 
LXVIi (1937), 131-42, 

pB Frank Rus^elt, in Tu'mly-sixth dttnui/ Effort &} the Bur/an o/ ^pwri- 
r-m Eihmtiop^. pp. 256 ff. 

*‘Stx BronrslAW Malinr/sviki, M 'Knl*'; the CimiSatinj? Exchange of Yal- 
EEibEt! in the Archipelagoes of Eastern New Guinea/' V.eh. XX (19201, 97—U) 5: 
idem, Arptmm.tj of the Wtsirm Pacific (London. 19231, especially pp til-104, 
509-18 See &Uo L_ F. Fortune, ep. cit^ pp. 200-34. The manual ritual of tlw 
kulnr a* found in Dobu* di iters markedly from that in the Trobriajids (ph 3091. 

** Gurmar Latidtman, 'Tapuan Magic in ihc Bu*Jdhi£ of House*/* Aeta 
Academia Ahdrnsis, Ifo*tntink*r$m 1, $ (192ft), 1-2L After Lhe clubhouse hai l&ren 
coiuplHed various objects are placed tinder the (Treat center post. Tlwae hiditde 
the eydWTJWM, fingernails. and tongue* of slain enemies Wlren the men are cm 
the warpath the eyebrows will reveal lo than the ice; the linger sails will h*b' 
them ±o --ei?c hold of the foe: ami the iongraw have reference to the shrieks of 
die dying itn (idem,. The ftcnui Papuans e/ British Sew Guinea f I A»nltrri. 192/1. 
P- 13), 

#p A. C. II addon, nead-IlMnirrs, Blaek, FFAitr, and iiraii.'K i'London. JfvOI i, 
pp, 270 ft. 

J- H. Hohnes, tn Primitive ,VwGmtjeyi (London, 19241, pp, 215 f 

11 George Brown, nwd Polynesians (LornltMt, 1910), p. 126. 

**J. [5-1 Kuhary, F.thnographistiu Bdtrutje r«r Renntniit dee ATar^n 
ifhrn Iniflpntpp? t*mf ATnihhnrurk#Jit Heft L -Wf Jstfiaim £iitiiekhmffm der 
Pelatiff (Berlin. 189S), i*p 85 t 

*T T. Jf. AHdrLdstt The Shrrbro and lit Hinterland (Londuv 1901), p. 133. 

#4 Dorothy Cator. Everyday life tirricnp the Head-Hunters and Other E*- 
Puentes fr^m £isf( IFfjj- (Lomf JW151, p 192 Sc-; also JL Wallis, “The 
“Puro’ Society nl tbr Mtndi/ 7otfrpnj( □/ lAc Afrwizn Sbcifty, No. |4 JSti 

“ F- W, BuU'Thumps*:i«r Wtsi Africa* Stern SodslUs (London, 
P 14L 

11 Brfmidavi ^(alinowski, hi rnaiirarfipfi/ of the Royat Swift y a} Amir aim^ 
XXXLX (1915), SHc 

*T Idem, Coral Gardens and Their MApk, 1K 301 ff. The Trobnattilef* hire 
also 5 protective taboo Eo prevent Ulc theft of ri]Kning frutli nr nuts so far From 
the village that they csmlut be watched. A tnuill jured oF medicsitftl >ulutaj'<rt 
ii placed on a itirk, near or on the tree, and a spell is recited by tlv: n^ipkian. 
Anyone wKg touchffl die fruEl wi^jTit Hr iliMroi whh - diiose. Snmnimes 4 
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wood spirii u id*o invited |o reside on the and Rulmancr and it* guard the 
fro it This la tht -inly irmn of Tmhriancl ma ick in whidi personal agency t* 
evtf invoked fJjfrai. -drtfmumtl j/ l4r pp. 425 {.). 

*" Emma Hadfidd, f/rr jVnfw* of the Lcyahy Group {London, 1520), 
pp. 65 f, 

brt Thomas Willisunr*, Fiji and ffce Ft/iOJif (Jd d„ LfltKl™. PP- I®8 i- 
luffl W. H, R. ftiwri, HUt#m of Meta*wxiin JSWirJy (Cambridge. 1514), 
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Chapter XII 

PRIVATE MAGIC 

PkivATE magic may be undertaken by anyone who knows the 
proper procedures and tecliniques. but with the development of 
professional practitioners ever greater reliance will be placed 
upon them to do what the ordinary person comes to regard as being 
beyond his powers. While public magic is often the inalienable 
property of a clan, secret society, or some other subdivision of a 
community, private magic is frequently owned by individuals, ivho 
cherish it as their most valuable possession, bequeath it to tlicir 
descendants, or dispose of it (usually for an ample consideration) 

to outsiders, . m 
The field embraced by private magic is very extensive, for the 

occasions are few when man does not seek its aid to promote his 
welfare, gratify his passions, or avert the ills, real and imaginary, 

which invest him. AH the basic activities of the food quest— 
hunting, fishing, herding, farming—have' their magical accom¬ 
paniment. 'l ire great crises of human life, which come with 
birth, puberty, marriage, and death, are magic ridden. There is 
private magic for inspiring or alienating affection, for the pro¬ 
tection of property, for success in warfare, for controlling the 
phenomena of nature, for the cure of sickness and disease, for 
counteracting the malicious designs of sorcerers, and for the 
exorcism of evil spirits. 

Erotic magic is practiced by most primitive peoples. Among 
some Queensland tribes a man who would attract a woman [taints 
himsdf with red clay. He also smears over the front of his body 
a preparation made of the inner bark of a certain tree mixed w ith 
fhan-rral The peculiar scent which he thus acquires is supposed to 
be quite overpowering when the woman in question' sees and 
smells him. A man will also employ the bull-roarer (a magical 
instrument of many uses) as a love charm He goes nut at night, 
some distance from the camp, and swings it at intervals. The 
curious sounds thus produced are sure to arouse passion in die 
object of liis affections.* The Central Australian tribes have eer- 

344 
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tain well-recognized methods of obtaining a wife by magic. In 
all cases, however, the woman must belong to the proper class 
into which the man may lawfully marry. If his magic proves 
successful, he and his friends will still have to fight the man whose 
wife he lias stolen, together with his friends. Use of this magic 
is consequently a fruitful source of quarrels within the local group. 
The woman, loo, runs a good deal of risk, for it caught in the act 
of elopement she will he severely punished if not killed by her 
outraged spouse In view of the extremely cruel treatment which 
she then receives it is realty a matter of wonder, declare our 
authorities, that she ever consents to an elopement. Sometimes the 
cases are reversed, and it is the woman who seeks by magical arts 
to win the affection of the man.1 The women of some of the Kim- 
berjey tribes (Western Australia) have love songs ivliich they 
sing while their husbands are absent on a journey and also during 
menstruation and pregnancy, when sexual relations are forbidden. 
The songs are believed to induce continence on the husband's part. 
From time to time the women hold secret corroborees in which the 
songs and dances represent or symbolize the whole procedure 
of courtship, culminating in that of coitus. The actors are young 
women, while the older ones serve as assistants and provide the 
vocal accompaniment. The effect of the performance is to trim 
the rcnm to amatory thoughts, arousing sexual desire in husbands 
and initiating or perpetuating love affairs on the part of bache¬ 
lors. The men know that such a eorroborcc is being held but 
may not witness it Should they do so they would fall ill. More¬ 
over. their presence would prejudice, if not nullify, its magical 

efficacy.1 
The eastern islanders of Torres Straits relied in their love 

charms on. the subtle associations of scent. A young man, having 
dried and burnt certain plants, prepared a paste by mixing the 
ashes with charcoal and anointed himself with it. At the same 
time he thought as intently as possible about the girl, saying to 
himself, “You cornel You tome!" Another charm was a piece 
of black lava carved in the form of a penis, This would be nibbed 
with the paste of ashes and oil and then wrapped in the shredded 
leaves of the sago palm. The leaves of the sago were considered 
to be very efficacious, for from them women made their petti¬ 
coats, To make success doubly certain he would spread the paste 
on each temple, think intently about die girl, and recite an appro¬ 
priate spell whenever he saw her. She was now bound to go to 
him.* 
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Among the Kiwai, a Papuan tribe, parents provide their chil¬ 
dren with love medicines. These are especially nectary far boys 
Girls, being much sought after, hare no difficulty m gelling 
married- A son begins to be doctored immediately after his 
birth. When he grows up and engages in public dances the par¬ 
ents help him to impress the girls by placing medicines tn the 
ornaments he wears, especially in the long feather stuck in bis 
headdress. It sways to and fro with his movements and beckons 
the girls to come' to him." An Orokalva man knows how to 
punish the girl who has turned him down in favor of a ri val. The 
story is told of a revengeful lover who found in the bush certain 
blue tarries which always grow two by two together. These he 
crushed and mixed with lime and then smeared the pigment thus 
produced on his face—a strip on each cheek. He now made it 
his business to encounter the girl (who by this time had been 
married lo the other part^O■ Ah unsuspecting she looked at him 
and saw the two tell-tale streaks. The young man hnmcdiatdy 
retired to die seclusion of the bush, scraped off the paint, wrapped 
a leaf about it* and stuffed it into a hole in one ol the large 
bulging uesrs of a certain species of ant, II is revenge was now 
certain. He knew ihat when the girl tacame pregnant her figure 
would swell tremendously even a a the ant nest, and that when 
her time came she would be delivered of twins to her intense 
chagrin but to his untold gratification.1 

In Dobu Island there arc many forms of erotic magic, both 
spdh and diarms. According to the native theory, desire for the 
opposite sex would not exist were these not employed to arouse 
and stimulate it. Men and women mate only because they are 
constantly exerting occult (sower aver each other. All the magic 
they use has a dose association with animistic beliefs for the 
operator's soul is exhorted to gi> forth in die night and influence 
that of hh beloved. A man tries put his magic at first on a dis¬ 
engaged maiden; tf successful with her. ht* Experiments Further 
by attempting to seduce another tnan s wife.1 In Goodetiough 
Island the simplest way of gaining a girl's affection is to acquire 
her grass skin If the youth manages to steal it he binds it about 
his waist, gtm into the water to haihe, and sings a magical song- 
Then he returns the skirt to the girl's hut. When she puts it on 
and wears it she Krill fed her heart go out to her enchanter. Both 
ihc tay and the girl resort to magic to ensure the abiding affec¬ 
tion of the laved one. The bay will privately sing over the 
totacco he gives his fiancee to smoke or the betel nut they chew 
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together, arid the girl will do the same. Both know, oi course, Biat 
these objects have t>e«i min-iol with occult power, Suds knowl¬ 
edge would seem to he essential to ihr suctes?- of the procedure.1 

For the T robrianders, as for neighboring Melanesian peoples, 
crmic magic is the only successful mean * of wooing. If properly 
executed and not counteracted it cannot fail. Hie man or woman 
who is its object may not yield to ihe first few rites or spells but 
must do su when all of them have been put into operation con¬ 
secutively Their cumulative effect is irresistible. The lover 
gathers and prepares certain leaves full of virtue for his purpose, 
rubs them over biR bodyh and, having recited a spell, throws them 
into the sea. This performance will induce sweer dreams about 
him in the girl's mind The natives say, L|J\s the leaves will be 
tossed by the waves, and as they move with ihc sea up and down, 
so the inside (the belly) of ihe girl will heave,rt If she does not 
surrender readily, stronger magic is employed- A btilc food or 
a betel nut or some tobacco is magically treated and given to her. 
She will not refuse the gift, even though she suspect* the motm 
of the giver She cats this douceur, the magk enters into her 
'Inside.'1 and moves her mind in the desired direction. But if still 
obdurate, she can he worked upon through the Bouses of touch 
and smell by smearing aromatic oil upon her body or by putting 
the oil on :i piece ni cigarette paper (in the olden days on a flower), 
so iliat the smoke or scent may enter her ttostrib. The alb 
powerful mint ptamt the symbol of charm and seductionp the htrrh 

which plays a central parr in the myth of the origins of love, can 
also be used in the same way to make her cognizant that magic 
is being wrought upon her and to overcome her final scruples. The 
recital of appropriate spells accompanies all these proceedings. For 
the magic to alienate affection the Trobriander^ have a special 
namer bulutnctitela, a black art which can be used with equal 
efficacy to send a way an enemy's pigs into the lussli. 11 will \k 
cm ployed by a man with a gnulge against a girl or, more often, 
against her paramour or her husband, If of the mild variety, 
the girl leaves her lover or husband and returns to her own village. 
I'ut if i« is strong magic, administered in large amounts, with 
minute accuracy in spdl and rite* and with sempidiuis observance 
of the necessary taboos on the part of the operator, the girl will 
nm aw ay to the bush, lose her way, and perhaps disappear forever. 
The evil thus wrought cannot he undone by the victim. Should the 
cvthfncr repent of hh action, he can resort to the 11 fetching hack" 
formula which, when recited toward the various points of the 
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compass. $o that its occult power may reach [lie girl wherever 
she may be m the hush, has the result of restoring her to husband 
or lover and bringing happiness to a broken household-1 

In New' Ireland a man finds most use for erotic magic in his 
extramarital affairs. It is also customary for him to direct it 
toward a newly acquired wife just before consummarinn of the 
marriage. Underlying this magic is the theory that passion and 
all emotion reside in the hdly* The love spell, when recited, fir&i 
causes a woman’s belly to become agitated and then her whole 
body, so timt she feds an overpowering desire for the man. She 
may be tmb away, but that night she dreams fondly of him. Next 
morning she sits in a kind of lethargy’: refuses to cat, smoke, lalk 
or work; and bdieves she will die unless she can go to her 
lover. Finally„ unahte to stand it any longer, she seeks him out. 
A lover may employ spells and charms to revenge himself upon 
a mi stress who has jilted him. They will came the death of her 
child, if she is pregmnL and sometimes her own death as well. 
Women, who use erotic magic far less than men, also rely on 
spells, Imi these are not concerned with the belly, the seat nf love. 

A girl will recite a spdl over tier straw apron or over a banana 
which she then gives to the loved one to eat, in the hojie of draw¬ 
ing him her side. Sometimes she merely expresses a wish that 
her dancing may i« powerful enough to attract him,” Erotic 
magic as practiced in the New Hebrides seems to he notably 
effectivet presumably Iwcause the woman, toward whom it is 
directed, almost always knows that she is its object. Some im¬ 
pulsive gesture on the man's part is enough to convince her dial 
he desires her.11 

The Maori armory of karakia included spells which a man used 
to make a girl accede to his proposal of marriage and to win back 
a wife who had left him. Women resorted to similar spells. When 
two [jeopje loved each other very much but might not marry, 
because of parental objections, the mart might seek out a tohmtgu. 

skillixl in the magical art, and undergo a rite which would "soften 
the pain of serration" and "withdraw the love from the heart/"11 

The Bornean peoples* with the exception of the Kayan and the 
Kenyah, have frequent recourse to erotic magic. The charms 
employed are in most cases odorous substances. Thus a Sea 
Dayak will string together a necklace of certain strongly scented 
seeds and carry it about with him. When his fancy falls on a girt 
he puis it under her pillow or tries to persuade her to wear it. If 
$hc consents, he reckons her half won. A Klcmaiitan makes much 
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use f?t ii scented oil with which he secretly anoints the girl's 
garments or her other belong rags.1* In A!or, one of the Lesser 
Sun da Islands, a woman feels sure of keeping her husband's love 
if she puts into the bottom of the food pot shreds of her loin- 
doth, some of her pubre or axillary hair, or clippings from her 
nails.11 

Malay honks of magic contain innumerable spells for success 
In love, lor securing conjugal fidelity, for beauhfyhig the person, 
and even for restoring one's lost youth. Some of these spells 
clearly belong to the realm of tliL black art. for they attempt to 
abduct or in some way ‘ get at” another person's soul, in order 
to influence it in the operator's favor, or, cm the other hand, to 
inflict some harm on the victim, A recipe for sowing dissen¬ 
sion between husband and wife directs you to make two wax 
figures resembling the persons and to hold them fare to face, mean¬ 
while repeating three times a formula which describes the woman 
as a goat and the man as a tiger, "if Fatimah h face to face with 
Muhammad, she will be as a goat facing a tiger/1 Next, lay the 
figures on the ground on each side of you but back to hack* burn 
incense, and repeat the formula twenty-two times over the man 
and twCflty*two times over the woman. Then put the figures to¬ 
gether back to back, wrap them in seven thicknesses of certain 
leaves, tie them up with thread of seven colors wound about 
them seven times, repeat the formula once more, and bury them. 
After seven days dig on the spot. If you find them your magic 
has failed: if they love disappeared the couple wilt surely be 
divorced/1 

Among the Raiga. an aboriginal tribe of the Central Provinces 
of India, rna^Ec forms an essential part of love-making. A girl is 
delighted when a man resorts to a love charm; it proves the seri¬ 
ousness of his attentions. Its effect is to make her restless as 
“parched grain in the pan," uneasy as “a fish stranded in a dried-up 
stream/' wretched as "wood being devoured by white ants/1 But 
erode magic, as indeed all dealing With occult power, is highly 
dangerous. Disastrous consequences are Hkdy to follow* mistakes 
in the ritual or failure to remove a love charm after it has been 
successfully used. There art love charms so powerful that if left 
too long on a woman they may drive her to eat her own children.11 

Many varieties of love medicines are found among the Bak- 
gatla of the Brehuanaland Protectorate. Adolescents still fresh 
in their amorous career consider them Eo he very' effecrive. A 
girl will sometimes obtain from a professional magician a medicine 
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to retain her lover. Some of it she burns in a potsherd* letting the 
?mokc bathe her face and calling, meanwhile, ™ die hoy by name: 
the refit <hn smears on her lace whenever he visits her or puts into 
the food she givres him, The doctors also have medicines by whose 
use a wife with art imfaithful husband can bewitch her rival or 
bring hade the erring spouse to her side. He in turn can procure 
medicines w hich will not only parity his wife frm can make her 
friendly with his concubine. Polygamists with relatively peaceful 
households arc almost always supposed to jwissess medicines of this 
potent character. We arc told of a doctor who uRed his own 
medicines so effectively that whenever he scolded one wi fe the 
other always took her part.” 

A jealous Voruha wife puts a medicine in her husband's food 
so that he will no longer care for another woman* It is "one 
hundred per cun'" effective. He dreads it greatly, for sickness and 
even death may follow its administration. Sometimes, again, she 
gives a medicine to n wife whom he favors more than herself. 
This causes the "other w oman" to lose her attract ivenc*s.SJ 

In Morocco (Mogadon) a woman who has lost her husband's 
love by failing lo give him a child goes outdoor* some night 
when the moon is shining, dishevels her hair, takes off her clothes, 
and sits down upon them by the side til" a trough filled with water 
Thru she saysfc 'O Moon! If you are in love and l am nice- 
looking; come in me By Lhis invocation she hopes to induce the 
moon to impart to the water occult power, and this power she will 
use in a fertility rite.1* 

Among the Guiana Indians the women all have their bma 
i charms) for managing the opposite sex. An Arawmfc girl will 
take a plant* usually a caladium, bathe with a leaf of it or carry 
it about with her, and then, without being seen, rub it over her 
lover's hammock Or she may rub her own hand* with it at id then 
touch his. If this procedure is carried out properly and the man 
remains in ignorance of what has been done, he will never have 
any desire to transfer fits affections efeewhere. Tile male Aruwak 
hrushes his leal charm over his girl's face or shoulders to prevent 
her from showing a partiality for other men The Caribs have 
similar practices. Charm & which use the pans of animals are also 
found among these tribes. Thus when a woman wants another's 
husband she puts wasp eggs into his drinkr a device which will 
m.ike him leave his wife and go off with her In grcai demand 
are the skin and feathers of a certain bird which the Indians ihiuk 
fascinates its comrades and leads them a weary donee through 
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the I>13sli. The happy possessor of such relics will be sure to have 
a ins in of lovers and followers,** 

The Cherokee Indian? employ a nttmlicr of spells affecting 
almost every aspect of their sexual life. So powerful are these 
spells that a man who has them at his disposal need never lie 
long' without a wife. Having gained her by magic he keeps her 
by magic. If she is attractive anti likely to be won over by the 
spells of male rivals, he recites over her at night, while the sleeps, 
a tormula which affirms the solidarity existing between them, 
and at the same time he anoints her breast with his spittle. To be 
effective this must be done for four nights in succession. But 
sometimes, in spite of the husband's efforts, she will be drawn 
away from him by a rival's superior magic- Some spells for this 
purpose arc intended to separate husband and wife. Each is 
likeneil to a noxious animal and a repulsion is thus set up between 
the conjugal pair. The wife will then leave her husband, unless 
he resorts successfully to counter magic. When a rejected suitor s 
love turns to hatred hr will use magic making her lonesome and 
repulsive to all men. Or he may continue to ply her with spells 
and finally succeed in having her iaU head over heels tn love with 
him and go through many undignified acts to show her passion. 
Thus he gets his revenge, Cherokee beauty magic i* illustrated 
by the spells to enhance a person's physical charms. Ugly men 
often resort to them in order to get a wife,11 

Among the Omaha, Ponca, and oilier Simian tribes sorcerers 
will pay a high price for a small quantity of the catamenial dis¬ 
charge of a virgin. This is mixed with a love potion. If admin¬ 
istered to a man, "he cannot help courting Utc woman, even 
when he kuowa dtat he does not love her/’*3 

A Haida lover fasts, collects a certain kind of medicine, rubs it 
upon his palms, and then puts it on the person or the clothing of 
the loved one. For this procedure to be effective he has to under¬ 
take an elaborate series of observances- After fasting for several 
days he goes to a creek, doffs his clothes, and looks for spruce 
cones. If he finds two old cones lying near each other, he takes 
one in each hand, pronounces his own name and that of the 
woman, and declares whether he merely loves her or would 
marry her. This statement must he repeated four times in an 
increasingly loud tone of voice, llv then enters the creek until 
the water comes up to Ins heart, puts the cones upstream some 
distance, and lets them float toward him. again takes them in 
Jits hands, and again utters aloud what he wants. After three 
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rqitiitiOfis of this act lie gws into the woodsp niaki^ a pillow, 
places. the cones on it, and covers than with leaves, meanwhile 
mentioning his wish four times more. AH this done, he returns 
home, breaks his fast* and waits for the woman's message of 

loftp 
This constant reliance on erotic magic will seem astonishing 

to those who think of primitive peoples as incapable of real 
passion and insensible to the attractions of the opposite sex_ Such 
magic obviously belongs to the white variety, when expected &nd 
welcomed by its object, whether man or woman: just a* obviously 
it is black if the contrary holds true- Not less dark in shade, 
because minis ter lug to disreputable ends, is the magic employed 
hy jilted lover to revenge himself upon his inamorata or, again, 
to cause dissension between husband and wife and break up a 
happy family. On the whole, erotic magic seems to tiave a pre¬ 
dominantly nefarious character, 

just as magic U frequently employed to enforce certain pro¬ 
hibitions (taboos) cm community property, so it finds constant use 
to safeguard goods and chattels, domestic animals, growing 
crop, fruit trees, and other personal possessions. These taboos 
may be imposed directly by the owner, or else a chief, a secret 
society, or a professional magician may be called Upon to estate 
IhU I hem. Thdr existence is usually indicated fay some simple 

sign which is readily understood by the passer-by. They operate 
automatically l sooner or lal£T the threatened evil descends on the 
hapless offender; he and Ifis suffer sharp and condign punishment. 

The simplest form of these prohibitions involves the use for 
protective piirjjosc* of something identified with a man's person- 
alisy. On the principle of ftgrs pr& tato, whatever it so used has 
all the occult power of its owner When a Queensland native is 
about to go away from the camp, leaving there his food and wea¬ 
pons, lie sometimes urinates near these possessions. No one will 
touch them and he can be sure cjI finding them intact on his return14 
Spittle is used in the same way, in the D'Entrecasteaux Islands a 
man expectorates on his fruit LreesT making hh saliva red by 
chewing betel mil; then blood}* pommies will form on the head 
and hod} of a thief md he may even the ?!i When (he iiarotse, a 
South African tribe, '"do not. want ~i thing imidied they spit on 
straws and stick them all about the object"1* Among ihc Haknngo 
'if a person is called away from hi$ mealP he will pretend to spit 
on is. and nn one wiD dare to touch the food while he is away,ll=f 

Charms of various sorts are often used alone for the protection 
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of private property. Some of the Queensland aborigines Kang up 
a bull-roarer over anything They wish to secure from molestation. 
A baby's navel-siring can also he employed Uj place a taboo on 
yams and other objects, because Lhe natives think that anything 
brought eo the s|K>t where a newly born child is Tying or which it is 
allowed to touch becomes atTcctcd with il_? occult power/1 By the 
eastern islanders of Torres Straits a reddish powder called kamrr*, 
found in rotten driftwood, was believed to be very potent in 
magic, especially as a means of protecting gardens from thieves. 
When bananas or other foodstuffs were ripe, the owner of a 
garden would secretly prepare kamer and doctor one of his trees. 
“As the thief was not certain which tree had been poisoned, he was 
afraid to risk it and so left the food aJone.l,,a In New Georgia, 
one of The Solomon IsEands, ihe preventive against all trespass 
and robbery i? the erection of property signs called ho fit; At the 
entrance to bis coconut plantation the owner will set uji a single 
stick, three or tour feet in length, with its top cleft for a short 
distance. In the opening are placed a bunch of dead leaves, a 
piece of fern root, and a wisp of grass. Sometimes the stick will 
be crowned with a skull, part of an antTs nest* or a large shell. 
The would-be thief, gazing on this complicated structure, has a 
picture of the fate in store for him: according to the emblem of 
sanctity exhibited will be wither away like the grass, become as 
hofiekssly moribund as the original owner of the skull, or perish 
like the ants which once lived in the nest or the fish which once 
nccupied the shell." The SamMns made extensive ust- of property 
signs to prevent stealing from plantations and fruit trees. Any sort 
of stick suspended horizontally from a tree Indicated the owner's 
wish that a thief who touched the tree might have a disease 
running right across his body and remaining there until he died. 
A few pieces of dam shell buried in the ground and surmounted hv 
some reeds tied together at she top named a prospective thief 
Lltat he would he afflicted with ulcerous sores. Another object 
of terror was the white shark *.igm made by plaiting a coconut 
feaf in the form of a shark. When suspended from a tree thiy 
was tantamount to an expressed imprecation ilmt die culprit 
might be devoured hy a while shark the next time he went fishing ** 

SpdJs ate often used in association with charms. Where the 
belief in the potency of spells is empliastKed* their simple recital 
may l»* held to he adequate for protective purposes, Among some 
of the Masshn trilics of southeastern New Guinea talioos of 
private property are indicated by a particular kind of sign, This 
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ha? been smeared with a certain medicine and set up hv an old man 
who knows the correct formulae lo recite at the lime. Anyone who 
stole an object so marked would become sick. The owner himself 
would suffer as severely as a si ranger. He would not think of 
caking any fruit front a coconut tree thus protected until the 
taboo had been lifted by the man who imposed it.*1 Among the 
Maiiu, when an owner of a coconut tree suspects that his nuts 
will be stolen, lie utters a spell and binds the runs together with 
some of their own fiber. A man who steals them or intends to do 
so gets hails and swellings all over his body and eventually dies. 
Banana trees and taro patches are similarly safeguarded-*1 

In Mime parts of lhe Melanesian area all or nearly ail the dis¬ 
eases recognised by the natives arc supposed to be caused by the 
violation of taboos, with which spells of grcai power and virulence 
are associated. There is a special spell for each disease. In Dobu 
[slam! every man and woman knows at least one; sometimes as 
many as five will be known to a single person. Taboos, reinforced 
by such spells, are commonly used to protect fruit trees situated 
away from the village, ft would be quite out of the question to 
taboo a tree in the village, for everyone would contract a disease 
by mere propinquity to the tabooed object Before a man dares 
take the fruit from his own private tree he must first nullify the 
effect of the spell, thus removing the taboo." Similarly in Wogeo, 
nfie of die Sell outer! Islands, most diseases arc ascribed lo violation 
of taboos laid on fruit trees. If a man knows what particular 
kind of spell has teen used in imposing the taboo, as in most 
cases he docs, he can tell precisely what disease will afflict him 
if he violates the taboo.*1 In Eddystoitc Island, one of the Solo¬ 
mons. there is the same definite connection of disease with the 
infraction of a taboo (kenjo) on the fruit of certain trees. Many 
varieties of ken jo arc recognized, each one with special rites for 
its imposition and removal. The rites, as a rule, can be performed 
Oitlv by tiie man or the small group of men owning the variety 
of ken jo in question. He and his ftflows are consequently the 
only people who are able to treat the disease produced by the in¬ 
fraction of that particular taboo.11 

Among the Maori the first step in tile imposition of a property 
taboo was to set up a post on the edge of the forest or the bank 
of the stream to be safeguarded. A lock of hair or a hunch of 
grass was attached to the post. The officiating magician then 
recited a spell "to sharpen the teeth" of the sign (rufitrt), “that it 
might destroy man." A taboo without a spell could be imposed by 
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3 chief only, and m observance was a tribute to his prestige. A 
chief would set up a post and hang an old garment on it as a sign 
of the prohibition; sometimes this was proclaimed simply by word 
of month.*1 An early authority on the Maori enumerates among 
the things which might be made taboo, articles left in a house not 
occupied by its owner, a house containing seeds„ a canoe tying on 
the heacht a tree selected for future working tip into a canoe, and 
a sweet potato ikumara) plantation.*" 

Similar prohibitions are commonly imposed in the East Indie?, 
and there is an extensive reliance upon them in Africa Slaves 
from West Africa seem to have carried the private property taboo 
to the New World, where it is still found among the Negroes of 
Surinam. It was not unknown, also, to some of the aboriginal 
Indian tribes. Thus over a large part of the aboriginal world 
beliefs and practices oi a magical nature have often been used 
wiLh success to buttress a system of individual ownership. 

By the primitive man health is presumed to be bis norma] state. 
He would Jive indefinitely, in complete possession of his faculties, 
were it not for hostile influences and agencies which beset lum 
from the cradle to the grave. It is true that some Australian 
aborigines can understand a death caused by an accident that they 
can see or by physical violence as in a fight, and that ordinary 
aches and pains, such as colds, sore eyes, headaches, and festering 
wounds, are endured by them without inquiring into their origin. 
By the Melanesians common complaints, fever and ague, for 
Instance* are accepted as coming in the course of nature. The 
natives of South Africa consider some minor forms of sickness 
to be 4*onJy sickness and nothing more/" for which an explanation 
may or may not be forthcoming. An American Indian views quite 
rationally some ailments accompanied by pain, debility, loss of 
appetite* or fever, if the cauf-e of these symptoms 1>ccii ob¬ 
served in certain natural conditions such as extremes of cold and 
heat, and if no complications arise. But in the lower culture, 
generally, any serious and protracted illness, especially if of a rarq 
or mysterious sort; any accident not obvronsly due to the patient's 
carelessness or stupidity ; and any death, save that nf a very young 
child or a very old person, will he attributed to human or noti- 
luiTTun agency. By some primitive peoples every kind ot ilhiess, 
every accident, and all deaths arc so regarded/1 

The explanations offered under such circumstances are various. 
Sorcery may have been practiced, sometimes unintentionally hut 
more often with malice prepense. A spiritual being may liave been 
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responsible for the visitation. A dread taboo, carrying with it an 
automatic: penalty, may have been violated. One s soul may have 
Ixren lost, perhaps by reason of its natural propensity for wander* 
tng away from the body. Still another widespread iheory is that 
of demoniacal jsnss&ssion, especially for acute mental disorders. 
Disease and death, again, are some limes vaguely conceived as a 
*ort of miasma or atmospheric poison, spreading a fatal influence 
far and wide, so that when one person has been struck down other 
persons are likely to suffer the same fare If sorcery is regarded 
as the responsible agency, any one of these explanations is likely 
to bt advanced. For the sorcerer, in addition to following the 
usual procedures and techniques of black magic* mav cause a man 
to break a taboo, or steal his soul, or summon an evil spirit to 
lodge tri his Inidy. or send a pestilence w^iich brings low an ailire 
cummimity. There arc no limits to the sorcerer's capacity tot 
wickedness.** 

The primary task of the doctor, if a professional magician, 
will Iw: to discover the cause of the com plaint, Kunetmtes by obser¬ 
vation of its symptoms, but more commonly by an inquiry into 
the patient's deeds and misdeed* and supplemented, in the more 
[lifEcul: cases, by recourse to divination, if magic has been prac¬ 
ticed. counter magic must Im; employed to nullify it. An angered 
spiritual being must in some way he appeased. When a taboo has 
been broken, the violator must undergo a rite of purification. An 
errant soul roust bt: sought for. recovered, and replaced. Should 
the patient be possessed, resort must be had to exorcism* The 
doctor either works idotic or with the help of the Spirit* tinder 
his control He engages in what is regarded as a con test between 
his owm occult power* aided i*erhaps by that of his spirits, and 
the power of the opposing magician, who may also rely on spiritual 
assistance. In some pans of North America, ns amnngthc Navalm 
Indian*, there Is a marked development of healing ceremonial*, 
nt ten conducted by several doctor** who rely on ^ong*. dances, 
and other rituals of a most elaborate character. In such cases a 
ceremonial is supposed to cure by virtue of its inherent power or 
through the help of the spirits and gods. Noi only the paiiciu but 
also other members of the community may Itavc a share in a 
"fife-giving11 performance of this character and pariakr of its 
benefit*., 

Sometimes a doctor* conscious of his powerlirssness over cer- 
lain ailments, will not treat them. Among ihc tribes of southern 
Oiutnslind a doctor would not try to suck out the crystals which 
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had supposedly beta i riser ltd m a man’s body by some enemy if 
he considered tile case to be hopeless,11 Amnta medicine men 
"waste nn antics" on Senile decay.’5 A Sea Dayah nauumy refuses 
10 treat cholera or smallpox." Doctors among the jivaro and 
Ganelos Indians of Kcuador believe themselves ro be completely 
powerless against smallpox, scarlet fever. dysentery, and venereal 
infections. Alt these diseases have been introduced by contact with 
white men.” N'avaho doctors have often tried, hot without sue* 
cess, to make new magical songs for the white man's luU-reulo- 
sis. measles, influenza. and syphilis.’11 A Cherokee medicine man 
readily admits that lie cannot possibly cure diseases of an ink-c¬ 
lients and contagious nature. These are reputed to be importer] 
by the while people and "more specifically" caused by the white 
doctors.*1 Shamans among the Tungus do not intervene in cases 
that camuii be cured by suggestion, such as typhoid fever, pneu¬ 
monia, and small pox.4r Yakul shamans do not treat scarlet fever, 
measles, smallpox, syphilis, scrofula, or leprosy They are espe¬ 
cially afraid of smallpox and will not perform their rites in a 
house where a case of it has recently occurred." tn the case of 
an infectious disease the doctor's fear of acquiring it is doubtless 
largely responsible for his refusal to deal with it. 

Disease is always conceived of materialistically. Some tan¬ 

gible object possessing a malefic quality has hern introduced in¬ 
visibly into the patient’s body, or some substance possessed by an 
evil spirit has entered him. Between the quality and tile "spirit" 
there is often no essential difference; the doctor may deal with 
the one by the same procedures which he employs with the other. 
This is very commonly die case even when specific diseases, espe¬ 
cially serious ones, are personified and endowed with occult power. 
The evil spirits to whose agency the Sakai of the Malay Peninsula 
attribute physical discomfort and sickness arc those responsible, 
respectively, for fatigue, headache, stomach-ache, mosquitoes, and 
a g™up of ailments including fever, elephantiasis, ulcers, and rheu¬ 
matism. '* Among the Thado Kuki of Assam, as an experienced 
observer points out. the terms “evil spirits” and "bacteria" arc 
w effect synonymous “To the Thado all sickness is caused by 
spirits, and when I asked an exceptionally intelligent interpreter 
why. in tltai case, quinine should cure malaria, he replied in some 
surprise Lfut it was surely obvious; Europeans had discovered 

with greater exactitude than Kukis what precise smell each variety 
of evil spirit disliked most, and hence used quinine for fever, 
chiurodyne for a flux, and castor oil for a pain in the stomach ",s 
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Quite recently smallpox has entered the pantheon of the Ho of 
Chota Nagpur as the ddty Mam and as Angar Mata among the 
Korwa.41 liy the Bathonga smallpox is "more or less personified" 
and with the iunie Nyedzana is looked on as a real and terrible 
visitor coming at intervals to search for sinners among the people. 
The great sin which he especially wishes to discover is murder by 
witchcraft." The Bahima evi! spirits, a numerous company, are 
mostly identified with the various maladies such as neuralgia, 
fever, bubonic plague, and smallpox, from which the natives 
suffer." A similar identification is made by the Rangala of the 
Upper Congo, among whom the names of serious illnesses are 
also the names of the spirits responsible for sending them,” The 
Jivaro Indians recognize the existence of as many as six disease 
spirit?, all with names and associated with various animals. Each 
spirit is responsible for a particular set of ailments. Chingi causes 
stomach troubles; More vs, alt localized aches and pains in various 
parts of the body other than in the stomach; Tunclii, rashes, itches, 
□nd skin eruptions—and so forthBy some Siberian tribes 
smallpox is regarded as an evil spirit introduced among them by 

the Russians.4* 

Disease being “materialized impurity," the doctor adopts ap¬ 
propriate measures for its treatment. He often operates by rub¬ 
bing or sucking various parts of the patient'-, body, perhaps 
reciting, meanwhile, potent spells or utilizing potent charms. At 
length he produces some small article—a pebble, a stick, a leaf, 
a thorn, a fragment of bone, a worm or an insect—‘which is the 
visible form of the disease, This practice has almost a world-wide 
distribution, 

A middle-aged Warramunga man fell very ill. the natural con¬ 
sequence of his having deliberately eaten food which the elders 
reserved to themselves. No one. therefore, was the least surprised 
at what happened to him. “Amongst the men In camp there tvere 
five doctors, anti as the case was evidently a serious one, they were 
all called into consultation. One of them was a celebrated" medi¬ 
cine man from the neighboring Worgaia tribe, and after solemn 
deliberation he gave it as his opinion that thu hone of a dead man, 
attracted by the campfire, had entered the patient's Itfxiy and was 
causing all the trouble. The others agreed w ith this opinion but, 
not to he outdone bv a stranger, the oldest among the Warranumga 
doctors decided that, in addition to the bone, an arabillia or wan 
of a gum tree had somehow got inside the man's body. The 
three less experienced men looked very grave, but said nothing 
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beyond the fact that they fully concurred m the diagnosis of their 
elder colleagues. At al! events it was decided tliat both the hone 
and the wart must be removed* and* under cover of darkness, 
they were in |iart removed after much sucking and rubbing of 
the patient's body/1 The man died sorni afterward—of dysentery/* 

In Borneo a Kay an doctor resorts to the sucking cure more 
particularly when localized pain is a prominent feature of the 
disorder. After inquiring of the patient where (he pain is fefrp 
He holds up the polished hJadc of a sword* gares at it intently, “as 
one seeing visions,” and sings several verses, half a spell, half an 
invocation, addressed to Bali Dayong, that is, to Holy Day mg. 
Men and women sitting around him* join in the refrain. Gradu¬ 
ally the doctor seems to become more and more oblivious to his 
surroundings, acts strangely, and makes curious ducking sounds. 
Then he produces a short tube, presses the end oi it upon the 
affected spot, sucks strongly, and M length blows out of the tube 
a small black pellet* which moves mysteriously upon his hand as he 
exhibits It to the patient and the audience. If the patient feds 
pain in several places the operation is repeated, “The whole pro¬ 
cedure h very well adapted to secure therapeutic effects by sugges¬ 
tion. The singing and the atmosphere of awe engendered by the 
daynng'x reputation and bis uncanny behavior prepare (he pnlient, 
the suction applied through the tube gives him the impression that 
something is being drawn through his skittT and (he skillful pro¬ 
duction of the mysterious black pellet completes the suggestive 
process."** 

The element of trickery in such performances is so manifest 
that one may wonder why it should not be more often discovered. 
We must remember* however, that the doctor is sometimes called 
upon to deal with a real splinter, stone, or bone which has become 
imbedded in the patient s flesh« and that his success in removing 
it would justify confidence in his operative skill when the presence 
of the extraneous object is not apparent to the sensei If in such 
cases the doctor resorts to his expulsive treatment iherc Is usually 
little or no disposition to question its effectiveness. With reference 
to the Xosa of South Africa we are (old that the onlookers, fear¬ 
ful qf being bewitched, dare not took carefully at what is being 
produced; they merely give it a frightened glance and turn their 
eyes away. As for the patient, he never asks to see the wound or 
cut through which the offending substance has been drawn out. 
“He is content to accept the practitioner's word at its face value. 
A miracle has been performed, and snrdy that’s enough for any- 
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imi .""’ Among the Aiande of she Anglo-Egyptian Sudan a more 
skeptical attitude prevails, and a doctor must be well trained in 
prestidigitation to avoid exposure. Should he be found our he 
can always assert that the pretended extraction of spiders and 
black beetles is not what cures bis patient, but the medicine which 
he administers internally and externally at the same, time. His 
surgery may be questionable; bis physic, at any rate, is successful.'*-' 

Widespread, also, is the practice of exorcism. All maladies 
are sometimes attributed to demoniacal possession, hut more often 
they arc limited to idiocy and to such deep-seated afflictions as 
hysteria, delirium, epilepsy, and mania. To compel the hasty exit 
of the occupying spirit (he patient is pricked with needles, as m 
Hawaii, or sprinkled with pungent spices, as in the Malay Islands, 
or thoroughly beaten, as in West Africa. The more unpleasant 
the Treatment (he more efficacious it is deemed to he. 

Tile prtfCedure followed in Fiji for the exorcism of a disease 
Spirit has been described by a Christianized native. The doctor 
"passed his hands over the patient's body till he detected the spirit 
by a peculiar fluttering sensation in his linger ends. He then 
endeavored to bring It down to one of the extremities, a foot or a 
hand- Much patience and care were required, because these spirit- 
arc very cunning, anti will double back and hide themselves in the 
trunk of the liody if you give them a chance. 'And even,’ he said, 
when you have got the demon inti) a leg or an arm which you 

can grasp with your fingers, you must take care or lie will escape 
you. He will lodge in the joints, and hide himself among the 
bones Hard indeed it is to get him out of a joint I But w hen you 
have drawn him down to a finger or a toe, you must pull him out 
with a sudden jerk, and throw him far away and blow after him 
Jest he should return.’ ",t 

An English authority describes an exorcism among the Maoist, 
an Arawak friht- of British Guiana. Our Englishman, suffering 
from headache and a slight fever, submitted to treatment at the 
hands of a pern. The patient sjxnt the night in the dark hut if 
dn: magician, who, having imbibed freely of tuliacco juice, worked 
himself up apparently into a state of frenzy and for six hours 
ronductcd an incessant vemriloquial conversation with the spirits 
responsible for the illness Their shouts and roars filled the hut, 
shaking its walls and mol The rustling of their wings and the 
limits, as each one alighted on the floor, could be plainly heard. 
These noises Were caused by shaking leafy houghs and then dash¬ 
ing tiicm suddenly on the ground. In the morning the pent pro- 
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duccd a caterpillar which be had extracted from the patient while 
asleep, Jt was the bodily form of the spirit that had caused all 
the trouble. ^ 

With reference to the Indiana of Cummin, Venezuela, an old 
writer tells how the medicine nu n 'said the patient was pa&scsfcd 
with spirits, stroked all tlie body over, used words of endianintent, 
licked some joints, and suckedr saying they drew mu spirits; look 
a twig of a certain tree, the virtue whereof none but the physicians 
knew, tickled thdr own throats wish it till they vomited and bid, 
sjgjhed, roared, quaked, stamped, made a thousand faces, sweated 
for two hours, and at last brought up a sort of thick phlegm, with 
ft little hard black hall in the middle of it which those that be¬ 
longed to the sick person carried Into the field, saying, ‘Go thy 
way* Devil; Devil, go thy way/ *P'! 

There are many instances w here the exorcist must firsi become 
himself possessed, in order to discover what evil spiral was respon¬ 
sible for the clj.vease in question i rr to secure ihe ah I of ;i good 
spirit able to deal effectively with the devilish adversary. 

Temporary possession induced by a magician for curative pur¬ 
poses has been described among the Papuans of Gcdvink Bay, in 
Netherlands New Guinea, li a person lias fallen sick one of ihe 
members of his family is stupefied by the fumes of incense, or 
by some either method of producing a trance-1 ikt? condition. An 
image i>t a deceased ancestor is then placed <m the medium's kipr 
m order to cause the ancestral ghost to pass out of the iiuagr into 
his body, When that happens* the ghost speaks through the me¬ 
dium's mouth and tells bow a cure of the patient may be effected 
The medium, upon returning to his normal state, professes to 
know nothing of what he said during the trance.1*4 In Nitsr or 
■Savage Island the so-called "priests1" an; now possessed bv ghosts, 
though in ihr old heathen days die possess it ri was hy gods . hvsii"< 
their name, laula-ahu' ("anchor of the gods’ )- Besides h'< mi- 
pJovmenl for weather making, bewitching and prnphesyhig, a 
laub-aum cures by going into a trance or fit and thus establishes 
Cafttact with the ghost!* jiCiwit*. When these ap|Nrar he usually 
becomes unconscious, bur sometimes; he *ees them without losing 
hh smses. The* lell him whether the patient b likely or not to 
recover ami also how to compound his medicines, ff lit- make$ a 
mistake they come back and rectify it. In addition to medicine 
he relit* on massage to expel on evil spirit from a paiieiu, and for 
the -amt purpose makes had smells by pounding Certain leaves, 
of beats and cue* the sufferer to relieve him of Ins unpleasant 
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.spiritual parasite. The evil spirit comes out in human form.*1 

Among Indonesian peoples possession of this son seems to l« 
common. In Poso, a district of central Celebes, when The priestess 
of a god is consulted in a case of disease she becomes possessed 
by the god, who speaks through her mouth and through her hands 
draws forth from the patient the alien substance:—it may be a 
piece of tobacco Or a Stick—inserted by a sorcerer into the suf¬ 
ferer's body.** The MaJanau, a division of the Klctnatitan of 
Sarawak, Slave an elaborate ceremony to induce a ,fbig spirit” to 
enter a female doctor, so tliat she may cure a sick person. When 
it comes into her she feels its presence like a flash, hut does not 
see its form. She ask* for food and drink, which she consumes 
to gratify the spirit within her, though she.b not aware that die 
is eating and drinking. The doctor, or. rather, her possessing 
spirt:. then summons forth ihe demon afflicting the patient and 
causes it to enter a basket prep red for its reception,'* 

A Malay magician, called upon to treat a sick man, goes through 
a ceremony whereby he liecomcs ixosscssed bv the spirit of a tiger. 
He thus obtains its assistance in expelling a rival spirit of less 
power. The performance is carried out realistically. Once the 
tiger spirit lias entered the pationg he goes down upon his hands 
and feet, growls like the dreaded "lord of the forest," indulges 
in cat-like leaps, and licks over, as a tigress would lick its cub, the 
all but naked body of the patient. Then the p-monij. vising to 
his feet, engages in a fierce liand-to-hand combat with the invisible 
foe which he had Imctj summoned to t \nrcise from the sick min.” 

The relation or possession to the cure of sickness b further 
illustrated by the bori cult of the I tausa. □ Negroid people of the 
Sudan The bori are disease spirits, some of Mohammedan origin 
and same purely heathen. Each spirit has its own name and its 
own mode of manifestation. It is summoned by its special song, 
accompanied by drumming and incense burning. Members of the 
cult hold great ceremonial dances in which the performers, both 
inert and women, are “mounted" by the spirits, possession being 
imagined as a ride on horseback. When so possessed by a spirit, a 
bori doctor is able to cure the disease which it has caused, hy a 
sort of "tnui seen dental inoculation."'* 

Among the Arc-cuna of Venezuela a doctor drinks tobacco 
juice in -Vder in send out his soul and enlist the ghosts of former 
medicine men for help in curing his patient, A ghost, when 
brought bach from the other world, enter? the doctor's body, 
speaks through him (but in a voice quite unlike the doctor’s!. 
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answers questions, and offers advice ns in the proper treatment 
of the case. If the doctor, after drinking tobacco juice, cannot 
succeed in securing ghostly aid of this sort, his patient dies.™ 

Every doctor among the Yuma Indians has his familiar spirit 
In most cases of illness it merely directs him to undertake the 
treatment of a sick person and gives him strength to effect a cure. 
But hi the practice of sorcery and in the procedure to avert the 
effects of sorcery' the spirit is supposed to enter the doctor, so 
that true possession then takes place* When the patient is at the 
point of death* the doctor also tries by singing to induce die spirit 
to enter his own body, whence it will pass into that of the sick 
man and bring [pack the tatter s soul, about to flee away forever. 
In these casts the doctor will speak as if he were the spirit: indeed 
it h the spirit speaking, hut using the doctor s voice because it 
has no voice of its ovvn.TL 

True possession for curative purposes also occurs among the 
Haida and Tlingit. With these northwestern tribes the shaman, 
when treating a patient or otherwise performing, %vas supposed 
to he possessed by a spiritual being. He bore its name, imitated 
hs dre.-*?. and spoke with its voice. The spirit showed him the 
cause of the sickness, which he then removed by blowing upon 
the affected i^irt of the patient's body, sucking at it, or rubbing a 
charm on it. If the patient's sold had wandered, lie captured and 
restored it. If the patient had been bewitched, he revealed the 
name of the sorcerer and told how the man should be dealt with. 
All these things hn- accomplished by means of the possessing 
spirit/* 

A disease tlot has been removed by the sucking process or a 
disease spirit that has been driven out by exorcism is often trans¬ 
mitted through bodily contact or in some other way to an inani- 
mate object, an animal or a human being. A magician 
makes little dough images of all kinds of animals and sets them on 
a tray, together with betel leav es and cigarettes. He them repeals 
a spell inviting the evil spirit, nr "mischief/" to leave the body 
of the patient and mice imo the choice collection of objects lying 
on the tray.11 The Baganda medicine mart* having made an image 
uf his pattern in day, would eatjse this object to be rubbed over 
the latter's body. At nightfall the image was buried in the road 
or hidden in the grass nearby. The first ;rcr?on who stepped over 
it or passed by it got the disease, A plantain flower, tied up in 
the semblance of the patient, might be used in the same way. 
Such procedures, though doubtless efficacious, were attended with 
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iamt danger, for a person caught thus seeking the death of an¬ 
other would himself be lolled/* The Lobj of French West Africa 
try to transfer a man’s illness 10 a big tree. He is first anointed 
with a Special medicine and made to lean against the trunk. The 
attendant priest : 1itn J'catches the tree's breath” and ] Kisses it into 
I he patient's body. At the same time the latter's breath is passed 
int- the tret i i the tree withers and dies, the sick man is certain 
oi recovery; if, however, it continues to be vigorous and full of 
life, he is doomed to death,” The Creek Indians believe tliat ’“in 
the beginning' tile animals or animal spirits made all diseases. 
Accordingly, after a medicine man lias expelled a disease from 
his patient. Ire throws it into an animal spirit, though not the 
one which caused it/" A Yakut shaman, called ti]wn to treat 
s sick person, tries to drive away the spirit by frightening1 it or 
by socking it out from the painful place. He also resorts to spit¬ 
ting and blowing as expulsive measures. Sometimes, however, 
she sickum is transferred to the cattle, which arc then sacrificed." 

The procedures of disease transmission arc not in themselves 
magical. They involve nothing more than the familiar notion that 
the qualities of objects are both material and transmissible. They 
ma}- be employed and often arc employed by laymen or by healers 
w ho make no pretensions to proficiency in magical arts, When, 
however, the patient suffers from a long and serious ailment a 
recognised practitioner of magic is likely to be called in, not only 
to expel it hut to get rid of it permanently by transferring it to 
some “scapegoat,” animate or inanimate. He alone lias the occult 
power to make die transfer realty effective 

If a disease has been caused by ihc abstraction from a person 
of his soul or of some part of his body l often identified with his 
soul), the doctor tries to recover the missing object or substance 
so that lie may replace it in his jiatient. Sometimes he devises a 
trap for it or ensnares it. In the Batiks Islands, if the doctor 
derides that the soul of the rick man has been stolen by 3 spirit, 
he proceeds to brew a potion of leaves and drinks it before going 
t>> sleep. In his sleep he has dreams, and these arc taken as an 
indication that bis own soul lias gone away to seek nut that of 
die patient The latter is hard to find, for it may have been hidden 
on the branch of a tree or in the deft of a rock; moreover, the 
spirit-kidnaper tries his best to keep it by raising a liarricr of 
stums or some other obstacle to balk the pursuing soul. Some¬ 
times. indeed, the doctor's efforts are in vain; if so, he will an¬ 
nounce his failure upon waking up in the morning/" The pro- 
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fcssional soul-calc hrr among the Kayan falls into u trance in order 
to send his own soul in pursuit of that of Uh pattern and induce 
it u> rcium [f successful, he comes nut of hh i ranee, "with the 
air of fine who h suddenly transported from distant scenes." and 
exhibits some small animal, perhaps only a grain of rite, a pebble* 
or a bit of wood, tn which the captured soul is confined. This 
object he places on the top of the patient's head and drives it in 
by rubbing.7* 

The Buriat shaman makes a diagnosis in order to decide 
whether the patient's sout has been lost or whether it has }*een 
stolen and is now languishing in die gloomy realm of Erlik, Surd 
of the underworld. In the former case the shaman seek- the soul, 
which may be near at hand or perhaps far away hi the deep 
wood, on the steppes, or at the bittern of the sea. ff it cannot 
l>e found tin earth, then the shaman must go to Erlik. This re- 
riuircs a toilsome and expensive journey, and ilu patient must 
first offer heavy sacrifices. Sometimes Frlik wilt not give up the 
sou! without receiving in exchange another soul, so the shaman 
must ensnare that of the sufferer’s dearest friend and hand it 
■wer to Erlik. The sick man recovers, but only tor a limited 
period, at the most, nine years: bis friend becomes ill and dies.** 

The doctor, as well as his professional brother, (he rain maker, 
must sometimes j>ay the penalty For a failure of his operations. 
Among tbe Bangcrang. a tribe of Victoria, a doctor who had 
lost a patient might hate to undergo the ordeal of spears,11 The 
natives of Zamhalcs, one of the Philippines, evince a natural 
disinclination to enter the medical profession for, while it i- 
lucraiivt, a practitioner whose patient dies may hinifid f be killed” 
Fhc Nicobarese fx^asi anally put tn death a doctor who failed to 

cure the sick11 The Furlehc of Patagonia frequently punish with 
dcalh an unsuccessful dr. tor. 1 The same practice is rqx>rted 
among the Payagua of Paraguay.11 The Jiv-iro reason That a 
medicine man who lias undertaken to cur*; a sick person and docs 
not dn so must have used his occult power to kill hint. The reb^ 
nm of the deceased consider it their ditiy to take revenge upon 
iht supposed sorcerer, who is promptly murdered, unless able to 
escape by flight,4* 

Among ?hc Indians nf the southwestern United States unsuc- 
cessfu) medicine men art or were often killed. A doctor unable 
to cure a child would be readily excused, and even a single failure 
with an adult might he passed fiver, im the ground, for example, 
I bit tin: pattern* bad heart was responsible far hh demise. But 
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should :j doctor lose a number of cases successively Ire is bdieved 
to Ilave lost his curing powers or even to have become a sorcerer: 
hence lie is killed to prevent his doing further harm. To avoid 
the sole responsibility tor treating a hopeless case, the doctor will 
sometimes call upon other practitioners for assistance ct will 
refer the patient to a specialist for his particular ailment 

The Indians or southern and central California almost uni¬ 
versally believed that the medicine man who could cause a disease 
was also the one who could cure it. Whether he killed a man or 
healed him wras entirely a matter of his inclination. IfF then, lie 
failed to effect a cure, his failure must obviously be due to malevo¬ 
lence, for which he deserved to he, and often was, killed. In 
northern California medicine men were much less frequently 
murdered and then not as sorcerers but rather for their refusal 
to attend a rick person or for unwillingness u> mum their fee 
after an ujisucec^ful treatment.4* 

Among the tribes of British Columbia a doctor who failed to 
effect a nire was always liable to be put to death, on the assump¬ 
tion that he did not wish his patient to recover.** On the other 
hand, a Thine doctor who tried with the aid of his familiar spirit 
to dislodge a disease spirit from a patient, incurred no odium for 
a failure. Obviouslyf thought these iEidians, the doctor's spirit 
was less powder fid ihan the intruder’s ,m 

Magico-mcdicaJ practice among some primitive peoples reaches 
a high degree of specialization* Among the Eh-ma tribes of die 
Papuan Gulf the specialists in magic who deal exclusively with 
disease may limit themselves to its diagnosis t>r else engage only 
in practice. Sometime* they combine their activities; sometimes 
the two kinds of doctors work in partnershipAmong the Tami 
on the northeastern coast of New Guinea there is a Fpedalist for 
a pain in The chest, a second for 3 pain in the abdomen, a third 
for rheumatism, and a fourth for catarrh. One specialist may 
treat only internal ailments by reciting 5 pci I* over Uie patieftt^i 
Food: another takes leaves* roots, or feathers, which have been 
similarly made magically potent, and rubs them over the patient s 
body A1 In Eddy stone I slats d, which belongs to the Solomons 
group, sue! 1 ailments as rheumatism, fever, epilepsy, and insanity 
are treated by different practitioners.®8 The of the Ha¬ 
ve mb ot the Transvaal is the medicine man proper, and his 
principal function h the cure of disease. There are also many 
specialists. While familiar with the general principles of the 
magico-mcdical art, they treat only certain disease*. They often 
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inherit rhtir knowledge from a long line of ancestors who wrv 
thempelvcs specialists, The doctor's profession is, indeed nearly 
as complicated among the Bavenda as .uiiutig ourselves.6* In the 
case of certain ailments the l^avahn believe that besides an obvious 
cause, such as art accident resulting in broken bones, some un¬ 
known and baneful influence may be at work to prevent the 
patient.^ recovery Therefore, in addition to the regular doctor, 
who treats the symptoms that can be recognised, a diagnostician 
must he called in to learn by dm nation what tins baneful influ¬ 
ence really H and then In recommend another medii ine man w h- 
wilii be able to deal w ith ir1,71 Tltroughout northern California a 
distinction is likewise made between the man who is a diagnosti¬ 
cian only, singing, dancing, or smoking before the patient in 
order Id become clairvoyant and ^see>? the cause of the disease, 
.ind the doctor who per forms the ct^.1 cure b> sticking it out of 
the patient; The sucking doctor seem? to he rated higher than the 
diagnoptician. This distinction has been found among the Hupa 

Porno. Maidti. and other Tribes.** 
In some primitive communities it is not usual to seek the aid 

of a doctor for minor complaints. Thus among the triS>e$ of 
Quern stand, where knowledge of the therapeutic value of certain 
herbs, of massage, and other simple treatments i> common to 
everybody, the rick man cares for himself ur a wife for her hus¬ 
band isr a mother for her child/7 Many communities, not so 
primitive, support a class of healers who claim no special relation 
k‘ ancestral ghosts or spirits and exercise no functions of a magi¬ 
cal character. These leeches." as they have been called, treat 
minor ailments by the use of a few well-known drugs which they 
dispense without ceremony: they may also practice 3 rudimentary 
surgery, Only when their measures prove to be unavailing wiN 
professional medicine men !>e consulted. It is significant that 
while leeches work along more or less scientific lines and may 
often help their patients, they never enjoy the high esteem paid to 
the practitioners of magic. 
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Chapteh XIII 

SORCERY 

The special procedures and techniques traditionally associated 
with sorcery nr witchcraft, as we have seen, may sometimes be 
employed for public ends, when directed against unsocial members 
of a community or against a hostile dan or tribe. But black magic 
is essentially .in individualistic affair. It finds regular and con- 
stant use by men and women who work ddiljcratdy, by means of 
the spells they utter, the charms they manipulate, and the rites 
they perform, to bring misfortunes upon their fellows. So used 
it may lie licit, reputable, and even praiseworthy, for instance, if 
the same magical art* that have slain a man are resorted to by an 
avenger of blood against the slayer. As a rule, however, sorcery 
is carried on more or legs seemly, in defiance of public opinion, 
aEid those who practice it are object* of constant suspicion, fear, 
and enmity 

Almost if not universally homebred sorcery is presumed lo be 
far less effective than I hat of a remote and unknown group. An 
ultra of mystery invests sorcery fas it does ail magic), and the 
more mysterious it is the more powerfully U acts. Distance lends 
terror to the view,1 

In Central Australia all distant tribes are supposed to be espe¬ 
cially devoted to magic and skilled itt its practice,- Among the 
Kaitish. Warraniutiga. and other northern tribes a very potent 
form of evil magic, called mania, if associated with certain little 
stones. These are endowed wkh their power only by members 
of the Worgata and Gnanji trihtf, but they are traded away r-.< 
Lhv south as far as the Kaitish, who use them occasionally u* 
injure the A runt a. Another instance of magic associated with a 
distani region i* afforded hy the knout, which men of the Antrim, 
Rakish, and Upirra tribes carry about with them concealed in their 
wallets It is very useful in securing a wife's prompt obedience 
to her husband l*The very sight of the knout h enough to hring 
her to a sense of what is right and proper, whilst a blow from 
it is supposed to have most serious and usually fatal results Even 
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a distant woman can he injured by cracking the knout in her 
direction, the evil magic which it contains flying off from it 
through tlte air." Precisely the same object is worn by men of 
the Warramunga and Tjingilli tribes as an ordinary waist belt 
devoid of malefic properties. But after a knout has been "sung" 
by a native it will be traded southward to the Arunta and other 
tribes and acquire a special value as containing Lite magic of a 
remote and unknown group of people.* The natives of the Mur¬ 
ray Islands, Torres Straits, believe foreign sorcery to be so effec¬ 
tive that it can be deadly when the black magician and his victim 
are a hundred miles apart.* The Kiwai Papuans hold their neigh¬ 
bors to be accomplished sorcerers. For the more delicate and 
difficult operations of black magic they prefer die services of an 
outsider 10 those of (heir own local practitioner : By the Kcraki 
the imputation of sorcery is almost invariably leveled at persons 
living at some distance and not members of the local group. How¬ 
ever. a comparatively close neighbor or even a member of the 
local group i(self can procure a “foreign" professional sorcerer 
to do what he cannot do himself. Consequently among the Kcraki 
one takes due care not to offend one's fellows, because of the risk 
of such retaliation by the injured party.* Tliose Arjtpcsh lvjlo 
live on the beach or in lhe mountains know no nefarious magic. 
All misfortunes suffered by them, all accidents, illnesses, and 
deaths, they attribute to the sorcery of the Plains Arapvsh, who 
live beyond the mountains. Because of the evil power possessed 
by a Plainsman he can walk safely through the country of the 
Mountain people.* The Trobrianders, “frightened enough" bv 
sorcery at home, are terribly fearful of that supposed to be prac¬ 
ticed on the island of Dobu." The Tonga Islanders are said to 
fear especially Fijian sorcery'.’ live Malays of the Peninsula 
regard themselves as inferior in the practice of the blade art to 
the magicians of the Sen tang and other aboriginal tribes,1" The 
Toda dread the death-dealing sorcery of the Ku rumba far more 
than that of their own magicians; the domestic variety can be 
remedied, but for the foreign variety there is no remedy. When 
a Kurumba lias made 3 Toda ill, the only thing t. * be done is to 
kill the malefactor. On the other hand, the Toda magicians 3re 
so greatly feared by the Badaga that the latter pay tribute to 
them.” Aryan Hindus, settled in Qiots Nagpur, ascribe great 
powers of witchcraft to the Munda. an aboriginal tribe of this 
region.1* The Balamha, a Rhodesian people, credit the Bakaonde 
with a general superiority in witchcraft, while holding that in 
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certain brandies of the black art the Babemb* excel.1* The 
Akamba far the magic of the Atiiaraka.11 The Azandc are ]>er- 
5nailed that the arts of foreign magician* are far superior to their 
own. When one of die fraternity visits another country and 
acquires there new medicines and magical procedures, he ts re¬ 
garded by colleagues and laymen alike as a practitioner quite out 
of the ordinary.1’ The Dmka, who adjoin the Bongo, say that 
tiie latter are dreadful fellows, with an ability in black magic tar 
exceeding their own.1* In Ashanti superior powers of black magic 
are invariably attributed to wilder and more distant tribes rather 
than to those nearer home. The farther away the district from 
which a man hails the more likely he is to he "full of medicine.”1' 
The Navaho resort to the Pueblo Indians to be cured of witch¬ 
craft. They also fear these Indians as being themselves witches.1' 

In some communities sorcery’ is said to 1>c nonexistent. Natives 
will declare that they have only white magicians. People who 
practice the black art belong to a tribe so far away that it is 
unknow ti and strange or to another and hostile tribe. When the 
group is acknowledged to contain sorcerers it is assumed that 
their nefarious practices will never be employed against its 
members. 

Among the southern clans of the Murngin of Northern Terri¬ 
tory, Australia, a Mack magician is not looked upon by his fellows 
as fearsome, because they regularly seek his aid in repaying a 

. wrong done to them by another group. He would never be asked 
to kill by black magic anyone belonging to fits own clan or to 
another clan with which friendly relations exist; his business is 
to destroy outsiders, who are regarded as enemies and whose 
hostile feelings are well known.” 

With regard to tlw Mai In, a Papuan tribe, we are told tliat the 
magician of a dan is always believed to work for its interests, 
being charged with the duty of making ineffective the pernicious 
influence of the magician in another clam For his own people he 
is a tiara <gi (a white magician); to outsiders he appears as a 
fcijnai fej\t a sorcerer.10 Apparently a Mafuhi sorcerer never exer¬ 
cises his powers against any member of the village, or of the 
clan, or even, as a rule, of the larger tribal group to which he 
Wongs. Hence he is not shunned or (caret) by lit* own people.*1 

Sorcerers of Ltic Mekco tribes are not supposed to work against 
members of their own clan. A sorcerer guilty of “such a breach 
of professional decorum” would be driven nut of the local dan 
settlement11 Among the Roro-sptakmg tribes, while sorcerers 
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who presume on their powers ty interfere in the domestic con¬ 
cerns oi their comrades will sometimes be driven out of the 
community or killed, the general attitude toward them \s one of 
perfect good fellowship. “Indeed a sorcerer may have great 
influence in his own village, and not only may not be feared hut 
may be regarded generally as a real protection, for besides being 
able to thwart the acts of sorcerers of other villages, the latter 
will, it is supposed, refrain from hostile magic in order not to 
provoke reprisals.^* 

Among the Xaga tribes of Manipur every village has its doctor, 
who is an independent private practitioner of medicine and magic. 
Bad magicians, who cause illness, are likewise found, but always 
"in the next village, or a day's journey away, or over the next 
range of hills. * l he Likiirr of Assam say that while there are 
no black magicians among them there are many among their 
neighbors, the Lushai and Chakma. Hence when traveling in the 
territory of these tribes they are very circumspect as to their 
behavior. In the same way the Lushai, while denying that they 
have any sorcerers, believe that the Thado Kuki possess them in 
abundance.14 

In the Btchnam tribes, when sorcerers confine themselves to 
working magic against their own hated rivals, their activities 
are regarded with great respect, as king beneficial to the com* 
rrmnity.1' Among the Niter, a Nilotic people of the Anglo-Egyp¬ 
tian Sudan, the sorcerer does not try to injure anyone in bis mvn 
village. When he works magic against a person in another village 
he enjoys the support of his fellow villagers, who regard his 
activity as king advantageous to themselves,** 

ft is the duty of a Lcngua magician io send ill luck and plagues 

upon the enemies of his people and protect them from the machina¬ 
tions of foreign sorcerers.** All had magicians among the tribes 
along the Xingu {centra] Brazil l Jive, nr are supposed to live, in 
the villages of outsiders.** The Witoto of eastern Peru account for 
every fatality among them as due to the pernicious activity of a 
medicine man. hut they never bold their local practitioner respon¬ 
sible tor bringing about a death.4* Similarly among the Yagita, in 
the same part of Peru, no medicine man is believed to practice 
black magic against people of Ills own dan. He operates exclu¬ 
sively against other clans and consequently is much feared (as 
well as respected) by their members.41 

However, sorcerers generally show little or no reluctance to 
employ their nefarious arts, not only against individual members 
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of their own group, hut often, also, against the group itself. 
Among Lite Motu of the Papuan Gulf the weather magician can 
make heavy sea? so that fishermen are unable to go out tti their 
canoes; if wdJ paid, however, he will still the winds and produce 
a calm." The Ktmi once accused the local sorcerer of not making 
rain in order to dry up their gardens and starve them to death," 
A Kiwai sorcerer sometimes works harm against men of his own 
community who are at sea harpooning duginTg.1* In the Loyally 
bland? certain persons could control the sun, hut they were not 
very popular because the natives suffered so much from excessive 
heal and often laid the blame for it upon Ihc solar magicians. It 
was even insinuated that one of them would sometimes send down 
so much heat as to burn up the plantations and cause a famine, 
so that many people died of hunger, thus providing more human 
flesh for food. It was a privilege of tlds functionary to proclaim 
a cannibal feast whenever he felt inclined to do so.11 Among the 
Bokhara or Banyoro of Uganda every district has its rain makers. 
Because of ihcir valuable sendees they are allowed to levy certain 
taxes. I f the people do not pay their assessment, a magician will 
threaten to destroy their crop? by sending a heavy ram, wind, or 
hail.** Among ihe Lango. when the magical ceremonies to bring 
raiit are unsuccessful, the old men suspect that one of their 
number has obtained a "rain spear" and has used it maliciously 
to "tie up" the rain and cause a drought, Should they discover 
the guilty party they beat him severely, make him pay 3 fine of 
goats and sheep, which they eat themselves, and require him to 
undo his evil magic. If the culprit cannot be found, the elders 
are suspected of shielding him. Then the unmarried young mm 
give them a good beating to induce them to deliver him up.,T A 
magician among the A pin aye. a Brazilian tribe, may use black 
magip against an entire community and cause an epidemic sickness. 
One method of accomplishing tills end is to bury pieces of a giant 
armadillo's armor on both sides of the road leading to the source 
ni the village water Supply." Pima medicine men, if not accorded 
proper respect by their fellows, are likdy to cause heavy rains 
and floods in (he rivers. The annals of these Indians refer to 
several occasions when medicine men, suspected of producing 
plagues. Were executed As the result of this. salutary action "no¬ 
body was sick any more. " The 7uni have a story of a husband 
whose wife left him for another man. He goes to a priest tvho 
could cause earthquakes and epidemics and begs for power to 
make everyone as unhappy as himself. He gets the power and 
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uses it to stud a terrible opidcrnic %% liich caused many deaths. 
But he fails to pay the priest for services rendered and so the 
latter kills him by magic/* 

The activities of the white magician and of the black magician 
are necessarily connected, for the one seeks to nullify the work 
of the other. Both make use of occult power, and victory in the 
contest between them goes to him who wields die stronger power. 
The ' good11 practitioner must therefore be familiar with the 
methods of his rival p the sorcerer* in order to cope with him 
success fully, and vice versa Many primitive peoples distinguish 
between llie man who employs his talents for the public l™efU* 
practicing openly and by daylight to cure diseases* foretell die 
future, and prevent every sort of misfortune, and the man who 
seeks to injure the community or its membersh executing his 
projects by secret means and often in the obscurity of night. The 
one upholds the social order, the other would subvert It* This 
distinction between die two is often indicated by the names applied 
to them. Thus the Ba-ila contrast the mumjanga, die doctor, 
skilled! in all kinds of medicines, with die mutestif. a trafficker 
in forbidden forced, always with a had purpose. The two come 
into association, how ever* when the sorcerer secures from a doctor 
the powerful drags with which he or she works. A doctor may 
abo practice black magic, but that is not part of his profession/1 

By the BaLamha the doctor \ umuhyc), who uses occult power in 
a way beneficial to society, is contrasted with the witch (im/wifi), 
who can also tap the hidden resources of nature and devote them 
to nefarious ends/* The Baganda distinguish between "prophets*1 

(basamtzi), whose knowledge and occult power come to them as 
the result of inspiration by the ancestral ghosts,, and sorcerers 
(frtr/dupo). The lalter learn their evil secrets ^heaven know ? how/' 
and their identity rarely becomes known, so cunning are they at 
casting spells over great distai sees. Nevertheless the recognized 
and reputable practitioners engage in nefarious magic for ends 
which are regarded as socially justifiable/1 The Bakairi, Kidischn, 
and other Brazilian tribes distinguish the good medicine man 
iphjt} from the sorcerer (omenta), the "poison possessor/1 hut 
they sometimes use these expressions indiscriminately/1 The 
Ojibwa contrast the mid* with the jesjukkid- Sometimes a jes- 
mkkid tries to injure a mdt% hut the latter, aided by his superior 
spirits, becomes aware of the magic employed against him and 
avert* it41 Wldlc the Paviolso often designate the sorcerer by 
the term in use for the good medicine iwan* he i$ also known as 
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the "eater of people."** By the Greenland Eskimo the angakot 
are contrasted with witches (ittuefrsui), the latter being very 
often decrepit old women.4’ 

Among other primitive peoples the functions of tine white 
magician and of the black are exercised by the same practitioner, 
acting now in the otic capacity and now in the other. This seems 
to be universally true of the Australian aborigines, whose medicine 
men are by no means averse to indulging, at times, in sorcery. ” 
It ts also true, though perhaps not universally, of the Papuan 
tribes.*" In the Melanesian Islands the magicians who cure diseases 
may be the sauiL' men who cause them, but it often happens that 
the "darker secrets" of ihe magical an are known only to people 
who have a special power of doing harm " The Maori tahunga 
were skilled in every variety of magic, though the highest class 
of these functionaries, who acted as priests, did not concern them- 
selves with "loiv-class'* jugglery* and sorcery,1* In Fiores, one of 
the Lesser Sunda Islands, the busung is a doctor who can also 
make people sick and kill them. In fact, lie practices all kinds of 
magic, both while and black.” 

Among ihe Tanala or Madagascar nearly all ambiasy know 
how to make charms for black magic and will sell tliesc to clients, 
with directions lor using them. A transaction of this sort is kept 
secret, but even if discovered the ombiasy is seldom punished, 
“It is considered part of his legitimate business,’'” The Hotten¬ 
tot magician who cures can also kill.” In the Bcchuana tribes the 
services of a magician may be secured cither for good or for evil 
purposes, by the payment of a fee.” Among the Wabetn of Tan¬ 
ganyika while [he legitimate medicine men arc the avowed ene¬ 
mies of sorcerers, there ace tase> when they also practice Imth 
the white and the black arts, the first openly and the second in 
secret.“n Nearly all the xganga of the Lower Congo employ both 
white and black magic. Indeed, the more maleficent a magician 
is the more powerful he is presumed to he for curing diseases 
and removing corses.iT 

Among the Indians of northeastern Peru it is usually the case 
that the tribal medicine man upon occasion engages in sorcery*” 
A Jivaro magician, since he controls the various spirits respon¬ 
sible for different ailments, can send a sickness into people as 
well as call it forth. Because of this power lie is "the most feared 
and most respected member of his tribe.'’" It sometimes happens 
that in the opinion of his colleagues a raralmmara magician has 
turned Ins power for good to evil purposes, has become, in fact. 
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a sorcerer. So they hold a consultation regarding a suspect and 
perhaps decide that the light os his heart has failed him and that 
he must be excluded from their ranks, "From that time on, good 
people avoid hint: they no longer give him ff>odh and do not tol¬ 
erate hint about their homes; they are afraid of hint, and ihe 
better a shaman he was before, the more terrible a sorcerer he 
is now supposed to have become, Soon every accident that hap- 
pen* in the locality is laid at the accused man's door, ,jrJ 

A Cherokee magician attains the “summit of occult power1,r 
when he can kill a man by reciting a spell against him. He does 
so, as a ruleH only when hired for the purpose by the victim's 
enemies. Spells of this fatal character will not lie taught a candi¬ 
date during the First few years of training, and they will never 
\n: revealed to quarrel some or irqsdbte- persons, who would be 
likely to use them even if insulted only once. More considerate 
sorcerers always endure several insults, perhaps a* many as four, 
before setting their magic at work against a man to kill him,*1 

Among the tribes of central and southern California the magi* 
cal power of a medicine man can be used for beneficent or 
maleficent ends. How he uses it is merely a matter of his in¬ 
clination. Sorcery and heal tug are therefore indissolubly bound 
together. In northwestern California this inienviining of the 
two aspects of magical power is less pronounced Here die white 
magician (almost invariably a womanj is seldom subjected of 
engaging in outright witchcraft,11 

In Greenland the Eskimo angoket sometimes practice witch¬ 
craft, though their doing so is condemned by public opinion as 
an evil abnormality,*1 

In Siberia the illvision of shamans into while ami black seems 
to be I he general rule, as with the Yakut and the Buriat. With 
the Samoycds and Lapps, however, shamans serve for f>oth good 
and bad ends, as occasion arises.1* 

Sorcery finds employment from time to time to satisfy a man's 
feelings of envy or jealousy toward a neighbor or as an effective 
means of revenge against some personal enemy. Why does he 
engage in sorcery as a regular profession? No less than the white 
magician he expects to Ijc paid for services renderedh and we have 
already seen that in many instances his compensation is on a 
liberal scale. If clients arc few and busmen is slow, he can always 
rcson to blackmail. It is not only among ourselves that the crafty, 
unscrupulous sharper is able to enjoy a comfortable living at the 
expense of h\$ more credulous fellows. In Eddy stone Ishnd. if 
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the sorcerer sees a man of substance, he begs for food or some 
article of value, and. if refused easts a spell upon him. Chiefs 
are especially exposed to magic of this character.®1 Among the 
Maori envy of eminent persons in other families and the desire 
to supplant tlic ruling chiefs led constantly to the use of black 
magic against ihem.“* A Toda sorcerer may ask a rich man for 
a buffalo or for money. Should the request be met hv a point- 
blank relusal, the sorcerer does not proceed further in the matter. 
But if the rich man promises a gift and does not make it. or it he 
procrastinates and puts off a decision from day to day then the 
sorcerer resorts to occult measures. He ties together five small 
stones by means of some human hair, wraps them up in a piece 
of cloth, and, holding them in his hand, recites a spell: “May 
his calves perish : as birds fly away may his buffaloes go when 
the calves come to suck; as 1 drink water, imy lie have nothing 
but water to drink; as I am thirsty, may lie also he thirsty; as I 
am hungry, may lie also be hungry; as my children try, 50 may 
lus children cry; as my wife wears only a ragged doth, ?o mav 
his wife wear only a ragged doth.'* Having uttered this terrible 
imprecation, the sorcerer takes the hair anti stones to the victim's 
village and hides diem secretly in the thatch of the roof of his hut. 
Hi is magical practice would seem to be regarded as quite proper 
when the sorcerer, as indicated in the spelt which he recites, is 
a poor man.®1 

While the hope of easy though unlawful gains doubtless 
accounts in large measure for the adoption of sorcery as a pro¬ 
fession, it is also true that men will take up its practice out of 
sheer perverseness and depravity. There are those in every com¬ 
munity whose delight in causing human suffering amounts to a 
passion, almost to a homicidal neurosis, and who experience a 
ghoulish glee in the performance of rites secret, dangerous, ob¬ 
scene, and horrible. Theirs h the ‘'motiveless malignita" of an 
[ago, 

1 be procedures followed and the techniques employed by the 
black magician, whether amateur or professional, are often those 
of the practitioner of white magic. To produce accidents, sickness, 
disease, and death the sorcerer makes use of manual acts, spdis, 
and charms, either separately or in combination; sometimes, as 
lias been shown, he relics on will power alone to secure the results 
desired. He often practices cxnviaJ magic, believing that if a 
person $ name, some portion of his body, some item of his cloth¬ 
ing, some remnant of Ills food, in fact, anything connected or 
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associated with him, can he obtained, it will l>e possible to work 
upon him nefariously. Likewise characteristic of the sorcerer's 
methods, though by no an cans confined to them, is iconic magic, 
whereby the inrage or effigy of the victim k treated as si it were 

the victim himsdL 
Resort Is also had to c«m] abduction. Witches in West Africa 

set traps to catch the soul that wanders from the body when its 
owner lies asleep. 'This is merely a regular line of business, and 
not an affair of individual hale or revenge. The witch does not 
care whose dream soul gets into the trap, and will restore it on 
payment/' Also there are witch doctors, "men of unblemished 
professional reputation/1 who keep asylums for lost souls, that is. 
souk that have wandered afar and have found on thdr return to 
their owners that their place has been taken by other "taw-class" 
souls (diftt) seeking a human embodiment. These witch doctors 
keep souls and administer them to patients "who are short of the 
article/1 But there are also people who from pure wickedness or 
because they are hired to do evil will set and bait a trap m catch a 
man's soul Concealed in the bait at the bottom of the trap are 
knives and hooks which tear and rend the soul, either killing it 
outright or $o mauling it that if it escapes and returns to the 
owner he will become ill.11 Bafuha sorcerers assert that they rati 
steal away a man's personality and leave his body a mere mindless 
automaton* "an empty ear of corn/'” 

Much less common, though occasionally found, is sorcery to 
cause a man to break s.ilioos, with al! the dire consequences that 
Follow their inf taction. Among the Maori, whose taboos were 
so numerous and so strictly observed, it was not an uncommon 
practice to get a man to violate a fapu unknowingly, with the 
egress purpose of causing his illness or death.™ This practice 
was n recognized branch of sorcery. A person who resorted to it 
was usually in an inferior position or one who did not dare .show 
animosity openly The sick man would consult a diviner, who 
might lie able to point out the culprit and also to nullify the evil 
effects of the broken tapu™ Among the Loan go Negroes every 
person has a food taboo (tschina) which he observes with scrupu¬ 
lous care. If he can be caused to break it unwittingly and then is 
fold that he has done so be dies of fright := 

Of specialized devices for the practice of black magic perhaps 
the best known arc (he pointing bones anti sticks of the Australian 
aborigines. Under various forms they seem to have been in uni¬ 
versal use/1 In tht Tongaranka tribe and related tribes of New 
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South Wales the fibula of a dead man. scraped, polished, and 
ornamented with red ocher, serves as a pointing bone. To it is 
attached a cord made of I lit- dead man's hair. Any person toward 
whom the bone is pointed will surely die, so the native* believe, 
and a man supposed to possess one is feared accordingly. A 
magician of the Wiradjurt takes some hair of a dead man, adds 
some of the roams fat and that of a lizard, mils the mixture into 
a hall, and fastens it to a stick. When he wants to make a person 
sick or cause his death, he takes the stick from its wrappings and 
lays it before a fire, painting m the direction of the intended 
victim. "It is believed that the spirit of the dead man whose fat 
has been used will help the charm to act."1* A Queensland native 
who linds a pointing bone destroy? it at once in order to prevent 
its nst- against him. Tf a woman came upon a bone and touched 
it, or even looked at it, site would fall sick immediately." The 
Dieri of South Australia suppose that the borne can kill at a dis¬ 
tance of from fifty to one hundred miles " Among the Wonkon- 
guru male children are taught the use of the hone "almost as 
soon as they understand anything," hut boys rarely use it until 
they have been initiated into the tribe and made men. Girls, how* 
ever, very often direct it against a man who has spumed their 
advances. They* will boast of having done so, in the hope that lit 
may he frightened and come to them.1' The Annua attribute the 
great majority of deaths among them to the use of these bones 
or sticks. Hence the performance of pointing must be conducted 
in great secrecy. Were anyone caught in the act he would be most 
severely punished and very likely be killed." 

A special form of the pointing apparatus, made and used by 
some of the Arunta, consists of a long string of hitman hair. 
To otic end five small bones arc attached and to the other end 
another bone and a pair of eagle-hawk claws. Two men Operate 
the apparatus, pointing and jerking it in the direction of the in¬ 
tended victim. This device is said to cause great pain becaust the 
eagle-hawk daws grip a man’s internal organs, srpicczc them, and 
lacerate them, An Uomatjera sorcerer points with a stick and 
at the same time utters a mystic formula, consisting, apparently, 
OI meaningless words. The stick, after being used, is secretly 
placed at night on the ground dose to the intended victim's camp. 
It next morning the point is seen to lie broken, the sorcerer knows 
that it lias gone inside him. A common font! of the stick among 
the Kaitish has at one end a lump of resin covered with blood 
drawn from the man who is to operate it. He keeps it for some 
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tint* in his camp, carefully wrapped up in hark. When ready to 
use it, he goes to his enemy's camp under cover of darkness. If 
he finds the intended victim asleep, he turns around, holds the 
stick between His legs, and jerks it toward the unconscious object. 
Then he quietly returns 10 his own camp and places the stick in 
:: hollow log somewhere out in the bush. Should anyone find it 
there it would be left severely alone. Among all these Central 
triires pointing hones and sticks arc used exclusively by men.” 

A short, hard, sharp stick is used by a magician among the 
Mumgin of Northern Territory, Australia, to puncture the heart 
of a victim. It has great power, principally because the latter's 
ghost remains in or on the stick. The more people a magician 
kills the more ghosts duster about the point of the stick and the 
greater its capacity for evil. Actually the ghosts are looked upon 
as one, and it is not so much an individual ghost ‘ as a kind of 
diffused power, or rimim.’* Such a stick is always kept covered 
with paper bark, just as though it were a ceremonial object, and, 
like the latter, it must not be seen by women or uninitiated men 
The Karadjeri, a tribe in the Kimberley Division of Western 
Australia, believe that any man who crimes near the camp of 
an intended victim is able to kill him by pointing the hone at 
htm. But death from a great distance can only be achieved when 
a professional magician points the bone 

Tii the western islands of Torres Straits the sorcerer takes a 
crocodile tooth, paints it red, fills it with various plants, and finally 
anoints it with fat from a decaying human corpse Then lie 
places the tooth in the fork of a tree, bends the tree hack by 
means of a rope fastened to it, releases the rope, and the recoil 
shoots the tooth forward for a considerable distance into the 
bush. The man whom this missile is supposed to hit is also 
supposed to die at once.** In the eastern islands of Torres Straits 
the sorcerer who would kill a man first carved from wood the 
image of a crocodile and placed in the snout a crocodile's tooth. 
The tooth was anointed with a supposedly poisonous substance 
found on coral reefs. Then he pointed the image and a spear in 
the direction of the victim, mean w lit k uttering an incantation. In 
order to make this potent it mt necessary for him at the same time 
to "earnestly think" o i the man's name The sorcerer m >w returned 
home and hid the crocodile charm in the thatch of his dwelling,** 

A sorcerer of the Knvai Papuans, to hit an enemy at a distance, 
makes use of a small stone obtained in a dream from some ghost. 
The stone is fixed into a shaft like that of a harpoon, and both 
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are smeared with a magical grease irom a decaying human body. 
The sorcerer then throws the stone hi die direction of the enemy, 
at the same time mem ion big his name and saying, "You go kill 
him that man. What place you find him. you kill him. You come 
back.” The missile flies away with a whizzing sound, finds the 
man wherever and how far away he may ber and inflicts an 
invisible wound from which lie dies at once. When first hurled 
the stone is quite small, but when it strikes the man it has Income 
very large. Having done its work, the stone returns to the sender 
and resumes its original size.11 

A very [potent instrument of black magic is the "ghost- 
shooter;' found in the Banks Islands and elsewhere in the 
Melanesian area. This is a piece of bamboo stuffed with leaver, 
a dead man's bone* and other ingredients. Over it the "proper 
mana song" must be chanted. Fasting on the part of the 
prospective user adds to its effectiveness. A “ghost-shooter11' is 
very easily operated. All you need do is to keep the open end of the 
bamboo covered with the thumb until your enemy appears, then 
you let out the magical influence and hit him. Once :t Mota man* 
waiting with his instrument in bis hand for the man he meant 
to shoot, let fly too soon, just as a woman with a child nn her 
hip stepped across the road. “If was his sister's child, his nearest 
of kin, and he was sure he 1i3d hit it full To save it he put the 
contents of the bamboo into water, to prevent inflammation of 
the invisible wound, and the child took no hurt,"'* Quite similar 
to the J'ghost-shooter’' is the bamboo tube, filled with certain 
pulverized leaves„ which a Tongan sorcerer carries under the belt, 
ready for use. He sits beside an intended victim, laughing and 
smoking m apparent friendliness* but when opportunity offers, 
secretly points it at him. The victim dies in a day or so unless 
the sorcerer is induced to save him. This can be done by easing 
the tube to the sun or by changing its contents,®* 

Among the Sernang, a Negrito people of the Malay Peninsula, 
the sorcerer takes a aliver of bamboo about two inches long. Lavs 
it upon the palm of bis band, and commands it to gn and kill an 
enemy. Thereupon it flies through the air. reaches the appointed 
victim, who may as much as two days' journey distant, and 
pierces him to the heart. A bamboo with a nick in it is especially 
deadly, for it can '"twist itself round his heartstrings'" The 
Malays of the Peninsula art In great fear of the fa/'i*T as this 
appliance is called by them. Its use, they declare, has almost 
always lalal consequences. ** 
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The Naron, a Bushman tribe, make miniature arrows having 
only one sharp point, which is struck into a bunch of grass. A 
miniature how goes with these "grass arrowy" Bow and arrows 
are kept in a tiny leather quiver easily hidden in the owner's clothes 
or bag- A magician who has a grudge against a fellow member 
of die magical profession and would destroy hint comes up dose 
and shoots one of the arrows at him. blunt end foremost The 
missile falls harmlessly to the ground, but the victim dies/4 

Vaienge sorcerers in Portuguese East Africa create shigom 
simply by an effort of will. These "thought entities" can he made 
to assume animal or human shape as their master desires. He may 
send an animal shitfum* to join a herd of canle and bewitch them. 
Or a woman may put several skigono in a pox or bin. and then 
anyone who goes to that pot or bin will be bewitched ami perhaps 
killed by the creatures/11 Among the Bondci of Tanganyika cobs 
of Indian com. when dressed by the sorcerer to resemble dolls 
and properly "charmed/* are supposed to become animated. They 
are then sent out against a designated victim, whose blood they 
suck. He sickens and dies.®* Akamba sorcerers have a medicine 
powder so powerful that it will kill at a distance of a mile or two, 
Jt h put in the palm of the hand and blown toward the intended 
victim. A milder form of the medicine 1$ used by a thief at night. 
He blows it in the direction of the inmates of a hut, who then 
become stupefied, thus enabling him to steal with impunity/1 

A sorcerer among the Ipurina of western Bray.il can kilt an 
absent person by means of the magical stones which he takes out 
of his mouth. These he throws in die direction of the victim, 
who, upon being hit. feels a sharp sting "like that of a wasp," say 
the natives, and dies at oncc.B: The KarayA of eastern Brazil have 
art apparatus cl! led by them kitolum. It is shaped like a fish. Red 
feathers are stuck on it and pieces of mother-of-pearl are inserted 
to sen e as eyes. The operator grasps it by the rear end and holds 
it against the index finger of his left hand. Anyone against whom 
!ii is aimed must diep unless immediately treated by a doctor/1 

The Akawai of British Guiana are said to rub a very potent poison 
called ttmsi on a thin stick, which is then pointed at someone 
whom they desire to injure. The person so indicated must come to 
the sorcerer holding the stick, and as he walks along he falls 
down in a kind of fainting fitM 

The jivaro Indians of eastern Ecuador make a definite dis¬ 
tinction between ailments caused by sorcery (tunchi) and those 
due to disease (sungura). Headache, rheumatic pains, suppurating 
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wounds, colic accompanied by swelling of the stomach, painful 
affections of the heart and liver—all Ifoest are attributed to 
sorcery. On the other hand, feverish ailments are generally 
referred to the category stingur& The word t unchi fproperly 
signifies "arrows/' referring to the smalt objects which sor¬ 
cerers are supposed to throw against their enemies. A foewitch¬ 
ing arrow is sometimes Uko the thin stick of palm wood used as a 
projectile in the blow gunr but more often it resembles a cbonta 

thorn, a small stone, a worm, the sting of a wasp, or the tooth of 
an animal The sorcerer keeps it in hts IkxIv and w ithdraws it for 
use as a projectile. It is sent from the mouth and also, ti the 
opratnr is thoroughly cxfkLTtenced in the hlack an, from the 
eyes, Qur authority comments un the close parallelism between 
the poisoned arrow of a Jtvaro hunter, which kills by inflicting an 
insignificant wound, and the sorcerer's magic urrow, which causes 
mysterious pains and results in a speedy death. It should be 
noticed that according to the belief of these Indians the tunchi 
has no effect on w hite mem"* 

A Papago sorcerer, by diffusing poison in the air, causes 
sickness and death throughout the village. For this purpose he 
uses a contrivance f'resembling a bomb with a Lime Fuse.” It is a 
piece of jointed straw* dosed at on* and and with a plug inserted 
in the other end. After a certain numl^er of flays (the sorcerer 
knows how many), the poison us the straw ' begins to work/1 

pushes out the plug, and is ihus liberated. Only another medicine 
man tan detect the presence of a poison tube. If found liefort 
it has exploded, it h burned and the poison then reacts cm the 
sorcerer, generally killing him in a few months. A poison tube is 
so deadly that a medicine man seldom takes hold of it alone; 
usually a group of men act together in wrapping it in a cloth arid 
throwing it into die flames. When burned it makes a slight 
explosive noise like a cork popping out- The poison in such a 
tube is so powerful that it would kill all die villagers, beginning 
w ith the old people.*1 

The Shasta of northern California have elaborated the con¬ 
ception of 1‘pains/* these Ijeing small needlc-Iikc objects, about 
three inches in length and in appearance like ice. The magician 
obtains a pain from a familiar spirit, an AxekL He is -supposed 
to keep ii in his own body much of the time, but when angry at 
anyone he throws U at him and makes him ill A magician may 
have many such pains because he may meet a number of spirits 
at different times and secure a pain from each one. When the 
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magician dies nil Im pains fly back to the spirits from whom he 
received them. The mmi who can thus scud disease-causing objects 
into pe*jp]ehs bodies may also be called upon to cxtracL them when 
they have been sent in spite by another doctor. He does this, not 
by menus of the sucking process hut by reizlng (bent sn the hand 
and pulling them out. He then dispatches the pains to the 
original render, with orders to kill him” Tin- Northern Maidu 
describe pains as tiny tiling? like bits of sharpened or ice, 
but sometimes like little lizards, frogs, nr mice They are alive. 

If one of them is thrown at a person it must be sucked out by a 
doctor. When extracted it talks to him and calls him "father." 
The doctor then makes it disappear by rubbing it between his 
hands or else he buries it. Pains are obtained from spirits whom 
3 doctor meets when far away in the mountains; they also come 
lo him in dreams. He keeps them very carefully and usually 
hides them in a hollow Tog far from the village,™ 

Among the Ullooet of British Columbia a magician, to 
bewitch an enemy, would sharpen a feather, stick, or stone and 
fasten on it some hair taken from the head of the intended vic¬ 
tim To it he also tied some hair or feathers from the animal that 
was his tutelary spirit. The missile was then shot into the 
enemy's body. Though it left no mark, the man became ill 
immediately. He was sure to die, unless the services of another 
magician could be promptly secured to discover and extract the 
fatal bolt “ 

An migukok among the Polar Eskimo puts bones of various 

animals together, covers them with turf and dots of blond, and 
then, by means of special magical wing, conjures life into the 
object- Such a iupitak if* usually a seal. It will appear to anyone 
against whnfn the hears a grudge Sometimes ?t cap¬ 
sizes the victim's skin canoe without letting itself lie harpooned 
and killed ; sometimes it lets this, happen, but the person who cap¬ 
tures it soon loses all strength nf body and becomes a helpless 
cripple. To meet a tupiiak is perilous indeed.lw Wc are further 
told that if the h*pihik fails to bring min ami deaLh to the person 
against whom it ftas been sent it turns against the sender and 
destroys him1"1 

Sorcerers are often supposed to have certain animal? tinder 
their control, and these they can rend out upon oflOstfin to annoy 
or hurt their enemies A Kumai medicine man tn Victoria 
dreamed several times that be had become a lace lizard and In its 
diape had assisted at a corroboree nf the lizards, Thus lie 
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acquired power over these reptiles. As proof of possessing it lie 
exhibited n tame lizard in his camp. The creature accompanied him 
wherever he went, perched on his shoulder? or hh head It 
warned him of danger, assisted him in tracking his enemies or 
young couples who had doped, and visited the camps at night in 
order u> injure people while they slept, in short, the man anti 
the lizard were "tike the same person." Another Ktirnai magician 
had 2 tame brown snaken which he fed on frogs. The natives 
were very much afraid uf liim, because they thought that he sent 
out the snake at night to do them harm.111' 

Among the Rora-ftperfdng tribes of Papua, snakes md some¬ 
times crocodiles are sent by a sorcerer *m man-killing missions, 
A fragment of the intended victim's dothing* or some object 
bdieml to retain his body odor, is placed in a pot with a snake; 
the pot is heated and the snake, annoyed by the hear strikes at 
the fragment. Then the snake: is let loose in the bush near a 
spot which the victim is to pass. It recognizes his smell, follows 
him. and bites him.101 

A Malay sorcerer employs a caterpillar as an emissary. The 
creature is carefully reared and fed on rice. When sent against 
a person it enters his body invisibly, leaving, however, a livid 
spot, devours his vitals, and eventually causes his death,™ 

Zulu sorcerers are credited with the power of sending dogs, 
cattle, and snakes ou a "‘message of znAlice"p tu injure people 
whom they hate.103 Matabek sorcerers* it U believed, dig up 
newly buried corpses, restore them to life, and transform them into 
waives. The animal* are then sent ro destroy gardens and kill 
cattle and human beings. If a wounded wolf escapes into a kraal, 
the Matabde think that its master must Uve there,™ A witch 
among the Bathonga can send a crocodile or a lion or more often 
a snake to the place where an meray m about to pass, for the 
purpose of wounding or killing him.’ ' A ftaioka magician keeps 
a snake in hb wallet arid it out to lute people.™ The 
Uechuatia believe that a sorcerer can "give over" someone who 
lias gone hunting to a buffalo, elephant, or Ollier dangerous 
animal If the hunter is killed, his friends will remark* 'It is 
the work of enemies: he was ‘given* to the wild beastTJ0# Witches 
in Xvasaland arc supj»oscd to possess tame hyenas and owl , They 
keep the animals in caves and feed them on human flesh every day. 
When a pupil has finished a course of instruction in the black 
an. firs teacher presents him with a hyena and an owl.11* The 
Wakande think that sorcerers in order to destroy their enemies, 
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are able to enlist the services of man waling lions and crocodiles. 
When a crocodile secures a human victim it considerately leaves 
a part of the body tor its “father/1 the sorcerer/Ll Among the 
Bari of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan there are sorcerers renowned 
for their power over wild animals. A lion-calEer, for example, by 
whistling shrilly can summon lions from the wilderness and send 
the man-eaters against a neighboring village If his own people 
have angered him, he will instruct the lions to destroy them. 
However, if the sorcerer has been appealed* it is incumbent m\ 
him to place a stick across every entrance to the village so that 
the lions will know that ,athe matter is now closed/1"1 Among 
the Lower Congo tribes a sorcerer can order a leopard or a 
crocodile to go out and destroy people. He obtains this power by 
means i>f a medicine nibbed into his eyes. The animal then becomes 
visible to him and he knows that it is at his service;114 In the 
Cameroons a man selects as a friend and helper some animal 
which is either very powerful or can easily conceal itself, for ex¬ 
ample, an elephant, hippopotamus, crocodile, or gorilla. The 
animal chosen is expected to harm the man's enemies by stealth.11* 
On the Stave Coast the sorcerer has at his disposal an owl, the 
bird of night. It goes to the house of the person to lx? killed and 
devours his heart in the darkness. But if the bird can be seized 
and its claws and wings broken then the sorcerer will suffer the 
same injury in hb limbs/1* 

A sorcerer among the Letigua Indians of Paraguay, by striking 
his head, could pnxlucc live slugs, caterpillars, beetles, and other 
creeping tilings. He caused them to enter persons whom he 
wished to destroy/3* Tarahumara sorcerers send snakes* scor¬ 
pions, loads, centipedes* and even smalt bears into a man's body. 
They eat his 11cart so that lie dies/11 Sorcerers among the Mazatec, 
a tribe m the Mexican state of Oaxaca, make use of an "invocation 
and spdr which causes a piece of rope or vine to become a 
serpent. When thrown in ike enemy 's direction, it goes to him 
and kills him/1* 

Pueblo Indian sorcerers send caterpillars and grasshoppers to 
destroy crops. They can also insert centipedes and other insects 
into the body of a human victim/1* A sorcerer among the Yoknts- 
Mono would often frighten a person and bring about a self- 
induced illness by sending sonic animal against him. Thus an 
owl might be sent to hoot outside hfe house at night or a dove 
might be sent to a group of people sitting outdoors. The dove 
would fall down and die near someone, and that person was 
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doomed. A malicious doctor was certainly responsible for the 
bird's behavior. for no ordinary bird would do such a thing of 
its own accord.11* The Twana Indians of Washington explain 
sickness as produced by an evil animal sent by a sorcerer to eat 
away the patient's 

For their nefarious practices sorcerers arc sometimes able to 
secure the help of spiritual beings associated with them. While the 
Roro-speakmg tribes of Papua account for disease and death 
as produced by sorcery, they suppose that certain spirits are 
also capable of causing sickness and bodily hurts. These two 
etiological factors are not ordinarily confused by the natives, 
but there arc some cases in which a real, though undefined, Indie f 
exists that malevolent spiritual agencies arc controlled by a 
sorcerer131 

The belief in ghostly familiars, of a malignant character, who 
acted as the agents of sorcerers, was found throughout the 
Polynesian area, licmg especially elaborated in Tahiti. Here the 
sorcerers (of both sexes) communicated with their familiars by 
means of little images, the iTi ("fadtafs"), whose occult power 
came tc them from Ti'h the first man. The images. hewn out of 
stone, coral; or wood, had the form of human beings. The sor¬ 
cerer dressed them as little men and women, gave each one a 
name, and invoked the malignant ghost after whom it was named 
to enter it The images were kepi on shelves in a special enclosure 
Beneath them was the sorcerer's bed. where he slept with them 
either in person or in effigy. From time to time he bathed, sunned, 
and anointed them; he also fed them with the spiritual essence 
of the food which he himself consumed in its gross materia] 
form. If he neglected these attentions, the images rumbled him 
out of the image house during his sleep. Thus the sorcerer re¬ 
cruited a family of evil-minded ghosts ‘ be was their father and 
they were bis sons and daughters. Obedient to his orders, they 
attacked in spirit form an enemy whose exuviae had first been 
obtained and laid before them. Their entrance into the victim’s 
body produced terrible pain: the stone imps weighed him down; 
the rough coral imps lacerated his intestines; and the wood imps 
pierced him through and through. If tills torture was not speedily 
checked by remedial measures, Jhe sufferer usually died in a day 
or sa.,3J 

In the Marquesas Islands a would-he stirrcrcr gained magical 
power by killing his or her father, mother, nr sister (Whether by 
a spell or by physical means is unknown)* Offerings and prayers 
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were made by him To the ghost of the victim, which became There- 
a tier his familiar.1** The Hawaiian sorcerer secured a familiar 
by persistent addresses and gifts to an unattached ghost. The 
familiar took up residence in an image, a bundle of bones* or 
some other object. It required constant attention in the way of 
offerings, and if these were not made, it refused to work for its 
keeper and wreaked vengeance on him for the neglect. A sor¬ 
cerer might acquire several familiars, so that if one fdt indisposed 
:md unable to go on an errand another one might be sent out for the 
work of evihm The Maori sorcerers familiar was the ghost of a 
defunct relative- ll obeyed its keeper's commands and took pos- 
session of a victim whose exuviae liad been subjected to magical 
treatment, thus producing disease and death. Only une familiar 
was considered necessary for each sorcerer,1” 

There seems to twr good reason to believe that a sorcerer some¬ 
time* administers various poisons, but in the nature of the case 
trustworthy evidence of their use is difficult to procure. In 
Australia* which has very few poisonous plants, vegetable poisons 
are apparently unknown to the aborigines. We hear of blood- 
poisoning. however, as practiced by The Narrinycri of South 
Australia- They prick an enemy white asleep with a sharp- 
pointed bone which has been stuck in the fleshy pan of a putrid 
corpse and kept tiiere for several weeks. The natives ire terribly 
afraid of tirSyrri, '*poison revenge," It h said that the "mere 
painting" of the twilyfri bone at them makes them fed ill. They 
attribute so it a "deadly energy/"31 

In New Guinea there are quite a number of poisOfimis plants 
and some of these are recognized as poisons by The natives Btn 
as one authority points out j with reference to the Orokaiva), 
when we consider how many plants are thought to possess deadly 
properties and as a matter of fact arc harmless, and when we 
consider, further, that the so-called "poisons" are seldom admin¬ 
istered through the mouth or in any other wav that might make 
them effective, “we may be justified in regarding the imputed 
use of poisons in native sorcery with the greatest skqjtitjsra,?'13* 
Atm‘tig the Roro-spcaking tribes sorcerers have no knowledge of 
vegetable or mineral poisons A” 

The Dobtians ttse .i certain plant as a fish p>isan that is 
effective, another plant as an alxirtifacknt probably effective, 
and the -^ap of *till another plant as a poison in feuds. No magical 
spells accompany these practices. The altitude of the Dobuan "is 
no whit different from a European scorning the idea of praying 
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for relief from stcmacb-achc at the same lime that he takes salts." 
There are many other plants believed to be poisonous and used 

in sorcery.1*1* 
In the Melanesian Islands the natives arc said to have b$m 

unacquainted with the use of any substance which, when taken 
with food or drink, would be injurious by its natural properties, 
until they learnt the use of arsenic from Queensland. Sorcerers, to 
he sure, had "poisons" and mised them with food* but the effect 
of these w as believed to he due to the powerful magic with which 

they were endued,1" 
Outside tlic Australian and Melanesian areas the evidence for 

actual poisoning by sorcerers is more conclusive. In Nine shamans 
who find it difficult in work ‘‘merely by the power of mental sug¬ 
gestion” employ poisons imported by them from Tonga or Fiji,**1* 
i.'hr 1st latticed natives tn Tahiti have confessed that when they 
used to practice sorcery' and found it of no avail they sometimes 
secretly administered poison to their victims.111 

Poisoning is practiced at times by the Bakgath of the Rcchu- 
an aland Protectorate. They regard it as a form of sorcery,111 
Many medicine men of the Aktfeuyu arc 5*dd to lx? skilled and 
unscrupulous poisoners. Those w ith whom our aulbooty became 
acquainted always begged him to give them antidotes lo the 
poisons of rival practitioners, though never admitting that they 
themselves ever used anything poisonous tn rheir art/*" A sor¬ 
cerer among the Bars in theory "and perhaps in practice"* is a 
poisoner. It is doubtful,, however, if the people have any real 
knowledge of poisons apart from snake venom.1** Sorcerers in 
FOUthem Nigeria have knowledge of many prison* as yet im- 
known to science. The Rubio are dcseritied as licing "perhaps the 
most expert poisoners on earth 'h|ffl Among the Twi of the Cold 
Coast priests (if well paid) will fell an applicant how lo procure 
by magical means the death uf an enemy. If no harm cimtes to 
the intended victim the priest, to maintain his reputation or, 
rather, that of his god, w ill cause some vegetable poison to !*e 
secretly administered to tlu- man. The priest does not let the 
applicant know that this has been done: consequently the latter 
attributes the death of his enemy to the magic I hat lias been set 

in operation.1*1 
Medicine men among the tribes of the Upper Amazon are 

acquainted with various poisons and their effects, A doctor who 
declares that he lias esJiaustrd all his skill in treating a patient 
and that the sufferer must die makes sure that he doc* die by 
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secretly administering u> him a dose of poison. For the doctor 
it is more important, to liave a death verdict confirmed than risk the 
chance of the man's recovery, thus falsifying the prognostication 
that has been made.1” 

The art of poisowing was practiced by the Yokms-Mono and 
other tribes of south-central California. When known to have 
caused deaths> poisoners were kiJkd just as were sorcerers Doc¬ 
tors were not called in to treat eases of poisoning unless other 
methods failed-11" Among the Tinne sorcerers seem to have no 
knowledge of poisons or any way of preparing them.141 
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Chapter XIV 

IMAGINARY SORCERY 

The sorcerers whom we have considered thus far are mostly 
creatures of flesh and blood, real men and wotticti. They m3y he 
amateurs or professionals; they may he known or unknown; and 
thdr activities may be licit or illicit according to circumstances, 
i here are also imaginary sorcerers, men and women whose 

nefarious potency is most often considered to be innate, though it 
nuy also be secured by a formal rite of initiation, by training, and 
in still other ways* Their possession of this potency is some¬ 
times obvious to their fellows, as in the familiar cases of 
twins and people with the evil eye; in other cases they cannot be 
recognized except by the misfortunes they cause, In still other 
cases the sorcerer is himself ignorant that he is endowed bv 
nature with the ability to injure or kill his unsuspecting neigh- 
t,ors- If he knew it he might be the first to deplore it. Some 
primitive peoples do not discriminate between the two kinds of 
sorcerers. Others, while so discriminating, call ihem by die 
same name. But stilt others clearly distinguish by different names 
the “day witches/* as the Lovedn of she Transvaal describe 
professional sorcerers, using spells and charms, and the "night 
witches," creatures who work evil conscioudv or unconsciously, 
because fhcir nature is evil. But whether they know or do not 
know w'hst they do the community holds them all equally respon¬ 
sible for their actions. 

bd’ef is imaginary sorcery' has liecn described among some 
tribes of Australia, In the western part of the continent the 
aborigine* are said to evince great tear of "boylyas/* These 
witches can transport themselves through the air at pleasure and 
emi make themselves invisible to everyone except other "hoyhas,'* 
It 1 hey dislike a man, they kill him by coming upon him at night 
ant! consuming his flesh. They cat many people “as fire would"; 
they move stealthily, "you sleep and titty steal on you"; they "come 
moving along in the sky"; they cannot be seen.1 

Some Massim tribes occupying the southeastern extremity of 

401 
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Papua suppose that any woman who has borne children can 
project from her body a shadow-like form known at Bar tie Bav 
as a {'arnunio or lebuni. It exists in or is derived from an organ 
in her body called iponu, literally meaning “egg" or "eggs-" The 
fob if m' emerges from llie woman while she seems to lie asleep and 
afterward re-enters her through the rectum. It causes sickness 
hy means of a sliver of Imlte or a fragment of stone or coral, 
which is thrown at the victim from a distance of about sixty 
yards and lodges in his body. The sickness is often, though not 
always, fatal- Because of the fear of meeting a fobtuii people 
art- afraid to go outdoors at night. Should anyone see it. the 
creature turns into a snake or some other animal and then, again 
resumes its human form, A fofrwxt rarely enters a house- It is 
frightened away by the howling of dogs, who are able to see it. 
After the woman's death the tabuni may pass to her daughter or 
with her soul depart to the oilier world.' 

I 'he natives of the Trobrisnd Islands arc firmly pomaded that 
certain women pas*? a secret existence as ‘'flying witches" (yiiyrrr o). 
Their power tor evil is inherited from mother to daughter, but an 
early initiation into the black art is also necessary tor its practice 
Some of them are said to have sexual relations with noqtunnan 
anti very malignant beings, from whom they receive further 
instruction in matters occult and evil. The witch goes out at 
night m the form of an “invisible double" and flies through the 
air. She can assume at will the shape of a firefly, of a night 
bird, or of a flying fox; she can hear and smell at enormous 
distances; she feeds on corpses. The disease which a voyotn 
causes is seldom curable even if iliv victim resort? at once to 
counteraction by another witch. It is rapid in action, and death 
ensues as a rule immediately after the witch has removed the 
victim's insides, which she then consumes. A y&ytn\i employs 
neither sfidts nnr rites of sorcery such as arc actually practiced 
by a male sorcerer, or hifngau. Though she lives "merely in 
legend and fiction" and engages in purely imaginary witchcraft, 
a woman thus credited with malign occult power is an object of 
terror to her neighbors. This she knows very well and will 
often play up to her supposed role, in order to batten on the 
fears of the people. The Trobrtanders distinguish between a 
yoyova and a bitugau- The latter, indeed, is credited with the 
ability to vanish at will, emit a shining glow from Ins person, and 
employ accomplices among the nocturnal birds—but this is about 
the extent of his occult power. He never partakes of his victim's 
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flesh. Moreover, the best he can hope for from hb black magic 
is to inflict a lingering disease which may result fatally after 
months or years of steady labor with his spells and rites. Even 
then another sorcerer can he found to counteract his efforts 
and restore the patient to health. It is to be noticed, also, that 
while a native will often own up to die fact that he practices 
sorcery and will refer to it quite openly in conversation, a woman 
never directly confesses to being a flying witch, not even to her 
husband.1 

The natives of the Banks islands consider that it is [tosslblc 
for one s soul to go out and eat the soul or lingering Eife of a ^rsoti 
who has just died. A woman who made no secret of her depraved 
tastes once announced or tile death of a neighbor that she would 
go in the night and consume his body. So the friends of the 
deceased kept watch in Use house where he lay, and during the 
night they heard a scratching at the door and then a rustling 
noise dose by the corpse. One of them threw a stone and seemed 
to hit the unseal thing. Next morning the woman had a bruise 
on her arm where the missis Itad struck her, “Such a woman 
would feel a morbid delight in the dread which she inspired, and 
wciLili] also be secretly rewarded by some whose secret spite she 
gttiti/ietL"* 

The Sea Davak suppose that certain people—the tau testing— 

have the power to inflict all sorts of disasters on their neighbors or 
the crops. It rs only the head of a tau tepang that can do harm. 
At night the head departs secretly and. after accomplishing the 
work of evil, returns to the body in the early morning. Thh 
Iieiari-ms power Cannot be acquired: it is always passed on to a 
child of a tau tepatig family by the mother, who touches the cut 
edge of the child’s tongue with her spittle. One who has it is an 
object of dread, everyone shuns him. and he leads the life of a 
eper. In the old days he had to dwell apart from the village. 

C?u sddom get a wife unless he marries a woman who 
erse belongs to a tau tepang family. Re js destined, the 

nat wes believe, to "supernatural” punishment/ 

The people ot Alor. one of the Lesser Sunday think that both 
men an women can he witches, A female witch most frequently' 
gams power over a victim by inviting him to have sexual inter¬ 
course. ] hen, while he sleeps, she steps over his bodv and urinates 
on hun; thereafter she is able to feast on his liver at leisure, 

itches can transform them selves into civet cats, or streak'; «f 
light that are seen at night. They can even detach iheir heads 
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and 5end them rolling about after dark. They eat small children** 
A witch in Cambodia is always a woman* She may Ik recog¬ 

nized by her wild, staring eves. At night she wanders about, 
with her head on her shoulders, and feasts on unclean food, even 
food in the entrails of steeping people* She docs not need to 
employ charms or spells to injure anyone who displeases her ; a 
simple act of wilt suffices for bewitchment. Some of these 
creatures inherit their dangerous powers and remain unaware of 
possessing them, but others acquire them by special exereises. 
]f discovered, they may be put fo death without mercy,' 

The Oraon, an aboriginal people of Chou Nagpur, enter¬ 
tain a lively belief in the witch whose soul can leave the bodv at 
will and go forth, usually by night, in the form of a black cat 
or a human dwarf no higher than a man’s thumb. Entering a 
dormitory, the witch licks up the saliva which trickles from 
the comers of a sleeper's mouth, or nibbles at the dead skin on 
the soles of his feet, or bites off a portion of the hair (of a 
steeping woman). Not long afterward the person so attacked 
falls seriously ill and perhaps may die. With the help of a powerful 
spell a witch can also extract unperceived the liver of an intended 
victim. By the Orann the liver is considered to be the seat of 
the vital principle. The extracted organ is carefully preserved 
and watched by the witch for the following twenty*four hours. 
In the meantime, if die victim summons die help of a magician 
and if die latter, by means of counter spells, succeeds in keeping 
die ants from touching the liver during die twenty-four hours 
then ii must be restored to its owner, who recovers from his 
illness, Bui should the ants get at it within the fatal period he 
becomes worse and worst, and finally, when the witch eats up 
the liicr, the patient forthwith expires.* The Oraon believe 
that witches from .several neighboring villages are wont to hold 
secret conclaves. especially on a night when there is a new moon 
They assemble under a tree in some secluded spot, strip thern- 
sdvesf sacrifice a black chicken, and dance by the light of lamps 
burning in tigers' skulls. It is on such occasions that novices [earn 
the sfutils and other techniques of the black art.* 

There are witches < mpomosavy) aiming the Tanak. a hill 
tribe of Madagascar, who follow their diabolical art inr the 
mere pleasure to be got out of it. The witches arc of both sexes. 
They work at night, naked except for a turban, visit graves, and 
engage in dances which strengthen their power of causing deaths 
in the village. They also rob graves and from corpses make 
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charms. When someone is ill they congregate outside his house 
ami mourn tor him as if he were already dead. Soon he dies. 
^ hey scratch a: doors and windows, terrifying the inmates though 
never breaking in. They ride cattle until the poor animals sink 
down exhausted, break fences, and do as much wanton damage as 
possible, They are powerless against people %vho confront them 
openly and boldly. A person may become an unconscious 
mpatnosmry as the result of some evil charm directed against 
him He goes to bed at night like anyone else, then rises and 
steals away to do his wicked deeds in a somnambulistic state. 
One man did not know that lie was a witch until told by hU 
wife that he rose every night after the) had gone to bed, went 
out. and returned hours later with his body icy cold and his feet 
wet with dew. In view of these prevalent conceptions it is not 
hard to understand why persons accused of witchcraft often doubt 
l heir own innocence,15 

By the Pondo of Pondolaml the vast majority of deaths are 
attributed to witchcraft. Tills is actualTy practiced in secret, hut 
in most cases it is purely imaginary. Certain men and women 
are Thought to have familiars, who may ap[n-ar in human form, 
w ith whom they enjoy sexual relations, and by means of whom 
they can destroy property and lift. Sometimes the familiars are 
hereditary. Ot these creature the most widely believed in is 
Tliikolose, a dwarf so small that lie reaches only to a man’s knee, 
iiair covers all his face and comes out of hh cars; his face Is 
squashed like a baboon's; his penis is so long that he carries it 
over a shoulder; he has only one buttock. By means of a charm 
he makes himself invisible, and he is only seen by add is who 
possess him and by some children, A witch who has such a 
familiar as Thikolose or his female counterpart is able to send 
evil omens which portend misfortune in the village where they 
occur and also to raise the dead and enslave them, though this can 
be done only before the bodies have decayed in the grave. For* 
mcrly witches went about naked at night while engaged in their 
wicked practices. "Some, while people arc asleep, go to the skies 
They climb up on ropes like spider webs." No society of witches 
IS recognized, though it is said that ' they meet together by night 
and joke together." The Pondo believe that no one can practice 
witchcraft unconsciously, Witches always know what they do 
and want to do it11 

The Ravcnda of the Transvaal designate by the term vltai&i 
i singular, mulct) those people who use magic to destroy property. 
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indict disease and misfortune on their neighbors, or cause their 
death—often entirely without provocation. They may be of 
either $e.\. but women predominate among them. Some vfialoi 
act unconsciously and do not real ire that they possess this ceil 
power; some are deliberate malefactors. The nefarious activity 
of unconscious witches is at night, when they may travel long 
distances on die back of a hyena or some other animal. During 
these nocturnal prowling* their plate at home is taken by hideous 
monsters, winch cannot be seen by ordinary persons, though pow¬ 
erful magicians sometimes recognize them. One of these witches 
appears as a shadowy human form, always stark naked, since 
sht left her clothes behind in the hut to cover her metamorphosed 
body. Her eyes are bright and shine like burning lumps ot coal 
Sometimes she meets with several associates, and together they 
feast on human flesh. When not intent on murder the vtialoi 
play mischievous tricks on the natives, such as sending a stoat 
to suck the cows dry. Or they may act as vampires, sucking the 
blood of enemies and causing them to become emaciated and 
anemic, indeed there is very little that is horrible anti revolting 
which these creatures do not at some time accomplish.11 

Witches i hiiJuyi), both male and female, arc numerous among 
the ftalhonga. Their power is hereditary, being transmitted by 
the mother and not by the father. It is sucked in at the mother’s 
breast, but it must be strengthened by special medicines to become 
really efficient, A soti to whom they are not given will be tree from 
this dread power. A mother sometimes refrains from adminis¬ 
tering the medkines to a child so that tater, should one of her 
offspring be accused of killing by witchcraft and be required to 
undergo the I rial by ordeal, she can send the immune child to 
swallow the poison draught. It will liavc no effect on the substi¬ 
tute and so die true witch will escape. The baloyi, who form a 
kind of secret society, meet at night in their spirit bodies to eat 
human flesh and discuss what they shall do to injure property 
and destroy life. The nocturnal activity of these dreadful 
creatures is unknown to them when they have returned to their 
daily vocations. However, those who have been long at their 
trade seem to be aware of and even proud of what thev do and 
therefore are more or less conscious of the double lives they lead. 
Some renounce their wicked ways and use the knowledge acquired 
by them to baffle the enchantments of their former associates 
in evil-doing. Fortunately, when a case of serious illness occurs 
and witchcraft is believed to iiave caused it, the Bathonga know 
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ways of detecting: the Culprit. A man who quarrels with another 
and says in Ms anger, "J shall see you,” is surely a witch The 
same conclusion will he drawn if he pointed to another person 
w ith the index finger. A woman who loses many children must 
have eaten them by witchcraft. The mere fact dial one belongs to 
a family of Moyi suffices as an indication of guilt. But lie fore 
punitive action can be taken 3gainst a suspect the relatives of the 
patient must consult a diviner, who can determine whether or 
not the illness is due to witchcraft.11 

Witchcraft beliefs, essentially the same as those which have [ ecu 
described among the Panda Haven da, and Bathotiga. arc found 
among other South African tribes such as the Basuto. the Lovedn 
of the Transvaal, and the Balaniba of Northern Rhodesia. In 
the case of the Lovcdu it U noteworthy that while witches are 
believed to feel a certain compulsion to do evil—“their fingers 
bum to bewitch''—they are never unconscious of their wicked 
powers and deeds, as is sometimes held to be true of the Bavcsda 
and Batbonga practitioner? of the black art. Furthermore, their 
knowledge of witchcraft does not inevitably involve it? practice. 
T he child of a witch may refuse to kill people and use her powers 
instead to increase the crops and perform oilier beneficent ac¬ 
tions.'* 

Among the Anyanja of Nyasaland the power of witchcraft 
(afiti) is confined to members of a certain dan. They are able 
to keep this power only by eating human flesh and hence are 
supposed to kill people for cannibal feasts. A person sometimes 
acquire? the dread afUi without realizing what its possession in- 

*°r him- r* «m be expelled by a professional witch finder, 
who is generally a woman By the application of medicines she 
emses the patient to vomit and in this way rids him of his 
affliction." According to the belief of the Wakondc. if cither 
a father or a mother is a witch, the children will inherit the 
witchcraft power. An expectant mother, who knows that her 
husband is a witch, will take care to have her child bnm at a 
distance so that it may be free of the hereditary taint. Witchcraft 
flcnvrd trom the mother is of peculiar virulence. If it comes from 
the father it may lie quiescent and do no linrm." The Nyakvnsa 
of Tanganyika likewise think that witchcraft power can be 
inherited from either parent. A child playing with an older child 
who is a witch may acquire it merely by contact or proximity 

w 1, sucl** P««m. The power in children is dormant, becoming 
active only in adult ||ft» The Krpsigis. a branch of the Nandi 
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speaking peoples, also consider witchcraft power 10 he inheritaltlc. 
A father transmits it to al! his sons and a mother to all her 
daughters. Witches are usually people of a jealous disposition. 
They cannot set their neighbors healthy and prosperous without 
at once wanting to bring them low by the practice of malefic arts.1* 

Among the Lango, a Nilotic tribe of Uganda, a woman who, 
though fertile, bears only weakling children that do riot live long, 
is believed to have in her body some “magic property1' causing 
their death. She may bring this about either intentionally or un¬ 
intentionally, In such a case she w ill be divorced and returned 
in her family. Our authority tells of a woman married to three 
husbands in succession and divorced by each one as ill-omened 
because all her children died soon after birth. Though not harshly 
treated, she brooded over her terrible situation and finally com¬ 
mitted suicide.1* 

1 he Anande of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan consider that witch¬ 
craft power is transmitted by unilinear descent from parent to 
child. A person whose body contains the power does not neces¬ 
sarily use it, however; it may remain inoperative, "cod.*1 as the 
native say, throughout his lifetime. Practically, therefore, it 
is regarded as an individual trait and is treated as such, in spite 
of its association with kinship. To bridge over the distance be¬ 
tween the wifdi and the victim the Azamle imagine that it is 
not the witch in person who engages in malefic arts hut the 
power or “sour of witchcraft, This may quit its corporeal home 
at any time, but it docs so generally by night when the victim is 
asleep. It sails through the air. enduing a bright light like the 
gleam of firefly beetles, only much larger and brighter than they. 
While the witch remains quietly at home, the witchcraft soul 
removes the psychical pan of the victim’s organs, “the soul of his 
flesh,' which will be devoured by the evil one and his (or her) 
fellows. Unlike some African peoples, the Azande do not admit 
that a person can engage in witchcraft unconsciously and therefore 
without volition. They think that witches lead a secret life 
and share confidences, laughing about their misdeeds and boasting 
of tlicir exploits against those whom they hate. Al the same lime, 
when accused of witchcraft, they will plead innocence of inten¬ 
tion-—an inconsistency both understandable and pardonable.** 

The Balubs of the Belgian Congo believe that fieopJe can be 
witches and act as witches unawares in their sleep. When a 
charge of witchcraft is laid the accused will answer, with the best 
faith in the world, "You have said so, hut I know nothing about 
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it; I am not to blame, I was asleep,"11 A Raluha mother, whose 
children die one after another at an early age, may have the 
horrible suspicion that she is an unconscious witch. Without 
telling anyone she procures some of the poison used in the witch- 
craft ordeal and administers it secretly to herself. If it tabes 
effect and she feels herself about to die. she calls in die neighbors, 
expresses her joy that she is soon to relieve them of the danger of 
harboring a witch, and declares that all her wicked deeds were 
done unknowingly,5* 

The witchcraft power (kindoki) recognised by the Bakongo 
may be either congenital or else gradually acquired. In the former 
case the person who ii bom a witch works evil unconsciously or 
without any deliberate effort to do so. He acts according to his 
nature. In the latter case a person goes to the school of a witch 
and secures his services as instructor by handing over to him a 
dose relative as payment. The student is then taught how to 
manipulate various charms and by means of them to turn himself 
into some animal, large or small, for the purpose of stealthily 
approaching and mercilessly killing a victim. Our missionary 
authority declares that practically all Bakongo are supposed to 
die from the assaults of w itches, Tf a person is mortally ill of 
pneumonia the Bakoiigo sav that "they” have attacked him with 
a snake; and if he has fallen from a tree that "they" have made 
him fall. Envy, for the Bakongo. is the prime cause of kindoki, 
at least that of the conscious sort-*1 

Among the Matnbila of the British Cameroon* the power of 
witchcraft may I)e acquired by heredity, by purchase, or by acci- 
dent. It is inherited only in the female line. The children of a 
woman who is a witch obtain their evil power sthc "witch soul") 
by mibihing her milk. Before practicing, however, they must first 
partake of a medicine prepared by the mother or, more usually, 
by an elder sister, in order to make them conscious of the posses¬ 
sion of the power. While witchcraft is not transmitted through the 
lather he may, if a practitioner of the black art. reveal it in a 
son. This is accomplished by procuring the soul of one of his 
mate mat r (dative;, cooking it in the right magical way, and 
giving a piece of the liver to his son, together with part of a 
slippery fish or a secret medicine. Ora man may purchase witch' 
Craft from a witch who is not related to him by presenting her 
With the soul of one of his maternal relatives. The souls of 
paternal relatives are not given to witches because such relatives 
are not regarded as one’s kith and kin.s* 
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In southern Nigeria, where witchcraft beliefs are dfe, a witch 
is usually aware of his or her [mssession of occult powers tor evil 
and glories in them. Some persons do not know', however, that 
they are witches and engage in the black art itertiaps for years, 
unli! their true character is revealed to their associates. Such 
witchcraft is purely imaginary, being supposed to occur while the 
practitioners are apparently lying asleep or in a trance-like state 
induced by the use of medicines. There Is no doubt, however, that 
people regarded as witches do often meet secretly and plan wick¬ 
edness against those ot whom they are envious or with whom they 
arc aL enmity. It is commonly believed that they attend these 
meetings completely naked and in the guise of lame, blind, or 
otherwise deformed persons,71 

Among various tribes of the Northern Territories of the Gold 
Coast the inheritance of witchcraft is in the female line only, 
lienee a male cannot transmit the witchcraft taint acquired from 
his mother. When an attempt is made to discover a witch by 
means of the ordeal, this test is applied only to her female descend¬ 
ants.” A Tirnne witch in Sierra Leone is said to be bom, not 
made She derives her power from her mother, who eats a person 
and transmits to the unborn child “some of the cannibal least" 
She kills with her eyes only.!f 

Among the Ga of the Gold Coast a witch’s kia (life essence) 
remains with her body on her bed, so that she seems to he asleep, 
hut her susuma (personality) goes forth to meet her associates. 
Sometimes she proceeds along an invisible cobweb which stretches 
from her house to the meeting place, but usually she travels 011 
the back of a snake or some other animal. She may also “fly." 
Her flight is accompanied 1>y a ball of fire about The she of 
a man's hand and shooting out sparks. At a convocation of witches 
they devour other people’s kltt. While invisible, this has arms, legs, 
anti organs corresponding to those of the visible body. The witches 
car it up and share it. Once completely eaten, the owner dies.” 

The subach, or cannibalistic witches of tlte Bam bars and other 
Sudanese. Have charms to acquire the souls of people and change 
them into eatable animals. This dread power can be exercised onlv 
over people with whom they are related by birth or marriage. 
Each sidbach brings a sod to the meeting of witches. There it is 
transformed into an animal and killed. The witches eat only the 
body, leaving the head for a future feast. When the head is 
consumed the man whose soul lias been abducted and transformed 
and who has passed a miserable existence ever since, finally dies." 
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Throughout a wide ares of Central A fries (tlu1 Congo basin 
and Upper Guinea), the custom prevails of opening 3 corpse 
immediately after death 01 after 4 provisional burial and of 
examining it for any indications of the presence of something 
supposed to contain the witchcraft power. By various African 
peoples this power is called Ukundu, and under other names it is 
known elsewhere.10 As to what may tie disclosed by an autopsy 
there is 3 wide range of opinion. Thus the Fang or Pangwe of 
Gahuu think of the witchcraft {tower as animal- like, even providing 
it with mouth and teeth. Though usually localized in the abdomen, 
il can wander thence into either parts of a person's body and 
cause severe illness; if it gels into a man's head, lie dies and if 
into a woman’s vulva, she cannot cohabit The Fang abo believe 
tliai while as 3 rule a witch has only one of these creature1!' m 
his or her body, very powerful magicians may have as many as 
ten." The witchcraft power is often supposed to be represented 
by some concrete object such as a certain kind of pebble Or. again, 
it is identified with some organic abnormal sty revealed bv the 
dissection Animistic notions combine w ith the belief in witch 
substance, which can readily be thought of as the embodiment of 
an evil spirit. It seems evident that all these ideas are ontv to be 
tmilerstood by reference to the more general conception of occult 
jwwer in its evil aspect 

We are told of a young couple among the Wasafwa (in Tan* 
ganyika.) who lost a baby and shortly thereafter another child 
that had just begun to walk. They opened the body of this child 
and discovered that the urinary bladder was missing, a sure sign 
tint it had Imeri lie witched The suspicion that either husband or 
wile might have been the unconscious witch led them to drink- the 
ordeal poison ; fortunately berth vomited (he poison and thus cleared 
themselves of the terrible fear oppressing them, "Then we liad 
faith in each other once more."** 

Among the tribes of the Upper Ogowc River, in Gab on, an 
autopsy is very rarely undertaken to discover the kind of illness 
whirh carried off a person. Its purpose, rather, is 10 inform I he 
survivors what endjauga- has "eaten” him. This eruljart/ftf. jjt 
variously conceived as a little insect, as a vampiredflet creature 
sucking human blood, as a cardiac nerve or an intestinal polypus 
inhabited by a spirit; sometimes, again, as the soul of the witch, 
which can go forth at night in the form of a ball of fire and 
harm people, A native authority assures us that a person kindly 
by nature will seldom be suspected of possessing the witch power 
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to tin evil. It is rattier a jn.rr?on who is envious and jealous of his 
neighbors who comes under 5us[]icion.Ji 

Among the Carrier nans tribes in doubtful cases of death, that 
is, tn all cases not arising from actual violence, whin blood 
appears on die victim, it is customary to make post-mortem exam¬ 
inations. The body is cut open to find in the entrails some sign 
of the path of the injected witch. Most commonly it is die lung 
lhat is supposed to be witch-eaten. Or the autopsy maybe thought 
to disclose the witch power itself, thus demonstrating that the 
deceased was liimsdf or herself a witch. An instance is told of 
a woman who dropjted dead on the beach. The natives could 
nor understand what had happened. The post-mortem showed 
a ruptured aneurism of the aorta, hut the local verdict was “She 
done witch herself,” in other words, she was a witch eaten bv her 
own familiar. Great were the rejoicings, therefore, over her 
demise,1' In southern Nigeria, when a suspected witch has 
undergone the poison ordeal and died, the body will lie opened 
and the "witchcraft" extracted, usually in the form of a bat or a 
bird or occasionally as a black butterfly, l f this wxrc nut done 
the dead witch would become a vampire,*' 

The practice of autopsy, obviously , is not without social value. 
If no indication of witchcraft is discovered in the liody of the 
deceased, the survivors will 1>c relieved to learn that it docs not 
run in the family; furthermore, when the outcome of the investi¬ 
gation is purely negative, there can he no ground for complaints 
ami possible revengeful actions against the survivors on the part 
of people who suspected that they had been bewitched.“ 

I he Maya tribes of Guatemala and Yucatan entertain a firm 
belief in the existence of witches called zaharis (a Spanish word 
of Ambit origin). They can forecast the future, take on an 
amnia! form, make themselves invisible, fascinate animals and 
human fjdngs by their steady gaze, and call up spirits. The Indians 
in the state of Vera Cruz and elsewhere in southern Mexico call 
these mysterious personages pttdrinos, ''godfathers." They are 
supposed to cause sickness and domestic calamities. By the Indians 
they art looked upon with a mixture of fear and respect.*1 

In Laguna Pueblo, as in the other Indian pueblos, witchcraft 
beliefs are prevalent and strongly held. Witches inherit their 
power, "If a woman is not right, her children get it.” They 
ajijiear as lights in the night, jumping from place to place and 
assembling in a cave several miles from the village. At their 
meetings they wear the skins of animals and birds. They can 
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remain abroad until cockcrow, then their time is up. Witches 
injure and kill people. If bewitched, you may offer a relative 
in your place; thus a husband once offered his wife and she was 
drowned in a flood. Should you meet a witch the thing to do is 
to hit him in the chest four times, then “the had goes back into 
him ’* Persons reputed to be witches are feared. In former days 
when one was caught he would 1>e placed in a squatting position 
and kept in it until he toppled over and died.** 

Hopi witches may he of cither sex. Their occult power comes 
to them from an animal familiar and varies in amount according 
to the nature of Lire associated animal. Little black auto provide 
it most abundantly, but coyoies, wolves, owls, crows, hull snakes, 
cats, and dogs are also important sources, fn keeping with this 
belief witches are described as being "two-hear ted,” that is. 
possessed of an animal heart as well as a human one. AH witches 
are dedicated to the taking of human life, in order to prolong 
their own, hut their murderous ability is restricted to relatives. 
Every' year a witch must bring about the death of someone thus 
near to him; if he repents and refuses to fulfill the obligation Ids 
own death will soon follow. Since he is most likely to kill a 
person whom he dislikes and since, further, no one can tell which 
one of his relatives may be a poaka, the Hopt live in perpetual 
fear of black magic. There are said to be more witches than 
normal people in each of their villages.’* 

Navaho witchcraft presents the same general partem as that 
of the Pueblo Indians, Both men and women bewitch: men arc the 
more numerous practitioners. Female witches arc generally old 
and often, if not always, childless. Witchcraft is usually framed 
from a parent, a grandparent, nr a spouse, hm a spouse may remain 
ignorant that the partner engages in it. People become witches 
m order In satisfy vengeful feelings, to acquire wraith, or simply 
to injure wantonly those who excite their envy. Killing a near 
relation is a prerequisite for admission into Lhc black art. Witches 
arc active chiefly at night, when they roam almul rapidly in the 
Kirm of wolves, coyotes, and other animals. They hold nocturnal 
convocations in caves. They are all naked, save for masks and 
jewelry. The proceedings are directed by a chief witch, "for 
whom the others just work." Songs are sung and dn paintings, 
often described as of "colored ashes," are made. At these sab¬ 
baths, witches initiate new members, have intercourse with dead 
women, commit bcest, trad on corpses, and kill jjcople at a 
distance by the use of exuviae, persona! leavings, images t "dolls"). 
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and projectiles [ “arrows"). Spells are recited, these often Set' 
ting the number of days after which the victim is to die. Saying 
“good prayers backwards" is described as a technique. For some 
spells it is of great advantage to know the personal and secret name 
of die person to bt injured or killed. Witchcraft is also carried 
°«t against animals, crops, and other property! even an auto¬ 
mobile may he bewitched. Against these diabolic arts a very 
common prophylactic is "gall medicine,” which conservative 
Indians carry alxuit with them when in a crowd or away from 
tlicir home rotatory Drinking a liquid made from certain herbs and 
anointing the body with it also afford protection. Tn general, the 
Xavnho feel timt the possession of ceremonial objects ami cert 
montwle—"good songs and prayers and stories' —provides die 
best insurance against being bewitched/'' 

The Cherokee make a distinction between “man-killers." who 
are sorcerers able to dispose of their victims by indicting them 
with disease or by shooting invisible arrowheads into them, and 
witches properly so called. Man-killers, say the Cherokee, "work 
against us" because we have offended them in some wav; usually 
we have only ourselves to blame if they try to harm us. They only 
lake revenge for some uncalled-for offense, whereas witches 
dn harm simply Jweause of their wicked nature. Although, as 3 
rule, such persons must be “brought up" by 1 heir parents for the 
profession, it is possible to enter ujwn it by drinking a certain 
magical potion and fasting for four days. By prolonging the 
treatment for seven days the power of animal metamorphosis is 
acquired. Witches indulge in their nefarious activities only at 
night, when they ran be seen traveling through the air as a 
purple flame or a reddish-blue spark. Whatever they can steal 
of the life and therefore of the "power" of their victims they 
add to their own, It is for this reason dial they are alwavs hover¬ 
ing invisibly about feeble, sick, or moribund" people, The most 
satisfactory way of dealing with these fearsome creatures is to 
shoot them with a gun. In order to do so, however, a person 
must l« able to sec them in their regular human form. One 
acquires this ability by fasting until stmsci for seven days and 
drinking an infusion of the same root to which they owe their 
power.*1 

Witchcraft among the Choctaw was practiced by many per¬ 
sons, both men and women. Old people were most often suspected 
of exerting this evil power. A witch could remove at night his 
viscera, thus reducing his weight and enabling him to fly easily 
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through the air. He was always accompanied on a nocturnal 
excursion by several spirits resembling men, but no larger than 
a man's thumb. On reaching the person against whom black 
magic was to be employed the witch would stop and point toward 
hint, whereupon one of the little spirits would go noiseless]v ami 
touch him* Then the witch would fly back to the village and 
resume his natural form.** 

Bv die Ilupa of northern California witches were greatlv 
fearer! because of their possession of certain objects which gave 
them power to bring disease and death upon the people. One of 
these objects was a bow made of a human rib and provided with 
a bowstring from the sinews of a human wrist. After repeating 
the necessary spd! the manipulator shot a "mystic" arrow causing 
death to whomever it hit. One who was provided with this how 
could run at great speed by pressing it to his breast; by means of 
it he could him himself into a bear or a wolf and so remain 
unknown, A witch engaged in nefarious activity at niglu. After 
killing a person he went to the grave of the victim and stole the 
clothing and utensils heaped upon it He thus got lack the power 
which he lost by committing the murder,** 

1 he essential features of this imaginary sorcery or witchcraft 
are thus repeated in one primitive society after another, ranging 
rom Australia to North America. The witches belong to both 

sexes. They practice metamorphosis, usually into some animal 
form. They work secretly and under cover of darkness. They 
feed on human corpses so as to acquire Lhe special powers pos¬ 
sessed by ghosts. They fly through the air and assemble for 
dances and orgiastic ceremonies. Sometimes they have regular 
guilds or societies. All that they do of wickedness results from 
their envious, jealous, or unsocial disposition, which in manv 
rases ts not acquired but Is inherited from either parent In some 
instances witchcraft is practiced unconsciously; frequently, how- 
ever, the witch knows what lie or she does and enjoys doing it Bv 
some African peoples the occult power of witchcraft is further 
imagined as resident in a tangible object within the witch while 
a ivc and discoverable by an inspection or dissection of the witch ? 
body after death. 

To separate truth from fancy in these accounts seems to he 
as drrhnili as it was in the witchcraft trials of Europe a few 
centuries ago. The difficulty is increased bv the fact that real 
sorcerers and persons who pose as witches so often work together, 
hdp each other, and use each other’s procedures and techniques. 
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It cannot lie doubted that the so-called witches some times form 
societies, hold meetings, or '‘sabbaths," and observe a variety of 
secret and obscene rites. While not all witches are human flesh 
eaters, some certainly rob graves and engage in necrophagous 
practices, There is evidence, also, that at least occasionally a 
candidate for admission to the witch order must first try to be¬ 
witch someone to dentil, usually a member of his or her house¬ 
hold. as a sacrifice of what id nearest and dearest to the neophyte. 
All these features were reproduced in the witchcraft of the later 
Middle Ages. What we Irani of witchcraft, whether as practiced 
by existing primitives or by our ancestors, indicates that witches 
are often mentally unbalanced and convinced that it lies in their 
power to harm others by thinking harm of them. Tn short, they 

•may be “compulsion neurotics A But in a community where witch¬ 
craft beliefs arc rife any normal person, if only he is envious and 
spiteful enough, can lie looked upon as a witch. The people know, 
or think tliat they (mow, that ill wilt affects its recipients in a 
way that is physically detrimental, and the consciousness of this 
fact becomes for them also an obsession. 

A peculiar form of imaginary sorcery or witchcraft is found 
widely in Australia and die Melanesian area, where it may have 
been diffused from some center as yet unidentified. It has also 
been reported, sporadically, from Indonesia. Africa, and America. 
Its characteristic features include an attack on the victim when 
3lone in the bush, an operation on him usually involving the 
removal of his internal organs and resulting in his death, and then 
his magical revival but in such a demented slate that lie can seldom 
or never remember what liappened to him or recognize his assail¬ 
ants. He seems to be unharmed by the terrible experience, but 
shortly thereafter he really sickens and dies. The details of this 
bewitchment afford ample scope for the imagination and hence 
van- endlessly from one community to another. 

The Wtimhaio of Victoria say that medicine men of a hostile 
tribe will sneak into a camp by night, strangle a man with a rope, 
drag him forth, cut up his abdomen, take out the kidney and caul 
fat, and then stuff a handful of grass and sand into the wound. 
It wouW seem that this operation is actually performed, for (he 
victim generally dies within twenty-four hours. But the Wiimhafo 
also sav that in the night the medicine men can knock a man down 
with a dub and remove his fat without leaving a sign of the 
operation. The Wotjobaluh, another Victorian tribe, practice this 
imaginary fat-taking to a great cstem. “The victim Is laid on hia 
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back and the medicine man sits astride of bis chest, aits him open 
on the right side below the ribs, and abstracts the fat. Then 
bringing the edges together and singing his spdj, he bites them 
together to make them join without a visible scar. Then he 
retires to a distance. Leaving the man lying on his bark. The 
medicine man then sings a song with the following effect. At the 
first singing the victim lifts one leg, at the second the other, at 
the third he turns over, at the fourth a little whirlwind comes, 
and, blowing under his back, lifts him up. At the same time a 
,star falls from the sky . . , . with the man’s heart. He thereupon 
rises and staggers about, wondering how he came to lie sleet jinn 
there,"** FB 

For the Herbert River aborigines of northern Queensland the 
witchcraft called kobi is the most dreadful tiling imaginable A 
man subjected to it by a magician of another tribe has his entrails 
extracted and replaced with grass. Usually he dies soon after this 
operation, but prompt recourse to a friendly magician mav lead 
to his recovery.** 

The dread of the sorcery called miliin is universal among the 
ivarrinyerr ot" South Australia. For its operation the sorcerer 
disguises himself hy marking face and body with white streaks, 
lie generally takes a companion with him. The two then prowl 
about the hunting grounds of the tribe to which their intended 
victim belongs. Finding him alone they steal noiselessly upon 
him, fe! him with a heavy blow on the head, and then, as he lies 
insensible, hit different parts of his body, bat not hard enough 
to break Ins bones. Finally, they pull his cars until they crack, 
so that he will f« unable to tell who attacked him It is now all 
up with the victim If he takes part in a fight he will receive a 
taial wound r if he walks in The bush he will [read nn □ dangerous 
snalce: if tic does not meet his end in one of these wavs he will 
succumb to some disease.1* 

Among the Anmta and other Central Australian tribes a htr~ 
m/dia is a man who has been formally chosen by the council of 

ciders to lead a band of avengers and kill a person accused of hav- 

XlS™ St,meone b>‘ °f c,*c llc » a man who on his own 

3^aVen^r’ 71,6 *»**<** shoes con* 
ujjy \Vhl{:k Fd of “nu lcatl*rs Inalt«i together with human 
Wood, and having on the upper surface a network of human hair 
string, rhe shoes are sacrosanct: nn woman or child may see them 
and what not m use they are placed for safety in the storehouse 
of the social group, along with the churinga. the sacral sticks and 
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stouts. Before a man may wear the shoes lit has to submit to a 
verv painful ordeal. One of his little toes is dislocated. It does 
not matter. apparently, which foot is subjected to this treatment, 
Tlic kurdaiteko whose mission has been sanctioned by the dders 
is alwavs accompanied by a medicine man. The latter must himself 
have previously served as die leader of an avenging party and be 
qualified by having a little toe dislocated. Before setting out, 
birth men arc rubbed with charcoal (black In the Anmia tribe 
being the color associated with magic) and arc decorated with 
bands of white down. Both carry shields and spears, and also 

one or more churinga, which impart to them strength, courage, 
accuracy of aim, and invulnerability. Followed by the medicine 
man. the kurdvtcha lakes the lead until the enemy is in sight, 
then creeps stealthily forward, and, suddenly rising up. hurls a 
spear at him before he is aware of the action The spear cannot 
fall 10 strike home, for both the kurdaitdw and the medicine man 
liave put the sacred churingti between their teeth. The kurdaitcha 
now retires from the scene of operations and the medicine man 
proceed- by means of his magical power to heal the victim and 
remove all external traces of the wound. The victim becomes alive 
again, though completely ignorant of what has been done to him 
and unaware of the fact that he is now full of evil magic. He re¬ 
turns to his camp, soon falls sick, and dies His death is attributed 
to a kurdaitcha, but no one can trace the avenger's tracks. In the 
other and more favored form of this custom the avenger goes 
out alone, spears the enemy, restores him to life again, and, by 
means of a charmed bone which is pressed under his tongue, causes 
him |o lose all recollection of what has taken place. Before very 
long the victim becomes ill and dies for good. Our authorities met 
several kurdaitcha men who asserted that they had killed their 
victims in the manner just described, and many men who were 
perfectly certain that they had seen these avengers. Every native 
is firmly convinced, in fact* that people do actually engage in the 
practice and is quite prepared to let others think that he himself 
does; he will even suffer the pain of having a toe dislocated in 
order to prove that he has "gone £urrf<whr/ia,’h*f 

Among the Mumgin of Arnhem Land, Northern Territory, 
the sorcerer, having determined to kill a tribesman, makes a long 
rope and hides it near the camp. During the night he and an 
accomplice sneak up to the intended victim, who lies asleep. One of 
them takes the rope, loops it, and slides it over the victim's head 
and around bis neck. The man bolding the other end of the rope 
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then twists it until the steeper begins choking. The two pick him 
up and carry him to a safe place in the jungle. ITic first man 
returns to the victim's camp and ties down beside his w ife, with 
whom be is supposed to copulate. The second man opens the left 
side of the victim, while lie lies in a dead faint, pulls two ribs 
back, and pierces his heart with a sharpened stick. When the 
heart stop* beating, the soul* which for native thinking resides 
in die heart, lias been let ouL A further and rather elaborate 
operation restores the mail to life. He sits up and looks very much 
a_s he did before being magically killed. The operator now hits him 
on the head and tdis him that he will not remember what has 
happened to him. He is also told that in three days he will die. 
The man who has lost his soul feds extremely weak. His wife asks 
him if ho has had his soul stolen but he answers5 "Oh. no, I have 
had dysentery and I am very sick from it," On the third day 
the man dies. When a woman is magically killed the operation is 
considerably different, but its results are the same? tie woman 
dies,*1 

The Murray Islanders, in the eastern group of the Torres 
Straits Islands, have a form of black magic known as maid. The 
operator, having found his adversary alone in die bush, picks tip a 
chance stone* sphs on it once or twice, meanwhile whispering to 
himspjf a spell, and throws the missile with great force at the 
back of the victim, who falls senseless. The assailant arid his 
helpers proceed to belabor the man with dubs “until he half 
dead/' Next they rub the body with a mixture of herbs and oil to 
remove ail traces of the blows. Finally, while the man is still 
unconscious (“he know nothing*’)* they tell him that lie is to 
dimb a coconut tree and fall down, breaking a leg. or that some¬ 
day he will be bitten by a centipede, swell up all over, and die. 
They now make off. and the man slowly returns to life and con¬ 
sciousness, Panic-stricken lie nuis home, calls for coconut* to 
drink to assuage his intense thirst, but refuses all food* Then 
he lies down to dieT idling ids friends that the maid U had attacked 
him. His death occurs in a few days.4* 

She Marind, a tribe of Netherlands New Guinea i near Mer- 
auke^ have a myth relating how a famous hero was killed by 
means of death magic (kambara). One of five sorcerers first 
rubbed his body with coconut oil and then the others so belabored 
him that he fdl down unconscious. While in this state they cut 
His body from the inside, under the skin, without leaving any 
trace of the operation. Upon recovering from his swoon the hero 
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did nut realise what had been done to him and went quietly 
home. But that evening he felt very ill indeed, complained of 
head pains, and could not eat. by next morning he was dead “a 

The Kiwai Papuans of the Fly River estuary attribute to the 
bush tribes in their neighborhood the practice of matutmo sorcery. 
Sevt-r;d sorcerers, it is said, generally act together. They prepare 
themselves by eating some kangaroo meat (otherwise a forbidden 
food), together with flesh from a human body dug up from a 
grave, and thus reduce themselves to a state of frenzy or ecstacy. 
Having approached their victim without anyone seeing them 
("all same mosquito he come ”), they make him unconscious by- 
throwing some “devil-thing” at him or touching him with it 
Then they shoot him dead with arrows, open the body, take out 
the intestines, and place them in a kangaroo; those of the latter 
arc placed in the victim. They also dismember his body and put 
ii together again, interchanging, however, the legs with the arms 
and the bead with the genitalia, Ry means of a certain medicine 
both the man and the kangaroo are restored to life. The man has 
no recollection of what has happened to him and for a short time 
goes about as usual. But the next night he feds ill, his stomach 
swells, his mouth turns black, and lie froths at the lips and nose. 
When an effort is made to Weed him and relieve the fever, no 
Wood will flow. It is known then that pujuaino has been practiced 
upon him, tor all the blood was emptied from his body when it was 
dismembered. Toward morning tic dies, The kangaroo also dies 
at the same time.41 

The Koita of the Central Division of the Territory of Papua 
practice vada sorcery. The sorcerer follows an intended victim 
into hi; garden or into the bush, spears and dubs him to death, and 
cuts him in pieces. One end oi a length of rope is then looped 
around ihe dead man's head or knee, while the opposite end is 
steeped in a certain medicine. Tills “go along rope make man get 
up," that is, the power of the medicine, passing along the rope 
to the defunct, restores him to life. Upon his revival he is dazed, 
"he mad/' and knows not where he is or what has befallen him, 
He is told that be will die shortly, but docs nal remember the 
prediction upon returning to the village. His friends notice, how¬ 
ever, iifs feeble, silly condition and know what has happened 
to him,1* 

According to another account of vada sorcery among Papuans 
of tile Central Division the magician, after knocking down the 
victim with a club and making him unconscious, rams certain 
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poisonous plants down his throat, sings magical formulas over 
him. and gradually brings him hack to consciousness again. The 
magician may leave him before he lias returned to his senses, 
or wait and later N11 him to go home to his village, where lie will 
die shortly. Natives assert that although a man thus attacked may 
have seen his assailant he would not recognize him again even a 
short time-after the assault has been committed. The official 
post-mortem on one of these assumed victims of t'udu sorcery 
resulted in a verdict of “Death from a broken spleen."" 

The tribes in die neighborhood of Hood Point and Hood Bay 
do not recognize, it i> said, the possibility of a natural death. 
Tliis is always caused by a imra, a sorcerer who wanders at night 
through tile gardens and plantations of neighboring villages until 
he finds some man asleep. With a bamboo knife he decapitates 
and dismembers the victim, then replaces the head in its natural 
position on the shoulders, and rubs the wounds with an ointment 
which removes all traces of mutilation. Before quitting the scene 
of these nocturnal labors he also rubs on the instep of the victim 
another ointment which attracts venomous snakes and causes them 
to bile the spot anointed. The victim sleeps on anri awakes in 
the morning apparently unhurt. But one day a snake attacks him 
and lie dies. The relatives assemble and examine the body for 
marks of the want's work. These are plainly to be seen, for m 
death by snakebite there is much discoloration. One man. pointing 
to a mark on the neck, will say, “Look! here is where his head 
was cut off," or "Here is where he was speared." or "Here is 
where he was dismembered."4'* 

The Mallu of Toulon Island in Orangerie Bay have elaborated 
the conception of a bantu, a living man endowed with the ability 
of working evil magic. When lie leaves his abode at night to go 
on a nefarious errand, his place in the house is empty. By smear¬ 
ing his body with magical herbs and muttering certain spells, he 
becomes invisible. Some people say. however, that he is invisible 
irom his front only and that he can be seen from behind- When 
therefore* they see mysterious shadows moving about in the dark, 
they have met a tfjraw. He can travel great distances, going like 
the wind. His victim, when found asleep at home, is killed and 
then brought to life again. Sometimes, when two or three men 
arc out fishing or working in their gardens, he feDs diem with 
blows of a dull, but they never knmv that they have been assaulted 
by a barau. The Mailti consider that all deaths among them are 
due to his activity. They never suspect anyone in thrir own or a 
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friendly village of being a banm: he always belongs to a hostile 
community.” 

Sorcery by magically cutting open a man's body, abstracting 
his vital organs, closing up the body, arid then restoring him to 
life but in a state of daze and forgetfulness, has tteen described 
in Debit Island. It is called vjawori, from the sorcerer’# shout 
as he springs upon his victim: it 5s also the term for the yells by 
means of which Dotmam scare away the spirits of witches believed 
to be approaching a village.” 

lit Rossel Island, rme of the Louis tide group, there are various 
methods of killing people by sorcery, Ntpvivi sorcery is most 
feared In order to practice it a man fasts for ten days (often 
eating, however, a certain centipede which smells strongly of 
prussic acid), drinks salt water, and mutters certain spells.’ He 
thus becomes invisible or able to take on the appearance oi some 
animal such as a dog. The sorcerer generally works at night and 
tackles his victim when asleep, disarranging or breaking liis 
upper ribs. The latter realizes next morning what has happened 
to him and soon dies.” 

The inhabitants of Wogeo, one of the Schouten Islands off 
the northern coast of New Guinea, know of a deadly form of 
sorcery called yaboit. The sorcerer, tiaving found oul where an 
enemy is likely to lw atone, gets ready the necessary magical para¬ 
phernalia and enlists the aid of two friends. They fall upon the 
man, overpower him, and recite a spell to make him unconscious. 
He is then stripped and his joints and ribs are thoroughly pom¬ 
meled The magician pierces his heart with a dagger and into the 
wound pours the sap of a tree known only to sorcerers. Tins has 
the property of piercing the victim's bowels. A cut under his 
tongue and a spear thrust in the left flank complete the operation. 
Next a magical leaf ts laid on the wounds, which Immediately heal 
without leaving a trace. Another leaf, laid on his mouth, makes 
Mo forget entirely what has happened to him, or. some say, pre¬ 
vents him frrfm speaking about it. The assistants now retire and 
the sorcerer restores him to consciousness. He goes home, soon 
falls sick, and within ten days is dead, The Wogeo people account 
for all sudden deaths as the result of this kind of sorcery.01 

The Sulka «f New Britain suppose that all people come to their 
aid as the result of sorcery, except little children, persons who 
fall m battle or meet some other violent end, and those who die 
of sores nr of old age. Death-dealing sorcery of this sort (called 
jwr-mta) b very greatly feared. Only certain persons know how 
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to practice it. 'Hie victim, who must be alone at the lime, is sud¬ 
denly attacked in the buaht Imocked on the head, choked or other¬ 
wise man handled, and finally killed. He is then restored to life by 
being sprinkled with earth over which various spells have been 
recited. He returns home, falls sick ami declares that he has been 
bewitched, but no marks of evil magic are discoverable on his 
body. Death follows sooner or later unless another sorcerer, 
familiar with fwr-mea, can be found to treat him. If the victim 
is a sorcerer who knows this black art he can sometimes cure 
himself.a 

Fr/c sorcery in the Solomon Islands is so called from the native 
word meaning "to pinch,” with reference to the pinched or tingling 
Feeling in the arms that warns protected persons of the proximity 
of a practitioner of tiiis black art. The magical power which hc 
excrctses resides in a small globe of fiber, die m;, which con¬ 
tains various articles taken from the place inhabited by his ances¬ 
tral ghost Or they may be articles which belonged to the ghost 
in life and, luting impregnated with his nmtama (vuma), are 
dangerous and powerful. One standard ingredient the rum most 
have, namely, sacred earth from a certain island in the Russdl 
group. The turn is "made alive" by the recital of spells rind is 
then ready for its deadly work, The sorcerer proceeds to hide by 
the side of a road and waits for the approach of the victim. When 
the latter draws near the sorcerer makes a sharp noise to attract 
the man's attention. He turns and sees the msa suspended from 
a finger. Immediately he collapses, usually in an unconscious con¬ 
dition. whereupon the sorcerer forces bits of rubbish down Ins 
throat and touches with the twju various parts of his body. These 
become crushed internally without leaving any mark on the skin. 
Sometimes the vtle operator carries, in addition to the va$at the 
tail of a 5tmg rat- and a dead man's banc, and with these the 
victim is pricked a!) over. The man is then revived by placing 
finger plant or some other potent object under his nose, is told 
die sorcerer's! name, and is ordered to go home, He suffers, 
apparently from an attack of fever, hut never mentions what has 
occurred. At length lie dies, usually within three days. Some men 
enjoy such protection from their ancestral ghosts that tile vtk 
cannot prevail against them, ft is also possible, by putting certain 
sacred leaves or grass in one's armbands, to obtain warning of the 
proximity of a vdc and so escape him bv taking another road. 
The vtU’s power is lost as the result of contact with anything 
sexual: even the sight of a woman's genitals is fatal tn it. Tj is a 
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common belief that if a woman, attacked by a vrU man. throws 
off litr grjis skirt and exhibits her genitals, she will escape should 
he laugh at the sight or even ibsnk of having intercourse with her. 
When a man fall? sick, the doctor first determines whether the 
patient really does suffer from vebt sorcery. If so he will get 
well if he can 1>e made to vomit up blood, earth, undigested vege¬ 
table maner, and a worm. After the third day he is out of 

danger.*'1 
A torn; of black magic, known as ntmbikt. lias been reporter! 

from Mafckula in the New Hebrides. The victim is first stunned 
by a blow of a stone and a mask is put over bis face. The magician 
rubs his body with leaves, operates upon him, and then brings 
him back to life. When the victim reaches borne people notice 
that liis. ideas are perverted; for Instance, if asked where the 
ground is he will point to the sky and Ei asked where the sky is he 
w ill jioint to the ground. He proceeds to roast and cat a small 
piece of bis own flesh, which was taken out of his body by the 
sorcerer, Upon consuming ibis food he becomes very sick and soon 

draws his last Iwcsiili-** 
The To tad va of central Celebes believe that while a man 

lies asleep his “inside" {lambuya} can go forth from him as a 
deeT. pig, buffalo, or some other animal. In this form the iamboyo 

approaches a victim, who at once feds so sleepy that he can put 
up no resistance and soon becomes unconscious. The Iamboyo 
then resumes the human form (though bis real body lies at home), 
hacks the victim in many pieces, takes out the liver, and eats it. 
Finally he joins together the dissevered parts so that the victim 
icems to In* completely restored. When the latter returns to 
consciousness, he is entirely unaware of what has happened to 
him and dial his liver has l>ecn extracted from him. Soon after 
the victim awakes he dies.** 

The Wahadimn, who are supposed to have been the original 
inhabitants of Zanzibar before the coming of the Arabs, entertain 
a lively faith in witches. These creatures require human victims 
tor their cannibal feasts. They will bring a man out of his house 
into the forest (bow no one knows), and while he is still asleep 
belabor him with sandbags or with their witch bags. They will 
also prick his tongue with a needle. He is then taken hack to his 
house. When he wakes up in the morning he feels very ill, for 
his whole body is swollen and his tongue is so sore that he cannot 
sjicak or cat. Soon he dies ant! is buried. That same night a witch 
causes tlu corpse to rise from the grave, binds it on her back, and 
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dances with it. Then all the assembled members of the wild) 
guild feast on the remains" 

Among the mysterious and evil powers with which the Bathonga 
credit witches, or haloyi, is that of opening all things—the power 
of mpftilo. A witch can come into a village at night and throw all 
the inhabitants into a deep sleep- Then, waving a hyena's tall 
daubed with medicines, be opens the kraal, lets the cattle out, and 
leads the stolen animals to his own kraal. He can often a hut, 
remove the sleeping husband without waking him, and have 
intercourse with his wife. But the great mpfuJct consists in 
Opening a man. We are lint told how this is done without his being 
aware of die operation, but its effect is to wear out the victim, 
making him a mere shadow of himself and resulting in his death 
a few days later." 

By the Indians of Guiana the term kanaima (kenaima) is 
applied to a man who has devoted himself to slaying someone as 
a deed of vengeance, but it is likewise the name of the murderous 
spirit “tinder whose Influence he acts, and which is supposed 
to possess him.’"11 There is also a purely imaginary kaiiainta, who 
works invisibly by sending out his soul to injure or kill an 
enemy. Or he may put his soul into the hotly of a jaguar, snake, 
sting rav, or some other creature and in this guise approach his 
victim. By these Indians the activity of a kamiitno is considered 
to be the cause of almost every misfortune occurring among them. 
Against such an evil being thdr only means of protection is the 
counter magic of the pm, or medicine man. The imaginary 
teanaima h naturally thought ol as belonging to a tribe different 
from that or his victim, and thus the feelings of suspicion and 
hatred with which one tribe regards its neighbors arc perpetuated 
and intensified.” 

Some features of this belief in knnaitna. as found among the 
Barama River Garths. are identical with the kurdtiitcha. z\ido, 
and tv!c sorcery already described According to these Indians 
the kauntnui throws a victim into a trance-like state, leaps upon 
him, twists his joints, and stretches his tendons. A black powder 
put in his mouth makes him cough and sneeze and get a cold. If 
it is swallowed, his viscera decay. A person who has been tnab 
treated in this manner usually docs not remember enough about 
it to tell his relatives and friends, but to prevent any" possibility 
«f betrayal the kanaima may pierce his tongue with a snake's 
fang. After regaining consciousness the victim goes home, de¬ 
velops fever and "boiieache.” and speedily dies. His relatives 
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and friends* seeing the blue marks left on his body by the man¬ 
handling he received* know that he was killed by a kamima.*1 

Among the Tadipang. another Carih group* a kanaitHu is 
supposed to go about at night and hit people with a short, heavy, 
four-edge club. this being the old-time war dub still carried on the 
shoulder at a dance. The victim does not die at once as the resutt of 
the blow, but goes home, falls into a fever, and after four or five 
days succumbs. A tamnimdi attacks only one person in this wgyf 
never several persons at the same time. The Indians believe that 
all members of a hostile tribe can be kaluiimtt.** 

The Cherokee have a tale of a cannibal ogress whose food was 
human livers, She could assume any shape she desired. In her 
ordinary £ormr however, she looked like an old person except that 
her ivhole body was covered with skin as hard as stone and that 
her right hand had a long forefinger of bone, like an awl or spear¬ 
head, With this forefinger she stabbed everyone to whom she 
could get dose enough. When she had stabbed a person she would 
take out the liver, without leaving a wound or earning pamP so 
that the victim remained unconscious of whai had been done to 
him and for a time went about his affairs apparently unharmed. 
But all at once he felt weak and gradually pined away. He was 
sure to die.** 

it is scarcely possible to dismiss this sorcery as always a pure 
faoaxt existing only in the excited fancy of its victim and the 
megalomania of its supposed practitioner. Tn some instances, at 
least, the sorcery must be described as genuine, though violence 
need not have been done to the victim or poisons or other lethal 
matter injected into him. He may be $o paralyzed with tear that 
he becomes entirely receptive to the sorcerer's will and under a 
mental compulsion to think and act as ordered by his enemy. He 
broods over his impending fate until Ids mind becomes over¬ 
wrought and all the dreadful consequences of the sorcerer ^ ven¬ 
geance are believed to l* real and about to happen to him. When 
actual sorcery of this sort had been occasionally practiced in a 
community at would readily come to be regarded a$ a normal 
procedure, not only of living sorcerers, but also of those imaginary 
authors of human ills, the witches-1* 
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5apofift Eh Water* Mttomraa. p I5S), After a dealh the Affl* 
«nuns of Ch,lt tbe body Ij dissected amt examined by a medicine man. StauH 
he had Use liver ii3 ^ h-.ralihy addition, Uie denh is amibuttii to natural ennsci; 
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if ifoe liver \t in tl:i mrs-L sorctrj ha* been practiced. In ihe latlrr cjiiJ? tbr medi¬ 
cine man mint now discover fmw the mortal disease was produced. He Likt^ 
tJLTt the V-*~-\ i'-UE-E ][ LEI 3 fHrl and CCKJfc 1 it; if after lh(9 fldCt'-t a StQOC is fffijnd 

In die bottom of Use pot the victim wpi certainly killed by die stone. Then the 
tncdjcnfce man, having thrown hntiitlf imp a trance, }) able to discover the 
guilty jnrrwcs who cast the- nkhw (R* R. Smith, The *4emnrautgur l London, 
Ffi. 236 i j In British Guiana, when a medicine man lias been cklM tn after 3 
death, lie mint Tim determine whether the deceased fell a victim to an evil spirit 
nr to a sorcerer II lie decides lor the latter eephs nation, the corpse is eJotdy 
examined Should it have 3 blue mark anywhere, dial is ihc place where tile 
Korccrcr's invisible ^hnlcd arrow mitred the man. The utat *,icp Is to fitid Use 
culprit A pol containing a magical decoction \t Kt Otl the fire. WIlCB the pot 
begin* in hati QVrf, the ilde m which the ^Cmn first falls is the quarter where 
the supposed murderer must be looked lor (j. If. Eemau, Missionary Labours in 
British iTuiana l London, 1M7], pp. 56 rf.). With these practice* may be com¬ 
pared a ruitorn ol the Tonga Islanders. It wai. a firm belief with them that if u 
man broke a taboo or committed any other sacrilege his liver or some other 
internal organ would become enlarged and indurated. The bodies of ike dead 
were therefore often opened to discover whether or noi they had hem sacrilegious 
during their lifetime {John Martin, An Aetount of ihe Naihrt of the Tmao 
f$Iunds . . fr&m the Exlrtuh't troHamMtttCtffimtf of Mr. IViUijtn Mariner 
(3d oil, Mdinhungh, 1627J. J, 171. note), 

1: D G. BrfntOft, "NsiKimhim- A Study m Native American Folk-Lore 
and History^ Proceeding* of th* American PkifafGfrkieul Society, XXXUI 
omjt 34, 

n* Ehk C Psnnfi*. in Farty^imntk cj*mairl Re fort of the Burma of 
Amtrkan Eihnoidfly, pp. 242 ft. hlThe prime difference between ■atkirtg a. witcli 
nr asking a medicine man to Kc!p you to any undertaking i? that after you suc¬ 
ceed the medicine man removes from you the >ovrcr^ he has imparted io you, 
whereas iht wifrli docs wh, arid rhe "power1 insy abide with yoa fur ItSe In 
punishment for having resorted to it. -omething like ihr affliairm of King 
MSib» fp. 243), On wilrhcrift belkh in the Keresan purtHo? Hewrally see 
T_ A, White, sn- Pr*rct4in$s vf ihr Tu tut^thmi [mternttfanul Cpm^tw a/ 
Amtriianiiii (New York, 1528J, pp. 60RfTa 

si|l|icha Titter. "'N'otcs tn> Hop! Witchcraft,1' Papers &f the Michigan 
Aradfvty tyf Science* Arts, .W Lcttm. XXVHI C1542L pp, 54*> fF 

19 Clyde Rhockbnhn, timvkv mu hrntji |Cambridge, Mast, 15444, pp 14- 
3? Papers fl/ the PiiihotJy Museum u/ Ammmu AtchiUv!a#y yud 
Vnl. XXJC Xo. t See also \MXUarn yfurgan, //liman H'flkvs anum^ the 
iVniuk# (New Haven. 193d). Kale ffmvrfty Pufrf£fcilit?ttf « 
Ka, 11 

41 J-imri Mooney Mid F. il Olbrcchts, “The Swimmer Mairuscript. Ghcro- 
bcc Sacred Formulas and Medicinal Buttrtiu af the Burma af 
American pthnnh$yr No 99, PPL 29 fT, 

” B. r. Biuhodl iW,r No. 4^. p, 29, 

“ P. F. (inddud "Life aial CuEture "i the flupa+l+ ^"itvTJdy .if CaUf&mia 
FvMuntwtis irt dnurLan Archaeology and Ethnology, L 64 E 

** A, \\\ How si t. The Native Tribes of South-East Am ft aim * Ltmdott, 
19CMLPP, 3«7fr. 

*n Carl [.umholia. Ammg Cunmhuli (New Yorif, tfW>, pp 2^0 f Wlsat u 
nj(jpute<l to hapiKH to a vktini oi frufit v^ric* in tfiffertnt focalHies <if nurtftem 
Ooecndanrl tn if pc Emdia DUtrwt he h deprived of blurf, this bdng replaced 
hv 3 bc-jie nr a pcbhfe- <in t|ir FermefeaEl^r l?ivcr bis blood b made "hadM; on 
the TesIIj River a h tmerted in hi- thwl: at Cape Graftott he Ls choked 
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vfhsn ailcep, hh loqjpw *ml blood removed, itfff a splinter of bone inserted m 
bag bead: at Cape Bediurd he La lul with a stick, his head severed from the body 
aod then r^filacnl, HE* neck twisted. or hi* kinmrmg* cut (NY. H Roih, ft',irrA 
0Hrrtixfi&nd Ethnography Bulletin, N&. 5, pp. 2&* 3J? fF.'i. 

“George Taplm. in J D. Woods (editor), The Native Tribes of Somth 
Austraiut (Adelaide, JS79), pp, 26 if 

*T Sir Baldwin Sptnr.rr and F. J, Gillett, 77ir AViiW Tribes *>f Cemtmi 
Australia t London, 18991 , pp. 476 ftf. It f* said to be possible h* newer from a 
tiWuiCrku arrack, but only with ihc aid of a molirmc man patrknjJzrly strong 
in magic (ftitan, Azross Ausirufm [3d cd^ London, 1912}, II, 3$$}t 

“W. L. Warner, J Bltuk CTAli^tian iNcw York, 1937). pp 194 ff gee 
also pp, 2£3 ff for other accmints Jtfi^urdfttd sorcery of a !ypt si rid be to that 
himul Among the blutngin ha* ilio been described in the hfortltem Territory* 
i mt wi ill ill if fliii indication of the special area or tribe where it h practiced See 
W. EL U Statu**, in AfenW. IT 

“ C- S. Myers* In Rrfwrte <yf the Cambridge Atilhrrf'vfopicjl [-.rptstunn ip 
Turret Straits, Vi. 222 IT johci Brure. wh; knew the [iHEtVCS intimately, WAS 
familiar with many catci of nutid L-trdvr its influence the victim usually diaj 
within two of three chy± His friendi would untr ask Etiftn*eata* for medicine 
for him* "a* that would be e fling a gainst maid," Our rnfonn&m adds that he 
never mu an the bodies of die victims any mark* of injury inch as wmM t*r 
canned hy blows of a stone or a club. He reported a 05* in^which the man who 
was supposed lo have ranged a certain pentwT* death by meltn of metid was otic 
hundred miles distant at the time, 

** Paul Win, Die tf&rhid*4nim ve*t HAtdncttck Sud-Neu-Cuin^ (Him- 
burg, tm-25\ V<iL f+ Pt II, 67 ff. 

11 Gunrtar Landtoaitr, The Khmi Popmtru of Brixiih Nm* Cmnen iTjfpnitfm. 
1927), p. m. 

nC G. SflQfnun, vp+ At, pp. ITfl f-F 1871, from in account by Ahum, a 
chm f futfr TilbfFe ctmutahle, asul official interpreter. 

l# R- L Turner, "MaUcnant Witchcraft in Papua and the U** raf Pok«a 
TbetefiC Mau, XXIV (t92J)fc 117-19 

“4 ft- £ Gnifie, in /cvmdf of ike Autkr&polo^k^t Institute. XXV III ()a99), 
216 f. 

Eroniibw Malinowski, in Trawnr fkiju $f the Rryai Stxvh cf South 
Anjlrolvi' XXXIX f!9!5h b4Kff Out of Maliifcm^kTs Trtformauii Added the 
iuTporiaiu detail that tlic b^rau, after killing hts victim, open* die bodyf take* 
£<aneshittg *4it of St. and pul? homething ntlo H. 

* fortune, (?p .-r"f.p pp, 161 fi _ 2$4 fl., from an account by i njhrc 
informant, stip^>o§edly an ey ewitness nf witMarf sorcery. 

11 w. K Amttrtrg, Hwtt Tibxd ( Cambridge, 19281. w. 17D. 17S. noic 1, 
In Ji[(f aiiltiuritv it tl certain that p«tpJt Wt'ft MiTnelimi'J cmoillirol 

hi iiiRtit and tia^ rheir ribs broken, a ^dHholkfll reality" difficult io dlisciiiap^k 
If am the imaabmry bjttctti foneery (p. 170, note I). 

in J3- * H^gbiWt "Sorrery attd AdminutrAtion" Premia, VI (S935-36L U ff, 
11 ^ tidier, iu drdbV fUe AnthwpAppie. XXTX C19(1ML 321 i R, Park- 

****** in 4** SUdeee [Shittg^ri. 1907), p. 2lXi> Mfowt Father 
Raseher^s accotmi of 

i *pL S ,,T,le 'Vele" Maei; d the Sfflrtll S-i-mlDnc,'' Jourwl nf 
Af ftofal AnthKtfebpKal LXX (IWOj- 205-209. Srr iIm It. II. 
V^.E'^L- ^ itl-. !'P. w G. Sven I. Jf/Wiimu &/ :•:,■■ id f,h-Pojt 
Amsma, fe,W; fLaailon. 1927>, pp. 292 f: S. G. C Kpibb.. T»f Seme Joto* 
H.dim or TKry W<*t «,*! ,-frr fLondon, 19291. PP 39 f. Aftordihs WHglit 
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it// hwqtj cs confined to Gunrlatanal, the iinall T*bnd nf Savn. and the adja¬ 
cent Ru->%.:2l Iriaqik, Lhjdringtw *ays, however, that it is ''known' ['though not 
nertssarify practiced! n Florida and Maia or Makha, 

™ Felix Speiser, ErW^/rq^tirJu' Afdtrrmfirt ilaJ Jns ATfidn JlT/^riJ/* 
umf Jtai|ij~jFivW* (Berlitz 1923)T p. 370, tiuotirtsr Boyd, in H0^rtcriy Jol¬ 
tings from the New Hebrides," April 1911, Codringt&t (op. at.k p. 3071 de- 
scribe* the tejjtfdi of Leers' liland in the New Hebrides at very mudl resemb¬ 
ling the veU of tiic SoIwuKti 

"= A C. KrojjtK "I>c wetrwotl btj dr Tcradji's van Midden -Celeb**/1 
Tijdjrhrifi veer IruHirkt TaalLond-en VaSkndtMXit. Xl l (t89?>, 55lfL; 

N Adrian? and A, C Kniijt, JlfV ifcr/iWfriffe#iuf# IWadjst/* run 
tWr&rj i Bntim L9I2-14)h L 255 if. 

u Dora M. Abdv; IJWitchcraft itn.msr the Wahadfnra,"' Journal of ikt 
African Satiety. No 63 (IW), 231 

- H. A Jiinnd, op. tit., (2d ed.1, IT. 513 f. 
** Wt H. Brett, The Indian Tribes cf Guana (London, 1868), pi% 373 f. 
""Sir E. F. im Tfrtim, i+irumj fAg IViduanj of G+fona (taa&m, lS83)r pp, 

329 ff S« also W \L Roth, "An Inquiry into tlie AiitmUin and Fnlk-Lotc of 
the Guiana Indians/' TAtrliflA Annuel Report of the Bureau af America* Elh- 
nriapy, pp. 354-63. 

« John GitStti, The Rarama Rh n-r Cotibs of Rriiith Guiana (Cambridge, 
Mass, I936L pp. 3+0 ff_ Papers cf the Peabody Museum of American Afthat- 
ci/opv juwf Vo!. XIV, Ifa 2 

"Theodor Koch-Grim ber^, F#k» ffitriutHfl sum OmtcKfr (Berlin, 1917-^), 
m, 216 iff. 

*M James M«me^ "Myths of the Cherokee*/* Nineteenth Annual Report of 
*Ar Rurrau of American Ethnology, pp. 316 ff. 

'r- Wish trirnnee to tbb typ* of sorcery it i* worthy of nor ire ihr,t only in 
AuttmKa ri 1lie victim mjpjkmciI to hr deprived of hi* 'Tcidiiqr fat'* frraily the 

■caul far from (he tancniuirrh By the aborigines human fat is greally prized, for 
they believe that *he proves* and virtues of a dead man will pos* to tho« wlio 
eat it, anoint their bodies with it, nr carry some of it about as a charm fur sue- 
m* in hiuiiio^ ami fighting (A. W, flowntt, op, citpp. 367H 411). Atnon^ the 
Toradra of Crlcbes aod the Chcrqket Indians it ia the ritf imTs liver which ts 
taSc^n -^tt and cittti. Tins form r.f cannibalbm U obviamW rormezted with tlie 
corpse-eatiniT so often attribuud tu lOrccrtrs, both rta! am\ imaginary. 



Chapter XV 

SAFEGUARDS AGAINST SORCERY 

Frtmtttve man, whose capacity for conjuring up the evils of 
sorcery seems limitless, is equally ingenious in devising means 
of nullifying them by aversive riles or by defensive techniques ami 
devices. Since the success of the black art depends entirely upon 
the fear which it inspires in its victims, counter magic, divination, 
anil exorcism, by appealing even more strongly to the imagination, 
may be effective safeguards against the sorcerer and all his ex¬ 
traordinary works. 

In Samoa, when a man was ill there was a special inquiry made 
of lti,s sister, and also of her children, "as to whether any of them 
had cursed him and thus caused his illness, and in all such cases 
the sister would take some coconut water into her mouth and eject 
it towards or even over the body of the sufferer, bv w hich action 
she expressed her own innocence, and also removed any other 
supposed spell. This was done on account of the fear winch was 
always felt of the effects of a sister's curse.”1 A Maori tahm\gn, 
by dipping a young man in a purificatory stream and reciting the 
appropriate formulas, protected the youth's “life principle” and 
rendered him immune from magical attacks. This practice, from 
die confidence which it inspired, was of the greatest psychological 
value.* In the Lower Congo area a native can procure a charm to 
protect him from an enemy’s magic. Its effect i* in compel the 
latter always to put off until "tomorrow” the commission of the 
dreaded act; thus it never takes place, for tomorrow never comes.* 
The Yagua Indians of northeastern Peru consider that a magician 
can succeed in practicing sorcery against another magician only if 
the latter docs not know of the attempt. I f he becomes aware of 
Ids colkagiie's dastardly efforts, he can make himself immune 
simply hy drinking tobacco juice. He may even kill his opponent 
by the use of stronger magic.* Among the Thompson Indians of 
British Columbia an enemy who gained possession of a man's 
weapons could bewitch him. take away his luck, and kill him But 
if the owner of the weapons was stronger in magic than his would- 

433 
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be persecutor, it was often the laiteT who sickened .md died/ 
If lwo Shuswap magicians, with equally powerful tutelary spirits, 
tried to bewitch each other, both died at the same time or one 
shortly alter the other.4 

Fear of the black magic that can be wrought by using fhe 
separable parts (exuviae) or personal leavings of an individual 
results tn practices whose effect h hygienic and sanitary. Clearly 
enough, cleanliness in itsdf wa$ not their original purpose, but 
rather the desire to put out *4 the way anything that might be 
serviceable to an ill-wisher. 

Of the aborigine* of Victoria we are told that nothing offensive 
is ever to be seen in die neighborhood of their camps. All ordure 
belonging to adults ami half-grown children is buried at a dis¬ 
tance from their habitations " The Narriuyeri of South Australia 
are careful to burn the hones of the animals they eat* so as to 
prevent their enemies from getting hold of them.4 Among the 
Kakadu of Northern Territory several men, with ihc assistance 
of a woman, try to catch an enemy's ""spirit part1' and llius deprive 
him of a protector to warn him of danger or guide him in the 
search for food. For this purpose some of the enemy's excre¬ 
ment must he secured, ground up, put in wax spheres, and 
bunted in art earthen oven, along with a stick which represents 
the protecting spirit. Such magic ! s most effective, hence everyone 
rakes care to covur and hide from view all fecal matter, with 
the result that the Kakadu camps are deaner tliau those of many 
other tribes/ 

Similar precautions in respect to excrement arc observed by 
Papuan tribes. Among the Mafulti they apply only in the case 
of in infant or quite young child- Adults fed no necessity to 
observe thum. On the other hand Mafulu men and women never 
carelessly throw aside remnants of their food* These are pre¬ 
served until it is possible to cast them into a river and thus render 
them harmless. But no such precautions are taken with the food 
leavings of very young children/0 The Arapesh classify thing* 
associated w ith a man that can 1* used in sorcery against htm into 
two groups. each with a special designation. Three are, firsst. 
personal leavings such as hits of foodP half-smoked cigarettes* 
anti butts of sucked sugar cane* and second, excreta, including 
perspiration, saliva, scabs, semen, vaginal secretion, urinep and 
feces. But the excreta of adults are not potent for magical pur- 
posts, only those of infants/1 Among the Mountain Arapcsh, 
children of seven or eight years arc provided with tiny net bags 
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in which they must hide all gnawed bones. uneaten food, bandages 
from sores. broken pieces of their g-st rings or aprons, ami any bit 
of rubbish which may com a in sonic part of their personality. 
All these are guarded carefully and secretly buried 11 Among the 
Kwoma a child is fir$i warned, while still being vvsmcdt not to cat 
food given to him by anyone excepi a near relative, lest there he 
“poison" in iL Nor ought he to ear away from borne, lest lie 
carelessly spill fragments of his rood In later years other warn¬ 
ings are added. He must be careful, for instance, not to spill hb 
blood if lie cuts him self lest it be found by a sorcerer When 
adolescent he must avoid sexual intercourse with a girl likely to 
give his semen to a sorcerer.1* 

In the Melanesian Islands the common practice of retiring 
into the sea or a river no doubt originated in the belief that water 
washes away that portion of the personality which clings to fecal 
matter.** In Fiji, until Christianity undermined the belief in 
exuvial magic of the black variety, every mm was hb own scav¬ 
enger, and the village* were kept dean, 'From birth to old age a 
man was governed by this erne fear; he went into the sea, ihc 
graveyard, or (he depths of the forest to satisfy his natural wants, 
he burned his cast-off mala; he gave every fragment left over from 
hi* food to the pigs; tic concealed even the dippings of his hair in 
the tJinteh of his house, "ts 

All jKTsons of high rank in Tahiti provided themselves with 
attendants whose duty it was to dispose of objects which could 
be used in black magic. Anything of this sort was burned, buried, 
sunk in the sea. or deposited in the refuse heap of a sacred eitt 
closure, where it was safe from interference-1" These attendants 
m Hawaii included a wardrobe keeper, who kept an eve on all 
the clothing and ornaments worn by a chief atul prevented their ab¬ 
straction for purposes of sorcery; a spittoon t*earer„ who had to 
be constantly on hand to anticipate the chiefs desire to expectorate 

4 any neglect on the former's part being visited with capital pun¬ 
ishment); aqd a private servant, who cared for the disposal of 
the chiefs urine and feces. These were buried secretly at night 
or were cast into the sealf In New Zealand the food, clothing, 
and personal possessions of the privileged classes were safeguarded 
-w stringent taboos, which no commoner dared violate; conse¬ 
quently they had no need of special attendants to prevent the cob 
lectimt of "bait*1 objects by would-be sorcerers,'* 

The victim of sorcery or his associates may some times he ablr 
*o induce the sorcerer to undo the fatal work.1* In the Wotjobalttk 
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tribe of New South Wales a man suspected of bavins "pointed 
tiirr bone" at another would be asked by the latter's Friends to place 
the bone in water, so as to neutralize the evil effects of this 
magical act. Should the victim die his friends would try t° HD 
the offender by the same means or by direct vio1ettce.Bft Among 
the Murngin of Arnhem Land, Northern Territory, some men 
know certain songs which are regarded as the most deadly forms 
of black magic. One of these is the whitefish song. It makes the 
victim’s breath come rapidly and very hard, as the fish proceeds to 
pa! out his insides. When the tide comes in he gets worse anti 
worse; at full tide he dies. Should the sorcerer experience a 
change of heart and decide to save the victim all he need? to dn 
is to swim oil! into the water at daybreak, wash himself, return 
to the shore, and paint his body with red ocher.11 ! i a Bukana 
tn-in becomes seriously sick, his kinsmen seek nut the sorcerer 
supposed to be responsible for the visitation and pay him to desist 
from his fell work. He readily agrees to do so, provided the 
payment is adequate and he Iras not been hired by persons of 
greater importance in the community. If his counter magic proves 
ineffective and the patient continues to be ill, another sorcerer is 
held responsible. Should fits counter magic fail to produce saris- 
factory results then an explanation is sought in Hie activity of 
evil spirits." Black magic practiced over a person's feces is com¬ 
mon in Rossel Island, which belongs to the Louisiade Archipelago, 
The victim suffers at first from diarrhea, hnt the case need not be 
faial until the sorcerer carries the operation further. 1 f he wants 
the man to die he puts the feces, together with various plant and 
animal products, including a poisonous cel, over a fire, The man 
becomes feverish and soon dies. But should the sorcerer relent 
at the last moment he places what remains of the mixture in cold 
water, and the man recovers.” In New Britain, when a Sulka 
sorcerer has been discovered, the people promise him gifts to 
induce httn to withdraw the appurtenances of the victim from the 
fire or water in which they have ljeen placed. I f he does so. the 
victim recovers; if not, death follows inevitably.1A victim of 
sorcery in the Tonga Islands could be cured only by the man who 
worked it The victim's relatives would beg him to do so and pay 
him for his services "J A Marquesan sorcerer was also paid to 
remove Ids spet!:i Magicians among the Achmese of northwestern 
Sumatra make much use of certain kinds of toadstools, especially 
those which grow near each other in pairs. Of each pair one is 
the “prince" and the other is the "princess." The former, which 
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works evilf is given by a sorcerer to His customers for destruction 
of their enemies; the biter, which provides an antidote to the 
poison, hr keeps hidden, Hut for handsome fee he will often 
Hand over the princess toadstool to an intended victim, who h thus 
able to nullify the black magic of his adversary.*1 

Counter magic may be worked by a rival practitioner against 
the sorcerer. This h invariably the case in the Trobriaml Islands, 
where for every spell there is an opposing spelt. The contest hc- 
tween the two magical forces, evil and good, black and white, takes 
place almost openly Tn Eddystnne Island sorcerers have their 
opponents. These men, by the aid of the spirits which they con¬ 
trol, can discover a practitioner of the black art and cure the 
malady which he has caused." In On tong Java, the counter sor¬ 
cerer waves oiled coconut leaflets over the sufferer's head, reciting 
meanwhile a spdl in which sea slugs and other unpleasant things 
are mentioned, and then calls upon certain of his ancestors to 
remove the slugs which the sorcerer's ancestral ghosts had placet! 
in the man’s bdty, If this simple Treatment is successful, splendid 
presents arc made to tile curator It scons that he wmild he 
unwilling tlms to undo the work of another unless he had the 
hacking of public opinion, which supported a man whr> had been 
unjustly bewitched**0 

In defense against sorcerers the Tahitians had a healing god 
of high rank in the native pantheon. The relatives of a person 
suffering from the effects of black magic presented gifts to the 
god in the person of the attendant priest, and the latter Lhett under¬ 
took ihc cure of the patient. It was necessary* however, for the 
sick manr or his relatives for him. first to confess any sins which 
imght have been responsible for the afflict ion. The priest took 
in one hand a banana shoot to represent ilie sorcerer and in the 
other hand some Jcava root representing his own god By means 
°f a healing "prayer" he transferred the evil to the banana shoot 
and $o to the sorcerer far whom it stood At the same time he 
asked the god to forgive any sins confessed and conjured ihc 
patient to throw off the evil spirits vexing him. Tf the priest had 
tttlI control of the casep the demonic powers entered the sorcerer's 
body and destroyed both him and bis family “ 

In East Africa good magicians discover and destroy sorcerers, 
both real and imaginary’. Tims imiong the Anyanja of Jvyasabnrt 
the "throat-aiLter,h and "hr of die hammer,1' by means of their 
more powerful medicine, compel sorcerers to reveal them&dves 
and then attack them, the one with his knife and the other with 
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his hammer," Among the Shilluk a sorcerer makes 2 mud image 
of his intended victim, sticks nails in its ears, and puts it in the 
fire. The matt will either go crazy or die. But a good magician, 
ii appealed to for help by the mans, makes another representation 
of him and puts it into water, thus neutralizing the heat of the 
original image,*1 

A sorcerer of 1 he Banuna River Caribs, Itavjng been duly 
commissioned by a man to injure someone, first gets m touch with 
his spirits by drinking pepper water, a potion which produces a 
violent reaction resembling fits, approaches the intended victim 
and, without being noticed* picks up $omc small object, blows 
tobacco smoke upon it, and throws it at him. The confluences 
of this action depend upon the kind of object which is thrown: a 
piece oi offal will cause him to rot away; a piece of wood will 
make him stiff. Or the sorcerer may merely blow tobacco smoke 
upon lika. making a wish at the same time, and if the smoke 
touches die victim, the wish will lie fulfilled. Men have even 
been turned into monkeys by this simple procedure. The tobacco 
smoke seems to l*e the 'embodiment' of the sorcerer's power. 
"Flic victim consults another sorcerer, who, with the help of pepper 
^aterh Interviews his spirits in the night, for he can see tit a dark 
room as ii it were lighted up In the morning lie tells his dierU 
who has done the mischief and why, and requires him to observe 
certain food taboos to neutralize the machinations of the rival 
practitioner. But should the client, in his ignorance, have con¬ 
sulted the sorcerer who had been originally hired, this fact is con¬ 
cealed by the latter, who proceeds to indict still more harm on the 
unfortunate man,1* 

Among the Takelina of Oregon, besides the regular medicine 
man (goy#), who was able both to inflict and cure disease, there 
was another functionary whose activities were entirely omfined 
io curing. He was frequently I tired to counteract the evil activity 
of a i/oyfl. The two practitioners apjiealcd to entirely different 
spirits and had different medicine When the goyot who 
Avu* Up people/1 had too recklessly indulged in murderous prac¬ 
tices. the good medicine man could drive out his tutelary spirits 
visibly from bis bound IkkJv and thus reduce him to impotence,** 

Black magic may be made to bounce back upon its operator, per¬ 
haps with fatal results. The tragic tale is told of a celebrated 
sorcerer in Malckula who was tricked into performing rites and 
reciting spclk over bis own excrement instead of that of hb 
enemy. A month or so later he learned of the deception. By that 
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time it was too bie to overcome the effects of the magic; l,bis 
blood w'as no good/1 Ulcers and paralysis confined him a helpless 
invalid! to his beti** One variety of Maori magir was intended* 
not only to ward off and nullify a sorcerer's spells, but also to 
send them back upon him and destroy him. Counter sprit* of this 
sort would always l>e successful provided the tohunga using them 
assessed a greater store of mam titan his rival. If the patient 
recovered, the latter, of course, died/" Among the Bavends of the 
Transvaal perhaps the most popular form of black magic utilises 
sand from an enemy's footprint. The $mdw when combined with 
poisonous herbs, forms an exceedingly potent charm. Bui ihere is 
a prophylactic for it, A man about to go through a district where 
an enemy lives obtains from a tragtrian a certain powder mixed 
with fat and mbs the ointment on the soles of his feeta sometimes 
for gixxl measure on his entire body. The ointment forms a 
magical barrier between the traveler's feet and the ground, thus 
preventing the escape of his “essence” or personality. Moreover^ 
the powder of the magician from whom they were obtained, will, 
in turn, infect the ground- If this power is greater than that 
wielded by the enemy, the traveler can proceed on his way un¬ 
harmed. while the enemy will suffer the fate which he prepared 
for the olher fellow1 /* The most destructive form of magic 
among the Azande is kigbudmmt, magic of vengeance. When a 
man dies his kinsman consider that he was a sorcerer's victim, 
and they use this magic to slay the slayer. They say that it h both 
a judge and an executioner that it Msettles cases as judiciously as 
princes/1 Were a man to use bagbuduma to kill out of spite an 
innocent person, it would not only prove ineffectual but it would 
turn against the operator and destroy him. Before resorting to it, 
therefore, the Ajande seek assurance by divination that tbdr 
kinsman died from sorcery and not as the result of his own mis- 
deeds.*’' The Ga people of the Gold Coast consider it very nec¬ 

essary Uiat a pregnant woman should protect herself again*; 
witchesp who arc wont to prey on the spirits of unborn children 
So she proceeds to wash herself in water containing a powerful 
herb and small pinches of even’ kind of food which anyone can 
suggest, whether the eatables are of native or of foreign origin. 
The idea is that, however catholic in her eating, the witch will 
discover that her own food has been included in. the decoction. 
The food with which the woman bribed then protects her by 
saying to the witch, “I am your own food- You cannot hurt me 
without hurting yoursdf/1*1 When a Cherokee is dangerously ill, 
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witches from far and near gather invisibly about his house after 
nightfall and do their best to trouble him and thus hasten his 
demise. Should the patient succumb, the years that he might 
otherwise have lived are added to those of the attacking witches, 
who will thus live to a green old age. The Indiana have a potent 
counter spell against one of these "night goers.'1 It not only drives 
the witch away but also kills him, for according to the general 
belief the counteracting of a deadly spell always results In the 
death of it* author 11 The Netsilik Eskimo believe diat a dirmttla 
of "wicked words" must kill if there is any ].-ower in it. 1= it 
does not destroy the pcrstai against wham it is directed, it turns 
against the maker and reciter; should he not succumb then one of 
his nearest relatives will die. Spells may thus have .i boomerang 
effect Stories arc told of just such misadventures.*5 

A death occurs in a primitive community. Was it the result 
oi sonic tiling for which the victim could be held responsible, per¬ 
haps a broken taboo, perhaps some fault of omission or commis¬ 
sion calling for his just punishment by the spiritual powers? Or 
was It due to black magic practiced on him by someone at (ionic 
or abroad? ResorL will often be had to divination to determine 
the cause of the death, and if sorcery is held responsible then to 
discover the sorcerer. 

The Watchnndi of Western Australia carefully dear the 
ground around the grave of a ntan who has recently died and visit 
tt every* day to discover whether any living thing has passed over 
it. In course of time the tracks of some animal, for instance, a 
beetle, are sure to be seen. The direction taken by the creature 
indicates the whereabouts of the guilty sorcerer. Then the nearest 
of kin sets off in pursuit of him. though he may lx> hundreds of 
miles away.** The tribes of Victoria have several wavs of ascer¬ 
taining the direction in which the avengers must go to find a 
sorcerer who killed a man. One method is i< heap a mound over 
his grave and coat it smoothly with wet clay. The fierce sun over¬ 
head soon cracks the day, and the direction of the first main fis¬ 
sure in il poinls out the path which the avenging party should 
take." 

The Orokaiva. a Papuan tribe, set up a homing brand on the 
outskirts of a village where a man has recently died. His rela¬ 
tives observe it carefully and when if proceeds to fly away, car¬ 
ried by the ghost of the deceased, they try to follow it until it 
comes to rest on the house veranda of the guilty party This 
procedure, to be sure, easily leads to the victimizing of an in- 
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noccnt jwrson who happens to hv in the had hooks of the diviner*. 
A dead brand or a bit of charcoal is a common object on a man's 
veranda, so that almost anyone can be accused of the murder.*1 

In New Britain, after a death the villagers assemble One of 
them takes a pearl shell in his hand and lies down by the corpse. 
Another tnan then calls oUU one by me, the names of all the men 
in the village, and then, if nothing liappens, the names of men 
in neighboring villages, until a rapping h heard in the shell. This 
is done by a spirit m whom art appeal has been made for informa¬ 
tion. The man whose name was being uttered when the rapping 
was heard is adjudged the guilty part}. Nothing will convince 
the people that he is innocent, Fie is usually a person who owed 
the deceased a grudge during the latter’s lifetime, "and there is 
plenty of room for alt kinds ot personal revenge on the part of 
those engaged in the test/**1 

Tn tlie Tanga Islands, a group off the eastern coast of New 
Ireland, it used to he the custom to "fish for the ghost1* of a person 
supposed to have come to his end by sorcery. For this purpose 
the men took a bamboo pole md at one end lied a hunch of highly 
perfumed leaves. Within the leaves were three vertebrae covered 
with succulent flesh from one of the pig* eaten at the mortuary 
feast. When all was ready the men placed the rod on fheir shoul¬ 

ders and marched away* being very careful to place the "'bait1* 
in their rear so as to avoid catching sight of the ghost As they 
walked about the bush they tried to attract its attention by whis¬ 
tling to it and invited it to come and smell the fragram leaves 
and taste the juicy morsels of meat. The pole in time grew heavy 
on their shoulders, an indication that they had ensnared the ghost 
Then it was questioned: "Who has made this evil sorcery against 
you7" Several names might be mentioned as those of possibly 
guilty persons. If the pole did not move, the questioning would 
be continued until at length* when a certain name had t-eeu called 
°*!t< the pok liegan io vibrate violently (hat the strength of 
twenty men was required to prevent it from moving away Since 
al[ this action look place in the dark* it seems quite probable that 
a majority of the performers, by moving the pole, could give 
ocpreMion to their own private opinion as to who killed the 
person in question. But the natives themselves were emphatic 
that no trickery was employed and that the procedure they fol¬ 
lowed was an infallible means of obtaining evidence against a 
sorcerer,** 

Among the ftaiga, a tribe of the Central Province* of India, 
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every funeral is accompanied by divination to discover the cause 
of death. One tret hod of doing so is to examine the level of the 
grave when this lias been filled tip. If it is even with the sur¬ 
rounding ground, then the death was due to the Creator god, 
who brings forth life and ends life; if it sinks below, then the 
deceased was punished for having broken a tribal taboo; but if it 
rises above. lie had been a victim of black magic.** 

By the Tan ala of Madagascar a person who dies suddenly is 
believed to have been bewitched. lit such a case a diviner is 
called in to discover the guilty man. After consulting his oracle 
he wraps up some grains of black sand, places them on the head 
of the corpse, and says, "He who is caught carrying his doth 
(he., his dress) within a month is mine." The Tartala think that 
the black sand will cause the sorcerer to go about naked. If any¬ 
one is seen doing so within the allotted period lie is promptly 
killed.** 

Among the Bechuana tribes, when a man fdl sick or some 
other misfortune happened to him, a diviner would be called in 
to find out why he Iiad been afflicted. If satisfied that a sorcerer 
was responsible, the diviner never named the offender, hut stated 
his sex, totem, and other details that might enable the people to 
identify him. They would hold an inquiry to obtain further 
evidence in ihe matter and could report the result to the chief. 
The alleged wrongdoer was then formally tried. If held guilty, 
the chief ordered him to cure the patient and, if necessary, tor¬ 
tured him until he consented to do so. 'Hie sorcerer was released 
if the patient recovered, but if the latter died he was pul to death. 
A witch doctor of the Babcmba performs various tests lo find the 
person who is exerting an evil influence in the community. For 
instance he takes a large seed, about the size of a pigeon's egg, 
places it on a mat, and puts a gourd over it, Then he waves the 
gourd to and fro over the seed, making a rattling sound, and at 
the same time mentions the names of suspected persons. On com¬ 
ing to the name which the witch doctor lias decided to identify 
as that of the culprit, the seed stops rattling and, by some sleight- 
of-hand on die part of the operator, attaches itself to the side of 
(he gourd. Although the witch doctor is obviously open to bribery 
or other improper influence, his procedure is so implicitly trusted 
that an innocent man, when so named, will believe himself guilty " 
A witch doctor of the Bcnga in Gabun goes the round of a village 
ringing a small bell. It stops ridging outside the hm of a guilty 
sorccrcr. Among the Fiote (Fjort) a witch doctor will take on 
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and off die lid of a small basket, while he repeats the names of 
alt the people in the village. When the lid fails to come off at 
someone's name, that person is doomed. Another inquisitor will 
rub the battened palms of his hands together. When his palms 
fail to meet at a name and his hands fly about wildly, he has got 
his min," 

When a Hafda Indian falls sick or dies, three men are selected 
to discover the matt who lias bewitched him. They prepare them¬ 
selves for this difficult business by drinking a mixture of sea 
water and pulverized dried frog. The vomiting produced bv the 
potion cleanses their systems, dears 9heir minds, and makes them 
able to pass an infallible judgment on the mailer. The next thing 
is to catch a wood mouse and pul it in a little cage on a platform 
before the judges. Then they begin naming over suspected per¬ 
sons, and presently the mouse nods its head. The sorcerer, thus 
revealed, must pay money or blankets as compensation for his 
evil deed.** 

Divination is also practiced by means of the body of a person 
supposedly the victim of sorcery. In the Thartitnha tribe of New 
South Wales a corpse is nibbed all over wtih a mixture f burnt 
bark and grease, A number of such applications produces an 
ashy layer. Some of this powder, together with the exudations 
from the corpse, is burned by the riders. I f the smoke ascends 
straight up for some distance before it disperses, the meaning is 
that the murderer lives quite a way off. But if the smoke goes 
up only a little way and bends to one side, then the man they 
seek must be near them. In either case the direction in which 
the smoke bends show's the direction of his camp. This powder 
from the corpse has the further remarkable property of guiding 
the avengers right into the camp of the guilty partv, where they 
cart work magic on him.” Among some Victorian tribes the 
corpse is carried on a bier to various places where the deceased 
had lived. Meanwhile a man under the l»u r converses with the 
corpse and asks who bewitched him to death. If the answer 
implicates someone present, the bier moves round by itself and 
touches the guilty sorcerer." Tile Warramunga, in common with 
other tribes of Central Australia, place their dead nn platforms in 
trees. After a corpse has been deposited and has decayed, a 
careful examination is made of the fluid trickling down. The 
direction which this takes indicates the region from which the 
murderous sorcerer came. If the stream flow’s only a little wav 
he must be near at hand, but if it flows for a long distance he 
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must have come from a remote group, In the latter ease they 
follow the stream to its end and usually—so they say—find there 
a little hectic supposed to resemble a man. They kill the creature, 
believing that they thus cause the death of the culprit.>T 

Among some Papuan tribes about Hood Peninsula certain 
portions of the corpse are allotted to certain relatives, and then, 
after decomposition has sufficiently advanced, the epidermis is 
stripped off it by a mend of the deceased. If this fails to peel 
from some f an of the body, the relative to whom that part has 
been assigned is held to have caused his death.'1 

In New Britain, on the night following a man's death, his 
friends would ask the deceased to designate the enemy who had 
bewitched him, I f no answer was received, the magician called 
out the names of suspected persons, one after another, until a 
sound. like that made by tapping the fingers on a hoard or mat, 
was heard in the house or on a pearl shell held in the questioner's 
hand. Such an answer was taken as "conclusive evidence” that 
die guilty party had lieen found." 

In some parts of Sierra Leone the practice prevailed of hoist¬ 
ing a corpse tijmt) the heads of six hearers and then of question¬ 
ing it as to the cause of its death. The corpse answered either 
by impelling the l>earers forward, which signified "Yes.” or by 
moving to the side, which signified "No” When the cross- 
examination reached the point ar which the offending sorcerer 
was to be denounced, the corpse moved forward and humped 
against a green hough held by a relative nr friend of the deceased. 
To make the identification quite certain, this bumping was re¬ 
peated several times.*0 

In order to track down a sorcerer some of the Guiana tribes 
cut off the fingers and toes of his victim and boil them in a pot. 
The side of the pot where the first finger or toe is cast over the 
rim by the bubbling water is the side where the sorcerer is to be 
looked for,41 The Djuka (Bush Negroes of Dutch Guiana) leave 
a corpse unburied for a number of days. In the humid heat the 
flesh undergoes partial liquefaction. The putrescent fluid is then 
collected in a calabash and carried from door to door in the 
village. Every person must put the gourd to his lips and go 
through the motion of swallowing some of its contents. Should 
anyone refuse to do so he has shown himself to be the murderer.*1 

While suspected sorcerers are sometimes made to confess hy 
torture or the threat of torture, they often fredy acknowledge 
their misdeeds. Among the Mot of French rudo China the 
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accused, far from Irving to prove himself hnocetU. upady ex¬ 
ults at his success as a practitioner of the black art and lakes 
delight in explaining his mode of operations*" An anthropolo¬ 
gist working among the Pontio of Pondoland hersdf heard three 
confessions of witchcraft, and other recent cases were reported, 
to her. These were not extracted by torture* though formerly 
torture was in common use for the purpose. Many confessions 
made before a diviner and in tile presence of a crowd of people 
are afterward recanted, ft seems likely, thinks our informant 
that they arc often the result of hypnotic influence,** Among the 
Mashona of Southern Rhodesia there are people, more especially 
women, who will confess themselves to be witches.*8 Among the 
Rakaonde of Northern Rhodesia a full and free confession seems 
to he the general rule, and when once it is made the supposed 
witch faces death bravely.** An accused person among the YVan- 
yamwezi and other tribes of Tanganyika not only confesses hoi 
boasts of hU criminality: H<Verily 1 slew such a one! I brought 
about the disease of such another !M#f Yomba old women* after 
admitting their guilt, will charge themselves with the deaths that 
have recently occurred in the community.” ft rs said to he ex¬ 
ceedingly common for Timne witches to confess to spoiling farms, 
killing people, and other wicked deeds.” In Northwest America 
nearly all Indians accused of sorcery make a ^surprising admis¬ 
sion of guilt." even in face of the death penalty which its prac¬ 
tice carries rt It is dear from these instances that a powerful 
group suggestion of guilt can often overcome the defendant's 
belief in his own innocence and result in the otherwise inex¬ 
plicable phenomenon of sdf-accusattorL On the other hand* ro 
reveal oneself as a successful worker of sorcery, that most diffi¬ 
cult and dangerous of all arts, satisfies a man's sense of imjior- 
tance, affords him an almost paranoiac thrill* and supports him 
under torture and in the pangs of death. 

Many primitive peoples* with the noteworthy exception of the 
American Indians, rely on some form of the ordeal for the 
detection nf sorcerers In Africa, the area of its most extensive 
Use, it general[y consists in the administration of poison to a 
suspect. The accused (sometimes the accuser as well) swallows 
a poisonous draught or eats some poisonous substance: if it 
nauseates him and he vomits it he is pronounced innocent; if 
he retains it or evacuates it. he is declared guilty. Ills death 
from the effect of the poison is regarded as infallible evidence 
of guilt, for the poison Ls supposed to have *’almost sentience,” 
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following like a policeman she evil substance or evil spirit in tlie 
culprit's body, detecting it. and destroying it. When nothing 
evil is found the poison does no: an. Frequently the spectators 
at an ordeal, impressed by a person's inability to eject the poison 
in the approved manner or by the vertigo and dizziness which it 
produces tn him. take matters into their own hands and dispatch 
him with every refinement of cruelty,'1 

That a good deal of trickery and downright fraud often sur¬ 
rounds these proceedings is obvious. Among the Babcmba the 
accused would, if possible, take an emetic just before swallow¬ 
ing the deadly potion, or the witch doctor might be induced by 
secret gi::s to mix an emetic with the poison so as to cause 
instant vomiting,** A witch doctor of the Lower Congo tribes 
is sometimes bribed to prepare a mild dose of the poison and 
of such a character as will ensure vomiting. On the other hand, 
in some districts the w'itch doctor loses hU fee if the accused 
vomits, indeed may be severely punished for having made a false 
charge of witchcraft. Hence there is good reason for him to 
be thorough in his preparations and not to tamper with the 
deadly draught.” Among the Ovimbundn of Angola the person 
accused of sorcery and his accuser undergo the ordeal together, 
and both beforehand make handsome presents to the witch doctor. 
He has one kind of medicine in a bag and another kind in a 
smaller receptacle within it. One of the substances i? harmless 
and Ihe other is poisonous. Hr mixes the drink, saving. "You 
can all that I am taking ihe medicine tor both from the same 
bag " But the man who is to be proved innocent gets the harm¬ 
less mixture and the other gets the poisoned draught. The doctor’s 
procedure evidently does not command universal confidence, for 
there is a native proverb. "What is seen by the eye is superior 
to the poison test.’"* The witch doctor of Gabtin frequently 
practices blackmail. When he condemns a person to undergo 
the ordeal he expects that the latter's family will secretly bring 
hint presents to induce him to mix so little poison in the drink 
that the accused will be none the worse for it.” The Ekoi of 
southern Nigeria use for the poison ordeal the exert bean, ground 
and mixed with water. But if the bean is boiled beforehand, 
drinking the potion will result only in intense pain followed by 
vomiting, This is a secret jealously guarded by ihe witch doc¬ 
tors Some natives assert that the virulence of the poison varies 
according to the quantity administered and that an underdose 
or an overdose will not be fatal. The exact amount that should 
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be administered is known only to initiates '* The Ralmilf of 
Senegal generally commission an old woman to brew and admin- 
ister the poison. Before doing $o she visits the village where the 
suspects live, and it wdl paid by them or their friends agrees 
to provide them with a powerful antidote, probably something to 

produce vomiting/7 
Nevertheless, the popular attitude toward the ordeal is usually 

one of complete faith in its efficacy. Those who take it are 
almost always convinced of their innocence and sure, therefore, 
of its harmtessness to them, For this reason they undergo it 
readily and even clamor for the opportunity of clearing them* 
selves from the charge or sorcery. In rare cases, when the ac¬ 
cused person denies his guilt hut refuses to submit to the ordeal, 
he will be tortured until he confesses and names his accomplices,'1 

As a result of witchcraft accusations many natives lose their 
lives by the ordeal or hy lynch law. It is calculated that in Pondo- 
bud, before that district was annexed lo Cape Colony, at least 
one jwrson was put to death every day, on an average, as a sus¬ 
pected witch.'* Among the Bechuana tribes it has been asserted 
dial 30 percent of the population used to suffer death for sorcery.** 
The fear of sorcery results m more deaths among die An van; a of 
Nyasalaml “titan all the diseases of the climate put together.™ 
With reference lo West Africa, generally, an experienced mis- 
sionarv estimates that "for every natural death at least one, 
and often ten or more, have been executed under witchcraft 
accusation."*1 Another competent authority declares tltat the 
beliei in witchcraft "has killed and still kills more men and 
women than the slave trade."1' A tribe of the Cameroon* was 
reduced by prosecutions for witchcraft and judicial murders from 
about ten thousand in 1845 to about two thousand in 1885.** 
A Small tribe of Calabar became almost extinct by the constant 
use of die poison ordeal. On one occasion the whole population 
took die poison; about half of those wlio did so perished.“ In 
southern Nigeria, where resort to the poison ordeal is still com¬ 
mon. the immense number of people who the in tins way every 

year is “almost tmlidievable 
The African witch doctor, besides administering the ordeal 

for sorcery, is often called upon to "smell out" the sorcerer by 
inquisitorial methods. This procedure, as found among the Xosa 
tribes of South Africa, has beet described at length by a native 
informant. The case was that of a sick child, believed by the 
relatives and friends to be a victim of the black art. So they 
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approached the doctor, seeking information as to the identity of 

the supposed culprit. 
"He begins by guessing, though his guesses are thrown out 

in tile torm of statements. "You have come about a horse/ he 
says. The company reply Wc agree,' and accompany their assent 
with clapping of their hands. From the indifferent manner of 
the ir assent and clapping he knows that he is not yet on the right 
track. He then remarks, 'I am playing with you' or Tm telling 
a lie' He then essays another guess—‘It’s a woman.’ Still no 
interest is manifested by his clients, though they give the usual 
*Wt agree' and an impartial dapping of hands. He tries again. 
It is someone who is ill,' The response io ibis venture is more 

marked, the assent and dapping ixrtomc more accentuated. The 
clients, now satisfied that the diviner lias got on the track, add 
‘Throw behind.' which is equivalent to saying ‘You have scored 
a point.' So it goes on, guess after guess, assent after assent, 
from die nature of which the diviner knows when he is off or on 
the correct line of their suspicions. Ultimately, with the help of 
this guidance, he says. ‘It is a sick child.' The clapping and assent 
become vigorous and unmistakable. That point, then, is fixed. 
The next step is to discover who the sorcerer is. The same 
process of question and agreement proceeds. During the whole 
course of the seance, the diviner dances and gesticulates m so 
violent a manner tliat perspiration pours from his body, but he 
is accustomed to it and it is calculated to impress his audience. 
Step by step he worms out of his clients the whole circumstances 
connected with their suspicions, and the personality of the sus¬ 
pected individual, also his or her relationship to the sick child or 
quarrel with its family. At length, if the ‘culprit’ he one of those 
present, he suddenly dances lip to the individual and shouts out. 
This is the one who is destroying the home.' ‘This is the sor¬ 

cerer/ ”” 
In East Central Africa the witch doctor (a woman) travels 

about the country on her official business of detecting cases of 
sorcery, ‘‘She goes accompanied by a strong guard, and when she 
orders a meeting of a dan or tribe, attendance is compulsory on 
pain of confessed guilt. When ail are assembled, our friend, who 
j:. dad in a scanty loin doth of leopard skin, and literally covered 
from head to foot with rattles and fantasies, rushes alxmt among 
ihe crowd She shouts and rants and raves in the most frantic 
manner, after which, assuming a calm, judicial aspect, she goes 
from one to another, touching each person's hand. As she touches 
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the band of the bewitchcr* she Claris back with a laud shriek and 
yells. 'Tills is he, the murderer; blood is in his hand/ r . . . But 
the accuser h not content with simply discovering the culprit. 
She proves his guilt. This she does by 'snacSmg out1—finding— 
I he 'horns' he used in the prosecution of the unlawful art. , * , . 
The prophetess smells out the horns by going along the hank of 
a stream* carrying a water vessel and an ordinary hoe. At inter* 
vals she lifts water from the stream, which she pours upon the 
ground and then siop$ to listen. She hears subterranean voices 
directing her to ihe wizard's hiding place, at which, when she 
arrives, she begins to dig with the hot* muttering incarnations 
the while, and there she finds die boms deposited near the stream 
to poison the water drunk by the person to lie bewitched As they 
are dug out oi the ground, should anyone not a magician touch 
therm even accidentally, tin: result would be instant death. Now 
how doe* the witch detective find the horns? By what devil's 
art does she hit upon ihe spot where Lhey are concealed? The 
explanation is very simple. Wherever she is employed she must 
spend a night in the village before commencing operations. She 
does not retire to rest like the other villagers, but wanders about 
the livelong night listening to spirit voices. If she sets a poor 
wight outside his house after the usual hour for retiring* she 
brings that up against him the next day as evidence of guilty 
in tent ion, and thatT cither on his own account, or on account of 
his friend, the wizard, he meant to steal away and dig up the 
horns. The threat of such dire consequences keeps the villagers 
w ithin doors, leaving the sorceress the whole night to arrange for 
the tableau of the following day/'** 

On die whole, the African witch doctor, a sort of public prose¬ 
cutor. seems to do more good than harm. He does not himself 
resort to sorcery- as a regular occupation, though occasionally he 
may indulge m it or (Tor an ample compensation) provide a 
would*6? practitioner with the materials for it Particularly in 
West Africa sorcery involves the use of actual poisons; "even in 
that common true STegro form of killing by witchcraft, putting 
medicine in the path, there is a poisoned spike as well as chann 
stuff," There tan be no doubt “that the witch doctor’s methods 
ol finding out who has poisoned a person are effective and that 
the knowledge in the public mind of this detective power keeps 
down poisoning to a great extent/JW 

For most primitive peoples sorcery, whether practiced against 
the sockl group or against its inch vidua! members, ranks among 
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the wore! of offenses. In the one case it is an act of treason; in 
the other case it is murder or attempted murder. Death hy com¬ 
munity action or at the hands of the outraged relatives and friends 
<j f the victim is the black magician’s usual fate. In some instances 
sorcery alone is capita!.1'" Occasionally, however, the popular rage 
against a convicted sorcerer is satisfied less drastically, perhaps by 
Jus expulsion from the community and the loss of all his property. 
A sorcerer among the Mashoua of Southern Rhodesia might lose 
his cars and suffer banishment. Beggared and homeless, bis lot 
was pitiable, for no one who knew of his infamy would harbor 
him.®1 Bathonga sorcerers were generally impaled or drowned, 
but when their crime was not considered so heinous they might 
be let off with a flogging and expulsion from the community’- In 
the Khosa clan they ’roamed about the country, sleeping in the 
mins, mocked at and insulted by the children.""1 Among the 
Etnbu and other tribes of Kenya, when sorcerers have readied 
the point of terrorizing the community, the tolerance of the people 
breaks down. Concerted action is then taken to put a stop to 
their depredations by driving away die offenders or even drown¬ 
ing them."' Among the Banvjmkole of Uganda the sorcerer was 
[eft in abject poverty. No one would employ him in the honor- 
aide service of a herdsman. Hither he qui tted the country' or else, 
if he remained at home, he sank to the level of a serf and agricul¬ 
turist,'* A traveler in the Belgian Congo met some children who 
had been driven from home by their parents as being suspected 
sorcerers. No one dares to give food or shelter to these waits. 
Even when they are taken in at the mission stations, cared for, 
and educated, they continue to be outlawed for the rest of their 
lives by their own people." The Bangala require both accuser 
(unless a witch doctor) and accused to undergo the poison ordeal. 
If the test results in die biter's favor, he claims and receives 
damages. If it goes against him, he pays the damages should he 
he rich enough to do so. A poor man must sell himself as a 
slave; a slave's master must pay for him. But no one lightly 
accuses another of witchcraft, since the compensation assessed 
for an unjust charge is very heavy,"* Among the Navaho, as also 
among the Zuiii and other Pueblo Indians, a suspected w itch is 
first questioned and given a chance to confess. If he proves to 
be recalcitrant, he is tied down and not allowed to eat, drink, or 
relieve himself until he admits his guilt. Confession is believed 
to produce a cure for witchcraft unless the victim is obviously 
about to die. A witch who refuses to confess is (or used to 
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be) often killed. though in some cases, lie was allowed to escape 
if be- left the community for good,*7 The Tiiftgit of souttm 
Alaska tied up a sorcerer and deprived him of food and drink 
for as long as len days, unless he made confession and promised 
to find the medicine he had used. When this was produced he 
w aded into the sea and scattered it The sorcerer who refused to 
confess was set free ai the end of the |>eriod mentioned* though 
not unfrequently lie died before being liberated.** 

The sorcerer does not always suffer the extreme penalty or 
even severe punishment for his supposed misdeeds. While 
throughout Australia he knows that sooner or later he will be 
pointed out as the murderer of a fdlow tribesman and will be 
exposed to retaliation, in the neighboring islands of Torres Straits 
be seems to go on his way unscathed, lacing neither robljcd not 
killed;** Not much is done by the Orokaiva. a Papuan tribe* to 
punish sorcerers. Conciliation of them, by the giving of presents, 
is a common practice; sometimes, also, retaliatory magic is worked 
against them. But sorcerers* or at feast those supposed to be such, 
constitute a large class of the population. Any old man df charac¬ 
ter and parts is likely to be regarded as at least an occasional 
practitioner of the black art* If innocent of the charge he may 
deny it or he may accept U and play up to it, "In any event his 
power and reputation are enhanced, and he probabfy lives on 
undisturbed, fearing nothing more than a magical reprisal/1 IB* 
h is said that in New Caledonia, when a sorcerer *s believed to 
have caused a general famine, hy using a certain piece of polished 
jade known as the “stone of famine/1 llie people* instead of kill¬ 
ing him1 make many gifts io him so that he will undo his evil 
work and restore plenty to the land.1*1 Sea Dayak sorcerers are 
disliked and shunned, but are not killed, as titty would he among 
the Kayan and Ken yah tribes,1*3 The Andaman Islanders some¬ 
times conspire to kill a magician w hen a disaster* which the people 
think was in his power to avert, occurred, but apparently they 
never have the hardihood to carry out their designs.1*"1 The Toda 
seem to tolerate the existence of sorcerers among them. When 
a man ha* been subjected to black magic m the form of a spelt 
be pays the magician to remove k/fli Known practitioners of 
sorcery among the Azande of the Anglo-Egypriau Sudan do not 
suffer social ostracism nor can they be prosecuted for their actions 
except when proved to be murderers. A man lia* a right to ask 
a sorcerer to leave him in j^aec. but he must not insult or injure 
the sorcerer, for the tatter is also a member of the tribe, and so 
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long as lie does not kill anybody lie must he allowed to go on his 
wav without molestation. On the other hand, if a sorcerer refuses 
to comply with Hit request made to him, he will lose standing 
in the community; moreover, he will run the grave risk of bring¬ 
ing death upon his victim and eventual retribution upon himself.™4 
Of the Mbalit an Angola tribe, it is said that an influential and 
courageous man is little likely to be pointer! out as a sorcerer and 
if be should he thus singled out, nothing would be done to punish 
him. But a man of slight importance must often leave the country 
to escape persecution on a charge of sorcery,l“ It we arc to 
believe an old writer, an Araticanian medicineman—one of whose 
functions was the inquisition of sorcery—never accused the prin¬ 
cipal families of this crime.™1 Of the Zuni Indians it is reported 
that despite their intense fear of sorcery, only poor and unfortu¬ 
nate members of the community are ever condemned to death 
for its practice. Seldom are other people even brought to trial as 
being alleged sorcerers.iei The Penobscot Indians of today have 
no remembrance of a black magician having been slain for venge¬ 
ance by the friends of hi$ victims or of bis having been attacked 
on account of Ids maleficence. "This seems a tittle extraordinary 
since nearly every mishap and evil consequence in the lilite native 
community was in the early times attributed to the action of a 
shaman whose identity, if not actually known, was. vve arc told, 
at least generally suspected*"1" In spite of the general dread of 
sorcery by the Omaha* no one who practiced it was persecuted 
or punished for his acts,- he might be avoided, but he would 

remain unmolested.114 
Ir is manifest that the belief in sorcery, when strongly held, 

nourishes the sentiments of fear, hatred, and vengefuEocss sepa¬ 
rating village from village, dan from dan, and tribe from tribe 
With regard v- the aborigines of Australia, generally, we are told 
rhat "sorcery makes them fear and hate every man not of their 
own coterie, suspicious of every man not of their tribe- it tends 
to keep them in small communities, and is the great bar lo social 
progress*"114 Among the Arurna and other Central Australian tribes 
there is “an undercurrent of anxious feeling which, though it may 
he stilled and. indeed, forgotten for a time, is yet always present. 
In his natural state the native is often thinking that some enemy 
is attempting to harm him by means of evil magic, and, on the 
other hand, he never knows when a medicine man in some dis¬ 
tant group may not point him nut as guilty of killing someone 

else by magic.”11* 
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For the tribes of the Elenia and Naman groups in Papua tr¬ 
ee rv was she terror by night, the pestilctice that walked in darkness 
it dogged their lives from birth to death."11* For the Fly River 
tribes it was “the biggest curse of native Gfetfil1 The indirect 
evil effects of sorcery; as found among the Orokaiva, are "very 

considerable. The harm is wrought upon the body through the 
mind. Tt follows that in the main it is not the practice of sorcery 
which docs the harm, but rather the belief in it. and especially 
die fear of it/*1** The Montnnbo, a tribe of Potsdam Harbor, 
exhibit great dread of black magic. Behind every tree* in every 
comer, they think there lurks a sorcerer who can injure them 
with his pointed stick.11* The production and Infliction of disease 
and death upon near neighbors is one of the customary occupations 
of the Dobuan people. "Underneath the surface of native life 
there is a constant silent war, a small circle of kindred alone plac¬ 
ing trust in one another* The whole life of the j*eopIc is strongly 
colored hr a thorough absence of trust in neighbors and the 
practice of treachery beneath a show of friendliness. Every 
person goes in fear of die secret war. and on frequent occasions 
the fear breaks through the surface.11*57 

With reference to the Solomon Islanders we are told that "all 
the positive side of magical procedure, with its associated ideas, 
seems to work for the good of native society . . but. on the 
other hand, there seems no room for doubt that the fear of black 
magic casts a great shadow over the existence of each and every 
individual, In Fiji "professed practicers id witchcraft arc 
dreaded by all classes, and, by destroying mutual confidence, 
riialce die security' and comfort of society/1*** In New Zealand 
"during every action, whether siting, drinking, sleeping, nr tak¬ 
ing his walks abroad, whether among friends or foes, if no enemy 
were within a hundred miles, yet death ever attended the Maori 
and walked side by side with him, awaiting the opportunity to 
strike hint down and dispatch his spirit to the gloomy under¬ 

world/™ 
Witchcraft, among the Bathonga. "has a deadly effect on 

native life. It is a continual source of trouble, fear, quarrels, 
sorrow. Strange to say* it has been on the increase in recent 
years. It ruins the villages. 'Formerly/ say my informants. Voti 
could sec villages of ten or twenty huts. Now the accusations of 
witchcraft have broken them up. Each man builds his own hut 
apart, from fear of being bewitched, or because he is suspected of 
being a it^vt/ f+lfl Among the jaltio. a Nilotic tribe of Uganda, 
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it is easy tor an unscrupulous person to obtain a neighbor $ prop¬ 
erty on a charge that the latter had killed one of his relatives by 
witchcraft. Such is the dread of this crime by the Jaluo that the 
accuser, however baseless lits charge, is sure to have the sympathy 
and support of the community.’** With reference particularly to 
i lie Ekiknngo of northern Angola we arc told that witchcraft is 
their greatest curse. "Mothers will forsake their children on 
account of it Dearest friends become bitterest foes through it. 
N'o Congo Negro has any use for a witch, be it son. daughter, 
neighbor, or stranger. They are either exited, ostracized, or killed. 
Proofs of confederacy with it or guilt of it may be anything which 
others lack and covet, or which may markedly differentiate one 
person from another, A peculiarity, an extraordinary phenome¬ 
non, an unusual trait, an omen, a dream, a good harvest, an acci¬ 
dent. wealth, wisdom, skill, prosperity, and so forth, are among 
the 'proofs' lhat one is a ndcOn.'**3* The fear of witchcraft is 
intense among nearly all she Nigerian tribes. It colors their entire 
existence and exercises "an almost paralyzing effect" on human 
activities. Witchcraft, declared an Ibibio chief, a Christian and a 
government official, is “a very deep thing. Among our people there 
is nothing else so deep, and the dread of it darkens multitudes of 

lives."111 
When among the jivaro a man falls ili with one of the diseases 

which these Indians ascribe to sorcery, he or the head of his 
f-unily is most likely to attribute it to the malicious arts of a 
neighbor with whom his family has quarreled—and the Jivaro 
arc by nature impulsive and choleric. If the patient dies, recourse 
is had to divination to discover the guilty person, and the latter 
is usually the neighbor upon whom suspicion had fallen. The 
family's sense of justice and its duty to the deceased require that 
revenge for the death shall lie exacted, so the supposed sorcerer 
or a substitute for him is assassinated. Such action calls for 
revenge on the part of the family thus outraged. The blood feud 
thus started may last a long time and even tend to become per¬ 
manent. in spite of the fact that the Jivaro arc generally satisfied 
when only one life is taken in retaliation. This is because in cases 
ni supposed sorcery the accused person often does not admit his 
guilt but asserts that he and bis family are innocently persecuted 
by the relatives of the deceased. If, then, he or a member of his 
family is murdered, his relatives seek revenge, instead of regard¬ 
ing the murder as justified under the circumstances. Sorcery 
likewise plays a great part in producing the destructive wars 
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which rage in terminably between the different Jivaro tribes or 
between them and their neighbors, tf in a tribe, and especially 
within the famity of a chief, cases of disease, death, nr fatal 
accident occur frequently, these are generally set down to the 
machinations of sorcerers in A neighboring tribe. A war winch 
starts in this way is waged d outrature, ending in the extermina¬ 

tion of the defeated tribe-1” 
Fear of sorcery was "easily the chief source of imra-tribal 

strife and violence” among the Paviotso. The most frequent cause 
of murder was a charge of sorcery; even the mete suspicion of 
practicing it might he enough to endanger a man's life.*” 

The belief tn sorcery, when an obsession, destroys individual 
initiative and numbs the desire for self-advancement, thus becom¬ 
ing a potent cause of the stagnation of culture. In the Trobriand 
Islands “any prominence, anv excess of qualities or possessions 
not warranted by social position, any outstanding personal achieve¬ 
ment or virtue not associated with rank or power,” is resented by 
rich and influential people. Great success of a man in love mak¬ 
ing, unusual personal lueauty, exceptional skill as a dancer, inor¬ 
dinate desire for wealth, recklessness in the display and enjoy¬ 
ment of worldly goods—these arouse resentment and lead to 
punishment ly the chief. He docs not use violence to enforce the 
golden mean of mediocrity, but resorts to a sorcerer (paying the 
latter out of his private purse) for spells and charms which will 
bring the culprit low. Sorcery thus forms a support of vested 
interests; it is always a conservative force.1” The people of 
Dobit fed great resentment toward any conspicuously successful 
person. They use the Mack art against a man whose garden yields 
too abundantly, because he is believ cd to have stolen other people's 
yams from their gardens by magic; against rivals who interfere 
with one's own success in trading ventures overseas; even against 
the nwrier of too many pigs. Tn short, the Dohuans rdv on 
sorcery to “east down the mighty from their seat."”* 

In the Mentawd Islands it is usually a person of superior 
ability and abundant means who is “poisoned” by sorcery. “If 3 
man is more successful in the hunt or in fishing than his neighbors, 
if he is more diligent and acquires more possession* .... he 
bears the onus of the group suspicion and envy. It is not by 
natural means, argue the natives, that 5o-and-So is long-lived or 
is rich in possessions. IF He were not possessed of magical powers, 
if lie were not in league with die evil ghosts, he could not have 
been so successful." Thus the superior type of individual is cTimi- 
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naied bv sorcery and the Meatawn ideal of communism and 

equality is preserved.1*' 
Among the South African tribes, generally, ‘'many people pur¬ 

posely refrain from undue cultivation of their land, test others 
should accuse them of using magical practices to increase the 
fertility of the soil, .... There is little hope for the elevation of 
these tribes until the fear of the accusation of witchcraft is re¬ 
moved.’”10 Among the Prmdo in former times any persons who 
excited the jealousy of their neighbors or of the chief by becom¬ 
ing well-to-do were in danger of death. Today those who use 
improved methods of agriculture are often accused of harming 
their neighbors' crops, because fertilizer is a medicine causing 
neighboring fields to rot.”1 Of the Bavenda of the Transvaal 
It is said that any person may be suspected of sorcery, “especially 
if someone of high rank lias a spite against him, or if he is a 
wealthy man."1"1 Among the Loved u successful people-—thosc 
who reap better crops than others, bring home more game from 
the hunt, or enjoy the special favor of European masters—are 
most likely to be bewitched by envious neighbors. On the other 
land, their success is also likely to be attributed to the exercise 
of witchcraft.”1 If a Basuto docs anything a litLle better than 
another or a little different than another, he “may expect trouble,*' 
that is. a charge of witchcraft. “To build a large house, to have 
unusually fertile fields, to have a fine herd of cattle are most 
certain ways of attracting the jealousy of others/'™ The victims 
of witchcraft among the Bechuana “were usually otd women, men 
of property, persons of eccentric habits, or individuals obnoxious 
to the chief. Any person in advance of bis fellow* was specially 
liable to suspicion, so that progress of any kind towards what 
we should term higher civilization was made exceedingly difficult 
by this belief/’1” Among the Ba-ila "a person who should labor 
hard to increase his crops above those of his fellows, or who 
should be sparing and not waste his grain, would expose himself 
to a charge of witchcraft, .... So a man dare not be too 
prosperous, and the ambition, if he feels it. to rise above Iris fel¬ 
lows is very rudely checked/’1” 

The Angoni, who live north of the Zambesi River, are fervent 
believer* in witchcraft. “It is a slavery from which there has 
been found no release. It pervades and influences every human 
relationship, and acts as a complete barrier to all advancement 
wherever it is found to operate. .... The reason tor his [a 
native’s] apparent laziness is the fear that, if he became possessed 
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of goods, his circumstances will excite jealousy and bring on him 
accusations of witchcraft and death as a result. It is productive 
of unrest, cruel treatment, and great loss of property and life."'17 
The Wakonde take it as good evidence that a man is a witch if 
his livestock increase rapidly or if in other ways his affairs are 
exceptionally prosperous.11* Among the Hehe of Tanganyika a 
man must not seek to gain wealth or social superiority bv methods 
which involve too great a departure from the traditional tribal 
life; if he does so, a witch will kill him. The belief in witchcraft 
thus represses the desire for individual advancement and accentu¬ 
ates the naturat conservatism of Hche society.111 While the 
Azaiidc do not associate unusual intelligence or skill in techno¬ 
logical pursuits with the possession of witchcraft, they suspect 
it if a person claims the power to do extraordinary things. Thus, 
for example, people believe that witch doctors can perform the 
"miracles" attributed to them only if at the same lime they are 

witches.1** 
With reference to the Ban gal a (Bololri) of the Upper Congo, 

we learn from an experienced missionary that the native “lias 3 
wonderful power of imitation, but ht lacks invention and initia¬ 
tive; but this lack » undoubtedly due to suppression of the in¬ 
ventive faculty For generations it has been the custom to charge 
wilh witchcraft anyone who has commenced a new industry or 
discovered a new article of harter, The making of anything 
mil of the ordinary1 has brought on the maker a charge of witch¬ 
craft that again and again has resulted in death by the ordeal. 
To know more than others, to be more skillful than others, more 
energetic, more acute in business, more smart in dress, has often 
Caused a charge of witchcraft and death. Therefore the native, 
to save Ills life and live in peace, has smothered his inventive 
faculty, and all spirit of enterprise has been driven out of him '"4' 
The same stultifying effects of the witchcraft belief arc found 
among the widespread tribes of the Lower Congo. Their witch 
doctor? are “largely responsible for crushing any inventive genius 
the people have shown by putting public calamities, inch a? an 
eiiidt mic of sickness, to the account of any inventor who might 
be known at the time, and they have hindered all progress by 
charging with witchcraft anyone who was more skillful in work, 
or more energetic ami shrewd in trading, tlian his neighbors. Hie 
fear of being charged with witchcraft has been so great and con¬ 
tinuous that it has hampered and destroyed every attempt at 

advancement,"111 
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The Tarahumara Indians of Mexico fed strongly an obliga¬ 
tion to share their goods with relatives and neighbors. If they 
fail to do so they are fear fid of being bewitched and probably 
killed. Yet, human nature being what it is. many people trv to 
evade die obligation by becoming as secretive as possible about 
their possessions, A man has hi* hidden storehouses, very diffi¬ 
cult to rind; he does not boast about the size of his harvest; he goes 
and returns to markei in the dead of night; often, when not 
precisely poor, lie will wear old and tattered doilies* five in a 
tumble-down house, and in other ways conceal his affluence. Un¬ 
der these circumstances fear and mistrust is generated against 
persons who may have been affronted by a refusal to share goods 
mid from whom, in consequence* sorcery b expected by the beati 
possidentis. Sorcery, with Lhe Tarahumara. does not result in 
overt physical strife, but it produces the feeling tliat one's rela¬ 
tives and neighbors are likely to be evildoers and enemies.14* 

It is commonly believed by the Navaho that poor people, with¬ 
out many sheep or much jewelry, arc seldom victims of witch¬ 
craft. They do not arouse die envious feelings of their neigh¬ 

bors,111 
Among the Pueblo Indians the most abusive and serious charge 

which ran be brought against anyone is that of being a witch. 
Grounds for this suspicion are many, one of them being reckkss 
speech directed toward others—““not caring what you say." An¬ 
other ground is dishonesty in regard to property or+ still more, 
lhe possession of wealth from sources unknown. Thus a certain 
member of the council at Taos was reputed to be a witch because, 
though not a worker, he wore good clothes 111 With particular 
reference to die Hopi we are told that they tend to distrust any¬ 
one who shows unusual capacity or whose behavior singles him 
out among the multitude. A village chief may be accused of Iwing 
■'two-hearted" by reason of lus unconventional ways. One chief 
was denounced as a w itch because he had begun to earn a liveli¬ 
hood by the manufacture and sale of katana dolls, instead of 
farming in company with his neighbors. Since die chief no longer 
had any personal need of rain, the people argued that he had been 
using his evil power to drive off the clouds. This alf-perroding 
fear of witchcraft has had a marked effect on the character of 
the Hopi. "They quickly learn to avoid all appearance of having 
exceptional ability and to emphasize moderation in all things."1** 

The belief in sorcery, however repressive its effect on Industry, 
economy, and inventiveness, does operate to a certain extent aa an 
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agency of social control. In rude communities without a police 
force, a prison system, or a powerful leadership to maintain order, 
it provides a means of legal redress tor wrongs otherwise tin* 
punishable, secures obedience to the established moral rales, and 
preserves family and social relationships in accordance with tra¬ 
ditional usage. And, as we have already learned, the headman 
or chief is himself often a sorcerer; when this is not the case he 
often has a sorcerer at his right hand to enforce obedience to his 
will* 

In the Dicri tribe of South Australia "as no permit is supposed, 
from whatever came, tu die a natural death, hut is conjectured 
to have been kilted, either by one of a neighboring tribe or by one 
of his own. men, women, and children are in constant terror of 
having offended someone who may therefore hear them enmity." 
The natives, therefore, avoid exciting the ill-will of their fellows.1” 
Of the Narrinycri, another South Australian tribe, it is said that 
the belief in.sorcery makes them less bloodthirsty than they would 
otherwise be. Instead of exacting sanguinary vengeance for any 
injury, they are generally content to use black magic against an 
offender.'1' 

In the Murray Islands of Torres Straits the belief in sorcery 
acted as a deterrent against adultery. An adulterer was always 
fearful of being killed by the secret black magic known as maid, 
which the wronged husband or the latter's friends could employ 
against him. Maid, when used to punish an adulterer, was recog¬ 

nized as justifiable.1** 
Among most Papuan tribes sorcery can be practiced by one 

member of the local group against another, Consequently dread 
of a retaliation in kind by a neighbor or by the latter's relatives 
tends to keep a man from acting wrongly toward him.11* In the 
Trobriatitls a professional sorcerer, though ready to obey the 
order? of chiefs and people of rank and wealth, would not lend 
himself to unjust or fantastic requests by lesser men. "When a 
real injustice or a thoroughly unlawful act is to he punished, on 
the other hand, the sorcerer feds the weight of public opinion 
with him, and he is ready to champion a good cause and to 
receive his full fee." In such cases the culprit, having learned 
that a sorcerer is at work against him, is likely to make amends 
or come to an equitable arrangement with the person whom he has 
wronged.'*1 Sorcery in Wogeo, one of the Schouten Islands, is 
used in innumerable ways: to produce disease, make taro shrivel 
up and die, cause garden fences to rot quickly so tliat wild pigs 
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on break through and eat the crop, send village pigs running into 
the lulls, drive away fish from a canoe, and so forth. In short, 
every real or fancied grievance, whether it is that of a lover who 
has stolen a man's wife or of debtor who has failed to meet his 
obligations, will be thus requited. Knowledge that sorcery can 
be thus employed certainly acts in some measure to prevent inter¬ 
ference with a person’s property or rights.'15 

In Mala or Malaita (Solomon Islands) black magic acts as a 
safety valve for anger which is considered justifiable. In practi¬ 
cally all minor offenses, such as failure to pay debts or to furnish 
assistance in gardening or other work, theft of produce, lying, 
and slander, the injured party makes no further move titan to 
practice sorcery against the offender. This mode of retaliation 
is secret, and the victim does not learn about it. Thus a man can 
relieve his feelings without causing the slightest inconvenience 

to anyone.1"" 
Sorcery in the island of Qntong Java was often the means by 

which vengeance was wreaked, for instance, against a thief or a 
man who seduced another man’s wife. Like the “unwritten law" 
of justifiable homicide, it had the passive approval of society. On 
the other hand, a sorcerer who used hi? powers out of pure malice 
and for antisocial aids, was avoided by everybody and was some¬ 
times killed bv the victim’s relatives.1"1 In Hawaii sorcery exerted 
n very powerful influence in shaping the lives and diameter of 
the people. This fact was recognized by Kamchamelia I. who 
united the Hawaiian group under bis sway, Hr took especial 
pains, therefore, to secure for himself all the strong sorcery gods 
worshiped by the ruling chiefs in the various islands and to set 
up "god houses1' for their tendance.1'* Among the Maori the 
belief in makutu, or sorcery', fostered hospitality and politeness 
and tended to repress evildoers. "Men knew that if they sought to 
injure a fellow tribesman in any way. the shafts of magic might 
be leveled against them."™ In particular, sorcery often provided 
a weapon for slaves and commoners who had no other means of 
obtaining redress against the high and mighty. There is no doubt, 
we are told, that fear of its use acted as a restraining influence 
in a society where no law but that of force generally prevailed,’17 

The Pondo of South Africa recognize various cases where 
black magic directed against a fellow ml>csman is considered 
legitimate A? with other African peoples, it may be resorted to 
as a means of punishing thieves. The thief who loses his teeth 
through eating stolen mealies treated with medicine has only him- 
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sell to [dame. An erring wile may be treated so that a lover who 
comes to her will get a disease. Magic to influence the judgment 
in a case or to Mtk up the tongue” of a witness does not arouse 
disapprobation* Its employment to secure payment of bills seems 
also to 1 k regarded as a proper procedure. On the other hand, 
it is never legal to use black magic destructively except to defend 
one's property against intrusion. Even to use it against reputed 
witches is illegal, though protective measures which may harm 
them are allowable, A chief has no right to work magic against 
his subjects/5* The implicit belief of the Bavenda of the Trans¬ 
vaal in the power of their magicians to detect and punish evildoers 
keeps the people fairly law-abiding. Especially does their fear 
of being pointed out by him as witches serve as a check on the 
criminally intentional. This fear ts also a powerful influence in 
fo$tering the courtesy and spirit of fair dealing so noticeable 
among the Bavenda.1** Among the Ttimbiika-Ramanga of Nyasa- 
land a man with a grievance against a neighbor proceeds to pluck 
a number of twigs and place them around the latter^ grain crop 
in the field or, if the crop lias been reaped, then in his bam. No 
one now will enter the field or take grain from the bam until a 
public inquiry has revealed the person who imposed the embargo. 
He himself comes before the council of elders, tells what he has 
done, and states hi$ grievance. The council, it satisfied that he 
has been wronged, orders the defendant to pay damages and the 
plaintiff to remove the twigs so that the people can use the grain.1** 
A witch doctor of the Anvari ja generally levels an accusation of 
witchcraft against a man who has quarreled with the chief and 
adduces his grievance as the reason why he avenged himself hv 
stopping the rain/81 Of the Hebe of Tanganyika it U said that 
the fear of sorcery tends to reinforce obedience to tl»r tribal 
authorities. Many headmen and chiefs accumulate medicines for 
the express purpose of causing Iom or death to rebellious subjects. 
On lhe other hand* a powerful anri wealthy commoner may some- 
times buy the services or the medicines of sorcerers and use these 
to overthrow a chief and usurp his place/** 

By the Baganda it is taken as a matter of course that a person 
with a legitimate grievance for which he can get no other redress 
will resort to black magic. He procures it openly from a reputable 
magician and with the tacit approval of his neighbors. Sorcery 
of this sort is employed, for instance* against a suspected thief 
who cannot be induced to confess. Tt has even acquired a special 
value as a recourse against what the people regard as injustices 
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brought about by the white man’s innovations. Thus a native who 
loses a ease tn the High Court will sometimes fall back on sorcery1 
to relieve his injured feelings.1" Similarly the Azaude make a 
dear distinction between the use of black magic as a defensive 
weapon and its use for aggression. The former practice does not 
excite public reprobation.**' Since the Azaude do not know who 
are and who are not witches they are careful to avoid offending 
anybody without good cause. Any show of spleen or meanness 
or unjustified hostility may bring serious consequences if the 
offended person should turn out to be a witch. This notion works 
in two ways. A jealous man is likely to be suspected of witch¬ 
craft by those of whom lie is jealous; hence he will seek to avoid 
suspicion by curbing or concealing his real sentiments, On the 
other hand, people of whom he is jealous may be witches and may 
try to injure him in return for his enmity, and so again he has 
a powerful motive for not giving himself away.11" Among the 
Kwotto. a Nigerian tribe, a man will secretly patron ice a sorcerer, 
in order to be revenged on some person who lias injured him. But 
he would not set black magic in operation against innocent 

people.18" 
A professional sorcerer among the Bar&ma River Caribs of 

Guiana may be enlisted to obtain satisfaction for a person who 
feels himself to have been unjustly treated.181 In the West Indies 
a Negro robbed of some domestic animal applies at once to a 
magician (flkeah man or woman) to set obi on the culprit, and 
the fact that this has been done is then made known to everybody. 
The thief may perhaps resort to some more eminent practitioner 
of magic to counteract the operations of the other, but if such 
an ally cannot be found, he is certain to anticipate all sorts of 
impending calamities. Under their pressure he enters on a stow' 
decline of all his faculties and sinks gradually into the grave."" 

Among the Navaho Lhe intense belief in witchcraft accounts 
for their practice of always giving hospitality to an aged person, 
no matter how unpleasant he may be. Fear of refusing a request 
four limes repeated seems to have the same explanation. Willing¬ 
ness to aid a sick kinsman is strengthened by the realization that 
his death without such care might result in a charge of witchcraft 
against the survivor. In general, anyone who “acts mean" in a 
Navaho community is likely to be considered a witch.1" The 
Pueblo Indians consider that bewitching is very often the result of 
a grievance, since a witch who feels injured wilt retaliate. J1As 
you never know who is a witch, you are always careful not to 
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give offense—unless you are yourself a witch.’' Thus the pro¬ 
nounced social timidities of these Indians are closely connected 
with their belief in black magic.1" By what means, it is asked, 
did the Yokuts-Mono of California maintain public order? 
Largely by the fear of sorcery. "A man dared not cheat another 
at gambling or trading, commit adultery, nr neglect any civil or 
ceremonial duty toward his neighbor, lest the offended person 
visit sickness or death upon him or some memher of Itis family, 
cither by his own power or that of a shaman hired for the purpose. 
On the other hand, a man could not take offense for no reason 
and retaliate by this means unless completely justified, for the 
matter would even 11 tally be aired before the chief."11,1 

The belief itl the activity of sorcerers or witches. Ijoth real and 
imaginary, provides for primitive thought a general explanation of 
all human ills, even that greatest of ills, death itself, J f animistic 
conceptions are strongly held, a belief in the agency of evil spirits 
may assume equal or greater prominence, hut from the nature of 
the case spiritual beings cannot be dealt with so successfully as the 
professors of the black art. Sickness, accidents, and death produce 
for the individual concerned and for the group to which he be¬ 
longs a profound disturbance of equilibrium, and this can only 
lie restored when the sorcerer has been uncovered, held responsible, 
and, as in most cases, put our of the way by exile or execution. 
Such measures are more than punishments, more ttian reprisals, for 
alt the wickedness that has been unearthed; they are also intended 
to clear the air of noxious influences and ensure that life hence¬ 
forth shall be untroubled. The community can now go forward, 
with renewed strength and confidence, to the tasks which lie 
before it. 

Some primitive peoples and other peoples not so primitive ore 
described as having very little to do with sorcery. The northern 
clans of the Muroght believe in the existence of black magic bin 
have no practitioners of that art, though these flourish in the 
southern part of the tribal area.”1 By various Papuan tribes sor¬ 
cery is supposed to occur "many times more often" than it is ever 
really practiced.1" The Manns of the Admiralty Islands, north¬ 
east of New Guinea, attribute the ills of umve&ncd infants and 
generally those of women in connection w ith childbearing to black 
magic. But all other ills which afflict them are attributed to of¬ 
fended ghosts. Propitiation of spiritual beings, rather than riles 
of exorcism, is thus the normal procedure among the Manus.”* 
In the island of Alor, one of the Lesser Sundae Mark msigic is 
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Chapter XVI 

THE BELIEF IN MAGIC 

Almost every where primitive peopled hold firmly to the belief in 
magic and repose an implicit confidence in the occult powers t>f 
their magicians, both white and black. Of the southeastern rrite 
of Australia we arc told that magic ^'mingles so intimately with 
Lhc daily life of the aborigines that no one, not even those who 
practice deceit themselves, doubts the power of other medicine 
men. or that if men fail to effect their magical purposes the failure 
U due to error in the practice or to the superior skill or power of 
some adverse practitioner/’1 An Amnia "will often tel! you that 
lie can and docs do something magical, whilst aU the time he h 
perfectly well aware that he cannot arid yet firmly believes that 
some other man can really do it. In order that his fellows may not 
be considered in tins respect as superior to himself he is obliged 
to resort to what is really a. fraud, but in course of time he may 
even come to lose sight of the fact that \t is a fraud which he is 
practicing upon himself and his fellows/*1 A native of New 
Ireland sucks in the belief m magic with his mother's milk and 
only loses it with his last breath/' The “one subject*1 upon which 
all the Bantu-speaking peoples of South Africa an- agreed is the 
reality of magic. No one “in his senses** dreams of doubting its 
tremendous power/ The Bakongo, declares an experienced mis¬ 
sionary, move in a world where their thoughts and sentiments, 
words and actions, all have a magical background One cannot 
disabuse their minds of magic, for with them it It as taken on the 
appearance of a science, Hin which contradictions and gaps art 
blurred to such an extent that they present nothing other titan 
more or less obscure portions of a system. To this system they 
ding tenaciously as though in calm possession of the truth/"1 

As between white and black magic, it seems to be true that 
greater confidence is often placed in the latter than in the former. 
The Azjtndc of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan arc never sure that 
their medicines for healing or to promote the growth of the crops 
will achieve the res till a aimed at. whereas those used against 

474 
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murderers and thieves an? supposed to be very successful. They 
point out tiuat jaropic constantly die because of liavmg been be¬ 
witched. (hat always magical efforts are made to avenge their 
deaths, and that it is very rare for such efforts to fail. When 
black magic is directed against a tliicf, the people can give instance 
after instance of stolen property being returned after the j»cr- 
rormance of the rite. They say ihat it is very foolish to steal and 
mn the risk of dying from sorcery, When asked what proof can 
be adduced tliat thieves are so punished, they will reply, "There 
have been many thefts this year. There have also been many 
deaths from dysentery, Tt would seem that many debts have been 
settled through dysentery."* A Navahp Indian is nnt inclined to 
scoff at black magic because the phenomena with which it is con¬ 
cerned are outside the realm of personal knowledge or experience. 
"There is always the fear that such things are true, and then the 
scoffers would be punished with sickness or ill luck."7 

Occasional cases reveal a skeptical attitude toward the alleged 
power of the magician, and these are not always to lie explained 
as the result of contact with imhetlevtng Europeans. In Victoria 
some aborigines “refuse to become doctors and disbelieve alto¬ 
gether the pretensions of those persons."' A missionary in New 
Guinea often asked the natives. "Do yon really believe the sor¬ 
cerer extracts stones and sticks fmm the body?” "No," they 
would answer, “hut he says he does. The man (patient) is dying, 
and we don’t know what to do,"* In the Nicobar Islands there is 
a very considerable amount of skepticism as to the professed 
powers of the magicians and a general unwillingness to join their 
ranks, in spite of the privileges which they enjoy. "Seme w ho have 
been initiated refuse to practice, and will among their closest 

friends call it tomfoolery,"” 
In Africa skepticism seems to he most prevalent among chiefs 

anil men of rank, who fed themselves comparatively exempt from 
the delusions of the multitude. A missionary reports the speech 
of a Basil to chief, who held forth in Ids presence as follows: 
"Sorcery only exists in the mouths of those who speak of it. It 
is no more in the power of man to kill his Fellow bv the mere effect 
of his will than it would be to raise him from the dead. This is my 
opinion. Nevertheless, you sorcerers who hear me speak, use 
moderation."” The celebrated Zulu ruler. Chaka or Tshaka. who 
early in the nineteenth century imposed an iron military rule over 
much of South Africa, put the witch doctors to a practical test. 
Secretly and by night he smeared blood over the ground in front 
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o£ the royal hut—an act regarded with horror if committed by 
any member of the tribe. Next morning a great uproar arose, and 
all the witch doctors were summoned to discover the perpetrator of 
the outrage- One person after another was pointed out by them 
as the guilt)' party. But one doctor exclaimed that a greater 
power had done it, a statement which pleased Chaka and which 
Itc interpreted u> mean himself. This doctor was not put to death. 
All the others were slain by their would-be victims on the king's 
orders. Ever after be would not luivc a man executed because of 
having been "smelled out" as a witch.1* How King Nyadwai of 
the ShiHnV (Anglo-Egyptian Sudan) unmasked the witch doc¬ 
tors is another instructive tale. He bad a hole dug, wood put into 
it, and the wood set afire. The excavation was filled up with 
earth. He then ordered a quantity of beans to be cooked in his 
presence. Having assembled the witch doctors he said to them, 
"You children of chiefs, 1 do not know what this humming in 
the earth is” (meaning, however, the noise caused by the boiling 
beans). Then one of the magicians listened and declared that 
something was bewitching the village. Another listened and 
readied the same sage conclusion. Other doctors agreed w ith them. 
But finally a doctor discovered die cause of the humming and 
said, “Well, bring water." So the king gave orders to spare him 

but to kill all his colleagues.14 
Many Azzllde will declare that the great majority of witch 

doctors 3ts liars, solely concerned with getting rich. They say that 
what ihc doctors tdl their audience is just "supposition," some¬ 
thing put forward as a likely guess hut not derived from the medi¬ 
cines eaten l>v them* This skepticism is not socially repressed. 
Though prevalent and increasing since the European conquest of 
the Sudan, it only accounts for the failures of particular doctors 
and leaves unimpaired the belief that some of them have wonderful 
powers as healers and diviners." Before missionaries came to the 
Ban gala of the Upper Congo many people had no faith In their 
magicians, but dared not op[>osc them for fear of being charged 
with witchcraft.55 Among the Bakongo a man may believe or 
disbelieve in the powers of particular witch doctors; he may snub 
one of them and talk slightingly of his spelb and charms; he may 
pass one by to call in a distant practitioner and suffer no incon¬ 
venience from his attitude. But he must profess a belief in 
witches or rise his life will be made wretched by accusations that 
lie is himself a witch,1* 

Some Chukchi are certainly aware of the deceit practiced by 
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shamans. Several people declared to a Russian investigator that 
tlic performances they had witnessed were mere trickery-, made 
possible only by ihe operator's ability to produce illusions on the 

part of the spectators-11 
If skepticism is rare among the laity, it is scarcely less rare 

among professionals. The magician may sometime? I to doubtful 
as to his own powers; he seldom questions those attributed to other 
practitioners J o assume the contrary is 10 make of every medi¬ 
cine man or shaman a rationalistic freethinker far in advance of 
his age. We arc often told that when a doctor is ill he will cull 
in another doctor to treat him and that he will likewise employ 
the services of a colleague to treat a sick member of bis family.1* 
It i$ also significant that doctors sometimes treat themselves when 
sick and also perform their rites over sick members of their fam¬ 

ily.11 
The general good faith of the medicine man and of the shaman 

would seem to be beyond question. His initiatory training for 
the practice of the magical art, with its privations, tortures, and 
mysterious, awe-inspiring exjieriences, tends in many cases to 
produce an indelible impression on his mind. He regards him¬ 
self, henceforth, as more than ft normal person, as one now really 
possessed of superhuman powers. This attitude will naturally be 
most pronounced when, as so often, the magician is of an excit¬ 
able. nervous, more or less unbalanced disposition, verging, per¬ 
haps upon insanity. His hallucinations in a condition of ecstasy*, 
whether spontaneous or induced, appear to him real; he sees 
spirits, converses with them, perhaps reels himself to be possessed 
by them. How easily, then, will he impose upon himself and 
afterward upon his fellows The belief, already referred To. that 
his ability to operate as a magician will be lost if lie proves to 
be unworthy of his calling or violates any taboos or other re¬ 
strictions laid ttpon him affords die best evidence of die essential 

sincerity of his attitude. 
The aborigines of southeastern Australia arc firmly convinced 

that when asleep they can see arid talk with the ancestral ghosts. 
This power is most frequently exercised by the magicians, who 
have “visions that arc to them realities '11* Magicians in the Solo¬ 
mon Islands apparently "believe without question" in the efficacy 

of the charms, formulas, and techniques which they have inherited 

and have been taught to use.11 
The Subantm of Mindanao live in a world tenanted by spirits, 

with whom there is always the possibility' of intercourse. This 
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belief is constantly rein forced by dreaim, ominous occurreticts, 
and she strange shapes *cen pnd strange rounds heard in I be 
depths of the primeval Sorest So a man comes easily to suppose 
that he has been selected by a spirit as a medium of comnum scat ion. 
ihat he is, indeed, its authentic mouthpiece,114 Magicians among 
the Grang Kubu of Sumatra receive their inspiration through 
dreams. Are they deceivers, it is asked. No, for these men are so 
simple-minded, so accustomed to ascribe nmdL qualities and 
powers to what they do not understand, that tor them an extra¬ 
ordinary dream may be decisive of their call to ihe magical pro¬ 
fession.** 

In Korea a or magician, is always a woman. She 
enters ujjon her office as the result of demoniacal possession. The 
sprrit may seize any woman, maul or wife, rich or poor, patrician 
or plebeian, and compel her to serve it. Upon receiving the call 
she will k-ave home and family, breaking every tie that had united 
her to her fellows. Henceforth she becomes a social outcast and h 
not even allowed to live witJiin city walls. Her services are in 
constant demand, however, and for them she receives an ample 
compensation,-* 

Use aj$kat or shaman of the Langot a Nilotic tribe of Uganda, 
b persuaded that his gifts of clairvoyance, hypnotism, and ven¬ 
triloquism arc evidence of the interest which Jok, the high god. 
takes in him. Jok has thus marked him out from other ment and 
in exercising his gifts he is fulfilling the intention of the god. 
"That his ends are not selfish the modesty of his remuneration 
proves, but desiring eminence in his profession and a more than 
ktea! reputation he enhances Jus natural gifts by a species of magi¬ 
cal symbolism, the bizarre mysticism of which tends not only to 
attract attention, but offers a safe retreat should his inspiration 
prove to have been at fault His aim h not to deceive—for with 
bm rare exception? deceit would profit him nothing—but he 
sincerdv believe* that his pronouncements are the veritable words 
of Jok/> 

West African witch doctors, declares Miss Kingsley, "believe 
in themsdves, or pcrliaps it would be safer to say they believe in 
the theory they work by* for of that there can be very little 
doubt, 1 do not fancy they ever claim inxindhie power over 
disease: they do their best according to their lights It would be 
difficult to see why they should doubt their own methods, because, 
remember, all their patients do not die; the majority recover,**4* 

We should do an injustice to the Brazilian magician* if we 
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regarded (hem simply as impostors. They deceive themselves, as 

well as others.*1 
Among the Yuma Indians the spirit which a would-be doctor 

encounters in his dream remains faithful to him throughout life, 
advises him when to accept a pat kin, and gives him strength to 
effect a cure. When the doctor's mind is optimistic and vigorous, 
he knows that lie has the right power; when his mind is reluctant 
and apathetic, he knows that he cannot succeed. It is said that 
he makes no use of sleight-of-hand or of other manipulatory 
actions, nor does he resort to conjuring of any sort. “The doctor 
has received a divine essence which flows into him from his 
guardian spirit and ultimately from the Creator himself. His 
duty is to transfer this power to the patient or use it to bring back 
his sod; any jugglery or physical demonstration is superfluous 
and inappropriate."'1 Of the Liliooct doctor in British Columbia 

it is said that his belief in the efficacy of liis practices and in the 
power of his tutelary spirit to effect the cures which he under¬ 
takes “is as sincere as the belief of his more sophisticated brother 
in his trained professional skill and in his powerful drugs."*3 

Most shamans among the Centra] Eskimo believe in their 
performance, “as by continued shouting and invoking they fall 
into an ecstasy and really imagine they accomplish the flights and 
see the spirits."*8 It )S probable that shamans of the Greenland 
Eskimo '‘partly believed in their own arts, and were even con- 
vinwl that they sometimes received actual revelations "1' 

Hie evidence for the dissociated condition of Siberian sha¬ 
mans during tlieir mantle rites seems to be incontrovertible. With 
those of the northern and central tribes it is brought, about natur¬ 
ally by singing, dancing, and drumming and is characterized by a 
strong hysterical attack which ends with a cataleptic collapse 
Further south, while young shamans often become dissociated in 
a natural way, there is more reliance on attaining this stale by 
means of narcotics; again, it may ta simply imitated in a realistic 

manner,- 
The magician is, then, not a mere impostor, an arrant fraud. 

Imposture forms, nevertheless, n constant feature of his art. 
Trickery and deceit, the production of bizarre and astonishing 
effects by means of ventriloquism, prestidigitation, and conjuring 
in all iu branches characterize the magical art everywhere. No 
doubt charlatanism grows by what it feeds on. The aspiring 
youth who started out w*ith a profound respect for his vocation, 
believing himself in touch with unseen powers, their confidant 
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anil agent, haply may end as a disillusioned old veteran who knows 
his magic lo be fraudulent but continues to practice k as an easy 
means of livelihood. No doubt, also, the more intelligent the 
magician the greater charlatan he will be. Sooner than his dumb- 
viued associates he will realize how easy it is to impose on the 
fears of the vulgar and cater to their appetite for marvels. In¬ 
deed,'1 said a missionary who labored for many years among the 
Paraguay Indians, “it is no difficult matter to cheat ignorant and 
credulous savages, who account every new thing which they have 
never seen before a prodigy, and immediately attribute it to 

magic art"4* 
instances of conscious deceit are innumerable. A Papuan pro¬ 

phet announced, as the result of a com muni cation from a spirit, 
that during the next full moon an earthquake, an eruption, and a 
tidal wave would destroy the coastal villages. This terrible up¬ 
heaval was to t>e followed, apparently, by a millennial period when 
the people would have all the food they wanted without working 
for it. As a result of the prediction they killed and ale their pigs, 
together with all their available garden produce.1* A number of 
OrokaJva villages (in Papua) once combined for a surprise 
attack on a distant settlement. The weather turned unusually 
cold, a circumstance which called for some discussion by the 
warriors. An explanation was soon forthcoming, however. One 
of die raiders declared that lie had himself brought about the 
frigidity, with the idea of making the hostile villagers lie abed 
in the morning so that the surprise of the attack would he com- 
pkUL As it turned out, the weather was so severe as seriously to 
diminish the enthusiasm of the attackers; nevertheless, this fact 
did not impair their belief in the efficacy of "cold magic. 11 At a 
Malay seance a shaman supposed to I* possessed by a spirit while 
in a trance remembered court etiquette sufficiently to how to 
members of the royal family; a toothless shaman asked why the 
betel nut had not been pounded, since the spirit inside him was 
stricken in years; another shaman, whose possessing spirit was of 
the female sex. arranged his costume to suit the part—to the 
amusement of the spectators.*' We are told of a doctor among 
the Ao Xaga who, on going into a trance as a part of his pro¬ 
cedure lo lira! a patient, unfortunately selected a secluded comer 
of the house where fleas were swarming. Flesh and blood could 
not withstand the torment of their bites; the doctor simply had 
in interrupt hLs trance and scratch rigorously; and the seance 
came to an abrupt end” In South Africa a female doctor of the 
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Ftngo was once called upon to treat a man with a pain in Ills 
side. She sucked at the sore spot and produced some grains of 
Indian corn. Inspection of her mouth showed nothing there, 
but when she sucked again and again more grains of com ap¬ 
peared. Finally, she spat out a piece of tobacco leaf, rolled up. 
The trick was now explained- She had swallowed the tobacco 
first, to product: nausea, and then a quantity of com. By the help 
of a rope round her waist she could keep such a control over her 
stomach as only to bring up a few grains of com at a time." A 
missionary among the Lengua Indians of Paraguay was frequently 
asked by a magician to secure for him several packets of the 
smallest needles obtainable. “He was an ingenious fellow to 
have invented thb new line of business, but our suspicions were 
aroused. What possible use could an Indian have for very small 
needles? These suspicions were strengthened when, shortly after- 
wards, a new epidemic, as it were, broke out among the people. 
'Meedles' became the fashionable disease. But we determined to 
stamp it out. The supply of needles was cut off, and as no more 
m ere obtainable the malady ceased, and the wizard’s lucrative occu¬ 

pation with it,"" 
There was once a shaman among the Eskimo of Alaska who 

gathered the people together and told them that he wished to be 
burned alive By submitting himself to this painful mode of 
death, he declared, he would be able to return in another h>rm and 
be of slid greater service to them. Accordingly, tinder the sha¬ 
man’s directions, a crib of drift logs was built waist high, with 
an open space in the center where he could stand. His hands and 
feet were bourn! and .1 large mask, covering both face and W!y, 
was put on him. He was then placed inside the crib, which hi- two 
assistants set afire. The smoke and flames made the interior of 
the crib somewhat indistinct, but the people could set the mask 
with die shaman apparently within it They were then told to 
return to their homes and remain indoors until the next morning. 
After they had gone away, the assistants unbound the shaman and 
substituted for him a log of wood behind the mask. Next morning 
the shaman, who had hidden Iiimself from everybody, suddenly 
made his apjjcarance. Taking a couple of firebrands from die 
pvre he mounted the roof of the assembly house and sat d.iwn by 
the smoke holt Over its cover he waved his firebrands, scattering 
sparks everywhere and at the same time moving Ins Feet now here 
and now there. "He is walking in the air over the window," said 
the spectators When the shaman felt satisfied that he had created 
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a sensation he descended anti returned Lo the people, who ever 
afterward held him to be a very great shaman indeed/" 

The ingenious magician can usually offer a good excuse for the 
failure of his operations and his clients are usually ready to accept 
it. A doctor whose patient obstinately refuses to get better under 
his treatment may assert that he was called in too late, after the 
ailment had become impossible to cure. Or ht may express pro¬ 
found regret that the patient did not consult some other doctor, 
since bis own specialty did not include the ailment in question. 
Nothing is easier than to throw the blame for a miscarriage on 
the superior counter magic of a rival practitioner or on the inter¬ 
vention of a hostile spirit or god. Perhaps the magician may 
confess to a mistake m his performance, a slip o! memory or the 
omission of some significant act, which has invalidated the whole 
proceedings. Perhaps he may assert that his diem lias neglected to 
observe a taboo or some other regulation imposed upon him. 
Almost always there is a sort of “saving clause/’ expressed or 
implied, to the effect that no witchcraft must be made, no persons 
ritually unclean must he near, and no other malefic influences must 
he present if his operations are to be crowned w ith success. 

A missionary in northern Queensland once promised, in the 
presence of the whole camp of natives, to give their magician a 
bag of flour if lie could make rain fall during the next twenty- 
iour hours. It did not fall, however, and the magician explained 
that his failure was due to the missionary’s presence at the per¬ 
formance. On other occasions failures were accounted for by the 
intrusion of natives on the forbidden spot where rain making rites 
were in progress/1 Among the WonWutiguru of the Lake Eyre 
district the presence of the white man’s cinematograph accounted 
for the failure of rain magic.” “All time turn 'em handle too much 
wind, pttdney tain/'** An Orokaiva doctor who has attended a 
patient without success is likely to throw up the case, explaining 
that the sickness must have been caused by sorcery and hence in¬ 
capable of being Cured by llie ordinary healing methods/’ A Malay 
magician, who had the reputation of being able to raise a sandbank 
in the sea a I will, was asked by a skeptical European to perform 
this feat. But our wonder worker explained that it could not be 
done for the sake of mere ostentation ; be did it only in lime of 
war when he was hard pressed by an enemy's boat.” When the 
Pondo go to a magician to make rain and it does not come, he 
tells them that it has been prevented from falling because of a 
broken taboo. Someone has not shown respect to the rain. Or 
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someone has hit a number of tht? rain makers family. Or some¬ 
one has shaken the rain off his dmhinjj. Or someone has covered 
his head when it rained. Then the taboo breaker must be fined l>y 
tht chief, and once the fine lias Ireen paid the rain will surely 
come,1* Among the Bechuana tribes a rain maker would send out 
his diems to hunt and rapture an animal of a certain color, usually 
rather uncommon. He knew very well dial they would lie a Jong 
time securing it and that he would I bus have ample leisure to think 
up a good excuse if meanwhile rain did not come after bis rites. 
When the people finally brought the animal to the rain maker, lie 
might reject it as being of the wrong color or defective in some 
way. So the hunters would go off again in search of another 
animal and the magician gained still more leeway for his efforts.** 
Tlic private diviner of the Basuto ruler once proposed to a mis¬ 
sionary to make common cause with him. <(Ht saw no end to the 
advantages which would result, to both hrmsdf and me* from ihb 
alliance. T cannot lie/ I answered, 'and lying is your trade/ 'We 
do not lie/ he replied, ‘byt we are mistaken. When my predictions 
arc not realized I say that all days are not alike, and they believe 
me again/ ,h#* Some of the Lower Congo people attributed a 
drought to the fact that the missionaries wore a certain kind of 
cap during religions services. ‘The missionaries showed die na¬ 
tive prince their garden. lha< their cultivation was being ruined 
for want of water, and asked if ft was probable that they would 
spot! their ow n crops. The natives remained unconvinced. and only 
when the rains at length fdl plentifully did the excitement sub¬ 
side/'" A rain maker in northern Nigeria is rarely deposed* for 
he can always assert that someone lias committed sacrilege or 
engaged in witchcraft, thus nullifying his efforts An accusation 
of this sort requires a lengthy investigation and atoning sacrifices. 
The rain maker gets a week or a fortnight's grace, which is gen¬ 
erally sufficient for the rains 10 occur.111 In Ashanti a man who 
procured from a magician a charm to secure invulnerability hast¬ 
ened to put it to the proof, but received a gunshot wound in the 
ante The magician explained tbal the charm failed to work 
because the man land had intercourse with is is wife on a forbidden 
day. He acknowledged that this was true and accepted the 

cxplanation/B 
By the primitive-minded* whether savage or civilized, a chron¬ 

ological sequence b regularly interpreted as a causal sequence; 
hence the imjjorianre of coincidences in upholding and fostering 
the belief in magic. Any rite, spell* or charm, the use of which 
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happens to be followed by success, will be considered the means of 
that success. A simple instance of die sort arrests the attention, 
is magnified with telling and retelling, and is enough to satisfy 
the credulous. But many instances to the contrary are often not 
enough to justify the skeptical* 

While coincidences occur most frequently in the realm of 
physical phenomena, especially the production of rain, they are 
common enough elsewhere, and we can be sure that the magician 
makes full use of them to bolster his pretensions as a wonder 
worker, A missionary in Papua obtained from a famous Koita 
magician a pared of crystals and also a large piece of clear quartz. 
The latter was a ‘death stone" upon which no one could look and 
live. A few weeks later the missionary suffered a very had attack 
of fever, which, of course, all the natives ascribed to his pos¬ 
session of these dangerous objects.11 A former governor of Papua 
once knew an exceptionally intelligent native who was supposed 
to have power "to cause death at will/’ Perhaps he really be¬ 
lieved himself possessed of this power. At any rate he made good 
use of his reputation for deadlines^. He would sit outside his 
house, and when anyone passed by. bearing food, money, or 
other valuables, lie would say to that person. "You had better 
give me some.” And this was always done, for fear of exciting the 
man's ill will. It happened one day that an old friend of the gov¬ 
ernor's came along and, being asked to give up money, refused 
point blank to do so. What happened? That very night his child 
died. Said he to the governor afterward, "You white people are 
quite right in thinking that there is a lot of nonsense about sor¬ 
cery. But there is a kind of sorcery that is quite real and about 
which white people know nothing: it does not affect you, and you 
think that it does not exist, but it docs, and we know it."" 

In the island of Mala or Malabo, one of the Solomons, the 
people suffer from many tropical diseases as well as from diseases 
introduced by Europeans. These arc not usually fatal, but a native 
is fortunate if he goes through the year without being confined to 
his bed for several weeks. For none of the ailments is there any 
known means of cure except by magic. It results, therefore, that 
curative magical rites are commonly followed, sooner or later, 
by the recovery of the patient, so that his restoration to health is 
assumed to be the direct consequence of their performance,” 

The regalia of Malay sovereigns are highly sacrosanct. Great 
danger is supposed to be incurred by one who meddles with these 
insignia of royalty. Among the regalia of a Sultan of Selangor 
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were iwo drums and a long Stiver trumpet They were kepi in a 
small, galvanized iron cupboard, which stood on polls in the 
lawn of Hw Highness' garden residence. They lind previously 
been kept in tlte house, but their very uncanny liehaviar indoors 
was a source of much annoyance and ansiety to the inmates. Once 
one Raja Baku accidentally trod upon the wooden barrel of the 
drums and died in consequence of his inadvertence. A hornet's 
nest having been found inside one of these drums, a Chinese was 
ordered to remove it, since no Malay would do so The Chinese, 
after a few days" interval, "swelled up and died.” These happen¬ 
ings were related to our informant, Mr. Skcat, by the; Sultan him¬ 
self. Mr, Skeat, upon expressing a wish to examine the trumpet 
and drums, was begged not to do so. "No one could say what 
would happen." Nevertheless, he did see and even handle them in 
the presence of the Crown Prince. "1 thought nothing more of the 
matter at the time, but, what was really a very curious coincidence, 
within a few days’ time of the occurrence I was seized with a 
sharp attack of malarial influenza, the result of which was that 
I was obliged to (cave the district, and go into hospital at head¬ 
quarters.'' The news of what had happened much impressed the 
Malays.1* 

In the country of the Bongo, Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, the de¬ 
cayed and worm-eaten branch of a giant fig tree fell to the ground, 
narrowly missing a hut near bv. The natives a;intuited its fall 
to the evil eve directed against it by a passing soldier. Hi- had 
pointed to the bough and said that it was rotten and likely to topple 
any time on people’s heads. No sootier said than done. Hardly 
were the words out of his month than, creaking and cracking, it 
tumbled down.” 

An anthropologist, working among the Navaho, mentions 
several coincidences which strengthen the belief, even of sophisti¬ 
cated Indians, in magical causation. It is thought, for instance, 
that mistakes made in learning the Night Chant cause the learner 
to become paralyzed. A native who suffered from paralysis was 
popularly supposed to have paid the penalty for his failure as a 
memorizerof the ritual words. For the Navaho. eclipses portend 
bad fuck. An eclipse of the sun in 1918 was followed by the 
worst epidemic of influenza that the people had ever experienced, 
and after Lite eclipse in J925 there came a very' severe winter 
during which much illness occurred and many cattle perished-M 

At a dance of some Alaskan Eskimo a native gave two fox skins 
to a shaman, in return for the latter's promise that he would 
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capture two whaks the following whaling season. The man did 
get the two whales, just as the shaman had promised. This coinci¬ 
dence "somewhat strength cued at Point Barrow die general opinion 
that while Christian prayers are very good in ordinary things, the 
old-fashioned whaling diarms are much more effective when it 

comes to catching whales/ 
In curative rites and in the practice of the black art. suggestion 

on the part of the operator and faith on die part of the subject 
play the leading and sometimes the only role, His methods may 
be utter hocus-pocus, but they' do actually produce the results 
aimed at—whether curing or killing. The doctor heals without 
the use of medicaments; the sorcerer causes a man’s death with¬ 
out a resort to poison. In either case success depends on the 
antecedent belief of both operator and subject in the reality and 
effectiveness of magic, provided the right conditions obtain. Of 
magicians, generally, it may tw said with troth, Possunt 9100 

pttsse videni ur. 
Death madness, or thanatomania, as it has been called, is a 

phenomenon finite common in the lower culture. A man, tired of 
living, announces that he intends to die, lies down, refuses nour¬ 
ishment or medicines, and soon passes away quietly and easily. 
A man may die because lie has violated some dread taboo or thinks 
that he lias fallen ink* the dutch of malignant spirits, from whom 
death is the only escape. A doctor may pronounce him doomed, 
perhaps because his sout lias gone away and cannot be recovered. 
The patient accepts the inevitable and proceeds to die without delay. 
Seldom need he apologize, as did the Merry Monarch, for taking 

an "unconscionable time" to do so/'’ 
In a community where sorcery is held responsible for most 

accidents and misfortunes, a man is likely to die if he believes 
himself Switched, especially when the practitioner of black 
magic is unknown, nr, if known, refuses to relent and undo the 
evil w-ork. Ihe man may be strong and healthy; nevertheless he 
falls into a decline and soon expires. He does not consciously will 
himself to death, hut, being profoundly convinced of the sorcerer's 
unlimited powers, he makes no effort to oppose the latters 
authoritative will. There arc many wdI-authenticated instances 
of thanatotnania of this sort, instances for which no evidence 
exists of death being due to natural causes or to the administration 

of poison.** 
In Queensland Mr. W, E. Roth knew personally of several 

cases where a sick man, believing that someone had pointed the 
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hone at him, gave lIP hope and died. Roth’s native servant, a mere 
byman, ventured to attack a doctor in this way; the man died 
about a fortnight later.** There is no doubt whatever, declare 
Messrs. Spencer and Gillen, that an aboriginal of Central Austra¬ 
lia will die after the infliction of even the most superficial wound 
it only he believes that the weapon causing it has l*cen "sung1" and 
thus endued with arunquUtha, or evil occult power. Our authori¬ 
ties mention three cases of lhauatomauia which came under 
their observation.41 

It is very easy for a Papuan to die. lxt a sorcerer tell a man 
that lie is doomed and he goes off into the bush, and soon ex¬ 
pires." A ftiwai sorcerer, if angry at a man, may say to him: 
“This is your last day; you will not sec the sun rise tomorrow." 
The condemned man is sure to sicken and die unless some effective 
counter magic can be performed for him in time-" A Solomon 
blander , lying sickh may get a message: "So-and-So has I switched 

you; you will die in three days,11 And die he does,"* A certain 
white settler in Fjjth being much incensed against a native, wished 
him dad in very emphatic language and added that be would die 
within the next twelve months. The fK?or fellow fretted so much 
that he died before the allotted time had passed." In the Hawaiian 
Islands the "less enlightened people'1 think that no one dies a 
natural death. Every instance of mortality is ascribed to black 
magic or secret poison mg. A man who learns (hat he has fallen 
under a sorcerer's displeasure and that lie has been "prayed to 
death" is almost certain to die.” 

The effectiveness of Maori makutu, or sorcery, is (or wa* > very 
great. Let a native once Ik told that someone has bewiidled himK and 
the suggestion, falling mi ground already well prepared for it, will 
rapidly effect its object of killing him, unless another magician 
can interpose a counter suggestion,*'! once was at the deathbed 
of an old chiefi who was sup(>osed to be dying of typhoid, but 
the real cause of his death was fear. In some way he had offended 
another chief, and that man had him cursed by a faJiimj/fi, or 
priest. 1 was unable to ascertain exactly what he had done, but 
the result of it was that an image made of clay, which was sup¬ 
posed to represent him. was placed in a creek, and as the water 
washed away the figure* so the chief gradually sank; and when 
the last particle was softened by the slowly trickling water and 
vanished down the stream, so that moment the soul of the old 
chief passed over the border,"" 

A significant case of thanatomania b reported among the Ra- 
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ib of Northern Rhodesia. "We remember a maiM big stalwart 
fellow* who never appeared to us of a cowardly namre—being 
greatly concerned because after returning home he found a siring 
of beads- with a Small black mass attached, hanging in his but 
Nobody could tell him who had put it there It seemed lo have 
sprang up out of the earth. The strangeness of it preyed on the 
man's mind. He had of course from childhood been accustomed 
to hearing about warlocks and their doings, and had never lor a 
moment doubted their power Now what was to him the awful 
truth look possession of his tnind: somebody had put this in hi& hut 
to bewitch him. He was changed at ohm from a bright* laughing, 
cheerful being into a miserable creature. You could see him get¬ 
ting ill, and we believe that if we liad not taken him in hand he 
would have diedCanon Rc*coe, long a missionary in British 
East Africa, tells how three men were once brought to him to 
have their wounds dressed. I wo of them had been badly clawed 
by a leopard, but the third bore only a scratch on the neck "I 
attended to him last and after dressing his wound I said. 'There 
is not much the matter with you; you will soon be well/ To my 
surprise he said* '1 am dying. Thinking he had got an exagger¬ 
ated idea of his wound. I talked to him for a few moments and 
dismissed them all. telling them to come again in the morning. 
Next morning two of the men came, hut the third with the scratch 
on his neck was missing* and when I asked for him J was told 
diat he was dead. He had gone home and. saying that he had been 
billed by magic, died in a short time So far as it was possible 
to discover, no complications had arisen, but he was convinced 
that the animal had been caused by magic to attack him and the 
power of his imagination had done the rest.”1* Major Leonard 
declares. "I have seen more than one hardened old Hausa 
soldier dying steadily and by inches, because he believed himself 
to tie lie witched; so 1I13I no nourishment or medicines that were 
given lo him had the slightest effect either to check the mischief 
or to improve his condition m any way. and nothing was able to 
divert him f rom a fate which lie considered inevitable. In the same 
way, and under very similar conditions, [ have seen Kru-men and 
others die. in spite of every effort made to save them,"n 

It is not too much to say of the Eskimo magicians in Baffin 
Land that through the “paramount psychic influence” which they 
exert they hold even-body’s life in their hands. There was once 
a fully qualified practitioner, well known as being a sensual, self- 
indulgent man. who cast longing eyes on the attractive, half- 
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hreed wife of a certain hunter: die latter, however, refused to give 
her up. Nowr (lie hunter was somewhat unjxipular in the village, 
for though amply provided with this world's goods he did not 
squander them on his Tary neighbors and also kept more or less to 
himself. It happened that a long season of bad weather set in, 
bringing the usual accompaniment of sickness and semistarva¬ 
tion The magician could not remedy die situation by his arts, hut 
excused himself on the ground tliat the spirits were incensed by 
the stingy, unsociable practices of the hunter. Only his death 
would satisfy the spirits and end die famine. Hie majority of the 
villagers agreed with this statement, whereupon die magician 
boldly faced the hunter and said, "I command you to die." The 
matt was strong and healthy and in the prime of lift. "Hut so 
ingrained was his bdief in the conjuror, in his power to get into 
communication with the spirit world, that this command was 
virtuallv fatal." He gave up his occupations, withdrew to his 
tent, ate and drank very little, and within four days died. Friends 
had indeed visited him before the end, argued with him, laughed 
at him. tried in every way to disabuse his mind of its obsession, 
bin all in vain. His sole response was, “I am commanded to die." 
The magician, of course, proceeded to acquire the victim's wife 
without delay.” 

Thus the belief in magic, far from appearing unreasonable 
and illogical to those who hold it. seems 10 be confirmed over and 
over again by the experiences of daily life. The avowed objective 
of (he magician is so often attained: he brings rain, quells a storm, 
cures the sick, or kills an enemy by performing his rites; at any 
rate, these results often follow their performance How the 
results arc secured docs not interest the primitive-minded. Not for 
them a meticulous inquiry into the laws of chance, the power of 
the human imagination, and the psychology of suggestion. Ld 
it be remembered, also, that the magician rarely attempts the im¬ 
possible. such as rain making in the dry season; rh.it he often 
relics on his practical knowledge and skill in cases where magic 
alone would be fruitless (c-g., he may be a good weather fore¬ 
caster or a competent leech); that he is a master of trickery and 
deceit; and tliat if he fails he has a whole armory of excellent 
excuses to explain his failure. Let it lie remembered, finally, that 
magic always enjoys the sanction of a hoary antiquity. It comes 
down from the remote past, the dream time, the Akheringa, when 
the mythical ancestors of the trilw employed it and bequeathed it 
as their most precious legacy to the men of today. Magic has, 
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therefore, the full support of tradition, and its acceptance by the 
individual is as natural and inevitable as that of any other ready¬ 
made pattern imposed upon the members of the social group ” 
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* Dudley Kidd, The Essential Kafir f3d ed-F Landon, 1925), p, 139. 

i J Van Winir, "Bakongu Mag*” Journal &f the Rttyal Anthropologic^ 

institute, i_xxi im\y, 96, 

* E. E. Evans ■ Pritchard, Witchcraft Qrattes pud Magic am#*$ the Aasnde 

jOxSonl 193?L pp- L 
- Mr* F J. Newcomb, Nggafa Owens owl Taboos (Sam* Fe, New Mexico, 

IWflN pp* H i 
*W. K. Stauhridge, in TTOuarlwiw e/ Ifce Hihindppitaf Sacufy Lracfctii 

1861). I, 30Q. Tlie author lived fur eighteen years hi Victoria 

* C. W Abel, Swage Life in .Yetr Guinea (London* 1901 j, p- MW. " Sorcerer” 
in this- quota lion rders io a practicing doctor. 

to George Whitehead ihr ATieotj? /jJuhJj (London, L924). pit. 147 f. 

rt E. Caialh, Jtaiufiv (London, 1861), p £75- Another Basuto chief, 
wljcn pay in f the diviners for their services, did nut hesitate to tell them ibar in 
his agmkm the* were "the bigg cat inijMiiu rT m the world (idem, My Lift in 
Busuiff Land [London. 18S9L p. IBS). 

i3 W. H. GarbitiL "Native Witchcraft acsr! Superstition in South Africa,” 
/phjtui^ of Ilf Royal Anthropolopicat fmfftrtJv, XXXIX UW9). 536. 

j* Diedrich Westcrmarm, The Skiltuk People (PhiladeJi^b, 1912). pp. 175f. 

n F. E. t,vans- Pritchard, cp, ci|.H pp. 163 ff.. 193 L 
ltf J. H Weeks, Among f7i>*tpn Ctnnihtiis {Luodo^ 1913), p, 293. 
i*fdcjnF yfwiirh<j fific PriwuhiM4 Bdkun$v (Lortiian, 1914), pp, 2B4 f. "Tlac 

village witch doctor ii fehiom. a. ever, engaged by tile natives of the vOLagt in 
which be live*. They know tew much about him lo waits tlieir money \m him. 
They *ee him repairing hh charms and fctlibes hnm the depredations uf raui 
cDcknuche^. and white ants; they know hk fetish power and hii dumts^re us¬ 
able to keep him, his wives/1 his chiktrcn, or even his goats, pigs, and dogs in 
guod health; so llwy flout him and send for ihe medidtse mm of another village 
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of whom know tittle at rajlhirtf, Therefore i liilli in all witch floe loci 
is not a necessary part of their er«*T (fee cif.) 

if W BagOfaK In Mfmrik* of the Amerietsn Mtt£tum <.f Natural Mkttirj, 
XL 42SI. 

■* Set E. 3J. Cuxr, The L-JurfrdLMin Race k Melbourne. IS86), J. 4£ (Ban- 
string i: Samuel Gasorc. in George Tallin leditor), The Mamifi'f, 
(Tiufiwr, ljpiiJ LrtNfi<unnrr a/ Jihe SbulA Amtttalian Aborigines (Adelaide. 1879), 
pm 79 {Dieri i; E, \F_ Loch, ~Tfce Sknnftn ol Niue/' American Atuhr<rfchffhfw 
(n Sf| 1924h XXVT, 3^5; b- R Gomes A'rtwiUrt P«« fJv .SVa tfyofc;* 
0/ Bornea f London, 1911)+ p. 175; D. S. Dyltr, "The Skil Ink's Belief in the 
Good Medicine Mai," Sudan AW-f mid Recordsf 111 (I92f]>p L12; J Van 
WtELH. "liikcjiigti Magic" /tfprn,jJ of the Ray A Am hr a pain (Real Institute LXX1 
tiSMijiSS: Theodor Koch-Grunherg. V&m Rorthmn Otim*ea i Berlin. I9J7 - 
2S>, I!!. 199 and note 4 (Taubpartg and other Carih trihrA) f V M, Mikhadoc- 
skii (Mikhailov ski). "Shamanism in Siberia and European ftnsifap Jtmmal of 
the Anthropological 1 rulttKfc, XXIV (1695), 139 < Buriat). 

J^See QulfnY Di]f( ibid., XXV (I896j, 216 i Ikjttdei t?f Tanganyika!; 
E. E. Evant-Pritehard op. eit.. p. 234 (Azaiidc>; W, H Brett. The Mm* 
TVifrcj of (/kiW {London, l£66)k p. 366; Leslie Spier, b -4n tkr.>p<rfogaraI 
Papers of the ^ntcrrMN. Mumtim of Natural Histone, XXIX, 280 (Hxralupaj} ; 
Janie* Mooney and I". %L GFbrtthis, "The Swirmucr Manuscript Cherokee 
Sacred Formula* and Medicinal fbc^rimioiisC Bulletin of ihe Bureau of 
American. Ethnology, No. £9. p. 93; Kitti l Riimti&icn, The People af the Tatar 
Nwth < London, p. 156. 

*° A. W- Haw fit op, rtl., p. £9, Among Hie Aruntn children burn wilii ihrtr 
eyes ojien err believed to be able 10 convert with ihe ancestral ghosta . inmm- 
mad upon arriving at ntaiuricjt provided always shat they grow It? itu-leH arid 
Kxtate in bearing; The irurninrinm do ool reveal themAelvei to goffers, the 
frixctEcras mirmitd. and chatterer*. Children b^m with their tvt> c In red nerer 
apqfoire lbta^ [Hrwer when tliey fci'tiw up nnle^ they beC^jmc merhrinc men 
(Spencer anf] GiFEen^ TA# Native Tribes of L enfrul Austealh, pp SISf.), 

** .V L llnpkini. In the hUs of King ' Loruloti, 19^1, p, 2%, The 
vulhor litictl for twenty-fhre years in the StilcHnOnSL 

13 E B. Chrutit. The Snl^nunx of Sttufonyan Bay (Manila, 1909), p 72. 
Bureau of Setence, Division &f Eth*uhpy Puhlieatutnt. Vol. VI. Pt l. 

n Bemharl Hagen, Da Orano Kubu auf Sumatra (Frankftin am Main, 
1**0S)B pp, 147 f_ 'niudns A. G Valette. 

t# 1 M Casanj-yw/cz, HParaphtrEtalia til a Korean Sdmrets In ihe United 
States National Mtuezm,1" proceedings of the US. Nalicnal Museum. LI, 593 

j. H, Dribcrg- Fhe Lan-jo rLondcEn, 1923), p. 236. 

** Mary Fi KtngsSeyP IF Vji ,4/nVnn Smftes (1m cd.( Lrmdcm, VF#*)r pp 
217 f. The t>pkal Y«jrtibm dkitier, we tnhl twlteres \n the nft whkli be 
prodke? Hr him seif rc=ort^ la nlbet di%incr& Ft-r advke and make* the saeH- 
fices which they prcfCTilie For him (W. R Rafocim, “The Sanctkms of I fa 
DltTrwIion/ /cnirwnf of the R&yaf Anthmpidoriieal Institute, F.XXI [ J941 ], 
5Z). Qn the oilier hand, tt la ol medium* a mong the Ga of the Gold Qjait 
that their "fit** are a ctiriom mbrture ol nnreitraim and scH-conacuw beluvi^r. 
Tl>ere arc Few mediums unable to produce a convincing itnitaikm fii if their 
audience demands h (Margaret J. Field, Religion and Medicine o/ iJsr Get People 
I Oxford, 1W73, P- I03> 

F tTi voji Martins Pvn dem Rtthittmtande m ntrr den Urrmwuhntm 
BfWfBitM tMimkb, 1^2}, p. 30. 
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n* c. D, Fordc, in Ontemity ct Colift*”** Ptibtinttou '■ Atntritnm Ar- 
(hutulapy c*ui Sthuvh'i/y, XXV HI, . 19^- vvvl. 

-* Clurlci HU+TtMJt. ill Idttnsat uf NW rirtlArEtfptejJifaJ /nrlifHlc, XX A V 

(19D5L l+l. * 
‘"I'xanz Bmi, in Swift JimriMl Rtpvrl cf Uw Bure*U -4 IZlWtfiW. p. 5W 

fcnra a y^nK l^ik <>( highly nervous JW*» <™t 
jtone on bunt hut c*pr<iiiit^ 1,, ha,! uwny ™i,l vimous- Hi* tin^mation 
jwoplttt Hit whole world with spirit lonn* wlncli apl«am| to him m »°w. «h' 
Llv down to aIll'P or while wmtSenng, t.r«l and hungry. m Mareh oi <«*"»- 
Thousti not aim to Hie use of trickery in order u» convince other, ol the 
realm “l hi* e*f*ricr*M, he setmed to believe sincerely in hn shamamstic 
powers when he was worked tip into an m&iic condition. Tlm, we can uDiler- 
tond, deriarev tl.u excellent authority, bow a shaniart who Euibiteliy deceives 
hh EclJowa may ncvtnhdess eoiitirme in think A luaiKlf ** bemg rcaUy IwKWit 
with ihem. Hi* trickery, in ‘hart. is only ineiderttal to the practice' oi £<* pro¬ 
vision, See Knud Rmhmswi. InirlUcttuii Cullvrf nf the HndMnliayEjkim^ 
(Copenhagen. 19*), p|>. 42 £t- ef tfte FIJI* Thule hjrfeMwn, \ ol. VII, 

Na I. 
Jt t'rkltjoi Nansen. £r£mu Lit* (3d cd, London. 1SSW). p. 2&L 

u Some Yakut shamans are “as passionately devoted to their railing as 
drunkards to drink.” Tliefe was a ahanun whu several times had bcni con- 
drained to punishment for practicing his art. His pmlestkiBjl dr«S atwl <rutti 
lad been burned, his hair had tom rat tiH, and he had bran compelled to make 
i number ui tdieiiasucc* and fo fast. He said to a Polish investigator^ V e 
nr t tafrv on thU calling without pay!"# for It. Our nu*Un [the 
a jiabiM watch over uih and bdSfc us afterwards if we do tvot »usfy themf 
But we tamvat quit tt: we cannot cease io practice thuuw fit& «t■« do us 
™i_” r VV, Gr Stunner; "The Yakuts. Abridged from dit BtiWin of Sicro*hrr- 

" Jvn*naS l^ *Jir ImfrUifr, XXXI [19013. 10Q)» Gfl the 
J>wer Lem Etadlififl ws* loH o£ a "good shaman" who ambled hard iof 
three days and nijjnt> 10 eatpcl ihc (sttuU^Ox) Sroni his people. He 
awoon^ a wav $creral rinras and filial t> du-d in the siiempi. See J. aiadLui^, 
"ShamnbrcL1* Cmdi^jt^raj^ fimntr, LXXJX (I90I)K 94 aud stole. 

Dab(iihuf!crT /lit cf thi Abif&X4f (Ld^yn. )^)i 

63_ 
^ i; \\ Abel, vp nf.t pp. R»4 fI. Anodiet m&tince of a fnatfcittfr 

a-nroti> predititfon h rcCOnkd for S^mda Africa ISS/s 11 was annoLtrtccd 
that if tlie eonfcdcnaieit tribes slsuKhiered iheii cattle, destroyed alt ihdr stored 
prwb and left ihe ground urrtiOtd the would relum. drive the buplisb 
.^stlrri into the sea, and then provkEe rver? man w'lth ^ nmny catile and as 
mESCii as Tic could want. The sign given fur lhe?c cventi wa* tlal 
cm the timTTting iticcetdiiiJT the full die iun wcmld rise double. The de- 
liijrij pcofxk made a dw sweep nf all their food sapfilia and s^sed the talk tn 
fcasting athl dandsvfip In Rcpcciaiioo ui the millcnnhtm Cfamei lifacdonalii 
"Manjiers, Cmtnen^ Superslltlous, and Religwres o\ South African Tribes." 
/tmnw/ o/ iJir j41rtJljrojriifogrtfijl jnjtifiil/, XIX 11^$0}P 5S0 ff.) 

« F. £- Williams, Muflic (Loodan, 19^h p_ 197 

b< Sir R, Or Wiustedl. f London, 19Z5)T pp I0S t 

Jf J. P. Mills, Tht Ac Napas (London, 19Z6L p. 24S. 
11 James Backhotue, A Narrative trf u r«ri to MentrifiW and South 

Africa (London. 13441. PP- 2S4 f. 
** W. B. Grribb. Fropif rn ftn Unknown Land <4fch nl^ Lon¬ 

don. 1914). Pp IS3L 
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11 E W Nelson. tn Eighteenth Rep^l of the Bureau of American 
Eihnabgfr Pari I,, p. 434. Som-timr* magic Km? acknowledge their duskily, 
especially tho« who have became ChmtTsn* In the D'Entamseam blintU a 
converted magician abantkmed hh doctoring and oi his own accord stood up 
Sunday in church and described his methods of healing. Some of she-natives were 
very ati*ry when they learned of the deedt which he lud practiced upon them. 
'Wt it hardly shook their faith hi ihe doctors who remained’' i D Jczituiiri and 
A ttaltantync, The Northern UEattetOflm** [Orlord, 1920], p- 140), A young 
woman in the Banks Island had a repotalion for healing toothache by menu of a 
charm which had been tatight her by an aged rclaiiv* Tlim itaecuaJL She would 
Lay certain leaf ypoti the In dnened tooih ami a I She amc rime would mutter a 
spell. When in course of iimt the pain jnbsuEfd. she wnnid take out Lhc Leaf, un¬ 
fold it, and show within it the little white maggot th*i had earned the trouble, 
"When Christian teaching began in the islands she made difficulty about dts- 
dusrng Hie secret. anil all laughed o?nr it together'’ fR. H. Codringtun, The 
Melon esiaru lOxfoni. im ], p 1W). A Barolonfi nun maker, who had derived 
some benefit frtan el imwf™arypi medicine* and cotssojuenily regarded him ai a 
magician and out of his own fraternity. isM to him, “ft ii only wise men who can 
be tain makers, for if t&iutre* very Rrcn wisdom to deceive to cmtiy." And lie 
added. “'Yon and I know that"1 (Robert Moffat, AfwfOJiiiry Labours Lind Scene* 
in Southern Africa | Loudon. 1842]. p 314). The Hereditary chief rain maker of 
the Bari tcmfosrd in an English officer that neither he m?r way of hi* smbianta 
really believed that they could make fain. But fitch father before them were 
supfOiftl to powes* thi* nm great power and lilE poijilc ascribed it ikf to SlMl 
"What, therefore, were they to do?” (F- Spire, "Rain Making in Equatorial 
Africa/' Journat if the African Sfrn'tty, No 1" 11905]* 30}, A Baugah sdtnrtf 
Arm? a spirit. or rsihe*. an animal pweiaed by a spirit* Into the corner of a 
hut, stabbed it there, and showed the blood upon hU spear. Hu son afterward 
eonfEued to a raksionarj that the blood had been produced by the sorcerer** 
scratching hi* miert gums. The Mnpdaitom of a imtfva hut makes it easy to 
carry out a trick of this kind (J* H- Week*. Amouo Ortpff CannibalT# pp. 284 Uh 
A misiiousry among lEie B-hkofljfO baptized a chief who bad once been a vCndpr 
of charms and who foe wmrraj year* had vigormuily pushed the i4ile of a new 
charm advertised as a wonderful protect ton against wftehcrafl It won him 
quite a modest fortune, but, as he afterward acknowlcdgedi he- did pivl himself 
believe as all in Eu i*ower- Nevertheless, in hif tmeomrerled state be always 
carried about Ids person othir charms to proirct hiuiMlI agairnE the %daktf xfre 
dreaded witcb^ (J. Van \STing. ''Eakongn Magk/* Journal of the Royal Anihr>^ 
pvtogical institute, LKXC [1941],, 95), Two Tsmc medicine men who were held 
in great Fejrifcr 51H1 wlfco nndnubtedJy Weft iut-Iligetll Ttten Confessed cm their 
j{cwthbcdi co a Qttlpriest ibl t.1101 had never bclkrocl in tbdr magical 
IrfPW’er drill !sad lung been srnEirpna to get cl oi thrir awkward litnatirm They 
persevered :u it. k^wn cT. because of the fear of univeriji reproof had they Riven 
it up ' People, They alleged, would liave CCnisirieml irietn ai n:eau aiirl stingy 
fellow I who rcftu&f k» help I fie sufferers vyheu liiey had the means fa >lu S3*’ 
(Julius Jcltc, uOn ihe Mdiriiw M^r. of she Ten's/ of the ftayal 
Amkrapulofficai tmlfl«4c. XXXVfl 11907]1761) Amoog |he Capper Eskimo 
Rasmussen met a very intelligent young womart wl® had once pcaetkrd as a 
jhaiinm but bad given up the pTof-cssiotL As she frankly admitted, the “could 
niH. He well mntwK." The other slsatnatti had 'chj-kIsE bs vain io tfkstiade her. 
saying. “Once you *laii tryirtfi and peOfdt ate listening, >rru on alm^^t alwayr 
hit tigxtfl wirelhEng" EKnud RajtmMStn, Intellectual Call arc j/ ike Capper 
Eskimos [Q»prn)agtru \9$2l H p. 30). Rip^t of $hr Fifth Thule Esfrttttifm, 
Vul. IX. Hurt are mmy liars in our calling,” declared a Gxukthi shimau to 
u RLilian inwHtaator (W. Baforii, m Memoirf of the America* JJu/rtim of 

Notumsi History, Xt. 429), 
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■ : \Y. E. Kolb, North Queensland Ethnography [SuUrtin, No. 5, p. 9. 

4-G. Home and G. Alston, .Tiito^f Life in tVnfroJ rfwtratia (London, 1924 5, 

jk 121 
^ F, E William*, OrplotiM .YociViy (Oxford, 1930) k pd- 293 L 

ii'W, W Skeaf, M*ky Sia*jie (London, 1900). p. GO. 

^ Hunter,. i!fV(jlE0H Jc tTciprijw^Jl (Ltindq^ 1936), p. 32. 

-*£. S Domain, "Rain Making in South Africa" Fditfa Sfrdlr-r* III (J?E7- 

29)* 119. 
4r En Casals, FAr UajkIoj. p. ^4- 

** R. C FMIFipt. "The Lower Congo; a Sctiologfcal StudyT Jou™) o/ tk* 
Anlhropitlogical Institute, XY1T (IftSS)* 220. 

« C K. Meek, The Northern Tribes of Nigeria (Oxford, 1925), IL 6& 

66 T, E. Bowdteh. J/itximt fmm CajV CVarf faitlr to (Umdon, 
LK19), p. 4.19. 

D3 Jamts Oialmtrs, FkimfTmff in Nrttf (2d td.r London* 1807). fiu. 

310. 317 I- 

u Sk J. H. P, (Hubert) Murray, Papua af To-do# (London, 1925L pp. 69 f 

M H. 1. llogbin, iLr^rrinKcaij in CipUaMkm (London* 1939), p. 37, 

3+ W, W. Skeal, of. fit-, pp* 41 L 

-= t Scbwelnwnrth* / Af Heart of Afrit,! i‘ Jd cd-F [jindon I378L \ J. 

250. 

tr* Gladys A, RdcharrL .Yocinf Lj/c n) ffcr iVind/o fndiurtr (New York* 1928)+ 

pp. 152 ff. 

** Vtlhlahntir Stebiu-scvn, tip- ffttw Pn KS L 

44 The Bsknngo believe so implicitly in (Jidr witch ikdof that wlwa be de¬ 
clares a <a*c of illness to be incurable and itut the patient will die, this Mtn- 
wabty" happens- His friends begin at once ia prepare for ibr funeral, dig a 
grave, and ftnnnran bii relative* to the ubstquMS. See J. H_ Weeks, ,4iwonff the 
Primitive Bakonga* ji* 217, For oilier instinct of the docrur's fatal profumtice- 
mans set Charles Chewing Hack rn the Stone Age The Natives of Centra! 
Australia (Sydney, J9j6)k p. 63; J* Sicber. Dir H'me (Berlin, 3923)* p. 31 (tam¬ 
er wn=) ; G- Ealindcr, Dir Indiawr dpr trapischen Schn^egehkgr (StuUgart, 
I92|lp p. 139 (Arhiwo-spcakjng: Indian* of Colombia). 

** Expressed in mcdiral language. a ffmiibent and profound emotional state, 
ilw result of mieontrDlbiile fear on the tr-art of the subject is fallowed by a 
riisMtmkU fall of blood pressure, ending in dcuih Lank of food and drink 
Morales uHtb the daman bkM emotioiuJ effects t^> induce list fatal iTntc»nmf. See 
W- B. Cant ton r‘J Voodr^ Death, "* fl4«aeriraPi Anthropohflist fni,, 1942), XLlV, 
169-01. 

■n‘ W a. Ro|hB EthwAoBml Studies flm^no the NoTfh-Wfit-Ctntral 
Jsxptd Aborigines (Brisbane, 1397), p. 154: id an. North Qutfnrinr.l Etkttuyrophy 
Battrtin, No. 5, p. 28% 

41 Spencer and Gillen, The JVafrrv Tribes of Central Amstratiom p. 5J7. Cf. 
F, ). Gillen* "Majsic aEison^st tlie Nathres of Central AustrsEb," Report of the 
Eighth Meeting of thf ^tfjrfrmWiTK Aisr.ihihpn (hr Advancement of Science 
(19O0i)4 ji 315 The case was reported by Professof E. C SurlenB of a robust 
man who was wounded in the part of the thigh hy a spear that had been 
“«uj£,"* He died without the uUtrvttilhjn at any Mir^kal compl^aiinn that 
eotiiij be detcet«L In iiEolher ease* reported Dr. Gurri^ ihe poat morttm ol a 
man who hsid died after beme pomting revealed no tuacrowcofne lesimi m sny 
inrjjan Set J* B. Qeland, ^'Disease ainongri liic Ausiraiiari Abon^bes," Journal 
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of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene. XXXI (1928). 2331 Hubert Ba«dmv (TA* 
riurrn?Vfa* AhoripfiHjJ [Adelaide, 1925 ]H ppr \7Rf.) describe* vividly the pitabk 
stale of a native who discovert that lie fa bring nr has been hrmed 

13 C. W_ Aid, riL, p. 101. referring: the tribes e>i -southeastern Papua. 

"E B. Kltev. Amumg Papuan Headhunters (_ Loudon, 1925), p. 2BQ. 

** A, I Hoplrinj* c£. dt * P- 20S, Court proceed Lnp against 3 wreerrr living 
in i village not far from RahauL New Britain, revealed a ease of tlianatomama 
as the result of a spell cast by him, Sec CaraBiw Mytingcr, J7radhiwtintf m Mr 
-Sutomoit ij/jJidV 4srpuj«f Mr Cffral Sea (New York. 1942), pp. 359-41. 

tlJ Berlins!i! Sceaixmn, Fill (Cambridge, 1862), p. 190. According to the 
missionary. Thorns = Willhnm a Fijian who Iran:* that bLm;k mug fa has been 
worked against him will lie down ort his. mat and die through fear {Fyi and Mr 
Fi/hinr [3d ed,. London. 1870]. p. 210) 

M C S- Stcmtd, /™rndi fi/ j in Mr Smidwieh {stands during ikt 
Yean 1S2J, M2«L JmJ IK2j (Urndon, 1828), pp. 264 1 

** S, P. Smith, ’Tile ’TohungV-Maori** 7‘mnjuci^rtj jm.7 Pwr.’danat of 
Mr ,Yrw Zealand Inttimir. XXXII (1899), 2*4 S« alio W. H Goldie, -Maori 
Medical Lore/ iWl, XXXVII (1904 j, 77 fE 

** EL \V Elkin gtoti. TAr ^dter^r 5ojiiA 5>jw ^London. 1907), pp, ^9L 

"n E. W. Smith and A- M Dale, 7"Ar Properj cf Northern 
Rhodesia (London. 1920), II, 97 f 

"Jofan Rofitoe, ^Magk and Its tWr," FoTh-Ure. XXXTV (19m, 32L 
Roscocal&o reports on cactnent authority the case of a Sudanese soldier on Lake 
Albert who believed himself to he dying from a hmt which another soldier 
had placed by majrk te bis throat Alter the maiit death no trace of anytime 
in lifa throat tonhl be found (for- fit.), 

T1 A. G Leonard, TAr Lower Niger and In Tribes (London. 1906), ;>, 257, 
Leonard recordi iu tome detail the case of a young fho who lost two children, 
preswruiblj by sorcery, aH then himself died under the belted that he had been 
Switched (pr 258), 

T1J W. BiltrV, Aw*it L'nfotmw Eskimo (London, 1923}, pp- 228ff. 

T| Hypnotiim, which is ruggestion raised to the nth degree, -cents to be 
practiced at least cccatiimaflv by magician^. When suceesrful in producing such 
pteHrarteca a* anesthesia and catalepsy Et would undoubtedly Con firm 1J !4* belief 
m niagk. lint the evidence for ft fa both scanty and unsatisfactory in character. 
The Maori tithak*.j ,Hceriamfy mol to have had the ability to make penpte be¬ 
lieve that they had seen things which as a nutter of fact did nut exEif. I I user 
heard of mimeroui in stances nf thii strange power, mcscneri = m OT hj-plKHk sug- 
geiikn or whalever it may k and rt baa not yet beeji quite Lost to ti-e race'1 
I'Jiimes Cowan. The Maoris of Nm 2*mtamd [Chrisltdmrrh. New Zealand^ 191DL 
p. 120. According to another authorttr dse liaori were actpiainEcat with a'un»n 
iorm oi hypnottim and sekipathv.-" See 5, I\ Smith, ^Tbc Evils of 'Makuhip or 
Wiiditraft/ Jin>rnol of the PtriymtBtm 5witty, XXX J192JJ, 172) Bavenda 
magidam pcssess "undouketT' hvpnolic ability, "fostered by hit die with 
whkh Ihe w'ijj ol tiw hypnotist it impe ded rm the weaker minds of his hrper- 
credttimis dientT (U, A SlayL The fldtWd fLaniLm. I9JiJr p 300'>. The 
Lon^i? mrcerer. i< fa lairl, ha* oltcn great powifi of hypnotism over himself it 
well u fjilstr jmplt hHc dflifiks himself ijtiii.c as much u his fellow trtau or 
womin” rSir H. H, Johnston, (7for^f Grmfrtt and tkf Cpnga f London, 19<)S]t 
If. 459)i In tbe Niger Delta many magician* are witli the eami*e of 
hypnotitni, opccfaliy thmt of Fernando F® (P. A, Talbot, TWhra &f the Arftfrr 
DjdrLL flkirdr^v, 19i2], pp. Ufti). An American amhropc4oKiit, attending a 
Wichita dance, notked a subject who offered unuiuil resistance to ihe RtHLgirmn ?. 
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efforts to hypnotist: tier. He waved a black handkerchief before ber eya and 
liicii an p^Et\ wing. After a iiru^glc which lasted half an ht»urh during which 
time she trembled as il in agony and tried to brace heiself t-j avoid frUtA& the 
wcTnati finally collapsed its j rigid stale, as other dancers had done (James 
Mooney, as retried in Antkr&ptfo&irt In-*-, XVII, $21}> 
This authority believed that an entire aatftmcf of Indians might he hypnotized 
during such it performance ai ihe Ghost Dance,, when the objects became 
hysterical At the Ghost LlAiKt as found among ilw ArauadKi ami Clrcyenne in 
t&VO lie milked IJm young women were usually hut to be affected, then older 
women. and finally men. About three women to one man proved to be susceptible 
subject*. They *eemed to be usually A* Strang mid healthy AS averse members 
of the Tribe. Not every irarier in tbt Ghost Dance coutd Itur people in the hypnotic 
sleep, hoi anyone miEhi try to do so tf lie fell that he possessed the necessary 
jK.^pr, See James Mooney, “The Ghost Dunce Religion,' Fourteenth Annual 
Report d/ the tturrju «■/ Awrffo* Ethnote&j, Part II, pp. 923 ft. 



Chapter XVII 

THE ROLE OF MAGIC 

JMagic, both white and black, both beneficent and maleficent, 
presents itsdf as ail inchoate, unorganized mass of beliefs and 
practices, traditional in character and uncontrolled by experience. 
Its only logic is that of assumed possibilities, and these arc forever 
incapable of verification. The results of a magical operation, 
when not accounted for by mere coincidence, can always be ex¬ 
plained as due to the effects of suggestion, aided by whatever real 
knowledge the magician happens to possess. Magic is necessarily 
barren, and as such it ts for us a pseudo science. This note of 
futility it shares with all other erroneous beliefs and practices 
which wider knowledge of causation has at length dispelled. 

As a pseudo science magic belongs to a realm where what hap¬ 
pens often seems to be the result of pure chance or accident and 
where man's practical measures—his technical devices and pro¬ 
cesses—arc never certain of fruition. Magic offers him a way of 
dealing with force? and phenomena tliat otherwise appear inca¬ 
pable of control or are believed to contain an element of mystic 
danger dial must be removed or nullified. Thus the economic 
activities with which magic is chiefly concerned include hunting, 
fishing, gardening ("hoc cultivation"), cattle breeding, and the 
art of sailing, whereas such homely occupations as food collecting, 
fire making, the manufacture of utensils, and house building, 
whose outcome is regarded as completely within human capacity, 
arc seldom attended by magical rites. A system of m3gic may 
be very extensive and woven into the fabric of society, but 
it is always no more than supplementary 10 the routines of every¬ 
day life. 

Women of the Kimberley tribes in ‘Western Australia use no 
magic, either in their foraging activities or in their ordinary 
domestic concerns,* In the Trobmnds die most reliable method 
of fishing—that by the use of poison—lias no magic whatever, 
whereas fishing with seine nets on the lagoon (a fitful pursuit) 
and die dangerous fishing for shark in the open sea are both 

49? 
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associated with magical rites, in the latter case those of a public 
character. Again, the small canoes used for transport in the 
lagoon and the estuaries of creeks require no magic to be per¬ 
formed over them, hut the larger boats employed in overseas 
expedition:; must be made safe and speedy by magical rites. The 
processes of industrial manufacture are likewise unaided by magic, 
though it is sometimes resorted to for inspiration in artistic 
carving.3 In Dobti Island, where success in life is success in 
magic, the spells used to produce pregnancy are "the one isolated 
instance"" of magic being used to secure an effect which it is 
recognized may also occur naturally/ The Azande of the Anglo- 
Egyptian Sudan have no medicines to promote the growth of a 
large number of plants; about any of these plants they say nks 
medicine is in the earth alont." They' also lack medicines associ¬ 
ated with various crafts, such as the making of shields, baskets, 
pois. and drums, as well as hut building and thatching.* 

The social utility of white magic seems to be. within limits, 
real and considerable. The magic worker acquires confidence in 
the happy issue of his Undertakings, and confidence is a most 
excellent thing provided it leads to no slackening of one's efforts 
but rather intensifies them. In an unfavorable environment such 
as that of the island of Mala (Makita) in the Solomons, where 
timber rots quickly in the hot, damp climate and where bad 
weather and insect pesis so often combine to spoil the crops, the 
belief that by magical rites these obstacles can be overcome helps 
to put things right and supplies driving power for a people notori¬ 
ously lazy and unthrifty/ When among the Eakgaffa of the 
Bethtmmland Protectorate, a pastoral as welt as an agricultural 
t ribe, a persistent drought kills off the cattle f rom lack of water or 
forage, or when an epidemic breaks out and destroys the herds, 
the native falls back on magic to reinforce his efforts to cope 
with the calamity and restore him to hopefulness and equanimity/ 
So also with the evils, no Iras awful because so often imaginary, 
which For primitive thought invest the world. If these are 
not distinctly envisaged, oik- can learn about diem by a resort to 
divination in its many varied forms and then lake tile proper 
measures to avoid or nullify than. If, on the other hand, they 
are known, "medicines" may he available as safeguards against 
them. In many wrays the Vai magician (in Liberia)H "calms the 
troubled soul and gives peace to him who is besieged on every 
hand by wicked, invisible, and malignant spirit*/r* *Tt is almost 
impossible/1 declares an observer of the GtiiaEia tribes, "to over- 
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estimate the dreadful sense of constant and unavoidable danger 
in which the Indian would live, were it not for his trust in the 
protecting power of the 'peatman V'* 

White magic also serves in no slight degree as an integrating 
and organizing factor in primitive society. We have already 
seen how the "good" medicine man or shaman, in addition to 
hts strictly magical functions and his activity in combating the 
machinations of sorcerers, often leads his group in the pursuits 
of both peace and war. When he is not the titular leader, he is 
usually at the right hand of the chief and not seldom the power 
behind the throne. In general, lie is the trusted custodian of 
social regulations and taboos, the champion of everything old and 
therefore tried and tested, the sturdy upholder of the traditional 
ways. It is natural to find him the strongest opponent of mis¬ 
sionary effort and the newfangled ideas and practice^ introduced 
by intercourse with Europeans, The witch doctor of the Bomvana 
(in Cape Colony) works to preserve the tribal customs. To him 
belongs the dread power of accusing of witchcraft those who 
flaunt them, and an accusation is usually followed by a verdict 
of guilty. Sometimes for good reason he sanctions a departure 
from time-honored observances. What he then orders to be done 
the people accept as necessary and beneficial, such is his influence 
over them.' The magician of the Bari tribes of the Anglo-Egyptian 
Sudan is undoubtedly a power making for social cohesion. Many 
of tbe ceremonies in which he lakes a prominent part not only 
inspire confidence but help to maintain the unity of the family 
and of larger social groups.** Tile Bakongo magician is largely 
resftfmsible for maintaining the continuity of native life. When 
baffled in curing a person he often ascribes his failure to a broken 
taboo or a slighted “country custom."11 

Tile belief in black magic, we have already learned, may exen 
some influence in repressing antisocial attitudes and activities. 
The extensive use of sorcery to protect both communal and 
private property affords a further instance of a practice, harmful 
io those affected by it, but directed toward ends that can only be 
described as socially beneficent. 

Magicians comprise the only leisure class in the lower culture, 
as well as a class distinguished by superior intellectual attain¬ 
ments. They are able, therefore, to devote time and ingenuity 
to inquiries whose practical outcome has sometimes been the 
increase of knowledge. The weather magician becomes something 
of a meteorologist; another magician studies the changing aspects 
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of the heavens and forms the earliest calendars; another acquires 
a special familiarity with the ways of wild animals: still another 
|tarns about the properties of drugs and minerals. Their primary 
purpose is the acquisition of mure magic to satisfy importunate 
clients, hut real discoveries are made by them as a sort of by¬ 

product of their magical activities. 
This development may he most clearly noted in the art of 

healing. Some primitive doctors arc reported to possess a large 
stock: of plants with undoubted medicinal properties. It seems 
highly probable that such plants or many of them were originally 
selected in accordance with the time-honored doctrine of ’‘signa¬ 
tures,’’ a fancied connection between their shape, coIot. or other 
characteristics and particular ailments being taken to indicate their 
value as medicines.11 Their haphazard application would in time 
lead to the discovery that some of them really helped the patient; 
lliese would come into more and more use and at length take a 
recognized place in the pharmacopoeia.'1 Primitive medicine, how¬ 
ever! it always deeply involved in magic. Azandc doctors, for 
instance, know and use more than a thousand drugs derived from 
plants, but in treating sickness and disease they do not differentiate 
between drugs with a real therapeutic value and those without it: 
in other words, their kecheraft confounds techniques which w-e 
call empirical with those w'hich we call magical. They themselves 
do not recognize any qualitative difference between the two cate¬ 

gories.11 
Where the belief in sorcery is rampant, this tends to impede 

or even prevent any advance In medical knowledge. Thus among 
the Congo tribes, hv whom all sickness, or at least all serious sick¬ 
ness. is attributed to sorcery, it follows as a natural consequence 
that there is practically no knowledge of medicinal plant*.1* 
Similarly among the natives of South Africa "their universal 
belief in witchcraft has ted to the almost entire neglect of the art 
of healing by medicines. 

It is wdl known that some therapy tic measures, employed by 
primitive peoples afford real help to nature in her cures. Massage, 
cupping, blistering and cauterizing, fomentation, the vapor bath, 
emetics, and purges all find occasional use. They represent scien¬ 
tific procedures, real discoveries which have been hit upon, more 
or less accident ally, by the doctor in the course of his treatment. 
Here, again, magic is mingled with common sense. Some of the 
Queensland tribes, for example, treat snakebite by suction of the 
wound, cauterization, and ligatures "to stop the blood come up," 
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but the magical services ef a doctor are also required to make 
sure or the patient's recovery.5' 

The medicine man and the shaman were the first to discover 
the role which mental factors play m the treat merit of various 
ailments. The doctor impresses his personality upon the very 
susceptible patient by his cm dan dish trappings, grotesque gestures, 
unintelligible utterances, and a "bedside manner" which radiates 
calm confidence in his ability to relieve or cure. As for the 
patient, he co-operates a1 every step with the doctor, confessing 
freely and at length any sins which may have been responsible for 
the visitation, submitting without a murmur to ihe treatment, 
however unpleasant or painful, and accepting cheerfully any bur¬ 
densome restrictions laid upon him. In this connection the fact 
should be recalled that frequently the doctor will not treat a case 
which to his more or less experienced eyes appears hopekss or one 
for which the ordinary' suggestive measures arc inapplicable. No 
doubt conscious use of suggestion must be excluded from the doc¬ 
tor's treatment. In his own eyes, as in those of the patient, lus 
success is entirely attributable to his occult power**1 

There is grxxl reason to believe that magic has had a not in* 
considerable parr in the early development of the fine arts. En¬ 
gravings. paintings, and sculptures are often employed for magical 
purposes. This practice goe^ back to the cave men of the Stone 
Age, who sought through pictorial representations to gain control 
over the animals they hunted. The more realistic stich repre¬ 
sentations tile more occult power would be attributed to then]. 
Curiously enough, a magical dement is almost wholly lacking 
from the decorative an of the American Indians. The Latin word 
carmen, a spell and then a song, bears witness to the magic of 
sung or cltanted speech. To describe something in words as ac¬ 
curately as possible is to influence it magically. With words the 
magician stnnmons rabbits out of empty hats and spirits from 
the vasty deep. Rhythm p assonance, and rhyme, as these develop* 
reinforce flic magical character of words. The constant use by 
medicine man and shaman of those primitive instruments, the 
drum am] the tattle, testifies to the early association of music with 
magic. Dance and dramatic spectacle often represent wished-for 
events in nature and in human life, but it is difficult, if not impos¬ 
sible, m ilirtinguish the occult potency ascribed to ihem from their 
purely secular use as an organized pastime. In various parts of 
the world games art played, especially by agricultural peoples, to 
promote the growth of the crops. How ever, the magical character 
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of a performance can seldom be separated from its recreative 

aspects.11 
More terrain ty attaches to the magical origin of many orna¬ 

ments of both men and women in primitive communities. These 
?cem to have been often worn tor adornment only after having 
served as amulets against illness, sorcery, or other misfortunes or 
as talisman; to bring good luck. It has been pointed out in the 
case of amulets how frequently they are worn at or near the various 
Openings of the body, through which evil influences or evil spirits 
mi gilt enter or the soul escape or be drawn forth. Magical prop¬ 
erties are still ascribed to various ornaments such as coral, amber, 
mother-of-pearl, and especially gems, whose medicinal and other 
virtues have been attributed to them in accordance with the doctrine 

of signatures. 
The importance which the beliefs and practices of magic assume 

varies greatly from one cultural area lo another. They are seldom 
completely absent anywhere, but some peoples are more "unsophis¬ 
ticated in superstition” tlian others. Thus divination as a devel¬ 
oped art is far from universal. The Australian aborigines, for 
instance, know little about it and use it rarely. Its forms are also 
m„ch less complicated and elaborate in America than in the Old 
World. We have already learned that black magic or sorcery is 
sometimes resorted to only occasionally, and the .same holds true 
of white magic ('other than divination) in more tlian one com¬ 

munity. 
The Murngin and surrounding tribes of Arnhem land. North¬ 

ern Territory, have a profound belief in magic as a power that 
cun benefit and cure or harm and destroy. However, the northern 
dan;, of the Murngin lack magicians of any kind. Hence mem¬ 
ber? of these clans must travel to the south or west for treatment 
bv practitioners of white magic, though such visits are compara¬ 
tively rare. When the clansmen believe that they have been be¬ 
witched by outsiders, there is no sorcerer among them to whom 
they can appeal for [ punitive measures against the offenders, "It 
is analogous to knowing the effects of heavy artillery but not 
[>">raring it,”1'1 The Mountain Arapesh. a Papuan tribe, make 
some use of spells and magical herbs, but these are so little re¬ 
garded that fathers do not always trouble to teach thdr sons the 
magic which they know. Also, there is always present with the 
A rapes!} die "comfortable belief” that a person without magic can 
probably get on just as well as a person with it,*1 The Sentani 
of Netherlands New Guinea are described as being poor in magical 
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rites.” In Tikopia, an island included within the Melanesian area 
but an outpost of Polynesian culture, magic is completely absent. 
Tf it existed there formerly, the isolation of the island may have 
allowed it to become extinct.11 Among the Kayan, Ken yah, Fu- 
nanr and Sea Davak (fban ) of Borneo magic is in a neglected and 
backward slate, as also among some of the Kkmantan tribes of 
the interior. However, some of lire coastal KJemantan cultivate it 
assiduously.*' Among the Semang of the Malay Peninsula, magic 
has nothing like the importance which it assumes among their non- 
Malay neighbors, the Sakai and Jakun.41 The Chenchus, an ab¬ 
original jungle people ot Hyderabad, know no magical means to 
bring success in hunting or in collecting wild fruits and nuts, 
although these occupations have always been their chief reliance 
tor a livelihood. Nor do they employ magic in connection with 
cattle breeding or with their sporadic efforts at raising millet and 
maize. Sorcery is only occasionally practiced, probably as the 
result of contacts with neighboring Hindus and Moslems, and 
divination b likewise but little used. In short, magic seems to have 
a very inconspicuous place in the cultural life of the Clienehus.1’ 
Magic plays a small pan in the life of the Vedda Among those 
natives who have not been much exposed to Singhalese influence 
it seems to be almost entirely lacking," Apparently there is little 
that can properly be called magic among the Dinka of the Anglo- 
Egyptian Sudan.” Neither white magic nor black magic is prom¬ 
inent among the Bambute Pygmies of the Congo.” The Bach w a 
Pygmies are said to have adopted some magical beliefs and prac¬ 
tices from the neighboring Nkundu Negroes, but only in a tenta¬ 
tive way. They wear various kinds of charms around their 
wrists to bring good luck in hunting and to avert the spells of 
sorcerers.*" Other scattered Pygmy groups in Africa are described 
as either unfamiliar with the use of charms or as using them 
sparingly.*' Among the Polar Eskimo the magical art is not so 
highly devclojied as among the Eskimo oil [he easi coast of Green¬ 
land, where the struggle for existence is bitter and never-ending. 
The Polar Eskimo, by contrast, are comparatively prosperous. 
Sea and land provide them with food in abundance and with 
reasonable certainty, sn that periods of famine or semisiarvation 
art unusual. They do not need, therefore, to resort constantly to 
magic or appeal to spiritual powers for alleviation of their lot.” 

It is of interest to point out that among the primitive peoples 
little concerned with magic are some who rank very low in the 
scale of culture, including the Negritos of the Malay Peninsula 
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(Semang), the Ytdda of Ceylon, the Chenchus of India, and the 
Pygmies ot Africa. In New Guinea some tribes arc described as 
being by no means magic-ridden. In aboriginal Australia, on the 
other hand* both white and black magic finds universal acceptance. 

Magical beliefs and practices disappear but slowly under the 
impact of Eurojiean culture introduced by missionaries* traders, 
and government officials. The aborigines of Queensland have still 
a firm faith in the efficacy of magic, "Even Christianized blacks 
cannot shake it off/*1* In spite of the (act that the islanders of 
Torres Straits have long since accepted Christian teaching, they 
perform occasionally their rain-making ceremonies,** In Dohu 
Island, where for forty years the missionaries have stoutly op¬ 
posed the idea that without certain spdb and riles no garden 
will bear, nevertheless these rite? are deemed necessary and are 
never omitted/* In the Solomon [-lands sorcery steim to be 
almost impossible of eradication. “The white man thinks it is 
rubbish," say the natives, lfbtit we know it h true."11 Ot all the 
beliefs of the Fijians witchcraft exerts the strongest influence on 
their mind*. 41 Mm who laugh at the pretensions o! the priest 
tremble at the power of the wizard; and those who become Chris¬ 
tians lose this fear last of all the rdics of their heathenism/7** 
By the pre-European Maori few occupations could lit properly 
undertaken without a magical accompaniment Agriculture and 
fishing, in particular, were embedded in a setting of magic. Now 
that several generations have passed since the old beliefs were 
first challenged these have largely fallen into desuetude. Yet even 
now there are districts where much fishing magic is still prac¬ 
ticed.M Among the Bcdnmna tribes, generally, sorcery continues 
to be dreaded and, in spite of education and other civilizing influ¬ 
ences, to rank as an important factor in the life of the people.*1 
Thus in the Bakgatla tribe "many a man who has long abandoned 
ancestor worship in favor of the Gospels, or perhaps never even 
known the old tribal cult, yet feels it necessary to have himself 
and his family, his huts, his cattle, and his fields, regularly 
'doctored' to ensure good health and prosperity- The belief in 
sorcery is also vigorous.1"** After twenty-five years of evangeli¬ 
zation among the Babcmha of Northern Khodcsia the Christian¬ 
ized native still manifests an extraordinary fear of sorcerers and 
attributes most cases of sickness and death to Lheir activity/1 It 

was ihe considered opinion of a missionary authority that were 
the restraints against witchcraft introduced by European gov¬ 
ernments in West Africa to be removed the witch doctors, who 
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are rarely converted to Christianity, would promptly reestablish 
themselves, along with the poison ordeal and execution of sus¬ 
pected witches.*1 By the Iroquois Indians magic is even yet 
accepted as something real and powerful. A very intelligent 
Indian, the "best Christian " whom our authority ever met among 
them, tofd her soberly of marvels he himself had wrought; *JHe 
had stayed the flames of a burning church by holding forth his 
right hand. He had lamed for life a man who was stealing cher¬ 
ries by pointing his finger at him. Few bad Indians came into 
his presence without begging him not to H bewitchr them.1**4 The 
Brilacoolti of British Columbia, it is sasdr have not rdirupikheil 
their belief in magic after a century of contact with white men/1 

Religious and moral teaching, together with instruction in 
elementary science, may be counted upon, slowly* but surely, to 
get rid of much white magic among primitive j>cop1c$. or to 
reduce irP as among ourselves, to pale and inconsequential sur- 
vivals, Even the weapon of ridicule may be usefully employed to 
undermine faith in the efficacy of magic for rain making, garden 
growing, fishing, and the like. In Central Australia, for instance, 
the aborigines often have their magical notions shattered as the 
result of the contemptuous attitude toward them displayed by 
white settler^** 

To deal reasonably and justly with black magic in such areas 
as New Guinea, Melanesia, and Negro Africa, where to the na¬ 
tives it is a potent and dreadful reality, presents many difficulties 
for the European administrator. These are, indeed, a part of the 
much larger problem of the relations of the "higher" races to the 
"lower” throughout much of the w orld. In former days a person 
suspected of witchcraft was usually put to death hy the outraged 
neighbors or by direction of the chief; now the while man's law 
punishes the slayers, who, according to native thought, have only 
performed their necessary and obvious duty. It is even made a 
penal offense to impute the practice of sorcery against anyone. 
From the native point of view' the law. instead of repressing the 
black art; actually encourages it by removing all fear of punish- 
ment on the part of witches, who, consequently, tend to multiph 
their nefarious activities. Usually the more respectable and seri¬ 
ous-minded members of a community have the greatest detestation 
of witches. They fed most deeply, therefore, the dilemma in which 
they are placed by the arrival of the European with his regulations 
which do not recognize the existence of witchcraft and punish 
murder only when there is the evidence of material facts to prove 
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it. Furthermore, the witch doctor, who formerly performed his 
duty of “smelling out" witches openly and with popular sanction, 
is now driven to carry on his operations secretly or in holes and 
comers. To the native he is a public benefactor; in the eye of 
the law he is a criminal. Tile situation which thus arises was 
well stated in the complaint of a prominent magician of the Roro- 
s peaking tribes to a governor of Papua; "If a man falls sick, his 
family come to me and ask me to make him well. If I don't do 
something for him they say. ‘Tata Ko. the sorcerer, desires to 
kill our brother," and they are angry and will perhaps try to kill 
me. If I do give them something they insist on paying me well 
for it; should I refuse to take their presents they woutd not under¬ 
stand it. and they would think I was trying to loll their friend, 
but when I do take wliat they give me, you arrest me on a charge 
of sorcery or blackmaiL”** So among the Fondo of South Africa 
the <^tl men speak bitterly of how witches now work their will 
with impunity ami bring much sickness to the land. In the good 
old days they were in terror of the law and consequently restrained 
themselves. “Ii the Government did not interfere there would 
l* few people using familiars. The Government is not troubled 

itself, so does not care.”*f 
It has been suggested that if the present penal laws relating 

to witchcraft are retained there should be coupled with diem the 
provision of reservations to which people who have been duly 
“convicted,’’ by their fellows, of practicing the black art could 
lie exiled and allowed to live undisturbed. No doubt the “witches" 
themselves would welcome such an arrangement,*" But before 
the sorcerer can be reduced to com para live impotence and with 
him ihc witch doctor, who under present conditions is really an 

mdispensahte functionary, it will be necessary' to educate the 
belief in sorcery out of the people by giving them some insight 
into the real causes of sickness, death, and natural calamities. 

Magic must rank among the greatest of man’s delusions, hi 
the presence of the unknown and the disconcerting die magician 
does not investigate critically, but is content with an explanation 
that appeals to his imagination. He builds an airy fabric of fancy 
and discovers in die external world sequences of cause and effect 
which are nonexistent. He thinks that he understands them and, 
self-reliant and imperturbable, would turn them to his own benefit. 
Thus an element of the capricious and the incalculable enters into 
alt his activities. Considered in the large, magical beliefs and 
practices have operated to discourage intellectual acquisitiveness, 
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to nourish vain hopes that can never be realized, and to substitute 
unreal for real achievement in the natural world. Between Lite 
methods of magic and die methods of science how impressive the 
contrast! The choke of one or the other has long confronted 

humanity, 
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blood and parti 4f art articiul which Ms much Wood of hiredi wily. nai* thr*c 
together* bam them into a powder, and then administer lire remedy both in¬ 
terna Ely and externally (Mrs E } Krsge, The Social System of the Zulus 
fLondon, 3936]. p- 334). Hie Aa&nde say. HWt me luch-und-such A plant ht- 
cause it b like itach^fuLsneb i thing/* The ripe fruit af the Turn run. round, 
velvety, and lull oE milky i-ar>, Sulv s resemblance to die brnst of a woman who 
has jilst home s child; hence its root is given to her in an infusion if slie bties 
an ideqrute ntpply of milk. The fruit ol die d'ir-;yj- resembles the human icrotum; 
H Is therefore burnt so Unit ill ashes may provide a curt for scrotal hernia ar.d 
flcphamtatk The reddish pitches conipictKJUS on the trunk 0* Use Jtn«^w tree 
resemble the patches that appear In attuicous lepnwy; coosequeutly the tree 
tirmbhei a remedy against this diteue (E E Evssns-PTitcimrd, cp. til, pp 
4491). 

11 An aiithrofhologiit who worked among the Qwctuknd aborigines found 
them using more than forty plant*, some of whkh had imdonbtcd remedial virtue 
(W. E. Roth, North Queensland Ethnography Bulletin, No. 5, pp- 38 if->. A entn- 
p-.iri-.ivn between ihe Cher-.-kee pharmacopoeia and the l"nilH State = Dispen^Mry 
revealed (iut of twenty remciiies mvei.tigated r've Ira^ pronouncesJ therapeutic 
vahsc, while three isort were pos-uhly t-afuablr i!jimcs Mooney, "Sacred Formic 
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of ,kc nwruktw.1' Seventh Annual Report t>l the Bureau of JHtowia$y, pp. 

5».> &EE--«**“tfrr-Tk 
y^icinc «l the Apache, tfwffc -4nnw4il &N*1- p- «U- 

it e, E- Evans-Fritciwnt a,?, at, PP 482* 492, ^4- 

sa W. H. Bentley, jPfajupjTiiiff CenffQ (Lrawldif *900), i 
14 juim Mirfean* j4 CvJiv^AHlhHi fff Ci*iln«u (Mmint C««. 

Sotuh AJrici* 1858). p. 88, 
uW E Roth EfAnoi'ujirdJ ^hirftF^ among ih* jVorfA*[t ^ 

w XwffiW (Briibanf, 1397). p- 161; idem. North Queensland Eiknovroph? 

Bulletin, K*. 5, p- 42- 
m * ¥crv eqropetait medical authority describes a case of «*»»*?" whieii 

came under lESSS-l while in Nigeria It 
Who tod been treated for three w«ks at the Native Hospital ,n W Wito 
The critic tod tong jm«d. the physical sum. ol illtitss ««e ctearitg UP, a* 
to ordinary rales the man should have improved daily. On the contrary, to got 
wurie ami hi* death seemed inevitable- At the tart moment our authority 
Mn, fur tlie patient's own doctor, wfe® arrived when the man seemed montond. 
The two retositoed each other, however. The doctor then earned out to* nhia 
burned an evil-smelling "ine™*- and wsg a low ch«« ^ ^ 
now and again made a (eeiile response Gradually ins pulse, from a.. 
flicker Studied to a regular toit; he eot totter rapidly, and by the end of the 
day he was out of danger. Tto doctor, dccluun* a fee. then look his 
ward (R, A- Bennett, "SitggtihOn and Common. Sente | London, I9«], PP- 

31 f Tin; Cluckajaw Indian* stmirtimis use group suggestion for curative pur- 
Ba«a % lire is lighted before tto main doorway of tto patient* house (the 
doerway bring always toward die gooiUtoelf direction} and little caitei. adorned 
with ribbons, images, and other objects properly conjured by the doctor. "* 
ltBck in the ground near'ito fin. Ttoii the Hick man’s frtemto and acquaintance* 
assemble and dance between the fire and the house, while he himself sits in the 
doorway ami wmteto* the proceedings The vigorotts action* of die dancer* arc 
*tw.«d to energiM him and “drive away1’ his malady (J. It. hwamnn, •'1 lie 
Subjective Element in Magic,1’ Journal 0f the H'iMtftem Academy of Sand*. 
XVI \ 1926}, 197). 

itQn ibe magical aspecI nS games Guimur Landman, TA* At*™ la- 
PwtttT of British .Veto Cvsni (London, 1927). vp. 78i.; C Keysser. to R- N«i- 
hau«, Deuiieh Noumea (Berlin, IMI). HI, 1251 (KatJ; N Adr.am and 
A- c, Kmiit i?c Barff-iprtktndf Torad jus ;-un Middm-CHf^cs (RulfrVii, 
1912-14), IT. 248 L: A W, Mcuwcahuts, Quor durth Bowtr (Uf«lcnr 1904- 
1907), ir J67ft, 322 £1. (Kayan); J, IT. Hut™. Ar Srm-i AW- <Lt n^ 
19^1 )g 106; F. A. Tafhrt, Tfcr P«pTw of Saulhrm ftipwrt* (Uaftiii, 1926). til. 
816; Fraiu Boai+ in Btdhrun of iht Amencm of iVaiwraf XV 
tlWn 151, 161 (EskiTmi^ Scie aUo Strwart Culin, ^akmn at the Nprth 
America tr ttulbjis," r^ ^f^/osfcrfA ^ 0/ Affurwon 
Ethnology* p. 809, 

;c- VV. L. Warner, .4 W/tirJt CtuHfcsflQH (Hew York, 1937), pp. 193, 223. 

:s Mar pare; M r^i-1. in AnthTopotoghal Papers of thr Amman Mmfum crf 
h'otvral History, XXXVIIh 343. 448 

:: pmj Winy in vvor IruHs^r Taal-L&td-m Vvllfnk ^ndrr LX til 

<1923), 38. 
-i\V, H. K. Rivers Th* oJ Mrianritdn Js?«rly CCMbriilge, 1914), 

It 407. 420, 
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;* Cliirki Hose »ml William McDfwII^ The Pagan Tribes of Borne# 
(London, 3912), Ur 114; Char It* Hose, Afrtlbrnii/ Man (I.onrtriTi, 1926L si. 249. 

» W, W Sit-cat and c O Bladen, Fniiiin Races of the Malay Finintul* 
{Lm&w, 1906), L 340 U. m f 

-■ Christoph rna Fiircf^lajjwndotf. The Chmehus (London. 1943), pp. 

198 if 
5? C. C Seligmati &Etd Bremia 2, Setigman. TAr F/rfftar (Cambridge, 1911), 

p 190. 

a* hilcm, Fagan, Tnbrs of ike Nihil* Sudan, ji iWv 

ti Paul Schebtsia, rinwnp Con^a PytfjiuM (L<mdonh 1933L pp 1631 ‘How¬ 
ever, in j later work Faihtr Scheldt* declares I hat the BatubLie art more m\- 

dieted Ml 'Superstition anti maffcF than he had formerly fupppwi C^rririfi'fi.g! 
My Pygmy Hosts | London, 1936], p. 187) 

** Idem, My Pf$mf sun J AVflm Hurt* (LflniinrH 19J6K pp -36, 240. 

11 Atramdre U Roy. fo'tmfes (Paris. J928)h pp. 1801 (Bonis. Kenya); 
IB4* 187 (Ecku and Ajoogo. Gabim); 1S& (Sanh South Africa)* 

■= Knud Rasmussen, The Pevtl* of the Pc far North (London, lPOfcta. pp. 

1561 
jcjJin Maihew, Two Refrerrtilnfirr Tribes of Q net ml and « Londuu,, 1910), 

p. 173 

11 A c Hfltlcfon. in tffforu fr/ Cambridge Antkrotuhgieal Expedition 
io Tumi Straits, VI, 2001 (eastern bUmds). 

19 fL F, Fortune, *f. &L, p^ 106. 

1B Beatrice Blackwood, Roth Sides of Buka Passnpe (Oxford. 1935), p. 482 
f Bougainville and But a). However, in the island of Mala of Malaita tbr r-re- 
catriion* against sorcery are now bring given up by young people who have be¬ 
come Christians- They do rurl take the slighted tire in dispose of their food 
leayiui^, crcn when in the presence of he* then folk who are strangers to them. 
Acceptance of Christianity. (Iicy believe, renders a person utVoterablc to 
sorcery <H. L Hogbin. np, riL, jx 217). 

,T Thomas Wi3[jams, Fiji errrd the Fijians (3d *dr, LotjW, UvG), p 28k 
Cl Sir Br H. ThjmMD. The Ftjims (l-oudon, I90E), p. 164, 

** H_ B. Hawthorn* "The Maori ■ a Study in AcciiifufmlicniH<B Memoir* of the 
Americfin, Anthr^poitrpicfil riitfiViaiima* No. -64F pp. 58, 65, 70, $2 1 b-rr Iwhef in 
the nnikutu iwiiehdraft) is likewise’ by no means eariturt. A collet tor 
of Maori talcs ami traditions orare hnd ^ dmrRe of rcmfcwfw. laid igain^l himH 
lHaiail ihmp wen very uarm for a wIuUl” This waj in 1895, See Herrin 
Beartic; TiiErdo 7rafij i.Dnnediji, New ZoalaiHi I939K P- 93_ 

?s I. Sdajm, A Handbook of Tjuuhj Lutv aud Cujfflw (LmhJou* 1938)t 
pp. 2751 

Jlj .IfipTiref I*)/ in an African Tribe (Urnicm, 1941?, js 35. Cf- . 
"Cuttle Magic and Medicines oi rhe Becfiuanaland BakKatliC South African 
Jtmrmi fit Science, XXVII (1936), 5S7. 

*L EA I .l'. ! r t*. |iic. "La wftellrriv that its- Eabenlhj ” Anthre^i, XKKHf 
iim). 2dS. 

** R. H, Nassau. Fetiehism in I Vest Africa (New Ycirk, 19CM), pp. 124. 133. 
241. 

41 Mriv Zrminnie A. Smith, "Myth* oF the Iroqiutiij,^ Second .-IflMwjf Re¬ 
tort of the Ifu r/fin of Ethnologyt p. 68. 

** H* I Smithh "bitnpalhctie 3tagic acsd 'A itclicnifr am-^ng the BellastioU,** 
. /nirnn.".’Antkropoipyui (u.S.. 1925), XXVII. 116, 
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*c Charles Chewings. Bosk in the Stunt A&£. The Nuibm of Central Aus¬ 

tralia (Sydney, IP36), p., 151 
*■ Q G, Scliemic'i, The Mrlantsixns of British New Quinta (Caen bridge, 

p 2$0, *&nne Arap**h tit!age official mi-dent ttear Wtwiafc, actually 
indkird certain inardi=rcm3 sorcerers before an Australian mafriitrait Tl« 
edlpris&p though eomrktcd, frttnd emty brief terms q£ imprisonment, Sec R- F. 
Fortune, "Law and Force in Fdpmu SoeietfcsT /ffftmeo* Anibrop^loff%itw 

XLIX tn*. IW). 250 ff. 
Monica H unity, ftmfJnm iu iTon^wrii (Londtun 1936), p. 275. 

** F. H Mcfland, /* 'rich-bvund Africa (Lumkm, 1925^, p, 1^8. 
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Chief s and headmen, tnagfc?! functions 

of. 2$7, 2Sdr 2B9, 290-93, m, 302T 
JO: ritual killing or suicide of, in 
Africa, 292, 313; declare and en¬ 
force tabfjcr? imiKLsrng ebsd seasonir 

m W 
Chili1- Araueantans uf. 155, 09 
Chllhodn India ill, 309 
Chippewa, itt Ojibwa Indians 
Otirigtiano of Bolivia, 2D 
Choctaw I minu s, 414, 415 
Chumlf of Bolivia, 146, 30.1 
Cbvni of Guatemala, 21* 83, 05, 159, 

i?X 174 
Qiota ^aefnir. 153, 374; str ahn B:r- 

hor+ Ho, Kharia, Korwa, Munda* 
Oraun 

Chukchi of Siberia, 69, 89, 95, 96, 100, 
12J, 133. 159, 160, 193, 1W, 32ft 228> 
234, 242, 243, 230, 251. 266, 309. 476, 
477r 493 

tkarirnga, =acrtd sikhs ami stone* of 
the Central Australian aborigines, 4, 
132, 153, 417* 4 IS 

Closed seasons for plant* and animals, 
iommunal Uboo_=i safeguarding, 325- 

28 
Coast Mtirrtng of New Smith Wiles, 

Corlriiiflion, R, fL, 2. 24, 25 
CosnridentaJ! npccimcn, influence of, 

in ectnfinOTDtf the belief in jnagscr 

483-96 
ColainhUi. w Arhuas ^speaking In- 

diiiu. Boro, lea, Witota> V ah tuna 
Commi, xrr Camnu 
Ornipdtitivc exhibitions □! maxkbiH. 

261, 262. 276 
Confes&ktfu by suspected sorcerers, 

4J5^ 44^ 467 

Copper Eilirto, 234* 242 249p 250, 273. 
276. 493 

Cora of Mexico, 70, 71 
Corpse-rating, required of candidates 

for the m-agra) profr&s ion, 127, 223, 
234, 427„ 438; attributed to sorcerers, 
real and Imaginary, 127, 243* 269* 403, 
406. 497, 413, 415, 416, 42y, 4j4r 425, 
427, 432 

Ctrtttime and accessories of mii^iciacu, 
252-55, 274 

Cree Indians, 283 
Creek Indian*. 62, 125, 136, 26L m 

*164 
Craw tndkni, 22, 23* 70, 245, 261 

Cyicstec of Mftico, 155 
Cutnana, VetMoeb, 361 
Cuna of Panama. 68, 103, 245, 251 
Cursed and. tuning, 104-9, 118, 119* 

166, 177 

Dahomey, 19, J2, 43 ; Iff aha Ewe 
Dakota f Sinus} Indians, 34, 95, L92> 

193, 270* m 
Darantultm, Australian Nigh god* 203 
Death, -caused by sorcery, 355, 369. 

370: divination to discover the guilty 
sorcerer. 4443-44 

Death fiiadntu tLhanalutnania), 486- 

89, 404, 495 
D'Entrecasteaux Islands, 47. 99r 117, 

134, 184* 2J9, 323. 346, 347, 352, 427, 
49J: nv a/ji? Jiti Island 

Dieri of South Australis. 26, 45, 133, 
330, JlSr 3SJ, 397, 459* 465 

Dink* ol the AngJo-EKyptriu Sudan* 
31, 82, 291, 133, 375, 503 

Disrate. attributed i& human or non- 
human agcttcy, 355; utigiiu of, 355, 
356; treatment b? magicians. 256, 
357; materialistic conception fit 
357, J58] the suckinjE cure, 358-60; 
exorcism of disease spirits* 360. 361; 
exorcist becomes possessed, 361-63; 
trantnuum-ri of, 363,. 364; cute of, 
by soul catchiug, 364, 365 

EJivinatinn, 42, 43, 48, 89. 312, 143, 175, 
176, 181. 188, 280. 439, 44fM4. 49IF 

502 
Djuka, t Bnah Keg roes) ot Dutch Gui¬ 

ana, 444 
Dofey Island, 7r 27* 47, $8* 74, 96, 97, 

98, 99. 124. 187, 18ft 23ft 307. 341* 
346. 354, 374* 392, 393, 422, 453. 455, 
470. 498. 504 

Doctors, boa- treated when unsueoesi- 
ful. 365t 366, 372 : iii spceiaEisti, 366, 
367: dintncijun between the diag- 
no&tician atid the lieJiIqrT 367t 3721 
the “Ececb." 367 

Dred-ntj fi^arded rcspatlslhle for 
steknea^, 370; aa an actual experi¬ 
ence of witchcraft, 428 

Duk-Duk, a iccret society in New 
Britain^ 95 

Ecuador, tff Canetor, Ca>apa, Jlvaro 
Eihlystnru! Island, ICN, 105, 110, 152, 

216, 355, 366, 369, 380. 381, 43? 
Brili oi N igeria, 190 
EkoJ ot Nigeria, 18. 43. 248. 446. 447 
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E Irena of F*|itu. 6. 7. SO. 8ft JB4F 316, 
366, 372, 453 

Emhtrre of Kenya, 109 
Emliu L?f Kenya. 450 
Eitffii (Nga<>, East African high god, 

1ST 31. 5ft 205, 333 
Erommga^ Uterut of. 3t6, 317 
lafcmui, Hie. 23, Aft 9ft 143, 17 ft 183, 

19 ft 193, 23 ft 3G0, 2*7, 29ft 300, 317, 
m m 399,479r 4*i r m m 
4*ft 48ft 490: Jiv fl-Jio AmmMfluk, 
Copper* Iglalik, NrlritsJc, Fokr 

Evil eye, tht ISJ-S6 
Evil 1ongnes Lbef 15ft 157 
Ewe of Dahomey and Togo, 2Sh 43, I02p 

MS, 296 
EtftfeU and pcrftqtu] Leaving. pntfau- 

liaise in rcipctl io. 43ft 43ft 4frft 465, 
5V9 

Extiviid mogBC-,. 66, 381. 3*2, 434 
Ey*k Indian?. 245, 

Fans (FanKwel of French Etfualorial 
Africa. 1ft 13ft 145, 16ft I8J, IBft 
292. 294. 411 

Fernando Pfl„ 495 
Fetishci and chirms. 137 
Fiji Island*, 7. 28, 66. E34, m 

327, 329, 336, 360, 374, 393. 435. 433, 
437, 495, 504 

Fuiftcr-pumljiig, an act of black iwic* 
245. 269. 270, 407 

Fsti£d of South Africa, 205, 481 
Finite < Fjortj of the Lower Cungtt, 442. 

443 
Fishing, magic lor, 321, 322, 323 
Fjorl. j « Ftotc 
Hiirti is hurt of, ft 185. 263, 37ft 427 
FUwida, (stand of. 289, 432 
Fix* I plants. magical multiplication or. 

319, 32U, 32ft 322, 3£3, 34ft 341 
Formosa, 9 
Fox Indian?,, 129 
French Equatorial Africa, srt Biha, 

Banda. Banjul1. Bay;*. Rejigs. Lam- 
ma. Faiix hfamjt* Dtando 

French indo-Qitrta, w*1 Bannar, ifeH 
French West Alika* set A^aii Ram- 

hara. I^bi. V! undingo 
Fyluaajft a nee: ret society of the Mckeo 

•if Pipiu, 325 

Ga of Gold Gflft Cdlrmy, 62. S3. 129, 
137, 140, 410. 439, 491 

Gahtui. 1ft 109, 128, 41 J. 442, 446, 467 

Game*. magical aspect of, SOI, 502. 503 
Gam of Aa-sant* 50 
Grade of Northeast Ntw Gumea, 63p 

95, 187 
{ihost Dance, Indian, 496 
Ghovu as of sofccrefi#, 391, 392, 

399, 400 
Giiiak 03 Sakhalin Island, !60„ 332 
Ginrtt^pcakeng irihrs ed Papua, 28* 
Gftanj i of the Northern Territory vi 

Australia, 373 
Gold Coast Coluay, 416; rtf jo Gip 

Taloui^ Twi 
Goldi of Siberia, 89 
Good of Bailor. 41, 42. 163 
GtHiclerujuuh Island, 34ft 347 
Goves-nnituUJ funding* of magadani, 

287-93 
Grot Venire Itcdonni, 206 
Giiacb icakiai, island of* 58, 32ft 

432 
Guarani of Paraguay, 241, 285 
Guatemala, jh Chorti Maya, Pipitts 
Gunuia, 121, 12* 159. Ml 22ft 2Z?+ 

235, 254, 264. 26ft 270. 3*3. 350, 425. 
43ft 444. 49ft 499- Iff Afcawai, 
Arawk. Carib, Mokusi. tt'anaii 

Hilda Indians. 23, 159, 183, 186, 21ft 
219. 227. 233. 254. 255, 28ft 354, 351 p 
352, 363. 443 

I i itnuhe ru. (stand of. ft 1SS 
flaiisa of Nigeria and the Sudan, 18, 

I5ft 157, 170. 362, 4*& 
Havantpat Indian** 6ft 190 
Hawaiian liUnd*. $6. JOS, 392, 435. 

4fi0, 4S7 
‘“Hat" Stud Mbn|neisr| astocklcd with 

the jKAitsiiori of occuii rH>*crp 6, 7. 
np tft 27, 28, JhlH m. 237. 23B 

Hehc os TttngAiijrjfca, 457. 461 
Herero of Suuthweit Alrkan 179 
JihEaua Indian^ 23n S*, 251 
High god*, African. 14-16. 31, 5ft 42, 

4ft 5ft 478; Aoitraiiiiii. 39, Sft 202- 
Aianric, 42; Maori, 396 

Ho of Qrota Nagpur, 12, 2i:„ 35S 
llnrnoiiixualhy associated ^hh traiii- 

VErtitiim. 191, 194 
H6pi Indians, 44. S3 9ft 136 141. 147. 

15ft 41ft 458, 471 
ifuixcnl^tt cif Southwell Africa, 17ft 

346. 379 
Huhrtad of Modco, S3, 241 
Hupa of CaJibrni^ 534, 567, 415 
llunai Jtidian^ 33 
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Hfrpitfiuim sometime* practiced by ma- 

Ifkiaiy, 495. 496 

ffctattl ai Papu*. 369 
Item* jr^ Sea Payak 
Hylbkt Nigeria. 146, 275. 39Ji 

454, m 
Itu id Nigeria, t5a» 153* 24Sn 269, 

495 
lei of Cnktmbia, 3U3 
1 collie magic, 70, 71, 
liu^u of 49, 105, H$. 153, 156. 

175, 176 
Igarta of Nigeria. 150 
Eg Mile E±ktmut 100* 10*. 13k 22k 

255, 492 
Igortt of IBS 
fjs'w tit Nigeria, 145 
fcks, ^ sulilribc of Use I bo, 269 
ElLi i i«;i:- lndumir 192, 193 
Llpiira rsf Hie Northern Terriicvry of 

Australia. 1S4. 293, 222, 262 
Impersonal and personal aspect* of 

occult power* oftea eonfatindtti m 
primitive thought, 2* 3„ 5P 6, U* H 
15. 20. 2% 26. 29, 30. 31, 33, 34, 55. 
36, 55, 5fc W, 157. 172, 229, 357, 384, 
411 

Jns-inlaUom, -fee SpellJ 
I&cttt committed to rtbuta ^cuh 

power, 127, 12&, J5L 243, 244 
Increase rile* fnr the imi&pl motion of 

fowl jilarru and animal*, 3ltL23 
India, H, 12, 27, 28, 3ti. *9. 148, 153, 

IbJ, 171, t?fc. 180* 1*3, 24? . *%; *Ur 
Agaria. Badaga, Baiga, Birbor. 
Chcnchm* Good, Ho, Khiria, Ku- 

Kunver, Miller, Munda, 
Draw, Toda 

Ingttfl (« Iniath a secret society Id 
the Bismarck Archipelago, 293 

Iniat, rrr Indict 
imitation of magician*, 229-29 
tfftirAmrai ccTCmnnics oi the Central 

Australian*' 39, 73, 74. 319, 320, 340 
lo, Maori high god, 396 
]purina ot Brazil. 236. 237. 248, 2fi2, 

3S6 
Iron, kite <4, at « charm, 177 
iioqyots Indians- 124. 249. 258, 270, 

503 
irvn'ariMHj, antcilfad ffbosti df the 

Central Australians, 39, 56* 2ti3+ 
m 491 

IsicU Pueblo, Indians cd, 245 
Etarama of Bolivia* 147, 250. 231 

Jakun of the Sfaby Fertinsnia, #7* 290, 
505 

jaltao (Nilotic Kavirondu) of Ugaoda, 
lift 154, 189, 435, 454 

Japurt, 9, 41, 7Ss 76 
javaF % 68, 87, 247 
jivaro ftl Ecuador, 21r 124. 213. 243, 

m, 283, 2$7. 303, 333, 357. 358, 365, 
379, J86, 387. 454. 4?5, 4b5 

Jok* Lama and Dinka litgii gad* t<V 31,, 
42p 476: Jt* aho Ajuk. jutrk 

Jukrnt ul Nigeria, 132 
Jyok+ ShiUuk high god, 33. 42 
Jar c£ the AngU^Eftyiitian Sudan. 464 

Kabi of Qtft^nslarwi, 3, 123, 203p 233 
Kagoto of Nigeria, 65 
Kai of Norlheait New Quinta. 46, 63, 

102, 286, 307 
Kaingang of Braiil, 78, 206 
Kaiirsh of 9-hc Northern Territory of 

Australia, 4, 79, 133. 160, 187, 237* 
m 307, 319. 373, 383. 3&I 

Kakadu of the Northern Territory oi 
Australia, 238, 454 

Kamduodi fr Hawaiian king,, 46C 
hemn, the, Japanese conception m, V. 29 
Kamilaroi o£ New South Wales, 400 
Kanamari ol Uraiilt 282 
Karadjen of W«tnn Australia 3&4 
kaftikittr Maori spelk. 75. 97, 99, 113* 

120, 25D, 548 
Karamoja of L^.inib, 217 
Karaya of lir^il^ lS9t 185, 186. 199, 

■386 396 
Karen of Bttrma, 11* 125, 162 
Karok at Califonda, 265 
Kaska ftidians, 469 
Kavan (Bitati) Btirtnc, 8, 95f 122, 

182, 18& m, 365,45it m 
Kei Islands. 75 
Kenya, w AWiha, Akikiiyu. Aiha* 

rakaF Emherrc, lunha. Kip^igis, 
Nandi. Suk+ Wanyika, WaUiia* 
Waiaveta 

Kenyah of Bontco, 9. 50t 13L 348t 451+ 
503 

Ktraki of Papua, 40, 4fr, 127. 134, 160. 
1G1f m. 2-U, 317, 374 

Khuria of Cliora Nagpur, UH, 163 
qI Kenya. J64, 172. 31S. 407H 

40ft 
Kiuai ol npiu. 46. 74, 36. 88r 133, 

184, 187. 262, 325, 33L 341, 346F 374, 
377p 384r 3S5, 420, 487 

Klallain Imlbim, 23. 165. IS6. 191 
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KUmitJi Indian*, 284, 300 
Kletnajdtan of Baruco, 9, SS. til 211, 

212, m m 362, 503 
Kubeu* oi Brazil, 134 
Kwta of Papua, 6, 132, |JQh IS*, 262, 

-120, 421, 484 
Ktdor of Victoria. 197, 252 
Kdlyma dEitriet, Siberia, 260, 26 i 
K on Lag uf Kodiak Inland, Ala ska, 126 , 

127. 193.201 
Koim 4?8 
Koriak oi Siberia, 4*, 100, 104. 159, 

194, 201. 214 
Kom'i of Chota Kanpur, 330 
Kpatulu of T^e> 428 
KpcHe of Liberia. 1ft 150 
K_uki. Thadi-A, Aimih, 257, 376 
info, tlit, oE Papti&^Mrianevan people*, 

323-25. 3*1 
KuIXdm of BralO, 378 
Kuril of Papua, 377 
Knraver pf VMlthrm fudiar S3. 54, 175 
Kurin^al, iuhbiiun rties of the Cwt 

Marring, New South Wales, 123 
Kejttuu of Victoria. 55p 92, 115, 122. 

I 30h 171. 202, 237, 256, 310, 388, 389 
KuriiifJ-jA erf the Xilciri Hill*. southern 

India. 374, 594 
KutcEin! Indian*. 21 Ur 283, 284 
Kuittbu of Papua, 93, 94 
Kwakutll Indians, 23. 70, 151+ 171*219. 

235, 270 
X wiima of Northeast New Lrttmra. 528, 

4JS 
Rmtto af Nigeria, 217. 218. 462 

Laguna Pueblo, Inc jam efH £3.1501 151. 
251, m 412, 433. 430 

Lakhcr of Assam, 162 
L^iwl Da yah uf lioimo, 41. 162, 216. 

263 
L*nEo of Uganda. 16, 42, 13d, !66> 189, 

269, 2S7, 377. 4«& 478 
J-|>pv 380 
Laraku of the Kortiuhi Territory of 

Australia. 60+ 133 
Latuka. jet Lotuko 
Le-r.ipe Indiana 2&6, 207 
Lerhly of Ugandi# 292 
Lenina of Paraguay. S3, 139. 36*, 317, 

376. J9flr 481 
Lcpm> IsianO, 246. 247, 2tS6 
I^u ■ [..I'za; Bal«cnba and Ba-ilu high 

(fod, 51 
1xd«f Sutida [ilands, ut Alne. Flutes 
Lett* Jr# Les* 

Liberia, 170. 26*: tti aho KpeHrr Vat 
fttirndu, African coneeptiun of, 17, 18. 

41L. 429 
fJlbsoct fntonip. 53. 125, 170. L79, 209, 

242. 253. 300. 338, 479 
Loattgo, 382, 409 
Lotu of Frcoch West Aiinpa, 19. 364 
Lotua. high ^lhJ of the Bcmgo, 16 
Ijositko of tEke An|b%yy- 

tiau Sudan, 3l( 32, l293, 318, 339 
Louisiadc ATcbiiKlaRO, 323, 422P 436 
U^eda of SunLh Africa, 100, 144. 146+ 

244, 245* 29*. 313. 314, 401, 407. 456 
Love-making, magic employed in, J44- 

52 
Loyally blamis, 25, 70, ICS, 285, 327. 

377 
Luang-Serrrutta Islands. 106 

Lumrni IikImim, 94. 252, 265 
Lurfija <jif Use Northern Territory of 

Australia, 60, J68 
Lushai of Assam, 41, 182, 183. 376 
Luzon, irr HuEtio, igoroi, Tinguisin 
Lycwithfopy. 271 

Madagascar, 17. 13, 30, 00; m 
Antaimuodu^ A r.LambAhoaka, Ti- 
nitt 

MalnEa of Papua, 375. 411 
MigtC aud iiiiiiii j =n_ 38. 39, 53-55 
MAKiviiLi)?. [touprofesi:: inai, 142-C^; 

cncdkttie men and *3umuiii, 100- 
94: iniliatkm of, 220-29; enquiries 
anil arccisorie* of, 252-55, 27*; se¬ 
ances add public nhibitiuu;. 255-61, 
273, 275. 276, terrke^ of, how re¬ 
warded, 262^-66: authority and toctat 
p^fjdon c«fr 279-35 ; br^ rrcarded 
after 2K5=4£7, 298.299.300, 301P 
303; guvemmeistal Eunrtknw of. 287- 
93; ipeckibtt, mt 29$, as^ 
oaikm» cm, 295-9W 

Maubi cf aitfumia. ]S6, 218, 219. 233, 
245. 251. 2S4, 334, 367, 3£8 

S!ai3u of Papui. 7, +6, 66 187, 267. 
m 354. 375. 421 p 423, 431 

^taktn of Papua, 427 
Ifakuji of British Guiana, 360, 361 
rrtijX iicn, Maori wrceiy, 40p 41, 90, 460, 

487, m 
Mala (Miliiita>. island of, 25, 27, 48, 

99, 116. 120. S61. J07+ M% 43L 
460, 484* 498, 509 

Malabar, JS3 
llabiita. srs MuEa 
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Milasiaa- i tdjbcfo^ikm of tbc KJcman- 
tan Erf Sarawak* 362 

Mabv Peninsula: Malays, 9. Uh -39. 
30, 53, 6J« 62. 65. 64, 72, 94F 110. 
If j, 517. 156, 216, 244, 247. m 3W. 
362, m, 374, 385. 3*Nr IbU, 482, t*4. 
465: ....:-Mabv, 67. 124, 139, 216. 
217. 247, 257, 275, 283, 290, 322. 3fi5p 
503 

M a Incite Indians. 22 
MaVknLn iilaml of. 46, 116, 131 r 135, 

307, 325, 337F 424, 438, 439 
Maltr of the RajmahaJ Bea&l 

m 
Mambila of Cameroon*. 409 
jjiann, Melanesian aid Polynesian con¬ 

ception of. 2> 7. 8. 24-26, 28; tcmis 
equivalent I*, it) the nrlkiou* syitein* 
uf antiquity, 36. 37 

rtiflnuni^ Dayak magician. 221.233. 2&J, 
m 357 

mananij 6-dJi. a Sea Ctayak transvestite, 
192. 200 

Mamlati Indians. 77. S8h 317 
Manding-o ol French West Africa, 19 
Maugalm island of. 56 
Mangbartu (Matbrnta) oE tfte Belgian 

Ccmpo, 17 
Manipur, 75. 87. 376 
ftwwfo'. eCrtrfijptfOG of, Wong ll« fm- 

iral md northern Altfcnqiiian tribes, 
22. 33 

Matsja of french Equatorial Africa. 
150 t ^ , 

Itiiius of the Aduiinlty Islands, 216. 
263 302, 46J, 473 

Maori oi New Zealand, 8, 28, 29. 56, 
66, m. 89. 94, lDlt !&2 106, 119. 131. 
174. 347, 332r 354. 355. 3^ 435. 453, 
465, 495, 504 : ^ uira £orn*for ww- 
itutn, tvhimit* 

Maricopa Indians. 199, 372 
Mziriiid of Nether lands New Gtiint^. 5. 

39, 40, 1ST, 223. 262, 419, 421) 
Marquesas Island^ 337, 542, 391, 392, 

436. 464 
Marshall Is lands. GO, 2-H. ,W, 308 
Marshal I Bcrmidt Islands 2SS, 2?9 
Masai of Tangunyik^ 15. 31. 52 107* 

24^241,^5,291.302,333 
Mashf?na of Southern Rhodesia. 183. 

243. 445. 450 
Matabde ofc Southern Rhodesia. 262, 

264, 389 
Maui. Maori lren>. 56 
Sfnwaia (if Paptia* 288 

Maya Indians. 33, t38> 412 
M&zatcc of Menken 390 
Mbali of .Angola, 432 
Mbori, A«ndc high god. 42 
‘"Medicine man,** origin of the d«Eg- 

ecaiioa-L, 194. 195 
Medicines, srt Quinns 
Mekeo of Papua, 375 
MrlasesHti Islands, 2, 24-36, 66r 67, 

79. *6, 112; III 152, 182. m 1S5- 
211. 289, 29L 312. 379, 393, 435 

Menangkabau of Sumatra. ST® 
Mendi of Sierra Leone, 326 
Mcnumini Endian^, 22, 258 
Menstrual blood as a charm* 178, 179, 

242f 351, m 
Menstruating: women, bcmtSesU oc¬ 

cult power o!L 178, 179 
Mcma wei h Lands, 8, 18®, 204, 253+ 455. 

456 
Mexico, 44. m, 412: sr*' **tt? Artec, 

CoTa, Cuicalee, HukhoL Mnrstre. 

Tarahumsra 
Micmau Indians, 72, 307 

Miilewiwim, a secret society os ihc 

Ojibwa Indian*. 95 
Milof of Aiwtn. 122 
iVEirudtassa qf Celebes. 132. 263 
Mindanao,, ref Rafiobo. Subanuu 
Miwok of California, 265, Z70 
Mohave Indians, 295 
Mohammed* the Propbeh 33 
Mui oi French indo-Chira. It, -M4h 44^ 
Mojo, jct Moxo 
Molokai, bland of. 56 
Molucca lilaadsi. 152, 138 
Muuhuttu, iiv Man^banu 
Mono d Caliinntia, 186„ 261, 2S4, 390, 

391F J94, 463 
Mtmlagnajs Induuis, 74 73 
Manumbo of Xortlwast New GutHH. 

453, 470 
Morocco, 19, 20. 33, 61. 894 III. 172, 

S77, 350 
Maniock Inlandi, 327 
Uoia. island oi. 216. 244, 262, 385 
Mrtfliv. inland of, 72 
Motll of Papua, 6, 2S&, J77 
Moxo OE Bolivia, 147, 169 
MutsLiTihiquc, iff R^tbonga. Batuka. 

Valeuge 

Alukj arawBuii of Vlrtcria, 202 
Mnfmtgu. Eaat African hiph god. I4g 

15p 31 
^f^I^lIye of Nigeria. 317 
Munda of Cbtrti Kigptti, 133, 174 
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Mun-Munt. amcrttml stents i i the 
Dieri of Sou tin Auiipalia. 45. 57, 
133. 397 

Munigm ni list Northern Territory oi 
AtmrU^ -1, 5, 19. 71 p 136, m, 215, 
m, 262, J?Sh 384, 41^, 419, 436. 403* 
502 

Mjntfc or symbolic number*, use of, 
in magical rites, 7S. Sf?, £9, 
352 

Nm of Assam. 61. 110, 12C 124, 
125. 142, 157. 158. 162. \T€r 271. 329. 
342, 376. 4U0 

Xaiia, i Hottomt tribe. ITS 
NJimgiquJ, rrf K^nil 
NamlU of Papua, ft. 336. 453 
Nandi of Kmja, 52, M7111, H9. 1S4, 

166. 176. 177. 241. 250, 364. 281. 291 
NWon, 4 Bushman tribr, 262, 396 
Narraug-Ea of South Ausiralia. 4b:■ 
Narrative *peiL\ 102-4 
Nirrin^ri of South AaiinD^ 392, 

417. 434, 459. 464 
Ithltam. S3, S4 

NaidiCJ Indians, ISJ. 318 
XavaJio Indians* 23, 44 r $7. 97. I ] 7, 15J, 

I S3, m, 249, 265, J56, 357, 367. 370, 
m, 413. 414. 45U. 451, 458. 46£ 475. 
485 

Netherlands New Guinea* Mmriad, 
Scntarii 

NcUilik Eskimo, 344, 245, 246* 449, 404 
New Britain, +0, A?t 94, 95, 126, 1*3, 

244, 257, Zb'.', 3W, 50F, 32f>. i£L *23, 
J^i J4S 44J 

New Caledonia. 25. 48, 40, 58, 59, 74, 
75, J44, ifi^. 312, 451 

New Georgia* m Eacitl of. 353 
New Guinea* 133, 152, m, 210. 279. 

388, 379, 392, 504- jrr tfte* Nether- 
lands New Guinea, Northern New 
Guiito, Paptu 

New Hebrides, 23. 113,131, 134, 
152, 161. 171, 185, 188, 239, 24fl, 246, 
263. 269, 289, 307, 3! 5. J16, 321, J48, 
369. 40(3, -524, 4iS 

New Ireland. 74, 95. 96. 99. 188, 198, 
m, 34*. 44i 

New south Walts, 39* 86; i-r uIm 
Coast Slurring, KirtiHirof, Tha- 
rumba. Tonga tanka, Ywdayai, Yiiin 

Nr* Zealand, 56; xtr flfw Maori 
Ngai. ov Engii 
Nii*. inland of, 62, ITS, 204 
Ninixgtt, 155 

Nicobar islands. SO. 178, 189. 20$. 2S6* 
mY 475 

Nigeria. m. 2S2P 287r 293, 393. 41U, 
412, 427, 428, -147, 454, 483. 508: U* 

Aitgis, Berwtr. Ekiii. Efcui, 
tlausa. Ibftiio. ibo, Ibarra, ijaw, 
Juktfli* Kipm* Kwflttft* Mtftliuye, 
Nupc, Tiv, Wats. Yaruba 

Night Qutntp NanUiOi 485 
Nilotic Ka^irofidi^. rec jaEuo 
Niue* island of. 157, 280, 36l< 362. 393 
Nkuudu of the Edgiaxi Congo, 17, 32. 

42, 43. 15S, S03 
NoqiIq Indian*, 127 
Northeast New Guinea, iff Arapeila. 

RiikaUa. Gertdcp Kat, TiniiT TAmtf, 
Yabim. Yabob 

Northern Fsiutc, «tr Padol-%o fnalATU 
Xorihcm Tcnitcry of Australia. 39, 

66,262, m ^ m m m 
344. 345. 369. 373. 394. 417, 431. 453, 
4S7, 505 j tfhT Amtla* Aniuta. 
Gnanji. lEpirra. KaitEsh. LinkEn, 
Lurilja, Munifiin, Unntatjci^ Ijn- 
hunna. WailciinaJi, U'srramuuga. 
Wurgail 

Nudity, pruEtkc ol, in marital rites, 
89, 90. 350; of wilt be*. 33$. 404. 405. 

m 4tOp 413 
Nuer of the Augla-E^yptian budan. 

376 
Nnpe rsf N:gL-;b. IS9, VKK 
Nyodwai. Sliitluk king, 476 
Njiikyo?-i of Twifinyibi, 330. 4U7 
Nyasaland. -fr*-' Angcnii, Atijinja, T unk- 

bcika^ ECaruangs. Wakundc, VV aju 
Nrtfnbt, Bakodgu High god. 43 

Oailu, 109-11 
Obbo of the Anglo^Egyptian Sudan. 

2SI 292 
Gccolt power* defined, lr 2; vrrmA 

for. 2-23, 23-36; thancterwtkj uf, 
23, 24; imiKrsdinal aud i-crsostai ^ 

ot. 38. 39; si an inherent 
pEuaiit>, 64-4^ 167, HSS; ii an im¬ 
puted quality, 66-68. how iraus- 

milled. 6S-73 
Ojibwa (Qtipp*ws) IndiaiEi, H 9a, 

145. 168. 1S3. 249, 258, 259, J76, 

JJ5P 37B 
Omaha Indian*. ^ 34. 84, 9lr 136h 

164, 276r 333. 351, 452 4€^ 
Omens 161, 174-76* m -^34- 399 
Qua (Sdbom) of Tittra del Fnegop 

M> 18L 1», 305, m 
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Chiinng jav^ island of, 49. 4.17, 460 
Drang Kuhn of Somali 478 
Oraofi of Otofca Nagpur, 12, 39. 50, 

51, 75, «7h 153. 171. 247, 4(U 
Ordeals, initiator}1. candidates for 

tht fniRrra! profession. 22J-2A 226- 
29. 234 

ortnd®, conception of* amonK the Ire- 
qnrlMi tribes, 21. 24, 33 

Ornaments. magical origin of, 502 
Gtu, a *ecrtf society of the Yontlia, 

19, m 
Orokaiv* of Papua, +6. 79. 93* 9ft. 

127, 152, 164/ 238, 307, J46. *92* 
596. 400. 440, 441. 451 p 453. 480, 
462 

Osage Indians:, 26lr 33$ 
Orttak of Siberia. 234 275. 265 
Otmdo of French Equatorial Africa,! 
m 

Oto I ndinns*. 34 
Ovanibo of Southwest Africa, 144, 

m, m 
Gviinbundu of AngoU, 52. 153, 212, 

446 

*PainsH qj Shast* magicians, 209 „ 
^ 386 

Pairnc Indians. 23* 190, I9J, 242, 251, 
274 ; mr jjIto FavitfbO 

Pafcu Islands 216, 322, 326 
Panama, 234 
Plague, fff Fang 
Pap&go I radian h. 68, 69. 245. 265. 335, 

572. 307 
Papin, fq-r Elrraia, GtaffU-Speaking 

tribe*. latmuL Keraki, Kiwai. Ko- 
ria. Kurd, Kutubni. Mailu, Muisin, 
Mom, Namau, Orolaiva. kora- 
4 pea king tribes. Southern Mu&riin, 
Suaa-Tawala 

Paraguay, ser Abtpcawi* Guarani, 
Lrngiia, Papgui 

Pkhjtia<jurajdy I infs.™*. 22. 245 
Patagonia. S59. 185* 19> 283; 

afro Fuekhc 
Faviolso (Northern Faintc* Indians, 

23, 190, 191. 242, 253 . 274. 2M. 370, 
mr 379. 45S 

Pawnee Indian*, 23, 183. 254 259 
Fayagui of PatasiEfi?. 365 
Pdew, fff Palau Island*! 
Fcam envelope* worn for a nia^icaJ 

purpose, 171 
Penobscot Indian 22, 249, 270, 4S2 
Pentecost Island (Raga). 269 

Personal names, use cd. in apcHj, 101. 
m 

Peru. 77. 138. 379; sc? pin? Asmara. 
OucdniaAVittiia* Yagoa 

Philippine Islinds, iff Fogobo. Tfu- 
gao. IffOTOt, Suhj Fiun. Tmgmnit 

Physical phetraraena manipulated atKl 
controlled by ma^ician^ 244, 245, 
366-9, 336, 337, 338; rain-fnaVmg, 
309-16, 317. 338. 339, 340 

Pima Indian*. 147, I90r 218. 227, 265, 
283. 32J, 370, 377 

PipiJes pi Guatemala and Salvador, 
87 

Piijendadjara of South Australia. 338 
Plant* used ni narcotic^ and iditnu- 

bnt*. 195; used for tnedkiuaJ pur- 
I*fres. 5Q0 

Pointing banes and sticks* Austral- 
tan* 4, 95. U5. i87, 202, 382ri^+ 
592. 397, 398, 436, 494, 495 

Poisoning by sorcerers* 392-94* 409, 
449 

Poison ordeal far suspected sorcerers. 
ther in Africa. 82. S3, L55. 299, 445- 
47* 450, 467, 468 

Pobix Eskimo. 62* 
PoIytierisL* 7, 8* 289h 391 
Pomp of California, 23, 35* 32t>. 2AH. 

367 
Pmtaptr* inland of. 2S0 
Foma Indian*, 22, 84, 259, 276, 333. 

351 
Pondo of $vmh Africa. 100, 101* 124 

3U, 405, 44S, 447. 456. 460. 461. 
482, 483. 506 

Poro <PurrahK a secret n>dtty in 
West Africa, 297, 304, 326 

Portuguese East Africa, m M^ani- 
baQUre 

Portuguese West Africa, scr Angola 
Peso, a district of Celebes. 362 
Fi-^se&sion, phcoom™ of, IS], 210; 

characterislk: oi sbanomsn, 181, 
195; cirjpferring worlt power for 
profe&stoo of magician, 210^15; in¬ 
duced by esordit iV curative 
(nirpovn, 361-63 

Powers of traatffdaus* tltriVD.3 from 
spirirtuil heingf., 39-44: conferred 
by ghosu and ipiriis. 262-U; ac¬ 
quired by inberibince, purchase* ^ 

Uift, 215-20; L«, of. 237-43. 266. 
267; extntdrdriiary, 2+M6; shape- 
rhaxi|[iE^* 246-50; will power, 250- 
52, 273. 274, 304. 39ft 
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Fowhaiin Indian*, 33 
Prayer* and -pdl* Hl-r4, 13ft 396 
rrejnant vnitncs, beneficent nnruEt 

power of. ITS 
Private yroperiy^ diarmt. and ?ihe!es 

to .Bi-ermrd, 352-55, 309 
Pueblo iudaiu. i&3, 24lr £37, 29S. 

375P 390, J09, 412. 456. -458. 46£ 
463, 47.1; iff sE» Aeema, Hupi, 
til tin, Laguna Taoi, Znni 

Podidie of PitiKufm, 365 
Puitan oe Borneo 503 
Punjab. ibe. 30, 163, 176 
PurraJi, jw Ports 
Pflpttfc* African. 16, 17. 158; 429, 

461, 503, 507, 509; m New Goitu^ 
171 

Quality or properties tnmfmi&doFi 
of, 6*i-63; as4otini?il wiili ”w4iIiM 
« objects 63-64 

Qurehua ef Peru. 35. 249 
Queen* brut 26, 126, 1B4. !87, 202, 

»J, 229, 243. 262, 504. 306, 510. 
J1S, 3*9r 344, 352. 353. 356, 357. 
367, JSi. 417, 430. 4J1S 482, 4.46. 
487, SOU. SOI. m, 507; iftr *Ue 
Kabi, Wftfcelbara, Wakfca 

Qniiaiifi fadtra, 36. 127, 209 

Riga, jrr FenfCv'i^t liland 
Rad i Eiiakcfi. duet * a.*r 288, 2S9r 290- 

93. 31X 314 
ptam-ncaltmi?; cerdnoun, Dirri, 45: 

49; Gara, SO: OraOn* 50, 
51 j Ba-tbu 51 . Nandi. 52: Ban, 
52; Angaj. 52 53: Kahish. 310. 
311: of the iptm Strait* it- 
fen4m* 511: Keraki, 311, 312; of 
Ihc New CnJedcmian^ 312 

Rambeec Island. 192 
Ra?rtia. A Cflitt of Qigtt Kag^cir. 

286 
Rnrpslia of Malay rulers, uiEiity cl, 

1 v. 29p JO; 4S4P 4&5 
Relics animal and fruosm. 123-27 
Rhotkiik, Northern* r« Angurd. Ba- 

bfirtlJia, Bd-jla, Bakaondc Babunba. 
lanpl^c. Sgulbern. m MailiOlim. 
UliWt 

R Iehw fribci pf Papua. 130* 
131. 1*1, 2l5r 216, 375. 376. 389, 
m. 392, 506 

K.*fd Island. 7, 40. 89, 422, 431, 436 
Russell Island!. 425. 452 
Rwala BeJcxthi d ft rfhin 155 

Sakai of the Malay PminsuU. 290, 
222, J41, 357. 503 

Sakhalin Island, ftiliak of. 160. 232 
Salim af California. 123 
Salvador, Pipil« of, 87 
Samoa, 56 JOS, HO, J34T J35. 144. 

152, 157, 353, 371, 433 
Sflmoyvd of Siberia, 2J2, 360 
Sait Criitoval, Uland of. 336 
Sandawo of Tanganyika. 82 
Santa Cftu islands. 25, 4# 
Sarawak. Land Dayak of, 142- Ktc- 

manlan of, 211, J63 
Sayk lodbnf. J29 
Sanlteaux Ifldmjs. 62, 259. 361 
Savnfie I aland, iff Niue 
Sam island of, 432 
Seboulen IiUihI*, 71, 354, 422, 459 
Sea D.iyaJc (Eban) of Borneo* 9. 61, 

86, 95. K», 107. 119. 161 r IdL 192. 
224 233. 235, 263, 29Q. 348, 357h 
-KU. 451T SQ3 

Seances and public exMbidafi* ol 
na«kbiii. 255-61, 273, 275. 276 

Svcni sBcktiw, 134, 138x iStJ. 293, 
295, 2%. 297. 298. 3fH, 305. 325. 
326, 469 

Selinjfor. 484 
SelknaiDp j*e Ona 
S«TU.ns of die Malay Feningtiia 124. 

139. 247. 257, 275, 285. 290f 374, 
^ m 5413. 504 
Seminole Tndtimi. 309 
Scrjenald 447 
Smeifainbiaf 163 
Seiumr. 247, 248 
Scuta nf of Netherlands Nrw Guhira. 

5, 6, 502, 503 
Screntc, jee Sherente 
Sexual irttercourK; to promote growth 

of CTDU5 and Locreaae c4 animkli. 
87, 8S 

■Stiaman.1' ortein gf the won!. 195 
StuJ» of BurtKAf 153 
Shista of Calilnmtx, SS, 208, ^ 

387, 3?8 
Sttediro Inland, 150 
She rente (Sccxntc) oi Brazil. 3,15 
Shillnk of the Anslo-Etfpdin Sudan, 

3L 57, 145. IH 155. 183. 217, 2Nr 
277. 292. 4AS. 476 

Sliortl^nd Ikluodl, 302 
Sbothoni Indians, 35, 69, H|p 251, 

274 
Shmwap Induun. LSI* 155. 179. I9J. 

2il. 2U 261, 434 
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Siberia, 100. 167, ISI> IKJr », IM. 
300, 214, mI, m 231, 255, 261* 2S5, 
298, 358. 380, 479 ; rec ufxo Bttriai* 
Chukchi. GoMii Koruk, Ostitik, Sa* 
mayed, Tiflipu*. Yakut, Yukaghir 

Sierra L«hw. ISO, 444: ree Bui- 
kirn, Mernli, Timrre 

"SignaUir^,." doctrine of, 500. 507 
Sikrika, m- fibckiool 
Slli, Eskimo conception ok 23 
Singhalese of Ceylon, 97, U3r 128r I"? 
$lm, aw Dakota Indiana 
Slaves, magic ait 460, 472 
Smithy magical powers ci, 76, 165; 

bow regarded in Africa and Siberia, 
165-67 

Sokimou Inlands, 25, 26, 40 , 47, 48. 58, 
66, 63, 93, 99, 103, 104,113, 116 ISA 
161. 1S2. 168, 198, 211. 216, 250# 279, 
m. m. 307, 336. 353. 354, 366, 423, 
424. 453. 460, 477, 484, 467. m> 504 

SortLi til and, Somali of. 166 
SouRisii Indiana* 171 
Sorcerers, dEpaaitida of dead, 2tkj, 287 : 

animiik sent oui by, nti mission* of 
evil 368-91; [*£«** ghostly fa- 
mi tiara in Polynesia, 39lr 392* $99* 
400: poi-swung by. 392-91 449; tti- 
Thnukn to discover guilty. 440-44; 
etmfraiotii by impeded, 445, 446. 
467; African puifon ordeal fur de¬ 
tection of, 445-47, 450, 467, 468; 
tnquhitktfi of. irt Africa, 44?—19; 
£iuntilimertt of, 449-52, 469^ 470 

Sorcery, real, 375-94; imaginary, 401- 
26; safeguards against. 433-64 

SijoJsh lost or stolen, 356, 364, 365, 3EZ. 
mt 419 

South Africa, re* Baroiong, Bantto, 
K.tvetfk, Bumvana, bingo, Lsvedu. 
Fondo, Swazi, Ttmbu. Xosa, Zulu 

Srouhwe&t Africa, rer Bushmen, Ke¬ 
ren?. Hottentots, Gviftibo 

South Australia, 234; smtka Huandik, 
[Jatrs, \arT3TiE-ga. Narilttiyeri, Pit- 
jeudadjara, WonkooMuro, Yefkla- 
mining 

Southern of Par»a. 92.93. 268, 
323, 353. 334, 403, 402 

Spelts ox incantations, 36* 39, 40. 41* 
44, 46. 47, 48. 58, 65, 69, 71, 72. 75, 
77. 78, 88, 89. 92^115. 116- 117, 1M» 
120 

Spiritual beings. credited with know I- 
edge amt use of magic, 39—14; Hive 
eilkacy a migltal rite,, J4-S3; 

coercion at, S3, 54; controlled by the 
magidin, 54, 55 

Stones, a* charm*, in Australian 3, 4, 
122. 1Z3, 124, 130, 203. 204. 221* 22Z, 
23?. 310. 356, 357t 371, 373: outride 
Australia. 12, 16, 48. 49, 100. 121, 
124, 125, 130, 131. J 31, 135.292, 307. 
386, 434 

Suau-Tawala of Papua. 7, 187 
SttExmun of Mindanao, 157, 211. 27l+ 

m. 290. 477, 478 
Suggestion, role trt. in heating. 359. 

4S6f SOI, 50H; in sorcery* 400, 426. 
4S7>4J9 

Suk of Kenya, 154 
Sulk* of New Britain* 94, 422, 423, 

436 
Sumatra, 110, 247; w atefi Achi&ese* 

Ibmk, Menangkabail, Oranc Kuhn 
Sun, the* magical retaliation at* 56, 
m 

Surinam, Negroes of, 355 
Symbolism in inagkal procedures, 73- 

TV 
Sympathetic relationship csuhltslitd 

between objects or between penOT*, 
K6 

Swart n| South Africa, 42. 6t, 62, 30S, 
313 

fabar, Island ok 321, 322 
Taboos and other ptohiltitTrtR*, vbseT- 

ranee of by ntwlv made magiefam, 
m, 223, 226, 227r 223; nbserred by 
magicians throughout professional 
career, 233-0, 266, 267 

Tahiti, J82. 263. 3®, 391, 393, 435, 437 
Tahltmt Indiaaas. 210 

Taino af ihe Greater .\njilles1 33 
Taival (Ataipl) of Formosa* 9 
Takelma Indinn*. 193, 251, 252, 438 
TaloUlt I Carrier? Induing 245, 265, 266 
Talciise (Tslletai) of Gold Cwt Col¬ 

ony, 323 
Tafisttxam^ 121 
Tallefisi, rer TaleSaue 
Taman of Burma, 271 
Tamale, a secret society in the Bank* 

1 stand*. 295 
Tami of Northeast New Guinea, 366 
Tamo of Nor[1 Least New GuiiiK!, 184 
Tanaina hidians, 262h 266 
Taiiata of Madagiscar. 13, 24, HKS. l^s 

142* 175.189t 379. 396. 404. 405. 442 
Tanga Ubml* 441 
Tanganyika. i« Eakerew^. Himdel 
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Njtkju**, Sandawr^ Walesa* Wich- 
agKs, Wflgoga Wakuodt* Wanyjira- 
wt-si, Wasihra 

Tann, iilafid i>i. 465 
Taos Pueblo, Indian* ot. 458 
T&ialro, Pygmies af Netiterlaiad* New 

Guinea, 171 
TatHhumafa of Mexico, S3, 83. 218P 

249. 2SL 265, 283, &9> 380. W 458, 
471 

Tiwnajiia, 126, 1+4, 171* 184. 196. 
Taulipang id Ycnerueb. and BrtttlUan 

Guiana, 10JF 26$, 283, 426 
Tecta of Ihc Sahara, |67 
TLinton of South Africa, 181. 305 
Th^nsmtaa t?i New Sooth Waits. 443 
Therapeutics. primitive, 500. SOI 
Thompson Indiana, "3. IS1. 245fc 266f 

■133, 454 
Ticrra del FiiCRO, Ona, Yabgan 
Tikopsa, kb m l of> 25* 26, 80, 97, 98, 

327, $03 
Tlmnc of Sierra Leone, 175K 335, 410, 

445 
Tingutan of Lutim, 6€, 188 
Tlnne Indian. 62, 64, 145,1+6, 17S. 179, 

I86P 210. 242. ZS2, 274. 284. 366. 493 
Tiv ol Nigeria, 166, 167 
TjlnffiiU of the Northern Territory of 

Atntraiia, 574 
Tlmgu [dW, I, 21 36, 44. 185. 213. 

219, 255, 300. 363+ 451 
Tobacco, tiie of, a* * ttaTrcrtk, 195, 200, 

226. 235, 248, 362, 363. 432, 458 
T(d«i of 1 he Nil^iri HiHv KAfihcr n 

India, 5a 107. 113. 1H+ 119, 12& 135. 
152, 156. 163, 189, 250. 374, 381. 451 

Toro, 43; ohv Ewe, Kjrint!._' 
tohunea. Maori magkbn. 90H 118, 120, 

ISA 171, ISA 185, IBS, 2Ur 22A 234, 
235, 240, 244. 256. 261, 2ft 2S0. 2S9, 
298. 3l4, J07. U?s 312, J4ft 379. 3&I. 
392. 396. 413, 439. 466, 487, 495 

Tragii blinds. 66, 105, 106, 127a 574, 
385. 393, 430, 436 

Tonpararika of Nt * -Somh \V&k». 2lI, 
342, 383 

Toradyj of C'r-fcbca* 49* 62, 19A 424, 
432 

Torres islands, 2, 25 
Torres Strasb. klaiHis of, 5, 27. 39r 61 * 

71, 96, 98. 133, 142, W, 22Jr 243P 350. 
26A 316, 320, 321, 337. 3*5. W 374r 
5&A 419, 431, 451. 4S9. 50* 

Tc4cfniiin+ Central Australian, 319, J20p 
340 

Tram vadium* reswons for practice of, 
191; instances of, 192-94 

Truhriand Island*, 7. 28, 40, *6P 47, 78, 
96,9s, m iu it6. a?, m m 
216, 239. 263, 267, 277p 289, 30i. 321, 
323, 526, J27h 131, 332, 34u, 541, 34A 
347, 348, 374, 396. 402t 403, 429, 457, 
455, 459. 497h 498 _ 

Tirtiuft Imlians. 15S 
TahuslUan Indian*. 210, 469 
Tuareg of ibe Sahara, 167 
Tuinhuka-Katitanga of NysJtaland. 461 
Tungm of Siberia, 181, 228; 234 Xh 

275, 285, 357 
TnpEnattiba of BrarEL 235, 26* 
Tutelary spirit* of tthlricuuu. 215. 232 
Tw-urn Indians, 23, 391 
Twi of Gold G»*t Colony. 19, 296. 

297, 193. 396 
Twins and Triplet?,. regarded as magi' 

cafjjr powcfiui, 148-51, 169-71 

Uali|iea T#f BraaiL 134 26* 

Ugaanla, ttf AcboEi, Baga^U# Bagesliu, 
Bakiima, BasiyanW^, Eanyuru. Ba*- 
oga* Bxboo, J*lw. Kinmoja, Lan- 
no, Lmdo 

Cnmatjcra «>f ihe Nartbcrn Tcrrftofy 
of Australia, 95, 237. 238, 319, 34a 
3E3 

Unsodal eotnmiiBal sorcery 
directed ag&in^l, 328-3!. 342 

UrabmtiKi of the N^thern Territory of 
An&tm h'A, 65, 66. 12\ 314( 315. 319 

LTle rsiiiiaiEi, I9JP 242. 268 

Vai of tibena, 49S 
ValEtige nf M[/J!4aihique, 336 
Vedda- of Ctylon. llJ. 135, 224, 268. 

503. m 
Veneiuela. A7 ArtcuiUL TnuUpang. 

Yeeuani 
Vkiuri*. 126, 146, 147, 454, 440. 443. 

475; r« ulr* BaTigcrang, Kolor. 

Kttruai. Mnkjarawninl, WtRjohttluk 

WurunjeiTi 

Watrefta oi TansanyiVci, |4, l$m J79 
Wachagga of Til^anjlllii, 70, 108* 134, 

166. 225. 241, 275 
Waduman of the Northern Tariiiary el 

AcstraBty 340 
Wadjirama, a tribal diririun ol the 

Wanyika, 296 
Wmgogo of I’aoganyihx 86, 183 
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WaFiadiifiii of Zanzibar. 424, 121 f 428, 
m 

\Va;a oi Nigeria* 164 
wakan (Mtafedd), ConcrptlOo of, 

among Sioqaji tribes, 22. 34 
Wakdbura oF Qheexul$pdi 174 
Waklra of Oueendaud, 123. m 
Wikimdc uf Ny&ndand and Tailfan- 

yilci. 82, m m 407, 457 
Wanyumweli r.£ Tanganyika, 52. 109, 

347, 2S]* 445 
Wanyika of Kenya, 135, 142, 296 
Wayisiana of Surinam and Brad], 364, 

265 
Warega of (he Belgian Cange*. 145 
Warfare* magic in, 331-34* 341 
Wgmmwip of the Northern Terri¬ 

tory of Austral^ 45. 46* 222r 223, 
m. 276, 277p m Jsa. 359. 373* 374. 
443. 444 

Warms,! ci Guiana, 2JS. 24J 
VYa*afwa oi Tanganyika, 4ll 
Wtloita of Kenya, 137, 138 
Wsiavrta of Kenya, 177 
Watcharkdl of Western Australia, 26, 

440 
Wayffij o! NyajdJan-i, 14, 264 
Western Australia, 2, 3, 39, 79, 1*7, 

JK 341), 345, 3% m 467; ree atm 
Bibbutamti,. Karadjcn* Watgfrftadi 
Warora, Yeadji 

Wfesrt Kura, the Maori “Hem** of 
Learning" 223h m 

Wfrare Wenaiuga. m White Kura 
VYichfta Indians. 495, 496 
Wiimbaio oi New South Wales, 234* 

267, 416 
Witl power, role of* in magical pr\>- 

caiurtr^ 79-85; exercised by profes- 
iiLiraJ magidntu, 25^52, 273h 274* 
384, 398 

WtnrrebajjD Indian 34, M 
Wiradjuri oi New South Walea. 383 
Witch doctors, African, poison ordeal 

conducted byp 299, 445-47, 468; *or- 
ecrers "smelled xmi" by, 442; 443, 
447-49, 469, 471 E a? hdlefi, 47$, 
490. 491. 494; place u!r\ in native life* 
499. 504, 505 

Witoto of CoEumbb ami Peru 21SL 
24*. 2&1 376 

Wogea Lileud of, 71. 72, 354, 422, 459, 
460 

Women, practice of mapk by. 136-91 
W-auk on gum of South Amtralia* J 26. 

m, 3ii m. 482 

Wtuph mi the Northern, Territory of 
Australia, 373 

VVorora oi IVestem Australia, 141 
WotjohaJuk of Vfctora* 174. 302, 314, 

416, 417, 435, 436 
Wnrwjeftf oi Vfctoriti 3. 55. I6flp 318, 

319 

Xosa oF South Africa* 4Z 3J3T 317, 359. 
447, 448 

Yabttn of Northeast New Guinea. 102. 
I0J, 133* m 

Yabob ol Northeast New Guinea. 46* 
239 

Yafctn of Pcm, 376* 433 
Yubijan fYimana) of Ttorra del 

Fuegu, 190, 262, 282 
Yahuru or Coii^nbb, 1J6 
Yakut of Siberia, 167, 194. 201, 223, 

26t\ 275, 2S5. 286. 30Gr 357r 3<R 380. 
492 

Yimana, Jfr Yahgan 
Yap, island ofh 95, 216. 24flp 244P 267. 

322 
Yeiruaui of Y’entiuda, 21$ 
Yekhi. w Yddji 
Yeidjj (YtUht) oi Western Australia* 

316 
Yerkla-irtintnff oF SnutF* Aostrafbt 3 

86 
Yolruts of California, 23, 186, 361* m* 

390. 391, 394, 463 
Yurtiha of the Slave Coast, Siberia. 1$, 

19, 43* 69. m, L29. ISO. 177. 1JR9, 350, 
44St 491 

Yuabyai of NVw South WjJo, E76, 

&U m, 2S2, 227, 246, 252 5=3, 3L4, 
338 

\"u-L-aiar». Maya oif >112 
Yu to New Souih WbIq, 3, 302, 2H7 

400 
Yutmiihir of Siheria, 05. 214, 315 
YuSci uf California, 178 
Yuma Indians. 136, 242, 363, 370, 479 
Yurtik of California, 84, 85, 191, 193 

ZambsJw, Negritos of. 18^ 2lli J65 
Zanxiljar, Wahadtom of. 424. ^25. 428, 

429 
Zulu oi South Africa. 42, 62 63 66, 

107, m I7«. IS9. 312, 240, 260, 298, 
302* 30^ 389. 475* 476, 507 

Ztoii Indians, 67, 68, 63, 86, 97, H4. 
125* 136, 137. Ht+ 377, 378. 4S0. 452, 
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